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Preface
Nowadays, methods of fluorescence analysis play a leading role in the 
investigation of biological objects. Actually, they are the only non-destructive 
methods for investigating living cells and microorganisms in vivo. Using 
intrinsic fluorescence as well as artificial fluorescence gives us deep insight 
into mechanisms underlying physiological and biochemical processes. Over 
the last several years, a large variety of novel research techniques based on 
intrinsic and artificial fluorescence have been elaborated. This book covers a 
wide range of modern experimental techniques such as fluorescence microscopy, 
fluorescence spectroscopy, confocal laser scanning microscopy (FRAP, FRET, 
microscopic spectroscopy, etc.), flow cytofluorometry, delayed fluorescence 
excitation spectroscopy, pulse-amplitude-modulation fluorometry, and methods 
of fluorescent dye staining.
The goal of this book is to give a clear picture of the current state-of-the-art of 
fluorescence methods in biological studies across two main areas of interest: 
algology and medicine. Worldwide ecological problems are closely related with 
phytoplankton variation, which is a main indicator of environmental health and 
fresh water quality. Algae physiology and dynamics can be easily evaluated via 
fluorescence methods due to self-fluorescence of their photosynthetic pigments. 
From this point of view, fluorescence methods provide natural facilities for online 
environmental monitoring. The most valuable part of fluorescence techniques deals 
with artificial fluorescence (staining with dyes, antibodies, nanoagents, etc.) and 
the main field of its application lies in medicine. The investigation of cancer cells is 
one of the most important medical applications of fluorescence methods. As such, 
the second part of the book is mostly devoted to this theme. Overall, this book 
illustrates the latest achievements of fluorescence analysis, which help to achieve 
better understanding of living cell processes. Its main objective is to summarize the 
advantages and specific features of different fluorescence method applications in 
rather different fields.
This book is useful for students and researchers in any fields dealing with the 
investigation of living cells. It contains twenty chapters divided into three 
sections: “Fluorescence Methods in Algology,” “Fluorescence Methods in 
Medicine,” and “Special Theories, Protocols and Techniques.” The chapters 
concerned with the application of fluorescence methods in algology include 
investigations based on self-fluorescence of living microalgae cells. The  
chapters concerned with the use of fluorescence methods in medicine include 
a description of the techniques based on artificial fluorescence, produced by dyes 
and nanoagents, and coupled to different proteins in mammalian cells. The final 
section includes some special fluorescence techniques and protocols that may 
be interesting for biologists.
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Self-fluorescence is a powerful tool for investigation of living photosynthetic 
microorganisms. Since the physiological state of such microorganisms is closely 
related to the operation and activity of photosynthetic system; thus, any varia-
tions in spectroscopic properties of their self-fluorescence indicate the changes in 
their physiological state. Cyanobacteria (or blue green alga) are one of the most 
widespread photosynthetic organisms in nature, and the ecological aspect in their 
investigation is quite valuable. On the other hand, thousands of strains belonging to 
different cyanobacterial species are cultivated in biolaboratories all over the world 
for different biotechnological applications such as biofuel cells, food production, 
pharmaceuticals, and fertilizers. Thus, the novel noninvasive methods of their 
investigation are quite important for on-line monitoring of cyanobacterial cultures. 
In this chapter, several fluorescence techniques are presented for investigation of 
living cyanobacterial cells and cultures.
Keywords: cyanobacteria, photosynthesis, fluorescence spectroscopy, confocal 
microscopic spectroscopy, fluorescence induction, flow cytometry, remote sensing
1. Introduction
In the last years, the investigation of cyanobacteria attracts a considerable 
attention due to their environmental and biotechnological importance. New 
applications of cyanobacterial communities appear in biotechnology (i.e., pro-
duction of biofuel, agricultural fertilizers, pharmaceutics, and food additives 
ultraviolet protection compounds) [1–5] and biosensing [6–9]. Large-scale indus-
trial production of the cyanobacterial products requires optimization and more 
detailed control of incubation conditions in order to increase productivity. On 
the other hand, the ecological problem of harmful bloom monitoring and control 
makes an important contribution in this rising interest to cyanobacteria, as to one 
of the main indicator organisms of the environment pollution and to methods of 
their investigation [10–18]. Obviously, future research in this field will be focused 
on the improvement of different treatments that inhibit harmful growth; thus, 
the development of novel noninvasive methods for on-line monitoring of cyano-
bacterial communities in vivo is quite needed. The presence of a photosynthetic 
apparatus similar to higher plants makes microalgae and cyanobacteria suitable 
for use in biosensors based on monitoring changes in photosynthesis and other 
bioenergetic processes in the cell [19–21].
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A vast amount of work was done to achieve a present insight into the physi-
ological processes, which rules cyanobacteria life, and their genetic background 
[10–18]. Nowdays, it was clearly shown that there is a universal genetic response to 
most abiotic stressors (heat, osmotic, saline, acid stress, strong light, and ultraviolet 
radiation) [22]. Moreover, this universal response is closely related to the photo-
synthetic activity of cyanobacterial cells [23]. This fact gives a unique opportunity 
for operational in-line monitoring (including remote sensing) of the physiological 
state of photosynthetic microorganisms in variable environmental conditions. 
Since most photosynthetic pigments possess self-fluorescent properties, thus, the 
emission spectral composition and fluorescence kinetics can provide important 
information about photosynthetic activity of living cells and reveal any variations 
in their physiological state under the influence of external factors.
All fluorescence methods can be divided in to two groups by their degree of 
organism impact. First group deals with in vivo investigations of living cells. 
Such methods should be noninvasive and very sensitive to study the life as it 
is, in dynamics of growth and adaptation. The second group deals with dead 
material. By these methods, chemical, morphological and genetic structure of 
the cell can be studied in different soluble and nonsoluble chemical components. 
In this chapter, we will be interested in the first ones. The most naturally suitable 
and appropriate methods of investigation of photosynthetic organisms are to use 
the self-fluorescence of photosynthetic apparatus. In this sense, following in vivo 
and in situ methods can be suggested: fluorescence spectroscopy (steady-state 
fluorescence) [24, 25], chlorophyll fluorescence induction analysis (fast and 
slow kinetics) [26, 27], pulse amplitude-modulated fluorometry (chlorophyll 
fluorescence quenching) [28, 29], delayed fluorescence [30, 31], flow cytometry 
[32, 33], confocal microscopic spectroscopy [34, 35], and remote sensing (pas-
sive and active, e.g., fluorescence LIDAR technique) [36, 37].
Two main aspects in studying cyanobacteria usually are interested both ecologists 
and biotechnologists: physiological state of cyanobacteria on population and cell 
level, and biological diversity of the considered community. Fluorescence methods 
can successfully solve both problems.
2. Peculiarities of cyanobacterial photosynthetic apparatus
Photosynthetic system of cyanobacteria, in contrast to green algae and higher 
plants, contains the external membrane light-harvesting complexes. The antenna 
complex for photosystem II (PSII) and photosystem I (PSI) is extrinsic and is 
formed as a large multiprotein organelle (phycobilisome), which is located on the 
stromal side of the thylakoid membrane. The detailed description of the mor-
phology, structure, chemical, and optical properties of light-harvesting complex 
of cyanobacteria, detached phycobilisomes, and phycobilins can be found 
in numerous publications [10–15, 38–40]. Here, we only pointed out several 
main features of its self-fluorescence spectrum that are essential for further 
discussion.
Phycobilisomes (PBSs) are assembled from 12 to 18 different types of polypep-
tides, which may be grouped into three classes: (1) phycobiliproteins, (2) linker 
polypeptides, and (3) PBS-associated proteins. And only first ones bear chromo-
phores and form fluorescence response together with chlorophyll a (Chl a) 
of PSII and PSI. PBSs are constructed from two main structural elements: a core 
substructure and peripheral rods that are arranged in a hemidiscoidal fashion 
around that core (Figure 1). During the energy transfer process through PBS 
to PSII and PSI, the occasional quenching of the absorbed light by fluorescence 
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can occur and this is the essential property for fluorescence spectroscopy. Both 
steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence measurements are used for probing 
the structure and functioning of photosynthetic system of cyanobacteria via this 
specific fluorescent response.
The fluorescence of intact living cyanobacterial cells is originated from the 
efficiency of the energy transfer between all components of the energy transfer 
chain including the final step, the delivery to PSII or PSI (Figure 1). Each transfer 
step results in the spectrum shape as a peak or shoulder [41, 42]. This is due to the 
fact that in the course of the energy transfer from the initially photoexcited phy-
cobiliprotein to the reaction center of photosystems PSI and PSII; fluorescence is 
emitted from almost every type of pigment and can be used as a probe to examine 
the mechanism of energy transfer within the light-harvesting system and between 
two photosystems [30, 38–40]. To monitor this energy transfer process, a sample 
should be irradiated with the light that selectively absorbs by one set of pigments 
and then the fluorescence, originated from another set of pigments, should be 
recorded. This type of fluorescence excitation experiment can be used to measure 
the efficiency of energy transfer from one set of pigments to another, which reflects 
the species-specific features, if cyanobacteria are in the optimal physiological state. 
On the other hand, under any external actions this fluorescence “finger prints” will 
change according to mechanisms of the cyanobacterial response on this action, 
and the changes in steady-state fluorescence and its kinetics finally can reveal these 
mechanisms.
As it was mentioned previously, a vast amount of fluorescence techniques were 
elaborated to study physiological state and biological diversity of photosynthetic 
organisms, but not all of them can be directly applied to cyanobacteria. Several 
crucial features of their fluorescence response lead to the necessity of changes in 
conventional techniques; otherwise, it will lead to insufficient or wrong results. 
To demonstrate these features of cyanobacteria, we present here several simple 
but representative examples, which show specific fluorescence response of cya-
nobacteria compared to green microalgae Chlorella ellipsoidea Gerneck CALU 3. 
It should be mentioned here that the fluorescence response of green microalgae 
is quite similar to higher plants one, due to the similarity of the structure of their 
photosynthetic apparatus.
In Figure 2, three sets of fluorescence spectra, recorded via standard lambda-
scanning procedure of confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) Leica TCS-SP5, 
and microphotographs of corresponding species, obtained simultaneously in 
fluorescence and transmission detection channels, are presented. The excitation 
wavelengths, corresponding to the emission lines of three CLSM lasers, are indi-
cated over the curves (405, 458, 476, 488, 496, 514, 543, and 633 нм). It is well seen 
that depending on the excitation wavelength, the room temperature fluorescence 
emission spectrum of the intact cyanobacterial cells exhibits various extents of 
Figure 1. 
Schematic drawing of photosynthetic apparatus and energy transfer in cyanobacteria.
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for operational in-line monitoring (including remote sensing) of the physiological 
state of photosynthetic microorganisms in variable environmental conditions. 
Since most photosynthetic pigments possess self-fluorescent properties, thus, the 
emission spectral composition and fluorescence kinetics can provide important 
information about photosynthetic activity of living cells and reveal any variations 
in their physiological state under the influence of external factors.
All fluorescence methods can be divided in to two groups by their degree of 
organism impact. First group deals with in vivo investigations of living cells. 
Such methods should be noninvasive and very sensitive to study the life as it 
is, in dynamics of growth and adaptation. The second group deals with dead 
material. By these methods, chemical, morphological and genetic structure of 
the cell can be studied in different soluble and nonsoluble chemical components. 
In this chapter, we will be interested in the first ones. The most naturally suitable 
and appropriate methods of investigation of photosynthetic organisms are to use 
the self-fluorescence of photosynthetic apparatus. In this sense, following in vivo 
and in situ methods can be suggested: fluorescence spectroscopy (steady-state 
fluorescence) [24, 25], chlorophyll fluorescence induction analysis (fast and 
slow kinetics) [26, 27], pulse amplitude-modulated fluorometry (chlorophyll 
fluorescence quenching) [28, 29], delayed fluorescence [30, 31], flow cytometry 
[32, 33], confocal microscopic spectroscopy [34, 35], and remote sensing (pas-
sive and active, e.g., fluorescence LIDAR technique) [36, 37].
Two main aspects in studying cyanobacteria usually are interested both ecologists 
and biotechnologists: physiological state of cyanobacteria on population and cell 
level, and biological diversity of the considered community. Fluorescence methods 
can successfully solve both problems.
2. Peculiarities of cyanobacterial photosynthetic apparatus
Photosynthetic system of cyanobacteria, in contrast to green algae and higher 
plants, contains the external membrane light-harvesting complexes. The antenna 
complex for photosystem II (PSII) and photosystem I (PSI) is extrinsic and is 
formed as a large multiprotein organelle (phycobilisome), which is located on the 
stromal side of the thylakoid membrane. The detailed description of the mor-
phology, structure, chemical, and optical properties of light-harvesting complex 
of cyanobacteria, detached phycobilisomes, and phycobilins can be found 
in numerous publications [10–15, 38–40]. Here, we only pointed out several 
main features of its self-fluorescence spectrum that are essential for further 
discussion.
Phycobilisomes (PBSs) are assembled from 12 to 18 different types of polypep-
tides, which may be grouped into three classes: (1) phycobiliproteins, (2) linker 
polypeptides, and (3) PBS-associated proteins. And only first ones bear chromo-
phores and form fluorescence response together with chlorophyll a (Chl a) 
of PSII and PSI. PBSs are constructed from two main structural elements: a core 
substructure and peripheral rods that are arranged in a hemidiscoidal fashion 
around that core (Figure 1). During the energy transfer process through PBS 
to PSII and PSI, the occasional quenching of the absorbed light by fluorescence 
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can occur and this is the essential property for fluorescence spectroscopy. Both 
steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence measurements are used for probing 
the structure and functioning of photosynthetic system of cyanobacteria via this 
specific fluorescent response.
The fluorescence of intact living cyanobacterial cells is originated from the 
efficiency of the energy transfer between all components of the energy transfer 
chain including the final step, the delivery to PSII or PSI (Figure 1). Each transfer 
step results in the spectrum shape as a peak or shoulder [41, 42]. This is due to the 
fact that in the course of the energy transfer from the initially photoexcited phy-
cobiliprotein to the reaction center of photosystems PSI and PSII; fluorescence is 
emitted from almost every type of pigment and can be used as a probe to examine 
the mechanism of energy transfer within the light-harvesting system and between 
two photosystems [30, 38–40]. To monitor this energy transfer process, a sample 
should be irradiated with the light that selectively absorbs by one set of pigments 
and then the fluorescence, originated from another set of pigments, should be 
recorded. This type of fluorescence excitation experiment can be used to measure 
the efficiency of energy transfer from one set of pigments to another, which reflects 
the species-specific features, if cyanobacteria are in the optimal physiological state. 
On the other hand, under any external actions this fluorescence “finger prints” will 
change according to mechanisms of the cyanobacterial response on this action, 
and the changes in steady-state fluorescence and its kinetics finally can reveal these 
mechanisms.
As it was mentioned previously, a vast amount of fluorescence techniques were 
elaborated to study physiological state and biological diversity of photosynthetic 
organisms, but not all of them can be directly applied to cyanobacteria. Several 
crucial features of their fluorescence response lead to the necessity of changes in 
conventional techniques; otherwise, it will lead to insufficient or wrong results. 
To demonstrate these features of cyanobacteria, we present here several simple 
but representative examples, which show specific fluorescence response of cya-
nobacteria compared to green microalgae Chlorella ellipsoidea Gerneck CALU 3. 
It should be mentioned here that the fluorescence response of green microalgae 
is quite similar to higher plants one, due to the similarity of the structure of their 
photosynthetic apparatus.
In Figure 2, three sets of fluorescence spectra, recorded via standard lambda-
scanning procedure of confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) Leica TCS-SP5, 
and microphotographs of corresponding species, obtained simultaneously in 
fluorescence and transmission detection channels, are presented. The excitation 
wavelengths, corresponding to the emission lines of three CLSM lasers, are indi-
cated over the curves (405, 458, 476, 488, 496, 514, 543, and 633 нм). It is well seen 
that depending on the excitation wavelength, the room temperature fluorescence 
emission spectrum of the intact cyanobacterial cells exhibits various extents of 
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contribution of phycobilisome emission to the spectrum, opposite to green algae. 
If one exclusively excites chlorophyll a fluorescence, using a 458-nm excitation 
wavelength, the emission spectrum of cyanobacterial cells shows no appreciable 
emission of phycocyanin or allophycocyanin. It is due to the fact that, in cyanobac-
teria, the 458-nm excitation wavelength is preferentially absorbed by PSI and PSII, 
bypassing photosynthetic pigments of light harvesting complex (LHC). The excita-
tion by intermediate (blue and green) wavelengths (405, 476, 488, and 496 nm) 
reveals fluorescent maxima of all photosynthetic pigments, belonging to the cor-
responding species, since the light in this range is absorbed by all pigment-protein 
complexes almost in equal portions and fluorescence emits by all steps of energy 
transfer chain. The direct excitation of cyanobacterial cells in the phycocyanin 
absorption region at 514 and 543 nm results in emission spectrum with two main 
peaks at 580 and 656 nm, which are due to phycoerythrin, phycocyanin, and allo-
phycocyanin emission. The spectra for 633-nm excitation wavelength directly give a 
prominent emission band at 656 nm that originates from phycocyanin, omitting the 
band at 580 nm, which cannot be excited by 633 nm. Other small emission bands, 
corresponding to fine pigment structure of antenna complex, are not resolved at the 
room temperature investigation.
Opposite to cyanobacterial species, green algae demonstrate poor diversity in 
the emission spectra (Figure 2(a)). Comparative analysis of the series of fluores-
cence spectra for different cyanobacterial species and strains (Figure 2(b) and (c)) 
reveals visible variations in their shape, and thus, species/strains differentiation 
(so-called ataxonomic analysis) could be carried out [41, 42]. Moreover, this diver-
sity in fluorescence responses on different excitation wavelength in cyanobacterial 
cells shows that all fluorescence techniques based on the analysis of chlorophyll a 
fluorescence, developed for higher plants (pulse amplitude modulation technique, 
flow cytometry, remote sensing, etc.), should be strongly modified for studying 
cyanobacteria.
Figure 2. 
Three characteristic sets of CLSM single-cell fluorescence spectra and microphotographs of corresponding strains, 
obtained simultaneously in fluorescence and transmission detection channels. (a) Chlorella ellipsoidea Gerneck 
CALU 3; (b) Synechocystis aquatilis CALU 1336; (c) Phormidium favosum str. Marvan CALU 624. All 
spectra are normalized to the maximum intensity and shifted along x-axis for convenience of observation. 
Corresponding excitation wavelengths are given over the curves. Dashed lines indicate wavelength of Chl a 
fluorescence maximum at 682 nm. The white bar corresponds to 5, 2.5, and 25 μm, respectively.
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Another important difference in the in vivo fluorescence response of cyano-
bacteria and green algae lies in stress-state investigations. Figure 3 illustrates the 
temporal changes of the in vivo fluorescence spectrum in one living cell of cyano-
bacterial strain Synechocystis aquatilis CALU 1336 and one living cell of Chlorella 
ellipsoidea Gerneck CALU 3 under light and heat stress. The series of spectra were 
recorded by means of CLSM lambda-scanning technique at the excitation wave-
length 488 nm. Comparison of Figure 3(a) and (b) demonstrates the difference in 
stress fluorescence response for these two cases. Thus, the conclusions about stress 
state of cyanobacteria, made on the basis of the techniques elaborated for green 
algae and higher plants, are sometimes meaningless and sometimes absolutely 
incorrect. The presence of additional photosynthetic pigments in LHC of cyanobac-
teria and some specific features in their photoprotection mechanisms makes them 
principally different from other photosynthetic taxa.
It should be noted here that this temporal set of fluorescence emission spectra 
illustrates all stages of cyanobacterial cell degradation, that is, all possible physi-
ological states of the considered speci. Thus, during the growth evolution of the 
culture and aging of each cell, all these stages will be presented simultaneously in 
the volume samples of the whole population. This means that the analysis of the 
population growth and the community viability by means of fluorescence methods 
should also be corrected for cyanobacteria compared to green algae ones.
Figure 3. 
Time degradation of living cell of (a) cyanobacterial strain Synechocystis aquatilis CALU 1336 and (b) Chlorella 
ellipsoidea Gerneck CALU 3 under light and heat stress. Spectra were recorded at the excitation wavelength 
488 nm and with the time step 2 min. Spectra are shifted along x-axis relative to each other for convenience of 
observation. Over the spectra, there are several fluorescent images taken at corresponding physiological states and 
recorded via CLSM. Right panels represent time dependence of the fluorescence intensity at 656 nm (PC-APC 
fluorescence) and at 682 nm (Chl a fluorescence) for cyanobacteria and at 682 nm for green microalgae. Dashed 
lines indicate the wavelength of Chl a fluorescence maximum at 682 nm.
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Figure 4 illustrates several cells of unicelluar cyanobacterial culture Synechocystis 
aquatilis CALU 1336. Diverse physiological states are observed and indicated with 
arrows. Small fluorescent signal corresponds to healthy cells. Cells in frustrated 
physiological state (dying cells) have a high fluorescence and are indicated by green 
arrows. Dead cells have no fluorescence and can be observed only in transmission 
channel. They are indicated with white arrows.
Here, we have demonstrated only two examples of the differences between 
cyanobacterial and green-algae fluorescent response. Below some more cases will be 
considered concerning specific fluorescence techniques.
3. Fluorescence methods to study cyanobacteria
As it was mentioned previously, two main properties of cyanobacterial com-
munities are of great interest during the investigation and control: physiological 
state (or viability) and biological diversity. And the fluorescence measurements 
contribute greatly to the study of these issues.
Historically, since the 1960s, researches had noted that changes in physiological 
state of cyanobacterial cell, occurring when it is grew old or is treated with different 
external actions, manifest themselves as corresponding changes in the intrinsic self-
fluorescence spectrum [43]. Several studies have shown that changes in the pigment 
fluorescence are associated with the changes in the enzymatic activity of the cell and 
an increase in the permeability of the cell membrane, which can be used as an indica-
tor of aging for cyanobacterial species [41, 44]. Today, there is no doubt that the in 
vivo analysis of fluorescence characteristics of photosynthetic apparatus is a powerful 
tool for studying the impact of a wide variety of environmental factors on cyanobac-
teria [24, 45]. The changes in the steady-state and variable fluorescencereflect the in-
time physiological state of cyanobacterial communities, exposed to different external 
factors [23]. The environmental changes cause the changes in bioenergetic processes 
occurring in cyanobacterial cells; they significantly affect the kinetics parameters and 
spectral features of the intrinsic fluorescence spectra. Since early 1980s, chlorophyll 
fluorescence kinetics has been widely used for investigation of viability of eukaryotic 
plants [28, 46]; however, the specific features of cyanobacteria only recently began 
taking into account. Therefore, in some earlier works, it was reported that the results 
of chlorophyll fluorescence measurements in cyanobacteria did not reflect the condi-
tion of photosynthesis at all [29, 47–49].
The fluorescence spectra have been widely used to classify phytoplankton popu-
lations since approximately early 1970s [50]. However, because of the generally low 
Figure 4. 
CLSM micrographs of cyanobacterium Synechocystis aquatilis CALU 1336, visualized with CLSM. (a) 
Transmission image, (b) fluorescence false-green channel represents the response from phycobilins and Chl a at 
650–680 nm, (c) represents an overlap of fluorescence and transmission channels. Scale bar = 7.5 μm.
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number of available excitation wavelengths in the conventional devices, the rate of 
species discrimination was relatively low. Researches can separate only algal groups 
that differ greatly in the structure of the photosynthetic apparatus (e.g., crypto-
phytes, chlorophytes, and cyanobacteria) but cannot separate groups that are more 
similarly pigmented (e.g., among cyanobacterial species) [51, 52]. Discrimination 
between similarly pigmented taxa or even between species within a taxon requires 
high-resolution and multi-wavelength spectral analysis to reveal small peculiarities 
in configuration and functioning of photosynthetic system. The rigorous discrimi-
nation is possible if the inter-species differences are greater than those within a 
species. For cyanobacteria, the spectral features of fluorescence, emitted by single 
cells in vivo, depends only on the structure and operational effectiveness of photo-
synthetic apparatus; thus, they reflect the individual characteristic of cyanobacterial 
strain and can be used for confident differentiation up to strain level [42]. The pos-
sible contribution of environmental adaptation effects to the resulting fluorescence 
spectra can be minimized by an accurate definition of the corresponding spectral 
regions of the excitation and emission wavelengths. Recent progress in CLSM 
methods allows to get spectroscopic data from single cells, instead of the whole 
population (like in conventional fluorescence spectroscopy); thus, the external 
interference has a minimal effect on the resultant spectrum.
Several fluorescent methods for in vitro and in situ investigations will be 
considered in this part, and the specific features of their use for studying cyano-
bacteria will be outlined.
3.1 Fluorescence spectroscopy
Steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy can solve many routine problems of lim-
nology and oceanology in a noninvasive manner. For example, the gravimetrically 
measured dry weight is an invasive method that is unsuitable for monitoring growth 
over time in the same sample; however, fluorescence methods can successfully 
replace it by applying calibration curves for in vivo chlorophyll a fluorescence of 
different cyanobacteria species [53]. This is the only one simple example of growth 
rate measurement. In more complicated cases, like monitoring of physiological state 
or biological diversity of cyanobacterial communities, fluorescence spectroscopy 
can become the only possible noninvasive method of investigation.
Opposite to the absorption spectra, the in vivo fluorescence spectra are much 
more informative. Moreover, it was shown in [54, 55] that the fluorescence assay 
would be a preferred alternative to absorbance in quantifying cyanobacterial 
growth because the fluorescence measures only viable cells and absorbance 
measures total cell biomass (including dead cells). Fluorescence spectroscopy is a 
highly sensitive, nearly instantaneous, noninvasive way to study various compo-
nents and processes in situ and in vivo. Although the fluorescence spectra contain 
the information only about photosynthetic apparatus of different algal groups, 
they include the information about the chemical structure of light harvesting 
complex (LHC) and accessory pigment-proteins, as well as about the character of 
links between pigment-protein complexes and the efficiency of energy transfer 
in the light-harvesting process. When compared with absorption, fluorescence is 
affected by the excitation wavelength and energy. Thus, the use of different excita-
tion wavelengths can provide more detailed information for the study of single-cell 
composition (Figure 5).
As it was mentioned previously, the specific features of fluorescence measure-
ments of cyanobacterial communities, based on their initial fluorescence, lay 
mostly in the peculiarities of their photosynthetic apparatus, in particular, of the 
light-harvesting antennae. The distinct set of photopigments makes cyanobacteria 
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an ideal laboratory object for various biological investigations. Fast adaptation and 
understandable fluorescence response on the environmental changes allow using 
cyanobacteria as an indicator organism in ecological studies and as a laboratory 
object in biotechnological applications. However, the structure and functioning of 
their photosynthetic apparatus differ drastically from eukaryotic plants (Figure 5). 
Thus, the attention should be paid while applying fluorescence methods, elabo-
rated for higher plants, to cyanobacteria and vice versa, during the application of 
the results of cyanobacterial studies to green algae. Let us mention several specific 
features that should be kept in mind while working with cyanobacteria.
The problem of registration and control of the physiological state of natural 
communities and the viability of cultures during incubation is a primary task in both 
ecological and biotechnological fields of application of cyanobacteria. In cyanobac-
teria, the main pigments responsible for photosynthetic activity are phycobilins; 
therefore, the methods associated with the analysis of only chlorophyll fraction do 
not give satisfactory results in the study of cyanobacterial cultures [56–58]. Moreover, 
the analysis of the fraction of water-soluble phycobilins may give the ambiguous 
information, due to debris of disrupted cells in the culture medium. The former gives 
underestimated results, and the latter, overestimated results. Thus, the analysis of the 
viability of living cyanobacterial cells should be carried out considering a set of fluo-
rescence spectra with different excitation wavelength, to elucidate the impact of each 
photosynthetic pigment [41, 44, 49]. The examples of one-excitation-wavelength 
studies are also present in the literature [59, 60]. However, the conclusions made on 
the basis of such investigations are questionable.
The investigation of phytoplankton communities and the identification of individual 
algae species, in the presence of different photosynthetic pigments, are completely 
impossible via one or two fluorescence spectra. Here, only a set of fluorescence spectra 
with different excitation wavelength can give a sufficient accuracy (see e.g., [42, 61]).
In the last years, so-called excitation-emission fluorescence matrices are often 
used in investigations of the effect of pollutants on natural algae communities [24], 
as well as in biological diversity studies [25, 62, 63]. Some researches even develop 
submersible devices to carry out such fluorescence study in situ [64].
3.2 Chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics
A vast amount of works are devoted to the investigation of chlorophyll fluores-
cence induction (fast and slow kinetics) and chlorophyll fluorescence quenching 
Figure 5. 
Absorption (a) and fluorescence excitation (action) spectra (b) for Synechocystis aquatilis CALU 1336 (blue 
line) and Chlorella ellipsoidea Gerneck CALU 3 (red line).
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analysis via saturation pulse method in green algae and higher plants, but only 
few of them concerns studies of cyanobacteria [28, 29, 47, 65–67]. Here, we will be 
interested in the peculiarities of using this technique for studying cyanobacteria. 
Therefore, we will not discuss here theoretical basics but only pointed out some 
important features of fluorescence kinetics in cyanobacterial photosynthetic 
apparatus.
In numerous reviews, the theoretical investigations of chlorophyll a (Chl a) 
fluorescence induction in different photosynthetic organisms are presented 
[26, 27, 65–69]. Basically, three classes of processes modulate Chl a fluorescence: 
photochemical quenching [q(P)], nonphotochemical quenching [q(N)], and 
fluorescence lowering or fluorescence increase due to state 1 to 2 and state 2 to 1 
transitions, respectively. In addition at high actinic light excitation, Chl a fluores-
cence can be subject to various photoinhibitory quenching processes q(I), which 
are much slower than the previous three.
Differences in the interpretation of cyanobacterial fluorescence induction 
start from the first step. First of all, the dark adaptation shifts plants and algae 
toward light state 1 (enlarged PS II antenna, high fluorescence state), whereas in 
cyanobacteria, dark adaptation shifts toward light state 2 (enlarged PS I antenna, 
low fluorescence state). This leads to discrepancy in interpretation of the JIP-test 
results like very small rise of OJIP fluorescence, compared to eukaryotic plants (see 
Figure 6) and very large rise of PSM fluorescence instead of decay for green algae 
and higher plants [26] Here and hereafter, the notation of main points in polyphasic 
chlorophyll a fluorescence curve (OJIP and PSMT) is taken from the main works of 
Strasser and Stamatakis [65, 66].
The first recorded signal in fluorescence induction (FI) experiment, F0, is 
considered usually as the maximally oxidized QA and as the maximal rate of 
primary charge separation in the RCIIs in dark-adapted green algae and higher 
plants. In cyanobacteria, the O level of fluorescence induction curve is higher 
(see Figure 6) because of C-phycocyanin and allophycocyanin fluorescence 
contributions at 710 nm and also because QA is partly reduced in the dark due 
to equilibration with the PQ pool, which is reduced in darkness by respiratory 
substrates. This happens because in cyanobacteria, the PQ pool is shared both by 
photosynthetic and respiratory electron transport (PSET and RSET), contrary to 
Figure 6. 
Fast OJIP chlorophyll fluorscence kinetics for Microcystis firma CALU 398 (blue line) and Cucumis sativus L. 
(red line). Characteristics were recorded with PAM-2500, Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany.
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an ideal laboratory object for various biological investigations. Fast adaptation and 
understandable fluorescence response on the environmental changes allow using 
cyanobacteria as an indicator organism in ecological studies and as a laboratory 
object in biotechnological applications. However, the structure and functioning of 
their photosynthetic apparatus differ drastically from eukaryotic plants (Figure 5). 
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rated for higher plants, to cyanobacteria and vice versa, during the application of 
the results of cyanobacterial studies to green algae. Let us mention several specific 
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Figure 5. 
Absorption (a) and fluorescence excitation (action) spectra (b) for Synechocystis aquatilis CALU 1336 (blue 
line) and Chlorella ellipsoidea Gerneck CALU 3 (red line).
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to equilibration with the PQ pool, which is reduced in darkness by respiratory 
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other photosynthetic organisms, where PSET and RSET functions are segregated 
in different organelles, plastoquinones are oxidized enzymically in darkness, and 
their fluorescence quenching effect is enhanced. Also, in cyanobacteria, Chl a is 
more abundant in PSI than in PSII compared to eukaryotic plants. Besides this, 
a dark-reduced PQ pool shifts cyanobacteria to state 2, in which the excitation 
which PBS donates to PSI is maximized, increasing the contribution of PSI to F0. 
In other words, in cyanobacteria, F0 contains a larger fraction of the redox-silent 
PSI fluorescence than it does in higher plants and algae. Finally, the OP rise is the 
integrated response of excited Chls a to redox signals and electrostatic fields that 
PSET generates within the thylakoid membrane.
Compared to the OP rise, the PSMT decay (in plans and rise in cyanobacteria) 
is far more complex (see e.g., Figure 2 in [47]). In cyanobacteria, lumen acidity-
dependent q(N) works in a characteristically different way than in eukaryotic 
plants. While in the latter, q(N) dissipates primarily the excess Chl a excitation in 
PSII; in cyanobacteria, it dissipates primarily the excess Chl a excitation in PSI, 
which is obtained from PBS when the cyanobacterium is in state 2 (e.g., after dark 
adaptation). In other words, in cyanobacteria, q(N) quenching occurs as a sequel 
to the fluorescence lowering during the state 1 to 2 transition [70]. Moreover, in 
contrast to algae and higher plants, cyanobacteria have the maximum fluorescence 
signal in point M between O and T, instead of point P for other photosynthetic 
organisms. This is due to the fact that in cyanobacteria, the PQ pool is reduced 
by respiratory substrates during dark adaptation, as it is shared by both the PSET 
and the RSET chains [71, 72]. Thereby, an extensive, and often monotonous, P 
to T fluorescence decay in higher plants reflects a state 1 to 2 transition. And the 
opposite situation occurs in cyanobacteria, where the SMT transient is dominant in 
the total fluorescence induction pattern, with SM rise corresponding to a state 2 to 
1 transition. Thus, it is obvious that the Fm parameter for cyanobacteria should be 
obtained at another point (M), than for higher plants (P). The SM rise in cyano-
bacteria displays interesting phenomenology, which cannot always be explained 
adequately. In contrast to green algae, noncyclic and cyclic PSET inhibitors do not 
block the SM rise in cyanobacteria, although the fluorescence induction kinetic 
details are changed. When the MT fluorescence decay takes place, a cyanobacte-
rium cell is at state 1 and most likely stays there during the MT decay because it is 
illuminated continuously. The MT decay in cyanobacteria is observed only under 
strong actinic illumination, raising the possibility of q(I) (as that part of a light-
induced depression of Chl a fluorescence that is not reversed by dark adaptation) 
contributions to it.
Concerning fluorescence quenching analysis based on pulse amplitude 
modulation technique [73], it should be noted that this method can give detailed 
information of the main processes in photosynthetic system of cyanobacteria, 
but inherent simplicity of this method there is a risk of uncritical use which in 
certain cases may lead to questionable results and conclusions. In several reviews 
[28, 29, 67, 74, 75], a lot of peculiarities are pointed out, which distinguish cya-
nobacteria from eukaryotic plants. They are difference in metabolic interactions 
(i.e., reduced PQ pool in dark-acclimated cyanobacterial cells due to respiratory 
electron transport), the problems arise from pigment composition (i.e., the 
impact of phycobilins fluorescence into the overall chlorophyll fluorescence and 
the dependence of the result on the wavelength of excitation light), the high rate 
of development of nonphotochemical quenching, the problem with the estima-
tion of electron transport rate (ETR) (due to the difference in distribution of 
light energy between PSI and PSII in cyanobacteria), discrepancy in the behavior 
of q(N) (nonphotochemical quenching) and q(P) (the redox state of PQ pool) 
(because the regulation of state transition in cyanobacteria is due to not only 
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redox control, but in some way to component in cytochrome b6/f complex), the 
role of the blue light intensity in nonphotochemical quenching (nonphotochemical 
OCP quenching), etc. Some of them were already described previously.
The main problem of chlorophyll fluorescence analysis in cyanobacteria is related 
with the determination of the actual F0 and Fm, since cyanobacteria have highly 
fluorescent phycobilisome and high PSI/PSII ratio; thus, the contribution of “basal” 
fluorescence should be far higher than in land plants. The method of calculation of 
the “true” value of Fv/Fm in the absence of the “basal” fluorescence was suggested in 
[76], and the corrections that are due to phycobilin fluorescence only are presented 
in [77, 78]. Another problem with right determination of Fm deals with the reduction 
of PQ pool in the dark-acclimated cyanobacterial cells, since PQ pool and electron 
transport are shared by photosynthetic and respiration systems. This problem can 
be solved by using weak blue light illumination, which oxidizes PQ pool, instead of 
dark. The determination of F0 also is not so simple. In the dark, cyanobacterial cells 
are in state 2; thus in order to determine the true F0 level, they should be brought to 
state 1. Again appropriate blue light acts as PSI-excitation light and oxidizes PQ pool 
as well as QA in many cyanobacteria [28]. Thus, we should be especially cautious to 
interpret the differences in chlorophyll fluorescence parameters determined in the 
dark or under low light in the analysis of cyanobacteria. To demonstrate the differ-
ence in chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics between cyanobacteria and higher plants 
in Figure 7, several characteristics for cyanobacteria (Microcystis firma CALU 398) 
and cucumber leaves (Cucumis sativus L.) are presented. The characteristics were 
recorded at blue actinic light for cyanobacteria and at red actinic light for cucumber 
leaves. Obviously, the fluorescence emission trace for cyanobacterial and cucumber 
quenching analysis are quite different, as well as ETR, photochemical [Y(II)) and 
nonphotochemical (Y(NPQ )] quenching dependencies.
Figure 7. 
Fluorescence emission trace for quenching analysis (a) Microcystis firma CALU 398 (blue lines) and  
(b) Cucumis sativus L. (red lines), (c) ETR, (d) Effective quantum yield Y(II) and nonphotochemical quenching 
Y(NPQ ) dependencies. Characteristics were recorded with PAM-2500, Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany.
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OCP quenching), etc. Some of them were already described previously.
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fluorescent phycobilisome and high PSI/PSII ratio; thus, the contribution of “basal” 
fluorescence should be far higher than in land plants. The method of calculation of 
the “true” value of Fv/Fm in the absence of the “basal” fluorescence was suggested in 
[76], and the corrections that are due to phycobilin fluorescence only are presented 
in [77, 78]. Another problem with right determination of Fm deals with the reduction 
of PQ pool in the dark-acclimated cyanobacterial cells, since PQ pool and electron 
transport are shared by photosynthetic and respiration systems. This problem can 
be solved by using weak blue light illumination, which oxidizes PQ pool, instead of 
dark. The determination of F0 also is not so simple. In the dark, cyanobacterial cells 
are in state 2; thus in order to determine the true F0 level, they should be brought to 
state 1. Again appropriate blue light acts as PSI-excitation light and oxidizes PQ pool 
as well as QA in many cyanobacteria [28]. Thus, we should be especially cautious to 
interpret the differences in chlorophyll fluorescence parameters determined in the 
dark or under low light in the analysis of cyanobacteria. To demonstrate the differ-
ence in chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics between cyanobacteria and higher plants 
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Figure 7. 
Fluorescence emission trace for quenching analysis (a) Microcystis firma CALU 398 (blue lines) and  
(b) Cucumis sativus L. (red lines), (c) ETR, (d) Effective quantum yield Y(II) and nonphotochemical quenching 
Y(NPQ ) dependencies. Characteristics were recorded with PAM-2500, Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany.
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The instrumental support of these two fluorescence methods, the fluorometers, 
that are currently in use for kinetic fluorescence studies, is based on different 
approaches to measure the variable Chl a fluorescence differing in the manner by 
which the photochemistry is saturated: shutterless and LED-based instruments for 
direct fluorometry, as plant efficiency analyzer (HandyPEA, M-PEA, PocketPEA; 
Hansatech Instruments, Kings Lynn Norfolk, UK) [79], pulse amplitude modula-
tion, PAM fluorometry (Phyto-PAM Phytoplankton Analyzer; PAM-2000, Walz 
GmbH, Germany) [80], the pump and probe fluorometry [81], the fast repetition rate 
fluorometry [82], the pump during probe fluorometry [83], and several others that are 
functionally similar, such as the fluorescence induction and relaxation technique [84], 
the background irradiance gradient single turnover fluorometry [85], and advanced 
laser fluorometry [86]. In the last years, a lot of new modifications of these instru-
ments appeared, including multicolor PAM (MULTI-COLOR-PAM and PHYTO-PAM 
Phytoplankton Analyzer, Waltz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany) [87–89] and imaging 
PAM (IMAGING-PAM M-Series, Waltz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany) [73]. Recently 
developed multi-color-PAM (Waltz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany) [87] provides six 
different colors of measure light and six different colors of actinic light, all of which 
qualify for highly accurate measurements of fast induction kinetics and assessment of 
wavelength-dependent Fv/Fm and functional absorption cross-section of PSII.
3.3 Delayed fluorescence analysis
Delayed fluorescence (DF) occurs in photosynthetically active cells and is 
emitted between 450 and 750 nm with decay times from milliseconds to minutes 
[30, 31, 52, 90]. DF excitation spectroscopy is a real-time, nondestructive method 
for rapid estimation of the photosynthetically active pigments—chlorophylls, 
accessory pigments and phycobiliproteins. It can be used to determine chlorophyll 
concentration and phytoplankton composition [91–95], as well as to study the 
changes in electron transport [96], different stress states [97–100], the response 
to the diurnal light cycle [101], etc. The DF measurement distinguishes between 
cyanobacteria, cryptophyta, green algae, and chromophyte algae because they have 
different chlorophylls, accessory pigments, and phycobiliproteins. DF has some 
specific features in cyanobacteria, due to their specific structural arrangement 
of the photosynthetic membranes. In particular, in contrast to other algae, some 
parameters of delayed fluorescence from cyanobacteria show specific changes 
within the temperature range at which membrane lipids undergo thermophilic 
phase transitions [102].
The origin of DF is as follows. The accessory pigments, absorbing photons, 
provide charge separation at the reaction centers of PSII and PSII after the exci-
tonic energy transfer in light-harvesting complex. Then electrons are transported 
through the electron transport chain to the Calvin cycle. Stopping the illumination 
initiates processes of the reverse light phase, that is, electrons in the electron trans-
port chain flow back to the oxidized reaction center P680+, leading to an excited 
state P680*. This excited state P680* decays to the ground state emitting a delayed 
fluorescence in 580–720 nm wavelength range. DF can be observed during several 
minutes until a charge equilibrium between donor side (water splitting complex) 
and acceptor side (plastoquinone, PSI) is reached by recombination. The resulting 
decay curve includes the fast decay, produced by recombination of electrons and 
holes, which are located near P680+, and the long-lasting decay, caused by electron-
hole pairs, which are located at greater distances from P680+ (e.g., electrons near 
PSI together with holes at the Mnn+ complex) [96]. Thus, the cellular components, 
which absorb light, but do not lead to charge separation (like dead cells, or photo-
protective pigments—carotenoids), are not detected by DF spectroscopy.
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The peculiarities of DF spectroscopy for cyanobacteria are associated with the 
difference from plants in cellular metabolism, and structure and functioning of 
their photosynthetic apparatus, which are pointed out in the previous section. The 
differences in kinetics and spectral characteristics of DF can be easily traced from 
higher plants taking into account the relation between photosynthetic and respira-
tory systems in sharing of electron transport chain and the presence of external 
light-harvesting complex (phycobilisome). The former influences the DF kinetics, 
and the latter, DF spectral features. For example, the temporal DF dependence 
(DF decay curve) shows the transient peak with variable, species-specific heights 
and timing, in contrast to green algae, which have no any peak (see, e.g., Figure 2 
in [100]). The height and timing of this peak is affected differently by different 
toxicants [100]. Thus, DF can be used as a rapid, reliable, and sensitive phytoplank-
ton toxicity test. In the laboratory experiments, the comparison of four measuring 
techniques (delayed fluorescence, prompt fluorescence, photometric absorbance, 
and microscopic cell count) to assess growth inhibition freshwater algae and cyano-
bacteria shows very high sensitivity of delayed fluorescence excitation spectroscopy 
[90]. DF as a parameter is used to investigate the phytoplankton community in 
lakes [95], its seasonal aspect, and vertical distribution [95, 103], as well as continu-
ous biomonitoring of surface waters [94]. Delayed fluorescence excitation spectra, 
obtained by measuring the intensity of delayed fluorescence at different excitation 
wavelengths and reflecting the photosynthetic pigment composition, is used to 
determine chlorophyll concentration and phytoplankton composition [30, 94, 95].
Finally, it should be noted that the delayed fluorescence is the only method that 
can diverse live and dead cells during on-line monitoring. Its major advantage is that 
it is emitted only from cells that are photosynthetically active, that is, alive; thus, 
the additional signals from dead cell debris do not interfere with the measurements. 
Long-term DF emission also prevents interference problems with fluorescent 
backgrounds in natural samples [94]. Furthermore, DF can measure nano- and 
pico-plankton, which may be lost during filtration or may be unaccounted in direct 
microscopic analysis.
Since 1995, DF excitation spectroscopy has been used in addition to microscopic 
biovolume estimation to monitor the phytoplankton composition in Germany 
[104]. Within an EC project “Phytoplankton On-Line,” started in 2000, an on-line 
version of the DF excitation spectrometer has been developed to monitor continu-
ously the composition of phytoplankton species in Lake Erken, Sweden, Lake 
Balaton, Hungary and Lake Kinneret, Israel.
3.4 Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry (FCM) is a rapid technique for the quantitative measurement 
of the properties of individual cells [105, 106]. It is a method for conducting a 
multi-parameter analysis of cells suspended in liquid and passing through a laser 
beam. In FCM, the excitation and emission properties of individual cells at one or 
more wavelength are measured together with the light scatter parameters, such 
as perpendicular light scatter, forward light scatter, and time of flight. Usually in 
order to detect any fluorescence, suspended cells require staining with organic 
dyes. In cyanobacteria, self-fluorescence of photopigments (chlorophylls and phy-
cobilins) not only allows cells to be counted in a rapid manner but also enables a 
wide range of potential applications in ecological and biochemical studies, such as 
definition of biomass, distribution, and dynamics of phytoplankton [33, 107–109], 
discrimination and identification of algae species [110–112], and the investigation 
of the responses to contaminants [113–116]. It should be noted that the presence 
of these photopigments limits the possibility to stain cells with synthetic dyes 
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The peculiarities of DF spectroscopy for cyanobacteria are associated with the 
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3.4 Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry (FCM) is a rapid technique for the quantitative measurement 
of the properties of individual cells [105, 106]. It is a method for conducting a 
multi-parameter analysis of cells suspended in liquid and passing through a laser 
beam. In FCM, the excitation and emission properties of individual cells at one or 
more wavelength are measured together with the light scatter parameters, such 
as perpendicular light scatter, forward light scatter, and time of flight. Usually in 
order to detect any fluorescence, suspended cells require staining with organic 
dyes. In cyanobacteria, self-fluorescence of photopigments (chlorophylls and phy-
cobilins) not only allows cells to be counted in a rapid manner but also enables a 
wide range of potential applications in ecological and biochemical studies, such as 
definition of biomass, distribution, and dynamics of phytoplankton [33, 107–109], 
discrimination and identification of algae species [110–112], and the investigation 
of the responses to contaminants [113–116]. It should be noted that the presence 
of these photopigments limits the possibility to stain cells with synthetic dyes 
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as their excitation and emission spectra can greatly overlap. Thus, the attention 
should be paid while choosing appropriate fluorescent dyes with respect to the 
particular microorganism and the available lasers with which the FCM instrument 
is equipped [117].
For example, recently, an FCM protocol for quantitative and rapid analysis of 
Microcystis cells and colonies in lake sediment was developed [118]. Because of its 
many advantages, including rapidity, sensitivity, multiparametric analysis, and cell 
sorting capacity, FCM has been increasingly applied to environmental studies with 
aquatic microorganisms.
Various FCM instruments are also coupled with cell sorters [106, 119]. In 
this case, individual cells can be diverted from the fluid stream based on their 
properties such as cell morphology, taxonomic position, surface and intracellular 
protein expression, gene expression, and cellular physiology and collected into 
homogenous fractions for further analyses [120]. In spite of different cell viability 
after such a process (especially for fragile species), FCM featuring a sorting device 
has been successfully applied to isolate different phytoplankton taxa from mixed 
cultures at a success rate of 80% [121].
Initially, most of the commercially available flow cytometers cannot be directly 
applied to the study of aquatic biota, due to the large size range and low densities 
of the field samples. However, in 1989, the so-called Optical Plankton Analyzer has 
been designed by a group of American researchers [122]. Later, several companies in 
the United Kingdom and United States began to produce new modifications of flow 
cytometers for limnological and oceanographical applications [123]. Currently, the 
major producers in this field include Beckman Coulter, Becton-Dickinson, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, and DakoCytomation provide a number of devices equipped with 
several lasers with different emitted wavelengths that allow studying cells stream 
flowing at a speed of over 100,000 cells per second. One of the advantages of FCM 
is the possibility of rapid and automated measurement of very small volume of the 
tested samples (1 cm3 1 × 106 cells).
The particularity of studying cyanobacteria via FCM lays in the right choice 
of excitation and emission wavelengths for recording fluorescent signal, as it was 
described in previous sections. Measurement of chlorophyll and phycobilin fluores-
cence via FCM can provide the information on changes in the efficiency of photo-
synthetic apparatus, and indirectly, it can impart information on the cell’s condition 
and growth state. It can be used to test the impact of different factors on cyanobac-
teria development, that is pH, toxic metals, herbicides, and other pollutants, under 
controlled laboratory conditions [114, 115, 124]. In addition to chlorophyll fluores-
cence, the fluorescence emission of phycocyanin pigment-protein complexes that 
participate in transferring signals also can be used in environmental stress studies 
of cyanobacteria, similar to those based on chlorophyll a measurement. Thus, 
cyanobacteria are well suited to flow cytometric analysis.
Considering that FCM equipped with a dual laser is able to measure chlorophyll 
a and phycocyanin, this method could also be of value in ecological studies of 
cyanobacteria. Once coupled with cell sorting, FCM can be successfully applied to 
isolate cyanobacteria from mixed phytoplankton samples. The recent emergence of 
advanced microfluidics, the availability of sophisticated digital image processing 
techniques, the advent of various optical imaging modalities, and image-guided cell 
sorting extend the capabilities of FCM from the measurements of one-dimensional 
signal intensities to multidimensional information-rich images, which can be used 
to analyze the spatial architecture of single cells in flow in addition to the analysis of 
the volume samples [125]. However, the presence of autofluorescence in cyanobac-
terial cells limits the use of staining cells with synthetic fluorochromes due to signal 
overlap. Moreover, the colonial forms and filamentous cyanobacteria (especially in 
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freshwater species) are still rather difficult to study using FCM due to their different 
colony size and trichome lengths. In this case, the light scattering does not allow 
individual cells to be distinguished.
3.5 Confocal microscopic spectroscopy
Self-fluorescence of the photosynthetic apparatus of cyanobacteria originates 
from excited states of light-harvesting complex and PSII/PSI that were lost before 
photochemistry took place. It usually represents a small fraction of the excited state 
decay in photosynthetic complex of healthy cells. Nevertheless, this small fraction 
can be easily detected by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) [126, 127]. 
With CLSM, a very small excitation and detection areas can be investigated, so 
that single cells under nondamage conditions can be studied in vivo. In addition to 
above-mentioned techniques that now can be carried out on the single-cell level, 
CLSM provides some additional facilities. The investigation of self-fluorescence 
of single living cells reveals the relation between the physiological state and the 
operational activity of photosynthetic system. The investigation of self-fluorescence 
gives the information about single-cell processes as well as about the collaboration 
in cell communities. The changes in spectral characteristics of living photosynthetic 
cells indicate changes in their physiological state and can be applied for the studies 
of the results of stress states and external actions. Light-, heat-, ultrasound-, and 
toxin-induced changes can be distinguished by means of confocal microscopic 
spectroscopy since all these external actions are stress factors affecting photosyn-
thetic process [44].
Modern CLSMs are unique tools for visualizing cellular structures and analyzing 
dynamic processes inside single cells. They exceed classical light microscopes in their 
axial resolution, which enables to acquire optical sections (slices) of a specimen. 
Thus, the object can be imaged in three dimensions and subsequently visualized 
as a 3D computer model. CLSM is designed for the quantification and analysis of 
image-coded information. Among other things, they allow easy determination of 
fluorescence intensities, distances, areas, and their changes over time. They are 
capable of quickly detecting and quantitatively unmixing the spectral signatures 
of fluorescent objects. Many useful parameters as the degree of colocalization of 
labeled structures or the ion concentration in a specimen can be analyzed [128]. 
The most interesting feature of CLSM is the capability for single-cell microscopic 
spectroscopy, which allows obtaining spectroscopic information inside small 
regions and single cells [35]. Another group of facilities deals with the quantitative 
analysis of dynamic processes in living cells using techniques such as fluorescence 
recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) [129, 130], fluorescence resonance energy 
transfer (FRET), fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) [131], photo-
activation, and photoconversion. Recently, a lot of additional techniques appear 
in modern CLSMs, which open new perspectives for single-cell investigation, such 
as white laser, which provides the ability to obtain not only fluorescence emission 
spectra, but also single-cell excitation and absorption spectra [132]; hyperspectral 
CLSM that allows more precise fluorescence spectra through the cell thickness 
and gives more detailed fluorescent pigments location [34, 133]; and STED and 
multiphotonic techniques, which extend the CLSM abilities to single-molecular 
studies [134, 135].
However, while working with living cells, the caution must be taken. The studies 
of the photosynthetic cells require some additional specific skills and techniques 
to perform measurements and to carry out data processing [35, 41, 42, 44]. The 
efficiency of photosynthesis and photosynthetic rate are highly dependent on 
irradiance. This can be seen in the light dependency of various photosynthetic 
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as white laser, which provides the ability to obtain not only fluorescence emission 
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efficiency of photosynthesis and photosynthetic rate are highly dependent on 
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parameters. Moreover, not only light quantity, but also light “quality” (wavelength) 
is an important factor [38]. Thus, special spectroscopic methods are required 
to study the physiology of phototrophic microorganisms [136]. These organ-
isms employ light-dependent photosynthesis as the main energy source for their 
metabolism, and the detected self-fluorescence finally reflects the diversity in 
morphological and physiological states of their photosynthetic cells.
The main problem of in vivo investigations is to protect the object under con-
sideration from light and heat damage. Since in CLSM the laser light density in the 
focus point is high, the dwell time and the intervals between the illuminations may 
influence photodamage and saturation of photosynthesis. It is well known that 
most chromophores and natural pigments bleach under the high laser excitation 
energies; thus, a bleach test should be performed [35]. It was shown experimentally 
that especially phycoerythrin and phycocyanin, as accessory pigments, were very 
sensitive to photobleaching, while the fluorescence of chlorophyll a and allophyco-
cyanin remained stable in the intact cells [137]. Thus, during fluorescence detection 
of the main accessory pigments of cyanobacteria, the changes in their fluorescence 
intensity should be controlled during the recording period. The power of individual 
laser lines should be chosen according to the photodamage they cause. In some 
experiments, the repeated spectra were obtained under selected excitation power, 
and in this case, the excitation power would affect the cells (see Figure 3). In each 
case, the optimal zoom and excitation energy parameters should be selected, so the 
fluorescence spectra did not vary within the experimental error. When excitation 
energy is increased, both the intensity and shape of fluorescence spectra can change 
because of photodamage or structure breakdown in photosynthetic systems.
In the experiments, where several laser lines were involved in the investiga-
tion (see Figure 2), it is useful to record the first spectrum again at the end of 
each series to control the initial state of the cell. Moreover, the cell fluorescence 
intensities depend on the sensitivity setting of the photomultiplier, distance from 
the sample, and the excitation energy (which varies for different laser lines of 
CLSM); thus, the only qualitative analysis of spectral characteristics is acceptable 
in multispectra regime.
CLSM gives the opportunity to truly understand the cellular function; thus, we 
need to extend our imaging capabilities in ways that enable us to follow sequential 
events in real time, monitor the kinetics of dynamic processes, and record sensitive 
or transient events. Fluorescence spectra of cyanobacterial photosynthetic pig-
ments are easily recorded by spectral CLSM. The fluorescence shares of individual 
phycobiliproteins can be reliably determined by spectral unmixing, showing that 
the spectral resolution of CLSM is well suited for this approach. In addition, CLSM 
technique allows the investigation not only cultivable but also the noncultivable 
cyanobacterial species.
3.6 Remote sensing
Methods of fluorescence spectroscopy suit very well for large-scale monitoring 
and remote sensing. They can be used in ecological studies, water quality control 
and on-line monitoring of cyanobacterial occurrence, distribution, and spatial and 
temporal dynamics in the environment [138–140]. Obviously, the presence of cyano-
bacteria and their photopigments influence reflectance, which is the ratio of radia-
tion leaving the water (reflected) to the total amount of radiation incident on the 
water, is detected by remote sensing devices. Reflectance can be viewed by remote 
sensors called spectroradiometers, which can be either multispectral (sampling 
the electromagnetic spectrum over a relatively wide range of wavelengths in each 
discrete band) or hyperspectral (collecting and processing information from many 
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narrow contiguous wavelength intervals across the electromagnetic spectrum). 
Remote sensing of chlorophyll a using its absorbance in the blue and red electromag-
netic wavelengths has been successfully applied in the monitoring of phytoplankton 
blooms, and many single-band or band-ratio-type algorithms have been developed 
for chlorophyll a concentration retrieval from both multispectral and hyperspectral 
data obtained from ground-based, airborne, or satellite sensors [36]. However, the 
selective determination of cyanobacteria in the presence of other photoautotrophs 
requires the use of targeted algorithms (baseline, band-ratio, and semi-analytical 
nested band-ratio) for retrieval of phycocyanin concentration. Two spectral char-
acteristics should be taken into account: a pronounced absorption peaks near 570 
and 630 nm and two fluorescent peaks near 580 and 660 nm. Unfortunately, only 
in some instances, retrieval of phycocyanin concentrations at high cyanobacterial 
densities is possible from multispectral data, for example, provided by the MERIS 
satellite imaging spectrometer [141–143]. More sensitive hyperspectral remote sens-
ing of phycocyanin is applied in cyanobacterial bloom monitoring using shipboard 
[144, 145] or airborne sensors [146, 147] and is eventually possible with the satellite 
Hyperion Hyperspectral Imager, which is capable of acquiring hyperspectral data 
[36, 148]. The methods are being continuously improved in their sensitivity, selec-
tivity, resolution, robustness, and applicability, including new instrument designs or 
derivation of new algorithms for pigment concentration derivation [146, 149–153].
The most interesting instrument, providing active remote sensing of phy-
toplankton and dissolved organic matter (DOM) fluorescence, is a laser remote 
sensing spectrometer (LIDAR) used in shipborne laboratories [154–159]. A LIDAR 
fluorosensor for marine and freshwater applications is remotely excite and detect 
laser-induced fluorescence emissions by chromophore groups belonging to different 
species present in the water body. Four out of 12 available spectral channels, cor-
responding to water Raman backscattering (402 nm), DOM (450 nm), and phyto-
plankton pigments (phycocyanin, 650 nm; chlorophyll, 690 nm), were selected in 
wavelength by placing suitable interference filters. The water Raman peak is used to 
measure the water turbidity. This allows comparing different seawaters. Some laser 
transmitters of the LIDAR are also capable of operating in the dual pulse mode, to 
remotely measure the Chl a fluorescence yield according to the pump-and-probe 
excitation scheme [154].
Thus, the question of the applicability of the remote sensing to monitor the 
spatial distribution of cyanobacteria can be now answered affirmatively. Recent 
progress in spatial and spectral resolution of remote sensing allows distinction 
of cyanobacteria and various groups of algae on the basis of their photosynthetic 
pigments at a detailed spatial scale. In particular, quantification of cyanobacterial 
biomass and the recognition of cyanobacterial surface blooms by means of optical 
detection become true, and these advances allow field studies at the population 
level [160].
4. Conclusion
In the last years, fluorescence methods became a strong alternative to traditional 
methods of environmental research of cyanobacteria. They allow selective and 
sensitive quantification of cyanobacteria to be done quickly and easily in a nonde-
structive manner in situ with real-time data acquisition using fixed, portable, or 
remote-sensing devices, giving a unique opportunity for automated and continual 
monitoring of cyanobacterial communities by handheld instruments, shipboard 
sensors, or airborne and satellite platforms. Data obtained by fluorescence methods 
can valuably contribute to our understanding of the environmental distribution and 
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excitation scheme [154].
Thus, the question of the applicability of the remote sensing to monitor the 
spatial distribution of cyanobacteria can be now answered affirmatively. Recent 
progress in spatial and spectral resolution of remote sensing allows distinction 
of cyanobacteria and various groups of algae on the basis of their photosynthetic 
pigments at a detailed spatial scale. In particular, quantification of cyanobacterial 
biomass and the recognition of cyanobacterial surface blooms by means of optical 
detection become true, and these advances allow field studies at the population 
level [160].
4. Conclusion
In the last years, fluorescence methods became a strong alternative to traditional 
methods of environmental research of cyanobacteria. They allow selective and 
sensitive quantification of cyanobacteria to be done quickly and easily in a nonde-
structive manner in situ with real-time data acquisition using fixed, portable, or 
remote-sensing devices, giving a unique opportunity for automated and continual 
monitoring of cyanobacterial communities by handheld instruments, shipboard 
sensors, or airborne and satellite platforms. Data obtained by fluorescence methods 
can valuably contribute to our understanding of the environmental distribution and 
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dynamics of cyanobacteria, bloom formation, and cyanotoxin production and to 
water toxicity risk assessment. Large-scale remote sensing can give the information 
about the development of cyanobacterial blooms in oceans and freshwater bodies. 
On the other hand, the laboratory results of the single-cell spectroscopic investiga-
tions can give new information to improve remote sensing control. Airborne and 
satellite data should be also accompanied with shipboard (based phycocyanin 
fluorescence monitoring) and laboratory studies to provide deep insight to the 
cyanobacteria nature.
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Abstract
The use of far-red light (FRL) is observed in some cyanobacteria, as well as in 
some marine and freshwater algae. While algae mobilize FRL absorbing antenna, 
which contains common chlorophyll a (Chl a), cyanobacteria produce red-shifted 
Chl d and/or Chl f. These pigments are synthesized either irrespective of ambient 
light or synthesized during FRL photoacclimation (FaRLiP), or adaptive remodel-
ing of photosynthetic apparatus induced by relative enrichment with FRL quanta. 
The presence of red-shifted chlorophylls as well as their functions and topography 
are registered with various methods based on fluorescence measurement, such as: 
(1) steady-state fluorescence detection in live cells, cell fractions, and photosyn-
thetic apparatus constituents; (2) time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, which 
traces energy transfer between individual pigments; (3) confocal laser scanning 
microscopy (CLSM), which helps to localize photosynthetic pigments in situ. This 
chapter describes photosynthetic apparatus in cyanobacteria and their photoac-
climation phenomena. Over past decades, FRL photoacclimation has been studied 
in a small number of cyanobacteria. Novel Chl f-producing strains Chlorogloeopsis 
sp. CALU 759 and Synechocystis sp. CALU 1173 would represent promising model 
objects. Importantly, although they belong to alternative morphotypes and distant 
phylogenetic lineages, fluorescence pattern of their FRL-grown cells similarly falls 
within general FaRLiP response.
Keywords: cyanobacteria, chlorophylls d and f, steady-state fluorescence detection, 
time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, confocal laser scanning microscopy
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1. Introduction
Cyanobacteria are the only up-to-date known prokaryotes capable of oxygenic 
photosynthesis. They assimilate light energy via electron transfer from water to oxi-
dized ferredoxin, and excrete triplet dioxygen as a waste product. The majority of 
cyanobacteria possess chlorophyll a (Chl a), bicyclic carotenoids, and phycobilipro-
teins (PBP). In common, these pigments absorb light quanta within a whole visible 
area (400–700 nm). At the same time, some cyanobacteria have been shown to use 
far-red light (FRL) with wavelengths of more than 700 nm [1]. For this purpose, 
red-shifted Chl d and/or Chl f are produced [2, 3]. In search of novel representatives 
of FRL-adapting cyanobacteria, various analytical methods are employed, espe-
cially those based on fluorescence detection.
This chapter includes four sections, which describe: photosynthetic apparatus in 
cyanobacteria; photoacclimation phenomena in cyanobacteria; fluorescence meth-
ods employed in the study of FRL-adapting cyanobacteria; FRL photoacclimating 
strains in CALU collection (St. Petersburg University, St. Petersburg, Russia).
2. Photosynthetic apparatus in cyanobacteria
Light energy assimilation machinery in cyanobacteria is usually localized in/
on intracytoplasmic membrane structures termed thylakoids. Among principal 
constituents are: reaction centers (RC) of two photosystems (PSs), a main light-
harvesting complex (LHC), and electron transfer chain (ETC). The essential 
component of PSII is unique light-dependent enzyme—H2O dehydrogenase, or 
water oxidizing complex (WOC).
In the majority of cyanobacteria, Chl a represents the only chlorophyll while in 
rare cases other chlorophylls are additionally produced [4, 5].
Both PSs are supplied with their respective light-harvesting antennae, which 
contain Chl a. LHC is usually represented by phycobilisome (PBS), supramo-
lecular aggregate of phycobiliproteins (PBP) stabilized by colorless linker poly-
peptides, and anchored to thylakoid surface with high-molecular mass colored 
polypeptide [6, 7]. PBP apoprotein moiety is represented by α or β subunits that 
covalently bind non-porphyrin tetrapyrrole chromophores [8, 9]. Depending on 
chromophore type and number, four main PBP types are distinguished: phycocya-
nin (PC), phycoerythrin (PE), allophycocyanin (APC), and phycoerythrocyanin 
(PEC) [8]. Standard PBS consists of the central core and peripheral rods. The 
former contains two to three “cylinders” assembled of several (αβ)3 trimers each, 
while the latter includes several [2(αβ)3] hexamers each. Due to anisotropic 
structure of rods and core, a waste-less channeling of excitation energy to RC 
chlorophyll is achieved [10, 11].
3. Photoacclimation phenomena in cyanobacteria
Cyanobacteria can acclimate themselves to light quantity and quality, that is, 
they adaptively respond to the shifts in ambient light color and intensity. For this 
purpose, they can modulate: (1) PS content, (2) the interaction between PS and 
PBS, and (3) LHC structure, PBP content in particular.
In the first case, antenna size varies inversely with a flood of light quanta. 
This strategy is performed via the changes in thylakoid surface and PS packing 
density [12].
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In the second case (given that ambient light is enriched with either short- or 
long-wavelength quanta), excitation energy equally distributes between long-
wavelength PSI and short-wavelength PSII. This phenomenon is termed State 1 ↔ 
State 2 transition. State 1 is achieved in response to relative over-excitation of PSII 
[13]. Here, PBS behaves as a mobile antenna, and it laterally moves from PSII to 
PSI. In the opposite situation (State 2), PBS detaches from PSI and comes back to 
PSII [14]. State transition scenario is as follows: up- or downshifts in ETC reduction 
level → redox-sensitive (de)phosphorylation of proteins within the PBS baseplate 
→ coulomb attraction/repulsion between PBS and PS [15].
In the third case, PBS absorbance peak adjusts to ambient light color (preferen-
tially green or red). This adaptation is performed via the shifts in PE (green light 
absorbing PBP) and PC (red light absorbing PBP) content. The knowledge on this 
phenomenon termed complementary chromatic adaptation (CA) has been compre-
hensively reviewed [16, 17].
In agreement with a response to green or red light, cyanobacteria have been 
ascribed to three CA groups [18]: group СА1 (steady PE and PC content), group 
СА2 (PE content varies), and group СА3 (PE and PC contents vary).
Groups CA2 and CA3 are specified according to the presence of regulatory 
photoreceptors CcaS and RcaE, which belong to the “cyanobacteriochromes” phy-
tochrome family [19–21]. These receptors contain one and the same bilin-binding 
domain GAF (cyclic guanosine monophosphate phosphodiesterase/adenylyl 
cyclase/FhlA), which regulates green or red light-triggered photocycle [22, 23]. 
In the case of CA2, under green light, CcaS (signal transducer) phosphorylates 
transcription factor CcaR (response regulator) that induces the production of PE 
[22]. In the case of CA3, under red light, RcaE phosphorylates transcription factors 
RcaF and RcaC, which regulate numerous participants of PC and PE biosynthesis 
pathway [23, 24].
Group CA4 is represented by marine Synechococcus strains grown under blue or 
green light [25–27]. Under blue light, PE phycoerythrobilin chromophores replace 
phycourobilin chromophores, which adapt PBS to the use of smaller wavelength 
light. Although corresponding photoreceptor is unknown, light signal was shown 
to be transmitted to transcription factors FciA and FciB with a participation of 
chromophore liases MpeZ and MpeW [26, 28].
Group CA5 is typical of Acaryochloris marina [29]. Irrespective of light condi-
tions, this cyanobacterium uses membrane-embedded LHC containing Chl d. 
Under red light (625 nm), atypical rod-like PC and APC containing PBS is addition-
ally produced [30]. Such PBS disassembled in far-red light (720 nm), and cor-
responding PBP are destroyed [31, 32]. In other words, in these light conditions, A. 
marina uses two LHCs in common. Although the underlying regulatory mechanism 
is unknown, A. marina genome has been shown to contain a motif similar to that 
coding for FRL accepting phytochromes [33].
Group CA6 is represented by several strains of cyanobacteria, which adaptively 
produce Chl f and/or Chl d in FRL [16]. In more detail, this phenomenon is dwelled 
on below.
Group CA7 [16] has been described in the case of cyanobacteria which synthe-
size yellow-green light absorbing PEC, and regulate the amount of this PBP light 
dependently. Similar to СА2, the adaptive response is under control of two-compo-
nent regulatory system CcaS/CcaR.
Another type of reaction to green or red light is typical for СА0 group [16]. In 
this case, PBP content is stable, while the amount of CpcG2 (CpcL) and CpcG1 
linker polypeptides varies reciprocally [34]. In green light, the CcaS/CcaR system 
upgrades the production of CрcG2 (CpcL) linker involved in the biogenesis of APC 
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component of PSII is unique light-dependent enzyme—H2O dehydrogenase, or 
water oxidizing complex (WOC).
In the majority of cyanobacteria, Chl a represents the only chlorophyll while in 
rare cases other chlorophylls are additionally produced [4, 5].
Both PSs are supplied with their respective light-harvesting antennae, which 
contain Chl a. LHC is usually represented by phycobilisome (PBS), supramo-
lecular aggregate of phycobiliproteins (PBP) stabilized by colorless linker poly-
peptides, and anchored to thylakoid surface with high-molecular mass colored 
polypeptide [6, 7]. PBP apoprotein moiety is represented by α or β subunits that 
covalently bind non-porphyrin tetrapyrrole chromophores [8, 9]. Depending on 
chromophore type and number, four main PBP types are distinguished: phycocya-
nin (PC), phycoerythrin (PE), allophycocyanin (APC), and phycoerythrocyanin 
(PEC) [8]. Standard PBS consists of the central core and peripheral rods. The 
former contains two to three “cylinders” assembled of several (αβ)3 trimers each, 
while the latter includes several [2(αβ)3] hexamers each. Due to anisotropic 
structure of rods and core, a waste-less channeling of excitation energy to RC 
chlorophyll is achieved [10, 11].
3. Photoacclimation phenomena in cyanobacteria
Cyanobacteria can acclimate themselves to light quantity and quality, that is, 
they adaptively respond to the shifts in ambient light color and intensity. For this 
purpose, they can modulate: (1) PS content, (2) the interaction between PS and 
PBS, and (3) LHC structure, PBP content in particular.
In the first case, antenna size varies inversely with a flood of light quanta. 
This strategy is performed via the changes in thylakoid surface and PS packing 
density [12].
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In the second case (given that ambient light is enriched with either short- or 
long-wavelength quanta), excitation energy equally distributes between long-
wavelength PSI and short-wavelength PSII. This phenomenon is termed State 1 ↔ 
State 2 transition. State 1 is achieved in response to relative over-excitation of PSII 
[13]. Here, PBS behaves as a mobile antenna, and it laterally moves from PSII to 
PSI. In the opposite situation (State 2), PBS detaches from PSI and comes back to 
PSII [14]. State transition scenario is as follows: up- or downshifts in ETC reduction 
level → redox-sensitive (de)phosphorylation of proteins within the PBS baseplate 
→ coulomb attraction/repulsion between PBS and PS [15].
In the third case, PBS absorbance peak adjusts to ambient light color (preferen-
tially green or red). This adaptation is performed via the shifts in PE (green light 
absorbing PBP) and PC (red light absorbing PBP) content. The knowledge on this 
phenomenon termed complementary chromatic adaptation (CA) has been compre-
hensively reviewed [16, 17].
In agreement with a response to green or red light, cyanobacteria have been 
ascribed to three CA groups [18]: group СА1 (steady PE and PC content), group 
СА2 (PE content varies), and group СА3 (PE and PC contents vary).
Groups CA2 and CA3 are specified according to the presence of regulatory 
photoreceptors CcaS and RcaE, which belong to the “cyanobacteriochromes” phy-
tochrome family [19–21]. These receptors contain one and the same bilin-binding 
domain GAF (cyclic guanosine monophosphate phosphodiesterase/adenylyl 
cyclase/FhlA), which regulates green or red light-triggered photocycle [22, 23]. 
In the case of CA2, under green light, CcaS (signal transducer) phosphorylates 
transcription factor CcaR (response regulator) that induces the production of PE 
[22]. In the case of CA3, under red light, RcaE phosphorylates transcription factors 
RcaF and RcaC, which regulate numerous participants of PC and PE biosynthesis 
pathway [23, 24].
Group CA4 is represented by marine Synechococcus strains grown under blue or 
green light [25–27]. Under blue light, PE phycoerythrobilin chromophores replace 
phycourobilin chromophores, which adapt PBS to the use of smaller wavelength 
light. Although corresponding photoreceptor is unknown, light signal was shown 
to be transmitted to transcription factors FciA and FciB with a participation of 
chromophore liases MpeZ and MpeW [26, 28].
Group CA5 is typical of Acaryochloris marina [29]. Irrespective of light condi-
tions, this cyanobacterium uses membrane-embedded LHC containing Chl d. 
Under red light (625 nm), atypical rod-like PC and APC containing PBS is addition-
ally produced [30]. Such PBS disassembled in far-red light (720 nm), and cor-
responding PBP are destroyed [31, 32]. In other words, in these light conditions, A. 
marina uses two LHCs in common. Although the underlying regulatory mechanism 
is unknown, A. marina genome has been shown to contain a motif similar to that 
coding for FRL accepting phytochromes [33].
Group CA6 is represented by several strains of cyanobacteria, which adaptively 
produce Chl f and/or Chl d in FRL [16]. In more detail, this phenomenon is dwelled 
on below.
Group CA7 [16] has been described in the case of cyanobacteria which synthe-
size yellow-green light absorbing PEC, and regulate the amount of this PBP light 
dependently. Similar to СА2, the adaptive response is under control of two-compo-
nent regulatory system CcaS/CcaR.
Another type of reaction to green or red light is typical for СА0 group [16]. In 
this case, PBP content is stable, while the amount of CpcG2 (CpcL) and CpcG1 
linker polypeptides varies reciprocally [34]. In green light, the CcaS/CcaR system 
upgrades the production of CрcG2 (CpcL) linker involved in the biogenesis of APC 
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lacking PBS [22]. The CрcG2 (CpcL) type PBS is suggested to be rod-like, and it 
possibly supplies energy to PSI under suboptimal conditions [16, 22].
Cyanobacterial response to FRL has been described in cyanobacteria only 
recently, and it is based on red-shifted Chl d and/or Chl f (697 and 706 nm maxima 
in methanol, respectively). First representative of Chl d-containing species 
was A. marina [1], while the initially described Chl f-containing species was 
Halomicronema hongdechloris [35].
Cyanobacteria can use two main strategies of FRL photoacclimation.
In the first strategy, Chl d represents the bulk chlorophyll, and it is constitutively 
produced in A. marina [36–39]. The pigment participates in PSI and PSII, as well as 
in LHC [40–43]. Such strategy is observed in cyanobacteria inhabiting marine or 
continental haline water bodies poor in visible light but rich in FRL.
In the second strategy, Chl a represents the bulk chlorophyll while Chl f 
(sometimes together with a small amount of Chl d) is produced adaptively in 
FRL [35, 44–46]. In this case, ~10% of Chl a in PSI and PSII is replaced with 
Chl f; special paralogue polypeptides substitute for PSI and PSII subunits; PBS 
is remodeled [45]. The latter strategy is termed FRL photoacclimation—FaRLiP 
[3], or СА6 (see above). In this strategy, FRL induces the expression of 21 genes 
of FaRLiP cluster including those coding for PSI and PSII subunit paralogues 
[2, 45, 46]. The products of these genes specifically bind Chl a together with 
red-shifted chlorophylls [2]. FaRLiP cluster also includes the genes coding for 
PBP subunit paralogues [45, 47]. Resulting PBS are optimal in new light climate 
because they are devoid of short-wavelength PBP (PE and PEC), and corre-
spondingly lack rod periphery [46].
Leptolyngbya sp. JSC-1 grown in white light (WL) or red light (RL) contains 
the standard five-cylinder-core PBS, while in FRL a two-cylinder-core PBS is 
produced [45]. The latter has a 708-nm maximum (40 nm longer than in APCB, the 
top wavelength PBP previously reported). In its turn, FRL-grown H. hongdechloris 
produces a two-cylinder-core mini PBS, which contains APC with 653- and 712-nm 
maxima [48].
FRL-grown Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335 produces PBS of two types: three-cylin-
der-core PBS containing PC and APC, and two-cylinder-core PBS, which contains 
only APC with FaRLiP gene encoded subunits, and displays red-shifted 650- and 
711-nm light absorbance and 730-nm fluorescence emission maxima [49].
FaRLiP response falls under the control of two-component phosphorelay system 
[47]. Sensory component (RfpA photoreceptor) represents a far-red light regulated 
cyanobacteriochrome with histidine kinase domain. Response regulators RfpB and 
RfpC have two CheY-like signal accepting domains, which flank the DNA-binding 
domain. RfpB acts as a transcription activator for FaRLiP genes [47, 50]. Within this 
phoshorelay, RfpA histidine kinase becomes (de)activated, and that influences the 
RfpB key response regulator. In its turn, RfpC is involved in transfer of phosphoryl 
group from RfpA to RfpB.
4.  Fluorescence methods employed in the research of far-red  
light-adapting cyanobacteria
4.1 Steady-state fluorescence detection
Absorbed energy of light quanta brings photosynthetic pigments into excited 
state, which is relaxed by: (1) productive energy assimilation in the form of charge 
separation within RC, (2) counterproductive energy dissipation into heat, or with 
fluorescence quanta [51]. Since the photosynthetic apparatus is less than 100% 
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effective, the second mechanism is universally in action, although it depends on 
environmental and physiological regimes.
Steady-state fluorescence detection helps to identify photosynthetic pig-
ments because they demonstrate individual fluorescence excitation and emission 
spectra. Additionally, this method can detect energy transfer between pigments. 
Fluorescence spectra can be obtained at either room or cryogenic temperature 
(most frequently, 77 K). Low temperatures are preferred because of lowered 
molecular mobility, and due to smaller intramolecular vibrations; as a result, 
peaks become higher and better resolved [51]. Importantly, low-temperature 
regime (4–77 K) helps to discriminate PSI chlorophyll (~ 720 nm) and PSII 
chlorophyll (~ 685 nm) emission peaks [51–53].
Current data on steady-state fluorescence of red-shifted chlorophylls are few. 
For instance, the spectra of WL-grown H. hongdechloris were compared with those 
of FRL culture [35]. In the case of WL cells, Chl a-specific 405-nm fluorescence 
excitation yielded fluorescence emission maxima at 640, 658, 682, and 730 nm 
of comparable height. In contrast, FRL cells exhibited a major 748-nm maximum 
(indicating the adaptive synthesis of red-shifted Chl f), and 682- and 720-nm 
minor maxima, respectively. Also, the emission at 440-nm excitation was com-
pared in Calothrix sp. PCC 7507, Chlorogloeopsis sp. PCC 9212, Chroococcidiopsis sp. 
PCC 7203, Fischerella sp. PCC 7521, and Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335 grown under 
different light conditions [46]. In all these strains, WL cultures showed emission 
maxima of Chl a (683–684 nm, 693–695 nm, and 718–727 nm). At the same time, 
FRL spectra were strain specific, Chl f being most pronounced (Calothrix sp. PCC 
7507—736 nm; Chlorogloeopsis sp. PCC 9212—739 nm; Chroococcidiopsis sp. PCC 
7203—718, 736, and 750 nm; Fischerella sp. PCC 7521—749 nm; Synechococcus sp. 
PCC 7335—738 nm).
Apart from the experiments on cell suspensions, steady-state fluorescence of 
Chl a and Chl f has been detected with subcellular fractions, as well as with PSI, 
PSII, and PBS preparations. For example, H. hongdechloris emission was compared 
for WL and FRL thylakoid preparations [54]. In WL preparation, major 710-nm 
peak as well as 680- and 732-nm minor peaks were observed, while FRL preparation 
demonstrated a major 740-nm peak due to adaptively produced Chl f.
Cryogenic detection helped to monitor energy transfer in FRL-adapted 
Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335 [55]. Purified PSI or PSII preparations obtained from 
FRL-adapted cells showed one and the same well-expressed peak at 738–740 nm 
indicating similar effectiveness of energy coupling notwithstanding a distinction in 
PS structure.
Steady-state fluorescence emission was also detected in the experiments with 
PBP-specific 590-nm excitation of RL- or FRL-grown Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335. 
Besides 643-, 658-, and 679-nm peaks in the RL culture, FRL-grown cells acquired 
717- and 737-nm maxima that could be explained by PBS rearrangement due to 
induction of FaRLiP gene cluster [50].
4.2 Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy
The method helps to analyze molecular processes within a picosecond/nano-
second timescale [56]. Because primary photosynthetic processes take several 
femtoseconds/nanoseconds, time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy can trace 
corresponding rates and pathways of energy transfer [57]. Recently, this method 
has helped to elucidate the role(s) of red-shifted chlorophylls in cyanobacterial PS.
In the case of Chl f-producing H. hongdechloris, time-resolved fluorescence 
detection was performed at 77 K, with 425-nm excitation [41]. In WL cells, the 
excitation raised 685-nm (F685) and 730-nm (F730) emission peaks characteristic 
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lacking PBS [22]. The CрcG2 (CpcL) type PBS is suggested to be rod-like, and it 
possibly supplies energy to PSI under suboptimal conditions [16, 22].
Cyanobacterial response to FRL has been described in cyanobacteria only 
recently, and it is based on red-shifted Chl d and/or Chl f (697 and 706 nm maxima 
in methanol, respectively). First representative of Chl d-containing species 
was A. marina [1], while the initially described Chl f-containing species was 
Halomicronema hongdechloris [35].
Cyanobacteria can use two main strategies of FRL photoacclimation.
In the first strategy, Chl d represents the bulk chlorophyll, and it is constitutively 
produced in A. marina [36–39]. The pigment participates in PSI and PSII, as well as 
in LHC [40–43]. Such strategy is observed in cyanobacteria inhabiting marine or 
continental haline water bodies poor in visible light but rich in FRL.
In the second strategy, Chl a represents the bulk chlorophyll while Chl f 
(sometimes together with a small amount of Chl d) is produced adaptively in 
FRL [35, 44–46]. In this case, ~10% of Chl a in PSI and PSII is replaced with 
Chl f; special paralogue polypeptides substitute for PSI and PSII subunits; PBS 
is remodeled [45]. The latter strategy is termed FRL photoacclimation—FaRLiP 
[3], or СА6 (see above). In this strategy, FRL induces the expression of 21 genes 
of FaRLiP cluster including those coding for PSI and PSII subunit paralogues 
[2, 45, 46]. The products of these genes specifically bind Chl a together with 
red-shifted chlorophylls [2]. FaRLiP cluster also includes the genes coding for 
PBP subunit paralogues [45, 47]. Resulting PBS are optimal in new light climate 
because they are devoid of short-wavelength PBP (PE and PEC), and corre-
spondingly lack rod periphery [46].
Leptolyngbya sp. JSC-1 grown in white light (WL) or red light (RL) contains 
the standard five-cylinder-core PBS, while in FRL a two-cylinder-core PBS is 
produced [45]. The latter has a 708-nm maximum (40 nm longer than in APCB, the 
top wavelength PBP previously reported). In its turn, FRL-grown H. hongdechloris 
produces a two-cylinder-core mini PBS, which contains APC with 653- and 712-nm 
maxima [48].
FRL-grown Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335 produces PBS of two types: three-cylin-
der-core PBS containing PC and APC, and two-cylinder-core PBS, which contains 
only APC with FaRLiP gene encoded subunits, and displays red-shifted 650- and 
711-nm light absorbance and 730-nm fluorescence emission maxima [49].
FaRLiP response falls under the control of two-component phosphorelay system 
[47]. Sensory component (RfpA photoreceptor) represents a far-red light regulated 
cyanobacteriochrome with histidine kinase domain. Response regulators RfpB and 
RfpC have two CheY-like signal accepting domains, which flank the DNA-binding 
domain. RfpB acts as a transcription activator for FaRLiP genes [47, 50]. Within this 
phoshorelay, RfpA histidine kinase becomes (de)activated, and that influences the 
RfpB key response regulator. In its turn, RfpC is involved in transfer of phosphoryl 
group from RfpA to RfpB.
4.  Fluorescence methods employed in the research of far-red  
light-adapting cyanobacteria
4.1 Steady-state fluorescence detection
Absorbed energy of light quanta brings photosynthetic pigments into excited 
state, which is relaxed by: (1) productive energy assimilation in the form of charge 
separation within RC, (2) counterproductive energy dissipation into heat, or with 
fluorescence quanta [51]. Since the photosynthetic apparatus is less than 100% 
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effective, the second mechanism is universally in action, although it depends on 
environmental and physiological regimes.
Steady-state fluorescence detection helps to identify photosynthetic pig-
ments because they demonstrate individual fluorescence excitation and emission 
spectra. Additionally, this method can detect energy transfer between pigments. 
Fluorescence spectra can be obtained at either room or cryogenic temperature 
(most frequently, 77 K). Low temperatures are preferred because of lowered 
molecular mobility, and due to smaller intramolecular vibrations; as a result, 
peaks become higher and better resolved [51]. Importantly, low-temperature 
regime (4–77 K) helps to discriminate PSI chlorophyll (~ 720 nm) and PSII 
chlorophyll (~ 685 nm) emission peaks [51–53].
Current data on steady-state fluorescence of red-shifted chlorophylls are few. 
For instance, the spectra of WL-grown H. hongdechloris were compared with those 
of FRL culture [35]. In the case of WL cells, Chl a-specific 405-nm fluorescence 
excitation yielded fluorescence emission maxima at 640, 658, 682, and 730 nm 
of comparable height. In contrast, FRL cells exhibited a major 748-nm maximum 
(indicating the adaptive synthesis of red-shifted Chl f), and 682- and 720-nm 
minor maxima, respectively. Also, the emission at 440-nm excitation was com-
pared in Calothrix sp. PCC 7507, Chlorogloeopsis sp. PCC 9212, Chroococcidiopsis sp. 
PCC 7203, Fischerella sp. PCC 7521, and Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335 grown under 
different light conditions [46]. In all these strains, WL cultures showed emission 
maxima of Chl a (683–684 nm, 693–695 nm, and 718–727 nm). At the same time, 
FRL spectra were strain specific, Chl f being most pronounced (Calothrix sp. PCC 
7507—736 nm; Chlorogloeopsis sp. PCC 9212—739 nm; Chroococcidiopsis sp. PCC 
7203—718, 736, and 750 nm; Fischerella sp. PCC 7521—749 nm; Synechococcus sp. 
PCC 7335—738 nm).
Apart from the experiments on cell suspensions, steady-state fluorescence of 
Chl a and Chl f has been detected with subcellular fractions, as well as with PSI, 
PSII, and PBS preparations. For example, H. hongdechloris emission was compared 
for WL and FRL thylakoid preparations [54]. In WL preparation, major 710-nm 
peak as well as 680- and 732-nm minor peaks were observed, while FRL preparation 
demonstrated a major 740-nm peak due to adaptively produced Chl f.
Cryogenic detection helped to monitor energy transfer in FRL-adapted 
Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335 [55]. Purified PSI or PSII preparations obtained from 
FRL-adapted cells showed one and the same well-expressed peak at 738–740 nm 
indicating similar effectiveness of energy coupling notwithstanding a distinction in 
PS structure.
Steady-state fluorescence emission was also detected in the experiments with 
PBP-specific 590-nm excitation of RL- or FRL-grown Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335. 
Besides 643-, 658-, and 679-nm peaks in the RL culture, FRL-grown cells acquired 
717- and 737-nm maxima that could be explained by PBS rearrangement due to 
induction of FaRLiP gene cluster [50].
4.2 Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy
The method helps to analyze molecular processes within a picosecond/nano-
second timescale [56]. Because primary photosynthetic processes take several 
femtoseconds/nanoseconds, time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy can trace 
corresponding rates and pathways of energy transfer [57]. Recently, this method 
has helped to elucidate the role(s) of red-shifted chlorophylls in cyanobacterial PS.
In the case of Chl f-producing H. hongdechloris, time-resolved fluorescence 
detection was performed at 77 K, with 425-nm excitation [41]. In WL cells, the 
excitation raised 685-nm (F685) and 730-nm (F730) emission peaks characteristic 
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for PSII and PSI correspondingly. A shift from F685 to F695 occurred with time, 
and an extra F742 peak appeared and decayed. In FRL cells, F685 and F748 maxima 
were observed. The former quenched rapidly indicating energy transfer from PSII 
to PSI. F748 signified the presence of Chl f, and uphill energy transfer (from Chl f 
to Chl a) was proposed.
Time-resolved fluorescence detection within a picosecond/femtosecond time-
scale was also performed with H. hongdechloris thylakoid membrane preparations 
[54]. Similar to WL cells, WL membrane emission belonged to PSI and PSII Chl 
a (727 and 685 nm correspondingly). However, these peaks were attended with 
PBP-specific 678-nm peak. In the case of FRL membrane, main fluorescence emis-
sion maxima belonged to Chl a (685 nm) and Chl f (745 nm). In FRL membrane 
preparations, fluorescence rise and decay curves suggested Chl f to be energy donor 
to Chl a.
Later, the reality of uphill energy transfer from Chl f H. hongdechloris was 
confirmed in the experiments using TCSPC (time-correlated single photon count-
ing) and DAS (decay-associated spectra) methods [58]. According to obtained data, 
energy was transferred within PSII on the route: PBS → Chl f → Chl a; only then 
charge separation began, and Chl a represented the P680 primary donor. Thus, Chl 
f in H. hongdechloris is PSII antenna pigment, and it does not participate in charge 
separation.
At the same time, the involvement of red-shifted chlorophylls in charge separa-
tion within PSI and PSII was proposed for Chroococcidiopsis sp. PCC 7203, which 
adaptively produces Chl d and Chl f [59, 60]. Data obtained using plenty of meth-
ods, TCSPC in particular, showed that RCI in the FRL-adapted cells contained 7–8 
Chl f molecules, together with 90 Chl a molecules. Special pair (PA and PB) was 
represented by Chl a and Chl a epimer (a′). Primary acceptors (A0A and A0B) were 
also Chl a molecules. Chl f molecule absorbing 745-nm light was associated with 
primary donor (A−1A and/or A−1B). In its turn, RCII contained 4 Chl f molecules, 1 
Chl d molecule, and 30 Chl a molecules. Primary donors (ChlD1) were either Chl d 
or Chl f molecules absorbing 727-nm light.
Room temperature and 77 K fluorescence data in unicellular strain KC1 produc-
ing Chl f in FRL helped to obtain TRS (time-resolved) and DAS (decay-associated) 
emission spectra [61]. In the experiments with PSI exited with 405-nm laser, energy 
was rapidly transferred to Chl f (emission maxima 720–760 and 805 nm). In the 
case of 630-nm excitation (light absorbed by PBP associated with PSII), energy 
was transferred to Chl f (emission maxima 720–770 and 810 nm) and Chl a (emis-
sion maximum 694 nm). Distinctions in Chl f fluorescence show that PSI and PSII 
contained Chl f molecules with different properties, and possibly they represented 
antenna pigments.
Similarly, femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy of Fischerella thermalis PCC 
7521 [62] showed that Chl f represented PSI antenna pigment; it was also argued 
that energy was transferred uphill from Chl f to P700 Chl a special pair.
Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy also helped to analyze energy transfer 
in RL-or FRL-grown cells of Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335 [55], as well as in A. marina 
mini PBS [63].
4.3 Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)
The method is based on the auto fluorescence of photosynthetic pigments, chlo-
rophylls in the first instance [64]. CLSM permits to distinguish individual pigments 
based on their emission peaks, to evaluate peak intensity, and to localize pigments 
in situ. Highly sensitive up-to-date CLSM microscopes help to obtain 3D images of 
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cells and tissues, and to analyze dynamic physiological processes. Unfortunately, 
the potentiality of this method, at least with regard to FRL-adapting cyanobacteria, 
is underestimated, and thus corresponding data are few.
CLSM has been applied to the study of Chl d and PBP localization in Candidatus 
Acaryochloris bahamensis, an epibiont of colonial ascidian Lissoclinum fragile [65]. 
In 3D reconstruction, these pigments were asymmetrically distributed throughout 
cell interior and that possibly promoted optimal sunlight absorption within L. frag-
ile tunic. Acaryochloris-like cells were also shown to inhabit the surface of Cystodytes 
dellechiajei ascidian body, and CLSM data indicated the presence of Chl d and PBP 
in this cyanobacterium [66].
Anisotropic distribution of pigments was also observed in H. hongdechloris, 
which adaptively produces accessory Chl f in FRL [67]. In WL culture, chlorophylls 
and PBP were shown to co-localize at cell periphery. However, in FRL culture, PBP 
fluorescence was detected only at cell poles. In their turn, FRL-grown Synechococcus 
sp. PCC 7335 demonstrated lower PBP fluorescence and higher chlorophyll fluo-
rescence compared with WL cells. In FRL culture, PBP fluorescence was spatially 
isolated from chlorophyll fluorescence: the latter occupied cell center indicating 
that PBS detached from PS.
5. Far-red light photoacclimating strains in the CALU collection
5.1 Growth conditions
An ability of FRL-dependent synthesis of Chl f in trichome-forming strain 
Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 759 and unicellular strain Synechocystis sp. CALU 1173 has 
been deduced from whole-cell light absorbance spectra (Figure 1) as well as accord-
ing to methanol extract spectrometry and HPLC results.
Liquid cultures were grown for a 2- to 3-week time in modified BG-11 medium 
[68], at 20–22°С, under permanent WL (500 lx) or FRL illumination (LED with 
~750 nm emission maximum).
5.2 Steady-state fluorescence detection protocol
Cell pellet was washed with 100 mM HEPES buffer (pH 8.0), and resus-
pended in 50 mM HEPES (pH 8.0) with or without the addition of 25% glycerol. 
Room temperature fluorescence was detected in a Cary Eclipse scanning spec-
trophotometer/fluorimeter (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA), and 
obtained data were treated with a Cary Eclipse Scan program. Emission spectra 
were detected for excitation at 440 nm (specific for chlorophyll) and 550 nm 
(specific for PBP). Excitation spectra (chlorophyll fluorescence at 745 nm) were 
also detected.
5.3 CLSM protocol
The method helped to reveal photosynthetic pigments topography. Life prepa-
rations of WL- or FRL-grown cells were observed in a Leica TCS SP5 MP STED 
confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Germany). Fluorescence was 
raised with a 458-nm-wavelength nitrogen laser. The images were obtained in XYZ 
scanning regime with a 0.5-μm step. The following emission channels were used: 
560–600 nm (PE), 620–650 nm (PC), 670–700 nm (Chl a), and 705/710–790 nm 
(Chl f). The obtained images were analyzed with a LAS AF program.
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for PSII and PSI correspondingly. A shift from F685 to F695 occurred with time, 
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preparations, fluorescence rise and decay curves suggested Chl f to be energy donor 
to Chl a.
Later, the reality of uphill energy transfer from Chl f H. hongdechloris was 
confirmed in the experiments using TCSPC (time-correlated single photon count-
ing) and DAS (decay-associated spectra) methods [58]. According to obtained data, 
energy was transferred within PSII on the route: PBS → Chl f → Chl a; only then 
charge separation began, and Chl a represented the P680 primary donor. Thus, Chl 
f in H. hongdechloris is PSII antenna pigment, and it does not participate in charge 
separation.
At the same time, the involvement of red-shifted chlorophylls in charge separa-
tion within PSI and PSII was proposed for Chroococcidiopsis sp. PCC 7203, which 
adaptively produces Chl d and Chl f [59, 60]. Data obtained using plenty of meth-
ods, TCSPC in particular, showed that RCI in the FRL-adapted cells contained 7–8 
Chl f molecules, together with 90 Chl a molecules. Special pair (PA and PB) was 
represented by Chl a and Chl a epimer (a′). Primary acceptors (A0A and A0B) were 
also Chl a molecules. Chl f molecule absorbing 745-nm light was associated with 
primary donor (A−1A and/or A−1B). In its turn, RCII contained 4 Chl f molecules, 1 
Chl d molecule, and 30 Chl a molecules. Primary donors (ChlD1) were either Chl d 
or Chl f molecules absorbing 727-nm light.
Room temperature and 77 K fluorescence data in unicellular strain KC1 produc-
ing Chl f in FRL helped to obtain TRS (time-resolved) and DAS (decay-associated) 
emission spectra [61]. In the experiments with PSI exited with 405-nm laser, energy 
was rapidly transferred to Chl f (emission maxima 720–760 and 805 nm). In the 
case of 630-nm excitation (light absorbed by PBP associated with PSII), energy 
was transferred to Chl f (emission maxima 720–770 and 810 nm) and Chl a (emis-
sion maximum 694 nm). Distinctions in Chl f fluorescence show that PSI and PSII 
contained Chl f molecules with different properties, and possibly they represented 
antenna pigments.
Similarly, femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy of Fischerella thermalis PCC 
7521 [62] showed that Chl f represented PSI antenna pigment; it was also argued 
that energy was transferred uphill from Chl f to P700 Chl a special pair.
Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy also helped to analyze energy transfer 
in RL-or FRL-grown cells of Synechococcus sp. PCC 7335 [55], as well as in A. marina 
mini PBS [63].
4.3 Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)
The method is based on the auto fluorescence of photosynthetic pigments, chlo-
rophylls in the first instance [64]. CLSM permits to distinguish individual pigments 
based on their emission peaks, to evaluate peak intensity, and to localize pigments 
in situ. Highly sensitive up-to-date CLSM microscopes help to obtain 3D images of 
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cells and tissues, and to analyze dynamic physiological processes. Unfortunately, 
the potentiality of this method, at least with regard to FRL-adapting cyanobacteria, 
is underestimated, and thus corresponding data are few.
CLSM has been applied to the study of Chl d and PBP localization in Candidatus 
Acaryochloris bahamensis, an epibiont of colonial ascidian Lissoclinum fragile [65]. 
In 3D reconstruction, these pigments were asymmetrically distributed throughout 
cell interior and that possibly promoted optimal sunlight absorption within L. frag-
ile tunic. Acaryochloris-like cells were also shown to inhabit the surface of Cystodytes 
dellechiajei ascidian body, and CLSM data indicated the presence of Chl d and PBP 
in this cyanobacterium [66].
Anisotropic distribution of pigments was also observed in H. hongdechloris, 
which adaptively produces accessory Chl f in FRL [67]. In WL culture, chlorophylls 
and PBP were shown to co-localize at cell periphery. However, in FRL culture, PBP 
fluorescence was detected only at cell poles. In their turn, FRL-grown Synechococcus 
sp. PCC 7335 demonstrated lower PBP fluorescence and higher chlorophyll fluo-
rescence compared with WL cells. In FRL culture, PBP fluorescence was spatially 
isolated from chlorophyll fluorescence: the latter occupied cell center indicating 
that PBS detached from PS.
5. Far-red light photoacclimating strains in the CALU collection
5.1 Growth conditions
An ability of FRL-dependent synthesis of Chl f in trichome-forming strain 
Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 759 and unicellular strain Synechocystis sp. CALU 1173 has 
been deduced from whole-cell light absorbance spectra (Figure 1) as well as accord-
ing to methanol extract spectrometry and HPLC results.
Liquid cultures were grown for a 2- to 3-week time in modified BG-11 medium 
[68], at 20–22°С, under permanent WL (500 lx) or FRL illumination (LED with 
~750 nm emission maximum).
5.2 Steady-state fluorescence detection protocol
Cell pellet was washed with 100 mM HEPES buffer (pH 8.0), and resus-
pended in 50 mM HEPES (pH 8.0) with or without the addition of 25% glycerol. 
Room temperature fluorescence was detected in a Cary Eclipse scanning spec-
trophotometer/fluorimeter (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA), and 
obtained data were treated with a Cary Eclipse Scan program. Emission spectra 
were detected for excitation at 440 nm (specific for chlorophyll) and 550 nm 
(specific for PBP). Excitation spectra (chlorophyll fluorescence at 745 nm) were 
also detected.
5.3 CLSM protocol
The method helped to reveal photosynthetic pigments topography. Life prepa-
rations of WL- or FRL-grown cells were observed in a Leica TCS SP5 MP STED 
confocal microscope (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Germany). Fluorescence was 
raised with a 458-nm-wavelength nitrogen laser. The images were obtained in XYZ 
scanning regime with a 0.5-μm step. The following emission channels were used: 
560–600 nm (PE), 620–650 nm (PC), 670–700 nm (Chl a), and 705/710–790 nm 
(Chl f). The obtained images were analyzed with a LAS AF program.
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5.4  Steady-state fluorescence detection of chlorophylls and phycobiliproteins  
in white light- or far-red light-grown cells
Fluorescence emission spectra (Figures 2(a,b) and 3(a,b)) obtained at chloro-
phyll-specific 440-nm excitation demonstrated 670–740 nm maxima. In WL-grown 
Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 759 (Figure 2(a)), it was a single peak with a shoulder 
while in Synechocystis sp. CALU 1173 (Figure 3(a)) twin peaks were observed. In 
FRL-grown cells of both strains, a single 725–740 nm emission peak was observed 
(Figures 2(b) and 3(b)). In agreement with the previous data obtained with FRL-
grown cyanobacteria [35, 46], peaks with more than 720-nm wavelength (observed 
in light absorbance or fluorescence emission spectra) corresponded to Chl f.
Fluorescence emission spectra obtained with PBP-specific 590-nm excita-
tion resulted in 645–660 nm emission peak with broad 690–715 nm shoulder. In 
WL-grown Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 759 (Figure 2(c)), the shoulder was steep 
while in Synechocystis sp. CALU 1173 (Figure 3(c)) it was gently sloping.
In FR-grown cells, larger size 645–660 nm peak was attended with smaller 
715–725 nm peak (Figures 2(d) and 3(d)). Modified emission spectra, as compared 
with WL-grown cells, could be explained by some changes in PBS arrangement and 
behavior during the FaRLiP response [45, 48, 49].
The comparison of emission spectra in Figures 2 and 3 showed that, in the case 
of FRL-grown cells, direct excitation of chlorophylls (blue light excitation, 440-nm 
Figure 1. 
Light micrographs and light absorbance spectra of Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 759 (a, c) and Synechocystis 
sp. CALU 1173 (b, d) cells. Dashed line, white light-grown cells; solid line, far-red light-grown cells. Arrow, 
shoulder explained by absorbance of red-shifted chlorophyll. Scale bar, 10 μm (a) or 5 μm (b).
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wavelength) was more efficient than via antenna PBP pigments (550-nm green light 
exciting mainly PE and PC). This effect can be explained by PBS uncoupling with 
PSII because bulk fluorescence at room temperature is known to issue from PSII. If 
not coupled, PBP excited at 550 nm should exhibit considerable fluorescence 
around 700 nm (that is the case here).
Fluorescence excitation spectra of WL-grown cells (Figures 2(e) and 3(e)) 
demonstrated a single peak at 625–650 nm excitation wavelength. Negligible fluo-
rescence during illumination with 400–500 nm light (which preferentially excited 
chlorophylls) can be explained by shading of the blue region with photosyntheti-
cally inactive carotenoids. At the same time, fluorescence during illumination 
with ~600 nm (which preferentially excited PBP) raised a maximum chlorophyll 
fluorescence that additionally indicated an efficient coupling of PBS with PSII. In 
contrast to WL-grown cells, in FRL-grown cells (Figures 2(f ) and 3(f )), peak 
chlorophyll fluorescence was observed at ~670 and ~ 720 nm excitation. High ratio 
of 720-nm peak/670-nm peak size additionally witnesses for a change of photo-
synthetic apparatus at FaRLiP response. It is noteworthy that unlike cryogenic 
method, room temperature fluorescence detection could not comment on the 
specificity of Chl f functioning in analyzed strains (that is the aim of our future 
research).
Figure 2. 
Fluorescence spectra of white light (WL)-grown (a, c) or far-red light (FRL)-grown (b, d) Chlorogloeopsis 
sp. CALU 759 cells. Emission spectra: 440 nm (a, b) and 550 nm (c, d) excitation. Excitation spectra: 
chlorophyll fluorescence at 745 nm (e, f).
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of FRL-grown cells, direct excitation of chlorophylls (blue light excitation, 440-nm 
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wavelength) was more efficient than via antenna PBP pigments (550-nm green light 
exciting mainly PE and PC). This effect can be explained by PBS uncoupling with 
PSII because bulk fluorescence at room temperature is known to issue from PSII. If 
not coupled, PBP excited at 550 nm should exhibit considerable fluorescence 
around 700 nm (that is the case here).
Fluorescence excitation spectra of WL-grown cells (Figures 2(e) and 3(e)) 
demonstrated a single peak at 625–650 nm excitation wavelength. Negligible fluo-
rescence during illumination with 400–500 nm light (which preferentially excited 
chlorophylls) can be explained by shading of the blue region with photosyntheti-
cally inactive carotenoids. At the same time, fluorescence during illumination 
with ~600 nm (which preferentially excited PBP) raised a maximum chlorophyll 
fluorescence that additionally indicated an efficient coupling of PBS with PSII. In 
contrast to WL-grown cells, in FRL-grown cells (Figures 2(f ) and 3(f )), peak 
chlorophyll fluorescence was observed at ~670 and ~ 720 nm excitation. High ratio 
of 720-nm peak/670-nm peak size additionally witnesses for a change of photo-
synthetic apparatus at FaRLiP response. It is noteworthy that unlike cryogenic 
method, room temperature fluorescence detection could not comment on the 
specificity of Chl f functioning in analyzed strains (that is the aim of our future 
research).
Figure 2. 
Fluorescence spectra of white light (WL)-grown (a, c) or far-red light (FRL)-grown (b, d) Chlorogloeopsis 
sp. CALU 759 cells. Emission spectra: 440 nm (a, b) and 550 nm (c, d) excitation. Excitation spectra: 
chlorophyll fluorescence at 745 nm (e, f).
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5.5  CLSM of chlorophylls and phycobiliproteins in white light- and far-red  
light-grown cells
In the case of WL-grown Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 759 (Figure 4), false-
green 670–700 nm fluorescence typical for Chl a (Figure 4(a)) and false-blue 
620–650 nm fluorescence typical for PC (Figure 4(b)) were observed not only at 
Figure 3. 
Fluorescence spectra of white light (WL)-grown (a, c) or far-red light (FRL)-grown (b, d) Synechocystis sp. 
CALU 1173 cells. Emission spectra: 440 nm (a, b) and 550 nm (c, d) excitation. Excitation spectra: Chlorophyll 
fluorescence at 745 nm (e, f).
Figure 4. 
Laser confocal scanning micrographs of white light-grown Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 759 cells. Chlorophyll a 
fluorescence is shown with false-green (a); phycocyanin fluorescence is shown with false-blue (b); chlorophyll a 
and phycocyanin total fluorescence (c).
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cell periphery but also in cell center. Moreover, mutually overlapping fluorescence 
channels (Figure 4(c)) indicated that the pigments had a common localization.
Similar topology was observed in FRL-grown Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 
759 (Figure 5). Importantly, Chl a false-green emission (Figure 5(a)), Chl f 
Figure 5. 
Laser confocal scanning micrographs of far-red light-grown Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 759 cells. Chlorophyll 
a fluorescence is shown with false-green (a); chlorophyll f fluorescence is shown with false-purple (b); 
phycocyanin fluorescence is shown with false-blue (c); chlorophyll a and chlorophyll f fluorescence (d); 
chlorophyll a and phycocyanin fluorescence (e); total pigment fluorescence (f). Scale bar, 5 μm.
Figure 6. 
Laser confocal scanning micrographs of far-red light-grown Synechocystis sp. CALU 1173 cells. Chlorophyll 
f fluorescence is shown with false-purple (a); chlorophyll a fluorescence is shown with false-green (b); 
phycocyanin fluorescence is shown with false-blue (c); phycoerythrin fluorescence is shown with false-red (d); 
total pigment fluorescence (e). Scale bar, 2 μm.
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Figure 4. 
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fluorescence is shown with false-green (a); phycocyanin fluorescence is shown with false-blue (b); chlorophyll a 
and phycocyanin total fluorescence (c).
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cell periphery but also in cell center. Moreover, mutually overlapping fluorescence 
channels (Figure 4(c)) indicated that the pigments had a common localization.
Similar topology was observed in FRL-grown Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 
759 (Figure 5). Importantly, Chl a false-green emission (Figure 5(a)), Chl f 
Figure 5. 
Laser confocal scanning micrographs of far-red light-grown Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 759 cells. Chlorophyll 
a fluorescence is shown with false-green (a); chlorophyll f fluorescence is shown with false-purple (b); 
phycocyanin fluorescence is shown with false-blue (c); chlorophyll a and chlorophyll f fluorescence (d); 
chlorophyll a and phycocyanin fluorescence (e); total pigment fluorescence (f). Scale bar, 5 μm.
Figure 6. 
Laser confocal scanning micrographs of far-red light-grown Synechocystis sp. CALU 1173 cells. Chlorophyll 
f fluorescence is shown with false-purple (a); chlorophyll a fluorescence is shown with false-green (b); 
phycocyanin fluorescence is shown with false-blue (c); phycoerythrin fluorescence is shown with false-red (d); 
total pigment fluorescence (e). Scale bar, 2 μm.
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false-purple emission (Figure 5(b)), and Chl a/Chl f mixed emission (Figure 5(d)) 
coincided spatially, and that indicated a relative integrity of photosynthetic appa-
ratus. At the same time, PC fluorescence showed a more homogeneous distribution 
(Figure 5(c,e,f )). Thus, PBS either partially detached from thylakoid membrane, 
or PBS coupling with PSII lowered (which is in agreement with steady-state fluores-
cence results). Similar images were obtained for FRL-grown Synechococcus sp. PCC 
7335 [67].
In the case of FRL-grown Synechocystis sp. CALU 1173 (Figure 6), fluorescence 
topology was similar within the observed wavelength span. Namely, Chl f false-pur-
ple fluorescence (Figure 6(a)), Chl a false-green fluorescence (Figure 6(b)), PC 
false-blue fluorescence (Figure 6(c)), PE false-red fluorescence (Figure 6(d)), and 
pigment total fluorescence (Figure 6(e)) occupied cell periphery, and fluorescence 
channels mutually overlapped. The observed fluorescence topology matched with 
the electron microscopy data on peripheral thylakoid arrangement in Synechocystis 
spp. [69, 70].
6. Conclusion
Over past decades, FaRLiP photoacclimation has been studied in many respects, 
although in a small number of cyanobacterial strains [3]. In this connection, novel 
Chl f-producing strains Chlorogloeopsis sp. CALU 759 and Synechocystis sp. CALU 
1173 would represent promising model objects. Importantly, although they belong 
to alternative morphotypes (trichome and single cell, respectively) and two distant 
phylogenetic lineages [71], fluorescence patterns of their FRL-grown cells similarly 
fall within the general FaRLiP response.
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Abstract
Fluorescence-based methodologies are commonly employed to determine a wide
spectrum of physiological parameters in intact photosynthetic organisms. These
methods rely on the detection of Chlorophyll a fluorescent emission, which exhibits
changes in its intensity due to the occurrence of quenching phenomena of either
photochemical or non-photochemical nature, as well as in response of the absorp-
tion cross-section of the photosystems. At room temperature, it is generally consid-
ered that most of the emission stems from Photosystem II, and therefore, most of
the physiological parameters rely on the assumption that contribution from Photo-
system I is negligible. Moreover, it is often considered that the whole light-
harvesting antenna is efficiently coupled to either of the photosystems and does not
contribute, independently, to the detected emission. When these caveats are not
realised, fluorescence-based indicators might be subjected to biases that tend to
underestimate the extent of both photochemical and non-photochemical
quenching. The contribution of Photosystem I and partially coupled/antenna com-
ponents can be assessed through the analysis of the dependency of steady-state
emission as a function of both the excitation and the emission wavelengths. On this
basis, methods relying on using different combinations of excitation and emission
wavelengths will be discussed in order to minimise the bias on the estimation of
physiologically relevant parameters.
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1. Introduction
Methodologies relying on the monitoring of Chlorophyll (Chl) a fluorescence
emission have a very widespread application in photosynthesis research and have
therefore been amply adopted by the scientific community (for a comprehensive
survey, see the quite recent monography edited by [1]). Since Chls are fundamental
pigments, naturally coordinated by the photosynthetic photosystems, these
fluorescence-based methods do not require the use of exogenous dyes, or their
coordination to specific biological targets. Thus, techniques based on Chl-
fluorescence monitoring have become popular as they allow to address a spectrum
of physiologically related questions, non-invasively, with relatively fast temporal
responses and high sensitivity. Moreover, these methods are suitable for both
in vitro, i.e. on isolated photosynthetic membranes or Chl-protein complexes, and
in vivo, either on leaves or unicellular and multicellular algae. Furthermore, they can
be used in combination with other analytical approaches, such as gas exchange and/
or transmission/reflectance changes, without extensive cross-interference. Note-
worthy, fluorescence detection strategies are often the method of choice for remote
sensing as well, especially when, although not exclusively, sunlight can be used as
the excitation source.
The most widely employed physiological measurements based on chlorophyll
fluorescence detection are the determination of fluorescence quenching processes
resulting either from photochemical reactions (photochemical quenching), or reg-
ulatory processes affecting the fluorescence emission yield, collectively referred to
as non-photochemical quenching (NPQ).
1.1 Photochemical quenching
Photochemical quenching is the process through which the emission yield of
protein-bound Chl is decreased in response to energy conversion reactions
occurring in photochemically active pigments, the reaction centre (RC), of a
photosystem. Historically, the occurrence of fluorescence quenching as a response
to the redox state of the terminal electron acceptors, QA and QB (e.g. [2–4]) of PSII,
and similarly in the reaction centre of purple bacteria which shares some functional
similarities, paved the way for the now amply diffused utilisation of fluorescence
measurements to determine physiological parameters. The fluorescence yield of
PSII is low when the electron acceptors are oxidised (F0, open centres) and reaches
a maximal value when the redox centre QA is reduced (FM, closed centres). The
difference between the maximal fluorescence level and the minimal one is defined
as variable fluorescence (FV ¼ FM � F0).
The maximal fluorescence level can be promoted either by brief, intense, light
pulses, or flashes that cause the almost complete reduction of PSII acceptor pool
(saturating pulses or flashes), so that QA is reduced as well, or using inhibitors, like
3-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea (DCMU), that inhibit the oxidation of
reduced Q�A by QB (e.g. [1, 3–5]). When inhibitors are used, the FM condition is
attained even when employing low actinic illumination, such as the measuring
beam in a conventional fluorescence measurement, so that the use of additional
saturating pulses could be avoided.
The conclusive demonstration that the differences in the emission intensity
under F0 and FM conditions correspond to an effective change in fluorescence yield
came from fluorescence lifetimes investigation, where it was shown that under
open centre conditions the average fluorescence lifetimes, for the whole PSII
supercomplex composed of its core complex and external antenna complement is
in the order of 200–300 ps, whereas upon centre closures, it reaches values of
56
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1.2–1.5 ns (e.g. [6–10]), that is, the same 3- to 5-fold increase observed by
steady-state/pre-steady-state methods.
It can then be straightforwardly demonstrated, and it is therefore commonly
accepted, that the maximal photochemical quantum efficiency of PSII, ΦmaxPC,PSII,
could be estimated with sufficiently good approximation by the ratio of the variable
and maximal fluorescence levels, i.e. by FV=FM (e.g. [1, 3–5]). The relation follows
from considering that F0 and FM level could be described by the following
expressions:











where α is a factor depending on the number of photons absorbed at the
excitation wavelength and emitted at the detection wavelength, which is indepen-
dent of the redox state of the acceptors in the RC, ϕ0 and ϕM are the fluorescence
emission yield at open and closed centres, respectively, which could be further
expressed in terms of probabilities of the excited state de-excitation by fluorescence
(k f ), with respect to the sum of all the so-called natural de-excitation processes,
including fluorescence,
P
iki and quenching by photochemistry, here described in
terms of a macroscopic, rather than molecular rate constant, Kpc, weighted by the
molar fraction of oxidised electron acceptors at open (γQ,0) and closed centres
(γQ,M). Considering that γQ,0 ¼ 1 and γQ ,M ¼ 0, that is, in the case of PSII, QA being





ki þ Kpc ≈Φ
Max
PC,PSII (2)
Although the above-presented derivation presents the yield in the form of the
so-called “lake model”, in which the quenching induced by photochemistry is
shared over a large pool of photosystems, thereby approaching the classic Stern-
Volmer description, for the F0 and FM level, identical conclusion would be reached
by considering either separate units or partial connectivity, under the condition that
all centres are either open or closed. On the other hand, these models do differ
significantly in the description of any intermediate level between F0 and FM, that is,
for as any value of γQ different from 0 or 1, which manifests either in the kinetics or
rise to FM (so-called induction curve) or in the steady-state levels, Fss, determined
by a given background illumination. It is also worth noticing that Eq. (2) is valid,
provided that the only quenching process differing at F0 and FM is strictly due to a
modulation of photochemical quenching. It is however being shown that the fluo-
rescence level reached by single-turnover flashes can be slightly lower than those
observed under the so-called multiple turnover pulses, or by continuous illumina-
tion, indicating that the estimation of ΦmaxPC,PSII from FV=FM could be somewhat
biased (e.g. [11, 12]). However, in general, these processes, whose molecular nature
remains to be fully determined, lead to contained distortions in photochemical yield
estimation. Therefore, since measurements of FV=FM are relatively rapid, they
remain one of the most employed indicators to determine not only PSII quantum
yield, but also its changes in response to stress, both in the laboratory and in the
field. Measurements of variable fluorescence in the presence of actinic backgrounds
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also have become a widespread practise to gain information concerning photosyn-
thetic electron transport. A number of indicators have been proposed in order to
extract this information from fluorescence data and, at least for land plants, strong
correlation with simultaneous gas-exchange measurements has been demonstrated
[5, 13, 14]. This is because the variation in the amplitude of FV in the presence of
actinic illumination, in combination with changes in the FM level, with respect to
the dark-adapted state, could be related to the fraction of “open/closed” PSII cen-
tres as well as to their photochemical quantum yield under operation conditions. A
detailed discussion of the parameters is beyond the scope of this chapter, but several
approaches are reported in the recent monography [1] and extended review [5] on
these topics. We limit to notice that the interpretation of FV-related fluorescence
indicators in the presence of an actinic illumination is less straightforward than for
dark adapted conditions.
1.2 Non-photochemical quenching
On top of photochemical quenching processes, fluorescence monitoring finds its
natural application in the study of regulative mechanisms of light harvesting effi-
ciency, which manifest themselves principally as a quenching of the Chl fluores-
cence emission. The establishment of non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) results
in the lowering of the FM level in response to actinic illumination regimes close to or
exceeding the saturation of the photosynthetic electron transport capacity (e.g.,
[15, 16]). The fluorescence level in the presence of a non-photochemical quenching,
most commonly measured at closed centres by the application of multiple turn-over
saturating pulse, is referred to as F0M and can be described, similarly to FM, within a




ki þ QNP½ � � KQ,NP
(3)
where KQ,NP and QNP are the macroscopic quencher rate constant and the
concentration of the non-photochemical quencher, respectively. These two quanti-
ties are however difficult to assess separately and are generally determined as the
product QNP½ � � KQ,NP through the NPQ parameters (note in the following the italics
will identify the parameters whereas upright capitals indicate the process), that is
defined as FM=F0M � 1, with the definitions in Eqs. (1) and (3) as follows:









NPQ has proven to be a very complex phenomenon, showing several phases of
development, upon light exposure, and relaxation, upon return to darkness [15, 16],
that despite the generality of its manifestation, depends strongly on the organism or
at least the class of organisms in which it is investigated [17, 18]. This large vari-
ability is likely due to the generally accepted knowledge that NPQ processes occur
principally, when not exclusively, in the external antenna complement of PSII
[15–18]. Whereas the core complex, which serves as an internal light harvesting
system as well as the photochemical reaction centre, is well conserved amongst
different oxygenic photosynthetic organisms [19], the composition of the external
antenna is instead very diversified, having evolved to optimise light harvesting in
ecological niches possessing different spectral distributions either in terms of light
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spectrum or light intensity [20, 21]. Hence, it is not surprising that also adaptive
responses to changes in light conditions vary significantly in different organisms.
1.3 Source of possible distortion due to emission from Photosystem I and
decoupled light-harvesting antenna
One of the caveats behind Chl-based fluorescence indicators is the assumption
that the monitored fluorescence is emitted exclusively or almost exclusively from
PSII. This is, in general, a justified assumption since, particularly under closed
centres conditions, and at a room temperature or temperatures covering the
“physiological interval” of living organisms, the fluorescence yield of PSII could be
several folds larger than the one of the other ubiquitous component of the electron
transfer chain, Photosystem I (PSI). Measurements on PSI isolated from different
species indicate that its average fluorescence lifetime is in the order of 20–40 ps
[19, 22, 23], that is, 5–10 times faster than for the PSII-antenna supercomplex at
open centres and 200–500 faster at closed centres, in the absence of non-
photochemical quenching [6–11]. Similar results concerning PSI lifetimes are also
retrieved for measurements when the photosystem is embedded in the thylakoid
membranes [8, 9, 24]. Moreover, PSI does not show a significant change in emission
yield upon oxidisation of the terminal donor, P700 [25]. Hence, differently from
PSII, PSI does not exhibit any significant induction, so that, in practise, its contri-
bution to the cell emission is expected to be larger under F0 than FM conditions.
Direct comparison of lifetimes and steady state emission levels holds, however,
provided that the photosystems are in close stoichiometric ratio, that they absorb
almost the same number of photons at the excitation wavelength and also have the
same emission bandwidth at the excitation wavelength. For instance, in most cases,
PSI emission results red-shifted with respect to that of PSII (e.g. [19, 22, 23] and
references therein), so that its contribution to the detected fluorescence emission
from photosynthetic material is expected to be a function of the detection wave-
length, which depends on the specific emission spectra of PSII and PSI in a given
organism. Similarly, either the absorption or the relative stoichiometry, hence the
fraction of excitation photons absorbed by each photosystem, are expected to be
dependent on organism. Especially for the determination of F0, contribution from
PSI emission could become significant and not necessarily negligible [24, 26–28],
and similarly for cases in which the F0M level is quenched significantly below FM.
Another possible source of distortion in the determination of these fluorescence
levels is the contribution from populations of the external antenna not coupled in
terms of energy transfer to the core of either PSII or PSI. Differently from PSI, the
core-decoupled pigment-protein complexes of the antenna are very bright in terms
of fluorescence, emitting with lifetimes comparable or longer than PSII at closed
centres. Typically, the population of decoupled antenna tends to be vanishingly
small in most organisms having transmembrane light-harvesting apparatus [27, 29],
but it can be sizable in cyanobacteria, accounting for 1–5% of the external antenna
[26, 30, 31] and therefore clearly contributing to the cellular emission [26–28,
32–34]. Thus, differences between organisms, which harbour diversified external
antenna complements, are to be expected.
2. Spectral dependence of the FV/FM ratio
A strategy to verify the distortion originating from the emission due to either PSI
or a fraction of decoupled/weakly coupled external antenna components to the
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also have become a widespread practise to gain information concerning photosyn-
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the dark-adapted state, could be related to the fraction of “open/closed” PSII cen-
tres as well as to their photochemical quantum yield under operation conditions. A
detailed discussion of the parameters is beyond the scope of this chapter, but several
approaches are reported in the recent monography [1] and extended review [5] on
these topics. We limit to notice that the interpretation of FV-related fluorescence
indicators in the presence of an actinic illumination is less straightforward than for
dark adapted conditions.
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in the lowering of the FM level in response to actinic illumination regimes close to or
exceeding the saturation of the photosynthetic electron transport capacity (e.g.,
[15, 16]). The fluorescence level in the presence of a non-photochemical quenching,
most commonly measured at closed centres by the application of multiple turn-over
saturating pulse, is referred to as F0M and can be described, similarly to FM, within a




ki þ QNP½ � � KQ,NP
(3)
where KQ,NP and QNP are the macroscopic quencher rate constant and the
concentration of the non-photochemical quencher, respectively. These two quanti-
ties are however difficult to assess separately and are generally determined as the
product QNP½ � � KQ,NP through the NPQ parameters (note in the following the italics
will identify the parameters whereas upright capitals indicate the process), that is
defined as FM=F0M � 1, with the definitions in Eqs. (1) and (3) as follows:









NPQ has proven to be a very complex phenomenon, showing several phases of
development, upon light exposure, and relaxation, upon return to darkness [15, 16],
that despite the generality of its manifestation, depends strongly on the organism or
at least the class of organisms in which it is investigated [17, 18]. This large vari-
ability is likely due to the generally accepted knowledge that NPQ processes occur
principally, when not exclusively, in the external antenna complement of PSII
[15–18]. Whereas the core complex, which serves as an internal light harvesting
system as well as the photochemical reaction centre, is well conserved amongst
different oxygenic photosynthetic organisms [19], the composition of the external
antenna is instead very diversified, having evolved to optimise light harvesting in
ecological niches possessing different spectral distributions either in terms of light
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spectrum or light intensity [20, 21]. Hence, it is not surprising that also adaptive
responses to changes in light conditions vary significantly in different organisms.
1.3 Source of possible distortion due to emission from Photosystem I and
decoupled light-harvesting antenna
One of the caveats behind Chl-based fluorescence indicators is the assumption
that the monitored fluorescence is emitted exclusively or almost exclusively from
PSII. This is, in general, a justified assumption since, particularly under closed
centres conditions, and at a room temperature or temperatures covering the
“physiological interval” of living organisms, the fluorescence yield of PSII could be
several folds larger than the one of the other ubiquitous component of the electron
transfer chain, Photosystem I (PSI). Measurements on PSI isolated from different
species indicate that its average fluorescence lifetime is in the order of 20–40 ps
[19, 22, 23], that is, 5–10 times faster than for the PSII-antenna supercomplex at
open centres and 200–500 faster at closed centres, in the absence of non-
photochemical quenching [6–11]. Similar results concerning PSI lifetimes are also
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of fluorescence, emitting with lifetimes comparable or longer than PSII at closed
centres. Typically, the population of decoupled antenna tends to be vanishingly
small in most organisms having transmembrane light-harvesting apparatus [27, 29],
but it can be sizable in cyanobacteria, accounting for 1–5% of the external antenna
[26, 30, 31] and therefore clearly contributing to the cellular emission [26–28,
32–34]. Thus, differences between organisms, which harbour diversified external
antenna complements, are to be expected.
2. Spectral dependence of the FV/FM ratio
A strategy to verify the distortion originating from the emission due to either PSI
or a fraction of decoupled/weakly coupled external antenna components to the
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determination of the FV=FM ratio is that of recording the steady-state fluorescence
emission spectrum of photosynthetic material under open PSII RC conditions,
by using a low-intensity excitation having minimal actinic effect thereby
approaching the real dark-adapted F0 level, hereafter these will be referred to as F00,
and to compare it with the spectrum obtained for the same excitation regime in
the presence of an inhibitor, such as DCMU, that promotes PSII centres closure,
thereby reaching the FM conditions. The expectation is that when the fluorescence
spectra are effectively dominated by PSII emission, the FV=FM ratio (or
analogously the FM=F0 ratio) will attain the same value, irrespectively on the
detection wavelength. Similarly, recording the emission spectra under F00 and FM
conditions, but at different excitation wavelengths, the expected result in the
absence of distortion is that the FV=FM ratio is not only independent of the obser-
vation wavelength but also from the one of excitation. Contributions from either
PSII or decoupled antenna, or both, would result in an observation-wavelength
dependency of the FV=FM value, which might also depend on the excitation
[26–28, 32–36].
In the successive paragraphs, experiments performed in model green algae
(Chlorella sorokiniana and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) and model cyanobacteria
(Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 and Synechococcus sp. PCC7942) are summarised, because
these classes of organisms display significant differences [27].
Conceptually, these types of experiments are pretty simple, but technically
they might be challenging as they require a rather sensitive apparatus in order
to collect F00 spectra with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, due to the low intensity
of the excitation beam. On the other hand, recording the emission under FM
conditions is relatively straightforward and will therefore be suggested as an
initial screening for possible sources of bias in the FV=FM, and thus ΦMaxPC,PSII,
estimations.
2.1 Excitation and emission dependency in model green algae
The emission spectra recorded under F00 and FM conditions in the green algae C.
sorokiniana and C. reinhardtii for excitation at 435, 475, 520 and 570 nm are shown
in Figure 1. These wavelengths were chosen as they represent preferential excita-
tion of Chl a (435 nm) and Chl b (475 nm), which are the main pigments in green
algae, where Chl a is present both in the core complexes and the external antenna,
and Chl b is present only in the light-harvesting complexes associated with both
PSII and PSI. Although the external antenna complement is composed by several
Chl-protein complexes, it is convenient in this case in which the individual contri-
butions cannot be discriminated, to refer to them collectively as LHCI and LHCII,
for PSI and PSII, respectively. Excitations at 520 and 570 nm are relatively unselec-
tive in this class of organisms, but they represent preferential excitation for
phycobilisomes (PBS), which represent the main, often the only, external antenna
complement in cyanobacteria.
For ease of comparison, the spectra, at each excitation wavelength, are
normalised to the maximum of the FM spectrum, and the F00 one is scaled accord-
ingly. The spectra reported in Figure 1 demonstrate that in both model green algae,
the emission bandwidth displays a very weak dependency on the excitation wave-
length, and that, as better appreciable in the insets where each spectrum is
normalised to its maximum, the overall bandwidth shows only limited differences
between F00 and FM conditions. Yet, the spectra recorded at F
0
0 show a slight
increase in the relative intensity in the 700–730 nm window, with respect to those
recorded at FM. This difference can be interpreted, dominantly, by a relatively
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Figure 1.
Emission spectra recorded under F0' (black lines) and FM (red lines) conditions in the model green algae
C. sorokiniana (left) and C. reinhardtii (right), at room temperature, for excitation at 435, 475, 520 and
570 nm. The spectra in the main panels are normalised and scaled to the maximal emission at FM. The insets
show the spectra normalised each at its maximal emission. The samples were diluted to an optical density
(scatter compensated) in between 0.05 and 0.1 OD at the maximal absorption in the red, at 680 nm. The
excitation bandwidth was between 0.5 and 1 nm (FWHM); spectra were acquired with a resolution of
0.25 nm and are corrected for the sensitivity of the detector. Further details on the experimental set-up are
described in Refs. [24, 26,27].
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determination of the FV=FM ratio is that of recording the steady-state fluorescence
emission spectrum of photosynthetic material under open PSII RC conditions,
by using a low-intensity excitation having minimal actinic effect thereby
approaching the real dark-adapted F0 level, hereafter these will be referred to as F00,
and to compare it with the spectrum obtained for the same excitation regime in
the presence of an inhibitor, such as DCMU, that promotes PSII centres closure,
thereby reaching the FM conditions. The expectation is that when the fluorescence
spectra are effectively dominated by PSII emission, the FV=FM ratio (or
analogously the FM=F0 ratio) will attain the same value, irrespectively on the
detection wavelength. Similarly, recording the emission spectra under F00 and FM
conditions, but at different excitation wavelengths, the expected result in the
absence of distortion is that the FV=FM ratio is not only independent of the obser-
vation wavelength but also from the one of excitation. Contributions from either
PSII or decoupled antenna, or both, would result in an observation-wavelength
dependency of the FV=FM value, which might also depend on the excitation
[26–28, 32–36].
In the successive paragraphs, experiments performed in model green algae
(Chlorella sorokiniana and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii) and model cyanobacteria
(Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 and Synechococcus sp. PCC7942) are summarised, because
these classes of organisms display significant differences [27].
Conceptually, these types of experiments are pretty simple, but technically
they might be challenging as they require a rather sensitive apparatus in order
to collect F00 spectra with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, due to the low intensity
of the excitation beam. On the other hand, recording the emission under FM
conditions is relatively straightforward and will therefore be suggested as an
initial screening for possible sources of bias in the FV=FM, and thus ΦMaxPC,PSII,
estimations.
2.1 Excitation and emission dependency in model green algae
The emission spectra recorded under F00 and FM conditions in the green algae C.
sorokiniana and C. reinhardtii for excitation at 435, 475, 520 and 570 nm are shown
in Figure 1. These wavelengths were chosen as they represent preferential excita-
tion of Chl a (435 nm) and Chl b (475 nm), which are the main pigments in green
algae, where Chl a is present both in the core complexes and the external antenna,
and Chl b is present only in the light-harvesting complexes associated with both
PSII and PSI. Although the external antenna complement is composed by several
Chl-protein complexes, it is convenient in this case in which the individual contri-
butions cannot be discriminated, to refer to them collectively as LHCI and LHCII,
for PSI and PSII, respectively. Excitations at 520 and 570 nm are relatively unselec-
tive in this class of organisms, but they represent preferential excitation for
phycobilisomes (PBS), which represent the main, often the only, external antenna
complement in cyanobacteria.
For ease of comparison, the spectra, at each excitation wavelength, are
normalised to the maximum of the FM spectrum, and the F00 one is scaled accord-
ingly. The spectra reported in Figure 1 demonstrate that in both model green algae,
the emission bandwidth displays a very weak dependency on the excitation wave-
length, and that, as better appreciable in the insets where each spectrum is
normalised to its maximum, the overall bandwidth shows only limited differences
between F00 and FM conditions. Yet, the spectra recorded at F
0
0 show a slight
increase in the relative intensity in the 700–730 nm window, with respect to those
recorded at FM. This difference can be interpreted, dominantly, by a relatively
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Figure 1.
Emission spectra recorded under F0' (black lines) and FM (red lines) conditions in the model green algae
C. sorokiniana (left) and C. reinhardtii (right), at room temperature, for excitation at 435, 475, 520 and
570 nm. The spectra in the main panels are normalised and scaled to the maximal emission at FM. The insets
show the spectra normalised each at its maximal emission. The samples were diluted to an optical density
(scatter compensated) in between 0.05 and 0.1 OD at the maximal absorption in the red, at 680 nm. The
excitation bandwidth was between 0.5 and 1 nm (FWHM); spectra were acquired with a resolution of
0.25 nm and are corrected for the sensitivity of the detector. Further details on the experimental set-up are
described in Refs. [24, 26,27].
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larger contribution of PSI emission in this wavelength region, when PSII fluores-
cence is quenched photochemically [24, 27].
In Figure 2 are shown the FV=FM spectra, obtained from data of Figure 1.
For both model green algae, the FV=FM spectra are indeed quite flat across the
whole emission band, showing however a trough, corresponding to minimal values,
in the 700–740 window, in correspondence to the maximal in vivo emission of PSI.
Maximal values are recorded close to maximal cellular emission, with values rang-
ing in 0.66–0.72 interval, that is dominated by PSII instead, corresponding to an
underestimation of FV=FM of 5–8% with respect to its maximal value. It is also
worth remarking that the FV=FM values have a rather limited dependency on the
excitation wavelength, which is probably for the results reported here, within the
limits of the actinic effect of the excitation beam at F00, determining a condition
which more (for larger FV=FM) or less (for lower FV=FM) closely approaches the
actual F0.
A strategy to extract the in vivo emission spectrum of PSII is that of calculating
the FV spectra, which are shown in Figure 3, each normalised to its maximal value.
It is clear then that the bandshape of the FV spectra does not depend on the
excitation wavelength. This is a key indication, supported by parallel fluorescence
lifetime evidences [24], that the observed spectral dependence of the FV=FM spec-
trum is not due to, and certainly not dominated by, an intrinsic spectral dependency
of photochemical quenching in PSII.
Figure 3 also shows a comparison for the normalised FM spectra, highlighting
their very limited dependency on the excitation wavelength. As mentioned above,
the recording of spectra at FM is attained more straightforwardly than that at F00, as
it does not suffer from possible biases from the actinic effect of the excitation
wavelength. Although the spectra shown here were acquired using the same excita-
tion intensity at F00 and FM, in general, the latter can be collected with higher
excitation fluxes henceforth in conventional instruments. Care shall however be
taken to avoid the onset of non-photochemical quenching processes. The invariance
of the emission bandshape of the FM spectrum with respect to the excitation
wavelength can be considered as a preliminary verification that this experimental
condition does not affect the measured FV=FM ratio.
To better compare the effect of excitation and detection wavelengths in deter-
mining the FV=FM ratio in traditional set-ups where detection is commonly
performed using interferential or band-pass filters, F00 and FV=FM were calculated
convolving the emission spectra with either ideal interferential (FWHM 10 nm) or
band-pass filters. The results obtained are listed in Table 1, all normalised to FM.
Maximal values of FV=FM (corresponding to minimal ones of F00) are obtained for
detection centred at�685 nm and minimal at 715 nm, for the conditions tested here.
Similarly band-pass with cut-on filter having a threshold frequency above 700 nm
yielded lower FV=FM values than for shorter-wavelengths, which integrate over a
larger portion of the emission band.
2.2 Excitation and emission dependency in model cyanobacteria
The emission spectra recorded under F00 and FM conditions in two model
cyanobacteria, Synechocystis sp. PCC 6803 and Synechococcus sp. PCC7942 (from now
on referred simply as Synechocystis and Sinechococcus), and at different excitation
wavelengths are shown in Figure 4. Differently from what reported in Figure 1 for
model green algae, in both model cyanobacteria, the emission bandshapes display a
strong dependency both on the excitation wavelength and on the redox conditions
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Figure 2.
Emission wavelength dependency of the FV=FM ratio in C. sorokiniana (left) and C. reinhardtii (right), at
room temperature, for excitation at 435, 475, 520 and 570 nm, calculated from the spectra of Figure 1.
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excitation wavelength, which is probably for the results reported here, within the
limits of the actinic effect of the excitation beam at F00, determining a condition
which more (for larger FV=FM) or less (for lower FV=FM) closely approaches the
actual F0.
A strategy to extract the in vivo emission spectrum of PSII is that of calculating
the FV spectra, which are shown in Figure 3, each normalised to its maximal value.
It is clear then that the bandshape of the FV spectra does not depend on the
excitation wavelength. This is a key indication, supported by parallel fluorescence
lifetime evidences [24], that the observed spectral dependence of the FV=FM spec-
trum is not due to, and certainly not dominated by, an intrinsic spectral dependency
of photochemical quenching in PSII.
Figure 3 also shows a comparison for the normalised FM spectra, highlighting
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the recording of spectra at FM is attained more straightforwardly than that at F00, as
it does not suffer from possible biases from the actinic effect of the excitation
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tion intensity at F00 and FM, in general, the latter can be collected with higher
excitation fluxes henceforth in conventional instruments. Care shall however be
taken to avoid the onset of non-photochemical quenching processes. The invariance
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wavelength can be considered as a preliminary verification that this experimental
condition does not affect the measured FV=FM ratio.
To better compare the effect of excitation and detection wavelengths in deter-
mining the FV=FM ratio in traditional set-ups where detection is commonly
performed using interferential or band-pass filters, F00 and FV=FM were calculated
convolving the emission spectra with either ideal interferential (FWHM 10 nm) or
band-pass filters. The results obtained are listed in Table 1, all normalised to FM.
Maximal values of FV=FM (corresponding to minimal ones of F00) are obtained for
detection centred at�685 nm and minimal at 715 nm, for the conditions tested here.
Similarly band-pass with cut-on filter having a threshold frequency above 700 nm
yielded lower FV=FM values than for shorter-wavelengths, which integrate over a
larger portion of the emission band.
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The emission spectra recorded under F00 and FM conditions in two model
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wavelengths are shown in Figure 4. Differently from what reported in Figure 1 for
model green algae, in both model cyanobacteria, the emission bandshapes display a
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Figure 2.
Emission wavelength dependency of the FV=FM ratio in C. sorokiniana (left) and C. reinhardtii (right), at
room temperature, for excitation at 435, 475, 520 and 570 nm, calculated from the spectra of Figure 1.
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of the PSII acceptors. Upon excitation at 435 and 475 nm, the main peak is centred
at 684 nm and intense shoulders, more pronounced than what is observed in green
algae, are observed on the long wavelength range above �700 nm. Moreover, a
relatively intense blue wing is clearly observed in the 610–660 nm range, which
becomes larger and even dominant when the sample is excited at 520 and 570 nm,
that is, for preferential excitation in the PBS antenna, where a clear satellite peak
centred at 600 nm is discernible. It is immediately noticeable that the short wave-
length emission displays negligible variation in intensity when PSII centres are
closed with respect to when they are open.
This is further highlighted in Figure 5, where the FV=FM spectra derived from
the data of Figure 4 are reported. The results show that although the details
depended on the species, in general, in both model cyanobacteria, the FV=FM value
displays a significant dependence both on the wavelength of detection as well as on
the wavelength of excitation. For excitation at 435 nm, that is preferential for Chl a
(and carotenoids), maximal FV=FM values are obtained, in correspondence to the
fluorescence emission peak (675–685 nm), in the 0.6 range. However, even when
Figure 3.
Comparison of the normalised FM and calculated FV ¼ FM � F00 emission spectra, in C. sorokiniana (top) and
C. reinhardtii (bottom), at room temperature, for excitation at 435 nm (violet), 475 nm (blue), 520 nm
(green) and 570 nm (orange). Each spectrum is normalised to its maximum value.
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monitoring FV=FM at the emission maxima, its value depends on the excitation
wavelength, decreasing to 0.45–0.5 for all other wavelengths tested. Moreover, in
both organisms and for all excitations, the FV=FM ratio decreases sharply in the
700–730 nm window, to values of 0.2–0.3, corresponding to �40% underestima-
tion with respect to the maximal. Similarly to what was discussed for the case of
green algae, this decrease can be ascribed to a significant contribution of PSI
emission, especially at F00, in this wavelength region [26, 27]. The effect is
however much larger than in green algae. This could be explained by differences
in antenna properties for these two classes of organisms, as well as in the PSI:PSII
stoichiometries. Whereas for excitation in the blue, PSI and PSII absorb almost
equal fractions of photons, in cyanobacteria, the difference is larger as each
C. sorokiniana
Excitation 435 nm 475 nm 520 nm 570 nm







650 0.302 0.698 0.325 0.675 0.310 0.690 0.319 0.681
670 0.292 0.708 0.312 0.688 0.298 0.702 0.311 0.689
680 0.292 0.708 0.309 0.691 0.293 0.707 0.308 0.692
690 0.304 0.696 0.315 0.685 0.305 0.695 0.319 0.681
700 0.327 0.673 0.330 0.670 0.342 0.658 0.353 0.647
720 0.347 0.653 0.349 0.651 0.366 0.634 0.370 0.630
Bandpass (cut-on, nm)
655 0.314 0.686 0.325 0.675 0.323 0.677 0.334 0.666
675 0.317 0.683 0.326 0.674 0.326 0.674 0.336 0.664
695 0.331 0.669 0.336 0.664 0.347 0.653 0.354 0.646
720 0.327 0.673 0.335 0.665 0.341 0.659 0.348 0.652
C. reinhardtii







650 0.343 0.657 0.365 0.635 0.348 0.652 0.371 0.629
670 0.336 0.664 0.354 0.646 0.341 0.659 0.352 0.648
680 0.328 0.672 0.346 0.654 0.339 0.661 0.346 0.654
690 0.330 0.670 0.353 0.647 0.350 0.650 0.355 0.645
700 0.350 0.650 0.377 0.623 0.375 0.625 0.381 0.619
720 0.352 0.648 0.377 0.623 0.372 0.628 0.381 0.619
Bandpass (Cut-on, nm)
655 0.337 0.663 0.359 0.641 0.353 0.647 0.361 0.639
675 0.337 0.663 0.360 0.640 0.355 0.645 0.362 0.638
695 0.345 0.655 0.369 0.631 0.365 0.635 0.374 0.626
720 0.340 0.660 0.361 0.639 0.357 0.643 0.367 0.633
Values of F00 and FV=FM determined from the F
0
0 and FM emission spectra of model green algae, after convolution with
either ideal interferential filter (Gaussian, FWHM 10 nm) or long-pass filter (cut-on transitions 4 nm at the
indicated 50% transmission). Values are normalised to FM = 1 under each excitation/emission condition.
Table 1.
Estimated F00 and FM detected through interferential and band-pass filters in green algae.
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of the PSII acceptors. Upon excitation at 435 and 475 nm, the main peak is centred
at 684 nm and intense shoulders, more pronounced than what is observed in green
algae, are observed on the long wavelength range above �700 nm. Moreover, a
relatively intense blue wing is clearly observed in the 610–660 nm range, which
becomes larger and even dominant when the sample is excited at 520 and 570 nm,
that is, for preferential excitation in the PBS antenna, where a clear satellite peak
centred at 600 nm is discernible. It is immediately noticeable that the short wave-
length emission displays negligible variation in intensity when PSII centres are
closed with respect to when they are open.
This is further highlighted in Figure 5, where the FV=FM spectra derived from
the data of Figure 4 are reported. The results show that although the details
depended on the species, in general, in both model cyanobacteria, the FV=FM value
displays a significant dependence both on the wavelength of detection as well as on
the wavelength of excitation. For excitation at 435 nm, that is preferential for Chl a
(and carotenoids), maximal FV=FM values are obtained, in correspondence to the
fluorescence emission peak (675–685 nm), in the 0.6 range. However, even when
Figure 3.
Comparison of the normalised FM and calculated FV ¼ FM � F00 emission spectra, in C. sorokiniana (top) and
C. reinhardtii (bottom), at room temperature, for excitation at 435 nm (violet), 475 nm (blue), 520 nm
(green) and 570 nm (orange). Each spectrum is normalised to its maximum value.
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monitoring FV=FM at the emission maxima, its value depends on the excitation
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green algae, this decrease can be ascribed to a significant contribution of PSI
emission, especially at F00, in this wavelength region [26, 27]. The effect is
however much larger than in green algae. This could be explained by differences
in antenna properties for these two classes of organisms, as well as in the PSI:PSII
stoichiometries. Whereas for excitation in the blue, PSI and PSII absorb almost
equal fractions of photons, in cyanobacteria, the difference is larger as each
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695 0.331 0.669 0.336 0.664 0.347 0.653 0.354 0.646
720 0.327 0.673 0.335 0.665 0.341 0.659 0.348 0.652
C. reinhardtii







650 0.343 0.657 0.365 0.635 0.348 0.652 0.371 0.629
670 0.336 0.664 0.354 0.646 0.341 0.659 0.352 0.648
680 0.328 0.672 0.346 0.654 0.339 0.661 0.346 0.654
690 0.330 0.670 0.353 0.647 0.350 0.650 0.355 0.645
700 0.350 0.650 0.377 0.623 0.375 0.625 0.381 0.619
720 0.352 0.648 0.377 0.623 0.372 0.628 0.381 0.619
Bandpass (Cut-on, nm)
655 0.337 0.663 0.359 0.641 0.353 0.647 0.361 0.639
675 0.337 0.663 0.360 0.640 0.355 0.645 0.362 0.638
695 0.345 0.655 0.369 0.631 0.365 0.635 0.374 0.626
720 0.340 0.660 0.361 0.639 0.357 0.643 0.367 0.633
Values of F00 and FV=FM determined from the F
0
0 and FM emission spectra of model green algae, after convolution with
either ideal interferential filter (Gaussian, FWHM 10 nm) or long-pass filter (cut-on transitions 4 nm at the
indicated 50% transmission). Values are normalised to FM = 1 under each excitation/emission condition.
Table 1.
Estimated F00 and FM detected through interferential and band-pass filters in green algae.
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Figure 4.
Emission spectra recorded under F00 (black lines) and FM (red lines) conditions in the model cyanobacteria
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 (left) and Synechococcus sp. PCC7942 (right), at room temperature, for
excitation at 435, 475, 520 and 570 nm. The spectra in the main panels are normalised and scaled to the
maximal emission at FM. The insets show the spectra normalised each at its maximal emission.
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Figure 5.
Emission wavelength dependency of the FV=FM ratio in Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 (left) and
Synechococcus sp. PCC7942 (right), at room temperature, for excitation at 435, 475, 520 and 570 nm,
calculated from the spectra of Figure 4. Please note the difference in the y-scale with respect to Figure 2.
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monomeric PSII core binds about 45 Chl a molecules, whereas PSI monomers
bind about 90 Chl a. Furthermore, whereas PSII is a functional dimer
(total � 90 Chls), PSI is, at least as the most abundant form, a trimer (270 Chls).
Even for a 1:1 ratio of the two supercomplexes, PSI is expected to absorb about 3
times more photons than PSII. Moreover, it is often reported that the PSI:PSII
stoichiometry in cyanobacteria could be much larger than 1, and thereby, PSI will
result contributing significantly to the steady state emission despite its low fluores-
cence quantum yield.
Furthermore, the FV=FM spectra in model cyanobacteria display a very steep
decrease to a minimal value on the blue emission wing, below �665 nm, in corre-
spondence to PBS emission. The decrease in FV=FM is much steeper when the
external antenna is excited directly (520 and 570 nm, in Figure 5, and reaching
negligible values well below 0.1). At least for the case of Synechocystis, this applies
moreover to all wavelengths at which PBS absorption is dominant [27]. Hence,
monitoring FV=FM on the short emission wing leads to profound underestimation of
the maximal photochemical yield of PSII.
However, the bandshape of the FV spectra does not depend significantly on the
excitation wavelength, as also observed in model green algae. In the case of model
cyanobacteria, a more pronounced wing extending down to 625–630 nm is visible
(Figure 6) in the FV spectra. This could be ascribed to variable fluorescence of the
energetically coupled fraction of the PBS antenna, at least of its terminal emitters
[27, 37, 38]. The relative invariance indicates that the changes in the FV=FM value
are not dominated by an intrinsic variation of photochemical quenching over the
PSII emission band (see discussion in ref. [27] for further detail), rather to the
overlapped contributions of different chromophore-protein supercomplexes, nom-
inally PSI and a fraction of the PBS antenna which is not energetically coupled to the
core complexes of either PSI or PSII. The need for considering an energetically
uncoupled antenna stems from the large increase in its emission upon direct exci-
tation and the close-to-absent photochemical quenching, which is to be expected for
a core-coupled antenna. It is also demonstrated by the long fluorescence lifetimes
(1–4 ns, cite), even under open PSII RC conditions.
In Figure 6 are also shown the normalised FM spectra recorded at different
excitation wavelengths. It is immediately noticeable that the bandshape of the FM
spectra, differently from the case of green algae and the FV spectra in
cyanobacteria, changes markedly with the excitation wavelength. As already men-
tioned, recording of emission spectra under FM conditions, at room/physiologically
relevant temperatures, is relatively straightforward. Observations of pronounced
changes in the bandshape of the emission spectrum as a function of the excitation
wavelength could then be used as a preliminary screening for indication of non-
negligible contribution of pigment-protein complexes other than PSII to the cellular
(or photosynthetic membrane) emission. If any independent knowledge is available
concerning the spectral characteristics of the external antenna and/or of the PSI,
which would help interpreting the FM spectral excitation dependency, then appro-
priate pairs of excitation/detection wavelength can be chosen for classic fluores-
cence induction curve measurements.
To further highlight the importance of measurement conditions on the determi-
nation of the FV=FM ratio in cyanobacteria, in Table 2 are reported the values of F00,
FM and FV=FM which would be obtained monitoring these levels though collection
by either interference or band-pass filters. Although the general trend is similar to
what was reported for green algae in Table 1, the variations are much larger in the
case of cyanobacteria where values exceeding 0.5 are obtained only for detection
close to emission maximum (interferential at 685 nm) and avoiding preferential
PBS excitation.
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2.3 Contribution of different chromophore-pigment super-complexes to
photosynthetic membrane emission
The spectral dependencies of FV=FM could be accounted by a relatively simple
formalism, based on considering a linear combination of contributions from i) PSII-
antenna supercomplexes that give rise to variable fluorescence, FV , and ii) other
supercomplexes, in which the emission yield is independent of PSII redox state. The
latter can be identified, in general terms, by the term FnV that collectively accounts
for emission of PSI and fractions of decoupled antenna, which are, as shown above,
organism-dependent. Eq. (1) can be re-written, explicitly considering the excitation
and emission dependency, as follows:
F0 λem, λexð Þ ¼ ρII λð Þ � σII λð Þ � ϕ0 þ ρnV λð Þ � σnV λð Þ � ϕnV
FM λem, λexð Þ ¼ ρII λð Þ � σII λð Þ � ϕM þ ρnV λð Þ � σnV λð Þ � ϕnV
(
(5)
where ρII λð Þ and ρnV λð Þ are the absorption cross-sections of PSII and the pig-
ments showing non-variable fluorescence, respectively; σII λð Þ and σnV λð Þ are the
Figure 6.
Comparison of the normalised FM and calculated FV ¼ FM � F00 emission spectra, in Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
(top) and Synechococcus sp. PCC7942 (bottom), at room temperature, for excitation at 435 nm (violet), 475 nm
(blue), 520 nm (green) and 570 nm (orange). Each spectrum is normalised to its maximum value.
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monomeric PSII core binds about 45 Chl a molecules, whereas PSI monomers
bind about 90 Chl a. Furthermore, whereas PSII is a functional dimer
(total � 90 Chls), PSI is, at least as the most abundant form, a trimer (270 Chls).
Even for a 1:1 ratio of the two supercomplexes, PSI is expected to absorb about 3
times more photons than PSII. Moreover, it is often reported that the PSI:PSII
stoichiometry in cyanobacteria could be much larger than 1, and thereby, PSI will
result contributing significantly to the steady state emission despite its low fluores-
cence quantum yield.
Furthermore, the FV=FM spectra in model cyanobacteria display a very steep
decrease to a minimal value on the blue emission wing, below �665 nm, in corre-
spondence to PBS emission. The decrease in FV=FM is much steeper when the
external antenna is excited directly (520 and 570 nm, in Figure 5, and reaching
negligible values well below 0.1). At least for the case of Synechocystis, this applies
moreover to all wavelengths at which PBS absorption is dominant [27]. Hence,
monitoring FV=FM on the short emission wing leads to profound underestimation of
the maximal photochemical yield of PSII.
However, the bandshape of the FV spectra does not depend significantly on the
excitation wavelength, as also observed in model green algae. In the case of model
cyanobacteria, a more pronounced wing extending down to 625–630 nm is visible
(Figure 6) in the FV spectra. This could be ascribed to variable fluorescence of the
energetically coupled fraction of the PBS antenna, at least of its terminal emitters
[27, 37, 38]. The relative invariance indicates that the changes in the FV=FM value
are not dominated by an intrinsic variation of photochemical quenching over the
PSII emission band (see discussion in ref. [27] for further detail), rather to the
overlapped contributions of different chromophore-protein supercomplexes, nom-
inally PSI and a fraction of the PBS antenna which is not energetically coupled to the
core complexes of either PSI or PSII. The need for considering an energetically
uncoupled antenna stems from the large increase in its emission upon direct exci-
tation and the close-to-absent photochemical quenching, which is to be expected for
a core-coupled antenna. It is also demonstrated by the long fluorescence lifetimes
(1–4 ns, cite), even under open PSII RC conditions.
In Figure 6 are also shown the normalised FM spectra recorded at different
excitation wavelengths. It is immediately noticeable that the bandshape of the FM
spectra, differently from the case of green algae and the FV spectra in
cyanobacteria, changes markedly with the excitation wavelength. As already men-
tioned, recording of emission spectra under FM conditions, at room/physiologically
relevant temperatures, is relatively straightforward. Observations of pronounced
changes in the bandshape of the emission spectrum as a function of the excitation
wavelength could then be used as a preliminary screening for indication of non-
negligible contribution of pigment-protein complexes other than PSII to the cellular
(or photosynthetic membrane) emission. If any independent knowledge is available
concerning the spectral characteristics of the external antenna and/or of the PSI,
which would help interpreting the FM spectral excitation dependency, then appro-
priate pairs of excitation/detection wavelength can be chosen for classic fluores-
cence induction curve measurements.
To further highlight the importance of measurement conditions on the determi-
nation of the FV=FM ratio in cyanobacteria, in Table 2 are reported the values of F00,
FM and FV=FM which would be obtained monitoring these levels though collection
by either interference or band-pass filters. Although the general trend is similar to
what was reported for green algae in Table 1, the variations are much larger in the
case of cyanobacteria where values exceeding 0.5 are obtained only for detection
close to emission maximum (interferential at 685 nm) and avoiding preferential
PBS excitation.
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2.3 Contribution of different chromophore-pigment super-complexes to
photosynthetic membrane emission
The spectral dependencies of FV=FM could be accounted by a relatively simple
formalism, based on considering a linear combination of contributions from i) PSII-
antenna supercomplexes that give rise to variable fluorescence, FV , and ii) other
supercomplexes, in which the emission yield is independent of PSII redox state. The
latter can be identified, in general terms, by the term FnV that collectively accounts
for emission of PSI and fractions of decoupled antenna, which are, as shown above,
organism-dependent. Eq. (1) can be re-written, explicitly considering the excitation
and emission dependency, as follows:
F0 λem, λexð Þ ¼ ρII λð Þ � σII λð Þ � ϕ0 þ ρnV λð Þ � σnV λð Þ � ϕnV
FM λem, λexð Þ ¼ ρII λð Þ � σII λð Þ � ϕM þ ρnV λð Þ � σnV λð Þ � ϕnV
(
(5)
where ρII λð Þ and ρnV λð Þ are the absorption cross-sections of PSII and the pig-
ments showing non-variable fluorescence, respectively; σII λð Þ and σnV λð Þ are the
Figure 6.
Comparison of the normalised FM and calculated FV ¼ FM � F00 emission spectra, in Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
(top) and Synechococcus sp. PCC7942 (bottom), at room temperature, for excitation at 435 nm (violet), 475 nm
(blue), 520 nm (green) and 570 nm (orange). Each spectrum is normalised to its maximum value.
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(area normalised) emission spectra of the same components; ϕnV, ϕ0 and ϕM are the
fluorescence yields of the non-variable component, PSII under open and closed
centres, respectively, from which stems that
FV λem, λexð Þ ¼ FM λem, λexð Þ � F0 λem, λexð Þ ¼ ρII λð Þ � σII λð Þ � ϕM � ϕ0ð Þ
FV
FM
λem, λexð Þ ¼ ρII λð Þ � σII λð Þ � ϕM � ϕ0ð Þ
ρII λð Þ � σII λð Þ � ϕM þ ρnV λð Þ � σnV λð Þ � ϕnV
8<
: (6)
which satisfies the lack of excitation wavelength dependency of FV λemð Þ and
simply rationalise the differences in the value of FV=FM depending on the relative
contribution of FnV λem,λexð Þ. When this term tends to zero or being negligible with
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Excitation 435 nm 475 nm 520 nm 570 nm







650 0.633 0.367 0.802 0.198 0.917 0.083 0.927 0.073
670 0.454 0.546 0.614 0.386 0.729 0.271 0.724 0.276
680 0.419 0.581 0.529 0.471 0.585 0.415 0.568 0.432
690 0.467 0.533 0.552 0.448 0.584 0.416 0.571 0.429
700 0.559 0.441 0.626 0.374 0.684 0.316 0.675 0.325
720 0.613 0.387 0.694 0.306 0.742 0.258 0.729 0.271
Bandpass (cut-on, nm)
655 0.504 0.496 0.612 0.388 0.688 0.312 0.683 0.317
675 0.508 0.492 0.598 0.402 0.649 0.351 0.636 0.364
695 0.556 0.444 0.635 0.365 0.691 0.309 0.680 0.320
720 0.534 0.466 0.608 0.392 0.675 0.325 0.663 0.337
Synechococcus sp. PCC7942







650 0.750 0.250 0.866 0.134 0.955 0.045 0.972 0.028
670 0.487 0.513 0.678 0.322 0.775 0.225 0.803 0.197
680 0.413 0.587 0.598 0.402 0.629 0.371 0.663 0.337
690 0.446 0.554 0.631 0.369 0.630 0.370 0.666 0.334
700 0.530 0.470 0.710 0.290 0.729 0.271 0.766 0.234
720 0.547 0.453 0.722 0.278 0.774 0.226 0.806 0.194
Bandpass (cut-on, nm)
655 0.491 0.509 0.677 0.323 0.731 0.269 0.761 0.239
675 0.479 0.521 0.663 0.337 0.691 0.309 0.720 0.280
695 0.516 0.484 0.697 0.303 0.728 0.272 0.756 0.244
720 0.498 0.502 0.677 0.323 0.708 0.292 0.730 0.270
Values of F00 and FV=FM determined from the F
0
0 and FM emission spectra of model cyanobacteria, after convolution
with either ideal interferential filter (Gaussian, FWHM 10 nm) or long-pass filter (cut-on transitions 4 nm at the
indicated 50% transmission). Values are normalised to FM = 1 under each excitation/emission condition.
Table 2.
Estimated F00 and FM detected through interferential and band-pass filters in cyanobacteria.
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respect to PSII emission at FM, the expression is reduced to Eq. (2), and the
estimation of ΦMaxPC,PSII is relatively unbiased.
Recent reports from our laboratory have demonstrated that FnV λð Þ at a given
excitation wavelength could be extracted from the experimental spectra, simulta-
neously obtaining an estimation of ΦMaxPC,PSII with reduced bias from spectral contri-
butions other than PSII [26, 27]. In these studies, it was also shown that it was
possible to separate spectrally the contributions of PSI and the uncoupled antenna,
by considering the explicit contribution of these components to FnV λem,λexð Þ:
FnV λem,λexð Þ ¼ ρI λð Þ � σI λð Þ � ϕI þ ρul λð Þ � σul λð Þ � ϕul (7)
where the absorption cross-section (ρI λð Þ, ρul λð Þ), emission bandwidth (σI λð Þ,
σul λð Þ) and quantum yield (ϕI, ϕul) of PSI and uncoupled antenna appear as indepen-
dent terms. This expression is formally more correct because the fluorescence yield of
the components not showing variable fluorescence is, in general, not the same. Eq. (7)
can be straightforwardly used to replace the FnV λem,λexð Þ term in Eqs. (5) and (6).
In Figure 7 are shown examples of the decomposition of the emission spectra of the
green alga C. sorokiniana recorded under F00 and FM conditions, by the independent
contributions of PSI, PSII and uncoupled light harvesting antenna. Analogous results
were obtained for C. reinhardtii [27]. The decomposition of the F00 and FM spectra
recorded in Synechocystis is instead shown in Figure 8, which, qualitatively, are
representative also of the other model cyanobacterium considered, Synechococcus.
In accordance with qualitative data inspection of the spectra, in green algae, the
emission spectra are largely dominated by PSII, and, even though the contribution
of PSI is not negligible, the one of the uncoupled antenna, fundamentally, is so. The
values of ΦMaxPC,PSII derived from the spectral decomposition (0.715 for C. sorokiniana
and 0.675 for C. reinhardtii) are only slightly higher (2–3%) than those obtained
directly from the data, at their spectral maxima. This is moreover the case
irrespectively of the excitation wavelength, as the same ΦMaxPC,PSII was obtained for the
decomposition at all excitation wavelengths [26, 27], and the FV=FM maximal
values did not change greatly. On the other hand, the decomposition of the emission
Figure 7.
Decomposition of the F00 and FM emission spectra of C. sorokiniana in terms of independent contributions of PSI
(wine lines), PSII (green lines) and uncoupled light-harvesting component, U-LHC, (blue lines). The black
lines are the experimental spectra and the red lines are the results of the decomposition.
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(area normalised) emission spectra of the same components; ϕnV, ϕ0 and ϕM are the
fluorescence yields of the non-variable component, PSII under open and closed
centres, respectively, from which stems that
FV λem, λexð Þ ¼ FM λem, λexð Þ � F0 λem, λexð Þ ¼ ρII λð Þ � σII λð Þ � ϕM � ϕ0ð Þ
FV
FM
λem, λexð Þ ¼ ρII λð Þ � σII λð Þ � ϕM � ϕ0ð Þ
ρII λð Þ � σII λð Þ � ϕM þ ρnV λð Þ � σnV λð Þ � ϕnV
8<
: (6)
which satisfies the lack of excitation wavelength dependency of FV λemð Þ and
simply rationalise the differences in the value of FV=FM depending on the relative
contribution of FnV λem,λexð Þ. When this term tends to zero or being negligible with
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803
Excitation 435 nm 475 nm 520 nm 570 nm







650 0.633 0.367 0.802 0.198 0.917 0.083 0.927 0.073
670 0.454 0.546 0.614 0.386 0.729 0.271 0.724 0.276
680 0.419 0.581 0.529 0.471 0.585 0.415 0.568 0.432
690 0.467 0.533 0.552 0.448 0.584 0.416 0.571 0.429
700 0.559 0.441 0.626 0.374 0.684 0.316 0.675 0.325
720 0.613 0.387 0.694 0.306 0.742 0.258 0.729 0.271
Bandpass (cut-on, nm)
655 0.504 0.496 0.612 0.388 0.688 0.312 0.683 0.317
675 0.508 0.492 0.598 0.402 0.649 0.351 0.636 0.364
695 0.556 0.444 0.635 0.365 0.691 0.309 0.680 0.320
720 0.534 0.466 0.608 0.392 0.675 0.325 0.663 0.337
Synechococcus sp. PCC7942







650 0.750 0.250 0.866 0.134 0.955 0.045 0.972 0.028
670 0.487 0.513 0.678 0.322 0.775 0.225 0.803 0.197
680 0.413 0.587 0.598 0.402 0.629 0.371 0.663 0.337
690 0.446 0.554 0.631 0.369 0.630 0.370 0.666 0.334
700 0.530 0.470 0.710 0.290 0.729 0.271 0.766 0.234
720 0.547 0.453 0.722 0.278 0.774 0.226 0.806 0.194
Bandpass (cut-on, nm)
655 0.491 0.509 0.677 0.323 0.731 0.269 0.761 0.239
675 0.479 0.521 0.663 0.337 0.691 0.309 0.720 0.280
695 0.516 0.484 0.697 0.303 0.728 0.272 0.756 0.244
720 0.498 0.502 0.677 0.323 0.708 0.292 0.730 0.270
Values of F00 and FV=FM determined from the F
0
0 and FM emission spectra of model cyanobacteria, after convolution
with either ideal interferential filter (Gaussian, FWHM 10 nm) or long-pass filter (cut-on transitions 4 nm at the
indicated 50% transmission). Values are normalised to FM = 1 under each excitation/emission condition.
Table 2.
Estimated F00 and FM detected through interferential and band-pass filters in cyanobacteria.
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respect to PSII emission at FM, the expression is reduced to Eq. (2), and the
estimation of ΦMaxPC,PSII is relatively unbiased.
Recent reports from our laboratory have demonstrated that FnV λð Þ at a given
excitation wavelength could be extracted from the experimental spectra, simulta-
neously obtaining an estimation of ΦMaxPC,PSII with reduced bias from spectral contri-
butions other than PSII [26, 27]. In these studies, it was also shown that it was
possible to separate spectrally the contributions of PSI and the uncoupled antenna,
by considering the explicit contribution of these components to FnV λem,λexð Þ:
FnV λem,λexð Þ ¼ ρI λð Þ � σI λð Þ � ϕI þ ρul λð Þ � σul λð Þ � ϕul (7)
where the absorption cross-section (ρI λð Þ, ρul λð Þ), emission bandwidth (σI λð Þ,
σul λð Þ) and quantum yield (ϕI, ϕul) of PSI and uncoupled antenna appear as indepen-
dent terms. This expression is formally more correct because the fluorescence yield of
the components not showing variable fluorescence is, in general, not the same. Eq. (7)
can be straightforwardly used to replace the FnV λem,λexð Þ term in Eqs. (5) and (6).
In Figure 7 are shown examples of the decomposition of the emission spectra of the
green alga C. sorokiniana recorded under F00 and FM conditions, by the independent
contributions of PSI, PSII and uncoupled light harvesting antenna. Analogous results
were obtained for C. reinhardtii [27]. The decomposition of the F00 and FM spectra
recorded in Synechocystis is instead shown in Figure 8, which, qualitatively, are
representative also of the other model cyanobacterium considered, Synechococcus.
In accordance with qualitative data inspection of the spectra, in green algae, the
emission spectra are largely dominated by PSII, and, even though the contribution
of PSI is not negligible, the one of the uncoupled antenna, fundamentally, is so. The
values of ΦMaxPC,PSII derived from the spectral decomposition (0.715 for C. sorokiniana
and 0.675 for C. reinhardtii) are only slightly higher (2–3%) than those obtained
directly from the data, at their spectral maxima. This is moreover the case
irrespectively of the excitation wavelength, as the same ΦMaxPC,PSII was obtained for the
decomposition at all excitation wavelengths [26, 27], and the FV=FM maximal
values did not change greatly. On the other hand, the decomposition of the emission
Figure 7.
Decomposition of the F00 and FM emission spectra of C. sorokiniana in terms of independent contributions of PSI
(wine lines), PSII (green lines) and uncoupled light-harvesting component, U-LHC, (blue lines). The black
lines are the experimental spectra and the red lines are the results of the decomposition.
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spectra of model cyanobacteria evidences not only a more significant contribution of
PSI with respect to PSII, at all excitation wavelengths tested, but also an almost
dominant contribution of the uncoupled PBS antenna upon its direct excitation. Thus,
the values of ΦMaxPC,PSII (0.625 for Synechocystis and 0.65 for Synechococcus) derived
from decomposition, which was imposed to be excitation wavelength-independent, is
in general much larger (35–40%) than those obtained directly from experimental data.
The only conditions for which deviations are not extremely large are upon detection at
maximal emission, 685 nm, and excitation at 435 nm. Under these conditions, the
ΦMaxPC,PSII is underestimated only by 5–7.5%. For detection above 700 nm, the underes-
timation of FV=FM is generally larger than 50% and can be up to 75%.
A relatively simple way to compensate for the contribution of the emission from
pigment-protein complexes and supercomplexes that do not show variable fluores-
cence is that of applying a correction to the measured fluorescence levels. This
however would in principle require independent evidences that the variable fluo-
rescence spectrum is effectively independent of the excitation wavelength (as
shown in Figures 3 and 6) and knowledge of the relative emission contribution of
FnV at a given pair of excitation/emission wavelengths. If the first condition is met,
then FV shall be considered to be unbiased, and a correction factor, (ξλem,λex), for FM








A list of ξλem values, for selected emission wavelengths, and for the excitation
wavelengths discussed above, is reported in Table 3. Although these values are
quite similar between the two green algae, and the two cyanobacteria, considered, it
is nonetheless recommendable to use the correction parsimoniously, especially
when this yields large increases with respect to the measured FV=FM and whenever
possible to verify it under both the experimental conditions and the specific growth
conditions of the organism. A recommended, empirical, check is represented by
acquiring the FV=FM ratio at least at two pairs of excitation and emission
Figure 8.
Decomposition of the F00 and FM emission spectra in Synechocystis in terms of independent contributions of PSI
(wine lines), PSII (green lines) and uncoupled phycobilisomes, U-PBS (blue lines). The black lines are the
experimental spectra and the red lines are the results of the decomposition.
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wavelengths. If the corrected value yields, within errors, the same estimate of
ΦMaxPC,PSII, then it is likely that the corrected value approaches the un-biased one.
3. Impact of the excitation/emission dependency on the NPQ
estimations
Non-photochemical quenching of Chl fluorescence is one of the most intensively
investigated regulative processes in oxygenic photosynthesis. As stated in the intro-
duction, NPQ being an excited state quenching process, it is natural that fluores-
cence detection has been by far the most popular instrument to investigate it,
C. sorokiniana C. reinhardtii
Excitation 435 nm 475 nm 520 nm 570 nm 435 nm 475 nm 520 nm 570 nm
Interferential (Centre, nm)
650 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03
670 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03
680 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02
690 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04
700 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.08
720 0.09 0.07 0.11 0.09 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.08
Bandpass (cut-on, nm)
655 0.04 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.05
675 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05
695 0.07 0.05 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.06
720 0.06 0.05 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.05
Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 Synechococcus sp. PCC7942
Excitation 435 nm 475 nm 520 nm 570 nm 435 nm 475 nm 520 nm 570 nm
Interferential (Centre, nm)
650 0.10 0.89 0.83 0.83 0.62 0.79 0.93 0.95
670 0.06 0.41 0.47 0.47 0.23 0.45 0.65 0.68
680 0.05 0.23 0.25 0.25 0.13 0.29 0.42 0.45
690 0.08 0.27 0.25 0.25 0.15 0.33 0.42 0.44
700 0.15 0.51 0.43 0.43 0.29 0.52 0.58 0.60
720 0.20 0.64 0.52 0.52 0.37 0.60 0.64 0.66
Bandpass (Cut-on, nm)
655 0.11 0.46 0.42 0.42 0.24 0.46 0.57 0.59
675 0.12 0.43 0.37 0.37 0.22 0.43 0.50 0.51
695 0.16 0.58 0.44 0.44 0.28 0.51 0.55 0.56
720 0.15 0.57 0.41 0.41 0.24 0.46 0.48 0.49
Correction factors (ξλem ,λex ) appearing in Eqs. (8), (10) and (11) derived for four excitation wavelengths, and for the
expected emissions obtained for convolutions of either ideal interferential filters or long-pass filters (cut-on transitions
4 nm at the indicated 50% transmission).
Table 3.
Correction factors compensating for non-variable fluorescence contributions at FM.
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spectra of model cyanobacteria evidences not only a more significant contribution of
PSI with respect to PSII, at all excitation wavelengths tested, but also an almost
dominant contribution of the uncoupled PBS antenna upon its direct excitation. Thus,
the values of ΦMaxPC,PSII (0.625 for Synechocystis and 0.65 for Synechococcus) derived
from decomposition, which was imposed to be excitation wavelength-independent, is
in general much larger (35–40%) than those obtained directly from experimental data.
The only conditions for which deviations are not extremely large are upon detection at
maximal emission, 685 nm, and excitation at 435 nm. Under these conditions, the
ΦMaxPC,PSII is underestimated only by 5–7.5%. For detection above 700 nm, the underes-
timation of FV=FM is generally larger than 50% and can be up to 75%.
A relatively simple way to compensate for the contribution of the emission from
pigment-protein complexes and supercomplexes that do not show variable fluores-
cence is that of applying a correction to the measured fluorescence levels. This
however would in principle require independent evidences that the variable fluo-
rescence spectrum is effectively independent of the excitation wavelength (as
shown in Figures 3 and 6) and knowledge of the relative emission contribution of
FnV at a given pair of excitation/emission wavelengths. If the first condition is met,
then FV shall be considered to be unbiased, and a correction factor, (ξλem,λex), for FM








A list of ξλem values, for selected emission wavelengths, and for the excitation
wavelengths discussed above, is reported in Table 3. Although these values are
quite similar between the two green algae, and the two cyanobacteria, considered, it
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Figure 8.
Decomposition of the F00 and FM emission spectra in Synechocystis in terms of independent contributions of PSI
(wine lines), PSII (green lines) and uncoupled phycobilisomes, U-PBS (blue lines). The black lines are the
experimental spectra and the red lines are the results of the decomposition.
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wavelengths. If the corrected value yields, within errors, the same estimate of
ΦMaxPC,PSII, then it is likely that the corrected value approaches the un-biased one.
3. Impact of the excitation/emission dependency on the NPQ
estimations
Non-photochemical quenching of Chl fluorescence is one of the most intensively
investigated regulative processes in oxygenic photosynthesis. As stated in the intro-
duction, NPQ being an excited state quenching process, it is natural that fluores-
cence detection has been by far the most popular instrument to investigate it,
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expected emissions obtained for convolutions of either ideal interferential filters or long-pass filters (cut-on transitions
4 nm at the indicated 50% transmission).
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Correction factors compensating for non-variable fluorescence contributions at FM.
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particularly in vivo. From the mechanistic point of view, NPQ results to be a very
complex phenomenon, being controlled more or less synergically by an ensemble of
effectors, whose specific action is species-dependent. Moreover, distinct NPQ pro-
cesses that either develop or relax on different time scales have been reported, with
the generally dominant ones being the rapidly forming/relaxing, energy-dependent
quenching qE (e.g. [15–17]) and for prolonged illumination, the slowly/irreversible
component, often associated with light-induced inhibition, qI component
[15–17, 19]. The principal function of NPQ is that of regulating the rate of excitation
delivery to the RC of PSII, by increasing the thermal dissipation in the antenna,
under conditions in which the photosystem turnover can become limited by the
availability of electron acceptors in the thylakoid electron transfer chain.
In land plants, and most green algae, the larger qE component of the NPQ process
is dependent on the establishment of large pH gradients across the thylakoid mem-
brane [15–17, 39]. However, whereas in land-plant, the presence of the PsbS subunit is
crucial for a rapid and large NPQ establishment [15–19, 39, 40], in green algae, this is
less fundamental, and the expression of specific light harvesting complexes (known as
lhcs) has a more central role [39, 40]. Carotenoids, particularly those of the so-called
xanthophyll cycle, also influence either the extent or the kinetics of formation/
relaxation of NPQ [15–17, 19, 39, 40]. In both cases, the main effect is that of
promoting the formation of quenching centres within the external antenna matrix of
PSII, despite the site of quenching being still a matter of contention. As excited state
equilibration within PSII is reached rapidly with respect to the excited state decay at
FM, the non-photochemical quencher could be considered, to a first approximation,
to quench homogenously the whole PSII-LHCII supercomplex.
The mechanisms of NPQ in cyanobacteria are understood in less detail. In these
organisms, it has been shown that non-photochemical centres are also located in the
external PBS antenna (reviewed in [17, 18, 40]) and that NPQ can occur even in
mutants lacking the reaction centres [41, 42]. The induction of NPQ has a pro-
nounced actinic light dependency, whose action spectrum closely matches the
absorption of the orange carotenoid protein (OCP), which is a key factor in the
sensing and possibly the induction of NPQ in this organism. In this scenario, it should
then be considered that non-photochemical quenching could occur in the whole PSII-
PBS supercomplex as well as in the uncoupled PBS fraction (as well as in both).
For the purposes of this chapter, a detailed discussion of the mechanisms of NPQ
is not required, being the focus on the distortion of the measured Chl-based parame-
ters, which for this process is through the “NPQ parameter” as defined in Eq. (4).
It is possible to estimate the extent of the bias originating from the emission of
PSI and of the energetically uncoupled antenna fraction in a parameter, which shall
reflect changes in the fluorescence yield of PSII, by simulating the cellular emission,
starting from the decompositions obtained under measured FM conditions, and by
imposing selective non-quenching in PSII (or in PSII and/or the uncoupled
antenna), thereby obtaining spectra under F0M conditions, and successively com-
paring the NPQ which would be retrieved from experimental measurements with
the effective one used in the simulations.
Using the same formalism adopted so far, when NPQ occurs in PSII only, the
non-photochemically quenched emission at F0M is described by:
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And when quenching in the uncoupled antenna fraction is necessary, ϕul shall be
substituted with ϕul,NQ , and, for simplicity we will consider, as a reasonable
approximation, that ϕul = ϕM. For simplicity, the case of cyanobacteria and green
algae will be discussed separately.
3.1 Excitation and emission dependency of NPQ estimation in model
green algae
The simulated fluorescence emission spectra in C. sorokiniana at F0M conditions,
compared with unquenched FM, are presented in Figure 9. Values which would
correspond to the NPQ parameters in the range of 1–4 for PSII emission were used
in the simulations of the F0M spectra. These values will be hereafter referred to as
NPQeff. In the inset of the figures is shown the correlation between the NPQeff and
the NPQ, which will be measured through interference filters centred at 660, 680,
700 and 720 nm, which cover most of the cellular emission bandwidth. For NPQeff
levels below 2, the correspondence between the effective and detected NPQ is
pretty good, particularly when the emission is monitored at 660 and 680 nm, as the
deviation is between 5 and 10% of the imposed value. The correspondence is less
satisfactorily when monitoring the emission at 700 and 720 nm, where deviations of
Figure 9.
Simulations of FM and F0M spectra in the green alga C. sorokiniana. Spectra were simulated starting from the
decomposition of Figure 7 and by imposing quenching in PSII-LHCII only, corresponding to effective NPQeff
values of 1, 2 and 4. The insets show the correlation between NPQeff and the detectable NPQ as it would be
measured through interferential filters (FWHM 10 nm) centred at 660 (violet squares), 680 (blue circles),
700 (green diamond) and 720 nm (yellow triangles); the dashed lines correspond to un-biased estimations.
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particularly in vivo. From the mechanistic point of view, NPQ results to be a very
complex phenomenon, being controlled more or less synergically by an ensemble of
effectors, whose specific action is species-dependent. Moreover, distinct NPQ pro-
cesses that either develop or relax on different time scales have been reported, with
the generally dominant ones being the rapidly forming/relaxing, energy-dependent
quenching qE (e.g. [15–17]) and for prolonged illumination, the slowly/irreversible
component, often associated with light-induced inhibition, qI component
[15–17, 19]. The principal function of NPQ is that of regulating the rate of excitation
delivery to the RC of PSII, by increasing the thermal dissipation in the antenna,
under conditions in which the photosystem turnover can become limited by the
availability of electron acceptors in the thylakoid electron transfer chain.
In land plants, and most green algae, the larger qE component of the NPQ process
is dependent on the establishment of large pH gradients across the thylakoid mem-
brane [15–17, 39]. However, whereas in land-plant, the presence of the PsbS subunit is
crucial for a rapid and large NPQ establishment [15–19, 39, 40], in green algae, this is
less fundamental, and the expression of specific light harvesting complexes (known as
lhcs) has a more central role [39, 40]. Carotenoids, particularly those of the so-called
xanthophyll cycle, also influence either the extent or the kinetics of formation/
relaxation of NPQ [15–17, 19, 39, 40]. In both cases, the main effect is that of
promoting the formation of quenching centres within the external antenna matrix of
PSII, despite the site of quenching being still a matter of contention. As excited state
equilibration within PSII is reached rapidly with respect to the excited state decay at
FM, the non-photochemical quencher could be considered, to a first approximation,
to quench homogenously the whole PSII-LHCII supercomplex.
The mechanisms of NPQ in cyanobacteria are understood in less detail. In these
organisms, it has been shown that non-photochemical centres are also located in the
external PBS antenna (reviewed in [17, 18, 40]) and that NPQ can occur even in
mutants lacking the reaction centres [41, 42]. The induction of NPQ has a pro-
nounced actinic light dependency, whose action spectrum closely matches the
absorption of the orange carotenoid protein (OCP), which is a key factor in the
sensing and possibly the induction of NPQ in this organism. In this scenario, it should
then be considered that non-photochemical quenching could occur in the whole PSII-
PBS supercomplex as well as in the uncoupled PBS fraction (as well as in both).
For the purposes of this chapter, a detailed discussion of the mechanisms of NPQ
is not required, being the focus on the distortion of the measured Chl-based parame-
ters, which for this process is through the “NPQ parameter” as defined in Eq. (4).
It is possible to estimate the extent of the bias originating from the emission of
PSI and of the energetically uncoupled antenna fraction in a parameter, which shall
reflect changes in the fluorescence yield of PSII, by simulating the cellular emission,
starting from the decompositions obtained under measured FM conditions, and by
imposing selective non-quenching in PSII (or in PSII and/or the uncoupled
antenna), thereby obtaining spectra under F0M conditions, and successively com-
paring the NPQ which would be retrieved from experimental measurements with
the effective one used in the simulations.
Using the same formalism adopted so far, when NPQ occurs in PSII only, the
non-photochemically quenched emission at F0M is described by:
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And when quenching in the uncoupled antenna fraction is necessary, ϕul shall be
substituted with ϕul,NQ , and, for simplicity we will consider, as a reasonable
approximation, that ϕul = ϕM. For simplicity, the case of cyanobacteria and green
algae will be discussed separately.
3.1 Excitation and emission dependency of NPQ estimation in model
green algae
The simulated fluorescence emission spectra in C. sorokiniana at F0M conditions,
compared with unquenched FM, are presented in Figure 9. Values which would
correspond to the NPQ parameters in the range of 1–4 for PSII emission were used
in the simulations of the F0M spectra. These values will be hereafter referred to as
NPQeff. In the inset of the figures is shown the correlation between the NPQeff and
the NPQ, which will be measured through interference filters centred at 660, 680,
700 and 720 nm, which cover most of the cellular emission bandwidth. For NPQeff
levels below 2, the correspondence between the effective and detected NPQ is
pretty good, particularly when the emission is monitored at 660 and 680 nm, as the
deviation is between 5 and 10% of the imposed value. The correspondence is less
satisfactorily when monitoring the emission at 700 and 720 nm, where deviations of
Figure 9.
Simulations of FM and F0M spectra in the green alga C. sorokiniana. Spectra were simulated starting from the
decomposition of Figure 7 and by imposing quenching in PSII-LHCII only, corresponding to effective NPQeff
values of 1, 2 and 4. The insets show the correlation between NPQeff and the detectable NPQ as it would be
measured through interferential filters (FWHM 10 nm) centred at 660 (violet squares), 680 (blue circles),
700 (green diamond) and 720 nm (yellow triangles); the dashed lines correspond to un-biased estimations.
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15–20% are estimated already for relatively limited quenching levels, particularly when
exciting at 520 and 570 nm. In all cases, deviations are more significant for the largest
NPQeff value tested of 4. This is a rather large value for green algae, which is rarely
reported, but is worth testing in perspective. Moreover, anNPQ of 4 is almost equiva-
lent to the maximal photochemical quenching at F0.Whenmonitored at the maximal
emission,NPQ is only about 10–15% underestimated, with the range depending on the
excitation. Yet, for excitation in the yellow-green window and detection at 700 and
720 nm, the underestimation is in the 25–40% range, therefore significant.
The deviations between NPQeff and NPQ show a larger spectral dependence
than the FV=FM ratio. This is due to the definition of the NPQ parameter, in which
F0M rather than FM appears at the denominator. Since the contribution of any FnV is
expected to be the same under this condition, its relative weight would be larger on
F0M which is, by definition, smaller than FM.
An alternative strategy to quantify non-photochemical quenching is via the non-
photochemical quenching yield, (ΦN, sometimes referred also to as qN), which is
defined as ΦN ¼ FM � F0M
 
=FM. In analogy to FV=FM, within the large unit con-
nectivity limit, ΦN can be demonstrated to effectively represent a quenching yield,
and therefore, its value falls between 0 and 1. Indeed, when estimating ΦN, the
deviation with respect to its expected value does not exceed 10%.
3.2 Excitation and emission dependency of NPQ estimation in model
cyanobacteria
Using the same approach described above, the F0M spectra were simulated also
for the model cyanobacterium Synechocystis sp. PCC6803, considering the two sce-
narios in which NPQ occurs only in the PSII-PBS supercomplex (Figure 10) or in it
as well as in the uncoupled PBS fraction (Figure 11). The same level of NPQeff
(between 1 and 4) is applied to either PSII-PBS or both PSII-PBS and uncoupled
PBS, and this value is compared to what is measured through interferential filters,
at the same wavelengths already discussed, in the inset of the figures.
It is immediately apparent that, for the simulations of the F0M spectra shown in
Figure 10, the discrepancy between the putative measured and the imposed value is
extremely large. Underestimations of less than 25% are predicted only for the
smaller NPQeff value considered (1), when exciting preferentially Chl a (at 435 nm)
and detecting at the maximal emission (680 nm). However, even under these
detection conditions, the largest NPQeff = 4 simulated is predicted to be �40%
underestimated. Furthermore, the underestimations increase progressively with the
increasing value of NPQeff under all measuring conditions simulated. At wave-
lengths in which PSI emission is significant (700 and 720 nm), NPQ underestima-
tions are in the 60–80% range and always exceed 75%, being up to 95% when
monitoring on the preferential PBS emission at 660 nm. As discussed for the case of
green algae, the discrepancy between the effective and the predicted measured
values is larger for NPQ than FV=FM, that were already significant, due to the
largest weight of FnV at F0M rather than FM.
The scenario is markedly different when considering quenching in both PSII-
PBS and the uncoupled PBS. As shown in Figure 11, quenching is more obvious
across a larger portion of the emission bandwidth, and this leads to a closer corre-
spondence between NPQeff and the simulated detectable NPQ. In particular, the
closest match between effective and measurable NPQ is in this scenario attained
upon direct monitoring of the PBS emission at 660 nm, and upon their direct
excitation at 520 and 570 nm, where deviations are always below 15% of the
effective quenching value. For the estimations of NPQ when monitoring at the
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maximal emission, a slightly closer correspondence is predicted when exciting in
the blue (435 and 475 nm), but significantly larger values are predicted when
exciting preferentially the PBS, despite remaining �40% underestimated with
respect to the effective ones. On the other hand, detection in the red tail (700 and
720 nm) leads to underestimation in the order of 60–80% irrespectively of the
excitation wavelength. It is worth mentioning that differences in the spectra of
Figures 10 and 11 (and NPQ) might help in discriminating between the two differ-
ent scenarios, or possible intermediate cases, experimentally.
The non-photochemical quenching yield, ΦN, results less biased in both cases,
however low-bias values (12%) for the scenario of Figure 10 are predicted only for
excitation at 435 nm and detection at 680 nm, whereas for the scenario of Figure 11,
underestimations between 5 and 15% are predicted for detection at 660 and
680 nm, at all excitation wavelengths considered.
It is in principle possible to correct the measurement parameters, analogously to
what is described in Eq. (8), provided the same caveats and even further recom-
mendation of parsimony of use, so that the “corrected” NPQ parameter results:
NPQc ¼
FM � F0M
F0M � ξλem,λex � FM
(10)
Figure 10.
Simulations of FM and F0M spectra in the cyanobacterium Synechocystis. Spectra were simulated starting from
the decomposition of Figure 8 and by imposing quenching in PSII-PBS only, corresponding to effective NPQeff
values of 1, 2 and 4. The insets show the correlation between NPQeff and the detectable NPQ as it would be
measured through interferential filters (FWHM 10 nm) centred at 660 (violet squares), 680 (blue circles),
700 (green diamond) and 720 nm (yellow triangles); the dashed lines correspond to un-biased estimations.
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15–20% are estimated already for relatively limited quenching levels, particularly when
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than the FV=FM ratio. This is due to the definition of the NPQ parameter, in which
F0M rather than FM appears at the denominator. Since the contribution of any FnV is
expected to be the same under this condition, its relative weight would be larger on
F0M which is, by definition, smaller than FM.
An alternative strategy to quantify non-photochemical quenching is via the non-
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nectivity limit, ΦN can be demonstrated to effectively represent a quenching yield,
and therefore, its value falls between 0 and 1. Indeed, when estimating ΦN, the
deviation with respect to its expected value does not exceed 10%.
3.2 Excitation and emission dependency of NPQ estimation in model
cyanobacteria
Using the same approach described above, the F0M spectra were simulated also
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narios in which NPQ occurs only in the PSII-PBS supercomplex (Figure 10) or in it
as well as in the uncoupled PBS fraction (Figure 11). The same level of NPQeff
(between 1 and 4) is applied to either PSII-PBS or both PSII-PBS and uncoupled
PBS, and this value is compared to what is measured through interferential filters,
at the same wavelengths already discussed, in the inset of the figures.
It is immediately apparent that, for the simulations of the F0M spectra shown in
Figure 10, the discrepancy between the putative measured and the imposed value is
extremely large. Underestimations of less than 25% are predicted only for the
smaller NPQeff value considered (1), when exciting preferentially Chl a (at 435 nm)
and detecting at the maximal emission (680 nm). However, even under these
detection conditions, the largest NPQeff = 4 simulated is predicted to be �40%
underestimated. Furthermore, the underestimations increase progressively with the
increasing value of NPQeff under all measuring conditions simulated. At wave-
lengths in which PSI emission is significant (700 and 720 nm), NPQ underestima-
tions are in the 60–80% range and always exceed 75%, being up to 95% when
monitoring on the preferential PBS emission at 660 nm. As discussed for the case of
green algae, the discrepancy between the effective and the predicted measured
values is larger for NPQ than FV=FM, that were already significant, due to the
largest weight of FnV at F0M rather than FM.
The scenario is markedly different when considering quenching in both PSII-
PBS and the uncoupled PBS. As shown in Figure 11, quenching is more obvious
across a larger portion of the emission bandwidth, and this leads to a closer corre-
spondence between NPQeff and the simulated detectable NPQ. In particular, the
closest match between effective and measurable NPQ is in this scenario attained
upon direct monitoring of the PBS emission at 660 nm, and upon their direct
excitation at 520 and 570 nm, where deviations are always below 15% of the
effective quenching value. For the estimations of NPQ when monitoring at the
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maximal emission, a slightly closer correspondence is predicted when exciting in
the blue (435 and 475 nm), but significantly larger values are predicted when
exciting preferentially the PBS, despite remaining �40% underestimated with
respect to the effective ones. On the other hand, detection in the red tail (700 and
720 nm) leads to underestimation in the order of 60–80% irrespectively of the
excitation wavelength. It is worth mentioning that differences in the spectra of
Figures 10 and 11 (and NPQ) might help in discriminating between the two differ-
ent scenarios, or possible intermediate cases, experimentally.
The non-photochemical quenching yield, ΦN, results less biased in both cases,
however low-bias values (12%) for the scenario of Figure 10 are predicted only for
excitation at 435 nm and detection at 680 nm, whereas for the scenario of Figure 11,
underestimations between 5 and 15% are predicted for detection at 660 and
680 nm, at all excitation wavelengths considered.
It is in principle possible to correct the measurement parameters, analogously to
what is described in Eq. (8), provided the same caveats and even further recom-
mendation of parsimony of use, so that the “corrected” NPQ parameter results:
NPQc ¼
FM � F0M
F0M � ξλem,λex � FM
(10)
Figure 10.
Simulations of FM and F0M spectra in the cyanobacterium Synechocystis. Spectra were simulated starting from
the decomposition of Figure 8 and by imposing quenching in PSII-PBS only, corresponding to effective NPQeff
values of 1, 2 and 4. The insets show the correlation between NPQeff and the detectable NPQ as it would be
measured through interferential filters (FWHM 10 nm) centred at 660 (violet squares), 680 (blue circles),
700 (green diamond) and 720 nm (yellow triangles); the dashed lines correspond to un-biased estimations.
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and the photochemical quenching yield:






In this chapter, we discussed the influence of measurement settings on the
determination of the two parameters, FV=FM and NPQ , which have a very wide-
spread, routine, utilisation in photosynthesis research. A key caveat behind the
physical interpretation is that the detected emission stems exclusively or almost
exclusively from PSII. By comparing the excitation and emission dependency in two
different classes of organisms, it is shown that, particularly in cyanobacteria, the
emission from PSI and a fraction of uncoupled antenna, PBS in this case, can lead to
large distortions, generally an underestimation, in the determination of FV=FM (as a
proxy for ΦMaxPC,PSII) and even larger ones, of NPQ. Although the underestimation of
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Abstract
The luminescent microscopy (LM) is especially convenient for express analysis 
of the toxicity of various substances or for detecting the degree of inhibition of the 
physiological state of cyanobacteria populations as a result of the action of certain 
chemical compounds on them. In natural water bodies, the suppression of the devel-
opment of the phytoplankton occurs, in particular, under the influence of low-molec-
ular-weight organic compounds (LMWOCs), metabolites-allelochemicals, of aquatic 
macrophytes. LM, which allows observing the primary or secondary luminescence 
of microorganisms, was used by us to study changes in the physiological state of the 
cyanobacteria cultures of Synechocystis aquatilis and Aphanizomenon flos-aquae under 
the influence of allelochemicals of water macrophytes in laboratory experiments. We 
have shown (including using LM) that selected LMWOCs (linoleic, heptanoic, octa-
noic, tetradecanoic, hexadecanoic, and gallic acids) possess inhibitory allelopathic 
activity against cyanobacteria. However, their inhibitory effect was different. The 
highest values of the suppression index (SI > 10) were recorded (in ascending order) 
for hexadecanoic, linoleic, tetradecanoic, and gallic acids and a mixture of four 
allelochemicals (heptanoic, octanoic, tetradecanoic, and gallic acids). The creation of 
a new generation of algaecides/cyanocides based on LMWOCs of aquatic plants is a 
very promising strategy for combating “algal blooms.”
Keywords: luminescent microscopy, cyanobacteria, Synechocystis aquatilis, 
Aphanizomenon flos-aquae, allelochemicals, allelopathy, carboxylic acids, gallic acid, 
algal blooms, aquatic macrophytes
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allelochemicals (heptanoic, octanoic, tetradecanoic, and gallic acids). The creation of 
a new generation of algaecides/cyanocides based on LMWOCs of aquatic plants is a 
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1. Introduction
At present, fluorescence methods play an important role in studies of the 
physiology of photosynthetic organisms. Luminescent microscopy, which makes it 
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possible to conduct a fairly quick and accurate assessment of the degree of viability 
of cells of lower and higher plants, manifested in a change in the luminescence of 
cells, is an integral part of them. This is based on the fact that under microscopy in 
ultraviolet rays, the cells that differ in their physiological state give different shades 
of color and brightness of the luminescence.
Luminescent microscopy allows, in particular, to observe the primary fluores-
cence (autofluorescence) of chlorophyll “a” in the cells of higher and lower plants, 
as well as in the cells of cyanobacteria, which make it possible to conduct a fairly 
rapid and accurate assessment of various degrees of cell viability, expressed in 
changes of their glow [1–3].
In Russia, the basics of applying the method of luminescent microscopy to 
determine the viability of algae and cyanobacteria cells were developed in the 1960s 
of the last century [4, 5]. In UV rays, cells with different viabilities were found to 
yield different colors and brightness of the glow shades. This provides possibili-
ties to differentiate viable and non-viable cells and estimate their number and the 
degree of degradation of algae and cyanobacteria populations.
The rationale and advantages of this method for fast viability assay for 
unicellular cyanobacteria, which uses red chlorophyll fluorescence and an 
unspecific green autofluorescence for the differentiation of viable and non-
viable cells without the need of sample preparation, are presented in [6] as 
well. The method is especially convenient for express analysis of the toxicity of 
various substances or for detecting the degree of inhibition of the physiological 
state of cyanobacteria populations as a result of the action of certain chemical 
compounds on them.
We applied luminescent microscopy to one of the most acute environmental 
problems of our days, the so-called algal blooms in inland waters, which cause 
degradation of aquatic ecosystems, deterioration of water quality, and a decrease 
in the economic potential of reservoirs [7–9]. Among other representatives of 
photosynthetic plankton, сyanobacteria are the most significant formers of harm-
ful freshwater “algal blooms” (HAB) [10–13]. Inhibiting the growth of undesired 
cyanobacteria species is crucial for controlling HAB. Moreover, it is most important 
to prevent the development of HAB, since this will prevent or weaken the tremen-
dous and widespread impact of HAB on human and environmental health, natural 
and man-made assets, as well as overall ecosystem services [14]. Suppressing of 
cyanobacteria (and algae of phytoplankton) by allelochemicals released by aquatic 
macrophytes is reported to be one of the natural mechanisms that maintain a 
prosperous and clear-water state in aquatic ecosystems (first of all, in shallow lakes 
and ponds) [15–18].
There are a large number of low-molecular-weight organic compounds 
(LMWOCs), metabolites of freshwater macrophytes that can perform an allelo-
pathic function in aquatic ecosystems [16, 19–21].
The results of our previous studies using QSAR technology show that carbox-
ylic and gallic acids have a high calculated potential to inhibit the development of 
cyanobacteria [22].
In order to receive the proofs of the mechanism of suppressing of cyanobacteria 
by some allelochemicals of aquatic macrophytes, we chose the luminescent micros-
copy, which allows observing the primary or secondary luminescence of microor-
ganisms. This method was used by us to study changes both in density and in the 
physiological state of the cyanobacteria cultures of Synechocystis aquatilis Sauvageau 
and Aphanizomenon flos-aquae Ralfs ex Bornet and Flahault under the influence 
of substances-allelochemicals of water macrophytes in a small-scale laboratory 
microcosm experiments.
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2. Material and methods
2.1 Allelochemical identification
In this paper, we use data on the following species of macrophytes: 
Ceratophyllum demersum L., Potamogeton perfoliatus L., Potamogeton natans 
L., Potamogeton obtusifolius Mert. & W.D.J. Koch, Potamogeton pectinatus L., 
Nuphar lutea (L.) Smith., Nymphaea alba L., Myriophyllum spicatum L., and 
Persicaria amphibia (L.) Gray (Table 1). The LMWOCs of these macrophytes 
were investigated in the plant material, which was collected during the sum-
mer of 2013–2017 in the water bodies marked in Table 1. The composition and 
concentrations of LMWOCs in essential oil were determined using a TRACE ISQ 
gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (Thermo Electron Corporation) equipped 
with a quadrupole mass analyzer and Thermo TG-SQC Column (15 m; inner diam-
eter, 0.25 mm; and 0.25 μm film). The technique of sampling macrophytes, sample 
preparation, and the details of chromatography-mass spectrometric studies are 
described in detail in [22].
2.2 Assaying allelochemical effects
We used in experiments an axenic strain of Synechocystis aquatilis Sauvageau 
№ 1336 from the collection of the living cultures of cyanobacteria, algae and algal 
parasites (CALU, Collection of Algae of Leningrad University), which was provided 
by the Centre for Culture Collection of Microorganisms of the Research Park at St. 
Petersburg University. The strain was isolated from a sample of water taken in the 
Gulf of Finland near Sosnovy Bor. Another axenic strain of Aphanizomenon flos-
aquae Ralfs ex Bornet and Flahault was provided by the St. Petersburg Scientific 
Research Center for Ecological Safety of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
The experiments (three to four replicates) were carried out in microcosms with 
a volume of 0.5 liters. Cyanobacterial cultures of S. aquatilis and A. flos-aquae in the 
exponential phase of growth were introduced into experimental vessels in the form 
of suspensions.
Cyanobacteria were cultured on medium No. 6 [23]. Cultivation of cyanobac-
teria and experiments were carried out in a special aquarium using a liquid circula-
tion cryothermostat with cooling and heating {Baths WCR Circulation water bath 
WCR-MaXircu CR-P8 [Daihan (Witeg)]}. The unit maintained a constant tem-
perature of 25°C during the experiments. The lamp (Lamp Biodesign RIF 80/110/
PANORAMA 80/100/DIARAMA 150/200) provided a luminous flux of 1500 lm. 
The day-night mode (16–8 hours) was set using an adjustable timer (FERON TM50, 
3500 W/16A230V).
Due to the promising algicidal effect [24, 25], the following allelochemicals have 
been used in the present study: linoleic acid, heptanoic acid, octanoic acid, tetradeca-
noic acid, hexadecanoic acid, and gallic acid. Instead of natural LMWOCs, the puri-
fied analogous substances from Acros Organics BVBA and their combination were 
used in experiments to test their cyanocidal effect on S. aquatilis and A. flos-aquae.
In experiments, aqueous solutions of these acids were used to test the action of 
individual compounds. Since some of the allelochemicals used are poorly hydrosol-
uble, they were dissolved in the organic solvent ethanol in experiments to evaluate 
their combined allelopathic effects. In experiments, no more than 1 ml of ethanol 
with the dissolved tested allelochemicals was introduced into the medium in 500 ml 
vessels to achieve the required concentration in the experimental microcosm. In 
parallel, experiments with the addition of 1 ml of ethanol without allelochemicals 
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Species Water body/coordinates Number, 
min-max
(% of total 
essential oil, 
min-max)
Ceratophyllum demersum L. Lakes of Volga-Akhtuba floodplain 
(Astrakhan Region, Russia) / N 48°29′, 
E 45°34′
3–5 0.27–14.62
C. demersum Ponds of the Victory Park, (St. 
Petersburg, Russia)/N 60° 52.025′, E 
30° 19.91´
4–5 4.9–5.7
Potamogeton perfoliatus L. Lake Ladoga/N 60° 50′, E 31° 33´ 1–11 0.10–30.78
P. perfoliatus Lake Onega/N 61°38′, E 35°31 5–8 1.0–5.28
Potamogeton natans L. Lakes of Karelian Isthmus, Leningrad 




Ponds of the Victory Park, (St. 
Petersburg, Russia)/N 60° 52.025′, E 
30° 19.91´
3–5 0.3–4.5
Potamogeton pectinatus L. Lake Ladoga/N 60° 50′, E 31° 33´ 2 9.93
P. pectinatus Lakes of Volga-Akhtuba floodplain 
(Astrakhan Region, Russia)/N 48°29′, 
E 45°34’
3–5 29.28–40.0
Nuphar lutea (L.) Smith. River Ild, Yaroslavl Region, Russia/N 
58°0.23′, E 38°13.53′
4–5 19.05–66.03
N. lutea Lakes of Karelian Isthmus, Leningrad 
Region, Russia/N 61° 07′, E 29° 55´
4–7 27.43–77.57
N. lutea The mouth of the Volkhov River, 
Leningrad Region, Russia/N 60° 07.14′, 
E 32° 19.57´
1 28.74
Nymphaea alba L. Lakes of Karelian Isthmus, Leningrad 
Region, Russia/N 61° 07′, E 29° 55´
5–10 58.06–61.43
N. alba Lakes of Volga-Akhtuba floodplain 
(Astrakhan Region, Russia)/N 48°29′, 
E 45°34′
6–8 49.88–53.05
Myriophyllum spicatum L. Lakes of Karelian Isthmus, Leningrad 
Region, Russia/N 61° 07′, E 29° 55´
15–17 49.55–52.93
M. spicatum Lake Ladoga/N 60° 50′, E 31°33´ 9 26.19
M. spicatum Lake Naroch (Belarus)/N 54°51′, E 
26°45′
4 15.41
M. spicatum Lakes of Volga-Akhtuba floodplain 
(Astrakhan Region, Russia)/N 48°29′, 
E 45°34′
5 32.09
M. spicatum Kazachy River, Astrakhan Region/N 
46°13.13′, E 47°52.57′
8 50.22
M. spicatum Dniester estuary, Black Sea, Ukraine /N 
46°05.11′, E 30°27.84′
4–5 43.99–55.39
Persicaria amphibia (L.) 
Gray
Lake Ladoga/N 60° 50′, E 31° 33´ 6–7 50.09–60.63
Table 1. 
The number and relative content (% of total essential oil) of the fatty acids in some species of freshwater 
macrophytes from different water bodies.
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of 500 ml of the medium showed that this does not have an inhibiting effect on the 
development of cyanobacteria.
The effect of allelochemicals in concentrations that may be characteristic of natu-
ral bodies of water was tested. The compounds were added into the cyanobacterial 
cultures in experimental microcosms to achieve their various final concentrations of 
0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 mg/l. Different combinations of these concentrations 
were used in different versions of the experiments.
Suppression index (SI), defined as the cyanobacterial density in control divided 
by the cyanobacterial density in an experiment with allelochemicals, was used to 
assess the degree of suppression of cyanobacterial cultural development.
2.3 Assaying cultural density and physiology state of cyanobacteria
The growth of cyanobacterial cultures and their physiological state were 
monitored using the MIKMED-26 fluorescence microscope with a × 100/1.25 Plan 
Achromat oil immersion objective at intervals of 2–7 days in different experiments.
Microscopy was performed using ultraviolet radiation (excitation 330–385 nm/
emission 400–420 nm). The physiological state of the culture was estimated by the 
color of the glow of the cells, and the number of viable and dead cells and their ratio 
(proportion expressed in %) were calculated.
The change in the fluorescence spectrum of cells containing chlorophyll occurs 
in the following stages [3, 5, 26]:
1. Bright purple-red glow is typical for chlorophyll-containing cells of the highest 
viability—the cells are in an active state, intensively dividing or preparing for 
division (logarithmic growth phase).
2. The red glow of lower brightness (dull maroon or pink-red) is inherent in cells 
in the stationary phase of growth of algae culture.
3. The orange-red hue of the glow is given by cells that are suppressed under the 
influence of any factor, and the pale orange glow is given by cells with a very 
low level of vital activity but still alive.
4. Old cells with weakened vital activity glow dimly red.
5. Bluish-green and olive-green glow is typical for dead cells and detritus.
In some experiments, the density of the cyanobacterial culture was estimated by 
the characteristic of optical density, which was obtained using a photoelectric concen-
tration colorimeter KFC-2MP. Since the optical characteristics of the aquatic environ-
ment change with the growth of cyanobacteria in the experimental vessels, this made 
it possible to correlate the number of cyanobacteria with the optical characteristics of 
the medium, which can be recorded using KFC-2MP. The optical density of the culture 
medium was measured in the red region of the spectrum at a wavelength of 670 nm, 
which is the maximum absorption of chlorophyll-a [27], available in cyanobacteria.
3. Results
3.1 GC-MS studies
The results of our chromatographic-mass-spectrometric studies of the low-
molecular-weight metabolome (LMWM) of various aquatic macrophyte species 
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The growth of cyanobacterial cultures and their physiological state were 
monitored using the MIKMED-26 fluorescence microscope with a × 100/1.25 Plan 
Achromat oil immersion objective at intervals of 2–7 days in different experiments.
Microscopy was performed using ultraviolet radiation (excitation 330–385 nm/
emission 400–420 nm). The physiological state of the culture was estimated by the 
color of the glow of the cells, and the number of viable and dead cells and their ratio 
(proportion expressed in %) were calculated.
The change in the fluorescence spectrum of cells containing chlorophyll occurs 
in the following stages [3, 5, 26]:
1. Bright purple-red glow is typical for chlorophyll-containing cells of the highest 
viability—the cells are in an active state, intensively dividing or preparing for 
division (logarithmic growth phase).
2. The red glow of lower brightness (dull maroon or pink-red) is inherent in cells 
in the stationary phase of growth of algae culture.
3. The orange-red hue of the glow is given by cells that are suppressed under the 
influence of any factor, and the pale orange glow is given by cells with a very 
low level of vital activity but still alive.
4. Old cells with weakened vital activity glow dimly red.
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In some experiments, the density of the cyanobacterial culture was estimated by 
the characteristic of optical density, which was obtained using a photoelectric concen-
tration colorimeter KFC-2MP. Since the optical characteristics of the aquatic environ-
ment change with the growth of cyanobacteria in the experimental vessels, this made 
it possible to correlate the number of cyanobacteria with the optical characteristics of 
the medium, which can be recorded using KFC-2MP. The optical density of the culture 
medium was measured in the red region of the spectrum at a wavelength of 670 nm, 
which is the maximum absorption of chlorophyll-a [27], available in cyanobacteria.
3. Results
3.1 GC-MS studies
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molecular-weight metabolome (LMWM) of various aquatic macrophyte species 
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from different types of reservoirs [7, 22, 28–30], and unpublished data show that 
many carboxylic acids, recognized as active allelochemicals, constitute a significant 
share of the LMWOC composition of the plant essential oil (Table 1).
Plants such as P. natans, N. lutea, N. alba, M. spicatum, and P. amphibia are the 
most active producers of fatty acids and therefore can have the greatest allelopathic 
effect on phytoplankton and cyanobacteria. Figures 1–3 show sections of the 
chromatograms of essential oils of some aquatic macrophytes, which present the 
location of the fatty acids found in them, including those that were used in our 
experiments to study the suppression of the development of cyanobacteria: linoleic, 
tetradecanoic, hexadecanoic, and octanoic.
According to our data, the following fatty acids have a high content in the 
essential oil of aquatic macrophytes studied by us, tetradecanoic acid, hexadecanoic 
acid, linoleic acid, and linolenic acid, and are part of the major LMWM components 
of many freshwater macrophytes [20, 22, 24, 31]. Some aquatic macrophytes may 
contain a particularly significant number of carboxylic acids in their LMWM, for 
example, Myriophyllum spicatum L. (Figure 3).
3.2 Small-scale laboratory microcosm experiments
3.2.1 Experiment with S. aquatilis and linoleic acid
We added the linoleic acid to the S. aquatilis culture medium at concentrations 
of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.04 mg/l. The initial density of cyanobacteria was 460,000 
cells/ml. In the experiment with linoleic acid, significant suppression of the devel-
opment of S. aquatilis culture was observed (Figure 4). Moreover, the maximum 
suppression (SI = 12.5) was noted on the fourth day of the experiment at a concen-
tration of the allelochemical of 0.01 mg/l. At the end of the experiment (on day 12), 
the greatest inhibition of the development of cyanobacteria (SI = 3) was observed at 
an allelochemical concentration of 0.04 mg/l (Table 2).
Figure 5 presents a visualization of the effect of the allelochemical on cyano-
bacteria during the experiment. The suppression of the development of culture 
Figure 1. 
Chromatogram section of Persicaria amphibia essential oil (Sortavala skerries, Lake Ladoga) with  
marked peaks of carboxylic acids: (A) dodecanoic acid, (B) tetradecanoic acid, (C) pentadecanoic acid,  
(D) palmitoleic acid, (E) hexadecanoic acid, (F) linoleic acid, (G) linolenic acid.
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and the suppression of its physiological state, which is expressed in a change in the 
fluorescent glow of cyanobacteria cells from bright red to orange, pink-green, and 
bluish-green, is clearly seen.
According to fluorescence microscopy data, changes in the proportion of living 
and dead cyanobacteria cells were observed when acted upon by linoleic acid 
(Figure 4b). Moreover, the maximum percentage of dead cells (36.5%) was seen 
on day 5 at the maximum of the studied concentrations of linoleic acid (0.04 mg/l) 
Figure 2. 
Chromatogram section of Potamogeton pectinatus essential oil (Lake Obvalovannoe, Volga-Akhtuba 
floodplain, Astrakhan Region) with marked peaks of carboxylic acids: (A) dodecanoic acid, (B) tetradecanoic 
acid, (C) pentadecanoic acid, (D) palmitoleic acid, (E) hexadecanoic acid.
Figure 3. 
A chromatogram section of Myriophyllum spicatum essential oil (Lake Uzkoe, Karelian isthmus, Leningrad 
region) with marked peaks of carboxylic acids: (A) octanoic acid; (B) nonanoic acid; (C) 2-nonenoic acid; 
(D) decanoic acid; (E) dodecanoic acid; (F) tridecanoic acid; (G) tetradecanoic acid; (H) pentadecanoic 
acid; (I) 14-pentadecenoic acid; (J) 9-hexadecenoic acid; (K) hexadecenoic acid, Z-11-; (L) hexadecanoic 
acid; (M) (E)-heptadec-9-enoic acid; (N) cis-10-heptadecenoic acid; (O) linoleic acid; (P) linolenic acid; 
(Q ) octadecanoic acid.
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from different types of reservoirs [7, 22, 28–30], and unpublished data show that 
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the greatest inhibition of the development of cyanobacteria (SI = 3) was observed at 
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Figure 5 presents a visualization of the effect of the allelochemical on cyano-
bacteria during the experiment. The suppression of the development of culture 
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1/linoleic acid S. aquatilis 12.5/3 0.01/0.04 4/12
2/tetradecanoic acid S. aquatilis 7.5/7.5 0.1/0.1 14/14
3/tetradecanoic acid S. aquatilis 14.5/11.9 0.1/0.1 8/10
4/hexadecanoic acid S. aquatilis 10.4/10.4 0.1/0.1 13/13
5/gallic acid S. aquatilis 30/30 100/100 15/15
6/heptanoic acid S. aquatilis 1.9/1.9 1/1 17/17
7/octanoic acid S. aquatilis 3/3 1/1 17/17









A. flos-aquae 17,495/17,495 10/10 23/23
Table 2. 
The maximum suppression of the development of cyanobacteria when exposed to various allelochemicals.
Figure 4. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in the experiment with linoleic acid: (a) the average number 
(median), (b) % dead cells (median).
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(Table 3). By the end of the experiment (on the 12th day), the proportion of dead 
cells was insignificant in all variants of the experiments (Figure 4b). The observed 
decrease in the number of S. aquatilis by three times compared to the control 
indicates a physiological slowdown in the growth of the culture.
3.2.2 Experiments with S. aquatilis and tetradecanoic acid
According to some researchers [32, 33], tetradecanoic and hexadecanoic acids 
can be present in natural waters in concentrations from 0.1 to 1000 μg/l. In this 
regard, we added tetradecanoic acid to the S. aquatilis culture medium at concentra-
tions of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 mg/l. The initial density of cyanobacteria was 440,000 
cells/ml in the first series and 210,000 cells/ml in the second series.
The difference between the two series of experiments with tetradecanoic acid, 
the results of which are shown in Figures 6–9, consisted in different initial num-
bers of cyanobacteria, which in the 1st series was two times higher (440,000 vs. 
210,000 cells/ml). Also, as in the case of linoleic acid, in two series of experiments 
with tetradecanoic acid, as a result of microscopic fluorescence analysis, a distinct 
inhibition of S. aquatilis culture was observed (Figures 6 and 7).
In the first series of experiments, the largest proportion of dead cells (19.6%) 
was recorded on the second day of the experiment, and at the end of the experi-
ment (on day 14), it was 10.4% (Table 3; Figure 8). In the second series, with a 
lower initial concentration of cyanobacteria, the maximum proportion of dead cells 
was noted at the end of the experiment (on the 10th day) and amounted to 91.7%.
Figure 5. 
Visualization of changes in the physiological state of S. aquatilis culture under the action of linoleic acid.
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(Table 3). By the end of the experiment (on the 12th day), the proportion of dead 
cells was insignificant in all variants of the experiments (Figure 4b). The observed 
decrease in the number of S. aquatilis by three times compared to the control 
indicates a physiological slowdown in the growth of the culture.
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can be present in natural waters in concentrations from 0.1 to 1000 μg/l. In this 
regard, we added tetradecanoic acid to the S. aquatilis culture medium at concentra-
tions of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 mg/l. The initial density of cyanobacteria was 440,000 
cells/ml in the first series and 210,000 cells/ml in the second series.
The difference between the two series of experiments with tetradecanoic acid, 
the results of which are shown in Figures 6–9, consisted in different initial num-
bers of cyanobacteria, which in the 1st series was two times higher (440,000 vs. 
210,000 cells/ml). Also, as in the case of linoleic acid, in two series of experiments 
with tetradecanoic acid, as a result of microscopic fluorescence analysis, a distinct 
inhibition of S. aquatilis culture was observed (Figures 6 and 7).
In the first series of experiments, the largest proportion of dead cells (19.6%) 
was recorded on the second day of the experiment, and at the end of the experi-
ment (on day 14), it was 10.4% (Table 3; Figure 8). In the second series, with a 
lower initial concentration of cyanobacteria, the maximum proportion of dead cells 
was noted at the end of the experiment (on the 10th day) and amounted to 91.7%.
Figure 5. 
Visualization of changes in the physiological state of S. aquatilis culture under the action of linoleic acid.
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Figure 6. 
Visualization of changes in the physiological state of S. aquatilis culture under the action of tetradecanoic acid 
(experiment 1).
Figure 7. 
Visualization of changes in the physiological state of S. aquatilis culture under the action of tetradecanoic acid 
(experiment 2).
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Figure 8. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in experiment No. 1 with tetradecanoic acid: (a) the average number 
(median), (b) % dead cells (median).
Figure 9. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in experiment No. 2 with tetradecanoic acid: (a) the average 
number (median), (b) % dead cells (median).
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Figure 8. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in experiment No. 1 with tetradecanoic acid: (a) the average number 
(median), (b) % dead cells (median).
Figure 9. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in experiment No. 2 with tetradecanoic acid: (a) the average 
number (median), (b) % dead cells (median).
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The color shade of the cells was very different in the control and in the experi-
ments, where the greatest suppression of cyanobacteria under the influence of 
tetradecanoic acid was noted. Pink-red clusters of cells were observed in the 
control, while pink-green and orange-green clusters and single cells were seen in 
the inhibited culture. With a lower initial density of S. aquatilis culture, a higher 
degree of culture inhibition compared to the control (SI = 11.9) was recorded at the 
end of the experiment than in the first series of the experiment, where this SI value 
was 7.5 (Table 2; Figures 8 and 9). The greatest inhibition of the development of 
cyanobacteria was noted at the highest of the studied concentrations (0.1 mg/l) of 
tetradecanoic acid in two series of experiments.
The lowest of the studied concentrations (0.001 mg/l) did not exert an adverse 
effect on cyanobacteria. Moreover, in both series of experiments, its stimulating 
effect was noted, i.e., the number of S. aquatilis in experimental microcosms at this 
concentration was higher than in the control (Figures 8 and 9).
3.2.3 Experiment with S. aquatilis and hexadecanoic acid
We added the hexadecanoic acid to the S. aquatilis culture medium at concentra-
tions of 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1 mg/l. The initial density of cyanobacteria was 31,000 
cells/ml. By the end of the experiment (on day 13), differences in the physiological 
state of S. aquatilis culture in the control and at a concentration of the allelochemi-
cal of 0.1 mg/l were clearly visible (Figure 10). In the experimental microcosms 
with allelochemical impact, cyanobacteria cells were present in pink-green clusters, 
while in the control, orange-red clusters of cells were observed in good physiologi-
cal condition. Even at a concentration of 0.001 mg/l, hexadecanoic acid led to 
inhibition of the development of S. aquatilis culture (Figure 11), which was notice-
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1/linoleic acid S. aquatilis 36.5/2.4 0.04/0.04 5/12
2/tetradecanoic acid S. aquatilis 19.6/10.4 0.1/0.1 2/14
3/tetradecanoic acid S. aquatilis 91.7/91.7 0.1/0.1 10/10
4/hexadecanoic acid S. aquatilis 23.4/5.9 0.1/0.1 4/13
5/gallic acid S. aquatilis 22.6/17.6 100/100 13/15
6/heptanoic acid S. aquatilis 3.6/0.8 1/1 10/17










A. flos-aquae >95 10/10 23/23
Table 3. 
The maximum proportion of dead cells of cyanobacteria when exposed to various allelochemicals.
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Figure 10. 
Visualization of changes in the physiological state of S. aquatilis culture under the action of hexadecanoic acid.
Figure 11. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in the experiment with hexadecanoic acid: (a) the average number 
(median), (b) % dead cells (median).
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Figure 10. 
Visualization of changes in the physiological state of S. aquatilis culture under the action of hexadecanoic acid.
Figure 11. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in the experiment with hexadecanoic acid: (a) the average number 
(median), (b) % dead cells (median).
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The greatest inhibition (SI = 10.4) was observed at the end of the experiment 
(on day 13) at a concentration of 0.1 mg/l. At the same concentration, the largest 
number of dead cells was observed, indicating that the culture was suppressed 
under the influence of the allelochemical. It was evident already on the fourth day 
of the experiment (23.4%) (Figure 11; Table 3). Subsequently, the proportion of 
dead cells decreased (to 5.9% at the end of the experiment), but a decrease in the 
number of cyanobacteria was also observed, which indicates the absence of culture 
growth under the influence of the allelochemical (Figure 11a).
3.2.4 Experiment with S. aquatilis and gallic acid
In the experiment with S. aquatilis and gallic acid, the initial density of cya-
nobacteria was 40,000 cells/ml. In this experiment, one of the highest values of 
inhibition of S. aquatilis was recorded (Table 2; Figure 12).
At the end of the experiment (on the 15th day), the density of the S. aquatilis 
culture in the control was 30 times higher than at the maximal studied concentra-
tion (100 mg/l) (Table 2). However, even at concentrations of 1 and 10 mg/l, 
inhibition of cyanobacteria development was observed by 3.3–3.5 times when 
compared to the control. At the same time, the proportion of dead cells  
(glowing pink-green or greenish-blue) was especially high at a concentration of 
100 mg/l, at which the maximum inhibition of culture development was observed  
(Tables 2 and 3; Figure 12). It should be noted that, as in the case of tetradecanoic 
acid, the lowest of the studied concentrations of the allelochemical (0.1 mg/l) led 
to stimulation of the development of cyanobacteria (Figure 12).
3.2.5 Experiments with S. aquatilis and heptanoic and octanoic acids
In experiments with heptanoic and octanoic acids, the initial density of cya-
nobacteria was 73,000 cells/ml. Of all the acids tested, heptanoic acid showed the 
Figure 12. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in the experiment with gallic acid: (a) the average number 
(median), (b) % dead cells (median).
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least inhibitory effect on S. aquatilis culture. So, at the end of the experiment, the 
density of cyanobacterial cells in the control exceeded that in microcosms with an 
allelochemical only two times (Table 2; Figure 13a). The differences in the optical 
density of the culture were even more minor (Figure 13b).
At the same time, it should be noted that the proportion of dead cells in micro-
cosms with the influence of the allelochemical is higher (Figure 13c) than the 
control, although their absolute values were low. The maximum value was only 3.6% 
on the 10th day of the experiment (Table 2).
Octanoic acid showed a relatively low but higher than heptanoic acid inhibitory 
activity against the cyanobacteria S. aquatilis. By the end of the experiment (on day 
17), the difference in cyanobacterial population density between the control and 
the allelochemical exposure was three times (Table 2; Figure 14a). Throughout 
the experiment, the level of development of cyanobacteria in the experimental 
vessels was lower than in the control. This is especially noticeable in the graphs of 
changes in the optical density of S. aquatilis culture and the proportion of dead 
cells (Figure 14b and c). The proportion of dead cells when exposed to octanoic 
acid was always higher than in the control and by the end of the experiment was 
1.3%, while the maximum value of this indicator (5.4%) was observed on the third 
day of the experiment.
Figure 13. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in the experiment with the effect of heptanoic acid: (a) the average 
cell density (median), (b) optical density (median), (c) % dead cells (median).
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least inhibitory effect on S. aquatilis culture. So, at the end of the experiment, the 
density of cyanobacterial cells in the control exceeded that in microcosms with an 
allelochemical only two times (Table 2; Figure 13a). The differences in the optical 
density of the culture were even more minor (Figure 13b).
At the same time, it should be noted that the proportion of dead cells in micro-
cosms with the influence of the allelochemical is higher (Figure 13c) than the 
control, although their absolute values were low. The maximum value was only 3.6% 
on the 10th day of the experiment (Table 2).
Octanoic acid showed a relatively low but higher than heptanoic acid inhibitory 
activity against the cyanobacteria S. aquatilis. By the end of the experiment (on day 
17), the difference in cyanobacterial population density between the control and 
the allelochemical exposure was three times (Table 2; Figure 14a). Throughout 
the experiment, the level of development of cyanobacteria in the experimental 
vessels was lower than in the control. This is especially noticeable in the graphs of 
changes in the optical density of S. aquatilis culture and the proportion of dead 
cells (Figure 14b and c). The proportion of dead cells when exposed to octanoic 
acid was always higher than in the control and by the end of the experiment was 
1.3%, while the maximum value of this indicator (5.4%) was observed on the third 
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Figure 14. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in the experiment with the effect of octanoic acid: (a) the average 
cell density (median), (b) optical density (median), (c) % dead cells (median).
Figure 15. 
Visualization of changes in the physiological state the culture of S. aquatilis in the experiment with the 
combined effect of heptanoic, octanoic, tetradecanoic, and gallic acids at various concentrations.
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3.2.6 Experiment with S. aquatilis and the mixture of allelochemicals
Four of the six allelochemicals (heptanoic, octanoic, tetradecanoic, and gal-
lic acids) were combined to obtain their mixture in organic solvent ethanol. The 
required amount of allelochemicals in equal amounts was dissolved in 1 ml of etha-
nol and added to experimental vessels to achieve the final concentrations 0.1, 1, and 
10 mg/l. No addition of the mixture of allelochemicals was set as the control 1. No 
addition of the mixture of allelochemicals but with the addition of 1 ml of ethanol 
was set as the control 2. The initial density of cyanobacteria was 1014,000 cells/ml.
Visual fixation of the state of S. aquatilis culture, shown in Figure 15, clearly 
demonstrates a particularly strong inhibition of the development of S. aquatilis at 
a concentration of a mixture of allelochemicals of 10 mg/l when compared to the 
control. In experimental vessels with a mixture of four allelochemicals, a lower 
development of cyanobacteria was observed throughout the experiment and at all 
used concentrations (0.1, 1, 10 mg/l) according to fluorescence microscopy data 
when compared to the control (Figure 16a). More frequently performed the taking 
Figure 16. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in the experiment with the combined effect of heptanoic, octanoic, 
tetradecanoic, and gallic acids at various concentrations: (a) the average number (median), (b) optical density 
(median), (c) % dead cells (median).
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Figure 14. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in the experiment with the effect of octanoic acid: (a) the average 
cell density (median), (b) optical density (median), (c) % dead cells (median).
Figure 15. 
Visualization of changes in the physiological state the culture of S. aquatilis in the experiment with the 
combined effect of heptanoic, octanoic, tetradecanoic, and gallic acids at various concentrations.
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3.2.6 Experiment with S. aquatilis and the mixture of allelochemicals
Four of the six allelochemicals (heptanoic, octanoic, tetradecanoic, and gal-
lic acids) were combined to obtain their mixture in organic solvent ethanol. The 
required amount of allelochemicals in equal amounts was dissolved in 1 ml of etha-
nol and added to experimental vessels to achieve the final concentrations 0.1, 1, and 
10 mg/l. No addition of the mixture of allelochemicals was set as the control 1. No 
addition of the mixture of allelochemicals but with the addition of 1 ml of ethanol 
was set as the control 2. The initial density of cyanobacteria was 1014,000 cells/ml.
Visual fixation of the state of S. aquatilis culture, shown in Figure 15, clearly 
demonstrates a particularly strong inhibition of the development of S. aquatilis at 
a concentration of a mixture of allelochemicals of 10 mg/l when compared to the 
control. In experimental vessels with a mixture of four allelochemicals, a lower 
development of cyanobacteria was observed throughout the experiment and at all 
used concentrations (0.1, 1, 10 mg/l) according to fluorescence microscopy data 
when compared to the control (Figure 16a). More frequently performed the taking 
Figure 16. 
Development of the culture of S. aquatilis in the experiment with the combined effect of heptanoic, octanoic, 
tetradecanoic, and gallic acids at various concentrations: (a) the average number (median), (b) optical density 
(median), (c) % dead cells (median).
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readings of the optical density of culture development showed its increase at a 
concentration of 0.1 mg/l on day 4 of the experiment more than in both control 
variants. Later, by the end of the experiment, the optical density at this concen-
tration was lower than in the control. The cyanobacteria abundance and optical 
density of the culture at allelochemical concentrations of 1 and 10 mg/l throughout 
the experiment were lower than Controls 1 and 2 (Figure 16a and b).
The maximum suppression of the culture of S. aquatilis (35.3 times when com-
pared to the Control 1) was noted on the seventh day of the experiment at a concen-
tration of the mixture of allelochemicals of 10 mg/l. By the end of the experiment 
(on the 13th day) at this concentration, the SI index was 8.3 (Table 2; Figure 16a). 
Also, marked suppression of the development of cyanobacterial culture by the end 
of the experiment was noted at concentrations of 0.1 and 1 mg/l (1.5 and 2.6 times, 
respectively) (Figure 16a).
In our experiments, we detected no negative influence of ethanol on the culture 
of S. aquatilis. Moreover, in the case of the addition of 1 ml of ethanol to experi-
mental microcosm (Control 2), we have seen more intensive growth of cyanobac-
teria density in Control 2 toward the end of the experiment in comparison with 
Control 1 without any additions. Fluorescence analysis also showed that the highest 
proportion of dead cells of S. aquatilis (4.4%) was at a concentration of a mixture of 
allelochemicals of 10 mg/l (Figure 16c; Table 3).
3.2.7 Experiment with A. flos-aquae and the mixture of allelochemicals
Experiments with A. flos-aquae, a common bloom-forming cyanobacterium 
producing a hazardous effect in eutrophic freshwater ecosystems, were carried out 
only with a mixture of four allelochemicals (heptanoic, octanoic, tetradecanoic, 
and gallic acids). The initial density of cyanobacteria was 1,064,000 cells/ml.  
Figure 17. 
Development of the culture of A. flos-aquae in the experiment with the combined effect of heptanoic, octanoic, 
tetradecanoic, and gallic acids at various concentrations: (a) the average number (median); (b) optical density 
(median).
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This species of cyanobacteria was especially sensitive to the used mixture of 
allelochemicals. So, at a concentration of 10 mg/l, a complete suppression of the 
development of cyanobacteria was observed (Figure 17). SI at the end of the 
experiment (on the 23rd day) was 17,495 (Table 2). As this takes place, living cells 
were practically absent.
The proportion of dead cells was more than 95%. At concentrations of 0.1 
and 1 mg/l, a strong suppression of the development of cyanobacteria was also 
observed. By the end of the experiment, SI values amounted to 14,568 and 2130, 
respectively. However, the proportion of dead cells at these concentrations was 
small, no more than 2%. This suggests a strong slowdown in the process of repro-
duction of cyanobacteria.
At the same time, the proportion of dying cells (orange-green shade) in the 
control on day 23 of culture development averaged 10.5%. For the most part, the 
culture contained bright red cells in long chains. This effect may be related to  
the self-inhibition of the culture, whose density in the control reached 27,236,000 
cells/ml by the end of the experiment.
4. Discussion
Ultimately, our results showed that organic acids-allelochemicals are widespread 
in freshwater macrophytes. Of the macrophytes we studied, the largest number of 
carboxylic acid-allelochemicals was found in M. spicatum (Table 1), which is one 
of the aquatic plants with the highest allelopathic potential [34], especially con-
cerning its effect on cyanobacteria [35]. The information available in the literature 
[36] and our results show that hexadecanoic acid can be attributed to one of the 
most common allelochemicals in aquatic macrophytes. In [37] it is noted that 
hexadecanoic acid is part of the major algal inhibiting allelochemicals in planting 
water of Hydrilla verticillata. Already in early studies of the phytotoxic properties 
of acids, it was shown that hexadecanoic acid possesses phytotoxic properties [38]. 
For hexadecanoic acid, our study revealed a rather high cyanocidal activity against 
S. aquatilis. It appeared even at concentrations of 0.01 and 0.1 mg/l. At the same 
time, for other representatives of photosynthetic plankton, for example, red tide 
algae, hexadecanoic acid displayed relatively weak activity, with LC50 values of 50.6 
and 69.5 μg/ml [39]. This may indicate the selectivity of this allelochemical against 
cyanobacteria.
The studies [33, 38] demonstrated that heptanoic acid also has phytotoxic 
properties. The work [40] presents data that hexadecanoic acid diminished the seed 
germination of some epiphytes.
In the samples of aquatic macrophytes we studied, we did not find heptanoic and 
gallic acids. However, there is ample evidence regarding the presence of heptanoic 
acid in the composition of metabolites of aquatic macrophytes [41]. In addition, 
there are results that heptanoic and octanoic acids, being allelochemicals of aquatic 
macrophytes, can lead to suppressing the development of cyanobacteria [42]. The 
gallic acid is judged to be the allelochemical compound and phytotoxin [43–45]; it 
may be found in many aquatic macrophytes [44, 46, 47].
Polyphenols were found to contribute, on average, to 50% of the allelopathic 
effects of M. spicatum on Microcystis aeruginosa (Kutzing) Kutzing [48]. As noted 
earlier [49], the four phenols (pyrogallic acid, gallic acid, (+)-catechin, and ellagic 
acid) secreted by M. spicatum could contribute to the allelopathic effects of M. 
spicatum at 10–100%. Another part of the allelopathic effect of this macrophyte 
seems to be due to carboxylic acids, which this species synthesizes especially much 
(Figure 3). Gallic acid and carboxylic acids are reported to be active allelochemicals 
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readings of the optical density of culture development showed its increase at a 
concentration of 0.1 mg/l on day 4 of the experiment more than in both control 
variants. Later, by the end of the experiment, the optical density at this concen-
tration was lower than in the control. The cyanobacteria abundance and optical 
density of the culture at allelochemical concentrations of 1 and 10 mg/l throughout 
the experiment were lower than Controls 1 and 2 (Figure 16a and b).
The maximum suppression of the culture of S. aquatilis (35.3 times when com-
pared to the Control 1) was noted on the seventh day of the experiment at a concen-
tration of the mixture of allelochemicals of 10 mg/l. By the end of the experiment 
(on the 13th day) at this concentration, the SI index was 8.3 (Table 2; Figure 16a). 
Also, marked suppression of the development of cyanobacterial culture by the end 
of the experiment was noted at concentrations of 0.1 and 1 mg/l (1.5 and 2.6 times, 
respectively) (Figure 16a).
In our experiments, we detected no negative influence of ethanol on the culture 
of S. aquatilis. Moreover, in the case of the addition of 1 ml of ethanol to experi-
mental microcosm (Control 2), we have seen more intensive growth of cyanobac-
teria density in Control 2 toward the end of the experiment in comparison with 
Control 1 without any additions. Fluorescence analysis also showed that the highest 
proportion of dead cells of S. aquatilis (4.4%) was at a concentration of a mixture of 
allelochemicals of 10 mg/l (Figure 16c; Table 3).
3.2.7 Experiment with A. flos-aquae and the mixture of allelochemicals
Experiments with A. flos-aquae, a common bloom-forming cyanobacterium 
producing a hazardous effect in eutrophic freshwater ecosystems, were carried out 
only with a mixture of four allelochemicals (heptanoic, octanoic, tetradecanoic, 
and gallic acids). The initial density of cyanobacteria was 1,064,000 cells/ml.  
Figure 17. 
Development of the culture of A. flos-aquae in the experiment with the combined effect of heptanoic, octanoic, 
tetradecanoic, and gallic acids at various concentrations: (a) the average number (median); (b) optical density 
(median).
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This species of cyanobacteria was especially sensitive to the used mixture of 
allelochemicals. So, at a concentration of 10 mg/l, a complete suppression of the 
development of cyanobacteria was observed (Figure 17). SI at the end of the 
experiment (on the 23rd day) was 17,495 (Table 2). As this takes place, living cells 
were practically absent.
The proportion of dead cells was more than 95%. At concentrations of 0.1 
and 1 mg/l, a strong suppression of the development of cyanobacteria was also 
observed. By the end of the experiment, SI values amounted to 14,568 and 2130, 
respectively. However, the proportion of dead cells at these concentrations was 
small, no more than 2%. This suggests a strong slowdown in the process of repro-
duction of cyanobacteria.
At the same time, the proportion of dying cells (orange-green shade) in the 
control on day 23 of culture development averaged 10.5%. For the most part, the 
culture contained bright red cells in long chains. This effect may be related to  
the self-inhibition of the culture, whose density in the control reached 27,236,000 
cells/ml by the end of the experiment.
4. Discussion
Ultimately, our results showed that organic acids-allelochemicals are widespread 
in freshwater macrophytes. Of the macrophytes we studied, the largest number of 
carboxylic acid-allelochemicals was found in M. spicatum (Table 1), which is one 
of the aquatic plants with the highest allelopathic potential [34], especially con-
cerning its effect on cyanobacteria [35]. The information available in the literature 
[36] and our results show that hexadecanoic acid can be attributed to one of the 
most common allelochemicals in aquatic macrophytes. In [37] it is noted that 
hexadecanoic acid is part of the major algal inhibiting allelochemicals in planting 
water of Hydrilla verticillata. Already in early studies of the phytotoxic properties 
of acids, it was shown that hexadecanoic acid possesses phytotoxic properties [38]. 
For hexadecanoic acid, our study revealed a rather high cyanocidal activity against 
S. aquatilis. It appeared even at concentrations of 0.01 and 0.1 mg/l. At the same 
time, for other representatives of photosynthetic plankton, for example, red tide 
algae, hexadecanoic acid displayed relatively weak activity, with LC50 values of 50.6 
and 69.5 μg/ml [39]. This may indicate the selectivity of this allelochemical against 
cyanobacteria.
The studies [33, 38] demonstrated that heptanoic acid also has phytotoxic 
properties. The work [40] presents data that hexadecanoic acid diminished the seed 
germination of some epiphytes.
In the samples of aquatic macrophytes we studied, we did not find heptanoic and 
gallic acids. However, there is ample evidence regarding the presence of heptanoic 
acid in the composition of metabolites of aquatic macrophytes [41]. In addition, 
there are results that heptanoic and octanoic acids, being allelochemicals of aquatic 
macrophytes, can lead to suppressing the development of cyanobacteria [42]. The 
gallic acid is judged to be the allelochemical compound and phytotoxin [43–45]; it 
may be found in many aquatic macrophytes [44, 46, 47].
Polyphenols were found to contribute, on average, to 50% of the allelopathic 
effects of M. spicatum on Microcystis aeruginosa (Kutzing) Kutzing [48]. As noted 
earlier [49], the four phenols (pyrogallic acid, gallic acid, (+)-catechin, and ellagic 
acid) secreted by M. spicatum could contribute to the allelopathic effects of M. 
spicatum at 10–100%. Another part of the allelopathic effect of this macrophyte 
seems to be due to carboxylic acids, which this species synthesizes especially much 
(Figure 3). Gallic acid and carboxylic acids are reported to be active allelochemicals 
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[16, 50, 51]. The fact that we did not find this compound in the macrophyte samples 
we examined may be probably related to the method of obtaining the essential oil of 
these plants by the method of steam hydrodistillation.
It has been shown that allelochemicals such as heptanoic and octanoic acids 
can be present in natural waters at concentrations of 100–1000 μg/l [32, 33]. There 
is evidence that heptanoic and octanoic acids, being allelochemicals of aquatic 
macrophytes, can lead to a degradation of the development of cyanobacteria [42]. 
It was also shown that perfluoro modifications of hexanoic, heptanoic, octanoic, 
and nonanoic acids suppressed the development of cyanobacteria and algae (LC50s 
range: 6.0–24.3 mg/l) [52]. At the same time, cyanobacteria and diatom algae were 
comparable in sensitivity, but both were more sensitive than green algal spe-
cies. Fukuda et al. [53] studied the allelopathic potential of heptanoic acid. They 
reported that a 0.1 M solution of heptanoic acid was able to reduce the viability of 
crabgrass by 30% compared with the control. Earlier studies with the same com-
pound [54] reported that heptanoic acid was able to significantly reduce the growth 
of various organelles within the plant Phragmites at a concentration of 1.4 mM. It 
was shown [33] that the EC50 (half-maximal effective concentration) is 650 μg/l for 
heptanoic acid.
Linoleic acid, as an allelochemical, is produced not only by aquatic macrophytes 
but also, for example, by filamentous green algae (Uronema confervicolum, a benthic 
filamentous green alga) [55]. The effect of linoleic acid on cyanobacteria M. aerugi-
nosa has been studied in [56]. The results obtained on the inhibition of M. aeruginosa 
(up to 96%) are in good agreement with our data, showing a high ability of linoleic 
acid to suppress the development of cyanobacteria. As shown in this work, under the 
influence of linoleic acid algal cell membrane lipid peroxidation occurred, and the 
membrane permeability increased, accompanied by the damage of cell membranes. 
It was concluded that the main mechanism of linoleic acid inhibiting cyanobacterial 
growth is the destruction of the cyanobacterial cell membrane.
At the same time, our observations using fluorescence microscopy showed the 
presence of a relatively small number of dead cyanobacterial cells, which differed 
insignificantly (to the large side) from the control. This does not indicate the death 
of cells of the cyanobacterial culture but their significantly lower reproduction rate 
than the control due to the general physiological inhibition of the cyanobacterial 
population. It is reasonable to hypothesize that there may be another mechanism for 
inhibiting cyanobacteria in addition to what is indicated in [56].
All of the organic acids tested by us showed inhibitory allelopathic activity 
against cyanobacteria. However, their inhibitory effect was different in relation to 
the same species (S. aquatilis). The highest values of the suppression index (SI > 10) 
were recorded (in ascending order) for hexadecanoic, linoleic, tetradecanoic, and 
gallic acids and a mixture of four allelochemicals (heptanoic, octanoic, tetradeca-
noic, and gallic acids).
Recently, Zhou et al. [57] reported the inhibitory effects of some allelochemicals 
on cyanobacteria M. aeruginosa. Thus, for tetradecanoic acid, the EC50 (mg/l) was 
15.5 and, for hexadecanoic acid, 18.23 mg/l [57]. The higher level of inhibition con-
cerning S. aquatilis for these allelochemicals, noted in our experiments (Table 2), 
seems to indicate a different sensitivity of different cyanobacteria species to the 
same allelochemicals. This is supported by our results of evaluating the effect of 
the same combination of allelochemicals on two different species of cyanobacte-
ria, S. aquatilis, and A. flos-aquae. For the first species, the resulting SI values for 
concentrations of 0.1, 1, and 10 mg/l on the 13th day of the experiment were 1.5, 
2.8, and 8.3, respectively, and for the second species, on the 11th day, 1606, 1165, 
and 1063 (at the same concentrations), increasing by the end of the experiment 
(on day 23) to values of 14,568; 2130; and 17,495, respectively. That is, there was a 
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particularly strong suppression of the development of the cyanobacterial culture 
of A. flos-aquae up to complete inhibition, whereas in the case of S. aquatilis, the 
inhibitory effect of the mixture of allelochemicals was not so pronounced. This 
shows the great sensitivity of A. flos-aquae to a selected mixture of allelochemicals.
This is also confirmed by the data of Nakai et al. [48], who did not find a signifi-
cant effect of suppressing another cyanobacterium M. aeruginosa by tetradecanoic 
and hexadecanoic acids. High effective concentrations (68–78 mg/l) were obtained 
for tetradecanoic acid against red tide microalgae [58]. Cyanobacterial inhibition 
ability of the fatty acid may be related to the carbon chain length and the degree of 
their unsaturation. So, it was shown when studying the inhibitory effect of palmitic 
acid and stearic acid on the growth of M. aeruginosa [36].
The data obtained may indicate a higher specific sensitivity of cyanobacteria to 
long-chain saturated fatty acids than to algae. The cyanobacterial inhibition mecha-
nism of organic acids might be closely related to their chemical structures [59]. This 
paper shows that fatty acids changed the permeability of cell membranes, which 
caused the leakage of cell contents, further damaged the membrane structures, and 
thus affected the level of development of cyanobacterial population including the 
synthesis of toxins.
The results received to date suggest that among cyanobacteria we will inevitably 
be faced with the specificity of the action of various acids-allelochemicals, whose 
anti-cyanobacterial activities will depend on (i) length of carbon chain, (ii) num-
ber of unsaturated linkages, and (iii) positions of any double bonds [48]. To this, 
we need to add the dependence on the concentration of an allelochemical; when the 
concentration is insufficient to suppress, the reverse stimulating effect of cyanobac-
teria development can be observed. In some of our experiments, we observed this 
stimulating effect, for example, in experiments with tetradecanoic, hexadecanoic, 
and gallic acids.
Until only recently, little experimental evidence has existed to establish that low 
concentrations of the allelochemicals can stimulate the development of cyanobac-
teria. Thus, in experiments with M. aeruginosa [42], at the lowest concentration of 
the two organic acids used (benzoic acid and heptanoic acid), higher development 
of cyanobacteria was observed than in the control. The effect of the allelochemicals 
mixture in our experiments was higher than in the case of individual components. 
Thus, under the action of a mixture of allelochemicals (heptanoic, octanoic, 
tetradecanoic, and gallic acids) on S. aquatilis, the maximum SI value (35.3) was 
obtained (Table 2), while the highest value of SI (30) when on exposure to a single 
allelochemical was recorded in the case of gallic acid.
A number of studies have shown that a combination of several allelochemicals 
has a synergistic effect in suppressing the development of cyanobacteria. In [42] it 
was indicated that benzoic acid and heptanoic acid showed a synergistic effect and 
that their compound algal inhibition effect was superior to the separate effects of 
the two organic acids acting independently. It has also been found that when two or 
three allelochemicals were mixed in specific proportions, the algal inhibition rate 
increased significantly, thereby indicating allelopathic synergistic interactions [60]. 
Gniazdowska and Bogatek [61] pointed out that the activity of allelochemicals can-
not be explained by just a single mode of action. The synergistic effect of the action 
of allelochemicals (fatty acids, gallic acids, and pyrogallic acids) in relation to 
cyanobacteria is indicated in [49, 62–64]. It has also been revealed that allelochemi-
cals from Chara vulgaris included three fatty acids: (Z, Z)-9,12-octadecadienoic, 
tetradecanoic, and hexadecanoic acids. The combined impact of these three fatty 
acids induced a synergistic inhibitory effect on the growth of toxic cyanobacterium 
M. aeruginosa. Synergistic growth inhibition of these cyanobacteria by a mixture of 
the polyphenols was reported in [49].
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[16, 50, 51]. The fact that we did not find this compound in the macrophyte samples 
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is evidence that heptanoic and octanoic acids, being allelochemicals of aquatic 
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range: 6.0–24.3 mg/l) [52]. At the same time, cyanobacteria and diatom algae were 
comparable in sensitivity, but both were more sensitive than green algal spe-
cies. Fukuda et al. [53] studied the allelopathic potential of heptanoic acid. They 
reported that a 0.1 M solution of heptanoic acid was able to reduce the viability of 
crabgrass by 30% compared with the control. Earlier studies with the same com-
pound [54] reported that heptanoic acid was able to significantly reduce the growth 
of various organelles within the plant Phragmites at a concentration of 1.4 mM. It 
was shown [33] that the EC50 (half-maximal effective concentration) is 650 μg/l for 
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but also, for example, by filamentous green algae (Uronema confervicolum, a benthic 
filamentous green alga) [55]. The effect of linoleic acid on cyanobacteria M. aerugi-
nosa has been studied in [56]. The results obtained on the inhibition of M. aeruginosa 
(up to 96%) are in good agreement with our data, showing a high ability of linoleic 
acid to suppress the development of cyanobacteria. As shown in this work, under the 
influence of linoleic acid algal cell membrane lipid peroxidation occurred, and the 
membrane permeability increased, accompanied by the damage of cell membranes. 
It was concluded that the main mechanism of linoleic acid inhibiting cyanobacterial 
growth is the destruction of the cyanobacterial cell membrane.
At the same time, our observations using fluorescence microscopy showed the 
presence of a relatively small number of dead cyanobacterial cells, which differed 
insignificantly (to the large side) from the control. This does not indicate the death 
of cells of the cyanobacterial culture but their significantly lower reproduction rate 
than the control due to the general physiological inhibition of the cyanobacterial 
population. It is reasonable to hypothesize that there may be another mechanism for 
inhibiting cyanobacteria in addition to what is indicated in [56].
All of the organic acids tested by us showed inhibitory allelopathic activity 
against cyanobacteria. However, their inhibitory effect was different in relation to 
the same species (S. aquatilis). The highest values of the suppression index (SI > 10) 
were recorded (in ascending order) for hexadecanoic, linoleic, tetradecanoic, and 
gallic acids and a mixture of four allelochemicals (heptanoic, octanoic, tetradeca-
noic, and gallic acids).
Recently, Zhou et al. [57] reported the inhibitory effects of some allelochemicals 
on cyanobacteria M. aeruginosa. Thus, for tetradecanoic acid, the EC50 (mg/l) was 
15.5 and, for hexadecanoic acid, 18.23 mg/l [57]. The higher level of inhibition con-
cerning S. aquatilis for these allelochemicals, noted in our experiments (Table 2), 
seems to indicate a different sensitivity of different cyanobacteria species to the 
same allelochemicals. This is supported by our results of evaluating the effect of 
the same combination of allelochemicals on two different species of cyanobacte-
ria, S. aquatilis, and A. flos-aquae. For the first species, the resulting SI values for 
concentrations of 0.1, 1, and 10 mg/l on the 13th day of the experiment were 1.5, 
2.8, and 8.3, respectively, and for the second species, on the 11th day, 1606, 1165, 
and 1063 (at the same concentrations), increasing by the end of the experiment 
(on day 23) to values of 14,568; 2130; and 17,495, respectively. That is, there was a 
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of A. flos-aquae up to complete inhibition, whereas in the case of S. aquatilis, the 
inhibitory effect of the mixture of allelochemicals was not so pronounced. This 
shows the great sensitivity of A. flos-aquae to a selected mixture of allelochemicals.
This is also confirmed by the data of Nakai et al. [48], who did not find a signifi-
cant effect of suppressing another cyanobacterium M. aeruginosa by tetradecanoic 
and hexadecanoic acids. High effective concentrations (68–78 mg/l) were obtained 
for tetradecanoic acid against red tide microalgae [58]. Cyanobacterial inhibition 
ability of the fatty acid may be related to the carbon chain length and the degree of 
their unsaturation. So, it was shown when studying the inhibitory effect of palmitic 
acid and stearic acid on the growth of M. aeruginosa [36].
The data obtained may indicate a higher specific sensitivity of cyanobacteria to 
long-chain saturated fatty acids than to algae. The cyanobacterial inhibition mecha-
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anti-cyanobacterial activities will depend on (i) length of carbon chain, (ii) num-
ber of unsaturated linkages, and (iii) positions of any double bonds [48]. To this, 
we need to add the dependence on the concentration of an allelochemical; when the 
concentration is insufficient to suppress, the reverse stimulating effect of cyanobac-
teria development can be observed. In some of our experiments, we observed this 
stimulating effect, for example, in experiments with tetradecanoic, hexadecanoic, 
and gallic acids.
Until only recently, little experimental evidence has existed to establish that low 
concentrations of the allelochemicals can stimulate the development of cyanobac-
teria. Thus, in experiments with M. aeruginosa [42], at the lowest concentration of 
the two organic acids used (benzoic acid and heptanoic acid), higher development 
of cyanobacteria was observed than in the control. The effect of the allelochemicals 
mixture in our experiments was higher than in the case of individual components. 
Thus, under the action of a mixture of allelochemicals (heptanoic, octanoic, 
tetradecanoic, and gallic acids) on S. aquatilis, the maximum SI value (35.3) was 
obtained (Table 2), while the highest value of SI (30) when on exposure to a single 
allelochemical was recorded in the case of gallic acid.
A number of studies have shown that a combination of several allelochemicals 
has a synergistic effect in suppressing the development of cyanobacteria. In [42] it 
was indicated that benzoic acid and heptanoic acid showed a synergistic effect and 
that their compound algal inhibition effect was superior to the separate effects of 
the two organic acids acting independently. It has also been found that when two or 
three allelochemicals were mixed in specific proportions, the algal inhibition rate 
increased significantly, thereby indicating allelopathic synergistic interactions [60]. 
Gniazdowska and Bogatek [61] pointed out that the activity of allelochemicals can-
not be explained by just a single mode of action. The synergistic effect of the action 
of allelochemicals (fatty acids, gallic acids, and pyrogallic acids) in relation to 
cyanobacteria is indicated in [49, 62–64]. It has also been revealed that allelochemi-
cals from Chara vulgaris included three fatty acids: (Z, Z)-9,12-octadecadienoic, 
tetradecanoic, and hexadecanoic acids. The combined impact of these three fatty 
acids induced a synergistic inhibitory effect on the growth of toxic cyanobacterium 
M. aeruginosa. Synergistic growth inhibition of these cyanobacteria by a mixture of 
the polyphenols was reported in [49].
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In the experiments with S. aquatilis, A. flos-aquae, and the mixture of allelo-
chemicals, the situation of a eutrophic reservoir was actually simulated, i.e., they 
started at a very high initial density of cyanobacteria, which corresponded to the 
level of hypertrophic reservoirs [65]. It was very interesting to check whether a 
combination of substances-allelochemicals of aquatic macrophytes could suppress 
the intensive development of cyanobacteria. The results obtained gave a positive 
answer. This suggests that new cyanocides made up of a combination of LMWOCs-
allelochemicals have the potential to not only inhibit the development of cyanobac-
teria populations, preventing them from developing to dangerous levels, but also 
suppress active HAB.
The method of fluorescence microscopy traces changes that are caused in the 
culture of cyanobacteria by the action of various LMWOCs-allelochemicals of 
aquatic macrophytes. It was previously shown that the method of fluorescence 
microscopy is very useful to distinguish producing and non-producing cells of 
genetically engineered cyanobacteria Synechocystis sp. PCC6803 and Synechococcus 
sp. PCC7002 which are used for the production of biofuels [26].
Several studies have attempted to find compounds with pronounced cyanocidal 
and algicidal activities among natural plant products [60, 66]. In particular, in [67] 
it is shown for the first time that there are strong inhibition effects (EC50 < 100 μg/l) 
of the isoquinoline alkaloids on phytoplankton (including cyanobacteria).
5. Conclusion
Recently, scientific interest in cyanobacteria responsible for the HAB in natural 
reservoirs has increased significantly. Various ways of controlling the number of 
these microorganisms in aquatic ecosystems are being investigated, and hence, 
simple and fast methods of evaluating the viability of their cells are required. The 
majority of common methods (e.g., plating, fluorescent staining) to determine cell 
viability are preparation demanding, time-consuming, and rather expensive. The 
advantages of the fluorescence microscopy method, using red chlorophyll autofluo-
rescence and nonspecific green autofluorescence, are high sensitivity, non-destruc-
tive evaluation of the vital state of cells, and differentiation of living and dead cells 
without sample preparation. The method is time-efficient and accurate, and a large 
number of samples with small amounts of material can be examined in a short time.
In our study, we have shown (including using fluorescence microscopy) that 
natural compounds, metabolites of aquatic macrophytes, in particular carboxylic 
acids and gallic acid, can be used to suppress the development of cyanobacteria 
populations. Their combined effects are likely to be particularly effective. In 
other words, the creation of a new generation of algaecides/cyanocides based on 
LMWOCs of aquatic plants is a very promising strategy for combating HAB. In 
this case, of course, it will be necessary to take into account that the prices of 
selected natural products for these goals are usually higher than for conventional 
products (copper sulfate, aluminum salts, simazine, and many others) used to 
control cyanobacteria, but the new potential cyanocides likely will have important 
properties, including (1) selective toxicity toward only undesirable cyanobacteria 
in the phytoplankton and the absence (or minimal toxicity) toward other hydrobi-
onts and (2) rather fast biological degradation, for an optimal state of the aquatic 
ecosystem [66].
In fairness, it should be noted that not only LMWOCs-allelochemicals can 
become the basis for creating new effective methods to combat excessive and 
undesirable development of cyanobacteria but also such methods as the use of new 
chlorinated nanoproducts, in particular N-halamine derivatized nanoparticles, 
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Judging from the results obtained, we can conclude that the method of fluo-
rescence microscopy can be very useful in revealing the inhibitory mechanisms of 
cyanobacterial populations in experimental studies on the search for natural com-
pounds (in particular, allelochemical metabolites of aquatic macrophytes), on the 
basis of which a new generation of cyanocides can be created. This “novel weapon” 
against blooming cyanobacteria seems to be a potentially more interesting product 
for further development of technologies on HAB control and management.
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Abstract
Many aquatic ecosystems, such as lagoons or lakes, are increasingly vulnerable 
to climate changes and human pressure. The environmental and economic costs of 
anthropogenic eutrophication are high as well as the applied methods to counteract 
eutrophication This chapter analyzes the variation in abundance (and biomass) of 
several phytoplankton families in one of the most well-known volcanic lagoons in 
the Archipelago of the Azores-Portugal (Furnas Lagoon) and the dynamic correla-
tion between groups of different types of algae that have been established seasonally 
between 2003 and 2018. For that purpose, the principal component analysis (PCA) 
technique was used in data series on biomass and abundance of phytoplankton and 
chlorophyll a, in the time interval considered. The application of PCA techniques in 
natural phytoplankton populations offers the possibility of making rapid qualitative 
diagnoses of the trophic state in natural lakes. On the other hand, the fluorescence 
properties of phytoplankton microorganisms are strongly affected by the physico-
chemical properties of natural waters. The fluorescence emission and the lifetime of 
the different water samples were obtained by photon counting with time correlation 
(TCSPC), allowing to establish the fluorescent signature of these phytoplankton 
groups under certain conditions.
Keywords: Furnas Lake, Azores, phytoplankton, component principal analyses, 
fluorescence excitation, fluorescence lifetime, TCSPC
1. Introduction
The Azores archipelago is located in the North Atlantic Ocean (Figure 1a), lim-
ited by the parallels 36°55′43″ and 39°43′02″ N and by the meridians 24°46′15″ and 
31°16′02″ W. The volcanic genesis of this archipelago explains the origin of many of 
its lakes and lagoons from volcanoes craters filled with rainwater. Although several 
of these bodies of water are now protected areas of high environmental value (e.g., 
Fogo, Sete Cidades, or Furnas Lake), some are undergoing trough an accelerated 
process of eutrophication (over enrichment with minerals and nutrients inducing 
an excessively growth of algae). The eutrophication of Furnas Lake (Figure 1), due 
to human agricultural activities, has been known since the 1980s and frequently 
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1. Introduction
The Azores archipelago is located in the North Atlantic Ocean (Figure 1a), lim-
ited by the parallels 36°55′43″ and 39°43′02″ N and by the meridians 24°46′15″ and 
31°16′02″ W. The volcanic genesis of this archipelago explains the origin of many of 
its lakes and lagoons from volcanoes craters filled with rainwater. Although several 
of these bodies of water are now protected areas of high environmental value (e.g., 
Fogo, Sete Cidades, or Furnas Lake), some are undergoing trough an accelerated 
process of eutrophication (over enrichment with minerals and nutrients inducing 
an excessively growth of algae). The eutrophication of Furnas Lake (Figure 1), due 
to human agricultural activities, has been known since the 1980s and frequently 
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monitored afterward. The presence and extent of agricultural and forest areas in 
its basin allowed the drainage of nutrients to Furnas Lake causing algal blooms 
[1]. Eutrophication due to human activities is considered water pollution, and the 
phytoplankton community is currently used as a bio-indicator reflecting the lakes 
ecological state. The growth of phytoplankton often causes increased turbidity of 
the water, making difficult for sunlight to reach submerged plants. The disappear-
ance of underwater vegetation implies the loss of food, habitats, and dissolved 
oxygen in water, distressing the trophic state of the ecosystem. Some types of 
algae can also produce toxins that are harmful vertebrates. Therefore, algae blooms 
disrupt the normal ecosystem functioning and causing problems along the food 
chain. The phytoplankton indicators highlight the vulnerability of these ecosystems 
to human activities since phytoplankton communities present high sensitivity to 
small changes in environmental conditions. The dynamics of phytoplankton bio-
mass and composition over time reflects changes in environmental conditions. The 
aquatic ecosystems’ degradation is associated with the increase of phytoplankton 
biomass—the “blooms”—a term used to mean a population concentration greater 
than 20 × 103 ml−1 [2]. This phenomenon, in particular in Furnas Lake, has occurred 
more frequently in the last years due to increase of human pressure [3].
Phytoplankton corresponds to the autotrophic organisms of the plankton 
community that are suspended in the water column. Phytoplankton includes a set 
of microalgae and cyanobacteria that have different requirements and responses 
to environmental variations. They have several photosynthetic pigments, such as 
chlorophylls (a, b, c, d and f), carotenoids (carotenes and xanthophylls), and phy-
cobiliproteins. Chlorophyll a is, however, the key photosynthetic component, that 
is necessary in order for chloroplasts to convert light energy into chemical energy. 
The remaining chlorophylls, carotenoids, and phycobiliproteins (phycoerythrin 
and phycocyanin) act as accessory pigments in photosynthesis, expanding the range 
of light wavelengths that can be used in photosynthesis (e.g., chlorophylls d and f) 
[4] or protecting the photosystems against excessive light (e.g., carotenoids) [5]. 
Therefore, one can take advantage of the spectral optical properties inherent to the 
photosynthetic pigments of phytoplankton species, such as absorption and fluo-
rescence, to obtain information about their characteristics by “spectral sets,” that 
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lakes, reservoirs, or aquaculture [6, 7]. With the exception of chlorophylls d and f 
that absorb in far-red light [4], the chlorophylls absorb wavelengths in the visible 
blue and red spectrum, but not in the green spectrum. Chlorophyll makes plants 
and algae appear green because it reflects the green wavelengths, while absorbing 
all other colors. The different forms (a, b, and c) each reflects slightly different 
ranges of green wavelengths. The remaining pigments absorb different wavelengths 
(Figure 2) and reflect accordingly, but they all act as accessory pigments for 
chlorophyll a in photosynthesis. Carotenoids, for instance, absorb in the blue/green 
wavelength region and reflect yellow, red, and orange wavelengths.
Each type of pigment or sets of accessory pigments can be identified by the spe-
cific wavelength pattern they absorb from visible light [8, 9]. This allows discrimi-
nate optical signals between species of phytoplankton. In non-stressful conditions, 
when accessory pigments absorb photons, they become excited and transfer their 
absorbed energy between them, establishing a sequence of biophysical events until 
Figure 2. 
Optical absorption spectra of photosynthetic pigments. Adapted from https://www.fondriest.com/
environmental-measurements/parameters/water-quality/algae-phytoplankton-chlorophyll/.
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Each type of pigment or sets of accessory pigments can be identified by the spe-
cific wavelength pattern they absorb from visible light [8, 9]. This allows discrimi-
nate optical signals between species of phytoplankton. In non-stressful conditions, 
when accessory pigments absorb photons, they become excited and transfer their 
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Figure 2. 
Optical absorption spectra of photosynthetic pigments. Adapted from https://www.fondriest.com/
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reaching the chlorophyll a pigment (terminal of the excitation transfer channel), 
which emit fluorescence [10]. Chlorophylls will cause two main peaks in absorption 
spectra, a primary peak at blue wavelength (~440 nm) and a secondary peak in red 
part of the spectra (~675 nm) (Figure 3). The existence of other pigments (depen-
dent on species and taxa) will cause the broadening of blue peak and appearance of 
additional absorption maxima. These taxa absorption peaks have been used as an 
optical spectroscopy tool in situ [11].
All photosynthetic plants, algae, and cyanobacteria contain chlorophyll a, 
while only green plants and green algae phytoplankton contain chlorophyll b, 
along with a few types of cyanobacteria in fresh water. The predominant forms 
of phytoplankton are diatoms, golden brown algae, green algae, blue green algae, 
and dinoflagellates. The taxonomy of phytoplankton is complex, and there are 
differences in classification systems. However, the classification currently fol-
lowed in the study of phytoplankton in the Azores lakes comprises seven groups 
of phytoplankton taxa [14]: Cyanophyta (blue-green algae or cyanobacteria), 
Chlorophyta (chlorophytes or green algae), Euglenophyta (euglenoids), Dinophyta 
(dinoflagellates), Cryptophyta (cryptomonads), Chrysophyta (golden algae), and 
Bacillariophyta (diatoms). The blue-green algae, despite not having chloroplasts, 
have photosynthetic pigments, chlorophyll a and phycobiliproteins, which give 
them a predominantly blue color.
Eutrophication was recognized as a water pollution problem in European and 
North American lakes and reservoirs in the mid-twentieth century [15]. Since then, 
many efforts have been done to develop and apply appropriate mitigation methods 
and strategies [16]. The most usual procedure to study phytoplankton in water 
samples involves microscopic observation of the samples collected, thereby generat-
ing variable data that need to be careful processed (taxonomic technique).
A spectroscopic technique proposed in the 1980s [16] uses the excitation and 
emission characteristics associated with the fluorescence of the various photo-
synthetic pigments, to produce the fluorescence spectral signatures of specific 
water bodies. This allows the monitorization and detection of possible changes, 
due to environmental characteristics variation that can have impact on the relative 
Figure 3. 
Chlorophyll normalized phytoplankton absorption [12, 13]. Adapted from https://oceanopticsbook.info/index.
php/view/optical-constituents-of-the-ocean/phytoplankton.
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growth of phytoplankton populations. Since chlorophyll a and various pigments 
exhibit fluorescence in vivo and the qualitative and quantitative composition 
of phytoplankton pigments varies between taxonomic groups, its fluorescence 
properties also vary between taxonomic groups. Therefore, this tool can be used 
to discriminate changes in different taxa abundance [17, 18]. For example, diatoms 
and dinoflagellates exhibit typically broader excitation spectra than green algae and 
euglenoids. In cyanobacteria, the emission due to phycoerythrin is superior to the 
emission due to chlorophyll a, which is very much reduced. This main difference in 
the emission spectra usually makes cryptomonads and cyanobacteria easily sepa-
rable from other types of phytoplankton, while differences in the excitation spectra 
can be used to separate green algae from diatoms and dinoflagellates [16]. Previous 
work has shown the effectiveness of fluorescence measurements in the character-
ization and discrimination of “spectral sets” of phytoplankton [8].
Differences in the spectral signature of some algal groups which differed in their 
pigment types are shown in Figure 4 [19].
The measurements and interpretation of in vivo fluorescence signals from 
phytoplankton pigments can be affected by several sources, e.g., the algal physiol-
ogy, the light conditions (quenching of fluorescence at high light intensity), the 
biomass concentration, and the differences in pigment composition between and 
within species [20]. Generally, factors such as environmental pollution and excess 
of nutrients alter the phytoplankton dynamics and consequently the rate of photo-
synthesis, which is revealed in the amount of fluorescence.
In this work, a rapid qualitative diagnosis of the trophic state of Furnas Lake 
was carried out. Associations established between the various phytoplankton 
communities (groups of taxa) over time have been identified using principal 
component analysis (PCA) [21]. In particular, the period from 2010 to 2011 was 
evaluated, looking for the most frequent taxa correlations in the different seasons. 
Additionally, the fluorescence spectra of some of these phytoplankton communities 
were obtained, as well as the lifetime of the fluorescence decays, using the time-
correlated single-photon counting technique (TCSPC) [22].
The aim of this study was to use the potential of TCSPC for the rapid charac-
terization of associated taxa in phytoplankton communities in vivo: (1) reveal the 
spectral signature and excitation/emission fluorescence spectrum associated with 
these communities and (2) their fluorescence lifetimes.
Figure 4. 
Excitation spectra of some phytoplankton species measured at the maximum emission of chlorophyll a 
(682 nm) [19].
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work has shown the effectiveness of fluorescence measurements in the character-
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pigment types are shown in Figure 4 [19].
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phytoplankton pigments can be affected by several sources, e.g., the algal physiol-
ogy, the light conditions (quenching of fluorescence at high light intensity), the 
biomass concentration, and the differences in pigment composition between and 
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of nutrients alter the phytoplankton dynamics and consequently the rate of photo-
synthesis, which is revealed in the amount of fluorescence.
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Excitation spectra of some phytoplankton species measured at the maximum emission of chlorophyll a 
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2. General overview about spectroscopy and fluorescence
Spectroscopy is the study of the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with 
matter. The natural world is filled with several colors that derive from the interac-
tion process between matter and the visible radiation. The origins of spectroscopy 
date back to the seventeenth century, to the Newton’s sunlight prisms work and 
observations of the multicolored band of light that he called spectrum. Since then, 
the terms “spectrum” and “spectroscopy” have been generalized in experiments of 
light scattered and decomposed into its different components.
Towards the end of the 19th century, J. Balmer discovery the spectral series of 
the hydrogen atom (1885), which allowed to determine the length of the hydrogen 
spectral lines. It was the discrete nature of atomic spectra that led to the formulation 
of some of the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics and, subsequently, 
their ability to explain spectroscopic observations.
The interaction of radiation with the matter can be manifested through 
absorption, emission, or scattering phenomena and be evaluated by spec-
troscopic methods. These are framed in the physical techniques of structural 
characterization of materials and are typically based on the absorption or emis-
sion of radiation with certain wavelengths (and photon energies), originating 
transitions between quantized levels. The results (optical spectra) are a repre-
sentation of intensities as a function of wavelengths. Spectroscopy techniques 
are therefore methods that use radiation to analyze material properties and can 
be classified according to the type of transition they produce (Table 1). The 
response of matter to changes of incident radiation that falls within the range 
of 200 nm (UV) to 3000 nm (NIR) is generally evaluated by optical spectros-
copy (UV-VIS-NIR regions). Photons emitted or absorbed when such changes 
occur are responsible for a large number of physical and chemical properties 
of matter. Electromagnetic radiation, commonly called light, is represented by 
electromagnetic waves characterized by a frequency (ν) and a wavelength (λ), 
related by the equation λν = c, where c is the speed of light for a given medium. 
However, light also has particle properties (photons) with well-defined energy 
E = hν, where h is the Planck constant. Therefore, the light of wavelength λ is 
made up of photons with energy E = hc/λ.
Many of the physical-chemical processes that take place at the microscopic level 
are only explained on the basis of quantum mechanics. In particular, the concepts 
of quantified states of matter (Planck, 1900) and the nature of light (Einstein, 
1905) describe how atoms interact with light and how electrons and energy levels 
within atoms are responsible for the absorption and light-emitting properties.
Transitions types Techniques
Nuclear Mössbauer spectroscopy
Electronic Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy (UV-Vis-NIR), ultraviolet 
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), and X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS)
Vibrational Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and Raman
Rotational Microwave rotational spectroscopy
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The main energy levels can only assume discrete values and is allowed only 
specific spatial distributions of electrons (called electronic energy levels); these 
levels are broken down into vibrational levels, which indicate the possible modes of 
vibration of the molecules. The first energy level (closest to the nucleus) is called 
the fundamental state (or ground state), and in it, the energies (electronic and 
vibrational) exhibit the minimum values. The other energy states of the molecule 
are called excited states.
It is easily to shown experimentally that a beam of electromagnetic radiation 
undergoes attenuation (intensity change, dI ) when passes through an infinitely 
small part of matter (dx), following the Beer-Lambert law, which relates the 
absorption of light with the properties of the material crossed:
 = -adI Idx  (1)
where I represents the light intensity and x the beam displacement.
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where I0 is the radiation intensity and α is the absorption coefficient (cm−1), 
which is a characteristic of each material. The transmittance (T) of a sample with a 










where N represents the concentration of absorbent centers (per cm3), and σ is 
related to the capacity of the material to absorb the radiation at a specific wavelength λ.
Physically the photons absorbed by the electronic structure raise the energy of 
the molecule’s electrons to quantum states less stable (excited).
2.1 Fluorescence emission
The luminescence can be view like the reverse of the absorption process. If 
the material absorbs radiation and, consequently, is excited, it can then return to 
its ground state by spontaneous emission of light; this process of de-excitation is 
known as luminescence. The phenomenon is called fluorescence if this emission of 
light (emission of a photon) occurs quickly from a singlet excited state, in which the 
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the material absorbs radiation and, consequently, is excited, it can then return to 
its ground state by spontaneous emission of light; this process of de-excitation is 
known as luminescence. The phenomenon is called fluorescence if this emission of 
light (emission of a photon) occurs quickly from a singlet excited state, in which the 
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excited electron does not change the spin orientation and remains unpaired, which 
allows its return to the fundamental state. The typical fluorescence lifetime is in the 
order of 10−9 s, which corresponds to a fluorescence emission rate ~108 s−1 [23, 24]. 
A fluorescence emission spectrum is a curve of fluorescence intensity (I) versus 
wavelength (λ).
Basically, a photon of appropriate energy is able to excite an electronic transi-
tion in which an electron from the singlet state S0 passes to a higher energy level of 
S1 (Figure 5a). This excitation (absorption of a photon of light) occurs instantly 
(femtoseconds). Once the material is excited at a wavelength where it absorbs, the 
system can return to its ground state. Fluorescence is a radiative mechanism by 
which excited electrons can relax in a fast process (nanoseconds), by emitting light 
from the lowest excited state (S1) to the ground state (S0). The energy difference 
between the two states is dissipated by emitting a photon.
An interesting detail is that the emitted light has a longer wavelength than 
that of absorption radiation (excitation) (effect named Stokes Shift), as shown 
in Figure 5b. This is due mostly because the energy loss during the electronic 
excitation is also due to transition of electrons to lower vibrational levels, caused 
by release of thermal energy due to internal conversions, named as non-radiative 
decay. The fluorescence is therefore independent of the emission wavelength 
from the excitation wavelength (Kasha’s rule), i.e., the fluorescence emission will 
always originate from the vibrational ground state of the lowest excited singlet 
level, S1. Even if the electron is excited to higher vibrational levels of S1, it mainly 
undergoes relaxation from S1 to S0. Figure 5c shows a simplified Jablonski dia-
gram, which illustrates the energy states of a molecule and the transitions between 
them. Transitions between states are represented by vertical lines in order to show 
the instantaneous nature of light absorption. The times for the occurrence of 
the transitions are in fact very short, in the order of 10−15 s, which does not allow 
displacements of the nucleus (mass greater than that of electron), a fact known as 
the Franck-Condon principle [23]. To achieve stability, the molecule dissipates the 
Figure 5. 
(a) Excitation and fluorescence emission after absorption of light; (b) Stokes shift; and (c) Jablonski diagram 
(simplified).
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energy absorbed by radiative and/or non-radiative decay processes (Figure 1c). 
The radiative decay processes involve the emission of photons, and this emission 
can occur by fluorescence in a time range of the order of nanoseconds of lifetime 
τ, typically less than 10−8 s [23]. The non-radiative processes occur by internal 
conversion, due to vibrations and rotations of the molecule or, in some cases, by 
energy transfer to neighboring molecules through collisions.
Transitions between states are represented by vertical lines in order to show 
the instantaneous nature of light absorption. The times for the occurrence of 
the transitions are in fact very short, in the order of 10−15 s, which does not allow 
displacements of the nucleus (mass greater than that of electron), a fact known 
as the Franck-Condon principle. At room temperature, thermal energy (E ~ KT) 
is not sufficient to cause a significant population of excited vibrational states. 
Photon absorption occurs in functional groups of molecules with lower vibrational 
energy, and the fluorophore is excited to some higher vibrational level of its S1 
singlet states.
2.2 Fluorescence lifetime and quantum yield
The fluorescence lifetime of a substance generally represents an average value 
of time that a molecule remains in the excited state before returning to the ground 
state. The characteristics of the fluorescent decay can reveal details about the 
interactions of fluorophores with its neighborhood. The fluorescence decay time 
is sensitive and can be affected by local molecular surroundings, which may cause 
changes in decay time [23, 25–27].
This technique reveals the change of fluorescence intensity as a function of time 
after the establishment of the excited state. It displays the evolution of the excited 
state reactions and the mechanism by which they return back to the ground state. 
Measurements of fluorescent lifetime are difficult as these times are typically in the 
nanosecond range, making it necessary to use high-speed electronic devices and 
suitable detectors. The excitation of a fluorophore with an ultra-short pulse of light, 
at time t = 0, results in an initial population (N0) of fluorophores in the excited S1 
singlet state through the absorption of photons. The excited molecules can decay 
to ground state by radiative or non-radiative processes giving a signal of intensity 
decay. The rate of change of the population of excited states, N(t), after instanta-
neous pulse excitation, follows the equation:





where the total decay rate constant, WT, is the sum of the rate constants for all 
radiative (R) and non-radiative (NR) decay processes (WT = WR + WNR). Following 
integration of Eq. (6), the concentration of the excited states N(t) is given by the 
following equation:
 ( ) -= 0 TW tN t N e  (7)
where N0 is the density of excited electrons at t = 0 just after the pulse excitation 
be absorbed. The de-excitation process can be observed experimentally by analyz-
ing the lifetime decay of the emitted light (fluorescence decay) (Figure 6). The 
parameter monitored during fluorescence lifetime experiments is the fluorescence 
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S1 (Figure 5a). This excitation (absorption of a photon of light) occurs instantly 
(femtoseconds). Once the material is excited at a wavelength where it absorbs, the 
system can return to its ground state. Fluorescence is a radiative mechanism by 
which excited electrons can relax in a fast process (nanoseconds), by emitting light 
from the lowest excited state (S1) to the ground state (S0). The energy difference 
between the two states is dissipated by emitting a photon.
An interesting detail is that the emitted light has a longer wavelength than 
that of absorption radiation (excitation) (effect named Stokes Shift), as shown 
in Figure 5b. This is due mostly because the energy loss during the electronic 
excitation is also due to transition of electrons to lower vibrational levels, caused 
by release of thermal energy due to internal conversions, named as non-radiative 
decay. The fluorescence is therefore independent of the emission wavelength 
from the excitation wavelength (Kasha’s rule), i.e., the fluorescence emission will 
always originate from the vibrational ground state of the lowest excited singlet 
level, S1. Even if the electron is excited to higher vibrational levels of S1, it mainly 
undergoes relaxation from S1 to S0. Figure 5c shows a simplified Jablonski dia-
gram, which illustrates the energy states of a molecule and the transitions between 
them. Transitions between states are represented by vertical lines in order to show 
the instantaneous nature of light absorption. The times for the occurrence of 
the transitions are in fact very short, in the order of 10−15 s, which does not allow 
displacements of the nucleus (mass greater than that of electron), a fact known as 
the Franck-Condon principle [23]. To achieve stability, the molecule dissipates the 
Figure 5. 
(a) Excitation and fluorescence emission after absorption of light; (b) Stokes shift; and (c) Jablonski diagram 
(simplified).
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energy absorbed by radiative and/or non-radiative decay processes (Figure 1c). 
The radiative decay processes involve the emission of photons, and this emission 
can occur by fluorescence in a time range of the order of nanoseconds of lifetime 
τ, typically less than 10−8 s [23]. The non-radiative processes occur by internal 
conversion, due to vibrations and rotations of the molecule or, in some cases, by 
energy transfer to neighboring molecules through collisions.
Transitions between states are represented by vertical lines in order to show 
the instantaneous nature of light absorption. The times for the occurrence of 
the transitions are in fact very short, in the order of 10−15 s, which does not allow 
displacements of the nucleus (mass greater than that of electron), a fact known 
as the Franck-Condon principle. At room temperature, thermal energy (E ~ KT) 
is not sufficient to cause a significant population of excited vibrational states. 
Photon absorption occurs in functional groups of molecules with lower vibrational 
energy, and the fluorophore is excited to some higher vibrational level of its S1 
singlet states.
2.2 Fluorescence lifetime and quantum yield
The fluorescence lifetime of a substance generally represents an average value 
of time that a molecule remains in the excited state before returning to the ground 
state. The characteristics of the fluorescent decay can reveal details about the 
interactions of fluorophores with its neighborhood. The fluorescence decay time 
is sensitive and can be affected by local molecular surroundings, which may cause 
changes in decay time [23, 25–27].
This technique reveals the change of fluorescence intensity as a function of time 
after the establishment of the excited state. It displays the evolution of the excited 
state reactions and the mechanism by which they return back to the ground state. 
Measurements of fluorescent lifetime are difficult as these times are typically in the 
nanosecond range, making it necessary to use high-speed electronic devices and 
suitable detectors. The excitation of a fluorophore with an ultra-short pulse of light, 
at time t = 0, results in an initial population (N0) of fluorophores in the excited S1 
singlet state through the absorption of photons. The excited molecules can decay 
to ground state by radiative or non-radiative processes giving a signal of intensity 
decay. The rate of change of the population of excited states, N(t), after instanta-
neous pulse excitation, follows the equation:





where the total decay rate constant, WT, is the sum of the rate constants for all 
radiative (R) and non-radiative (NR) decay processes (WT = WR + WNR). Following 
integration of Eq. (6), the concentration of the excited states N(t) is given by the 
following equation:
 ( ) -= 0 TW tN t N e  (7)
where N0 is the density of excited electrons at t = 0 just after the pulse excitation 
be absorbed. The de-excitation process can be observed experimentally by analyz-
ing the lifetime decay of the emitted light (fluorescence decay) (Figure 6). The 
parameter monitored during fluorescence lifetime experiments is the fluorescence 
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intensity, I(t), which is the rate of the emission of photons and is related to the 
excited state concentration by the following equation:
 ( ) ( ) -= = 0 TW tRI t W N t I e  (8)
where I0 = WR N0 is the intensity at t = 0.
Therefore, the intensity decays exponentially after the initial excitation pulse. 
The fluorescence lifetime of the excited state, τ, can be represented as τ = (1/WT). 
The fluorescence lifetime represents the time in which the emitted intensity decays 
to 1/e of that initially excited and gives us the total rate of decay (radiative + non-
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where τ0 is the radiative lifetime. Fluorescence quantum yield, η, can be 










Briefly, η is defined as the ratio between the radiative decay rate and the total 
decay rate. The total decay rate can be obtained experimentally as the inverse of the 
lifetime decay of the emitted light (obtained in the laboratory), while the rate of 
radiative decay, usually more difficult to obtain, is the inverse of radiative lifetime. 
The lifetime can be influenced by quenchers, i.e., the process that leads to a decrease 
in fluorescence (quenching is a form of internal conversion) [23].
Figure 6. 
Scheme of a fluorescence decay curve using pulse method. Adapted from Ref. [23].
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Quantum yield is a dimensionless gauge to assess the efficiency of fluorescence 
emission relative to all of the possible ways for relaxation and is expressed as the 
ratio of photons emitted to the number of photons absorbed. This means that the 
quantum yield corresponds to the probability that an excited molecule will pro-
duce an emitted photon (fluorescence). Quantum yields range between a value of 
0 and 1.
The emission spectrum can be obtained at different times after the absorption 
of the excitation pulse; this experimental procedure is called luminescence resolved 
in time. The basic idea of this technique is to obtain the emission spectrum with a 
certain delay t, with respect to the excitation pulse within a time window Δt.
The lifetime can also be considered as the average value of the time that a fluo-
rophore remains in the excited state. However, for very complex decay laws, such as 
multi-exponential or non-exponential decays, the adjustment is made by a sum of 
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where τi is the lifetime of component i of the decay and Bi is the correspond-
















The Azores are an Archipelago of nine islands in the North Atlantic Ocean, from 
37° to 40 N latitude and 25 to 31°W 125 longitude. Its location coincides with the 
confluence of three tectonic plates which makes this archipelago a complex geody-
namic system with a volcanic genesis [28].
The Furnas Lake is located on the island of São Miguel in a volcanic crater. The 
lake has an area of 1.87 km2 and a maximum length and width equal to 2025 and 
1600 m, respectively [29]. Agriculture and fertilized pastures are the most common 
activities in its hydrographic basin, contributing to the lake’s nutrient load and 
causing increasing eutrophication. Over the past 20 years, a local meteorological 
station recorded average air temperatures in this region ranging from 11°C in winter 
to 20°C in summer (data provided by Azores Regional Environmental Office). The 
climatic characteristics in the region favor the occurrence of severe rains, and as 
a result, large amounts of nutrients are easily transported to the lake. Because the 
temperature in the S. Miguel island is adequate for phytoplankton growth through-
out the year and the nutritional conditions favor cyanobacteria development [2], 
the lake has exhibited several episodes of algal blooms over time [30]. Although the 
lake is part of a protected landscape area, the economic activities that contribute 
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quantum yield corresponds to the probability that an excited molecule will pro-
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The emission spectrum can be obtained at different times after the absorption 
of the excitation pulse; this experimental procedure is called luminescence resolved 
in time. The basic idea of this technique is to obtain the emission spectrum with a 
certain delay t, with respect to the excitation pulse within a time window Δt.
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The Azores are an Archipelago of nine islands in the North Atlantic Ocean, from 
37° to 40 N latitude and 25 to 31°W 125 longitude. Its location coincides with the 
confluence of three tectonic plates which makes this archipelago a complex geody-
namic system with a volcanic genesis [28].
The Furnas Lake is located on the island of São Miguel in a volcanic crater. The 
lake has an area of 1.87 km2 and a maximum length and width equal to 2025 and 
1600 m, respectively [29]. Agriculture and fertilized pastures are the most common 
activities in its hydrographic basin, contributing to the lake’s nutrient load and 
causing increasing eutrophication. Over the past 20 years, a local meteorological 
station recorded average air temperatures in this region ranging from 11°C in winter 
to 20°C in summer (data provided by Azores Regional Environmental Office). The 
climatic characteristics in the region favor the occurrence of severe rains, and as 
a result, large amounts of nutrients are easily transported to the lake. Because the 
temperature in the S. Miguel island is adequate for phytoplankton growth through-
out the year and the nutritional conditions favor cyanobacteria development [2], 
the lake has exhibited several episodes of algal blooms over time [30]. Although the 
lake is part of a protected landscape area, the economic activities that contribute 
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to local development often override environmental authorities, and the use of 
fertilization around the lake has facilitated the entry of nutrients. In 1988/89, the 
lake was classified as eutrophic (average Carlson’s TSI for chlorophyll a was 66) 
[30]. Carlson’s Trophic State Index (TSI) is a common method for characterizing a 
lake’s trophic state. This method uses Secchi disc transparency, chlorophyll a, and 
phosphorus measurements.
Previously studies showed that the phytoplankton populations in Furnas Lake 
exhibited a high abundance divided into two main groups, diatoms and cyanobac-
teria. In spring, there is a very high relative abundance of Bacillariophyta (diatoms). 
In summer and autumn, there is a presence of persistent blooms of cyanobacteria, 
indicators of reduced biodiversity in the lake [3]. The bloom-forming cyanobacteria 
dominate the phytoplankton of the eutrophic Furnas Lake, as expected during the 
summer thermal stratification period [31].
In order to mitigate this problem, the Azores government has initiated several 
actions to counteract the Furnas Lake eutrophication [32–35].
3.2 Sampling and available data
The sampling collection took place between January and December 2011. 
Table 2 exhibits the sampling conditions, and Table 3 summarizes the labeling of 
samples and date of collection.
The used biological data [chlorophyll a and phaeopigments (μg/L), abundance 
(cell/L), and phytoplankton biomass (10−9 mg/L)] were obtained from the Azores 
Regional Government—Water Monitoring website [36] in the periods 2003–2018. 
The selected phytoplankton data totaled seven phyla (Table 4) and corresponded to 
the analysis of samples collected according to Table 2. For the assessment of trophic 
status, information on chlorophyll a concentration (an indicator of phytoplank-
tonic biomass) and phaeopigments were used.
The Matlab program, version R2016b (MathWorks, Natick, MA) was used to 
perform PLS Toolbox version 8.2.1 for Matlab (Eigenvector Research, Manson, WA) 
for the PCA analysis.
3.3 Time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC)
Fluorescence techniques are methods that exploit the phenomenon of fluo-
rescence. They have been widely used in the characterization, in vivo, of phyto-
plankton communities of diverse aquatic ecosystems [6, 7]. These methods allow 
estimate the concentration of chlorophyll a (or other pigments) and the electron 
transfer rates during photosynthesis. The pigments whose function is to collect 













Each water sample was collected 
at various depth levels (surface, 
middle, and bottom) and the 
ultimate sample consisting of 
homogenization of identical volumes 
of water collected at each of the 
sampling depths
Phytoplankton samples were 
kept fresh and in the dark 
until analysis, which started 
in 24–48 h after collection, 
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vary between the phytoplankton taxa. Therefore, the characteristics of the phyto-
plankton in vivo fluorescence, including its fluorescence efficiency, depend on the 
taxonomy. Chlorophyll a fluorescence reflects the concentration of this endogenous 
pigment.
Fluorescence is a phenomenon that competes with the use of photons 
absorbed by the antenna pigments in photosynthesis. However, if the photon 
capture mechanism is necessary to perform photosynthesis changes, increasing 
Sample labeling Date of collection
A1 2011, later spring (June)
A2 2011, winter (February)
A3 2011, early autumn (December)
A4 2011, spring (May)
A5 2011, summer (August)
Table 3. 




Cyanophyta (aka. Cyanobacteria), Chlorophyta, Euglenophyta, Dinophyta, 
Chrysophyta, Cryptophyta, and Bacillariophyta
Biological (trophic 
assessment)
Chlorophyll a and phaeopigments
Table 4. 
Data groups and variables in each group.
Figure 7. 
Layout of the Spectrofluorometer LifeSpec II [37] (optional and main components).
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its efficiency or decreasing it, the fluorescence intensity [I(t)] will also be 
changed. Thereby, the main goal of measuring fluorescence decay profiles is to 
determine the I(t) function. Typically, the decays observed are set to a sum of 
exponentials [23].
There are several commercial processes and instruments to induce the fluores-
cence of phytoplankton photosynthetic pigments in vivo. Since the fluorescence 
lifetime of the organic molecules is in the ns or ps order, it requires the use of high 
temporal resolution techniques and making use of excitation pulses to follow the 
pattern of fluorescent emissions over time. Time-correlated single-photon count-
ing (TCSPC) spectroscopy is one of the most suitable techniques for allowing the 
measuring of shorter times and multi-exponential decay with great accuracy.
A spectrofluorometer of the type LifeSpec II from Edinburgh Instruments [37] 
was the instrument used in this work. The measurements were performed with 
a pulsed EPL-406 nm diode laser with 80 ps of pulse duration as the excitation 
source. All measurements were performed at room temperature. Figure 7 shows the 
layout of the measuring device.
Figure 8. 
TCSPC schematic layout. Adapted from Ref. [39].
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The principle of TCSPC is the detection of single photons and the measurements 
of their arrival times with respect to the excitation light pulse [38]. TCSPC is a 
statistical method, and a repetitive light source is used to accumulate a sufficient 
number of photon events for a required statistical data precision.
Briefly, TCSPC measures the time delay between two signals, the signal of 
fluorescence that comes from the sample and the signal of an electrical pulse gen-
erator which triggers the laser source. After being triggered by the electrical pulse 
generator, the excitation laser produces pulsed light with the same time profile as 
the electrical pulse. These electrical pulses are guided, at the same time, to the laser 
and to the detector and that time is set as 0. Then, the detector compares the time 
delay between both signals, that which triggered the laser and that emitted from the 
sample, and then it sets a count corresponding to the exact time delay of the photon 
relative to the electrical pulse. TCSPC can be compared to a fast stopwatch with two 
inputs (Figure 8) [39]. The clock is started by the START signal pulse and stopped 
by the STOP signal pulse. The process is repeated several times and so more and 
more photons are added on the histogram. The resulting histogram counts versus 
channels will represent the fluorescence intensity versus time [38].
The term single-photon counting comes from the fact that in the pause between 
two consecutive excitations (or pulses), only one photon, emitted by the sample, 
can be detected. When this photon is detected, it added to the previous photons 
which had the same time delay on the histogram.
The emitted photons were collected at the maximum emission length of the 
studied samples. Before the sample measurements, the equipment’s instrument 
response function (IRF) was measured. The IRF represents the shortest decay curve 
that can be measured with that equipment.
4. Results
4.1 Analysis of principal components (PCA)
Phytoplankton populations in the Azores lakes are represented by their most 
common phyla, namely, Bacillariophyta, Chlorophyte, Cryptophyta, Chrysophyta, 
Cyanophyta [aka cyanobacteria (Cyanoprokaryota)], Dinophyta (Pyrrophyta), 
and Euglenophyta [3]. The trophic state and composition of the phytoplankton 
community can be made through temporal (abundance and/or biomass) records 
and further analysis of patterns of variation of these communities by statistical 
techniques. A PCA of the phytoplankton data was performed, and two models were 
created considering the abundance data (measured in cells/L) and biomass data 
(measured in 10−9 mg/L).
4.1.1 Multivariate analysis of phytoplankton abundance
Figure 9 shows the correlations between the seven abundant phytoplankton 
phyla in Furnas Lake and identifies algal assemblages showing how these associa-
tions correlate with each other in the period 2003–2017.
The graph is analyzed as follows: the variables (descriptors) that are close to 
each other have a high positive correlation and the variables that are diagonally 
opposite are negatively correlated. For example, it seems that the Chlorophyta 
and Chrysophyta phyla appear very close, meaning that there is a high correla-
tion between the abundance of these two phytoplankton phyla. On the fourth 
quadrant, we can see that Cyanophyta (Cyanoprokaryota) is inversely correlated 
with Bacillariophyta, while it exhibits more affinity with Pyrrophyta. On the other 
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Figure 9. 
Multivariate analysis (PCA) of abundance (cells/L) for phytoplankton descriptors (colored by year).
Figure 10. 
Multivariate analysis (PCA) of abundance (cells/L) for phytoplankton descriptors, by seasons (colored by 
year).
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hand, although most of the points are found to be located very close to the center 
without much year variability, some are distant, corresponding to situations where 
the abundance of phytoplankton phyla increases far beyond the limit of the cor-
responding circle at the confidence interval. For example, in 2011, it seems that a 
bloom of Cyanoprokaryota occurred, during which the abundance of these organ-
isms reached maximum values. Records show that blooms have not occurred as 
pronounced since 2006–2007. Records also show that the abundance of Chlorophyta 
had a very significant increase in 2016 when it was practically non-existent in previ-
ous years. However, this situation can be considered sporadic, since in 2017 there 
was again a decrease.
Figure 10 exhibits the phytoplankton correlations throughout the seasons, 
where the high abundance is divided into two main groups, diatoms and cya-
nobacteria. In spring, there is a very high relative abundance along years of 
Bacillariophyta (diatoms). In summer, there is a presence of persistent blooms of 
cyanobacteria, indicators of reduced biodiversity in the lagoon [3]. The bloom-
forming cyanobacteria dominate the phytoplankton of the eutrophic Furnas Lake, 
as expected during the summer thermal stratification period [31]. In particular, 
in 2011, the record shows that bloom-forming cyanobacteria reached a maximum 
value. In Furnas Lake, cyanobacteria often dominate the phytoplankton population 
in summer, early autumn and later spring, whereas during the winter and early 
spring, they are replaced mainly by Bacillariophyta and Chlorophyta. The data set 
considers summer from July to September and autumn from October to December.
4.1.2 Multivariate analysis of phytoplankton biomass
For biomass data (Figure 11), the analysis is relatively similar to that for 
abundance data, except that Chlorophyta appears to have a negative correlation 
with Cyanoprokaryota. Warming temperatures of the lakes since there is also 
Figure 11. 
Multivariate analysis (PCA) of biomass (10−9 mg/L) for phytoplankton descriptors (colored by year).
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Figure 9. 
Multivariate analysis (PCA) of abundance (cells/L) for phytoplankton descriptors (colored by year).
Figure 10. 
Multivariate analysis (PCA) of abundance (cells/L) for phytoplankton descriptors, by seasons (colored by 
year).
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a correlation between the green algae and cyanobacteria with warmer seasons 
(summer), which leads to limited transport between layers causing a lake 
stratification.
The analysis of the results, although still preliminary, allows to some extent 
confirm that the phytoplankton composition in the lake of Furnas reflects its trophic 
status, which is obviously higher (i.e., of low water quality) when is found a pre-
dominance of Cyanoprokaryota, while a lower trophic state (oligotrophic or meso-
trophic) seems to be related to the presence of Chlorophyta and also Bacillariophyta. 
Moreover, Chlorophyta is negatively correlated with Cyanoprokaryota, especially 
in summer, but correlated positively with Bacillariophyta, suggesting competition 
between these two groups (Figure 12) [40].
Chlorophyta can also be predominant in lakes with high concentrations of 
phosphorus [41], such as the lake of Furnas, and may change with the dynamics of 
the eutrophication state [42]. It is therefore probable that competitive interactions 
between Chlorophyta, Cyanoprokaryota, and Bacillariophyta can occur under 
nitrogen and phosphorous gradients [40].
Since 2002, Lake Furnas shows a constant state of eutrophication [3], with 
average annual values of the trophic state index based on Secchi disk between 57 
and 70, characteristic of eutrophic media, and average annual values of the trophic 
state index based on phosphorus total between 45 and 67, characteristic of meso-
trophic and eutrophic media. The value 45, obtained from this last index, allowed 
a mesotrophic classification in 2014. Between 2013 and 2016, the annual values of 
the TSI corresponding to chlorophyll varied between 54 and 55, characteristic of 
eutrophication [3].
Figure 12. 
Multivariate analysis (PCA) of biomass (10−9 mg/L) for phytoplankton descriptors, by seasons (colored by 
year).
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4.1.3 Multivariate analysis of chlorophyll a and phaeopigments
Concerning the analysis of chlorophyll a and phaeopigments, the results are 
recorded in the scores of Figure 13. The chlorophyll a degradation products can 
often form a significant fraction of phaeopigments, which correspond to byprod-
ucts formed by the loss of Mg atom (Figure 2), generally under acidic conditions 
[43]. As phaeopigments may originate from chlorophyll a, some correlation 
between these two descriptors was expected. Taking into account the apparent 
occurrence of a bloom of Cyanoprokaryota in 2011, a more detailed analysis of these 
two descriptors was conducted between 2010 and 2011.
The multivariate analysis of the concentrations of chlorophyll a and phaeopig-
ments reveal an expected positive correlation and some patterns that are worth to 
discuss. This correlation is stable over time. The analysis segregated by year reveals 
different tendencies of abundance. While in 2010 and 2012, the abundance of both 
indicators is higher in autumn and winter, especially in winter. This trend was not 
observed in 2011 where the concentrations were higher in spring and summer. It is 
noteworthy to say that this analysis was based on a relatively short dataset encom-
passing approximately three observations per season.
A global analysis to these data considering years from 2003 to 2018 reveal some 
prevalence patterns (Figure 14). While the correlation between the two indica-
tors stays relatively stable over time, it can be observed a high concentration of 
chlorophyll a in water in 2004 and 2009 (eventually one can include here also 2005 
and 2006 at least in some periods of the year). Concerning the levels of phaeopig-
ments, there is a clear evidence of the gradual increase starting in 2011. It is clear the 
increasing occurrence of phaeopigments after 2011 that was still observable in 2018. 
For some years (e.g., 2016), it was found that simultaneously with a high occur-
rence of phaeopigments in some periods of the year, there is also an observation of 
very low amounts in other periods of the year, widening the range of concentration 
observed in a single year.
The seasonal variation is controlled mainly by solar radiation and temperature, 
which will determine the stratification of the water column and the availability of 
nutrients.
4.2 Fluorescence behavior
Phytoplankton organisms have a wide range of photosynthetic pigments that are 
of great interest in identifying species in freshwater samples representing different 
phytoplankton communities [11]. Although microscopy is a method widely used to 
determine the structure of the phytoplankton community, it is an exhausting and 
time-consuming process. Hence, the great interest is in fluorescence studies of these 
communities, using the knowledge of the specific excitation bands of the photo-
synthetic pigments, in order to have access to the probable types of phytoplankton 
communities. But for this task, it is necessary to know that there are two main 
regions of excitation of phytoplankton pigments: the blue (400–520 nm) and red 
(630–700 nm) regions, which can be seen in Figure 4. In the green (515–600 nm) 
region, there are some absorption bands attributed to phycobilins. Fluorescent 
spectroscopy began to be used extensively in the characterization of phytoplankton 
taxa from the 1980s, particularly after the development of an “ataxonomic tool” 
[16]. In vivo fluorescence methods are widely used to characterize phytoplankton 
communities, but the taxonomic identification of algae taxa is still a challenge. 
Measurements of the fluorescence intensity of phytoplankton communities are 
affected by varying concentrations of biomass, and therefore, a variable contribu-
tion to the fluorescence signal can be expected in different subpopulations, as well 
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occurrence of a bloom of Cyanoprokaryota in 2011, a more detailed analysis of these 
two descriptors was conducted between 2010 and 2011.
The multivariate analysis of the concentrations of chlorophyll a and phaeopig-
ments reveal an expected positive correlation and some patterns that are worth to 
discuss. This correlation is stable over time. The analysis segregated by year reveals 
different tendencies of abundance. While in 2010 and 2012, the abundance of both 
indicators is higher in autumn and winter, especially in winter. This trend was not 
observed in 2011 where the concentrations were higher in spring and summer. It is 
noteworthy to say that this analysis was based on a relatively short dataset encom-
passing approximately three observations per season.
A global analysis to these data considering years from 2003 to 2018 reveal some 
prevalence patterns (Figure 14). While the correlation between the two indica-
tors stays relatively stable over time, it can be observed a high concentration of 
chlorophyll a in water in 2004 and 2009 (eventually one can include here also 2005 
and 2006 at least in some periods of the year). Concerning the levels of phaeopig-
ments, there is a clear evidence of the gradual increase starting in 2011. It is clear the 
increasing occurrence of phaeopigments after 2011 that was still observable in 2018. 
For some years (e.g., 2016), it was found that simultaneously with a high occur-
rence of phaeopigments in some periods of the year, there is also an observation of 
very low amounts in other periods of the year, widening the range of concentration 
observed in a single year.
The seasonal variation is controlled mainly by solar radiation and temperature, 
which will determine the stratification of the water column and the availability of 
nutrients.
4.2 Fluorescence behavior
Phytoplankton organisms have a wide range of photosynthetic pigments that are 
of great interest in identifying species in freshwater samples representing different 
phytoplankton communities [11]. Although microscopy is a method widely used to 
determine the structure of the phytoplankton community, it is an exhausting and 
time-consuming process. Hence, the great interest is in fluorescence studies of these 
communities, using the knowledge of the specific excitation bands of the photo-
synthetic pigments, in order to have access to the probable types of phytoplankton 
communities. But for this task, it is necessary to know that there are two main 
regions of excitation of phytoplankton pigments: the blue (400–520 nm) and red 
(630–700 nm) regions, which can be seen in Figure 4. In the green (515–600 nm) 
region, there are some absorption bands attributed to phycobilins. Fluorescent 
spectroscopy began to be used extensively in the characterization of phytoplankton 
taxa from the 1980s, particularly after the development of an “ataxonomic tool” 
[16]. In vivo fluorescence methods are widely used to characterize phytoplankton 
communities, but the taxonomic identification of algae taxa is still a challenge. 
Measurements of the fluorescence intensity of phytoplankton communities are 
affected by varying concentrations of biomass, and therefore, a variable contribu-
tion to the fluorescence signal can be expected in different subpopulations, as well 
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Figure 13. 
Multivariate analysis (PCA) of chlorophyll a and phaeopigments (2010–2012, colored according to season).
Figure 14. 
Multivariate analysis (PCA) of chlorophyll a and phaeopigments (colored according by year).
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as in the variability of pigment composition between species. The relationships 
between fluorescence, chlorophyll concentration, and phytoplankton biomass are 
functions of light (by extinction) and also functions of the physiological status and 
composition of the phytoplankton community [44].
Until now, any spectral approach based on spectral data does not allow for a 
real separation of the phytoplankton taxa but can provide information on spe-
cific taxa clusters. The in vivo fluorescence emission of chlorophyll a (680 nm) 
arises from PSII. The light harvesting pigments in PSII are taxa specific, and 
thus, there are changes in the shapes of excitation spectra of the main taxa 
phytoplankton [17].
The in vivo excitation peak of chlorophyll a at 440 nm and its emission at 
680 nm played an important role in the fluorescence spectra of natural phytoplank-
ton, while the excitation wavelengths of phycocyanin in the range 550–650 nm and 
the emission peak around 645 nm played a major role in the fluorescence spectra 
of cyanobacteria [45]. The analysis of the shape of the spectrum, amplitude, and 
spectral position (spectral signature) can be associated with a certain phytoplank-
ton community. The algae divisions, Dinophyta, Bacillariophyta, Chrysophyta, 
Cyanophyta, Cryptophyta, and Chlorophyta, are characterized by similar fluores-
cence excitation spectra resulting from the similar composition of their antenna 
pigments [46].
4.2.1 Fluorescence excitation, emission spectra, and lifetime
For all taxa, light can be absorbed by chlorophyll a itself (440 nm); for chlo-
rophytes also by chlorophyll b (480 nm) and for chromophytes by chlorophyll c 
(460–470 nm) and carotenoids (490–560 nm), affecting the fluorescence excita-
tion specimen. The pigment system of cyanobacteria is however different because 
exhibit weak fluorescence from chlorophyll a but contain phycobilins that fluoresce 
at lower wavelengths. The cryptophytes also exhibit phycobilins and chlorophyll a 
fluorescence.
Based on the spectral behavior, it is possible to identify four major taxa 
groups which can be fitted with distinguishing spectra [16]: the first group is the 
Bacillariophyta (diatoms and dinoflagellates) which displayed in the excitation 
spectra a broad band with a maximum near 470 nm and a shoulder near 500 nm; 
the second group, chlorophyte, exhibits a spectrum similar in shape to that of the 
previous group but narrower. The third and fourth groups are the cryptomonads 
and cyanobacteria, respectively, which have similar emission due to phycobilins.
The excitation/emission spectra and lifetimes of samples A1 to A5 have been 
measured with a Spectrophotometer LifeSpec II. A 406 nm pulsed diode laser with 
excitation pulse of 80 ps was used to pump the sample contained inside a spec-
troscopic cuvette. The detection has been achieved with a time-correlated single-
photon counting (TCSPC) detector.
In our results of fluorescence excitation spectra (Figure 15), we observed two 
emission bands for samples A1, A2, and A4, one caused by chlorophyll fluorescence 
with a pronounced peak centered at 475 nm and the other (a shoulder) centered 
at 500 nm. The ratios of fluorescence intensity (FI): FI 475/FI500 are >1 except 
for sample A3, which is <1, since it exhibits a different spectrum shape. Sample A5 
exhibits only a large band, centered at 525 nm, identified as phycoerythrin. The 
emission fluorescence spectra of samples A1 and A6 are shown in Figure 16.
Part of the energy absorbed by the antenna pigments that is not used in the 
process of photosynthesis is that it can turn into fluorescent radiation.
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Figure 13. 
Multivariate analysis (PCA) of chlorophyll a and phaeopigments (2010–2012, colored according to season).
Figure 14. 
Multivariate analysis (PCA) of chlorophyll a and phaeopigments (colored according by year).
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between fluorescence, chlorophyll concentration, and phytoplankton biomass are 
functions of light (by extinction) and also functions of the physiological status and 
composition of the phytoplankton community [44].
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680 nm played an important role in the fluorescence spectra of natural phytoplank-
ton, while the excitation wavelengths of phycocyanin in the range 550–650 nm and 
the emission peak around 645 nm played a major role in the fluorescence spectra 
of cyanobacteria [45]. The analysis of the shape of the spectrum, amplitude, and 
spectral position (spectral signature) can be associated with a certain phytoplank-
ton community. The algae divisions, Dinophyta, Bacillariophyta, Chrysophyta, 
Cyanophyta, Cryptophyta, and Chlorophyta, are characterized by similar fluores-
cence excitation spectra resulting from the similar composition of their antenna 
pigments [46].
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For all taxa, light can be absorbed by chlorophyll a itself (440 nm); for chlo-
rophytes also by chlorophyll b (480 nm) and for chromophytes by chlorophyll c 
(460–470 nm) and carotenoids (490–560 nm), affecting the fluorescence excita-
tion specimen. The pigment system of cyanobacteria is however different because 
exhibit weak fluorescence from chlorophyll a but contain phycobilins that fluoresce 
at lower wavelengths. The cryptophytes also exhibit phycobilins and chlorophyll a 
fluorescence.
Based on the spectral behavior, it is possible to identify four major taxa 
groups which can be fitted with distinguishing spectra [16]: the first group is the 
Bacillariophyta (diatoms and dinoflagellates) which displayed in the excitation 
spectra a broad band with a maximum near 470 nm and a shoulder near 500 nm; 
the second group, chlorophyte, exhibits a spectrum similar in shape to that of the 
previous group but narrower. The third and fourth groups are the cryptomonads 
and cyanobacteria, respectively, which have similar emission due to phycobilins.
The excitation/emission spectra and lifetimes of samples A1 to A5 have been 
measured with a Spectrophotometer LifeSpec II. A 406 nm pulsed diode laser with 
excitation pulse of 80 ps was used to pump the sample contained inside a spec-
troscopic cuvette. The detection has been achieved with a time-correlated single-
photon counting (TCSPC) detector.
In our results of fluorescence excitation spectra (Figure 15), we observed two 
emission bands for samples A1, A2, and A4, one caused by chlorophyll fluorescence 
with a pronounced peak centered at 475 nm and the other (a shoulder) centered 
at 500 nm. The ratios of fluorescence intensity (FI): FI 475/FI500 are >1 except 
for sample A3, which is <1, since it exhibits a different spectrum shape. Sample A5 
exhibits only a large band, centered at 525 nm, identified as phycoerythrin. The 
emission fluorescence spectra of samples A1 and A6 are shown in Figure 16.
Part of the energy absorbed by the antenna pigments that is not used in the 
process of photosynthesis is that it can turn into fluorescent radiation.
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Fluorescence is an important feature for identifying a specific phytoplankton 
taxa group. However, any change in the photosynthetic mechanism can either 
increase or decrease the fluorescence intensity. For example, if the antenna pig-
ment set is affected, preventing radiation from reaching the reaction center, then 
fluorescence will decrease. On the other hand, the fluorescence emitted at 685 nm 
may increase if the antenna pigments redirect the absorbed energy to other reaction 
centers that will saturate, favoring fluorescence [47].
The lifetime decays of each sample (Figure 17) have been measured at the peak 
of each emission spectrum. Also, the instrumental response of the equipment (IRF) 
has been measured and is shown together with the decays in Figure 17.
The fluorescence decays are consistent with a multi-exponential equation, which 
can be useful to estimate an average lifetime that represents the decay rate of the system.
In order to quantify the lifetime of each sample, it has been calculated a three-
exponential fitting of the decay curve (Eq. 13) that gives an estimation about the 
average lifetime as defined in Eq. 14:
Figure 15. 
Fluorescence excitation spectra of samples A1 to A5.
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The fitting has been managed to do after a measurement data and IRF reconvo-
lution analysis. The average lifetimes and fitting parameters are given in Table 5.
The measured fluorescence decay is not a simple exponential decay. It is instead 
a quasi-continuous exponential distribution or various distributions. This is because 
the pigments (for example, chlorophyll) are located in different organisms, and 
there is more than a single rate in the sample contributing to the fluorescence signal.
Figure 17. 
Decay curves at different water samples represented distinct phytoplankton groups. IRF: instrumental response 
function.
Figure 16. 
Fluorescence emission spectra of samples A1 and A5.
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The fitting has been managed to do after a measurement data and IRF reconvo-
lution analysis. The average lifetimes and fitting parameters are given in Table 5.
The measured fluorescence decay is not a simple exponential decay. It is instead 
a quasi-continuous exponential distribution or various distributions. This is because 
the pigments (for example, chlorophyll) are located in different organisms, and 
there is more than a single rate in the sample contributing to the fluorescence signal.
Figure 17. 
Decay curves at different water samples represented distinct phytoplankton groups. IRF: instrumental response 
function.
Figure 16. 
Fluorescence emission spectra of samples A1 and A5.
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Samples λdetec (nm) τ1 (ns) τ2 (ns) τ3 (ns) B1 B2 B3 τav (ns)
A1 468 0.0590 1.5440 6.5940 4.9635 0.0617 0.0253 2.2785
A2 470 0.0780 1.3160 5.3850 3.0872 0.0938 0.0401 2.3166
A3 470 0.0690 1.2410 5.0870 3.7274 0.0753 0.0308 1.8346
A4 474 0.0390 0.0650 2.2820 0.0111 4.4557 0.0351 0.5447
A5 510 0.0800 0.5340 4.2390 3.4867 0.1410 0.0201 0.9642
670 0.1990 1.5170 6.1320 0.9297 0.1910 0.1343 4.2566
Table 5. 
Fluorescence lifetime values for the different water samples represented distinct phytoplankton groups.
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Samples λdetec (nm) τ1 (ns) τ2 (ns) τ3 (ns) B1 B2 B3 τav (ns)
A1 468 0.0590 1.5440 6.5940 4.9635 0.0617 0.0253 2.2785
A2 470 0.0780 1.3160 5.3850 3.0872 0.0938 0.0401 2.3166
A3 470 0.0690 1.2410 5.0870 3.7274 0.0753 0.0308 1.8346
A4 474 0.0390 0.0650 2.2820 0.0111 4.4557 0.0351 0.5447
A5 510 0.0800 0.5340 4.2390 3.4867 0.1410 0.0201 0.9642
670 0.1990 1.5170 6.1320 0.9297 0.1910 0.1343 4.2566
Table 5. 
Fluorescence lifetime values for the different water samples represented distinct phytoplankton groups.
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Abstract
Results of in situ fluorescence investigations on chlorophyll-a (chl-a) of phy-
toplankton in the Sea of Azov (May to June 2018) and in the Don River estuary 
(September to November 2019) are presented. Continuous data series of chl-a 
fluorescence were obtained with flow-through fluorometers. Discrete reference 
measurements of chl-a concentration and phytoplankton biomass were performed 
by standard methods for the sake of comparison and eventual corrections. The 
fluorescence intensity values measured in a lateral surface salinity gradient of the 
Sea of Azov were found correlating with the obtained data on the chl-a concentra-
tion (R2 = 0.88, n = 27) and phytoplankton biomass (R2 = 0.90, n = 11). Instead, 
there was a weak correlation (R2 = 0.40, n = 33) between the fluorescence and 
phytoplankton biomass found in the estuary. This disparity in correlations was 
explained by the difference in conditions during measurements, which affected the 
fluorescence. There were no significant changes in both temperature and coenotic 
composition of phytoplankton in the course of the marine expedition. The mea-
surements on the river covered a period characterized by the seasonal variations in 
the phytoplankton composition and by noticeable temperature fluctuations.
Keywords: chlorophyll-a, intravital fluorescence, chlorophyll-a concentration, 
biomass and coenotic composition of phytoplankton, the sea of Azov, the Don River
1. Introduction
Fluorescence methods for chlorophyll-a (chl-a) estimation are widely used in 
modern natural sciences, including hydrobiology. Despite the rapid development 
of satellite methods for the assessment of phytoplankton concentration in natural 
water, including case II waters (i.e., turbid and productive) in the Sea of Azov [1], 
fluorescence methods are used for the correction of satellite imagery [2] and as 
substantive assessment methods for phytoplankton distribution [3, 4].
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Standard methods for determining chl-a concentration in water are based on 
light absorption [5, 6]; they are time-consuming and require samples in large quan-
tities. Initially, fluorescence was only used to determine the chl-a concentration in 
extracts [7]. Later on, the technology advancement has made modern fluorometers 
became not inferior to spectrophotometers in the accuracy of the pigment content 
determination [8–10]. Nowadays, the high speed and ease of measurements, good 
sensitivity, and a variety of instrumentations are the undoubted advantages of 
fluorescence methods [8, 11].
Recently, scientists have been expressing a growing interest in the in situ fluores-
cence studies of chl-a, which is the main plant pigment. In contrast to solutions, the 
fluorescence intensity of living chlorophylls depends not only on their concentration 
in microalgae but also on the state of the photosynthesis system [12]. The specific 
yield of fluorescence depends on the state of the photosynthesis electron transport 
chain and can be significantly reduced by spending a fraction of the absorbed 
energy on photochemical reactions. In living phytoplankton, not all absorbed light 
energy goes into optical emission. In all situations, living organisms containing chlo-
rophyll strive to maximize the use of absorbed light energy for synthesis and return 
only the excess of it in the form of radiation. Photosynthetic activity depends on the 
condition of living cells, which is determined by the parameters of the environment 
at a given moment and by the previous state [13]. The higher is the photosynthetic 
capacity of microalgae, the lower is the specific yield of fluorescence.
The fluorescence of living chlorophylls depends on temperature [14] and 
illumination [15]. Both have to be controlled for eventual corrections of the 
measurements considering the inertia the photosynthetic system demonstrates at 
rearrangement. The dissolved oxygen, acidity [16], dissolved salts [16, 17], and 
other abiotic factors of the aquatic environment all have an impact on fluorescence 
[16]. Ultimately, researchers are mostly interested in the quantity of biomass rather 
than in the intensity of fluorescence [18, 19]. To get reliable estimations of biomass, 
it is necessary to consider not only the environmental parameters mentioned above 
but also changes in microalgae species composition [19].
Despite the mentioned difficulties in quantitative analysis of phytoplankton 
distribution, fluorescence methods are widely used for its assessment in either fresh 
or salt waters. Among monitoring methods a special place is occupied by vessel 
surveys using a continuous vessel-based horizontal and vertical profiling [20]. 
Vessels allow to collect large datasets with a precise time and geo-referencing. While 
the volume of measured data is comparable to that provided by satellites, it signifi-
cantly exceeds in accuracy and detail [20]. Fluorometers have a clear advantage 
over satellites allowing for continuous measurements of chl-a concentration during 
day-and-night cycles. Measurements can be automated, and data can be transmitted 
in real time, enabling quick adjustments of the research program according to find-
ings. A regular sampling on-board for subsequent measurements in an on-ground 
laboratory is a common practice during vessel expeditions [2, 20, 21]. Collected 
samples allow for further in-depth analysis with identification of the composition 
of phytoplankton species [19].
A number of studies carried out in the most developed areas of the World Ocean 
by using continuous series of fluorescence data enabled a deeper inquiry into the 
seasonal and spatial dynamics of phytoplankton in aquatic ecosystems. The find-
ings were used for the prediction of the productivity of waters and their conditions 
under climate change and anthropogenic pressure [22]. Monitoring of phytoplank-
ton is essential for planning actions against the growth of harmful algal blooms. It 
is possible to determine the bio-productivity of water based on chl-a concentration 
[23]. In addition, fluorescence-based monitoring of water quality in rivers permits a 
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rapid response to bio-induced deviations of its parameters at water-treatment sites 
for tap-water distribution networks [24].
In the Taganrog Bay of the Sea of Azov, the phytoplankton concentration was 
estimated from the in situ chl-a fluorescence measurements for the first time 
in June 2008 [25]. The studies continued then in 2014–2016, thanks to the grant 
(RFMEFI60714X0059) from the Russian Ministry of Science and Education. In July 
2016, continuous measurements of chl-a concentration and of dissolved oxygen in 
the surface layer of the Sea of Azov were performed on the research vessel (R/V) 
“Deneb” using a custom designed fluorometer [26] in order to justify the new 
method for calculation of gross primary production based on satellite data [27]. 
Simultaneously, the flow-through fluorometer, which later has been employed for 
the present study, was developed and installed into the vessel’s seawater system for 
the tests [28]. They concluded successfully and the device is still in operation. The 
experience gained about the development and operation of flow-through fluorom-
eters in case II waters with complex optical properties determined the goals and 
objectives of this work.
In this contribution we report on the complex studies of spatial distribution and 
temporal dynamics of phytoplankton in the Sea of Azov and the Don River, where 
significant variations have been noted previously. The main task was to establish the 
relationship between the parameters of the aquatic environment, the total biomass, 
the phytoplankton species composition, and chl-a fluorescence measurements. It 
was required to determine the range of applicability of flow-through fluorometers 
operating on vessel s and at permanent stations. To foresee the changes in water 
quality in the studied waters, it is necessary to understand the main trends that 
affect the state of microalgae.
2. Materials and methods
The empirical data for analysis were collected during the Southern Scientific 
Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences (SSC RAS) expedition on R/V “Deneb” 
to the Sea of Azov in May to June 2018 and directly from the natural water intake 
point of JSC “Rostovvodokanal” within the confines of Rostov-on-Don City in 
September to November 2019 (Figure 1).
The in situ fluorescence of chl-a in phytoplankton was measured using flow-
through fluorescence sensors developed in the SSC RAS. The sensors of a similar 
design [29] were installed on R/V “Deneb” and on the intake of the water supply 
system of JSC “Rostovvodokanal.” The installations were different in water pump-
ing systems and in customized adaptation to the location and operation conditions. 
Similar to other studies, fluorescence of chl-a, which is the most abundant pigment 
in microalgae, was registered. The excitation light had a maximum intensity at a 
wavelength of 447.5 nm with a bandwidth of 20 nm [30]. The source was a set of 
powerful LEDs equipped with the SZS-20 stained-glass filters. The fluorescence 
emission was cut out in the 650–790 nm range by a combined filter and was 
detected by a silicon photodiode. The signal was amplified, digitized, and aver-
aged over a set of pulses. Taking into account the well-known temporal behavior of 
fluorescence [16, 31], the excitation was performed by 10 μs pulses with a current-
stabilized power.
The intake for seawater submitted to the flow system of the fluorometer 
on-bard of R/V “Deneb” was situated at a depth of 0.5 m, while that of JSC 
“Rostovvodokanal” for the water supply system was located at the river bottom 
horizon at least 1 m from the bottom.
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Standard methods for determining chl-a concentration in water are based on 
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the tests [28]. They concluded successfully and the device is still in operation. The 
experience gained about the development and operation of flow-through fluorom-
eters in case II waters with complex optical properties determined the goals and 
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temporal dynamics of phytoplankton in the Sea of Azov and the Don River, where 
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design [29] were installed on R/V “Deneb” and on the intake of the water supply 
system of JSC “Rostovvodokanal.” The installations were different in water pump-
ing systems and in customized adaptation to the location and operation conditions. 
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detected by a silicon photodiode. The signal was amplified, digitized, and aver-
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The intake for seawater submitted to the flow system of the fluorometer 
on-bard of R/V “Deneb” was situated at a depth of 0.5 m, while that of JSC 
“Rostovvodokanal” for the water supply system was located at the river bottom 
horizon at least 1 m from the bottom.
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The continuous series of fluorescence measurements on living chl-a were 
transmitted via satellite and cellular channels to the server of SSC RAS and then 
presented on the website http://meteo.ssc-ras.ru. For the sake of calibration, a set 
of samples was collected at the stations, and the chl-a content was determined by 
the standard method [6] using an Evolution 3000 double-beam spectrophotometer. 
Another set of samples from the stations was used for the quantitative and qualita-
tive analysis of phytoplankton composition according to the previously reported 
method [32]. The vertical profile of temperature and electrical conductivity of 
water was determined with the SBE 19 oceanographic probe and the horizontal 
distribution of thermohaline characteristics along the vessel’s route using SBE 21 
thermosalinograph.
3. Results and discussion
3.1  Chlorophyll-a concentration and phytoplankton development in the Sea  
of Azov under a salinity gradient condition research result
The fluorescence values of phytoplankton chl-a measured in situ during the 
expedition to the Sea of Azov were confined in the range from 4.0 to 10.8 a.u. The 
corresponding concentrations of chl-a were estimated by spectrophotometry of 
the extracts and ranged from 1.2 to 30.8 μg/l, respectively. A continuous series of 
fluorescence values and spatial changes in the concentration of chl-a measured in 
situ during the expedition are presented in Figure 2.
Figure 2A shows that fluorescence decreases from the level of 5.0–10.8 a.u. in 
the Taganrog Bay to the level of 4.0–8.0 a.u. in the central part of the Sea of Azov. 
The values of chl-a concentration at complex stations have a similar distribution 
pattern across the water as presented in Figure 2B. The fluorescence intensity and 
Figure 1. 
Schematic map of sampling stations in May to June 2018 in the sea of Azov. Designations: 1–26, station numbers 
(arrows indicate the route of the R/V “Deneb”); I–IV, conditional division of the sea into four areas, eastern 
(I), central (II), western (III) areas of the Taganrog Bay, and central part of the sea (IV).
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the concentration of chl-a demonstrate a tight relationship (R2 = 0.88, n = 27) over 
the entire set of examined data (Figure 2C).
Such a rather wide range of fluorescence and chl-a concentration values can 
be explained by differences in quantitative indicators as well as by a variety in the 
phytoplankton species composition in the areas of different seawater salinity. The 
measured water salinity in the Sea of Azov ranges from 1 to 14 PSU. In particular, 
there was a sharp increase in salinity (from 1 to 6 PSU) identified in the eastern part 
of the Taganrog Bay when moving West from the mouth of the Don to the Sea of 
Azov. Similar increments were also observed in the central part (from 7 to 11 PSU) 
and in the western one (from 11 to 14 PSU). The water salinity in the central part of 
the Sea of Azov was not less than 14 PSU [33, 34]. The phytoplankton community 
was characterized by the rich diversity in species, a large quantity and biomass par-
ticularly in the Taganrog Bay, where the salinity gradient is the most pronounced. 
Figure 2. 
(A) Fluorescence of chl-a in phytoplankton (a.u.) measured in situ during the R/V “Deneb” survey (arrows 
indicate the salinity fronts); (B) the spatial distribution of chl-a concentration (μg/l) across the sea of Azov; 
(C) the strength of relationship between these quantities.
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the concentration of chl-a demonstrate a tight relationship (R2 = 0.88, n = 27) over 
the entire set of examined data (Figure 2C).
Such a rather wide range of fluorescence and chl-a concentration values can 
be explained by differences in quantitative indicators as well as by a variety in the 
phytoplankton species composition in the areas of different seawater salinity. The 
measured water salinity in the Sea of Azov ranges from 1 to 14 PSU. In particular, 
there was a sharp increase in salinity (from 1 to 6 PSU) identified in the eastern part 
of the Taganrog Bay when moving West from the mouth of the Don to the Sea of 
Azov. Similar increments were also observed in the central part (from 7 to 11 PSU) 
and in the western one (from 11 to 14 PSU). The water salinity in the central part of 
the Sea of Azov was not less than 14 PSU [33, 34]. The phytoplankton community 
was characterized by the rich diversity in species, a large quantity and biomass par-
ticularly in the Taganrog Bay, where the salinity gradient is the most pronounced. 
Figure 2. 
(A) Fluorescence of chl-a in phytoplankton (a.u.) measured in situ during the R/V “Deneb” survey (arrows 
indicate the salinity fronts); (B) the spatial distribution of chl-a concentration (μg/l) across the sea of Azov; 
(C) the strength of relationship between these quantities.
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Variety is dwindling toward the central part of the Sea of Azov, where there were no 
sharp fluctuations in salinity detected.
In the studied waters, some specific features in the structure of phytoplankton 
were noted (Figure 3). The Taganrog Bay is rich in species compared to the central 
part of the Sea of Azov. There were 141 taxa of eukaryotic algae and cyanobacteria 
belonging to 8 divisions identified in the algal plankton from the bay. In the waters 
of the central part of the Sea of Azov, the number of revealed species decreased to 
48 and they represent 6 divisions.
Such a distribution of phytoplankton in the studied waters is typical not only for 
the Sea of Azov but also for all estuary-type waters. The fact is that the Taganrog 
Bay is the zone where waters of various origins mix, leading to the intensification 
of production and destruction processes [35]. Both marine and freshwater algae 
can develop here, as it has been observed in the present study. There were 106 
species with a rank below the genus (154), constituting 69% of the total number of 
identified algal taxa with known ecological characteristics. Among them, 21% of 
species were marine (diatoms and dinophytes), while the remaining 79% belonged 
to freshwater and brackish-water algae (mainly green algae, cyanobacteria, and 
diatoms as well).
Since 2007, the composition and spatial structure of phytoplankton in the 
Taganrog Bay and the central part of the Sea of Azov have been transformed, due 
to a decrease in feeding from rivers and the associated increase in water salinity. 
This transformation has led to the situation when habitats of freshwater-brackish-
water species are reducing while habitats of marine species are expanding [36]. 
The tendency of periodic expansions of the marine phytoplankton habitat toward 
the delta of the Don River was noted in 2017, when the average biomass of phyto-
plankton had reached its highest values in the eastern and central regions of the 
Taganrog Bay [37]. In the recent years (comparing to 2002–2012), the maximum 
concentration of chl-a in the western part of the bay has decreased and shifted 
eastern [38]. In 2018, the Don River experienced the most severe high water over the 
past 15 years, reaching the maximum in May to June. It also had some impact on the 
phytoplankton species composition and spatial distribution in the Taganrog Bay. 
Figure 3. 
The number of identified species of different phyla of phytoplankton (1–8) in the Taganrog Bay (I) and  
in the central part of the Sea of Azov (II): 1, Bacillariophyta; 2, Miozoa; 3, Euglenozoa; 4, Cryptophyta;  
5, Cyanobacteria; 6, Chlorophyta; 7, Charophyta; 8, Cercozoa.
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The data obtained during the expedition concerning the fluorescence and concen-
tration of chl-a as well as the abundance and biomass of microalgae demonstrate 
the intensive development of phytoplankton throughout the Taganrog Bay water. 
Also, according to the continuous data series from the flow-through fluorometer, 
two additional sharply defined zones with high values of chl-a concentration were 
found in the frontal salinity zones (Figure 2A), which were formed due to the high 
water in 2018. The qualitative analysis of microalgae has shown that the distribution 
of freshwater-brackish-water species is not limited by the eastern and central parts 
of the bay but extends to the western part too.
In the almost entire water area under study, which was evenly warm 
(t = 19.5 ± 0.5°C), the dominance of Coscinodiscus granii Gough and Actinoptychus 
senarius (Ehrenberg) Ehrenberg from the diatom plankton complex was noted. In 
the Taganrog Bay, they were subdominated by cyanobacteria Woronichinia cf. com-
pacta (Lemmermann) Komárek and Hindák and green alga species of the Oocystis 
genus. This happened due to the beginning of summer succession.
A graphical representation (Figure 4) of the obtained microalgae biomass 
shows that the total biomass significantly decreases with increasing salinity and 
the phytoplankton biomass is significantly lower in the central part of the Sea 
of Azov than in the Taganrog Bay. The total phytoplankton biomass also led to 
high concentrations of chl-a, because these parameters have a tight relationship 
(R2 = 0.90, n = 11). Also, a reliable relationship (R2 = 0.88, n = 27) was obtained 
for the concentration of chl-a measured in laboratory conditions in connection to 
the in situ fluorescence data from the flow-through fluorometer operating continu-
ously on a vessel. Results of the analysis prove the efficiency of the method used 
in the present study of the phytoplankton in the Sea of Azov under conditions of 
varying salinity. The principles of operation and the design of the flow-through 
fluorometer allow for a larger number of measurements, in order to obtain data in 
conditions difficult to access for sampling (e.g., when the vessel cannot be stopped, 
anchored, etc.).
3.2  Chlorophyll-a concentration in the Don River delta under temperature 
variations
In contrast to the studies in the Sea of Azov, observations in the Don River are 
held in September to November 2019. During that period, the mineralization of 
water in the river was changing in a narrow range of 0.6–0.8 g/l, the temperature 
of water lowered from 23.4 to 7.4°C [39], and the completion of the summer stage 
with transition to autumnal phytoplankton succession was observed (Figure 5). A 
seasonal change in dominant species has occurred accompanied by the reduction of 
the total biomass of phytoplankton. The predominant cyanobacteria in September 
and partly in October (Microcystis spp., Aphanizomenon flosaquae Ralfs ex Bornet 
& Flahault) were gradually replaced by diatoms (Nitzschia spp., Gyrosigma sp., 
Ulnaria ulna (Nitzsch) Compère). The total phytoplankton biomass decreased from 
0.94 to 0.17 mg/l. The fluorescence values were decreasing from 14.95 to 4.84 c.u. 
over the period of studies, which corresponded to the range of chl-a concentrations 
from 35.7 to 5.36 μg/l.
The observed fluctuations in the measured fluorescence have an implicit cor-
relation with the phytoplankton biomass variations (R2 = 0.40, n = 33). It might be 
attributed to the influence of water temperature [40]. However, from the available 
dataset, it was not possible to derive a reliable relationship between the fluorescence 
and water temperature (R2 = 0.20, n = 7), which can be explained that rather a small 
dataset was collected under conditions of abrupt changes in temperature. It has been 
clearly seen (Figure 5) that the values of fluorescence and of biomass demonstrate 
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over the period of studies, which corresponded to the range of chl-a concentrations 
from 35.7 to 5.36 μg/l.
The observed fluctuations in the measured fluorescence have an implicit cor-
relation with the phytoplankton biomass variations (R2 = 0.40, n = 33). It might be 
attributed to the influence of water temperature [40]. However, from the available 
dataset, it was not possible to derive a reliable relationship between the fluorescence 
and water temperature (R2 = 0.20, n = 7), which can be explained that rather a small 
dataset was collected under conditions of abrupt changes in temperature. It has been 
clearly seen (Figure 5) that the values of fluorescence and of biomass demonstrate 
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the same trend in the temperature range of 13–20°С. When the temperature 
decreases below 8°C, a coenotic change in phytoplankton occurs, apparently, caus-
ing a change in the chl-a fluorescence (highlighted by a red oval in Figure 5).
In the future, it is necessary to continue collecting empirical data, especially 
under the changes in the dominant phytoplankton groups and significant variations 
of water temperature, in order to reveal the influence of environmental parameters 
on the chl-a fluorescence and the correct interpretation of the results. Nevertheless, 
the fluorescence method of rapid assessment of water entering the water supply 
Figure 5. 
Variations in the biomass (B, mg/l) of the major divisions of phytoplankton (1–3), water temperature  
(T, °С), and chl-a fluorescence (F, a.u.) in September to November 2019: 1, Cyanobacteria; 2, Chlorophyta; 
and 3, Bacillariophyta. Red oval denotes a region of decrease in water temperature ≤ 10°С and coenotic change 
of phytoplankton.
Figure 4. 
Variations in water salinity (S, PSU) and phytoplankton (1–8) biomass (B, mg/l) in the Taganrog Bay  
and in the central part of the sea of Azov: 1, Bacillariophyta; 2, Miozoa; 3, Euglenozoa; 4, Cryptophyta;  
5, Cyanobacteria; 6, Chlorophyta; 7, Charophyta; 8, Cercozoa.
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network is very useful and allows for a round-the-clock remote monitoring. It is a 
good alternative to satellite methods, the use of which is very limited for rivers with 
a narrow channel and does not provide information about water at the depth of 
installation of water intake systems.
4. Conclusions
As a result of the studies, a reliable relationship was established between the 
fluorescence intensity of chl-a measured in the Sea of Azov and the Don River by 
flow-through fluorometer and the concentration of chl-a determined by standard 
methods in a wide range of environmental conditions and species compositions of 
phytoplankton.
Results of continuous vessel-based chl-a fluorescence measurements, total bio-
mass values, and species composition of microalgae in the selected probes evidently 
demonstrate that salinity is one of the main factors regulating the distribution of 
phytoplankton in the Sea of Azov.
It was shown that the high water of 2018 is temporarily affected by the spatial 
distribution of freshwater and brackish-water species of phytoplankton in the 
waters of the Taganrog Bay. But, the general trend of marine microalgae species 
expansion from the Sea of Azov to the Taganrog Bay under conditions of weakening 
river flow and growing salinity remains unchanged for over 15 years.
Long-term observations in the lower reaches of the Don have demonstrated that 
the development of phytoplankton and variations in its species composition reflected 
in the changes of chl-a fluorescence are strongly influenced by temperature.
Fluorescence measurements have demonstrated to be an effective method 
for studying water productivity and rapid diagnostics of phytoplankton status. 
Despite the relative simplicity in design and operation, the developed flow-through 
fluorometers allowing for a round-the-clock remote monitoring of the environ-
ment have become an effective research tool, providing sufficient data for revealing 
spatial and temporal dynamics.
The fluorescent method of monitoring the quality of water entering the urban 
water supply system is promising for taking preventive measures to combat water 
blooming and rising population of cyanobacteria.
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Techniques for the Investigation of 
Structure-Function Relationships 
of G-Protein-Coupled Receptors
Robert T. Youker and Danielle Voet
Abstract
G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are seven transmembrane receptors that 
form the largest superfamily of signaling proteins, and the family members func-
tion in a diverse array of metabolic pathways including cardiac function, immune 
response, neurotransmission, smell, taste, cell differentiation and growth, and 
vision. It is becoming clear that alteration in the quaternary structure of the GPCR 
receptor can have a profound impact on signaling capabilities. Biochemical, bio-
physical, physiological, x-ray crystallographic, and computational methods have 
been used over the last 40–50 years to study the structure and function of GPCRs. 
Evidence from these studies confirm that GPCRs can be organized as monomers, 
dimers, and higher-order oligomers. However, many times, these methods require 
extraction of the receptor from its native environment and high levels of expres-
sion and only provide a snapshot of information. A need arose for techniques that 
could measure the assembly and disassembly of receptors at few-to-single molecule 
resolution in their native environment at fast time scales. In the last 20 years, 
fluorescence fluctuation techniques have filled this need and provided new insight 
into the dynamics of GPCR organization in the absence and presence of ligands, 
agonists, and antagonists. In this book chapter, we provide a brief introduction to 
GPCR structure and function [Section 1]. An overview of the theoretical basis for 
fluorescence fluctuations techniques (FFTs) and how FFTs can be used to study the 
oligomeric structure of GPCRs in live and fixed cells is explained [Section 2]. We 
discuss the advantages and limitations of FFTs [Section 3], and finally, we sum-
marize select case studies on GPCR structure and function revealed by FFT experi-
ments [Section 4].
Keywords: fluorescence spectroscopies, molecular brightness, GPCR, oligomer, 
dimer, SpIDA, protein dynamics
1. Introduction
G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), also known as hepta-helical or seven 
transmembrane receptors, form the largest superfamily of signaling proteins that 
comprise 3–5% of genes in animals with approximately 1000 and 800 genes in the 
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1. Introduction
G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs), also known as hepta-helical or seven 
transmembrane receptors, form the largest superfamily of signaling proteins that 
comprise 3–5% of genes in animals with approximately 1000 and 800 genes in the 
human and mice genomes, respectively [1–4]. GPCRs are evolutionarily conserved 
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from single cell excavates – asymmetric protists that usually contain an “excavated” 
feeding groove – to multicellular animals. Recent phylogenetic analysis of 75 
genomes suggest evolution of these ancient GPCRs and associated cytoplasmic sig-
naling machineries occurred through lineage-specific diversification with repeated 
domain shuffling (Figure 1) [5]. Many of the gene families needed for GPCR sig-
naling were present in the last common ancestor of eukaryotes [6–9]. Interestingly, 
architectural diversification of the N-terminal protein domain of GPCRs was 
concomitant with the diversification of these ancient protein families [10]. These 
observations support the theory that the GPCR core signaling machinery evolved 
first followed by extensive receptor radiation and selective pressures (positive and 
negative) may have affected evolution of GPCR subgroups differently [5, 11].
The extensive diversification of GPCRs was most likely necessary as eukaryotes 
evolved from unicellular to multicellular organisms and to exploit new environmen-
tal niches, thus sensing and responding to novel stimuli [12]. GPCR family mem-
bers can be activated by an extraordinary array of molecules that include amines, 
amino acids, cytokines, glycoproteins, hormones, ions, nucleotides, peptides, and 
even photons of light, in the case of the Rhodopsin family. Multiple classification 
systems have been developed for GPCRs (e.g. A-F system and GRAFS system) using 
a variety of approaches that include motif-based, pharmacological-based, machine 
learning, or phylogenetic tools [3, 13–15]. The GRAFS system relies on structural 
and phylogenetic information to classify Metazoan GPCRs [2, 3, 10]. The GRAFS 
system divides GPCRs into the Glutamate (Class C of A-F system), Rhodopsin 
(Class A), Adhesion (Class B), Frizzled (Class F), and Secretin (Class B) families. 
This classification system has been extended to several lineage-specific GPCR fami-
lies (insect odorant receptors, nematode chemoreceptors, vertebrate vomeronasal 
receptors) and non-metazoan members such as cAMP (Class E), GPR-108-like 
families and ITR-like families [16]. The Fungi Ste2 (Class D), Ste3 (Class D), and 
Git3 receptors and the plant abscisic receptor are also categorized as GPCRs [17, 18]. 
An important difference between the two widely used classification systems are that 
GRAFS further divides class B into the Secretin and Adhesion receptor subfamilies, 
while the A-F system does not.
A majority of physiological functions, including cell differentiation and growth, 
immune response, metabolism, neurotransmission, smell, taste, and vision are 
regulated by GPCR signaling. Not surprisingly, disruption of GPCR signaling can 
cause a wide variety of disease such as cardiac dysfunction, diabetes, nervous sys-
tem disorders, obesity, inflammation, and even cancer. Estimates range from 30 to 
40% of all FDA approved drugs target GPCRs given the central roles of these recep-
tors in human physiology [19, 20]. There are greater than 300 protein structures 
representing 64 unique GPCRs and the vast majority of solved structures belong 
to the class A subfamily (GPCR database, accessed May 7, 2020, [21]). Structurally, 
GPCRs all contain an extracellular domain, a counter-clockwise transmembrane 
helical bundle, and an intracellular domain. The extracellular domains have the 
least degree of conservation and vary in size and shape. For example, most class A 
members have small extracellular domains compared to class B (secretion family) 
and class C (glutamate family) members that possess long N-terminal domains of 
approximately 120 and 600 amino acids, respectively (Figure 1).
Most GPCRs bind ligands directly to the extracellular N-terminus and/or a 
binding pocket composed of the extracellular region and transmembrane helices. 
Typically, GPCRs signal through a heterotrimeric G-protein complex whereby 
ligand binding to the receptor causes a conformational change and the receptor 
acts as a guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) to activate the alpha-subunit 
(Gα) by facilitating GTP binding [22]. Activated Gα dissociates from the Gβγ 
subunits to allow interaction with downstream effectors such adenylate cyclase, 
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or phospholipase C (PLC), leading to a second messenger signaling cascade [22]. 
The Gβγ dimeric complex recruits G-protein-coupled receptor kinase (GRK) to the 
activated receptor and the GRK phosphorylates the GPCR on serine or threonine 
residues residing in the intracellular C-terminal tail, or the third intracellular loop 
[23–25]. Phosphorylation of the receptor leads to β-arrestin binding followed by 
Figure 1. 
Neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree of select human GPCRs and representative crystal structures. (A) 
Information for GPCR phylogenetic tree (steps used): Seventy human GPCRs with crystal structures deposited 
in GPCRdb were used to construct neighbor-joining distance calculation on conserved segments of sequence/
structure with bootstrapping (10 replicates) with regular branch lengths depicted. GPCR classes A (purple), 
B1 (red), F (light blue), and C (green) are represented. Scale bar = 10. Tree constructed using PHYLIP and 
jsPhyloSVG packages implemented through GPCRdb website. (B) Crystal structures of class A (serotonin 
receptor, PBD: 6bqh), class B1 (glucagon receptor, PDB: 6lmk), class F (frizzled 4 receptor, PDB: 6bd4), and 
class C (extracellular domain from metabotropic glutamate receptor 3 (PDB: 2e4w) and 7TM from bovine 
rhodopsin (PDB: 1gzm) as a structural model to represent class because no full-length structures exist, https://
doi.org/10.1038/aps.2011.186). Structures are colored to match key in part a.
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adaptor and clathrin recruitment that triggers endocytosis of the receptor to attenu-
ate signaling. Concomitantly, the Gα subunit and regulators of G-protein signaling 
(RGS) facilitate re-association of the heterotrimeric complex through GTP hydro-
lysis, thus resetting the switch for another round of signaling. The GPCR is then 
either recycled back to the cell surface or degraded in the lysosome and this com-
pletes the receptor life cycle (for review see [22]). Recent evidence suggests that in 
some cases, GPCRs can signal from early endosomes, trans-Golgi network (TGN), 
mitochondria, and nuclear membranes (for review see [1, 26, 27]). This observed 
intracellular GPCR signaling is dynamic and is thought to play an important role in 
synaptic plasticity, learning and memory [26].
In addition, G-protein independent signaling through arrestins, arrestin 
domain containing proteins (ARDCs) and GRKs has been reported (for review 
see [4, 28–30]). For example, arrestins can bind to mitogen-activated protein 
kinase (MAPK) pathway members both at the plasma membrane and from endo-
somal membranes to trigger G-protein independent MAPK signaling [31, 32]. 
Interestingly, arrestin activation of extracellular-signal-regulated kinase (ERK) 
appears to bias cytoplasmic instead of nuclear MAPK signaling possibly through 
inhibition of ERK translocation to the nucleus [32].
The ability of GPCRs to activate G-protein-mediated, arrestin-mediated, or 
another potential signaling pathway is called biased signaling [33]. This signaling 
complexity is due to the ability of GPCRs to bind to multiple ligands, interact with 
an array of regulators (as mentioned above) and cross-regulate each other leading 
to a balanced cellular/functional response [34, 35]. The signaling complexity of 
GPCRs is also due to the dynamic quaternary state of the receptors. The quaternary 
state of a protein describes whether it is composed of one, or more, folded chains 
of amino acids. GPCRs are well known to function as monomers and dimers but 
can also form larger quaternary structures, termed higher-order oligomers that 
contain three, or more, molecules in a complex [36]. The quaternary state of 
the receptor can affect its ability to be activated and may influence the type of 
downstream signaling pathway that is engaged, such as plasma membrane versus 
intracellular membrane signaling. Therefore, it is vitally important to quantify 
temporal and spatial GPCR conformational changes in order to gain insight into 
GPCR signaling [37].
There are a plethora of experimental methods to measure GPCR oligomeric 
structure that can be classified as biochemical, biophysical, physiological, x-ray 
crystallographic, and computational [38]. Biochemical methods include co-immu-
noprecipitation (co-IP) and blue native PAGE (BN-PAGE) that require extraction of 
the protein from their native cellular membranes. Förster resonance energy transfer 
(FRET), fluorescence complementation, and fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching (FRAP) are examples of biophysical methods where receptors are labeled 
and measured in their native environment [37, 39]. Total internal reflection fluores-
cence microscopy (TIRFM), single-molecule imaging, and spatial intensity distri-
bution analysis (SpIDA) are considered physiological methods for studying GPCRs 
in live and fixed cells. Methods such as x-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy 
and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) are capable of determining structures at 
atomic resolution, and only NMR can determine three-dimensional protein struc-
tures in solution [40]. Finally, computational methods, such as molecular dynamic 
(MD) simulations, provide insight into dynamic behavior of GPCRs at the atomic 
level based on x-ray crystallographic structures. In the last two decades, fluores-
cence fluctuation techniques have become a vital tool for measuring the dynamic 
oligomeric changes of proteins, including GPCRs, because of their single molecule 
sensitivity, high spatial resolution, and ability to measure physiologically-relevant 
concentrations in live cells [41–43]. We will focus on these existing and newly 
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developed fluorescence techniques and no other well established and traditionally 
used biophysical/biochemical techniques to study GPCRs that are mentioned above 
(for reviews see [37–40]).
In this book chapter, we provide an overview of the theoretical basis for fluo-
rescence fluctuations techniques (FFTs) and how FFTs can be used to study the 
oligomeric structure of GPCRs in live and fixed cells [Section 2]. We discuss the 
advantages and limitations of FFTs [Section 3]. Finally, we summarize select case 
studies on GPCR structure and function revealed by FFT experiments [Section 4].
2. Overview of fluorescence fluctuation techniques (FFTs)
Fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy (FFS) techniques, a.k.a. FFTs, refers 
to a suite of spectroscopic/microscopic techniques that exploit the fluctuations 
detected in the signal emitted from a fluorescent molecule to extract molecular 
dynamic information, such as diffusion rate and oligomeric size of the molecule. 
Measurements can be made on purified molecules in vitro in a cuvette, or on 
molecules inside live cells with the aid of a confocal microscope. FFTs can be 
classified based on method of collection of the fluorescence fluctuation informa-
tion, such as a spot method versus scanning method, or by how the information is 
analyzed, such as space, time, or both (Figure 2). The following sections describe 
several of the most common FFTs that have been developed, especially for GPCR 
studies, but are not an exhaustive list of all developed applications (for in-depth 
review see [41, 44–46]).
2.1 Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was developed in the 1970s at the 
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm and Cornell University in the U.S. [47, 48]. Today, 
it is a common spot method implementation, whereby the signal fluctuations from 
a small volume (>1 femtoliter) are observed, recorded, and an autocorrelation 
function (ACF) is calculated to determine molecular processes. The main process 
causing the fluctuations are the diffusion of the fluorescent molecules through the 
detection volume, but other processes that create fluctuations can be measured, 
including active transport, flow, rotational diffusion, excited state transitions, 
chemical reactions, and bleaching [49, 50]. FCS was used in the seminal experi-
ments by Magde, Elson, and Webb to measure diffusion of DNA and kinetics 
of ethidium bromide binding [47]. FCS measurements were confined to in vitro 
(cuvette) setups because cell experiments using widefield microscopes had “large” 
excitation and detection volumes that prevented observation of fluorescence 
fluctuations. Invention of confocal and two-photon excitation microscopies, with 
greatly reduced volumes, expanded the technique to living systems in the 1990s.
The primary parameters determined from FCS measurements are the average 
diffusion rate and concentration of observed molecules (Table 1). A variation of 
FCS called fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS) requires labeling of 
two molecules with different fluorescent dyes and can be used to study molecular 
interactions [41]. The amplitude of the ACF plot is inversely proportional to the 
average number (N) of fluorescent molecules traversing the detection volume and 
gives FCS a large dynamic range with the ability to measure pico- to nanomolar 
concentrations of molecules with background fluorescence and detector technol-
ogy limiting cellular measurements to ~1–400 nM [45, 51]. Concentrations higher 
than a couple hundred nanomolars cause a reduction in fluctuations and inability 
to calculate the ACF. Diffusion of fluorescent molecules can be measured over six 
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adaptor and clathrin recruitment that triggers endocytosis of the receptor to attenu-
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downstream signaling pathway that is engaged, such as plasma membrane versus 
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temporal and spatial GPCR conformational changes in order to gain insight into 
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(FRET), fluorescence complementation, and fluorescence recovery after photo-
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developed fluorescence techniques and no other well established and traditionally 
used biophysical/biochemical techniques to study GPCRs that are mentioned above 
(for reviews see [37–40]).
In this book chapter, we provide an overview of the theoretical basis for fluo-
rescence fluctuations techniques (FFTs) and how FFTs can be used to study the 
oligomeric structure of GPCRs in live and fixed cells [Section 2]. We discuss the 
advantages and limitations of FFTs [Section 3]. Finally, we summarize select case 
studies on GPCR structure and function revealed by FFT experiments [Section 4].
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to a suite of spectroscopic/microscopic techniques that exploit the fluctuations 
detected in the signal emitted from a fluorescent molecule to extract molecular 
dynamic information, such as diffusion rate and oligomeric size of the molecule. 
Measurements can be made on purified molecules in vitro in a cuvette, or on 
molecules inside live cells with the aid of a confocal microscope. FFTs can be 
classified based on method of collection of the fluorescence fluctuation informa-
tion, such as a spot method versus scanning method, or by how the information is 
analyzed, such as space, time, or both (Figure 2). The following sections describe 
several of the most common FFTs that have been developed, especially for GPCR 
studies, but are not an exhaustive list of all developed applications (for in-depth 
review see [41, 44–46]).
2.1 Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was developed in the 1970s at the 
Karolinska Institute in Stockholm and Cornell University in the U.S. [47, 48]. Today, 
it is a common spot method implementation, whereby the signal fluctuations from 
a small volume (>1 femtoliter) are observed, recorded, and an autocorrelation 
function (ACF) is calculated to determine molecular processes. The main process 
causing the fluctuations are the diffusion of the fluorescent molecules through the 
detection volume, but other processes that create fluctuations can be measured, 
including active transport, flow, rotational diffusion, excited state transitions, 
chemical reactions, and bleaching [49, 50]. FCS was used in the seminal experi-
ments by Magde, Elson, and Webb to measure diffusion of DNA and kinetics 
of ethidium bromide binding [47]. FCS measurements were confined to in vitro 
(cuvette) setups because cell experiments using widefield microscopes had “large” 
excitation and detection volumes that prevented observation of fluorescence 
fluctuations. Invention of confocal and two-photon excitation microscopies, with 
greatly reduced volumes, expanded the technique to living systems in the 1990s.
The primary parameters determined from FCS measurements are the average 
diffusion rate and concentration of observed molecules (Table 1). A variation of 
FCS called fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS) requires labeling of 
two molecules with different fluorescent dyes and can be used to study molecular 
interactions [41]. The amplitude of the ACF plot is inversely proportional to the 
average number (N) of fluorescent molecules traversing the detection volume and 
gives FCS a large dynamic range with the ability to measure pico- to nanomolar 
concentrations of molecules with background fluorescence and detector technol-
ogy limiting cellular measurements to ~1–400 nM [45, 51]. Concentrations higher 
than a couple hundred nanomolars cause a reduction in fluctuations and inability 
to calculate the ACF. Diffusion of fluorescent molecules can be measured over six 
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orders of magnitude using FCS (microsecond to millisecond) with the limitations 
at the upper limit being photobleaching for slowly moving particles/complexes 
and inability to detect fluctuations, as mentioned above. FCS has been used to 
measure the diffusion and size of nucleic acids, lipids, individual proteins, and 
protein complexes in live cells. Recent examples of processes investigated with FCS/
FCCS include viral capsid assembly, mRNA diffusion, enzyme subunit dissocia-
tion, system wide measurements of protein diffusion in yeast, gene expression 
Figure 2. 
Categories of fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopies (FFS). Fluorescence signal is recorded from molecules 
moving through focal volume (~1 femtoliter) of a confocal or two-photon microscope. The fluctuations in the 
signal can be analyzed to extract molecular parameters (e.g. diffusion and brightness) in the temporal, spatial, 
or temporal and spatial domains. Representative techniques that analyze in the temporal domain are FCS and 
PCH. Techniques that analyze in the spatial domain include N&B and SpIDA. The RICS and sFCS analyses 
exploit information in the temporal and spatial domains. For FCS, blue curve represents fast diffusing species, 
and dark red curve represents slower species. For PCH and SpIDA, the blue curves represent small species (e.g. 
monomers) and the dark red curves represent larger species (e.g. oligomers).
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profiles, protein-lipid interactions, and receptor-ligand interactions [52–60]. FCCS 
can be used to quantify and distinguish different populations of receptors, protein 
complexes, protein-lipid interactions, and protein-DNA interactions [61–69]. FCS/
FCCS are spot measurements where the excitation laser is kept immobile leading 
to high temporal resolution but measurements in several locations are required if a 
larger area of the specimen is to be analyzed.
Importantly, for multicomponent systems — where there are two different dye 
labeled molecules or different states of the same species — the diffusion rates for 
the species must differ by ~1.6-fold or greater in order for FCS to resolve the mul-
tiple species [70]. For this reason and others listed below (see Section 2.2), a large 
body of additional FFTs have been developed based on photophysical properties of 
molecules. Techniques such as photon counting histogram (PCH) analysis and fluo-
rescence intensity distribution analysis (FIDA) exploit moments of the fluorescent 
signal (i.e. mean, variance, higher order) to determine molecular brightness (ε) 
and resolve multicomponent systems [71–74]. Methods centered around moment 
analysis and related FFTs are discussed in Section 2.2 to below.
2.2 Photon counting histogram (PCH) and higher-order analyses
2.2.1 PCH and FIDA analyses
Intensity (1st moment) and variance (2nd moment) information collected 
during FCS experiments can be used to determine protein size and N provided 
the concentrations of investigated molecules are constant or homogenous dur-
ing measurement (e.g. amount of receptor monomer and dimer). Importantly, 
biological systems are complex and the fluorescently labeled molecules/structures 
usually exist in multiple states whose concentrations are changing temporally. 
Furthermore, the molecule’s brightness contributes nonlinearly to the ACF and, 
therefore, molecular concentrations cannot be unambiguously determined without 
Technique 
name
Temporal resolution Spatial 
resolution
Parameters extracted
FCS/FCCS Nanosecond to 
microsecond
–b Mobility, concentration, interaction
PCH/moment –a –b Brightness, oligomerization





RICS/cc-RICS Microsecond to 
millisecond
0.8 μm Mobility, concentration, interaction 
maps
ICS/ICCS — 0.5 μm Concentration, oligomerization
N&B/cc-N&B — Diffraction 
limited
Mobility, concentration, interaction 
maps
SpIDA — <30 nmc Concentration, oligomerization
FIF — –d Abundance and stability of 
oligomers
aDepends on binning and detector characteristics.
bSpot measurement.
cAssuming sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
dDepends on size and shape of ROIs and SNR.
Table 1. 
Comparison of select fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopies.
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orders of magnitude using FCS (microsecond to millisecond) with the limitations 
at the upper limit being photobleaching for slowly moving particles/complexes 
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measure the diffusion and size of nucleic acids, lipids, individual proteins, and 
protein complexes in live cells. Recent examples of processes investigated with FCS/
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monomers) and the dark red curves represent larger species (e.g. oligomers).
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profiles, protein-lipid interactions, and receptor-ligand interactions [52–60]. FCCS 
can be used to quantify and distinguish different populations of receptors, protein 
complexes, protein-lipid interactions, and protein-DNA interactions [61–69]. FCS/
FCCS are spot measurements where the excitation laser is kept immobile leading 
to high temporal resolution but measurements in several locations are required if a 
larger area of the specimen is to be analyzed.
Importantly, for multicomponent systems — where there are two different dye 
labeled molecules or different states of the same species — the diffusion rates for 
the species must differ by ~1.6-fold or greater in order for FCS to resolve the mul-
tiple species [70]. For this reason and others listed below (see Section 2.2), a large 
body of additional FFTs have been developed based on photophysical properties of 
molecules. Techniques such as photon counting histogram (PCH) analysis and fluo-
rescence intensity distribution analysis (FIDA) exploit moments of the fluorescent 
signal (i.e. mean, variance, higher order) to determine molecular brightness (ε) 
and resolve multicomponent systems [71–74]. Methods centered around moment 
analysis and related FFTs are discussed in Section 2.2 to below.
2.2 Photon counting histogram (PCH) and higher-order analyses
2.2.1 PCH and FIDA analyses
Intensity (1st moment) and variance (2nd moment) information collected 
during FCS experiments can be used to determine protein size and N provided 
the concentrations of investigated molecules are constant or homogenous dur-
ing measurement (e.g. amount of receptor monomer and dimer). Importantly, 
biological systems are complex and the fluorescently labeled molecules/structures 
usually exist in multiple states whose concentrations are changing temporally. 
Furthermore, the molecule’s brightness contributes nonlinearly to the ACF and, 
therefore, molecular concentrations cannot be unambiguously determined without 
Technique 
name
Temporal resolution Spatial 
resolution
Parameters extracted
FCS/FCCS Nanosecond to 
microsecond
–b Mobility, concentration, interaction
PCH/moment –a –b Brightness, oligomerization





RICS/cc-RICS Microsecond to 
millisecond
0.8 μm Mobility, concentration, interaction 
maps
ICS/ICCS — 0.5 μm Concentration, oligomerization
N&B/cc-N&B — Diffraction 
limited
Mobility, concentration, interaction 
maps
SpIDA — <30 nmc Concentration, oligomerization
FIF — –d Abundance and stability of 
oligomers
aDepends on binning and detector characteristics.
bSpot measurement.
cAssuming sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
dDepends on size and shape of ROIs and SNR.
Table 1. 
Comparison of select fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopies.
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knowing the molecular brightness (ε) [70, 75]. Thus, it can be difficult to extract 
protein size and N accurately using FCS with complex systems [70, 75].
Both PCH and fluorescent intensity distribution (FIDA) analyses do not suffer 
from the same limitations as FCS. These analyses measure the ε and associated 
fluorescence intensity distributions to resolve species in multicomponent systems 
and are amenable to systems where the species have similar diffusion rates [71–74]. 
The two techniques are considered “mathematically equivalent” and only differ 
in their treatment of the microscope point spread function (for explanation see, 
[76]). To implement these techniques, photon counts per sampling time are plotted 
versus frequency and then fitted using theoretical models to determine N and ε, 
expressed as counts per second per molecule, of the different species. Importantly, 
the same fluorescent traces used to calculate ACF for FCS analysis can also be used 
to calculate histograms for PCH analysis. In fact, several commercial hardware/
software implementations provide FCS and PCH analysis simultaneously dur-
ing data acquisition (e.g. Zeiss, Picoquant). Both PCH and FIDA techniques are 
routinely used to measure protein oligomerization in cells and cellular organelles 
[67, 77–80]. Homodimers were detected for serotonin 5-hydroxytryptamine 
2C (5-HT2C) receptor using FCS and PCH analyses [81–83]. In one study, PCH 
analysis of freely diffusing class A GPCRs (5-HT2A, α1b-AR, β2-AR, M1, M2, and 
D1) were observed to be predominantly homodimers in the plasma membrane 
of HEK293 cells [82]. The stoichiometric binding of ligands to several GPCRs 
(chemokine, peptide, and small-molecule ligands) was detected using FIDA in a 
high-throughput assay and similar results were obtained compared to traditional 
radioligand binding experiments [84].
A mathematically equivalent approach to PCH/FIDA is moment analysis, based 
on Mandel’s Q-parameter, and provides the same information [85–87]. Moment 
analysis can be difficult in small cells, such as bacteria, because the cell volume 
can be easily bleached and the cell only partially overlaps with the microscope 
point spread function (PSF) that can negatively influence intensity fluctuations. 
These two problems can cause error in brightness calculations [88, 89]. A modified 
Q-parameter measurement called mean Q-value of segmented photon count data 
(MSQ ) combined with axial scans was developed to overcome these unique chal-
lenges faced in cells that are small [89].
2.2.2 Fluorescence cumulant analysis (FCA)
An approach similar to PCH is fluorescence cumulant analysis (FCA). This 
method employs cumulant functions in place of probability distribution functions 
and the same photon-counting data used for PCH can be analyzed by FCA [90]. 
Muller found that FCA gave identical ε and N values as PCH and both methods are 
limited to data sampling times shorter than the diffusion times of the molecules. 
In contrast to PCH, the FCA theory can be expanded through analytical expres-
sions (e.g. 2nd factorial cumulant) to overcome this limitation and be extended 
to arbitrary sampling times [90]. FCA is also suited for data containing random 
independent events because of the additive properties of cumulants that simplify 
the analysis.
2.2.3 Temporal extension of PCH, FIDA, and FCA
PCH, FIDA, and FCA provide a snapshot of N and ε of molecules but not 
dynamic, or temporal information. These techniques can be modified to extract 
temporal information through recording multiple counting intervals simultane-
ously. These time-binned versions of PCH, FIDA, and FCA are called photon 
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counting multiple histogram (PCMH), fluorescence intensity multiple distribution 
analysis (FIMDA), and time-integrated fluorescence cumulant analysis (TIFCA), 
respectively [91–95]. These techniques apply a global analysis, consideration of 
many dwell-times, to a set of photon count histograms, thus improving signal-to-
noise (S/N) ratio of the data and allowing resolution of fluorescent species by both 
time-dependent (e.g. translational diffusion) and time-independent (e.g. N and ε) 
parameters.
Recently, a modified version of PCH was developed called correlated PCH 
(cPCH) that is a generalization of dual-color PCH analysis and combines aspects of 
FCS, PCH and moment analysis [96, 97]. This inherently dual-channel technique 
can also be applied to single channel measurements and histograms from the same 
channel, or different channels are acquired and analyzed from different timepoints. 
The application of cPCH involves calculating photon counting histograms where 
the time bins occur at time-differences (τ) between the two detection channels. 
This allows the analysis of correlation and amplitude of the signal simultaneously. 
The cPCH method is described to be less computationally intensive and to provide a 
better approximation for the diffusion dependence of the molecular species com-
pared to PCMH, FIDA, and TIFCA. As proof of concept, Scales and Swain present 
simulated data for ligand binding to a receptor that has two-binding sites [96]. 
Scales and Swain lay the theoretical foundation for cPCH but only provide simula-
tions to provide proof of concept and it remains to be seen if the full potential of 
this technique is realized using real experimental data. In fluorescence intensity and 
lifetime distribution analysis, lifetime data of the fluorescent species can also be 
included to provide an additional parameter to resolve the investigated molecules 
[98]. Photon arrival time distributions can also be used to measure ε and correlation 
functions simultaneously for measuring macromolecular interactions through the 
analysis of two-dimensional photon pair histograms [99].
The development of these moment/cumulant techniques extended the sensitiv-
ity and resolution capabilities of measuring complex mixtures of fluorescent mac-
romolecules compared to FCS/FCCS. The subsequent extension of these techniques 
to a global analysis that incorporates temporal information allowed measurement 
of molecular dynamics. Dual-color versions of these techniques allow the observa-
tion of two different labeled fluorescent macromolecules [73, 97]. However, these 
spot techniques — at the time — were cumbersome for measurements involving 
multiple, or large region of interests (ROIs). This necessitated the development of 
scanning FFTs and multiplexing approaches to acquire spatial information across 
large regions of samples, such as entire cells or tissues (Section 2.3).
2.3 Scanning FFTs (single and multiplexing)
2.3.1 Scanning and multiplexing FCS
In the 1990s, Koppel et al. linearly scanned the laser across samples to mea-
sure, with high spatial resolution, the concentration dynamics of fluorescently-
labeled DNA [100]. This technique is called scanning mode FCS (sFCS) and 
allows the measurement of a larger area of the specimen without the hassle of 
multiple time-consuming single point measurements (for review see [46]). In 
sFCS, fluctuations are collected in adjacent volumes, at a fast rate, and in the 
same volume during different orbits, at a slower rate, thus spatial and temporal 
information are encoded in the data. This allows for correction of slow sample 
movements that can interfere with analysis in spot measurements like FCS. The 
increased spatial resolution achieved with sFCS is at the expense of decreased 
temporal resolution but for most measurements in live cells this is not a major 
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high-throughput assay and similar results were obtained compared to traditional 
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on Mandel’s Q-parameter, and provides the same information [85–87]. Moment 
analysis can be difficult in small cells, such as bacteria, because the cell volume 
can be easily bleached and the cell only partially overlaps with the microscope 
point spread function (PSF) that can negatively influence intensity fluctuations. 
These two problems can cause error in brightness calculations [88, 89]. A modified 
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(MSQ ) combined with axial scans was developed to overcome these unique chal-
lenges faced in cells that are small [89].
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method employs cumulant functions in place of probability distribution functions 
and the same photon-counting data used for PCH can be analyzed by FCA [90]. 
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temporal information through recording multiple counting intervals simultane-
ously. These time-binned versions of PCH, FIDA, and FCA are called photon 
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counting multiple histogram (PCMH), fluorescence intensity multiple distribution 
analysis (FIMDA), and time-integrated fluorescence cumulant analysis (TIFCA), 
respectively [91–95]. These techniques apply a global analysis, consideration of 
many dwell-times, to a set of photon count histograms, thus improving signal-to-
noise (S/N) ratio of the data and allowing resolution of fluorescent species by both 
time-dependent (e.g. translational diffusion) and time-independent (e.g. N and ε) 
parameters.
Recently, a modified version of PCH was developed called correlated PCH 
(cPCH) that is a generalization of dual-color PCH analysis and combines aspects of 
FCS, PCH and moment analysis [96, 97]. This inherently dual-channel technique 
can also be applied to single channel measurements and histograms from the same 
channel, or different channels are acquired and analyzed from different timepoints. 
The application of cPCH involves calculating photon counting histograms where 
the time bins occur at time-differences (τ) between the two detection channels. 
This allows the analysis of correlation and amplitude of the signal simultaneously. 
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better approximation for the diffusion dependence of the molecular species com-
pared to PCMH, FIDA, and TIFCA. As proof of concept, Scales and Swain present 
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Scales and Swain lay the theoretical foundation for cPCH but only provide simula-
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ity and resolution capabilities of measuring complex mixtures of fluorescent mac-
romolecules compared to FCS/FCCS. The subsequent extension of these techniques 
to a global analysis that incorporates temporal information allowed measurement 
of molecular dynamics. Dual-color versions of these techniques allow the observa-
tion of two different labeled fluorescent macromolecules [73, 97]. However, these 
spot techniques — at the time — were cumbersome for measurements involving 
multiple, or large region of interests (ROIs). This necessitated the development of 
scanning FFTs and multiplexing approaches to acquire spatial information across 
large regions of samples, such as entire cells or tissues (Section 2.3).
2.3 Scanning FFTs (single and multiplexing)
2.3.1 Scanning and multiplexing FCS
In the 1990s, Koppel et al. linearly scanned the laser across samples to mea-
sure, with high spatial resolution, the concentration dynamics of fluorescently-
labeled DNA [100]. This technique is called scanning mode FCS (sFCS) and 
allows the measurement of a larger area of the specimen without the hassle of 
multiple time-consuming single point measurements (for review see [46]). In 
sFCS, fluctuations are collected in adjacent volumes, at a fast rate, and in the 
same volume during different orbits, at a slower rate, thus spatial and temporal 
information are encoded in the data. This allows for correction of slow sample 
movements that can interfere with analysis in spot measurements like FCS. The 
increased spatial resolution achieved with sFCS is at the expense of decreased 
temporal resolution but for most measurements in live cells this is not a major 
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issue because molecules are diffusing at rates of 0.1 μm2/sec (membrane proteins) 
to 25 μm2/sec (soluble proteins) that is within the temporal resolution of sFCS 
(microsecond to millisecond) (Table 1). The sFCS approach provides better 
signal-to-noise ratio, greatly reduced chance of photobleaching, and better accu-
racy for measuring macromolecules with slow dynamics. Initial implementations 
of sFCS kept the laser stationary and moved the sample but recent setups move 
the laser beam instead and linear and raster-scanned patterns can be used, leading 
to different spatial and temporal resolutions [46].
One motivation for multiplexing FCS measurements was due to the need to have 
single molecule sensitivity and high-spatial resolution to measure a large number of 
samples in biochip microarray analysis, both during fabrication and implementa-
tion of the chip.
Multiplexing of a spot method such as FCS requires the acquisition of fluores-
cence fluctuations from multiple ROIs in parallel without sacrificing temporal reso-
lution (micro-to-nanoscale). Many strategies have been used to multiplex FCS for 
confocal microscopes and most techniques employ an array of detectors and custom 
optical elements to create multifocal excitation spots and detection [101–103].
Strategies used to create multifocal spots include, the use of a 2 × 2 fan-out 
diffractive optical element, parallel fiber optics, and spatial light modulators 
[101, 103–105]. These early attempts at multiplexing relied on single photon 
avalanche photodiodes (SPAD) and photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) due to their 
high sensitivity and response times (for review of detectors see [43]). However, 
only small numbers of excitation volumes (4–7) could be generated ranging from 
PMT, SPAD, and complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) detectors 
[101, 103, 105]. Many groups directed their efforts toward implementing electron 
multiplying charged coupled devices (EMCCDs) because the detectors have high 
quantum efficiencies, single molecule sensitives, and the flexible detection area 
with microsecond resolution [106]. A custom fabricated CMOS single photon 
detector has been shown to collect 64 channels, an 8-fold improvement on earlier 
studies [107]. A multiplexed setup measuring five ROIs measured the dynamics of 
the heat shock transcription factor in the nucleus of heat stressed mammalian cells 
[108]. Confocal volumes need to be sparsely separated (10 or more pixels) in order 
to avoid cross-talk between signals, limiting confocal multiplexing approaches. One 
way to circumvent this limitation is to use a spinning disk confocal microscope that 
can scan a large number (1000s) of widely spaced pinholes temporally across the 
sample [109]. In this approach, each pixel is only excited for a brief period of time, 
leading to reduced signal-to-noise ratios.
Both confocal and spinning disk multiplexing approaches suffer from issues 
with interference from out-of-focus light restricting these techniques to thin 
samples. Employing total internal reflection (TIR) microscopy, or single-plane illu-
mination microscopy (SPIM) can eliminate this problem and extend multiplexed 
FCS to thick biological samples [44]. Most SPIM-FCS microscopy have a larger 
volume compared to confocal because two medium-NA (0.8) objectives are needed 
to create the plane for illumination and detection [102, 110, 111]. This type of FCS 
imaging has been used to record ~1 million ACFs simultaneously at 25 frames per 
second using next generation scientific CMOS detectors [102]. These custom-built 
systems have mostly been used for detecting dyes and fluorescent beads in solution 
for proof-of-concept and only a handful of studies performed in cells and organisms 
have been reported to date [110]. SPIM-FCS and TIR-FCS have reduced bleaching 
and photodamage compared to other multiplexed FCS approaches because of the 
100 nm illumination plane for TIR and ~ 1.0-μm light beam width for SPIM-FCS. 
Recently, SPIM-FCS has also been extended to a two-color version to investigate 
molecular interactions [112]. Combining single spot FCS measurements with 
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automation to create a high-throughput workflow is an alternative to multiplexing 
and can be easier to implement with biological specimens [113, 114].
2.3.2 Raster image correlation spectroscopy (RICS)
Raster image correlation spectroscopy (RICS) is an imaging analog of FCS that 
extracts an averaged (2D) spatial ACF from a series of images acquired by a laser 
scanning confocal microscope [115–117]. The inherent time information encoded in 
the scanned image(s) can be used to measure molecular dynamics at microsecond, 
millisecond, and second timescales depending on if the correlation is calculated 
from pixels that are adjacent, in successive lines, or successive frames, respectively. 
The ACFs for immobile species have an isotropic Gaussian function, while species 
with diffusive behavior have a stretched Gaussian in the direction of the fast scan-
ning. Therefore, the ACF in RICS is a product of the correlations due to diffusion 
and scanning. This aspect of the analysis makes RICS better suited for measuring 
anisotropic behavior (diffusion rate varying in space and time) compared to tra-
ditional single spot FCS. Processes such as auxin transporter diffusion in plant cell 
plasma membrane, dynamics of adhesion complex protein paxillin, thyrotropin-
releasing hormone receptor diffusion under cholesterol depletion, and Ras nanoclus-
tering in plasma membrane have been studied using RICS [117, 117–120]. RICS was 
combined with 3D-orbital tracking and general polarization analysis to measure 
fast and slow fluctuations of labeled lysosomes and gain insight into lysosomal 
trafficking and metabolism [121].
A useful feature of RICS is the ability to create a high-resolution spatial diffusion 
map of the investigated macromolecule. The RICS technique can be implemented 
with cross-correlation (ccRICS) between two molecular species to investigate 
clustering of a kinase at the plasma membrane, degradation of exogenous DNA 
in cells, measure remodeling of adhesion complexes, and regulation of sub-apical 
trafficking of a phosphate cotransporter [122–129]. A modified version of RICS has 
been developed to minimize spectral cross-talk using statistical weighting of the 
signals [130].
The pixel size and dwell time must be compatible in order to implement RICS 
successfully [117, 124]. For example, scanning faster than the molecule’s diffusion 
rate makes the species appear to be immobile. In contrast, the particle will dif-
fuse away before being detected in subsequent pixels if scanning is performed at 
a rate slower than the characteristic diffusion of the molecule. Practically, pixel 
dwell times of 2–100 μsec and pixel sizes of 0.025–0.2 μm should be sufficient to 
measure the dynamics of a range of macromolecules. For example, a dwell time of 
25 μs and pixel size ≤0.05 μm can measure the diffusion of a 25 kDa cytoplasmic 
protein by the second or third pixel scanned [115, 124]. Longfils et al. observed a 
3–5-fold decrease in error on the diffusion constant by decreasing pixel size from 
100 to 50 nm and they also observed consistent high quality RICS data over a board 
concentration range from nM to μM [131]. Minimum ROI of 2 μm × 2 μm is recom-
mended by Brown et al. to prevent under-sampling. Overall, RICS is a powerful 
technique for measuring diffusion and complex dynamics across a range of times-
cales at the expense of a 2–3-fold lower resolution compared to FCS [124].
2.3.3 Image correlation spectroscopies
Image correlation spectroscopy (ICS), imaging cross-correlation spectroscopy 
(ICCS), spatiotemporal imaging correlation spectroscopy (STICS), and k-space 
imaging correlation spectroscopy (kICS) are additional methods that are imag-
ing versions of FCS (for review see [132, 133]). All of these methods rely on 
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[108]. Confocal volumes need to be sparsely separated (10 or more pixels) in order 
to avoid cross-talk between signals, limiting confocal multiplexing approaches. One 
way to circumvent this limitation is to use a spinning disk confocal microscope that 
can scan a large number (1000s) of widely spaced pinholes temporally across the 
sample [109]. In this approach, each pixel is only excited for a brief period of time, 
leading to reduced signal-to-noise ratios.
Both confocal and spinning disk multiplexing approaches suffer from issues 
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volume compared to confocal because two medium-NA (0.8) objectives are needed 
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systems have mostly been used for detecting dyes and fluorescent beads in solution 
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scanning confocal microscope [115–117]. The inherent time information encoded in 
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combined with 3D-orbital tracking and general polarization analysis to measure 
fast and slow fluctuations of labeled lysosomes and gain insight into lysosomal 
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map of the investigated macromolecule. The RICS technique can be implemented 
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clustering of a kinase at the plasma membrane, degradation of exogenous DNA 
in cells, measure remodeling of adhesion complexes, and regulation of sub-apical 
trafficking of a phosphate cotransporter [122–129]. A modified version of RICS has 
been developed to minimize spectral cross-talk using statistical weighting of the 
signals [130].
The pixel size and dwell time must be compatible in order to implement RICS 
successfully [117, 124]. For example, scanning faster than the molecule’s diffusion 
rate makes the species appear to be immobile. In contrast, the particle will dif-
fuse away before being detected in subsequent pixels if scanning is performed at 
a rate slower than the characteristic diffusion of the molecule. Practically, pixel 
dwell times of 2–100 μsec and pixel sizes of 0.025–0.2 μm should be sufficient to 
measure the dynamics of a range of macromolecules. For example, a dwell time of 
25 μs and pixel size ≤0.05 μm can measure the diffusion of a 25 kDa cytoplasmic 
protein by the second or third pixel scanned [115, 124]. Longfils et al. observed a 
3–5-fold decrease in error on the diffusion constant by decreasing pixel size from 
100 to 50 nm and they also observed consistent high quality RICS data over a board 
concentration range from nM to μM [131]. Minimum ROI of 2 μm × 2 μm is recom-
mended by Brown et al. to prevent under-sampling. Overall, RICS is a powerful 
technique for measuring diffusion and complex dynamics across a range of times-
cales at the expense of a 2–3-fold lower resolution compared to FCS [124].
2.3.3 Image correlation spectroscopies
Image correlation spectroscopy (ICS), imaging cross-correlation spectroscopy 
(ICCS), spatiotemporal imaging correlation spectroscopy (STICS), and k-space 
imaging correlation spectroscopy (kICS) are additional methods that are imag-
ing versions of FCS (for review see [132, 133]). All of these methods rely on 
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the acquisition of a time series of images from a confocal, two-photon, or TIR 
microscopy. The series of images amount to fluorescence intensity recorded as a 
function of time and space, i(x,y,t), and the generalized spatiotemporal function 
is defined as
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where the fluorescence fluctuation, ( )d ,, ,,i x y t , is defined as 
( ) ( ) ( )d = -,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ti x y t i x y t i x y t  [132]. This equation is for two different emission 
wavelength detection channels (a, b) and in the case of autocorrelation of one 
channel (a = b) the subscripts are dropped. The different ICS variants are just 
simplified versions of this equation for the specified limits. Importantly, all images 
acquired on the fluorescence microscope are a convolution of the emission of the 
fluorophore with the microscope’s PSF. This convolution causes spreading of the 
diffraction limited fluorophore signal over several pixels in the image and this 
signal is correlated over space and time. This is a powerful technique because large 
numbers of stochastic fluctuations can be reduced to a small number of physically 
important parameters due to spatiotemporal averaging. An overriding assumption 
of ICS and related techniques are that the biological system being investigated is 
stationary in space, or time. This condition is not necessarily met in living systems 
such as cells that can move in space and time and are heterogeneous. In addition, 
conventional applications of these spatial imaging techniques are insensitive to 
interactions and molecular movements below the diffraction limit of ~200 nm. In 
the original ICS, the correlation function is calculated for each pixel from the raw 
data (images) and fitted to an analytical model to extract parameters such as cluster 
density and degree of aggregation of the molecular species is determined [134]. The 
amplitude peak of the calculated correlation is proportional to the number of 
particles. Broadening of the correlation peak can be caused by movement of the 
investigated particle and this initially limited ICS to the study of large clusters on 
the cell surface [135].
Srivastava et al. were able to enhance the ICS technique by extending into the 
time domain with temporal imaging correlation spectroscopy (TICS) [136]. The 
correlation function is calculated within and between images but only a single cor-
relation function was calculated per image frame meaning there was no spatial, or 
vectoral information. Wiseman et al. combined ICS and TICS approaches to create 
spatiotemporal image correlation spectroscopy (STICS) [137, 138]. In this tech-
nique, there is dynamic and vectoral information encoded in the correlation peaks. 
In addition, sub-regions of samples could be quantified and velocity information 
determined. A two-color version of STICS was developed and given the name 
spatiotemporal image cross-correlation spectroscopy (STICCS) [139]. This tech-
nique was used to measure the cotransport of several integrin subtypes with paxillin 
and distinguish diffusion versus active transport [139]. A drawback to STICS and 
TICS is the potential photobleaching and dye photophysics (e.g. blinking) that can 
interfere with analysis [140].
A more recent variant of ICS is labeled k-space image correlation spectroscopy 
(kICS) and this technique utilizes 2D fast Fourier transformation to analyze the 
image data in the frequency domain (k-space ACF) [141]. Analyzing in k-space 
makes it easy to separate molecular dynamics from the artifactual photophysics of 
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the dye. An additional advantage of kICS is the dimensions of the PSF microscopy 
system are not needed for the analysis. In addition, complex mixtures of proteins 
undergoing directed transport and diffusion can be measured with kICS. The kICS 
technique has been used to study the transport dynamics of integrins and agonist 
induced clustering of CFTR in cholesterol microdomains [141, 142]. ICS and its 
modifications have been used with ~30–150 ms frame rates restricting these tech-
niques to the study of large and slow-moving cellular structures on the cell surface 
and some intracellular organelles.
2.3.4 Number and brightness (N&B) analysis
Number and brightness (N&B) analysis, also known as scanning N&B, is a 
scanning extension to PCH, FIDA, and moment analyses developed by Digman et 
al. [143]. In this technique, the mean intensity and variance (i.e., 1st and 2nd 
moments) are calculated from each pixel of a series of images. The apparent 
brightness (B) of the molecule at each pixel can be calculated as the ratio of the 
variance to the average intensity (s 2 / k ). The number of mobile molecules (N) 
can be calculated as the ratio of total intensity to B ( s2 2/k ) [143]. The parameter 
N is directly related to n particles. N&B analysis can be implemented using a 
confocal or widefield fluorescent microscope equipped with either point, or array 
detectors [143, 144]. It is important to correct for detector noise, background 
signal, and artifactual motion such as specimen drift or movement that can 
contribute to variance and lead to error [124, 145]. N&B analysis has been success-
fully implemented to measure oligomeric complexes in live cells such as remodel-
ing of adhesion complexes, activation of ErbB receptors, Ebola viral capsid 
assembly, DNA and protein aggregation or oligomerization [79, 143, 146–151]. The 
cross-correlation N&B (ccN&B) approach extends N&B to two-colors and has 
been used to measure stoichiometric binding of focal adhesion and integrin 
protein complexes [116, 127, 152, 153].
Similar to RICS, it is important to select the proper pixel dwell time in order to 
capture the fluctuations. For example, a pixel dwell time of 25 μs is reasonable for a 
protein diffusing at ∼20 μm2/s [143]. Autofluorescence, light scattering, and detec-
tor noise can all contribute to the signal variance, potentially contributing error to 
N&B analysis. Many times, these variances are independent and thus the “noise” 
is equal to the sum of the total variance [143]. Importantly, the variance due to the 
mobile molecules/species fluctuations will vary with the square of the brightness 
(σ2n = ε2n) resulting in a B value >1 and immobile species will have a B value of 1. A 
simple plot of variance as a function of intensity (increasing illumination) should 
lead to a quadratic relationship if the signal variance arises from the true molecular 
species and not “noise”. Therefore, subtraction of 1 from the B value will give a true 
molecular brightness.
A limitation of N&B analysis, in its original form, was the inability to detect 
mixtures of several species in the same pixel and only weighted average brightness 
could be obtained.
Hortiguela et al. developed a statistical resampling of raw fluctuation data to 
measure coexisting oligomer species in each pixel and this improved N&B method-
ology is called enhanced N&B analysis (eN&B) [154, 155]. One drawback to eN&B 
is analysis requires 200 frames and can take from seconds to minutes to complete 
one timepoint. Overall, N&B analysis can robustly identify spatially heterogenous 
clusters of macromolecules in an image and generate a spatiotemporal map of said 
clusters, but these are averaged values, unless eN&B is employed.
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the dye. An additional advantage of kICS is the dimensions of the PSF microscopy 
system are not needed for the analysis. In addition, complex mixtures of proteins 
undergoing directed transport and diffusion can be measured with kICS. The kICS 
technique has been used to study the transport dynamics of integrins and agonist 
induced clustering of CFTR in cholesterol microdomains [141, 142]. ICS and its 
modifications have been used with ~30–150 ms frame rates restricting these tech-
niques to the study of large and slow-moving cellular structures on the cell surface 
and some intracellular organelles.
2.3.4 Number and brightness (N&B) analysis
Number and brightness (N&B) analysis, also known as scanning N&B, is a 
scanning extension to PCH, FIDA, and moment analyses developed by Digman et 
al. [143]. In this technique, the mean intensity and variance (i.e., 1st and 2nd 
moments) are calculated from each pixel of a series of images. The apparent 
brightness (B) of the molecule at each pixel can be calculated as the ratio of the 
variance to the average intensity (s 2 / k ). The number of mobile molecules (N) 
can be calculated as the ratio of total intensity to B ( s2 2/k ) [143]. The parameter 
N is directly related to n particles. N&B analysis can be implemented using a 
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2.3.5  Spatial intensity distribution analysis (SpIDA) and fluorescence intensity 
fluctuation (FIF) spectroscopy
Spatial intensity distribution analysis (SpIDA) was inspired by PCH analysis 
and creates fluorescence intensity histograms that are subsequently analyzed using 
super-Poissonian distribution functions [36]. In SpIDA, the density and quantal 
brightness (QB) of the fluorescently-labeled protein are calculated and can be used 
to determine expression level and oligomerization state. A given protein’s QB can 
be compared to the QB of control proteins that are known to be monomer, or larger 
oligomers, therefore determining the oligomeric state of the protein of interest 
[36]. As a result, information regarding the densities of fluorescent molecules and 
their QB are obtained. While PCH is focused on the time domain, SpIDA is centered 
around the spatial domain of acquired images. The intensity histograms distributed 
from SpIDA analyses can elucidate the presence of dimers from monomers in a 
population based on intensity fluctuations, making this method of analysis benefi-
cial in comparison to previous techniques discussed above. Importantly, the SpIDA 
technique is compatible with conventional immunostaining methods used on fixed 
cells and tissues that is a distinct advantage over PCH and N&B analyses [156]. 
SpIDA analysis software is freely available from the De Koninck lab (https://ydklab.
org/tools). SpIDA analysis was employed to measure the QB and surface density of 
GPCR proteins in live and fixed cells. GPCRs or associated signaling proteins mea-
sured using the SpIDA approach include GABA(B) in spinal cord tissue, tyrosine 
kinase, secretin receptor, protein aggregation, and kinetics of fluorophore uptake in 
tissue culture cells [156–161].
Both N&B and eN&B fail to separate distinct oligomeric species based on bright-
ness distribution. SpIDA can resolve multiple oligomeric species but at the expense 
of reduced resolution [44, 154, 162]. One and two-dimensional fluorescence inten-
sity fluctuation (FIF) spectroscopy was developed to measure the effects of agonists 
and antagonists on the concentration, size, and stability of membrane receptor 
oligomers [162, 163]. Stoneman et al. were motivated to develop a rapid method 
that could accurately identify and measure mixtures of receptor oligomer sizes from 
individual pixels of images. Their technique requires the segmentation of a large ROI 
into hundreds of smaller ROIs (200–500 pixels) and thousands of concentration 
and brightness values are calculated from these ROIs. The brightness distributions 
calculated from the intensity fluctuations spread across the image pixels are used 
to generate spectrograms. The spectrograms, created for each segmented ROI, can 
then be used to measure the size and abundance of oligomeric species. The authors 
used FIF spectroscopy to probe the dynamic change in receptor oligomer size for the 
secretin (Class B GPCR) and epidermal growth factor receptors [162].
3. Advantages and disadvantages of FFTs
As mentioned above, clear advantages for FFTs include single molecule sensitiv-
ity, measurements at physiological concentrations, and high spatial, and temporal 
resolution. Protein complex stoichiometries and kinetics can also be measured with 
dual-color versions of FFTs. FFTs rely on fluorescence fluctuation measurements 
in space, time, or both to extract the molecular parameters. There are many factors 
that can affect the quality of the fluctuation data collected. Factors that can nega-
tively impact FFT analysis include fluctuations not from the molecule of interest 
(i.e. cell movement, stage drift), fluorophore photobleaching, immobile species, 
illumination geometry artifacts, undesired photophysics of fluorophore, and detec-
tor characteristics [45, 164, 165].
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The measurement time, or scan speed, must be appropriately matched with the 
macromolecule’s diffusion rate in order to acquire sufficient fluctuations for analy-
sis. It is also important to distinguish the molecule’s fluctuation from other factors 
that can contribute to the signal variance. Slow cell or organelle movement can 
add additional fluctuations that create artifacts during analysis [88, 89, 164]. For 
example, Hennen et al. observed that a nuclear localized EGFP protein exhibited a 
concentration dependent increase of brightness [164]. The cytosolic version did not 
exhibit this unexpected behavior. After further analysis, they concluded that the 
anomalous result was due to movement of the nuclear membrane and employing 
MSQ corrected the problem. MSQ analysis was also used to correct for incomplete 
PSF overlap and photobleaching for measurements in bacteria [89]. Undulations 
affecting FFT measurements have been observed for other membranes and several 
strategies, including lowering the measurement temperature (22°C or 30°C instead 
of 37°C), algorithmic filtering of data, multiple short measurements, and removal 
of distorted correlation curves were employed to improve the analysis [166–169]. 
These extra-fluctuation effects can be problematic especially when sample thick-
ness does not exceed the size of the observation volume. Finite sample thickness can 
lead to a bias in the brightness calculation but this can be corrected by performing 
an z-scan and using this data to better model the PSF shape when analyzing the FFT 
data [145, 170].
Photobleaching is more problematic for spot methods and less an issue for 
scanning FFTs and can lead to incorrect determination of molecular parameters. 
The two main approaches for correcting photobleaching are mathematical fitting 
of the experimental signal decay or moving average filters that do not rely on fitting 
[171]. Both mono- and bi-exponential functions have been applied to correct for the 
signal decay in FFT data with varying success [88, 168]. It can be difficult to correct 
using a fitting method because the decay rates can vary substantially from cell to 
cell [172]. Moving average filters, for imaging data, work by calculating the local 
average of each pixel in a time series (all images) and the average of the neighboring 
time-points (global) in the series. Next, the fluctuation at the local pixel is defined 
as the deviation from the local average and then the local pixel value is changed to 
the global average value plus the addition of the fluctuation value. The two meth-
ods for calculating the local average are called the box-car method, a.k.a. sliding 
window, and the exponential filtering method [143]. Filtering algorithms were 
applied to imaging FFT data to remove contributions from cellular movement or 
photobleaching and thus enhance the accuracy of the calculated molecular param-
eters [140, 143, 155, 173]. Lange et al. used a wavelet shrinking algorithm to reduce 
the false positive signal from 69% to 4% for the negative control in FCCS measure-
ments [174]. Recently, Nolan et al. introduced the Robin Hood algorithm as an 
improved filtering method for live cell images with limited photon budget (i.e. low 
intensity signals) [175]. In this algorithm, counts are subtracted from high intensity 
images and then added to low intensity images in the series. The overall counts are 
preserved in the image series in contrast to the box-car or exponential methods 
where the filtering process can lead to loss of information because of the numerical 
processing (natural to real number).
FFT analysis can be negatively influenced by dead-time and afterpulse effects. 
The dead-time and afterpulse effects are intrinsic characteristics of detectors and 
can cause underestimation and overestimation of molecular brightness, as well as 
other molecular parameters (e.g. rotational diffusion), respectively [176, 177]. The 
dead-time of a detector is the fixed time after photon registration (e.g. 50 nanosec-
onds for actively quenched APD) where another event cannot be detected. If the 
signal intensity being measured is too great, or the temporal period is too short then 
a certain number of photons will not be registered leading to underestimation of ε. 
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add additional fluctuations that create artifacts during analysis [88, 89, 164]. For 
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The two main approaches for correcting photobleaching are mathematical fitting 
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[171]. Both mono- and bi-exponential functions have been applied to correct for the 
signal decay in FFT data with varying success [88, 168]. It can be difficult to correct 
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where the filtering process can lead to loss of information because of the numerical 
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can cause underestimation and overestimation of molecular brightness, as well as 
other molecular parameters (e.g. rotational diffusion), respectively [176, 177]. The 
dead-time of a detector is the fixed time after photon registration (e.g. 50 nanosec-
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signal intensity being measured is too great, or the temporal period is too short then 
a certain number of photons will not be registered leading to underestimation of ε. 
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The afterpulse effect is when there are additional spurious events registered after 
the real photon detection event and this leads to overestimation. For example, an 
APD can generate a nano- to microsecond delay that leads to a ~1% probability of 
detecting spurious events [176]. These two effects need to be corrected especially 
at higher concentrations [95, 177]. Hillesheim et al. conducted PCH measurements 
on a fluorescent dye in solution and calculated N and ε with or without correction 
for dead-time and afterpulse effects [177]. They found relative error >10% when 
there was more than one molecule present in the observation volume if corrections 
were not employed. One practical method to remove afterpulsing effects from 
FCS measurements is to split the signal being measured between two detectors 
and then calculate the cross-correlation (signal to self). Correlating the signal to 
itself can remove the spurious events and compensate for the afterpulsing effect. 
Importantly, individual detectors of the same brand, type, and make require 
fundamentally different mathematical models to correct for these effects and thus 
universal models cannot be generated and each detector must be characterized indi-
vidually [178]. Fukushima et al. applied a two-detector approach to N&B analysis 
called TD-N&B to correct for detector artifacts when they measured the dynamics 
of glucocorticoid receptor dimerization [179].
The photophysics of the fluorescent dye, or protein can negatively influence 
the FFT analysis. For example, it is well known that a significant portion of cer-
tain fluorescent protein molecules do not properly mature and/or have long-lived 
triplet “dark” states (~10–70%) [180, 180–184]. These two processes can lead to 
a large number of molecules that do not fluorescence. In FCCS, if 100% of two 
labeled species are interacting then the CCF should be ideally 1.0, but in many 
experimental setups the value is ~0.5 which can lead to incorrect Kd determinations. 
Maturation problems, triplet state fraction, and photobleaching contribute to this 
discrepancy. The impact on FCCS analysis due to these effects can be corrected to 
provide label-independent Kd values [66, 180]. Correction factors can be employed 
to account for incomplete maturation of fluorescent proteins and this approach was 
used successfully to measure the oligomeric status of the homo-trimeric influenza 
A Hemagglutinin (HA) glycoprotein in live cells [183].
Overall, many of the disadvantages, or limitations of FFT measurements can 
be overcome with proper experimental design, and correction factors in the ana-
lytical models used to fit the data. It is important to thoroughly characterize your 
experimental setup, especially the detectors. Unfortunately, studying fast chemical 
processes necessitate the above-mentioned correction factors. Ideally, it is better to 
design experiments where the fluctuations being measured are not on the same time 
scale as the detector traits (i.e. dead-time, afterpulse) and that photobleaching, and 
other photophysical processes that have a negative impact, be minimized.
4. FFTs reveal new information on GPCR structure and function
Different GPCRs classes are known to vary in their oligomeric structure due 
to the varying propensity for dimerization and avidity of their interactions. 
Furthermore, agonist/antagonist ligands are known to alter GPCR quaternary 
structure. Generally speaking, the ability of GPCRs to associate with self, or other 
family members aligns with the receptor family. For example, class A GPCRs tend 
to transiently associate and multiple surfaces are required for the interaction [185]. 
In contrast, class C GPCRs form obligate dimers and higher-order oligomers [186]. 
While class B GPCRs appear to have an intermediate behavior to A and C recep-
tors [187]. The class A family represent the largest class of GPCRs and it is heavily 
debated whether these receptors can form dimers, or larger structures due to 
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transient interactions [188]. The significance and molecular basis for these receptor 
complexes are poorly understood.
Historically, these GPCR oligomeric changes were observed using biochemical 
approaches such as Co-IP, FRET, BiFC, and BN-PAGE experiments. Often, different 
experimental approaches have yielded opposite conclusions concerning the oligo-
meric state of the GPCR. In the past decade, FFTs have been employed to measure 
the dynamics of GPCRs in live cells and these methods are revealing new insights into 
GPCR structure/function and may shed light onto the disparate results (Table 2).
4.1 Muscarinic acetylcholine M2 receptor: monomer, dimer, or tetramer?
One prominent example of controversy in the field is the quaternary state of 
the muscarinic acetylcholine M2 receptor (M2R). The M2R was reported to be 
predominantly a monomer with capability to form dimers based on TIRF micros-
copy experiments in CHO cells, primary cardiac cells, and cardiac tissues [189]. 
In contrast, Herrick-Davis et al. reported M2R was predominantly a dimer based 
on FCS/PCH analysis in transfected cell lines [82], while FRET, single molecule 
photobleaching (smPB), and ligand binding assays yielded results consistent with 
Receptor name* Technique Species observed (in the absence or 
presence of ligand)
References
M1-muscarinic FCS/PCH Dimer [82]
M2-muscarinic FCS/PCH Dimer [82]
Serotonin (5-HT2A) FCS/PCH Dimer [82]
Adrenergic (α1b-AR) FCS/PCH Dimer [82]
Adrenergic (β2-AR) FCS/PCH Dimer [82]
D1-Dopamine FCS/PCH Dimer [82]
Serotonin (5-HT2C) FCS/PCH Dimer [81, 83]
GABAB1 & GABAB2 SpIDA Monomer/dimer [157]
Secretin SpIDA Monomer/dimer [160]
Secretin 2D-FIF Monomer/dimer/higher-order oligomers [162]
Neuropeptide Y FCS Clustering [168]
D3-Dopamine SpIDA Monomer/dimer/higher-order oligomers [193]
Serotonin (5-HT2C) SpIDA Monomer/dimer/higher-order oligomers [194]
M1-Muscarinic SpIDA Monomer/dimer/higher-order oligomers [197]
M3-Muscarinic SpIDA Monomer [197]
µ-opioid FCS/PCH/N&B Tetramers/oligomers [204]
δ-opioid FCS/PCH Tetramers/oligomers [204]
A1-Adenosine & 
A2a-Adenosine
FCS heterodimers [205, 206]**
B2-Bradykinin FCS/sFCS Small/large aggregates [207]
Complement (C5a) FCS Clusters [208]
*GFP or YFP-tagged.
**Fluorescent ligand used to label receptor.
Table 2. 
Summary of fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy studies on GPCRs.
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a tetrameric arrangement for M2R [190, 191]. What factors could account for these 
seemingly contradictory results?
Recent biochemical studies on three distinct class A GPCRs using proteolipo-
somes reported that environmental factors, including membrane curvature and 
receptor density, affect degree of homo-oligomerization [192]. A concentration 
dependent increase in the number and complexity of oligomeric species has been 
observed for both the 5-HT2C and dopamine D3 receptors (D3R) based on SpIDA 
analyses [193, 194]. In addition, the experimental temperature used can have a pro-
found impact on the GPCR being investigated. Nenasheva et al. observed a two-fold 
change in mobility for every 10°C change in temperature, suggesting alterations in 
protein-protein interactions or protein-lipid interactions or both [189].
Expression level differences between the smPB and FCS experiments for M2R 
seem unlikely given there were ~880,000 receptors per cell and ~52,000–620,000 
receptors per cell, respectively [82, 195]. These levels of expression are within an 
order of magnitude for M2R in rat cardiomyocytes that are estimated at 1.7 × 106 
copies per cell [196]. The discrepancies in the M2R results could be explained by 
photobleaching in the FCS/PCH measurements. It is well known that slow moving 
membrane proteins are prone to photobleaching during FCS measurements and 
photobleaching “shortens” the apparent diffusion time of the species [45, 79, 165]. 
Photobleaching can be difficult to detect because fluorescent molecules replen-
ish the bleached molecules leading to a steady intensity recording that does not 
decrease with time as expected. Stavesich et al. refer to this scenario as “cryptic” 
bleaching [165]. Therefore, it is possible that slower moving, and/or immobile 
tetrameric species were not “visible” in the FCS experiments but were in the FRET 
and single-particle experiments. The authors acknowledge that less mobile GPCR 
clusters in membrane microdomains would not be detectable in their FCS/PCH 
analysis [82].
4.2 SpIDA analyses of GPCR organization and dynamics
Many FFT studies performed to date have utilized the SpIDA technique to mea-
sure mEGFP-tagged GPCR proteins [36, 160, 188, 193, 194]. The original studies 
that employed SpIDA measured the organization of GABAB1 and GABAB2 receptors 
alone and in combination through antibody staining in rat spinal cords [157]. Godin 
et al. demonstrated through single- and double-labeling of B1 and B2 receptors 
that SpIDA returned the expected oligomerization state of monomer (single label) 
and dimer (double label). The authors also measured the dynamics of EGFR-GFP 
in absence and presence of 20 nM EGF [157]. Short-term incubation with EGF 
increased the amount of dimeric EGFR-GFP without any change in total protein 
on the surface suggesting that changes in monomer levels were not due to receptor 
internalization. These measurements were performed on a range of expression 
levels from 100,000 to 600,000 receptors/cell (32–220 EGFR per μm2) suggesting 
the oligomeric changes seen are not concentration dependent.
Milligan et al. measured 5-HT2C in the absence and presence of several distinct 
chemical ligands. They observed mostly monomeric 5-HT2C at low expression 
levels and a concentration dependent increase to larger oligomeric sizes. Several 
antagonists, including SB221284, disrupted the larger oligomeric species into mono-
mers and this was a time-dependent effect that was reversible by washing out the 
chemical [194]. Similar observations were seen for D3R where increased receptor 
expression in the plasma membrane shifted the receptor organization to dimer and 
higher-order oligomers [193]. Interestingly, several antagonists, including spiper-
one and haloperidol, promoted monomerization of the D3R while others, such as 
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eticlopride, nemonapide, and clozapine, had no effect. Importantly, Marsango et al. 
created a mutated version of D3R (Asp110Ala) that reduced its affinity for spiperone 
and this mutant receptor had less conversion to monomer species in the presence of 
ligand. This result suggests that the ligand affects the receptor-receptor interactions 
and not the lipid membrane, or another associated protein. Molecular dynamic 
simulations suggested that that spiperone binding increased the distance between 
transmembrane IV-V and haloperidol binding increased the distance between 
transmembrane I-II, which could disrupt interactions [193].
Measurements of the muscarinic M1 receptor using SpIDA revealed mostly 
monomer organization in the basal state with some dimers/larger species (75:25 
ratio) and addition of the antagonist pirenzepine caused a large shift to larger 
species (73.5%) [197]. Importantly, sustained treatment with pirenzepine also 
caused increase receptor expression from ~50 to ~120 receptor copies per μm2. 
Unfortunately, the authors were not able to determine if the shift to larger species 
upon antagonist incubation was due to binding, or increased expression. Similar 
to D3R, other antagonists had no effect on receptor association, such as the non-
selective agents’ atropine and N-methylscopolamine [197]. Disruption of the actin 
cytoskeleton with cytochalasin D enhanced M1 receptor oligomerization and this 
is not surprising given, cytochalasin D is known to redistribute caveolar/lipid 
raft-resident proteins, including GPCRs (β1-adrenergic receptors (β1-AR, β2-AR)), 
and increase cAMP levels [198]. The enhanced M1 receptor oligomerization was 
most likely caused by altered interactions of the GPCR with adenylate cyclase and 
Gαs due to disruption of lipid rafts/caveolae [198]. In contrast, the M3 receptor 
quaternary organization was not affected upon incubation with either pirenzepine 
or telenzepine antagonists [197]. Interestingly, the M3 receptor was measured as 
mostly monomers (~80%) based on SpiDA analysis but FRET analysis suggested 
the receptor existed as a mixture of dimers and tetramers [197, 199]. It is important 
to note that for the FRET study M3 receptor-Citrine and M3-receptor-Y149C/A239-
Cerulean were co-expressed and used for measurements. The Y149C/A239 mutation 
alters receptor ligand selectivity to allow activation by a synthetic chemical instead 
of acetylcholine [200]. The FRET study does not appear to have used monomeric 
versions of Citrine and Cerulean unlike the SpIDA study (mEGFP) and this could 
have led to oligomerization artifacts [201].
Most FFT studies on GPCRs have focused on class A receptors but two recent 
studies were performed on the peptide hormone secretin receptor (class B). Ward 
et al. observed a mixed population of monomers (33.8%) and dimers (59.2%) with 
only a small portion of receptors forming higher-order oligomers (7.1%) based on 
SpIDA analysis [160]. Addition of sodium butyrate, known to increase expression 
of GPCRs from viral promoters, led to increased expression and formation of 
higher-order oligomers (22% versus 7.1%) [160, 202]. Mutation of residues Gly243 
and lle247 to Ala in the lipid-facing side of transmembrane IV disrupted secretin 
receptor oligomerization, reduced cAMP production but did not change ligand 
binding affinity to the receptor [203]. SpIDA analysis indicated this mutant recep-
tor was 90% monomeric and there was no change in receptor association upon 
sodium butyrate addition. Interestingly, cholera toxin inhibition of Gαs expression 
in cells did not affect secretin oligomerization, suggesting receptor protein-protein 
interactions mediate dimer formation [160]. Short-term incubation of the mutant 
secretin receptor with secretin caused an increase in dimeric population but the 
wildtype receptor organization remained unchanged. It is known that the receptor 
can be internalized as a monomer, and the authors hypothesize that the increase in 
dimer formation could be due to clathrin-mediated clustering instead of genuine 
receptor-receptor interaction, but this remains to be determined.
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and lle247 to Ala in the lipid-facing side of transmembrane IV disrupted secretin 
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binding affinity to the receptor [203]. SpIDA analysis indicated this mutant recep-
tor was 90% monomeric and there was no change in receptor association upon 
sodium butyrate addition. Interestingly, cholera toxin inhibition of Gαs expression 
in cells did not affect secretin oligomerization, suggesting receptor protein-protein 
interactions mediate dimer formation [160]. Short-term incubation of the mutant 
secretin receptor with secretin caused an increase in dimeric population but the 
wildtype receptor organization remained unchanged. It is known that the receptor 
can be internalized as a monomer, and the authors hypothesize that the increase in 
dimer formation could be due to clathrin-mediated clustering instead of genuine 
receptor-receptor interaction, but this remains to be determined.
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4.3 FCS, PCH, and N&B analyses of GPCR organization and dynamics
In addition to SpIDA studies, FCS, PCH and N&B analyses have been used 
to probe the dynamic assembly/disassembly of GPCRs [81–83, 168, 204–208]. 
Golebiewska et al. measured the oligomeric assembly of opioid receptor (OR) 
complexes in Neuro-2a cells [204]. They observed eYFP-μOR diffused in the plasma 
membrane at a rate of 7.3 × 10−9 cm2/sec suggesting the receptor is organized as 
dimers and tetramers based on FCS measurements. This diffusion rate was not 
affected upon incubation with 1 μM morphine ligand for 24 hours. However, 
co-expression of eYFP-μOR or eGFP-μOR with unlabeled μOR led to a decrease in 
the diffusion rate suggesting the formation of higher order oligomers. Moreover, 
incubation with a range of morphine concentrations over 24 hours significantly 
increased diffusion in a dose-dependent manner and this effect was reversible upon 
co-incubation with the antagonist naloxone. These results suggested that morphine 
disrupted the OR complexes into smaller species. In contrast to the FCS results, the 
eGFP-μOR molecular brightness increased (dimers to tetramers) in the presence of 
morphine based on N&B analysis. Furthermore, co-expression of eGFP-μOR with 
unlabeled μOR had a molecular brightness the same as eGFP-μOR alone but with a 
greatly reduced diffusion rate. The simplest model to explain this result was if two 
eGFP-μOR are in complex with two μOR forming a mixed tetramer of labeled and 
unlabeled receptors. Importantly, the brightness values for these complexes was 
broad which could mean there was anywhere from one to three eGFP-μOR. Their 
FFT measurements coincided with the results they obtained from FRET.
Pharmacological modulation of adenosine receptor function can be used to treat 
heart arrhythmias, asthma, stroke, and renal failure [209]. Adenosine A1 and A2a 
heterodimers displayed a faster diffusion rate in the plasma membrane of CHO 
cells compared to homodimers (5.6 × 10−9 versus 4.0 × 10−9 cm2/sec) based on FCS 
experiments [205]. Briddon et al. used a fluorescently labeled A1 agonist to quantify 
binding to the adenosine A1 receptor in single cells [206]. They identified at least 
two populations of receptors with varying diffusion times (tens to hundreds of 
millisecond) upon incubation with the agonist [206, 210]. Furthermore, there was 
a reduction in the amount of receptor complexes in the presence of an antagonist 
suggesting disruption of oligomer formation.
Bradykinin receptors (subtype B1 and B2) are GPCRs that mediate vascular 
contribution to inflammation and edema [211]. Single point and scanning FCS were 
used to measure the mobility of bradykinin subtype B2 receptor-GFP (B2R-GFP) 
expressed in HEK293 cells [207]. The B2R-GFP diffusion rate was measured to be 
3.5 × 10−9 cm2/sec in the plasma membrane by single point FCS and a similar rate 
was observed whether one- or two-photon microscopy was employed. Scanning 
FCS identified three populations of receptor with a large portion (~72%) of recep-
tors located in slow-moving aggregates. The FCS results combined with binding 
studies and FRET suggested that B2R complexes are dynamic and that pre-formed 
receptor-G protein complexes initiate rapid signaling through a limited number of 
molecules.
BiFC was combined with FCS analysis to identify and measure complex dynam-
ics between the neuropeptide Y (NPY) receptor and β-arrestin [168]. The NPY 
receptors play critical roles in food intake, bone metabolism, and cardiovascular 
regulation [212]. Y1 and Y2 receptors were measured to have similar diffusion rates 
~2.0 × 10−9 cm2/sec and treatment with NPY to cause internalization decreased the 
diffusion rate of Y1-GFP receptor but not Y2-GFP receptor. Mutations in β-arrestin 
that prevented recruitment and internalization blocked the agonist induced diffu-
sion changes observed for Y1-receptor. NPY treatment of Y1-receptor also caused 
an increase in brightness (~1.5 fold) based on PCH measurements suggesting 
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receptor clustering. Overall, Kilpatrick et al. interpreted their results to mean they 
were observing early events in arrestin dependent clustering and endocytosis of 
Y1-receptor. An important observation in this study was in relation to one of their 
control proteins used for PCH analysis. The authors used a membrane anchored 
GAP-GFP and were surprised to find the brightness of it was the same as Y1-GFP 
which they measured as a dimer based on FRET. They noted that the concentration 
level for GAP-GFP in the plasma membrane was 0.05 mM based on FCS. This con-
centration is very close to the Kd (0.1 mM) measured for GFP in vitro [213]. Their 
conclusion was that their membrane embedded monomeric control was probably 
clustering as a dimer possibly due to lipid microdomains.
4.4 Experimental caveats of FFT measurements on GPCRs
Most FFTs are ensemble measurements that report an average of the population 
compared to single particle experiments that focus on a single molecule and this 
should be kept in mind when trying to compare FFTs to single particle tracking 
experiments. It is very important to confirm that monomeric and dimeric controls 
for FFT measurements are appropriate for the analysis. Controls used in the above 
discussed studies included roundabout receptor 1 (dimeric axonal guidance recep-
tor), EGFR (dimeric), CD-86 (monomeric), CD-28 (dimeric), GABA heterodimer, 
palmitoylated-mEGFP (PM1) and palmitoylated-myristoylated-mEGFP-mEGFP 
(PM2) [82, 160, 162, 214]. For fixed cells/tissues, samples stained with secondary 
antibody only or background staining outside cells (primary and secondary) were 
assumed to have a nonspecific and monomeric distribution for the fluorescence 
signal [157]. Confirmation using a complimentary biochemical (e.g. blue native 
gel, column chromatography) approach to confirm oligomeric status of the control 
would be helpful. In addition, maintaining reasonable expression levels (lower than 
Kd, if known) to prevent non-specific interaction of control proteins is critical for 
proper calibration and determination of number of receptor subunits.
Many FFT studies chose to measure the receptor at lower temperatures 
(22–23°C) to minimize cellular movements and this should be kept in mind when 
interpreting dynamics that are not at a physiologically relevant temperature. 
SpIDA measurements for 5-HT2C, D3R, M1 receptor, M3 receptor and secretin 
receptor were performed on the basolateral/ventral surface of cells [83, 193, 194, 
197]. Receptor organization appears to vary depending on the membrane region 
measured. For example, 5-HT2C receptor measured at the apical surface of choroid 
plexus epithelial tissue (32 receptors/μm2) and dorsal surface of HEK293 cells are 
dimeric (~30 receptors/μm2) but at the basolateral/ventral surface is mostly mono-
meric (50 receptors/μm2) when measured at similar receptor densities [83, 194].
What factors besides technical shortcomings/artifacts could account for the 
observed differences in the oligomeric structure of 5-HT2C receptor? Oligomeric 
differences could be due to organizational differences in cytoskeletal and associated 
membrane proteins and/or differences in membrane tension [215, 216]. Clathrin 
forms membrane invaginations (pits) during endocytosis but can also form flat 
lattice sheets (FLCs) and the amount of lattice sheets can vary up to two-fold 
higher on the ventral versus dorsal membrane for HeLa and HEK293 cells [215]. 
Quantitative super-resolution imaging suggests that FLCs can functionally com-
partmentalize the plasma membrane to regulate signaling and FLCs can recruit or 
exclude the GCPR chemokine receptor 5 (CCR5). The interactions between CCR5 
and FLCs can be long-lived (minutes up to an hour) upon agonist stimulation 
independent of endocytosis [215]. Furthermore, lipid composition, curvature and 
membrane tension can affect GPCR oligomerization partly driven by receptor-
membrane hydrophobic matching [217, 218]. Importantly, membrane tension is 
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~4 times greater in regions that are connected to the cytoskeleton versus those that 
are not and affects clathrin assembly [219, 220]. The proportional contributions 
of these various processes could vary in the different membrane domains (dorsal 
versus ventral) of the cell leading to alteration in GPCR oligomerization.
Recently, there is a debate over the size and location of ROI to be taken for 
certain image FFTs such as SpIDA and 2D-FIF [163, 221, 222]. This debate stems 
from what one considers to be a biologically-relevant length scale. Annibale and 
Lohse suggested the implementation of an additional step in 2D-FIF protocol that 
includes case-by-case selection of homogenous regions of the membrane in order to 
exclude fluorescence “hotspots” [221]. It is not surprising to observe heterogeneities 
of image data as one “zooms” in given the compartmentalization of the plasma 
membrane due to cortical actin and clathrin structures [215, 223]. Their reason-
ing for this modification is that hotspots occur due to sub-cellular structures and/
or artifacts unrelated to receptor oligomerization, adding to the heterogeneity of 
data, thus confounding the analysis. Stoneman et al. responded to Annibale and 
Lohse’s concerns by pointing out that the brightness heterogeneity (~1.5) observed 
in their ROI sampling falls within the distribution of their monomeric control. This 
result implies two symmetrical data points exist 1.5 above and below the center of 
the Gaussian peak for the distribution that would represent 0.5 monomer [163]. 
Clearly, 0.5 of a monomer is not possible and this variation can be partly explained 
by micro-environment of fluorophore, fluorophore orientation with respect to 
polarization of excitation light and three dimensional folds of membrane [163]. 
Stoneman et al. do acknowledge that brightness fluctuations of 2-fold or greater are 
needed for the brightness spectrums to identify larger oligomeric species. They also 
emphasize that 2D-FIF inherently employs a rigorous low-pass filter during genera-
tion of spectrogram to remove the contribution from “hotpsots” and this is less sub-
jective then manual selection. The Annibale’s brightness values (supplemental Table 
1, [163]) using Stoneman’s data do not agree with Stoneman’s original published 
work and current re-analyses [162, 163, 221]. Stoneman suggests that this could be 
due to a flaw in their analysis procedure (i.e. correction for detector variance and 
intensity background). There is also disagreement concerning whether SpIDA and 
2D-FIF fail to discriminate large oligomers from large immobile background spots. 
Finally, both Stoneman and Annibale agree that combining spatial and temporal 
information (e.g. N&B approach with FIF) would be a robust approach. Overall, 
FFTs are powerful tools to measure dynamic changes in GPCRs organization in 
their native membrane environment provided the microscopic system is thoroughly 
characterized, appropriate controls are employed, sufficient number/size of ROI is 
measured and careful analysis performed.
5. Conclusions
GPCRs are dynamic receptors that can form transient homo- and hetero-
oligomers, and alteration in receptor quaternary states can impact signaling ability. 
Recent FFT experiments have shed new light on the affect agonists, antagonists, 
and ligands have on the oligomeric status of several class A and one class B recep-
tor. These fluorescence fluctuation analyses provide complimentary information 
to the more traditional biochemical, FRET, and radioligand studies performed on 
GPCRs. The power of these analyses is the ability to measure receptor dynamics 
at microsecond time scales on a few molecules with micrometer spatial resolu-
tion. Unfortunately, there is still controversy and disagreement on the oligomeric 
status of many GPCRs when comparing previous results to the more recent SpIDA, 
FCS, PCH, and N&B data. Some of the discrepancies could be contributed to 
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measurement location in cell membrane, or experimental conditions (e.g. different 
temperature, photobleaching). Other likely contributors to these differences are 
the limitations of measuring ensembles of molecules versus single particle tracking 
and the spatial/temporal scales of the different techniques. Researchers are begin-
ning to combine multiple techniques such as FFTs with super-resolution or other 
biochemical approaches (BiFC-FCS) to compensate for individual shortcomings. 
Application of these combined approaches to study GPCR dynamics not just in the 
plasma membrane but other internal organelles in cells and live animal tissues will 
hopefully help to resolve conflicting experimental results.
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Abstract
Breast cancer is by far the most common cancer among women. The heteroge-
neous nature of the onset of this disease has already been proven and a search is 
underway for possible epigenetic mechanisms that affect the course of treatment. 
The indirect immunofluorescence method was used to study the fluorescence 
intensity of histones HP1γ, H3K9me3, H3K27me3, and histone deacetylases SIRT1 
and SIRT6 in dermal fibroblasts of patients with breast cancer and patients at risk 
of developing cancer. The results of the study showed a significant difference in 
the level of fluorescence intensity of histones H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 in the cells 
of patients with breast cancer from the values in the cells of healthy donors. Also, 
the results of the study suggest that the heterochromatin protein HP1γ is a possible 
marker of the heterogeneity of breast cancer.
Keywords: breast cancer, immunofluorescence, HP1γ, H3K9me3, H3K27me3, SIRT1, 
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1. Introduction
Despite significant advances in cancer research, breast cancer remains a serious 
problem and, according to WHO, is the most common cancer worldwide affecting 
women. It accounts for 16% of all oncological diseases in women with incidence 
rates of 99.4 per 100,000 women aged 13–90 years. According to forecasts in the 
coming years, its frequency and mortality will increase significantly.
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Modern medicine shows that progress in the fight against breast cancer over the 
past decade is slow. This is not surprising given the important limitations of cur-
rently available targeted treatments. The reasons for the high internal and acquired 
resistance to available target drugs include their temporary antitumor activity and 
the lack of consideration for origins of heterogeneity of tumors. Understanding this 
extremely complex heterogeneity is crucial in the “war” against breast cancer and 
metastasis.
Oncogene activation in mammalian cells leads to proliferative stress and the 
induction of aging, which limits tumor growth. Thus, aging is the physiological 
mechanism of tumor suppression, which prevents progression from benign tumor 
foci to malignant tumors. Induction of aging by oncogene activation is called 
oncogene-induced senescence, OIS. Oncogene inactivation, on the other hand, can 
also cause aging. MYC inactivation causes cell aging, and regression in various tumor 
samples, such as lymphoma, osteosarcoma, and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [1].
Recently, researchers have been interested in breast cancer in young women. 
Current evidence suggests that in women under the age of 45, breast cancer is 
undoubtedly the main cause of cancer mortality. This type of cancer is most likely 
very heterogeneous and has potentially aggressive and complex biological features. 
However, management strategies, recommendations, and options are not based 
on age, and the “complex” biology of this type of cancer remains uncertain and 
unexplored [2].
Recent studies suggest a significant association between biological aging and 
objective cognitive performance in breast cancer survivors. Future prospective 
studies are needed to confirm the causative role of biological aging as a driver of 
cognitive decline after cancer treatment [3].
To study the processes of activation of cell aging in tumor cells, it is important to 
understand the effect of chromatin structure on cell proliferation, aging of cells and 
tissues, and the treatment of cancer. The foci of heterochromatin associated with 
aging (SAHF) are specialized domains of facultative heterochromatin that form in 
aging human cells. Although SAHFs are highly densified domains of heterochro-
matin, they largely exclude other chromatin domains in telomeres and pericentro-
meres, which are themselves believed to be heterochromatic.
HP1 proteins are important components of a dynamic nuclear response that 
detects and eliminates defects in the epigenetic information encoded in chroma-
tin through histone modifications and DNA methylation. Defects in this “chro-
matin repair” response in transformed cells can contribute to the preferential 
killing of cancer cells using cancer epigenetic therapy, which is still under clinical 
development [4].
In breast cancer, the level of the H3K27me3 protein rises to maintain the LOX 
gene in a repressed state [5]. The global level of H3K9me3 protein, on the contrary, 
decreases during transformation, and its distribution over chromatin is repro-
grammed. Perhaps, this is due to the mechanism of the occurrence of breast cancer 
by regulating gene expression and chromatin stability during cell transformation 
[6]. Epigenetic modifications of the H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 histones may be 
useful as diagnostic/prognostic biomarkers and/or therapeutic targets for breast 
cancer, since DNA and histone modifications are involved in the activation of PD-1, 
CTLA-4, TIM-3, and LAG-3 in tissue of breast tumors [7, 8].
The intratumoral heterogeneity due to the presence of cancer stem cells 
(cancer stem cell [CSC]) is the main cause of drug resistance and distant 
metastases of breast cancer. Histone deacetylase SIRT1 outlines a central role 
in the regulation of CSC and the SIRT1 pathway can be a promising therapeutic 
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strategy [9, 10]. Overexpression of SIRT1 significantly stimulates breast can-
cer growth both in vitro and in vivo, while SIRT1 knockdown inhibits cancer 
phenotypes [11]. Also, histone deacetylase SIRT6 may be a therapeutic marker. 
Sirtuin 6 (SIRT6) is associated with longevity and is also a tumor suppressor. 
The survival of patients with breast cancer was positively correlated with the 
abundance of SIRT6 and inversely correlated with phosphorylation of SIRT6 at 
Ser (338) [12]. SIRT1 and SIRT6 play a role in fine-tuning the acetylation of the 
antitumor suppressor FOXO3 (Forkhead Box O3) and sensitivity to lapatinib. 
The results of immunohistochemistry for different subtypes of breast cancer 
showed that the high levels of SIRT6/1 are associated with constant high expres-
sion of FOXO3, which in turn is associated with deregulation/inactivation of 
FOXO3 and a poor prognosis of the course of the disease [13].
2. Material and methods
2.1 Study group selection
We studied three groups:
1. Patients with breast cancer: two patients 30 (BC30SP1) and 55 (BC55SP1) 
years old.
2. Breast cancer risk group: a 30-year-old person with 5382insC mutation in the 
BRCA1 gene (BRCA1SP) and two mothers of patients with ataxia-telangiecta-
sia—47 (AT8SP) and 45 (AT9SP) years old. Heterozygous carriers of mutations 
in the ATM gene are at risk of tumors, including breast cancer [14].
3. Healthy donors: two donors without breast cancer or a history of oncological 
diseases of 30 (N9SP) and 55 (FK19) years old.
2.2 Cell line production
Cell lines of dermal fibroblasts were obtained by the migration method from 
post-operative material. Lines of dermal fibroblasts BRCA1SP, BC30SP1, and 
BC55SP1 were obtained from a skin biopsy, which was performed under local 
anesthesia. Skin biopsies were placed in Petri dishes, filled with complete MEM 
growth medium (Gibco, USA) containing 15% bovine fetal serum (Gibco, USA), 
100 IU/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Gibco, USA), 25 μg/ml fungicon, 
0.3 mg/ml L-glutamine, and cultured in a CO2 incubator at +37°C in an atmo-
sphere with 5% CO2 until a subconfluent monolayer was obtained. Next, the cells 
were rinsed with a solution of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), removed from 
Petri dishes using 0.25% Trypsin-Versene solution (Gibco, USA) and scattered on 
coverslips (Carl Zeiss, Germany).
2.3 Immunocytochemical analysis
By indirect immunofluorescence method, the cell lines were stained with anti-
bodies to chromatin proteins HP1γ, H3K9me3, H3K27me3, and histone deacetylases 
SIRT1 and SIRT6.
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The results of immunohistochemistry for different subtypes of breast cancer 
showed that the high levels of SIRT6/1 are associated with constant high expres-
sion of FOXO3, which in turn is associated with deregulation/inactivation of 
FOXO3 and a poor prognosis of the course of the disease [13].
2. Material and methods
2.1 Study group selection
We studied three groups:
1. Patients with breast cancer: two patients 30 (BC30SP1) and 55 (BC55SP1) 
years old.
2. Breast cancer risk group: a 30-year-old person with 5382insC mutation in the 
BRCA1 gene (BRCA1SP) and two mothers of patients with ataxia-telangiecta-
sia—47 (AT8SP) and 45 (AT9SP) years old. Heterozygous carriers of mutations 
in the ATM gene are at risk of tumors, including breast cancer [14].
3. Healthy donors: two donors without breast cancer or a history of oncological 
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2.2 Cell line production
Cell lines of dermal fibroblasts were obtained by the migration method from 
post-operative material. Lines of dermal fibroblasts BRCA1SP, BC30SP1, and 
BC55SP1 were obtained from a skin biopsy, which was performed under local 
anesthesia. Skin biopsies were placed in Petri dishes, filled with complete MEM 
growth medium (Gibco, USA) containing 15% bovine fetal serum (Gibco, USA), 
100 IU/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Gibco, USA), 25 μg/ml fungicon, 
0.3 mg/ml L-glutamine, and cultured in a CO2 incubator at +37°C in an atmo-
sphere with 5% CO2 until a subconfluent monolayer was obtained. Next, the cells 
were rinsed with a solution of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), removed from 
Petri dishes using 0.25% Trypsin-Versene solution (Gibco, USA) and scattered on 
coverslips (Carl Zeiss, Germany).
2.3 Immunocytochemical analysis
By indirect immunofluorescence method, the cell lines were stained with anti-
bodies to chromatin proteins HP1γ, H3K9me3, H3K27me3, and histone deacetylases 
SIRT1 and SIRT6.
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According to the standard protocol and usage annotations of antibodies, the 
cells were fixed on ice with a 4% formaldehyde solution for 10 minutes at +40°С 
followed by fixation with ice-cold 70% ethanol solution in PBS (15 min at room 
temperature), washed with a solution of PBS, permeabilized with a 1.5% X-100 
triton solution in PBS (15 min at room temperature), washed with a PBS solution 3 
times for 5 minutes, and incubated in a blocking solution of 5% BSA in PBS (1 h at 
room temperature), followed by washing with PBS. As the first antibodies, mouse 
IgG to H3K9me3, H3K27me3, and SIRT1 (Cell Signaling, UK) and rabbit IgG to the 
HP1γ protein (Abcam, UK), H3K27me3, SIRT6, and SIRT7 (Cell Signaling, UK) 
were used. Goat antibodies against mouse or rabbit IgG conjugated with Alexa 
Fluor 488 and 546 (Invitrogen, USA) at a 1: 500 dilution were used as the second 
antibodies. To prevent the rapid burnout of immunofluorescence dyes, the prepara-
tions were enclosed in antifading using SlowFade Gold Antifade reagent with DAPI 
(Invitrogen, USA).
2.4 Microscopy
Images from stained preparations were obtained using an AXIOVERT200-
DFC420 fluorescent inverted microscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany) equipped with 
a Leica DFC 420 camera and an E×40/0.75 lens. In each line, using the Fiji program, 
fluorescence intensity in 100 cells was determined.
2.5 Statistical analysis
For the parameter of statistical analysis, the standard deviation of the mean 
values was chosen. Statistical analysis was performed in Google Sheets and Excel.
3. Results
The fluorescence intensity of chromatin proteins HP1γ, H3K9me3, H3K27me3, 
and histone deacetylases SIRT1 and SIRT6 was measured in the studied lines 
(Figure 1).
During the fluorescence intensity analysis, we studied both average intensity 
and intensity distribution. Intensity distribution in all cell lines was visualized with 
histograms plotted in Google Sheets in two ways:
• with automatic bin size selection
• with manual bin size selection—5 RFU, chosen empirically.
Histograms of the distribution of fluorescence intensities make it possible to 
assess how heterogeneous the cell line is for the studied protein and also to detect 
the presence of several subpopulations in cell lines.
Overlapping histograms of the fluorescence intensities of different cell lines 
with the same bin size allows comparing the distribution of the same protein in 
different cell lines.
3.1 HP1γ fluorescence intensity
The highest value of the average HP1γ fluorescence intensity was detected 
in dermal fibroblasts of the 30-year-old patient with breast cancer, and it was 
8.25 times higher than that of the 55-year-old patient with breast cancer, 3.5 
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Figure 1. 
Immunocytochemical analysis of the studied lines.
Figure 2. 
Average fluorescence intensity of HP1γ in the nuclei of dermal fibroblasts of the studied lines.
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Figure 1. 
Immunocytochemical analysis of the studied lines.
Figure 2. 
Average fluorescence intensity of HP1γ in the nuclei of dermal fibroblasts of the studied lines.
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times more than that of a patient at risk with a mutation in the BRCA1 gene—
BRCA1SP; 6.7 and 6.3 times more than mothers of patients with AT (AT9SP and 
AT8SP) (Figure 2). Such difference in the values of HP1γ fluorescence intensity 
can be explained by the fact that the histone heterochromatin protein HP1γ is 
considered a marker of aging and its amount decreases in the cell with age. In 
addition, the nature of the cancer of a 30-year-old patient, most probably, is 
different than that of a 55-year-old patient.
The average fluorescence intensity levels of HP1γ in healthy donors did not 
significantly differ from each other, despite the fact that the data differed by a 
factor of 6.1 and 13.5 RFU in lines N9SP and FK19, respectively. A significant 
difference in the average HP1γ fluorescence intensity of the BS30SP1 line was 
observed only in relation to the line of one healthy N9SP donor and was 5.4 
times greater.
The absence of a significant difference between the cells of healthy donors is 
explained by the large value of the standard deviation in the population of lines due 
to the large spread of data.
Figure 3. 
Histograms of fluorescence intensity distribution of HP1γ.
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The histogram of the distribution of HP1γ fluorescence intensities (Figure 3) 
in the cell lines showed the presence of two subpopulations in the BC55SP1 
and BRCA1SP lines, each with its own distribution. In the 55-year-old healthy 
donor line, the boundary between the two subpopulations was less pronounced. 
Perhaps, this is due to age-related epigenetic changes in the HP1γ protein. In 
the remaining lines, insignificant second intensity peaks in some cells were 
observed, which may be associated with some rare cell changes. Interestingly, the 
picture of the distribution of HP1γ fluorescence intensity in patients with breast 
cancer differed from each other, as did the values of the average  
intensity.
When overlapping the histograms of HP1γ fluorescence intensity distribution 
in different cell lines with the same bin size, one can see how widely the HP1γ 
Figure 4. 
Overlapping histograms of the distribution of fluorescence intensities of HP1γ, H3K27me3, and H3K9me3 in the 
studied lines with bin size of 5 RFU.
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fluorescence intensities were distributed in the BC30SP1 line, in contrast to 
other lines (Figure 4).
3.2 Fluorescence intensity of H3K9me3 and H3K27me3
The average fluorescence intensity levels of H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 in the 
dermal fibroblast lines of patients with breast cancer significantly differed from 
the levels in the cells of healthy donors (Figure 5). The average levels of H3K9me3 
fluorescence intensity in the dermal fibroblast lines BC30SP1 and BC55SP1 virtually 
did not differ from each other (15.2 and 17.6 RFU) and were significantly lower by 5 
and 4 times than the values of healthy donors 30 and 55 years old, respectively, for 
which these indicators were the highest. Interestingly, in the cells of the BRCA1 gene 
mutation’s carrier, the average value of the H3K9me3 fluorescence intensity was 
significantly 3 times higher than in the cells of patients with breast cancer, although 
the data in the cells of mothers of patients with AT did not significantly differ from 
patients with breast cancer.
Histograms of the distribution of fluorescence intensities of H3K27me3 and 
H3K9me3 did not reveal two cell subpopulations in any of the studied lines. In 
all lines, insignificant second peaks of fluorescence intensities were observed 
(Figures 6 and 7). The distribution of fluorescence intensities of H3K27me3 and 
H3K9me3 revealed something similar to two subpopulations, but with very blurred 
boundaries. This picture may possibly be associated with age-related epigenetic 
changes in the cell.
When overlapping the histograms of H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 fluorescence 
intensity distribution in different cell lines with the same bin size, it can be seen that 
all lines have a sufficiently wide range of fluorescence intensities of H3K27me3 and 
H3K9me3, except for the BC30SP1 line, which has a fairly narrow range of fluores-
cence intensities of H3K27me3. This fact suggests a greater sensitivity of H3K27me3 
and H3K9me3 histones to the state of the cell (cell cycle, apoptosis, ptosis, etc.). The 
widest distribution of fluorescence intensities was shown in the BRSA1SP, AT8MSP, 
and N9SP lines (Figure 4).
Figure 5. 
Average fluorescence intensity of H3K27me3 and H3K9me3 in the nuclei of dermal fibroblasts of the studied 
lines.
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3.3 Fluorescence intensity of SIRT1 and SIRT6
The average fluorescence intensity levels of SIRT1 (Figure 8) in patients with 
breast cancer did not significantly differ from the levels in the lines of healthy 
donors, carriers of the mutations in the BRCA1 gene, and the mother of one patient 
with AT. However, the average SIRT1 fluorescence intensity in the line of the second 
mother of the patient with AT was significantly 13 times higher than in the lines of 
patients with breast cancer.
The average fluorescence intensity levels of SIRT6 were also the lowest in the 
lines of patients with breast cancer and patients with a mutation in the BRCA1 
Figure 6. 
Histograms of fluorescence intensity distribution of H3K27me3.
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Figure 7. 
Histograms of fluorescence intensity distribution of H3K9me3.
Figure 8. 
Average fluorescence intensity of SIRT1 and SIRT6 in the nuclei of dermal fibroblasts of the studied lines.
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gene. Significantly, the levels of the average fluorescence intensity in the lines 
of patients with breast cancer did not differ from the levels of healthy donors, 
while they were significantly lower by 5 and 18 times the values in the lines of 
mothers of patients with AT.
Analysis of the histograms of the distribution of the fluorescence intensities of 
SIRT6 (Figure 9) and SIRT1 (Figure 10) in cell lines revealed two subpopulations 
with different distributions in the AT8MSP line according to the SIRT6 fluorescence 
intensity and in the AT9MSP line according to the SIRT1 fluorescence intensity. 
In the N9SP and FK19 cell lines, several significant peaks in SIRT6 fluorescence 
intensity were observed.
When overlapping histograms of SIRT6 and SIRT1 fluorescence intensity 
distributions in different cell lines with the same bin size, it is possible to 
observe that the widest range of SIRT6 fluorescence intensity is in the AT8MSP 
cell line and that of SIRT1 fluorescence intensity is in the AT9MSP cell line 
(Figure 11).
Figure 9. 
Histograms of fluorescence intensity distribution of SIRT6.
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4. Conclusions
Modulation of chromatin structure through modification of histones is the main 
epigenetic mechanism and regulator of gene expression. However, the contribu-
tion of chromatin properties to the heterogeneity and evolution of tumors remains 
unknown. Epigenetic labels are critical regulators of chromatin and gene activity. 
Their role in normal physiology and pathological conditions, including the develop-
ment of cancer, is still unclear.
High expression of immune control points in the tumor microenvironment 
plays an important role in suppressing antitumor immunity, which is associated 
with poor prognosis and cancer progression. Major epigenetic modifications of 
both DNA and histone may be involved in the activation of immune control points 
in cancer.
Of course, for a more accurate study of epigenetic differences and features in 
breast cancer, a wider sample of the studied groups is needed. However, our results 
allow us to draw some preliminary conclusions in this matter. The results of our 
work showed significant differences in the lines of patients with breast cancer from 
the values of healthy donors only in terms of the average fluorescence intensity 
of H3K9me3 and H3K27me3. Contrary to published data, the average value of 
Figure 10. 
Histograms of fluorescence intensity distribution of SIRT1.
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H3K27me3 fluorescence intensity in the cells of patients with breast cancer was 
significantly lower than in cells of healthy donors. Most likely, this is due to the fact 
that the study was not carried out in tumor cells.
Significant differences between the lines of patients with breast cancer were 
observed only in the values of the average intensity of HP1γ. The average HP1γ 
fluorescence intensity in a patient with breast cancer of 30 years was the largest of 
all the studied lines and in a patient with breast cancer of 55 years the lowest. The 
HP1γ fluorescence intensity in the line of 30 years old breast cancer patient was 8.25 
times higher than in the line of 55 years old patient. Our results suggest that hetero-
chromatin protein is a potential marker for breast cancer.
Thus, our results confirmed data on changes in the amount of H3K9me3 and 
H3K27me3 proteins in breast cancer.
An analysis of histograms of fluorescence intensity distribution of HP1γ, 
H3K27me3, H3K9me3, SIRT1, and SIRT6 allowed us to see how differently the 
fluorescence intensities are distributed in the cell lines and also allowed us to distin-
guish two cell lines with two subpopulations of the fluorescence intensity of HP1γ 
(BC55SP1 and BRSASP1). However, for other cell markers, two subpopulations in 
this line were not detected. A second minor peak in HP1γ fluorescence intensity was 
detected in the BC30SP1 cell line, but the distribution pattern was different from 
the distribution in the BC55SP1 line.
Interestingly, a pattern of fluorescence intensity distribution differed in different 
lines. But in most cases, it was similar within the same cell line in terms of fluores-
cence intensities of the HP1γ, H3K27me3, H3K9me3, SIRT1, and SIRT6 proteins.
Usage of average fluorescence intensity value as a single characteristic is not suf-
ficient to properly compare different cell lines, because it masks significant varia-
tions in fluorescence intensity distribution. Overlapping histograms of fluorescence 
Figure 11. 
Overlapping histograms of the distribution of fluorescence intensities of SIRT1 and SIRT6 in the studied lines 
with bin size of 5 RFU.
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intensity distribution make it possible to assess variability of a given protein in a 
population.
The broadest range of fluorescence intensity values was demonstrated by the 
BRCA1SP (HP1γ fluorescence intensity), AT8SP (SIRT6 fluorescence intensity), 
and AT9SP (SIRT1 fluorescence intensity) lines.
But on average, across all cell lines, the broadest range of fluorescence intensity 
values was shown by histones H3K27me3 and H3K9me3. The data obtained suggest 
that these proteins are more “sensitive” to the state of the cell during normal life 
cycle and during pathological changes.
Thus, our results confirm changes in the amount of H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 
proteins in breast cancer.
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Mammalian Cell Viability 
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Engineering
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Abstract
Modern methods have evolved in tissue engineering to evaluate cell viability 
(CV) in 3D scaffolds and tissues. These involve either the usage of 3D confocal laser 
microscopy of live or fixed tissues, or separation of cells from the tissue, either live 
or fixed, and then their analysis by flow cytometry. Generally, working with live 
cells has the disadvantage that all the scanning needs to be completed immediately 
at the end of an experiment. Two different approaches can be distinguished: stain-
ing intact cell membranes and staining fixed cells. The entire cytoplasm is stained 
with amine-reactive dyes (ARDs), these use the principle of dead cell exclusion. 
Here, we list and compare live-cell versus fixed-cells fluorescence-based methods 
and also show their limitations, especially when working with autofluorescent or 
cross-linking materials like silk or genipin-reinforced hydrogels. Microscopic tech-
niques have the advantage over flow cytometry-based methods in that these provide 
the spatial distribution and morphology of the cells. Calcein AM combined with 
ethidium-homodimer works for most 3D constructs, where no strong fluorescent 
background is found on the tissue or scaffold. Frequently, however, concentrations 
and incubation times need to be adjusted for a specific tissue to ensure diffusion of 
dyes and optimise emittance for detection.
Keywords: live/dead staining, 3D scaffold, hydrogels, confocal laser scanning,  
calcein AM, ethidium homodimer-1, cell tracking, mammalian cells, amine-reactive 
dyes (ARDs), microscope, fixed cell staining, glycosaminoglycan-rich tissues, fibrin, 
silk, genipin
1. Introduction
1.1 The need for 3D culture models in tissue engineering
There are several areas of applied research where the importance for ex vivo 
3D culture models is crucial, especially if 3D organ culture models are to be 
established using perfusion or non-perfusion characteristics or even under static 
culture conditions. These concepts apply to all research areas involving organs 
and tissues in culture. As the authors of this chapter are active in the field of 
musculoskeletal research, examples will be illustrated using connective tissues or 
cells isolated from bone and joints. These fields often focus on joint-derived tis-
sues that cause clinical problems for healing such as (i) anterior cruciate ligament 
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(ACL) [1–3], (ii) cartilage scaffold engineering [4–7], (iii) intervertebral disc 
(IVD) regeneration [8–10] and (iv) bone regeneration [11–15]. We demonstrate 
a subset of fluorescent staining and methods to stain cells from bone and joint-
derived tissues: that is, staining mesenchymal stromal cells, chondrocytes and 
IVD cells in native tissue or in 3D hydrogel-like scaffolds such as fibrin [16], 
polyethylene glycol (PEG) [17], and also cells on solid materials such as silk [18]. 
In all of these fields, bioreactor models have been developed to better understand 
the mechanism of mechanical loading on these tissues. However, the combination 
of novel smart biomaterials can also be studied together or in direct contact with 
the organ of interest under more realistic conditions [10, 19–21]. More gener-
ally speaking, as the aim is to develop clinically relevant models considering the 
integrity of tissue and organ explants, judging cell viability (CV) becomes a major 
issue that needs to be assessed [22]. CV is also the main read-out for new bio-
materials and scaffolds to be tested for tissue engineering (TE) and cell therapy 
applications. Of course, there are other parameters quantified such as DNA 
content, mitochondrial activity [23, 24] and cell apoptosis [25, 26]. However, in 
this book chapter, we would like to emphasise CV as a key parameter and sum-
marise the currently most applied methods to stain and visualise living and dead 
cells. Furthermore, we provide a link of an automated cell counting macro for the 
integration of ImageJ, a free microscope imaging processing platform to quantify 
CV [27]. At the end, we would like to present some examples using 3D automated 
macros for high-throughput screening. The decision whether to analyse cells in a 
living or dead state has to be made relatively early in the work flow (Figure 1).  
Most fluorescent dyes that are introduced here are commercially available as 
kits (Table 1) [4, 28–31]. However, as many of the patents have expired, most 
Figure 1. 
Overview of tissue engineering principles and judgement for cell viability (point out microscopy or FACS 
methods). The main decision is whether information on the cell morphology and spatial distribution is essential 
or whether quantitative numbers of CV are enough. In the latter case, determination of CV by flow cytometry 
using either fixed or live cells is the choice. However, in these cases the cells need to be isolated from the ECM 
firstly and then the 3D information and original cell morphology are lost. For certain applications in TE, it is 
crucial to see into the 3D distribution of living cells in the tissue/scaffold.
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fluorescent dyes are now also available from a wider range of distributors even as 
concentrated powders and can be bought for affordable prices. We would like to 
provide a series of more or less straightforward protocols to trace living cells in 
tissues, of which, we can provide our own experiences. Finally, we would like to 
conclude with some, in our view, hard-to-trace examples using biomaterials with 
strong autofluorescence or difficult optical characteristics. For these biomaterials, 
scanning may not be easy and no good workarounds exist yet.
1.2 Evaluation of the cell viability in hydrogels, living tissues and organs
In TE and for orthopaedics and other fields involving organ and tissue-oriented 
research, it is crucial to understand whether cells are alive if seeded into a scaffold 
and after a specific time of culture. For a cross-disciplinary field in regenerative 
medicine, it is essential to understand the viability of tissues and cells over time, 
especially in 3D scaffolds, where diffusion gradients arise through unequal dis-
tribution of nutrients, oxygen concentration and pH gradients caused by cellular 
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in scaffolds or tissues. Also given are whether they are more suitable for live cell imaging or to work with fixed cells.
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activity. TE frequently involves scaffold designing that then often needs to be 
assessed for cytocompatibility and cell viability. Thus, a central question is whether 
the spatial distribution of cells is essential or whether solely quantitative numbers 
are sufficient.
Currently, there are a number of assays available to determine CV in tissue or 
three-dimensional (3D) scaffolds, including lactate dehydrogenase staining (LDH) 
[32–34], calcein-AM with ethidium homodimer-1 staining, for example Live/
Dead®, Ca-AM/EthD-1 and cell counting after scaffold/tissue digestion [35, 36] 
(Table 1). The easy and straightforward combination of Ca-AM/EthD-1 dyes can 
be used to stain living and dead cells directly in the scaffold or tissue. The Ca-AM 
is enzymatically hydrolysed into calcein in living cells, turning those into a bright 
fluorescent green. The EthD-1, on the other hand, is only able to enter cells with a 
compromised membrane and stains nucleic acid fluorescent red. It should be noted 
that it is also possible to count cells after scaffold digestion using different dyes or 
stains, which differentiate living from dead cells, such as Ca-AM or Trypan Blue 
(TB) [37].
There are many advantages of the LIVE/DEAD viability/cytotoxicity tests: One 
advantage is that the live cell staining is not dependent on cell proliferation and is 
a nonradioactive assay unlike thymidine uptake and 51Cr release assays [38–40]. 
Furthermore, stained cells can be observed using fluorescence illumination and 
can be counted to determine the percentage of viable (or non-viable) cells. For cells 
grown in multi-well plates, the overall fluorescence per well can be determined 
using a fluorescence plate reader. For 3D specimens, confocal laser scanning 
microscopy (cLSM) has widely been applied. The main advantage of the cLSM is its 
ability to record the precisely defined optical sections from a 3D sample. This can be 
achieved by moving the focal plane of the instrument stepwise through the depth 
of the specimen, whereby a series of optical sections (stacks) can be collected. This 
provides, of course, more detailed information than from a piece of tissue that con-
tains data from only one focal plane [41, 42]. Because optical sectioning is relatively 
non-invasive, the 3D distribution and relative spatial relationship of stained living, 
as well as fixed, cells can be observed with reasonable clarity. Another essential 
feature is that the slices obtained by the cLSM can be forwarded to automated 
image analysis and can also be rendered as 3D stacks if the optical plains are suf-
ficiently overlaid (about 20–30% is recommended). These stacks can then also be 
used to compute surface- or volume-rendered 3D reconstructions of the specimen. 
Accordingly, data from images can be processed and converted into cell counts and 
live/dead cell ratios, respectively.
Recently, the question was asked whether there are differences in outcomes 
among widespread cell viability techniques used in TE. To answer this question, 
three commonly used methods were recently systematically investigated: (i) clas-
sical hand counting by Trypan Blue and hemocytometer (ii) Live/Dead® staining 
in combination to confocal laser microscopy and (iii) lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) 
activity staining on histological slices (Figure 2) [16].
Generally, CV is defined as
 =
   
   
number of living cells
CV
total number of cells
 (1)
This formula is the basis to judge CV (Eq. (1)). The following paragraph 
will introduce the principles of live/dead staining and 3D scanning using cLSM 
technology, and provide hands-on protocols for staining connective tissues such 
as joints.
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2.  Applied protocols for live/dead staining of cells in tissues or scaffolds 
using cLSM
The following staining protocols using Ca-AM/EthD-1 in 3D carriers and tissues 
were partially reprinted with permission from the publishers. The protocols were 
modified and are based on the book chapter by [43].
2.1 Stage for 3D scanning
To ensure optimal optics, it is recommended not to use plastic well-plates from 
commercial manufacturers for scanning. Instead, a simple stage for 3D scanning 
with excellent optical characteristics for inverted microscopy can be produced with 
the following materials. The following protocol has been tested for intervertebral 
disc tissue of bovine and human origin but has also been successfully used for liga-
ment tissue of human joints and cartilage biopsies.
1. Aluminium plate (dimensions 50 × 80 × 6 mm) (Figure 3A and B)
2. Metal drill to cut out a circular hole (Ø 22 mm)
3. Coverslip 30 × 50 mm No.1 (e.g. Gerhard Menzel Glasbearbeitungswerk 
GmbH & Co. KG, Braunschweig, Germany)
4. Nusil© Medical Grade Silicon (MED-1137, Adhesive Silicone Type A, Silicone 
Technology, Carpinteria, CA, USA)
The Nusil© Medical Grade Silicon is dried for at least 72 hours.
The complete sample holder is washed twice with methanol and dried for 
15 minutes before use (Figure 3).
2.2 Preparation of staining solutions
Prepare 1 mL of staining solution using serum-free Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle 
Medium (DMEM) or phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) per tissue (~3 × 3 × 3 mm3). 
Figure 2. 
Representative images from the three different techniques used to estimate cell viability (i.e. LDH, Calcein  
AM/Ethidium homodimer (CaAM/EthD-1), and Trypan Blue staining after trypsin digestion) for five 
different cell viability mixtures, called MIX. (A) Exemplary images of cell viability stainings in fibrin 3D 
carriers using bovine chondrocytes. The pictures represent the outcome of an evaluation staining to control for 
cell viability (CV) and to investigate into the accuracy of these three prominent techniques to evaluate CV. 
(B) Error to MIX of the estimated CV in the MIX. It was evident that hand counting and Trypan Blue with 
hemocytometer is the most accurate method. CV was mostly overestimated with increasing number of living 
cells, especially with LDH assay. The figure was modified from [16] and reprinted with permission from the 
publishers. Values are means ± SD, n = 5.
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The following staining protocols using Ca-AM/EthD-1 in 3D carriers and tissues 
were partially reprinted with permission from the publishers. The protocols were 
modified and are based on the book chapter by [43].
2.1 Stage for 3D scanning
To ensure optimal optics, it is recommended not to use plastic well-plates from 
commercial manufacturers for scanning. Instead, a simple stage for 3D scanning 
with excellent optical characteristics for inverted microscopy can be produced with 
the following materials. The following protocol has been tested for intervertebral 
disc tissue of bovine and human origin but has also been successfully used for liga-
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15 minutes before use (Figure 3).
2.2 Preparation of staining solutions
Prepare 1 mL of staining solution using serum-free Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle 
Medium (DMEM) or phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) per tissue (~3 × 3 × 3 mm3). 
Figure 2. 
Representative images from the three different techniques used to estimate cell viability (i.e. LDH, Calcein  
AM/Ethidium homodimer (CaAM/EthD-1), and Trypan Blue staining after trypsin digestion) for five 
different cell viability mixtures, called MIX. (A) Exemplary images of cell viability stainings in fibrin 3D 
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cell viability (CV) and to investigate into the accuracy of these three prominent techniques to evaluate CV. 
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hemocytometer is the most accurate method. CV was mostly overestimated with increasing number of living 
cells, especially with LDH assay. The figure was modified from [16] and reprinted with permission from the 
publishers. Values are means ± SD, n = 5.
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For the staining of tissue, we used a 10× higher concentration of Ca-AM (10 μM) 
than usually indicated on live/dead kits. The reason for this increased concentration 
is the fact that the fluorescent molecule needs a longer time to penetrate into the 
tissue or carrier, and a higher concentration is needed. However, for the EthD-1, we 
kept a 1 μM concentration as recommended by several manufacturers. Prepare the 
dye ‘cocktail’ directly before staining since fluorescent dyes are unstable in contact 
with water. Also, keep these freshly prepared dye solutions in the dark if possible.
2.3 Preparation of the tissue samples
IVD tissue from bovine or human origin or tissue of human ACL (in the latter 
case, both with ethical written consent) can be stained with this protocol, which 
we provide below. It is likely that incubation times and concentrations need to be 
adjusted for other tissue types.
1. Discs are then separated into nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus tissue by a 
6-mm Ø biopsy puncher (Polymed, Glattbrugg, Switzerland).
2. Circular tissues are then further cut into half by a scalpel blade and annulus 
fibrosus is further dissected into inner and outer annulus fibrosus by eye.
3. Tissues pieces are emerged in 1 mL of a freshly prepared staining solution in a 
12-well plate and incubated for 1 h at 37°C in 100% humidity and 5% CO2.
4. After incubation, tissue bits are transferred into a fresh well-plate and washed 
with 1 mL of TBSS and checked immediately with the laser scanning micro-
scope. For the imaging, a customised sample holder was used. The preparation 
of this customised sample holder is shown in Figure 3. For all of our live cell 
imaging, it was recommended to use a custom-made holder, which enables 
significantly improved optics than culture well-plates plastics on their own.
3. Staining and counting of pre-isolated fixed cells
In the following sections of this chapter, we present novel, unpublished data, 
and thoughts on the staining of fixed cells and how accurate these kits are to evalu-
ate the CV in scaffolds and tissues. We used the new class of fixable dead stains with 
Figure 3. 
Customised sample holder for scanning tissues and scaffolds. Dimensions of simple custom-made sample holder 
(aluminium plate with 22 mm Ø drilled hole) used for improved 3D scanning. (A) Side view. (B) Schematic 
top view. The picture is modified but based on [43] and reprinted with permission from the publishers.
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the aim that CV could be determined in fixed tissues as an alternative to live/dead 
cell staining as outlined in the previous section. Fixable dead cell stains referred to 
as amine-reactive dyes (ARDs) are a class of viability dyes designed for the discrim-
ination between living and dead cells in samples that will be fixed. It is a new class 
of viability assays using the principle of dead cell exclusion markers. The method 
is based on the reaction of a fluorescent reactive dye with cellular amines [44, 45]. 
The reactive dye crosses the compromised membrane of dead cells, thus reacting 
with free amines present in both the cytoplasm and the cell surface. This reaction 
leads to an intense fluorescent staining of the dead cells. On the opposite, living 
cells exclude this dye as their membranes are intact and only the cell-surface amines 
are available to react with the dye. This results in a significantly lower fluorescence 
signal, which is due to a fewer amount of amines reacting with the dye, as shown in 
Figure 4. The main advantage of fixable methods lies in the fact that the reaction 
is irreversible. Therefore, after cell fixation and permeabilisation, the bound dye 
remains linked with the dead cells and the staining is stable with no loss of fluores-
cence signal over a certain period of time [44, 45]. Moreover, ARDs are available 
in a variety of excitation and emission wavelengths, which gives a great advantage 
in terms of diversity, thus allowing a considerable flexibility when establishing 
staining protocols [44]. These cells will then be counted most efficiently using flow 
cytometry.
3.1 Cell viability mixtures
To evaluate different methods to estimate CV in terms of accuracy and preci-
sion, the approach is to generate, both, living and dead cell solutions that were then 
combined with pre-known CV ratios (PREMIX) 100%/0%, 75%/25%, 50%/50%, 
25%/75% and 0%/100%. The preparation of the dead cells for the mixtures was per-
formed based on the method by Gantenbein-Ritter et al. [16], where the non-viable 
cells were obtained by 1 N HCl treatment. It has been shown that cell nuclei stay 
intact with this method and, thus, can be detected with all methods under investiga-
tion. The cells were detached with 1% trypsin, centrifuged (500 g, 5 min) and then 
Figure 4. 
Principle of action of a fixable cell viability assay using amine-reactive dyes (ARDs). The top path represents 
cells with damaged membrane where the ARD (in blue) can enter into the cytoplasm. The bottom path shows 
living cells with intact cell membrane in which case the dye cannot pass. The principle is described in Perfetto  
et al. [45].
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resuspended in PBS. The dying process was achieved by the addition of 1% of 1 N 
HCl in a PBS solution to the cell suspension followed by 10 min of incubation at room 
temperature (RT). The cells were then washed and resuspended in PBS. In parallel, 
living cells were detached, centrifuged (500 g, 5 min) and resuspended in PBS.
3.1.1 Amine-reactive dye (ARD) staining
In the following section, we describe how the ARD staining was evaluated for 
accuracy, and how it was compared to hand counting using TB and cLSM imaging.
3.1.2 Cell staining with ARD
For the comparison of the fixable versus the live cell imaging, the different cell 
mixtures were stained using the ViaQuant ™ blue fixable dead cell stain kit from 
GeneCopoeia (GeneCopeia, inc., Rockville, MD, USA). A cell density of 2 × 106 
cells/mL for each mixture was used using ACL-derived ligamentocytes (LCs) and 
the staining protocol of the manufacturer’s instructions was followed. In short, the 
cell suspension was incubated on ice and protected from light during 30 min in a 
1-mL PBS volume where 1 μL of dye was added. The cells were then washed with 
PBS prior to fixation with 3.7% formaldehyde during 15 min. Finally, the cells were 
used to prepare the CV ratios as described above for PREMIXes.
3.1.3 Cell labelling and gel casting to evaluate the ARD staining
Each cell suspension was added to 2% agarose (Lonza, Rockland, ME, USA) in 
a 1:1 ratio of 250 μL volume to obtain a 1% agarose gel. The final cell density was 
approximately 2 × 106 cells/mL. Subsequently, 27 μL of the agarose-cell mixture 
was then casted into a custom-made silicone mould (cylinder dimensions ⊘ 
4 mm × 2 mm height). After embedding into the gel, the cells were stained with 
the ViaQuant ™ blue fixable dead cell stain kit and the pellets were incubated for 
60 min in 1 mL of PBS containing 1 μL of dye. In order to localise the cells in the 
3D carriers, they were counterstained with EthD-1, which labelled all nuclei in 
red fluorescence. The cells were incubated for 5 min at RT in a 1-mL PBS solution 
containing 0.5 μM EthD-1-1.
3.1.4 Hand counting method
With the TB method, the number of living and dead cells were manually 
counted with a Neubauer improved cell counting chamber by taking four repeated 
measurements of each cell suspension (n = 4/suspension). The CV was computed 
for each count and then averaged. The hand counting procedure was then repeated 
after staining with ARD (n = 8/cell mixture). In this case, cells were counted manu-
ally using a hemocytometer under a Leica DM IL microscope (Leipzig, Germany) 
using a blue fluorescence filter to determine the proportion of the two cell popula-
tions. Blue fluorescent cells corresponded to dead cells and the nonfluorescent ones 
to living cells.
3.1.5 cLSM imaging
The quantification of CV after ARD and EthD-1 staining of the 3D agarose car-
riers was performed using the ImageJ software (v1.51k, NIH) [27] by first obtaining 
the colocalised cells between the red and blue channels with the plug-in ‘colocalisa-
tion highlighter’. Colocalised cells between EthD-1 and ARD staining corresponded 
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to the dead cells. For this purpose, the settings had to be adjusted in order to take 
into account only the bright blue fluorescent cells. The threshold values for both 
channels were set at 50% and two points were considered as colocalised if their 
respective intensities were strictly higher than the threshold of their channels. Dead 
cells were then counted using the plug-in ‘nucleus counter’. The number of red cells 
corresponding to the total number of cells (living and dead) was also computed 
with the plug-in ‘nucleus counter’. Thus, the number of living cells was obtained by 
subtracting the number of dead cells from the total number of cells.
4. Validation of cell viability methods
It is important to know the accuracy and precision of the most commonly 
applied cell viability methods in the laboratories. Here, we summarise the results of 
two studies, one involving the comparison of several live methods, that is, Trypan 
Blue staining and manual cell counting using hemocytometer (TB), live/dead stain-
ing, and cLSM imaging (CA-AM/EthD-1). The second study, we present here, is on 
the usage of ARD stains and its accuracy for CV in comparison to live/dead staining 
followed by cLSM and was not published previously.
In the case, where CV is then quantified in 3D using a cLSM microscope, the 
following procedure was applied: Firstly, the stacks were separated into separated 
channel images and the CV was determined on each of the images (Figure 5). This 
step was done using the open source macro of ImageJ. In this routine, the red and 
green cells were quantified separately per single image using a custom-made macro 
in ImageJ software named ‘Cellcounter3D’ (deposited at http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
macros/Cellcounter3D.txt) and available free of charge under the GNU licence [16]. 
The macro consists of a converting step to 8-bit mode and a threshold step that 
passes a binary image with pixels in the range of 100–255 to the plug-in ‘nucleus 
Figure 5. 
Progress of cell viability (CV) estimates through a 3D stack using the custom-written ‘Cellcounter3D’ routine of 
imageJ and the OTSU method to count the number of green (live cells), red (= dead cells) and the total number 
of cells in z-stacks of cLSM images. As can be seen, the total number of cells increases after about 5–10 sections 
inside the scaffold and then reaches a plateau of about 10–15 consecutive optical sections. The first five images 
from the tissue surface are rejected as these are prone to error due to cell death by tissue/carrier manipulation. 
In light blue is the window indicated that is then used to estimate the CV of 10 consecutive pictures after the 
maximum of the total cell number reached Tmax/2. The picture is based on [43] and has been reproduced with 
permission from the publishers.
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resuspended in PBS. The dying process was achieved by the addition of 1% of 1 N 
HCl in a PBS solution to the cell suspension followed by 10 min of incubation at room 
temperature (RT). The cells were then washed and resuspended in PBS. In parallel, 
living cells were detached, centrifuged (500 g, 5 min) and resuspended in PBS.
3.1.1 Amine-reactive dye (ARD) staining
In the following section, we describe how the ARD staining was evaluated for 
accuracy, and how it was compared to hand counting using TB and cLSM imaging.
3.1.2 Cell staining with ARD
For the comparison of the fixable versus the live cell imaging, the different cell 
mixtures were stained using the ViaQuant ™ blue fixable dead cell stain kit from 
GeneCopoeia (GeneCopeia, inc., Rockville, MD, USA). A cell density of 2 × 106 
cells/mL for each mixture was used using ACL-derived ligamentocytes (LCs) and 
the staining protocol of the manufacturer’s instructions was followed. In short, the 
cell suspension was incubated on ice and protected from light during 30 min in a 
1-mL PBS volume where 1 μL of dye was added. The cells were then washed with 
PBS prior to fixation with 3.7% formaldehyde during 15 min. Finally, the cells were 
used to prepare the CV ratios as described above for PREMIXes.
3.1.3 Cell labelling and gel casting to evaluate the ARD staining
Each cell suspension was added to 2% agarose (Lonza, Rockland, ME, USA) in 
a 1:1 ratio of 250 μL volume to obtain a 1% agarose gel. The final cell density was 
approximately 2 × 106 cells/mL. Subsequently, 27 μL of the agarose-cell mixture 
was then casted into a custom-made silicone mould (cylinder dimensions ⊘ 
4 mm × 2 mm height). After embedding into the gel, the cells were stained with 
the ViaQuant ™ blue fixable dead cell stain kit and the pellets were incubated for 
60 min in 1 mL of PBS containing 1 μL of dye. In order to localise the cells in the 
3D carriers, they were counterstained with EthD-1, which labelled all nuclei in 
red fluorescence. The cells were incubated for 5 min at RT in a 1-mL PBS solution 
containing 0.5 μM EthD-1-1.
3.1.4 Hand counting method
With the TB method, the number of living and dead cells were manually 
counted with a Neubauer improved cell counting chamber by taking four repeated 
measurements of each cell suspension (n = 4/suspension). The CV was computed 
for each count and then averaged. The hand counting procedure was then repeated 
after staining with ARD (n = 8/cell mixture). In this case, cells were counted manu-
ally using a hemocytometer under a Leica DM IL microscope (Leipzig, Germany) 
using a blue fluorescence filter to determine the proportion of the two cell popula-
tions. Blue fluorescent cells corresponded to dead cells and the nonfluorescent ones 
to living cells.
3.1.5 cLSM imaging
The quantification of CV after ARD and EthD-1 staining of the 3D agarose car-
riers was performed using the ImageJ software (v1.51k, NIH) [27] by first obtaining 
the colocalised cells between the red and blue channels with the plug-in ‘colocalisa-
tion highlighter’. Colocalised cells between EthD-1 and ARD staining corresponded 
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to the dead cells. For this purpose, the settings had to be adjusted in order to take 
into account only the bright blue fluorescent cells. The threshold values for both 
channels were set at 50% and two points were considered as colocalised if their 
respective intensities were strictly higher than the threshold of their channels. Dead 
cells were then counted using the plug-in ‘nucleus counter’. The number of red cells 
corresponding to the total number of cells (living and dead) was also computed 
with the plug-in ‘nucleus counter’. Thus, the number of living cells was obtained by 
subtracting the number of dead cells from the total number of cells.
4. Validation of cell viability methods
It is important to know the accuracy and precision of the most commonly 
applied cell viability methods in the laboratories. Here, we summarise the results of 
two studies, one involving the comparison of several live methods, that is, Trypan 
Blue staining and manual cell counting using hemocytometer (TB), live/dead stain-
ing, and cLSM imaging (CA-AM/EthD-1). The second study, we present here, is on 
the usage of ARD stains and its accuracy for CV in comparison to live/dead staining 
followed by cLSM and was not published previously.
In the case, where CV is then quantified in 3D using a cLSM microscope, the 
following procedure was applied: Firstly, the stacks were separated into separated 
channel images and the CV was determined on each of the images (Figure 5). This 
step was done using the open source macro of ImageJ. In this routine, the red and 
green cells were quantified separately per single image using a custom-made macro 
in ImageJ software named ‘Cellcounter3D’ (deposited at http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/
macros/Cellcounter3D.txt) and available free of charge under the GNU licence [16]. 
The macro consists of a converting step to 8-bit mode and a threshold step that 
passes a binary image with pixels in the range of 100–255 to the plug-in ‘nucleus 
Figure 5. 
Progress of cell viability (CV) estimates through a 3D stack using the custom-written ‘Cellcounter3D’ routine of 
imageJ and the OTSU method to count the number of green (live cells), red (= dead cells) and the total number 
of cells in z-stacks of cLSM images. As can be seen, the total number of cells increases after about 5–10 sections 
inside the scaffold and then reaches a plateau of about 10–15 consecutive optical sections. The first five images 
from the tissue surface are rejected as these are prone to error due to cell death by tissue/carrier manipulation. 
In light blue is the window indicated that is then used to estimate the CV of 10 consecutive pictures after the 
maximum of the total cell number reached Tmax/2. The picture is based on [43] and has been reproduced with 
permission from the publishers.
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counter’ (available at https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/plugins/mbf/index.html). This step 
then uses the ‘Otsu’ method for particle counting [46]. The minimum and maxi-
mum island sizes were set to 7–50 and 15–100 pixels for the red and green channel, 
respectively. Please, note that these parameters can be modified dependent on the 
quality of a specific hydrogel/biomaterial and dependent on the cell density and the 
type of cells seeded. It is important to inspect the segmentation and cell counting 
progress by eye to judge whether the numbers are meaningful. The intermediate 
steps like the results of the segmentation progress can be also stored as .tiff or .jpg 
files for further documentation.
In the following steps, we describe the settings to determine CV using live/
dead staining and cLSM technology. The 3D carriers were produced using a mould, 
made of easy-sterilisable materials, such as silicon membranes or stainless steel. 
The dimensions of these moulds were in this case of a cylindrical shape of 4 mm 
in ⌀ × 2 mm in height, corresponding to a volume of 27 μL of carrier. The final 
chosen cell density was 2 × 106 cells/mL. The 3D carriers, that is fibrin, PEG or 1% 
agarose, respectively were cut sagittally into halves and incubated in 1-mL high 
glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) without fetal calf serum 
(FCS) containing 10 μM CaAM and 1 μM EthD-1 (both Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich, 
Buchs, Switzerland) for 3 h at 4°C followed by 1 h of incubation at 37° C, 5% CO2 
and 100% humidity. The carriers were then scanned from top and bottom surfaces 
to ~200 μm depth at two random locations per side with a confocal laser scanning 
microscope (cLSM510, Carl Zeiss). Stacks were taken at 10× magnification at a 
512 × 512 pixels resolution (field size of 921.4 × 921.4 μm) with the pinhole at 1 
Airy unit and 50% image overlap and 5.8-μm intervals. The proposition was then 
to quantify CV on a subset of 10 consecutive images, starting at the image with 
50% or more of the maximum amount of the total cells per image in a single stack 
(Figure 5). Additionally, the first five sections starting from the surface into the 
scaffold were also rejected as there cell death occurred through tissue manipula-
tion, which causes a strong bias. To determine this frame, a MatLab routine has 
been written (MatLab R2020a, MathWorks inc., Natick, MA, US), which picks the 
analysis-window automatically and summarises the CV results in a compact table. 
The code is available free of charge at the Mathworks repository under the keyword 
‘Cell Viability Estimator for 3D Scaffolds’ [47]. Figure 5 illustrates a typical profile 
through a stack of images for the living, dead and total cells. The cells in this case 
were bovine chondrocytes from articular cartilage seeded at a cell density of 4 M 
cells/mL in fibrin hydrogel (Tisseel™, Baxter, Vienna, Austria) according to a 
customised recipe as described in [16]. These cells were counted then using three 
different methods on day one of culture under standard conditions. It is important 
to note that CV can be determined also on z-compressed images, which represent a 
cumulative summary of the entire stack or on individual scans through the stack as 
introduced here.
The accuracy of the dead cell fixable viability assay was then determined by 
computing the relative error between the theoretical cell viability and the hand 
counting, flow cytometry and cLSM results obtained after the ARD staining. The 
theoretical viability was based on the hand counting of living and dead cells of 
the different cell mixtures with the TB method. Then, the relative error (∆x) was 




0 -D =  (2)
where, x0 corresponds to the CV measured with any of the to be compared 
methods, that is, LDH, ARD+FACS, cLSM live/dead and compared to x, the one 
from the TB assay known as the reference method (=PREMIX).
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The accuracy of all the methods was quantified in regards to the cell mixtures by 
calculating the absolute error (δx) as followed in Eq. (3):
 , ,i j i j ixx pd = -  (3)
where xi,j is the mean CV of each method, j, and pi are the estimated CV of the 
prepared cell mixtures, i.
5. Comparisons of CV estimation methods
It was recently found in an earlier study that in a systematic comparison of  
Try pan Blue, CA-AM/EthD-1 by 3D stack scanning with lactate dehydrogenase 
activity on cryosections and lastly vs. and averaging [16] and thirdly by compar-
ing lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity and ethidium homodimer-1 co-staining 
and using histological sectioning. What is needed in such studies are known cell 
premixes (in short MIX) to determine the error. In this study, it became evident that 
LDH and Ca-AM/EthD-1 methods overestimated the number of living cells with 
respect to MIX in all cell viability mixtures (except for 0%), whereas TB method 
always slightly underestimated this number; however, it was clearly the one clos-
est to the MIX values. Figure 5 illustrates how premixes of known living and dead 
cells can be produced and then how three particular different live/dead staining 
(methodologies) were compared. In this comparison, it became evident that optical 
methods such as cLSM have a relatively high deviation from the MIX as it was over-
estimating the total number of cells per volume by a factor of about four. The reason 
for this was attributed to the refraction index of the IVD tissue and/or the hydrogels 
that might cause an experimental bias.
5.1 Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry analysis of the different CV mixtures was correlated with 
certain variations of the aimed living/dead cell ratio. The results were different 
Figure 6. 
Flow cytometry results for isolated primary human cells from the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) cells, which 
were stained at different PREMIXes of living and dead cells, that is, 100%/0%, 75%/25%, 50%/50%, 25%/75% 
and 0%/100% and then stained with the ARD. CV can then be inferred from either (a) histogram of the ARD 
and cell counts with the different peaks depending on the cell populations (FACS-2D plot) or from (b) 2D 
(with the dimensions plots of the ARD and forward scatter (FSC) with the two distinct populations according 
to the CV mixture (FACS – histogram plot)). However, these are only minor deviations between the two 
methods, which arose from the variation in the gating.
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counter’ (available at https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/plugins/mbf/index.html). This step 
then uses the ‘Otsu’ method for particle counting [46]. The minimum and maxi-
mum island sizes were set to 7–50 and 15–100 pixels for the red and green channel, 
respectively. Please, note that these parameters can be modified dependent on the 
quality of a specific hydrogel/biomaterial and dependent on the cell density and the 
type of cells seeded. It is important to inspect the segmentation and cell counting 
progress by eye to judge whether the numbers are meaningful. The intermediate 
steps like the results of the segmentation progress can be also stored as .tiff or .jpg 
files for further documentation.
In the following steps, we describe the settings to determine CV using live/
dead staining and cLSM technology. The 3D carriers were produced using a mould, 
made of easy-sterilisable materials, such as silicon membranes or stainless steel. 
The dimensions of these moulds were in this case of a cylindrical shape of 4 mm 
in ⌀ × 2 mm in height, corresponding to a volume of 27 μL of carrier. The final 
chosen cell density was 2 × 106 cells/mL. The 3D carriers, that is fibrin, PEG or 1% 
agarose, respectively were cut sagittally into halves and incubated in 1-mL high 
glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) without fetal calf serum 
(FCS) containing 10 μM CaAM and 1 μM EthD-1 (both Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich, 
Buchs, Switzerland) for 3 h at 4°C followed by 1 h of incubation at 37° C, 5% CO2 
and 100% humidity. The carriers were then scanned from top and bottom surfaces 
to ~200 μm depth at two random locations per side with a confocal laser scanning 
microscope (cLSM510, Carl Zeiss). Stacks were taken at 10× magnification at a 
512 × 512 pixels resolution (field size of 921.4 × 921.4 μm) with the pinhole at 1 
Airy unit and 50% image overlap and 5.8-μm intervals. The proposition was then 
to quantify CV on a subset of 10 consecutive images, starting at the image with 
50% or more of the maximum amount of the total cells per image in a single stack 
(Figure 5). Additionally, the first five sections starting from the surface into the 
scaffold were also rejected as there cell death occurred through tissue manipula-
tion, which causes a strong bias. To determine this frame, a MatLab routine has 
been written (MatLab R2020a, MathWorks inc., Natick, MA, US), which picks the 
analysis-window automatically and summarises the CV results in a compact table. 
The code is available free of charge at the Mathworks repository under the keyword 
‘Cell Viability Estimator for 3D Scaffolds’ [47]. Figure 5 illustrates a typical profile 
through a stack of images for the living, dead and total cells. The cells in this case 
were bovine chondrocytes from articular cartilage seeded at a cell density of 4 M 
cells/mL in fibrin hydrogel (Tisseel™, Baxter, Vienna, Austria) according to a 
customised recipe as described in [16]. These cells were counted then using three 
different methods on day one of culture under standard conditions. It is important 
to note that CV can be determined also on z-compressed images, which represent a 
cumulative summary of the entire stack or on individual scans through the stack as 
introduced here.
The accuracy of the dead cell fixable viability assay was then determined by 
computing the relative error between the theoretical cell viability and the hand 
counting, flow cytometry and cLSM results obtained after the ARD staining. The 
theoretical viability was based on the hand counting of living and dead cells of 
the different cell mixtures with the TB method. Then, the relative error (∆x) was 




0 -D =  (2)
where, x0 corresponds to the CV measured with any of the to be compared 
methods, that is, LDH, ARD+FACS, cLSM live/dead and compared to x, the one 
from the TB assay known as the reference method (=PREMIX).
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The accuracy of all the methods was quantified in regards to the cell mixtures by 
calculating the absolute error (δx) as followed in Eq. (3):
 , ,i j i j ixx pd = -  (3)
where xi,j is the mean CV of each method, j, and pi are the estimated CV of the 
prepared cell mixtures, i.
5. Comparisons of CV estimation methods
It was recently found in an earlier study that in a systematic comparison of  
Try pan Blue, CA-AM/EthD-1 by 3D stack scanning with lactate dehydrogenase 
activity on cryosections and lastly vs. and averaging [16] and thirdly by compar-
ing lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity and ethidium homodimer-1 co-staining 
and using histological sectioning. What is needed in such studies are known cell 
premixes (in short MIX) to determine the error. In this study, it became evident that 
LDH and Ca-AM/EthD-1 methods overestimated the number of living cells with 
respect to MIX in all cell viability mixtures (except for 0%), whereas TB method 
always slightly underestimated this number; however, it was clearly the one clos-
est to the MIX values. Figure 5 illustrates how premixes of known living and dead 
cells can be produced and then how three particular different live/dead staining 
(methodologies) were compared. In this comparison, it became evident that optical 
methods such as cLSM have a relatively high deviation from the MIX as it was over-
estimating the total number of cells per volume by a factor of about four. The reason 
for this was attributed to the refraction index of the IVD tissue and/or the hydrogels 
that might cause an experimental bias.
5.1 Flow cytometry
Flow cytometry analysis of the different CV mixtures was correlated with 
certain variations of the aimed living/dead cell ratio. The results were different 
Figure 6. 
Flow cytometry results for isolated primary human cells from the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) cells, which 
were stained at different PREMIXes of living and dead cells, that is, 100%/0%, 75%/25%, 50%/50%, 25%/75% 
and 0%/100% and then stained with the ARD. CV can then be inferred from either (a) histogram of the ARD 
and cell counts with the different peaks depending on the cell populations (FACS-2D plot) or from (b) 2D 
(with the dimensions plots of the ARD and forward scatter (FSC) with the two distinct populations according 
to the CV mixture (FACS – histogram plot)). However, these are only minor deviations between the two 
methods, which arose from the variation in the gating.
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depending on the representation of the data with either the histogram (Figure 6a)  
or 2D plot (Figure 6b), but they stayed in a close range. Both representations 
revealed an overestimation for the 0%, 25%, 50% and 75% targeted CV, but for 
100% CV mixture, the result was underestimated.
5.2 Accuracy of fixable viability assay
The accuracy of the fixable viability methods was tested by comparing the 
computed viability of the different methods to the theoretical viability, based on the 
TB assay. All CV mixtures matched the targeted CV with variations among some 
ratios and methods, as depicted in Figure 7.
6. Cell tracking methods: colocalisation of fluorescence
There are study designs that require cell tracing methods. For instance, 
isolated cells from species in which they are labelled with non-specific mem-
brane dyes or organelle dyes. In this case, cells from species (or an individuum) 
A are transplanted into species (or an individuum) B and are then monitored 
over time with respect to cell viability [48, 49]. This could be of particular 
importance in the case of autologous or allogeneic stem cell research, where for 
instance, mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are transplanted into live organ-
isms or in vitro using organ culture systems. Here, long-lasting fluorescent dyes 
are the method of choice. It has been characterised in a number of model sys-
tems and has been found to be useful for in vitro cell labelling, in vitro prolifera-
tion studies and long-term, in vivo cell tracking [50]. Here, dyes such as PKH26 
or PKH67 (PKH26GL, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland), and CellVue® 
Claret are commonly used [51–55] (Table 1). The half-life for the elution of red-
fluorescent lipophilic membrane dye PKH26 from labelled rabbit red blood cells 
is greater than 100 days. PKH26 was used also to stain extracellular vesicles of 
mammalian cells [56]. It has been recently found that this particular dye seems 
to leak into non-stained cells in vitro and in vivo [54]. Furthermore, the staining 
involves a step, where cells are exposed for about 5 min in a diluent, which is 
Figure 7. 
Results of absolute error relative to the prepared mixtures for CV measurement determined with the four 
different methods: TB assay, hand counting with ViaQuant™ staining, FACS-histogram and FACS-2D plot 
illustrating the determination of the gates for live and dead cells. Values are presented as mean ± SD, N = 4.
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highly hydrophobic and is known to cause cell stress and therefore potentially 
influences the outcome. Thus, exposure in this staining process needs to be 
optimised for each cell type (User bulletin of Sigma-Aldrich [57]). Less cyto-
toxic seems to be, at least from our experience, the carbocyanine dyes like the 
product from Vybrant™ Cell-Labeling Solutions (Molecular Probes, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, inc., a multicolor kit available under cat#V-22889) [58]. There 
is a notable selection of these dyes, including DiI (𝜆𝜆Ex = 549 nm; 𝜆𝜆Em = 565 nm; 
in blue range emission), CM-DiI, DiO (𝜆𝜆Ex = 481 nm; 𝜆𝜆Em = 501 nm; orange-red 
emission) and DiD (𝜆𝜆Ex = 644 nm; 𝜆𝜆Em = 655 nm; dark red range emission). 
In the case of CM-Dil (𝜆𝜆Ex = 553 nm; 𝜆𝜆Em = 570 nm; red range emission), the 
cells can be traced even after fixing and paraffin embedding [59, 60] (Table 1). 
These dyes do not need to go through a rather stressful staining step in a strong 
solvent, a feature that is welcome for many cell tracing experiments, where the 
transplanted tissue cannot be scanned immediately after the experiment on 
a certain time point. Our previously presented imageJ macro ‘Cellcounter3D’ 
(available from: http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/macros/Cellcounter3D.txt) also allows 
to count multiple single channels. We recommend to use the plug-in ‘LSM_
Batch_with_colors.txt’, which can be also obtained from the ImageJ repository, 
to split the channels firstly. If multiple dyes and channels are being used, it is 
recommended to split the channels into single .tiff or .jpg images with increas-
ing indices of the z-stack images. Then, there are also plug-ins for colocalisa-
tion, such as the ‘colocalisation finder’, which was found to be highly useful, as 
these allow to define the pixels with colocalised stainings. In the case of PKH26 
or DID stained cells, thus cells in the red wavelength range for instance in 
combination of Ca-AM staining, the number of ‘yellow’ stained cells should be 
counted. With this open source solution it is possible to distinguish for instance 
injected viable cells that show Ca-AM staining and cell tracer labelling (green + 
red stained = yellow), live native cells (green only) and dead injected cells (red 
only cells), and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) was used to counterstain 
for dead cells, thus, blue only cells are to be considered ‘native’ or autochtho-
nous dead cells. These concepts were applied in studies were stem cells needed 
to be traced after injection into an IVD organ culture model [48, 61]. Here, it 
was possible to trace cells inside an organ culture system of an IVD, labelled 
with the proposed dyes and colours.
7. Real-time microscopy using cell fluorescent dyes
Lately, it has become fashionable to monitor cell proliferation using a selected 
number of time points but using real-time imaging and using cell tracing/track-
ing experiments. Several microscopes offer now high-throughput approaches 
to monitor cell proliferation and cell death over time. Here, two devices are of 
interest to be mentioned: one is the Nikon Biostation CT (Nikon, Tokyo, Jp) and 
the Incucyte S3 (Essen BioScience, Ltd., Newark Close, UK) with three fluorescent 
channels (note: the latest release S5 comes even with five channels). There are 
also several more affordable devices on the market, which, however, do not allow 
to track multiple culture vessels and cell conditions at the same time but rather 
single vessel monitoring over time. Real-time monitoring of cell shapes turned 
out to be very useful to monitor for instance MSCs undergoing differentiation as 
it was possible to discriminate differentiating cells according to certain ‘features’ 
using segmentation methods and statistical shape modelling [62]. MSCs could 
also be traced in dependency of their passaging number, that is, in dependence 
of their senescence [63]. These cell motility pathways were tracked for instance 
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depending on the representation of the data with either the histogram (Figure 6a)  
or 2D plot (Figure 6b), but they stayed in a close range. Both representations 
revealed an overestimation for the 0%, 25%, 50% and 75% targeted CV, but for 
100% CV mixture, the result was underestimated.
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The accuracy of the fixable viability methods was tested by comparing the 
computed viability of the different methods to the theoretical viability, based on the 
TB assay. All CV mixtures matched the targeted CV with variations among some 
ratios and methods, as depicted in Figure 7.
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isolated cells from species in which they are labelled with non-specific mem-
brane dyes or organelle dyes. In this case, cells from species (or an individuum) 
A are transplanted into species (or an individuum) B and are then monitored 
over time with respect to cell viability [48, 49]. This could be of particular 
importance in the case of autologous or allogeneic stem cell research, where for 
instance, mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are transplanted into live organ-
isms or in vitro using organ culture systems. Here, long-lasting fluorescent dyes 
are the method of choice. It has been characterised in a number of model sys-
tems and has been found to be useful for in vitro cell labelling, in vitro prolifera-
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involves a step, where cells are exposed for about 5 min in a diluent, which is 
Figure 7. 
Results of absolute error relative to the prepared mixtures for CV measurement determined with the four 
different methods: TB assay, hand counting with ViaQuant™ staining, FACS-histogram and FACS-2D plot 
illustrating the determination of the gates for live and dead cells. Values are presented as mean ± SD, N = 4.
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highly hydrophobic and is known to cause cell stress and therefore potentially 
influences the outcome. Thus, exposure in this staining process needs to be 
optimised for each cell type (User bulletin of Sigma-Aldrich [57]). Less cyto-
toxic seems to be, at least from our experience, the carbocyanine dyes like the 
product from Vybrant™ Cell-Labeling Solutions (Molecular Probes, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, inc., a multicolor kit available under cat#V-22889) [58]. There 
is a notable selection of these dyes, including DiI (𝜆𝜆Ex = 549 nm; 𝜆𝜆Em = 565 nm; 
in blue range emission), CM-DiI, DiO (𝜆𝜆Ex = 481 nm; 𝜆𝜆Em = 501 nm; orange-red 
emission) and DiD (𝜆𝜆Ex = 644 nm; 𝜆𝜆Em = 655 nm; dark red range emission). 
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ing experiments. Several microscopes offer now high-throughput approaches 
to monitor cell proliferation and cell death over time. Here, two devices are of 
interest to be mentioned: one is the Nikon Biostation CT (Nikon, Tokyo, Jp) and 
the Incucyte S3 (Essen BioScience, Ltd., Newark Close, UK) with three fluorescent 
channels (note: the latest release S5 comes even with five channels). There are 
also several more affordable devices on the market, which, however, do not allow 
to track multiple culture vessels and cell conditions at the same time but rather 
single vessel monitoring over time. Real-time monitoring of cell shapes turned 
out to be very useful to monitor for instance MSCs undergoing differentiation as 
it was possible to discriminate differentiating cells according to certain ‘features’ 
using segmentation methods and statistical shape modelling [62]. MSCs could 
also be traced in dependency of their passaging number, that is, in dependence 
of their senescence [63]. These cell motility pathways were tracked for instance 
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using ImageJ [27] and the open source plugin ‘MTrackJ’, which allows manual 
tracking of individual cell trails. More recently, fast microscopes were designed 
that can handle high-throughput monitoring of multiple wells, and even multiple 
spots of interest in the well. Here, we can report on the experience with the use 
of the Incucyte S3 (Essen Bioscience), which in our hands, produced highly 
satisfactory results for cell tracing in co-culture experiments with direct cell–cell 
contact. As an example, the cytoplasm green of bone marrow-derived MSCs was 
stained with IncuCyte® CytoLight Rapid Green Reagent, cat# (cat. No. 4705). 
Additionally, primary human nucleus pulposus cells (NPCs) of the IVD were 
stained with IncuCyte® CytoLight Rapid Red reagent (cat. No. 4706). These cells 
were then seeded in 96-well plates in a ‘race’ experiment seeding 50:50 with 4000 
cells per cell type, and the interactions and the cell proliferation between the two 
cells was monitored (Video 1). Both cell types were cultured in an osteogenic 
medium, which was alpha-Modified Eagle Medium (𝛼𝛼MEM, Gibco, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific) supplemented with β-glycerophosphate, dexamethasone and vitamin 
C to thrive MSCs towards osteogenic differentiation. The presence of red NPCs 
was added in this experiment to monitor the inhibitory effects of these onto the 
MSCs undergoing ossification. We have previously shown that IVD cells such as 
NPCs can inhibit MSCs undergoing ossification by expressing BMP antagonists 
[64, 65]. As for the fluorescent stainings in this case, it became evident in this 
experiment that both dyes are washed out in less than 12 h of culture. Figure 8 
illustrates the cytoplasmic stains on MSCs (in green) and NPCs (in red) and how 
the staining faints after only a few hours by cell divisions in the co-culture. Thus, 
Figure 8. 
Phase-contrast microscopic images of time-lapse microscopy of a co-culture of human MSCs (stained in green) 
with NPCs (stained in red) seeded in a 1:1 ratio. (A) Status immediately when cells were seeded at time point 
0; (B) cell populations after 9 hours; C) Cell populations after 24 hours; and (D) cell populations after 2 days 
and 20 hours in culture. Please, note how the red cytoplasmic staining faints more rapidly over time than the 
green staining of the MSCs. Fluorescence staining must be optimised for each cell type separately.
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these stainings from Essen Bioscience would need to be optimised for long-term 
experiments for several weeks.
8.  Trouble shooting of difficult carriers with strong fluorescent 
interference
In some cases, unexpected problems were encountered with special biomateri-
als, which hindered any kind of CV designation as presented above using classical 
live/dead stain. For instance, staining for cyto-compatibility is often done on 3D 
hydrogels and other 3D biomaterials that do not allow a transparent view. In the case 
of Bombyx mori silk, for instance, it was found that staining with EthD-1 was not 
possible due to a very strong autofluorescence of the silk material (Figure 9A and B). 
Moreover, integration of genipin, which is a natural cross-linker to increase stiffness 
of hydrogels, has been proposed [66–69]. The increasing concentration of genipin 
leads to increasing autofluorescence, noticeable as ‘noisy background’ on the red 
fluorescent channel. This can be seen in Figure 9C, where MSCs were stained with 
Ca-AM life staining but the genipin-reinforced fibrin hydrogel was making it impos-
sible to use EthD-1 as the second dye to visualise dead cells. Therefore, DAPI (blue) 
Figure 9. 
(A–C). Examples of difficulties to quantify cLSM 3D-scan projections on complex biomaterials. Pictures 
represent z-stacks of compressed images through a stack of ~200 μm through the respective biomaterials. 
Primary human-derived bone marrow mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) were seeded and cultured for 
21 days on (A) silk-fleece from Bombyx mori (produced from Spintec engineering, GmbH, Aachen, 
Germany) (in red with strong autofluorescence from the silk material [18]); (B) human MSCs on B. mori 
silk after 21 days of culture containing growth factor GDF6 (naturally expressed by Baculo-virus transduced 
B. mori larvae that co-expressed the human growth factor during larval growth); (C) human MSCs cultured 
in fibrin hydrogel (45 mg fibrinogen/mL, Tisseel™, Baxter) containing 4.5 mg/genipin, a natural cross-linker 
to stiffen the hydrogel. Notice, the strong red staining resulting from the genipin cross-linker in the hydrogel 
[67]. (D) Example of an image with co-staining of injected cells into an organ, that is isolated progenitor cells 
stained with DID (Vybrant™, thermo Fisher scientific) and calcein AM into IVD; (E) human NPCs cultured 
for 21 days in polethyleneglycol hydrogel (PEG) lacking RGD motive (Q-gel™); (F) human NPCs cultured 
for 21 days in PEG hydrogel with RGD motive, showing filopodia growth. Cells adhere with filopodia to the 
matrix and change to a very artificial cell phenotype [17].
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using ImageJ [27] and the open source plugin ‘MTrackJ’, which allows manual 
tracking of individual cell trails. More recently, fast microscopes were designed 
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was added in this experiment to monitor the inhibitory effects of these onto the 
MSCs undergoing ossification. We have previously shown that IVD cells such as 
NPCs can inhibit MSCs undergoing ossification by expressing BMP antagonists 
[64, 65]. As for the fluorescent stainings in this case, it became evident in this 
experiment that both dyes are washed out in less than 12 h of culture. Figure 8 
illustrates the cytoplasmic stains on MSCs (in green) and NPCs (in red) and how 
the staining faints after only a few hours by cell divisions in the co-culture. Thus, 
Figure 8. 
Phase-contrast microscopic images of time-lapse microscopy of a co-culture of human MSCs (stained in green) 
with NPCs (stained in red) seeded in a 1:1 ratio. (A) Status immediately when cells were seeded at time point 
0; (B) cell populations after 9 hours; C) Cell populations after 24 hours; and (D) cell populations after 2 days 
and 20 hours in culture. Please, note how the red cytoplasmic staining faints more rapidly over time than the 
green staining of the MSCs. Fluorescence staining must be optimised for each cell type separately.
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these stainings from Essen Bioscience would need to be optimised for long-term 
experiments for several weeks.
8.  Trouble shooting of difficult carriers with strong fluorescent 
interference
In some cases, unexpected problems were encountered with special biomateri-
als, which hindered any kind of CV designation as presented above using classical 
live/dead stain. For instance, staining for cyto-compatibility is often done on 3D 
hydrogels and other 3D biomaterials that do not allow a transparent view. In the case 
of Bombyx mori silk, for instance, it was found that staining with EthD-1 was not 
possible due to a very strong autofluorescence of the silk material (Figure 9A and B). 
Moreover, integration of genipin, which is a natural cross-linker to increase stiffness 
of hydrogels, has been proposed [66–69]. The increasing concentration of genipin 
leads to increasing autofluorescence, noticeable as ‘noisy background’ on the red 
fluorescent channel. This can be seen in Figure 9C, where MSCs were stained with 
Ca-AM life staining but the genipin-reinforced fibrin hydrogel was making it impos-
sible to use EthD-1 as the second dye to visualise dead cells. Therefore, DAPI (blue) 
Figure 9. 
(A–C). Examples of difficulties to quantify cLSM 3D-scan projections on complex biomaterials. Pictures 
represent z-stacks of compressed images through a stack of ~200 μm through the respective biomaterials. 
Primary human-derived bone marrow mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) were seeded and cultured for 
21 days on (A) silk-fleece from Bombyx mori (produced from Spintec engineering, GmbH, Aachen, 
Germany) (in red with strong autofluorescence from the silk material [18]); (B) human MSCs on B. mori 
silk after 21 days of culture containing growth factor GDF6 (naturally expressed by Baculo-virus transduced 
B. mori larvae that co-expressed the human growth factor during larval growth); (C) human MSCs cultured 
in fibrin hydrogel (45 mg fibrinogen/mL, Tisseel™, Baxter) containing 4.5 mg/genipin, a natural cross-linker 
to stiffen the hydrogel. Notice, the strong red staining resulting from the genipin cross-linker in the hydrogel 
[67]. (D) Example of an image with co-staining of injected cells into an organ, that is isolated progenitor cells 
stained with DID (Vybrant™, thermo Fisher scientific) and calcein AM into IVD; (E) human NPCs cultured 
for 21 days in polethyleneglycol hydrogel (PEG) lacking RGD motive (Q-gel™); (F) human NPCs cultured 
for 21 days in PEG hydrogel with RGD motive, showing filopodia growth. Cells adhere with filopodia to the 
matrix and change to a very artificial cell phenotype [17].
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ore an alternate dead staining needs to be taken. The feature of intrinsic fluorescence 
of genipin was recently proposed as a wanted side effect for in vivo studies to track 
hydrogels [70]. Figure 9D is an example of an experiment, where a hydrogel, in 
this case a methacrylated gellan gum [71, 72], is used as a carrier material and 
mixed with bovine nucleus pulposus progenitor cells (NPPCs) [73]. This mix was 
then injected into a bovine IVD organ culture model. The aim was to determine 
the CV and to identify and distinguish transplanted and native cells. The cells were 
monitored for live/dead staining after 2 days of organ culture [61]. The cells were 
labelled with DID and CaAM prior injection and resulted in yellow co-labelled cells. 
Figure 9 E and 9F demonstrates the effects of integration of cell adhesion motives 
by lack (Figure 9E) or integration of RGD (Figure 9F) into a commercially available 
hydrogel made of high-molecular weight polyethylene glycol (PEG) (QGel™, QGel 
inc., Lausanne, Switzerland). Due to the addition of the RGD, NPCs started to develop 
filopodia, which is a very unnatural cell shape and morphology for these cells. This 
feature, however, may be very useful if MSCs are cultured in 3D depending on the 
specific research question under mechanical loading [17].
9. Discussion
CV is a very central parameter in TE methods. However, this parameter is prone 
to multiple sources of errors. Errors come in not only from the methodology, the 
experimental design, the experimenter, but also from the technical limitations of 
the devices. Here, we presented our data for the systematic evaluation of some of 
the more commonly applied methods.
First of all, there are various methods, which allow inferring cell viability. 
Here, we discussed direct methods, which use fluorescent dyes such as Ca-AM or 
similar dyes or combined with membrane dyes. Depending on the research ques-
tion, a major factor is whether the morphology and the spatial distribution matters 
(Figure 1). Then, fluorescent dyes combined with microscopic techniques are the 
methods of choice. To get dynamic CV quantification in 3D stacks, it is even recom-
mended to use cLSM technology, which will give a very accurate visualisation of the 
CV in depth. The disadvantage of this methodology is clearly that the tissue needs 
to be stained right away after stopping the experiment, and the scanning should 
take place within 1–2 h after the staining procedure. Samples should be kept if pos-
sible at 37°C and the laser exposure inside the cLSM should be minimised.
Alternatively, tissue fixation and subsequent CV quantification has the advan-
tage that any microscopic analyses can be postponed for a future time point.
Either tissue fixation or freezing in O.C.T. compound is an option (Tissue-Tek® 
O.C.T.™ Compound, AJ Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands). These scaffolds 
then need to be cut using a cryotom. The samples can then be stained with other 
live stains using LDH assay (usually a brownish formazan staining) in combination 
with a dead cell staining, for instance DAPI (blue) or EthD-1 (red).
ARD stains that are applied onto cells did not seem to work for any kind of tissue 
staining (tested were IVD and ACL tissue). However, if cell morphology does not 
matter and cells can be successfully isolated by mild digestion (e.g. by pronase/collage-
nase digestions overnight) [74] without losing the dead cells in the digestion process, 
this could become a valid alternative to live/dead imaging. However, the protocol for 
ARD stain works perfectly for flow cytometric applications (see Figure 6). We have 
also evaluated the stability of the ARD for later FACS analysis. Fluorescent ratios and 
intensities remained unchanged if stored at 4°C after 7 days (our data not shown). 
Interestingly, CV is overestimated for most methods (Figures 2 and 7). As seen for all of 
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our comparisons in terms of accuracy, the TB method was performing best. If the ARD 
dye was used in hand counting methods, it also overestimated the true CV (Figure 7).
It can be complex to determine CV in cell suspensions and in tissue samples, 
as there are two modes of cell death: necrosis and apoptosis [75, 76]. Necrosis is an 
uncontrolled cellular death where cells lose their membrane integrity, whereas apop-
totic cells die in a controlled manner involving cell shrinkage, nuclear fragmentation 
and the formation of apoptotic bodies [75]. Most of CV assays such as dye exclusion or 
intracellular enzyme release rely only upon necrotic loss of membrane integrity, thus 
omitting the detection of apoptotic cells. To detect apoptotic cells, other fluorescent-
based kits are recommended such as the detection of caspase 3 activity [22].
Thus, future methods will consider fluorescent methods in the tissue and directly 
distinguish apoptosis and necrosis. It could involve the application of assays detecting 
only apoptotic cells such as it is the case in the TUNEL assay. In this case the detection 
of cell undergoing apoptosis is achieved through the use of modified nucleotides and 
enzymes to label DNA fragments. DNA fragmentation is detected by labelling the 
3′-hydroxyl termini in the double-stranded DNA breaks that are generated during apop-
tosis. In the case of flow cytometry study, annexin V would also be a possibility as it is an 
early marker of apoptosis. It binds to phosphatidylserine, which is a marker of apoptosis 
when it is present on the outer part of the plasma membrane. It should be noticed that 
recently a third form of cell death has been defined, which differs from apoptosis and 
necrosis, which is called ‘autophagy’. Autophagy differs from the previous forms in that 
cells can be killed by starvation from particular growth factors and cellular stresses [75].
Live/dead staining can only discriminate in a limited way between necrosis and 
apoptotic cell death. Autophagy cannot be distinguished with the fluorescent dyes 
described in this chapter. It could be feasible to address apoptotic cells using cLSM 
if certain cell nuclei demonstrate fragmentation of the nuclei. However, most dead 
cells by image segmentation methods that will be identified will have died through 
necrosis and show a clearly structured nucleus. As it was mentioned in the intro-
ductory chapter, an improvement of the reliability can be obtained by combining 
various CV methods [22, 77]. Thus, the use of the fixable dead cell stain would be 
best when used in combination with another CV assay or live and dead staining.
10. Conclusions
• CV can be determined with a wide range of methods allowing to stain mam-
malian cells. However, which techniques should be used is determined from 
the question at hand.
• TB method, a relatively cheap and affordable method, was the most accurate 
method to evaluate PREMIXes in all of the previous investigations.
• Live/dead imaging and cLSM imaging using 3D stacks is a very suitable 
method to quantify CV in 3D scaffolds. The samples with cells embedded in 
3D hydrogel carriers or also native in the tissue can be scanned by cLSM about 
300 μm deep into the tissue.
• cLSM scanning requires good optics. The total cell number per volume was 
overestimated by a factor of four for yet unconfirmed reasons, possibly devia-
tions from the refraction indices of hydrogel-like materials.
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our comparisons in terms of accuracy, the TB method was performing best. If the ARD 
dye was used in hand counting methods, it also overestimated the true CV (Figure 7).
It can be complex to determine CV in cell suspensions and in tissue samples, 
as there are two modes of cell death: necrosis and apoptosis [75, 76]. Necrosis is an 
uncontrolled cellular death where cells lose their membrane integrity, whereas apop-
totic cells die in a controlled manner involving cell shrinkage, nuclear fragmentation 
and the formation of apoptotic bodies [75]. Most of CV assays such as dye exclusion or 
intracellular enzyme release rely only upon necrotic loss of membrane integrity, thus 
omitting the detection of apoptotic cells. To detect apoptotic cells, other fluorescent-
based kits are recommended such as the detection of caspase 3 activity [22].
Thus, future methods will consider fluorescent methods in the tissue and directly 
distinguish apoptosis and necrosis. It could involve the application of assays detecting 
only apoptotic cells such as it is the case in the TUNEL assay. In this case the detection 
of cell undergoing apoptosis is achieved through the use of modified nucleotides and 
enzymes to label DNA fragments. DNA fragmentation is detected by labelling the 
3′-hydroxyl termini in the double-stranded DNA breaks that are generated during apop-
tosis. In the case of flow cytometry study, annexin V would also be a possibility as it is an 
early marker of apoptosis. It binds to phosphatidylserine, which is a marker of apoptosis 
when it is present on the outer part of the plasma membrane. It should be noticed that 
recently a third form of cell death has been defined, which differs from apoptosis and 
necrosis, which is called ‘autophagy’. Autophagy differs from the previous forms in that 
cells can be killed by starvation from particular growth factors and cellular stresses [75].
Live/dead staining can only discriminate in a limited way between necrosis and 
apoptotic cell death. Autophagy cannot be distinguished with the fluorescent dyes 
described in this chapter. It could be feasible to address apoptotic cells using cLSM 
if certain cell nuclei demonstrate fragmentation of the nuclei. However, most dead 
cells by image segmentation methods that will be identified will have died through 
necrosis and show a clearly structured nucleus. As it was mentioned in the intro-
ductory chapter, an improvement of the reliability can be obtained by combining 
various CV methods [22, 77]. Thus, the use of the fixable dead cell stain would be 
best when used in combination with another CV assay or live and dead staining.
10. Conclusions
• CV can be determined with a wide range of methods allowing to stain mam-
malian cells. However, which techniques should be used is determined from 
the question at hand.
• TB method, a relatively cheap and affordable method, was the most accurate 
method to evaluate PREMIXes in all of the previous investigations.
• Live/dead imaging and cLSM imaging using 3D stacks is a very suitable 
method to quantify CV in 3D scaffolds. The samples with cells embedded in 
3D hydrogel carriers or also native in the tissue can be scanned by cLSM about 
300 μm deep into the tissue.
• cLSM scanning requires good optics. The total cell number per volume was 
overestimated by a factor of four for yet unconfirmed reasons, possibly devia-
tions from the refraction indices of hydrogel-like materials.
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• Cells can be traced using membrane dyes, such as PKH26, DID, DIO, DIL or 
similar dyes. Staining protocols for each specific mammalian cell type might 
have to be optimised.
• Fixable dead cell staining kit, as for instance the ViaQuant™, is optimised for flow 
cytometric analyses, and can only be partially used for TE applications. Its applica-
tion for tissue samples is not possible as the dye cannot specifically stain dead cells.
• Rather, this fixable kit is more suitable for toxicology screening where cells are 
kept in suspension. It still has some advantages over other viability assays like 
flexibility of the experimental design in terms of excitation wavelength and 
stability of the dye after fixation, and also its simple handling.
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Abstract
Clinical experience indicates that enhanced level of heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) 
and p53 correlates with poor prognosis due to malignant cell overexpression of these 
proteins in tumor progression. Cadmium selenide quantum dots (QDs) were syn-
thesized in aqueous solution using mercaptopropionic acid and L-cysteine (L-Cys) 
as ligands. They were conjugated with a monoclonal antibody (Ab) to p53 and 
cmHp70.1 to Hsp70 for detection of cancer cell apoptosis that was demonstrated in 
the experiment by fluorescent confocal microscopy both for breast carcinoma cells 
and for thyroid tissue. It is shown that in comparison with organic dyes, quantum 
dots have superior photostability of tracking apoptosis in cancer cells for longer 
time.
Keywords: quantum dot, p53, heat shock protein, conjugation, cancer imaging
1. Introduction
Imaging is the most powerful diagnostic approach in oncology that provides 
visualization of early stages of cancer and optimizes its treatment. Fluorescent 
semiconductor nanoparticles (quantum dots (QDs)) play a great role in cell imaging 
in oncology [1–3]. QDs have fluorescent characteristics that change conventional 
approaches in medical diagnostics. The general optical features of QDs compared 
to organic fluorescent probes are broad excitation band, narrow fluorescence band, 
high quantum yield (including near-infrared region), and stability against photo-
bleaching [4, 5]. Organic fluorescent dyes are usually used to label cells and tissues 
for both in vitro and in vivo imaging. QDs are more convenient probes for imaging 
of tumor cell surface receptors by the receptor-mediated recognition.
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Abstract
Clinical experience indicates that enhanced level of heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) 
and p53 correlates with poor prognosis due to malignant cell overexpression of these 
proteins in tumor progression. Cadmium selenide quantum dots (QDs) were syn-
thesized in aqueous solution using mercaptopropionic acid and L-cysteine (L-Cys) 
as ligands. They were conjugated with a monoclonal antibody (Ab) to p53 and 
cmHp70.1 to Hsp70 for detection of cancer cell apoptosis that was demonstrated in 
the experiment by fluorescent confocal microscopy both for breast carcinoma cells 
and for thyroid tissue. It is shown that in comparison with organic dyes, quantum 
dots have superior photostability of tracking apoptosis in cancer cells for longer 
time.
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Imaging is the most powerful diagnostic approach in oncology that provides 
visualization of early stages of cancer and optimizes its treatment. Fluorescent 
semiconductor nanoparticles (quantum dots (QDs)) play a great role in cell imaging 
in oncology [1–3]. QDs have fluorescent characteristics that change conventional 
approaches in medical diagnostics. The general optical features of QDs compared 
to organic fluorescent probes are broad excitation band, narrow fluorescence band, 
high quantum yield (including near-infrared region), and stability against photo-
bleaching [4, 5]. Organic fluorescent dyes are usually used to label cells and tissues 
for both in vitro and in vivo imaging. QDs are more convenient probes for imaging 
of tumor cell surface receptors by the receptor-mediated recognition.
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Originally proposed back in the early 1990s, synthesis method for colloidal cad-
mium chalcogenide nanocrystals (CdS, CdSe, CdTe) in high-boiling solvents (the 
so-called hot injection method) made it possible to carry out controlled synthesis 
of semiconductor quantum dots with a narrow nanoparticle size distribution and 
promising optical characteristics [6]. Additional control and modification of optical 
properties can be achieved using alloying (e.g., Zn1-xCdxS QDs) or doping and 
creation of core-shell heterostructures of type-I (e.g., CdSe/ZnS) or type-II (e.g., 
CdTe/CdSe) [7, 8]. The technology of colloidal synthesis was extended to other 
binary compounds, such as lead and silver chalcogenides (for the near-IR range 
applications), zinc chalcogenides including doped with transition metal atoms (e.g., 
ZnS:Mn and ZnSe:Mn QDs), III-V semiconductors (InP QDs are actively considered 
as a less toxic competitor to CdSe-based nanocrystals for the visible range), and 
group IV semiconductors (e.g., Si, C) [7, 9–12]. Doping of QDs with transition metal 
ions is a prospective approach for development of bimodal labels for combined 
magnetic resonance and fluorescence imaging [13]. Another developing system is 
nanocrystals of ternary I-III-VI compounds (CuInS2, CuInSe2, AgInS2, AgInSe2), 
as well as quaternary QDs based on them (e.g., Zn-Ag-In-S QDs) [14, 15]. Being 
another alternative to cadmium-based nanocrystals in bioimaging applications, 
they tend to have a common drawback of an inherently broad photoluminescence 
(PL) band. Some nanocrystalline systems, such as I-III-VI QDs and type-II nano-
heterostructures (CdTe/CdSe QDs), with long photoluminescence lifetimes can be 
used to create fluorescent probes suitable for time-gated imaging with improved 
signal-to-noise ratio [16]. Despite the fact that the methods of synthesis of colloidal 
nanocrystals in nonpolar solvents are well studied and allow synthesis of highly 
fluorescent QDs, methods in aqueous medium attract the attention of researchers 
due to better cost-effectiveness, relative environmental friendliness, the absence 
of the need to perform additional operations to hydrophilize the surface of the 
nanoparticles, and the ability to readily tailor biofunctionality according to specific 
application. The general restriction to this approach is often higher defect densi-
ties and, as a consequence, lower fluorescence quantum yields of nanoparticles. 
Moreover aqueous synthetic routes may be more complicated due to involvement of 
H2O, H3O+, and OH− species [17].
Some proteins are the markers of malignant process and can be used as targeting 
ligands in imaging. The heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70) and tumor suppressor gene 
p53 have distinguished position among protein markers. Clinical experience indi-
cates that enhanced level of Hsp70 and p53 correlates with poor prognosis due to 
malignant cell overexpression of these proteins in tumor progression [18]. Previous 
studies have shown that these proteins are expressed at high levels in oncological 
diseases such as endometrial cancers, osteosarcomas, renal cell tumors, hepatoma, 
and glioblastoma [19, 20]; elevated serum levels of Hsp70 are associated with breast 
cancer [21]. Hsp70 has prognostic significance for diagnostics of endometrial 
carcinoma as its expression appears to correlate with sex steroid receptor status in 
cancer [22].
The wild-type p53 is known to be tumor suppressor apoptotic protein that tran-
scriptionally regulates DNA damage and cell transformation [23]. Interaction of 
p53 with heat shock proteins changes the apoptotic activity and causes the growth 
of cancer cells in organism [24, 25]. The Hsp70 is chaperone molecule that affects 
the p53 function by binding client protein at certain sites. The p53 has two binding 
sites, the most important one is the C-terminal domain. Therefore, the chaperone 
function of stress proteins is essential for a sustained state of p53 for malignant 
cell apoptosis. Targeting of Hsp70 and p53 is an important task for developing the 
cancer treatment strategy. It is well known that the most sensitive and specific 
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moieties for detection of antigen are its antibodies (Ab). The conjugation of QDs 
with monoclonal antibodies against Hsp70 and p53 opens the way for constructing 
a suitable platform for assay of malignant organs. Nanoparticles ensure delivery 
and sufficient accumulation of labels in diseased and apoptotic tissues. Targeted 
delivery of conjugated antibody to a cell membrane receptor was recently demon-
strated in the case of magnetic iron oxide nanoparticles. The magnetic conjugates 
with Ab against Hsp70 being intravenously injected were uptaken by C6 glioma cells 
[26]. The targeted delivery of magnetic conjugates against epidermal growth factor 
was confirmed for mouse melanoma. Although the attachment of monoclonal Ab to 
p53 at the surface of nanoparticle for molecular imaging is not described, the results 
of successful targeted detection of p53 gene indicate the possibility of apoptosis 
imaging in transformed cells [27]. Engineered conjugated QDs have diagnostic 
potential for molecular imaging of apoptosis usually performed by measurement 
of annexin V bound to phosphatidylserine on an outer cell membrane of tumor 
[28]. Phosphatidylserine is expressed on the inner side of normal plasma membrane 
but transfers onto outer leaflet in apoptosis. Some false-positive results in necrosis 
are the main obstacle for wide application of this assay. Differentiation of apop-
tosis from necrosis remains an actual problem for oncological diagnostics today. 
Radiolabeling, magnetic, and QD conjugation do not solve this problem at full 
scale [29, 30]. As an alternative approach, p53 and Hsp70 proteins in the complex 
can serve as pro-apoptotic targets for registration with the help of QDs. The QD 
associated with antibody to pro-apoptotic p53 protein may be used for diagnostic 
purposes, in particular for the assessment of tumor progression. The apoptotic 
response after chemotherapy is the special subject for this approach.
In the present study, CdSe QDs were conjugated with monoclonal antibodies to 
p53 (p53Ab) and cmHp70.1 to Hsp70. The cmHp70.1-QD and p53Ab-QD conjugates 
were synthesized using covalent bonding. The biocompatibility and cytotoxicity 
of the obtained conjugates were evaluated by in vitro studies in various cancer cell 
lines C6 glioma, U87 human glioma, K562 human leukemia, and B16 melanoma 
cells using MTT assay. The imaging potential was evaluated on the breast carcinoma 
cells by fluorescent confocal microscopy. The use of QD conjugates for expression 
of cancer marker proteins was also investigated in endometrial and thyroid tissue. 
The unique photophysical properties of CdSe nanoparticles facilitate the observa-
tion of cancer cells by laser confocal microscopy method.
2. Methods
2.1 Reagents
Cadmium chloride (CdCl2·2.5H2O), selenium powder (Se, 99.5%), sodium boro-
hydride (NaBH4), mercaptopropionic acid (MPA, 99%), and L-cysteine (L-Cys) 
were used as purchased without further purification.
2.2 Synthesis of CdSe QDs
Typical synthesis procedure included the following steps. Sodium hydroselenide 
NaHSe solution (Se precursor) was prepared by reacting of NaBH4 with Se powder 
in distilled water. It resulted in vigorous reaction accompanied by intensive hydrogen 
gassing:
 4NaBH4 + 2Se + 7H2O → 2NaHSe + Na2B4O7 + 14H2 (1)
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but transfers onto outer leaflet in apoptosis. Some false-positive results in necrosis 
are the main obstacle for wide application of this assay. Differentiation of apop-
tosis from necrosis remains an actual problem for oncological diagnostics today. 
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scale [29, 30]. As an alternative approach, p53 and Hsp70 proteins in the complex 
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associated with antibody to pro-apoptotic p53 protein may be used for diagnostic 
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cells using MTT assay. The imaging potential was evaluated on the breast carcinoma 
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of cancer marker proteins was also investigated in endometrial and thyroid tissue. 
The unique photophysical properties of CdSe nanoparticles facilitate the observa-
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2. Methods
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hydride (NaBH4), mercaptopropionic acid (MPA, 99%), and L-cysteine (L-Cys) 
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2.2 Synthesis of CdSe QDs
Typical synthesis procedure included the following steps. Sodium hydroselenide 
NaHSe solution (Se precursor) was prepared by reacting of NaBH4 with Se powder 
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gassing:
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To obtain cadmium precursor solution, CdCl2·2.5H2O was dissolved in distilled 
water, and the certain amount of MPA was added so that the mixture became 
turbid. By the dropwise addition of NH4OH, acidity of the solution was brought up 
to approximate value pH = 11 and it cleared. It is suggested that moderately alkaline 
environment facilitates the formation of Cd2+-MPA complexes which act as an 
immediate reactant. Component molar ratio was adjusted to [Cd2+]:[Se2−]:[MPA] 
= 1:0.5:2.4. Selenium precursor solution was swiftly injected in a solution contain-
ing cadmium ions under vigorous stirring at room temperature, followed by rapid 
heating to 90°C. The QDs were purified by isopropyl alcohol-assisted precipitation 
and dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer. Analogous technique was 
used to synthesize CdSe QDs capped with L-cysteine.
Luminescence of such particles essentially is associated with radiative recombi-
nation via surface states. It is typical for CdSe QDs prepared in an aqueous medium. 
As compared to QDs, synthesized in an organic medium, such particles have a 
broader spectrum of luminescence but do not require the additional step of transfer 
into the aqueous phase. Absorption and photoluminescence spectra are presented in 
Figure 1.
2.3 Characterization of CdSe QDs
The absorption spectra were obtained with ultraviolet-visible-near-infrared 
spectrophotometer (Ecohim, PE-5400UV) between 190 and 1000 nm, with a 
spectral resolution of 1 nm. Fluorescence spectra were recorded with a fluorescence 
spectrophotometer with a solid-state 405 nm laser. Dynamic light scattering (DLS), 
also known as photon correlation spectroscopy, was used to determine the hydro-
dynamic diameter of free and conjugated QDs. Diluted samples were used to avoid 
multiple scattering. The measurements were conducted with Zetasizer (Nano ZS, 
Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK).
2.4 Evaluation of stability
To assess the stability of the QDs in buffer solutions, CdSe/L-Cys nanoparticles 
were added in a concentration of 17.5 μM/ml to the following solutions: phosphate-
buffered saline, pH = 7.5 (BIOLOT); wash buffer, pH = 8.0 (Dako); and Tris buffer, 
pH = 5.0 (Sigma). Aliquots of each solution were selected after 60 min, placed on 
the slides, evaporated, and observed for fluorescent areas using Olympus FV 1000 
confocal laser scanning microscope (excitation laser wavelength—405 nm).
Figure 1. 
Characterization of the optical absorption and photoluminescence of CdSe nanoparticles.
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2.5 Evaluation of fluorescence intensity
The evaluation of the fluorescence intensity of CdSe/L-Cys QDs samples compared 
to organic fluorophores FITC (rabbit anti-mouse immunoglobulins, conjugated with 
FITC, Dako) and Alexa Fluor 568 (donkey anti-mouse immunoglobulins, conjugated 
with Alexa Fluor 568, Abcam) was done in the following way: 15 μl of the fluorophore 
was added to the slide and mixed with a fluorescence mounting medium (Dako), 
which prevents the fluorophores from crystallizing and decolorizing, coverslipped, and 
subjected to ultraviolet radiation (using a Mercury Vapor Short Arc, 120 W) of 25% 
intensity for 120-min period. A Niba fluorescent filter (for the UV radiation) was used 
to observe fluorescence. The samples were scanned with the same laser beam intensity 
every 15 min. The QD sample was irradiated with 405 nm laser, the FITC sample with 
488 nm laser, and the Alexa Fluor sample with 559–568 nm laser. The mean fluores-
cence intensity was measured in relative units using the FluoView 10 software.
2.6 An assessment of the cytotoxic effect of QDs
The cytotoxicity of the CdSe/L-Cys QDs was assessed in two cell cultures. The 
first cell culture was a cell line ZR-75-1 (breast carcinoma) and the second—normal 
human mononuclear lymphocytes (MNL).
The apoptosis induction by a fixed staining procedure with propidium iodide 
(PI) that stains the nuclei of cells with compromised cell membrane structure was 
determined to assess the cytotoxic effect of QDs in the ZR-75-1 cell line in 1, 3, 18, 
and 24 h after administration of QD solution.
Phosphate-buffered saline was added as a control in the same quantities to the 
cell cultures. The QD samples were added to the growth medium at the concentra-
tions of 175 nM/ml, 1.75 μM/ml, and 17.5 μM/ml. The similar method was used to 
evaluate MNL culture cytotoxic effect, but the concentration of QDs was 1.15 nM/μl 
and further evaluated after 48 h of incubation.
2.7 An assessment of the specificity of p53Ab-QD conjugates
The specificity study was conducted with p53Ab-QD conjugate at a 1:50 dilution. 
The material of the study was normal endometrial cell culture, taken by endome-
trial pipeline biopsy within the examinations of a patient entering into IVF cycle, 
as well as fixed and paraffin-embedded thyroid tissue. Endometrial cell culture 
was grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM)/F12 (Gibco) supple-
mented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco), penicillin, and streptomycin in a 
humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2 at 37°C. Apoptosis induction was carried out by 
adding 200 μM H2O2 to the cell culture for 24 h. Normal thyroid tissue possesses a 
high index of apoptosis. As a control, QD solution of 0.003 M was added in PBS. 
Immunofluorescence staining was performed using primary antibody (Monoclonal 
Mouse Anti-Human p53 Protein Clone DO-7, 1:50, Dako) and secondary antibody 
with Alexa Fluor 647 (Anti-Mouse Alexa Fluor 647, Abcam). The cell nuclei were 
counterstained with Hoechst stain 33,258 (Sigma); 30 μl volume of each reagent 
was added per a single slice or well. Fluorescence evaluation was carried out under 
Olympus FV 1000 confocal laser scanning microscope. The number of stained cells 
was counted in 10 fields of view at 20× magnification.
2.8 Glioma model for Hsp70 assay
Male nu/nu NMRI mice weighing 28–30 g were purchased in animal nursery 
“Charles River Laboratories” (Germany). All animal experiments have been 
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approved by the local ethical committee of I.P. Pavlov State Medical University  
(St. Petersburg, Russia) and were in accordance with institutional guidelines for the 
welfare of animals.
Animals were anesthetized before mounting in a stereotactic frame (David 
Kopf Instruments, Tujunda, CA) with 10 mg “Zoletyl-100” (Vibrac sante Animale, 
France) and 0.2 ml 2% Rometar (Bioveta, Czech Republic) intraperitoneally. 
U87 cell suspension (1 × 106 cells/ml) in 2 μl was injected into the nucleus cauda-
tus dexter.
For assessment of the accumulation of the nanoparticles in the tumor, animals 
were randomly divided into four groups (three animals each) on the 14th day after 
inoculation: (1) i.v. injection of the PBS (control group); (2) i.v. injection of the 
QD-Isotype IgG1 for 24 h; (3) i.v. injection of QDs-cmHsp70.1 conjugates for 24 h. 
Following administration of the QDs, the animals were sacrificed, and extracted 
brains were fixed in 4% formaldehyde. Brain tumor sections were additionally 
stained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole solution (DAPI) (Vector Laboratories, 
Burlingame, CA, USA). Glasses were mounted in DAKO fluorescent mounting 
medium (Dako North America Inc., USA) and further analyzed on confocal system. 
Fluorescence images were captured with a Leica TCS SP5 confocal system (Leica 
Microsystems, Heidelberg, Germany). For evaluation of co-localization, single 
z-planes were analyzed with Leica confocal software LCSLite (Leica Microsystems, 
Heidelberg, Germany) and ImageJ 1.37 (Wright Cell Imaging Facility, Toronto, 
Canada).
3. Experimental results
3.1 Physical characterization of the CdSe QDs
The optical absorption and fluorescence spectra of the colloidal aqueous solu-
tion are shown in Figure 1. Absorption band edge around 470 nm is located at 
energies higher than for the bulk CdSe (bandgap 1.74 eV) proving that grown nano-
structures are CdSe QDs. The average diameter of the CdSe QDs can be calculated 
by inputting the wavelength of the lowest energy absorption peak into the following 
empirical expression [31]:
 9 4 6 3 3 21.6122 10 2.6575 10 1.6242 10 – 0.4277 41.57,D l l l l- - -= × - × + × +  (2)
Here, D (nm) is the mean diameter of the CdSe QDs and λ (nm) is the wave-
length of the lowest energy absorption peak, i.e., the first excitonic transition. This 
expression yielded a diameter of 2 nm, which indicates the formation of ultrasmall 
QDs. The fluorescence spectrum of the QDs is relatively broad.
3.2 Stability
The carried out observations demonstrated that after the QDs had been incu-
bated in PBS solution and liquid evaporated, the crystalline structure was formed 
wherein the QDs fluoresce in the orange region of the spectrum. It is found that the 
QDs remain stable in buffer solutions at room temperature. Herewith the acidity 
of the solution does not affect the stability of the QDs, since the fluorescence was 
observed in an hour in all three samples with pH values equal to 8.0, 7.5, and 5.0, 
respectively. This result is consistent with our previous publication [32].
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3.3 Fluorescence intensity of QDs
The comparison analysis of fluorescence intensity of CdSe/L-Cys QDs and 
organic dyes (Figure 2) showed that the maximum brightness of the fluorescence 
was typical for organic fluorophore FITC in the first 15 min; however, the decrease 
of brightness (more than threefold) was observed in 15 min. Alexa 568—another 
organic fluorophore—was more stable than FITC, but its fluorescence intensity 
also decreased over time. At the same time, the fluorescence intensity of QDs was 
increasing over time (from 230 to 1000 relative units). Therefore, due to high 
photostability, QD can be used to monitor fluorescence in objects for long periods 
of time.
3.4 The assessment of the QD cytotoxicity
The cytotoxicity of the CdSe/L-Cys quantum dots was evaluated using 
the ZR-75-1 line. The absence of the cytotoxic effect is characteristic for the 
time intervals of 1, 3, and 18 h. After 24 h, about 4% of cells in the group with 
injected QDs (concentration of 17.5 mM/ml) accumulated PI, while for the other 
two groups, these values were 3%. Such a result was not significantly different 
from the control group, where the number of fluorescent cells scanned was 2 of 
100. The number of dead cells in the ZR-75-1 culture did not exceed 3% both 
in the control and experimental group in all checkpoints. The following results 
were obtained for a mixed culture of MNL: apoptotic cells were not observed 
during the first few hours; but long-term (18 h and above) incubation of QDs 
with MNL proved that the cytotoxic effect increased, and after 48 h, level of 
apoptosis reached 20%. The increase of cytotoxicity may be associated with the 
destruction of the organic coating in a cell culture medium. Moreover, MNL 
were obtained from peripheral blood where lymphocytes do not proliferate 
without generating special conditions. Therefore, the cytotoxic effect for MNL 
cell culture may have been more pronounced than for the immortalized ZR-75-1 
line. Thus, cytotoxicity was tested both on tumor cells, with greater viability, 
and on normal human cells, which approximates cytotoxicity assessment for in 
vivo conditions.
Figure 2. 
Dynamic of fluorescence intensity of the CdSe QDs, Alexa Fluor 568, and FITC organic dyes versus time.
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3.5 Conjugation of QDs with human antibody against p53 protein (p53Ab)
Conjugation of QDs (CdSe/MPA, 1 mM) and anti-human p53 protein (p53Ab 
1:1000 Sigma 0.02 mM) was carried out via water-soluble carbodiimide-mediated 
linker using СМС (N-Cyclohexyl-N′-(2-morpholinoethyl)-carbodiimide metho- 
p-toluenesulfonate, Sigma 2 mg/ml (4.7 mM)). 0.2 mM QDs with 0.47 mM CMC 
was vortexed for 30 min at room temperature. 0.3 μM or 2.2 μM p53Ab and 1× 
PBS was added to a final volume 210 μl. The conjugation of p53Ab with QDs was 
performed by incubation in the shaker for 3 h after mixing. Nonconjugated QDs 
without p53Ab were prepared as the control probe. Nonconjugated QDs were 
removed from the reaction medium by dialysis with size cutoff limit 12–14 kDa. 
One probe of p53Ab-QD was ultrafiltrated in Vivaspin 100 kDa filter by centrifuga-
tion at 10,000 rpm for 3 min. Protein quantity after ultrafiltration and adjustment 
to a volume of 100 μl was 0.03 μM by Bradford assay. The prepared conjugated QDs 
were stable and had fluorescence as for control solutions. Until use, the conjugates 
were stored protected from light at 4°C.
Successful conjugation is confirmed by DLS (Figure 3). The peak in the size 
distribution of QD conjugates is shifted toward larger diameters than the case of 
“free” QDs due to the conjugation with antibodies.
The asymmetry of the distribution in the case of conjugates can be explained 
by the fact that QDs and antibodies can bind to each other in different proportions. 
The hydrodynamic diameter of the semiconductor particles is typically larger than 
the diameter calculated from the absorption spectrum due different physical mean-
ing, but the diameter values are of the same order. The PL spectrum was the same 
for QDs and their conjugates.
3.6 The specificity of p53Ab-QD conjugates
As a result of specificity assessment experiments for the p53Ab-QD conjugates 
with apoptosis induced in the cell culture, it was found there were a large number of 
cell nuclei stained with conjugates (Figure 4A and C).
For the evaluation of p53Ab-QD conjugates, we also used a fixed thyroid 
tissue (Figure 4B and D). Such an object of the study was chosen for two reasons: 
(1) thyroid gland has a high potential of cell renewal (apoptosis index in its 
parenchyma is about 25%) because of high intensity of synthetic and metabolic 
processes in normal cells and (2) thyroid pathology often develops during preg-
nancy and cascade associated with changes in the functioning of the reproductive 
Figure 3. 
The size distribution of QDs and QD-p53 antibody in PBS obtained by dynamic light scattering.
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system during this period. We observe the expression of the pro-apoptotic 
protein in the nuclei of thyrocytes.
Thus, the penetration of the p53Ab-QD complexes into the cells was confirmed 
both in the cell culture and tissue, and specific reaction to the nuclear protein p53 
was registered. In comparison with control samples stained with antibodies to 
p53Ab-Alexa Fluor 647, experimental samples showed a weak fluorescence but suf-
ficient for detection by a confocal microscopy. Stained slides will not discolor over 
Figure 4. 
Confocal laser scanning microscopy images. (A) Control, cell culture stained with p53 antibody-Alexa Fluor 
647; (B) control, thyroid tissue stained with p53 antibody-Alexa Fluor 647; (C) cell culture with QD-p53 
antibody; (D) thyroid tissue with QD-p53 antibody.
Figure 5. 
Flow cytometry analysis of Hsp70-positive cells treated by QD-labeled cmHsp70.1 against Hsp70. The results 
were presented in comparison to fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled immunoglobulin IgG1.
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system during this period. We observe the expression of the pro-apoptotic 
protein in the nuclei of thyrocytes.
Thus, the penetration of the p53Ab-QD complexes into the cells was confirmed 
both in the cell culture and tissue, and specific reaction to the nuclear protein p53 
was registered. In comparison with control samples stained with antibodies to 
p53Ab-Alexa Fluor 647, experimental samples showed a weak fluorescence but suf-
ficient for detection by a confocal microscopy. Stained slides will not discolor over 
Figure 4. 
Confocal laser scanning microscopy images. (A) Control, cell culture stained with p53 antibody-Alexa Fluor 
647; (B) control, thyroid tissue stained with p53 antibody-Alexa Fluor 647; (C) cell culture with QD-p53 
antibody; (D) thyroid tissue with QD-p53 antibody.
Figure 5. 
Flow cytometry analysis of Hsp70-positive cells treated by QD-labeled cmHsp70.1 against Hsp70. The results 
were presented in comparison to fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled immunoglobulin IgG1.
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time, so preservation of the fluorescence intensity was observed at carrying out 
repeated scans at 1, 3, and 7 days.
3.7 The specificity of cmHsp70.1-QD conjugates
Flow cytometry analysis of Hsp70-positive cells treated by QD-labeled 
cmHsp70.1 against Hsp70 is shown on Figure 5. The results are presented in com-
parison to fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled immunoglobulin IgG1.
4. Discussion
The presented above results suggest that CdSe nanoparticles are suitable for 
constructing the diagnostic platform for attachment of antibodies against proteins 
actively participating in apoptosis of malignant cells. Heat shock protein 70 in 
complex with p53 plays important role in apoptotic cell death. Level estimation of 
these apoptotic proteins can be adapted for monitoring of early stages of cancer. 
Whether the interaction of Hsp70 and p53 with cancer cells may be registered with 
high sensitivity by coupling Ab with QD is a subject of the study. For attachment 
of antibodies against p53 and Hsp70, QDs were synthesized and studied by optical 
spectroscopy. The core material is semiconductor CdSe nanocrystal coated by short 
ligands attached to the nanoparticle surface via sulfhydryl groups, while carboxylic 
groups of the ligands provide sites for conjugation. The study revealed that QDs 
remain stable for 1 month regardless of the acidity of the buffer solution.
Synthesized QDs have no cytotoxic effect as confirmed by the study of viability 
not only on tumor cells but also on normal human cells. CdSe/MPA nanoparticles 
were successfully conjugated with monoclonal antibodies to p53 and cmHp70.1 
to Hsp70. The Ab conjugation results in an increase in the hydrodynamic size of 
nanoparticle from 4.8 nm to 10 nm. The coupling of Ab to CdSe/MPA nanoparticles 
is carried out without the changes in fluorescence emission spectra of nonconju-
gated QDs. The strong photoluminescence at λ = 650 nm allows getting microscopic 
images unperturbed by background fluorescence of tissues. The amount of Ab per 
one nanoparticle was similar for Hsp70 and p53 proteins. The covalent coupling 
of Ab yields random immobilization of Ab at the surface. Some Fab parts of Ab 
can be in close contact with a surface that restricts immunochemical recognition 
in ELISA assay. Free access to antigen is determined by chosen synthesis strategy 
and structure of surface layer. The biological activity depends on the protein 
density and orientation of Ab on the nanocrystal surface. The large decrease of 
biological activity follows from a random exposition of epitopes outside of QD 
[33]. Nonspecific adsorption of conjugated QDs is the additional complication for 
adequate labeling of apoptotic malignant cells. Experimental data indicate that 
bioconjugate cmHp70.1-QD shows the specific interaction with cells of C6 glio-
blastoma line cell. The membrane receptors of C6 cells are appeared to be targeted 
by QDs coupled with Ab against protein Hsp70. On the basis of experimental data, 
fluorescent conjugates of Hsp70 are uptaken by surface receptors on abnormal C6 
cells. Bioconjugates of QDs for targeted delivery of cancer brain cells were actively 
studied by numerous researchers. The most known biomolecules for targeted 
recognition are transferrin, EGFR, some aptamers, RGD peptides, folic acid, etc. 
Human breast cancer cells and U87MG human glioblastoma cells were robustly 
labeled by QDs conjugated with RGD peptide [34]. The results of laser scanning 
confocal microscopy confirm the data earlier obtained for magnetic conjugates 
SPIONs-Ab-Hsp70 by MRI and NMR methods [26] that QD conjugates are accu-
mulated by C6 glioma cells and brain tumors derived from it. The immunogenic 
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function of Hsp70 results in an induction of immune response to the association of 
Hsp70 with cytoplasmic peptides/proteins that translocated out of the cell. It should 
be noted that the pool of p53 protein is not always recognized by antibody in vivo 
due to its dynamical conformation. p53 protein is an unstable molecule in vitro. 
For prolongation of its lifetime, the presence of heat shock proteins is essential in 
vivo. As regards to the endometrial breast carcinoma cell line ZR-75-1 and p53, the 
conjugated QDs bound only the surface without internalization in the cell. The 
bioconjugates retain to some extent the affinity to bind an antigen similar to pure 
monoclonal antibody. The protein complex from a malignant cell is recognized 
by the immune system as a foreign antigen. The immunogenic regulation agrees 
well with anti-apoptotic function Hsp70 as protein affiliated with p53 antitumor 
activity. The molecular chaperone Hsp70 supports p53 tumor suppressor activ-
ity by refolding injured molecules. Overexpression of pair p53-Hsp70 by glioma 
and breast cancer cells makes possible fluorescent visualization with the help of 
corresponding Ab-QD conjugates. The obtained results are similar to imaging 
results of the breast cancer MDA-MB-231 cell line treated by CdSe/CdS core-shell 
magic-sized QD coupled to a specific breast cancer Fab antibody. But incubation of 
cancer MDA-MB-231 cells in QD solution was followed by intracellular absorption. 
Our experiment displays only surface interaction of QDs with cell receptors. The 
intracellular interaction of the CdSe/p53 conjugates was observed in the fixed tissue 
thyroid gland. Specific recognition of the nuclear protein p53 was registered as 
evidence of the expression of the pro-apoptotic protein in the nuclei of thyrocytes.
Engineered conjugated QDs have diagnostic potential for molecular imaging of 
apoptosis usually performed by measurement of annexin—extracellular phospha-
tidylserine binding. Proteins p53 and Hsp70 in the complex may serve as pro-apop-
totic targets for registration with the help of QDs. The QDs associated with antibody 
to pro-apoptotic protein p53 may be used for diagnostic purposes, in particular for 
the assessment of tumor progression. The apoptotic response after chemotherapy is 
the special subject for this approach.
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Microfilament Involvement in the 
Regulation of Endothelial Barrier 
Function
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Abstract
The endothelial monolayer is located on the inner surface of blood vessels and 
provides an important barrier function controlling the transport of metabolites 
and nutrients through the vessel wall, both toward the circulating blood and in 
the direction of the underlying tissues. This function is provided by cytoskeletal 
structures that generate contractile and tensile forces, existing in equilibrium 
in the intact endothelium. In the case of cytoskeleton rearrangements, there are 
changes in the shape of cells and the formation of intercellular spaces, which lead 
to endothelial dysfunction. Deep understanding of endothelial barrier function 
maintaining is a crucial problem because this phenomenon is common for a number 
of pathological states and diseases (inflammation, asthma, sepsis, acute lung injury, 
diabetes, etc.) and can lead to severe organ dysfunction, as well as a complication 
upon the treatment by a number of anticancer pharmacological drugs. Microtubules 
and the actin cytoskeleton function in cooperation in normal endothelium and 
under conditions of the barrier loss. In this review, we describe the application 
of modern fluorescence methods for investigation and analysis of the individual 
characteristics of cytoskeletal elements whose reorganization affects endothelial 
permeability, to emphasize the role of microtubules/microfilament crosstalk in EC 
barrier regulation.
Keywords: fluorescence analysis, fluorescent microscopy, confocal laser scanning 
microscopy, structural illumination microscopy, endothelium, endothelial cells, 
endothelial barrier function, endothelial cytoskeleton, microtubules, microfilaments
1. Introduction
Endothelium—cell monolayer locolazing on the inner vascular surface is 
formed by specialized cells: endothelial cells (EC) or endotheliocytes. Endothelium 
functions as a selective permeable barrier between vascular blood flow and tis-
sue fluid in organs comprising these vessels. It is involved in the regulation of 
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1. Introduction
Endothelium—cell monolayer locolazing on the inner vascular surface is 
formed by specialized cells: endothelial cells (EC) or endotheliocytes. Endothelium 
functions as a selective permeable barrier between vascular blood flow and tis-
sue fluid in organs comprising these vessels. It is involved in the regulation of 
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macromolecular transport and blood cell movement through the vessel wall. The 
integrity of vascular endothelium in any organ is critical for its functioning. Thus, 
corneal endothelium ensures its normal permeability and exchange with the con-
nective stroma [1]. Vascular endothelium in lungs regulates the movement of fluids, 
macromolecules, and leukocytes into alveolar interstitial and air spaces [2, 3].
Lung endothelium lining the vessels (aorta, arteria, and others) are in close 
contact with each other, rendering the vascular wall into a tight barrier, which 
control such diverse processes as vascular tone, homeostasis, adhesion of platelets, 
and leukocytes to the vascular wall and permeability of vascular wall for cells and 
fluids [4, 5]. The integrity of the pulmonary EC monolayer, therefore, may be a 
critical requirement for the preservation of pulmonary function. This barrier is 
dynamic and highly prone to the regulation, by various stimuli, of physiological and 
pathological origin. Any breach within the EC barrier ends up in leakage of fluid 
from the lumen of the vessels into the plant tissue and/or alveolar lumen, severely 
impairing gas exchange. Disruption of endothelial barrier occurs during disease 
states like acute lung injury (ALI) and its more severe form, acute respiratory dis-
tress syndrome (ARDS), which remains a significant explanation for morbidity and 
mortality with an overall fatality rate of 30–40% [6], results in the uncontrolled 
movement of fluid and macromolecules into the interstitium and pulmonary air 
spaces causing pulmonary edema [7]. Literature and our own data have proved that 
normal functioning of the endothelial barrier is provided by the balance between 
contracting and stretching forces generated by EC cytoskeleton [4, 8, 9] and cell 
adhesive structures are involved in their relationship [9–11].
In order to understand how such a complicated and multi-regulated system 
works, one should characterize its structure as a whole system (as well as each com-
ponent separately) in normal conditions and study the complex changes that occur 
during barrier dysfunction and also investigate their reorganization in dynamics. 
The main focus of this chapter is fluorescence methods using for investigation of 
EC, including living endotheliocytes, and we will demonstrate what results have 
been achieved due to their applying.
2.  Endoteliocyte cytoskeleton: interaction of components performing 
barrier function
Cellular cytoskeleton is a complex of fibrillar components that structurally and 
functionally ensures the normal course of numerous vital functions of the cell. The 
cytoskeleton provides the maintenance of the cell shape and all its changes during 
the life cycle, as well as the native architecture and intracellular organization of its 
organelles. The components of the cytoskeleton are involved in transport processes 
during the interphase and they guarantee successive mitotic phases passing in the 
process of cell division. Endothelial cell cytoskeleton, similarly to the cytoskeletons 
of the other cell types, consists of three types of filaments—microtubules, actin 
filaments (microfilaments), and intermediate filaments.
The components of the cytoskeleton are composed of various proteins. Two 
types of them—microtubules and microfilaments—are monoprotein structures: 
microtubule walls are polymerized from alpha- and beta-tubulin heterodimers, and 
microfilaments are built from actin in the cells of a wide variety of different tissues. 
Unlike tubulin-polymerized microtubules and actin filaments intermediate fila-
ments do not have a highly conservative protein structure. Intermediate filaments 
consist of different proteins, their composition in the cell depends on the tissue type 
in which they are located. Intermediate filaments have a different protein composi-
tion not only in different tissues but also at different stages of differentiation as well 
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as at different stages of embryonic development. Intermediate filaments consisting 
of different proteins are expressed in different cell types. Moreover, in some types 
of cells, intermediate filaments consisting of different proteins can be present 
simultaneously.
Microtubules are an obligatory component of the cytoskeleton of all cells, they 
are highly dynamic polar biopolymer structures. As all other cytoskeleton compo-
nents microtubules are multifunctional structures involved in various cellular pro-
cesses, including directed cytoplasmic transport of vesicles and signaling molecules 
and changes in the cell shape during mitotic division as well as in interphase (during 
spreading, polarization, or movement).
Like the microtubules, actin filaments are liable for changes in cell shape and 
mobility. In contrast the intermediate filaments are mainly responsible for cell 
shape. Reorganization of the endotheliocyte cytoskeleton consisting of actin fila-
ments, microtubules, and intermediate filaments and also the subsequent change 
within the cell shape creates a structural basis for the increase in vascular perme-
ability. Historically, the contribution of various components of the cytoskeleton 
to the change in the shape of endotheliocytes during the development of barrier 
function has been studied in an unequal measure. In addition, the role of interme-
diate filaments is still poorly understood. The apparent role of actin filaments has 
been studied rather actively [2, 3, 12], whereas the involvement of the microtubule 
system during this process was revealed significantly later [13, 14]. The main 
achievement of recent years is that the understanding that each one component 
of the cell cytoskeleton is functioning with interrelations and their interactions 
are coordinated on different levels of the regulation. Moreover, cytoskeletal 
components are more or less interacting with adhesive structures of the cell; this 
complicated and finely regulated interaction allows the cells to implement the great 
variety of cellular, tissue, and organ functions. Within the present review, we shall 
analyze interactions of the cytoskeletal elements during changes in the endothelial 
permeability and emphasize the role of dynamic microtubules in the regulation of 
the barrier function of the endothelium.
As mentioned previously, intermediate filaments consisting of different pro-
teins are expressed in different cell types. The homology of intermediate filament 
proteins is sometimes no more than 20%; nevertheless, based on biochemical, 
immunological, and structural similarities, five different types of intermediate 
filaments are distinguished: keratins (there are two types of proteins—type I (acidic 
keratins) and type II (basic keratins) —for the assembly of keratin intermediate 
filaments, proteins of both types are required—they form heteropolymers). Type 
III intermediate filament proteins include four proteins: desmin, vimentin, periph-
erin, and glial acidic protein. Each of these four proteins can form homopolymers, 
but besides that they are also able to form heteropolymers with other type III. Type 
IV intermediate filament proteins are expressed mainly in nerve cells: they include 
α-internexin and a triplet of neurofilament proteins: NF-L, NF-M, NF-H (neurofila-
ment light, medium, and heavy proteins). The protein nestin, first discovered in the 
precursors of nerve cells, is sometimes referred to as a special type of intermediate 
filaments proteins; however, based on its structural features, nestin can be classified 
as type IV. Type V intermediate filament proteins include nuclear lamins. Vimentin 
filaments are the most abundant intermediate filaments of endothelial cells, and 
they are the least investigated, not only in endotheliocytes but also in other types of 
cells [15, 16]. Vimentin filaments are relatively stable structures, and their network 
remains almost unchanged in vitro in the process of monolayer formation [16]. 
Presumably, vimentin filaments might be involved in cytoskeletal interactions 
mediately: they might be crucial for centrosome positioning [17] and thus influence 
the microtubule system architecture. It seems that actin and vimentin filaments can 
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macromolecular transport and blood cell movement through the vessel wall. The 
integrity of vascular endothelium in any organ is critical for its functioning. Thus, 
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nective stroma [1]. Vascular endothelium in lungs regulates the movement of fluids, 
macromolecules, and leukocytes into alveolar interstitial and air spaces [2, 3].
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and leukocytes to the vascular wall and permeability of vascular wall for cells and 
fluids [4, 5]. The integrity of the pulmonary EC monolayer, therefore, may be a 
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microtubule walls are polymerized from alpha- and beta-tubulin heterodimers, and 
microfilaments are built from actin in the cells of a wide variety of different tissues. 
Unlike tubulin-polymerized microtubules and actin filaments intermediate fila-
ments do not have a highly conservative protein structure. Intermediate filaments 
consist of different proteins, their composition in the cell depends on the tissue type 
in which they are located. Intermediate filaments have a different protein composi-
tion not only in different tissues but also at different stages of differentiation as well 
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of different proteins are expressed in different cell types. Moreover, in some types 
of cells, intermediate filaments consisting of different proteins can be present 
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are highly dynamic polar biopolymer structures. As all other cytoskeleton compo-
nents microtubules are multifunctional structures involved in various cellular pro-
cesses, including directed cytoplasmic transport of vesicles and signaling molecules 
and changes in the cell shape during mitotic division as well as in interphase (during 
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to the change in the shape of endotheliocytes during the development of barrier 
function has been studied in an unequal measure. In addition, the role of interme-
diate filaments is still poorly understood. The apparent role of actin filaments has 
been studied rather actively [2, 3, 12], whereas the involvement of the microtubule 
system during this process was revealed significantly later [13, 14]. The main 
achievement of recent years is that the understanding that each one component 
of the cell cytoskeleton is functioning with interrelations and their interactions 
are coordinated on different levels of the regulation. Moreover, cytoskeletal 
components are more or less interacting with adhesive structures of the cell; this 
complicated and finely regulated interaction allows the cells to implement the great 
variety of cellular, tissue, and organ functions. Within the present review, we shall 
analyze interactions of the cytoskeletal elements during changes in the endothelial 
permeability and emphasize the role of dynamic microtubules in the regulation of 
the barrier function of the endothelium.
As mentioned previously, intermediate filaments consisting of different pro-
teins are expressed in different cell types. The homology of intermediate filament 
proteins is sometimes no more than 20%; nevertheless, based on biochemical, 
immunological, and structural similarities, five different types of intermediate 
filaments are distinguished: keratins (there are two types of proteins—type I (acidic 
keratins) and type II (basic keratins) —for the assembly of keratin intermediate 
filaments, proteins of both types are required—they form heteropolymers). Type 
III intermediate filament proteins include four proteins: desmin, vimentin, periph-
erin, and glial acidic protein. Each of these four proteins can form homopolymers, 
but besides that they are also able to form heteropolymers with other type III. Type 
IV intermediate filament proteins are expressed mainly in nerve cells: they include 
α-internexin and a triplet of neurofilament proteins: NF-L, NF-M, NF-H (neurofila-
ment light, medium, and heavy proteins). The protein nestin, first discovered in the 
precursors of nerve cells, is sometimes referred to as a special type of intermediate 
filaments proteins; however, based on its structural features, nestin can be classified 
as type IV. Type V intermediate filament proteins include nuclear lamins. Vimentin 
filaments are the most abundant intermediate filaments of endothelial cells, and 
they are the least investigated, not only in endotheliocytes but also in other types of 
cells [15, 16]. Vimentin filaments are relatively stable structures, and their network 
remains almost unchanged in vitro in the process of monolayer formation [16]. 
Presumably, vimentin filaments might be involved in cytoskeletal interactions 
mediately: they might be crucial for centrosome positioning [17] and thus influence 
the microtubule system architecture. It seems that actin and vimentin filaments can 
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interact structurally because they are connected to the biochemical level [18, 19]. 
Thus, the tail domain of vimentin is shown to interact directly with actin filaments 
[19], but up to now, no vimentin binding domain of fibrillary actin has been found. 
Data on microtubules and intermediate filaments coordination are still desultory; 
likely, kinesin [20] and a few other proteins [21, 22] can act as adaptor proteins 
between vimentin and microtubules. This insufficient attention given to intermedi-
ate filaments will be easily explained because actin filaments are generally assumed 
the key player crucial for normal endothelial permeability.
Actin polymerization is extremely dynamic in the endothelial cells. This 
dynamicity allows actin structures to rapidly rearrange and alter the static phenotype 
characterized by a large cortical actin ring and a minimal number of stress fibers to 
the so-called activated phenotype characterized by a deficient layer of cortical actin 
(sometimes up to its complete absence) with numerous stress fibers compressing the 
cell. Moreover, just this explains why it was originally thought that the actin system 
should be the central cytoskeletal component responsible for the functioning of the 
endothelium and development of its dysfunction [4]. A vital role of actin filaments 
in barrier dysfunction development was shown in many works. Notably, treatment 
of cultured cells with cytochalasin D that disrupt the actin cytoskeleton induced a 
drastic increase in the endothelial monolayer permeability [23], whereas treatment 
with phalloidin inhibiting actin depolymerization prevented the looks of the barrier 
dysfunction [24]. The interaction of actin with many binding proteins (filamin, 
vinculin, etc.) and adhesive structures chargeable for the barrier function also seems 
to evidence its key role within the development of endothelial dysfunction [4].
As polymer actin microfilaments are highly dynamic structures, their exchange 
time at the cell edge is just a few seconds [25]; nevertheless, they effectively regulate the 
cell shape and under in vitro conditions retain a stretched cell state. Focal [26, 27] and 
intercellular contacts [13, 14, 28, 29] also are able to rapidly, during several minutes, 
assemble and disassemble. Actin filaments are actively involved in the interactions 
with adhesive structures of the cell [5, 30]. It is generally assumed that the intercellular 
gap formation is regulated just by the balance of competing compressing forces, which 
curtail the cell toward its center, and forces generated by adhesive intercellular junc-
tions and focal cell-substrate adhesions jointly regulating the cell shape [31]. The two 
competing forces in this model are related through actin fibers, which interact with the 
various adhesive molecules of the focal adhesions and intercellular adherent junctions 
of membranes.
However, recent works have shown that actin filaments do not seem to be 
instantly involved in the manifestation of endothelial barrier dysfunction, while 
microtubules are just the structure liable for the primary stages of this process 
[9, 32]. Thus, thrombin, which is produced on the surface of damaged cells from 
prothrombin circulating in the blood and inducing blood coagulation, can disturb 
the barrier function of the endothelium both in vitro and in vivo. It was shown 
that thrombin theatment leads to increase the permeability of the endothelium 
that is associated with a rapid decrease in the number of microtubules on the cell 
periphery near the margin and the microtubule system reorganization in the inner 
cytoplasm of endothelial cell during the first minutes of exposure. Actin stress-
fibers are formed step-by-step, and therefore the maximal effect is observed only 
30 min after treatment with thrombin [9, 29]. Thus, the development of microtu-
bule response was faster than the reorganization of the actin filament system liable 
for the subsequent changes in the shape of the cells during the development of 
barrier dysfunction. Permanent depolymerization of microtubules after nocodazole 
exposure also induced an increase in the permeability of the endothelial cell mono-
layer and triggered a molecular cascade resulting in barrier dysfunction [9, 33]. 
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The increase in the endothelial barrier permeability under nocodazole treatment is 
directly associated with the degree of depolymerization of peripheral microtubules. 
Endothelial barrier permeability increase after nocodazole treatment is directly 
associated with the degree of peripheral microtubules depolymerization. Normal 
endothelial barrier permeability can be disturbed even on minimal disruption of 
peripheral microtubules when the system of actin filaments remains intact and no 
morphological changes are observed [9]. The contraction of the cell body within 
the absence of stress fibers is surprising, but not unique fact, as already described 
earlier [31]. In the great majority of cases, despite this fact, barrier dysfunction 
is accompanied by stress fibers formation not depending on factors responsible 
for disturbance of the endothelial permeability, either drugs or pharmacological 
preparations [13, 14, 34] or neurohumoral factors [13, 35]. Thus, the disruption of 
peripheral microtubules was shown to be necessary and sufficient for arising of 
endothelial barrier dysfunction [9, 32].
Microtubules, the primary target of recent investigation, are involved in the 
most active dynamic interaction with both actin filaments and adhesive structures 
of various types of cells. During recent decades, these interactions were actively 
studied. The interaction of microtubules with actin filaments was found to be 
important for functional activities of various cells [31, 36], including endothelio-
cytes [37, 38], and microtubules dynamic properties are especially important for 
such interactions [9, 39].
Microtubules are highly (but less then microfilaments) dynamic cytoskeleton 
structures. The ends of individual microtubule are continuously growing or 
shortening even in cases when no visual changes are observed in the cell cytoplasm. 
Microtubule ends are growing or disassembling at distances of several microns 
[40, 41], and the microtubule system is continuously exchanging with the cytoplas-
mic pool of dissolved tubulin with exchange time of 5–20 min [42, 43]. Behavior 
described was named “dynamic instability” [40, 41], because each individual 
microtubule, as discriminated from the whole system, is not in a stationary state. 
However, notwithstanding the dynamic behavior of individual microtubules, 
changes in the microtubule system organization occur rather slowly even in the cells 
adapted to the movement. At the same time in nonmotile or poorly motile cells the 
microtubule system is maintained virtually unchanged in cell space and time. The 
assembly of microtubules is characterized by attachment of newly polymerized 
fragments of microtubules with GTP-β-tubulin. Because β-tubulin gradually hydro-
lyzes its GTP upon incorporation into the microtubule, GDP-β-tubulin dominates 
in the remaining a part of microtubules. Plus-end proteins specifically bind to the 
GTP-enriched fragments of microtubules [44, 45]. Microtubule plus-end proteins 
represent an extensive and varied group, and the most specific role in microtubules 
polymerization belongs to end-binding (EB) proteins family. Two proteins from the 
family—EB1 and EB3—interact with tubulin directly. Structural proteins CLIP115 
and CLIP 170 belong to the cytoplasmic linker proteins family, bind EB1 and EB3. 
These proteins alternately bind with structural proteins of the CLASP family 
(CLIP-associated proteins). Microtubule tips complex of plus-end proteins play 
a crucial role in regulation of intracellular traffics and are directly involved in the 
interaction of microtubules with the cell boundary and the structures localized in 
this region [45–47].
It is thought that just the dynamic instability of microtubule ends and their abil-
ity to change frequently the assembly/disassembly stages allows the microtubules 
to locally modulate the dynamics of cell contacts [26, 27, 48, 49] and also to manage 
the dynamics of intercellular junctions [27, 38, 50, 51]. Moreover, microtubules can 
control internal cell organization.
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Thus, the tail domain of vimentin is shown to interact directly with actin filaments 
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of cultured cells with cytochalasin D that disrupt the actin cytoskeleton induced a 
drastic increase in the endothelial monolayer permeability [23], whereas treatment 
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time at the cell edge is just a few seconds [25]; nevertheless, they effectively regulate the 
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intercellular contacts [13, 14, 28, 29] also are able to rapidly, during several minutes, 
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tions and focal cell-substrate adhesions jointly regulating the cell shape [31]. The two 
competing forces in this model are related through actin fibers, which interact with the 
various adhesive molecules of the focal adhesions and intercellular adherent junctions 
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However, recent works have shown that actin filaments do not seem to be 
instantly involved in the manifestation of endothelial barrier dysfunction, while 
microtubules are just the structure liable for the primary stages of this process 
[9, 32]. Thus, thrombin, which is produced on the surface of damaged cells from 
prothrombin circulating in the blood and inducing blood coagulation, can disturb 
the barrier function of the endothelium both in vitro and in vivo. It was shown 
that thrombin theatment leads to increase the permeability of the endothelium 
that is associated with a rapid decrease in the number of microtubules on the cell 
periphery near the margin and the microtubule system reorganization in the inner 
cytoplasm of endothelial cell during the first minutes of exposure. Actin stress-
fibers are formed step-by-step, and therefore the maximal effect is observed only 
30 min after treatment with thrombin [9, 29]. Thus, the development of microtu-
bule response was faster than the reorganization of the actin filament system liable 
for the subsequent changes in the shape of the cells during the development of 
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It is thought that just the dynamic instability of microtubule ends and their abil-
ity to change frequently the assembly/disassembly stages allows the microtubules 
to locally modulate the dynamics of cell contacts—in moving fibroblasts through a 
direct targeted interaction of plus-ends of microtubules with the focal cell-substrate 
adhesions (“targeting” of cell-substrate adhesions) [26, 27, 48, 49] and also to man-
age the dynamics of intercellular junctions [27, 38, 50, 51]. Moreover, microtubules 
can control the organization of actin skeleton inducing local changes in the acto-
myosin contractibility on the ends of stress fibers [52]. Later, it had been found that 
changes within the dynamics of microtubules in the zone of contacts depend on 
the presence of paxillin [53, 54], and original model that connected the asymmetric 
distribution of focal adhesions and the asymmetric distribution of microtubule 
phases of catastrophes (i.e. transitions to the assembly) in the region of adhesion 
sites was proposed [55]. The leading role of microtubules-actin filaments interac-
tion in development of the barrier dysfunction of the pulmonary endothelium is 
played by Rho-dependent mechanisms [13, 14, 29, 33].
3. Fluorescense methods using for investigation of endotheliocytes
3.1 Immunofluorescence microscopy
Traditionally, immunochemical labeling of proteins of interest and the intracel-
lular structures formed by them is used for structural studies. After fixation and 
immunostaining, it is possible to investigate cells by widefield immunofluorescence 
microscopy. The method was well known and widely used from the middle of the 
last century; with its help, numerous studies, including the investigation of cell 
cytoskeleton components, were performed. Using immunofluorescence analysis, 
the authors showed that cytoplasmic actin in endotheliocytes is organized in struc-
tures of three types: membrane cytoskeleton, cortical ringlike structures, and stress 
fibers [31]. Using double immunofluorescent staining of endothelial cells, mutual 
arrangement of microtubules and actin stress fibers has been described (Figure 1a) 
as well as the positional relationship of microtubules and specific endothelial 
VE-cadherin cell-cell contacts (Figure 1b).
Active creation of new specific antibodies and synthesis of recent highly effec-
tive and resistant to fading fluorescent labels for their detection make the method 
widely used nowadays.
We present our protocol for double immunofluorescence labeling of cytoskeletal 
components (microtubules, actin filaments, and vimentin intermediate filaments) 
adapted for endothelial cells. To quantify the obtained data, we have developed 
methods for analyzing the fluorescence intensity of immunostained samples 
[11, 16], which are also given below.
3.1.1 Cell cultures
Two cell lines of human endothelium, hybrid EA.hy926 cells and HPAEC 
(endothelium of human lung artery), were used in the experiments. EA.hy926 cells 
were obtained by fusion of primary endotheliocytes isolated from human umbili-
cal vein and thioguanine-resistant clone of A549 cells (human lung carcinoma). 
According to ATTC and the manufacturer’s database, EA.hy926 cells that have 
undergone more than 100 division cycles manifest all the basic properties common 
for differentiated endothelium. The cells were grown in DMEM medium at 37°C 
and 5% CO2. EA.hy926 cells were used in experiments at the sixth to tenth passages. 
HPAEC cells (Clonetics BioWhittaker Inc., United States) were the primary culture 
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established from human pulmonary artery. The cells were maintained in EGM-2 
medium (Clonetics BioWhittaker Inc., United States) at 37°C and 5% CO2.
3.1.2 Immunofluorescent labeling
Cells were fixed with three different methods: (1) for subsequent labeling by 
antibodies against β-tubulin and for dobble-labeling by antibodies against β-tubulin 
and β-actin, the cells were fixed with methanol (Sigma, United States) at −20°C and 
for 8 min. (2) For subsequent dobble-labeling by antibodies against vimentin and 
β-actin, the cells were fixed for 10 min at room temperature with formalin (Sigma) 
(4% solution in phosphate buffer solution [PBS], pH 6.8), washed thrice in PBS 
for 10 min, permeabilized for 15 min with Triton X-100 (Sigma) (0.1% solution in 
PBS). For fluorescence back ground degradation, the cells were treated with sodium 
borohydride NaBH4 (Sigma) (0.2% solution in PBS, 30 min) and washed thrice in 
PBS for 10 min prior to labeling with antibodies. For immunofluorescent staining, 
the samples were incubated with primary (30 min, at 37°C) and secondary anti-
bodies (30 min, at 37°C). (3) Actin isoforms were visualized in cells fixed with 1% 
paraformaldehyde (Sigma, United States) in DMEM with HEPES buffer for 15 min, 
washed with PBS, and postfixed with methanol for 5 min. The same fixation proce-
dure was used for dobble-labeling by antibodies against β-tubulin and γ-actin.
Vimentin intermediate filaments were labeled with antibodies to vimentin (BD 
Biosciences, United States, dilution 1:200); actin filaments, with antibodies against 
β-actin (Invitrogen, United States, dilution 1: 200); and microtubules, with mono-
clonal murine antibodies to β-tubulin (Covance, United States, dilution 1: 200).
Figure 1. 
(a) Double immunofluorescent staining of endothelial cells of human pulmonary artery with antibodies 
against β-tubulin (green) for detecting microtubules (MT) and with antibodies against actin (red) for 
detecting actin stress-fibers. (b) Double immunofluorescent staining of endothelial cells of the human 
pulmonary artery with antibodies against β-tubulin (green) and VE-cadherin (red). Stained preparations 
were analyzed under a Nikon Eclipse TE2000 microscope (Nikon Intech Co., Japan). Images were recorded 
using a 60х-objective with Hamamatsu ORCA-2 digital cooled P3C camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) 
with MetaView software (Universal Imaging, USA). Scale bar: 20 μm. (from [56]; with modification).
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It is thought that just the dynamic instability of microtubule ends and their abil-
ity to change frequently the assembly/disassembly stages allows the microtubules 
to locally modulate the dynamics of cell contacts—in moving fibroblasts through a 
direct targeted interaction of plus-ends of microtubules with the focal cell-substrate 
adhesions (“targeting” of cell-substrate adhesions) [26, 27, 48, 49] and also to man-
age the dynamics of intercellular junctions [27, 38, 50, 51]. Moreover, microtubules 
can control the organization of actin skeleton inducing local changes in the acto-
myosin contractibility on the ends of stress fibers [52]. Later, it had been found that 
changes within the dynamics of microtubules in the zone of contacts depend on 
the presence of paxillin [53, 54], and original model that connected the asymmetric 
distribution of focal adhesions and the asymmetric distribution of microtubule 
phases of catastrophes (i.e. transitions to the assembly) in the region of adhesion 
sites was proposed [55]. The leading role of microtubules-actin filaments interac-
tion in development of the barrier dysfunction of the pulmonary endothelium is 
played by Rho-dependent mechanisms [13, 14, 29, 33].
3. Fluorescense methods using for investigation of endotheliocytes
3.1 Immunofluorescence microscopy
Traditionally, immunochemical labeling of proteins of interest and the intracel-
lular structures formed by them is used for structural studies. After fixation and 
immunostaining, it is possible to investigate cells by widefield immunofluorescence 
microscopy. The method was well known and widely used from the middle of the 
last century; with its help, numerous studies, including the investigation of cell 
cytoskeleton components, were performed. Using immunofluorescence analysis, 
the authors showed that cytoplasmic actin in endotheliocytes is organized in struc-
tures of three types: membrane cytoskeleton, cortical ringlike structures, and stress 
fibers [31]. Using double immunofluorescent staining of endothelial cells, mutual 
arrangement of microtubules and actin stress fibers has been described (Figure 1a) 
as well as the positional relationship of microtubules and specific endothelial 
VE-cadherin cell-cell contacts (Figure 1b).
Active creation of new specific antibodies and synthesis of recent highly effec-
tive and resistant to fading fluorescent labels for their detection make the method 
widely used nowadays.
We present our protocol for double immunofluorescence labeling of cytoskeletal 
components (microtubules, actin filaments, and vimentin intermediate filaments) 
adapted for endothelial cells. To quantify the obtained data, we have developed 
methods for analyzing the fluorescence intensity of immunostained samples 
[11, 16], which are also given below.
3.1.1 Cell cultures
Two cell lines of human endothelium, hybrid EA.hy926 cells and HPAEC 
(endothelium of human lung artery), were used in the experiments. EA.hy926 cells 
were obtained by fusion of primary endotheliocytes isolated from human umbili-
cal vein and thioguanine-resistant clone of A549 cells (human lung carcinoma). 
According to ATTC and the manufacturer’s database, EA.hy926 cells that have 
undergone more than 100 division cycles manifest all the basic properties common 
for differentiated endothelium. The cells were grown in DMEM medium at 37°C 
and 5% CO2. EA.hy926 cells were used in experiments at the sixth to tenth passages. 
HPAEC cells (Clonetics BioWhittaker Inc., United States) were the primary culture 
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established from human pulmonary artery. The cells were maintained in EGM-2 
medium (Clonetics BioWhittaker Inc., United States) at 37°C and 5% CO2.
3.1.2 Immunofluorescent labeling
Cells were fixed with three different methods: (1) for subsequent labeling by 
antibodies against β-tubulin and for dobble-labeling by antibodies against β-tubulin 
and β-actin, the cells were fixed with methanol (Sigma, United States) at −20°C and 
for 8 min. (2) For subsequent dobble-labeling by antibodies against vimentin and 
β-actin, the cells were fixed for 10 min at room temperature with formalin (Sigma) 
(4% solution in phosphate buffer solution [PBS], pH 6.8), washed thrice in PBS 
for 10 min, permeabilized for 15 min with Triton X-100 (Sigma) (0.1% solution in 
PBS). For fluorescence back ground degradation, the cells were treated with sodium 
borohydride NaBH4 (Sigma) (0.2% solution in PBS, 30 min) and washed thrice in 
PBS for 10 min prior to labeling with antibodies. For immunofluorescent staining, 
the samples were incubated with primary (30 min, at 37°C) and secondary anti-
bodies (30 min, at 37°C). (3) Actin isoforms were visualized in cells fixed with 1% 
paraformaldehyde (Sigma, United States) in DMEM with HEPES buffer for 15 min, 
washed with PBS, and postfixed with methanol for 5 min. The same fixation proce-
dure was used for dobble-labeling by antibodies against β-tubulin and γ-actin.
Vimentin intermediate filaments were labeled with antibodies to vimentin (BD 
Biosciences, United States, dilution 1:200); actin filaments, with antibodies against 
β-actin (Invitrogen, United States, dilution 1: 200); and microtubules, with mono-
clonal murine antibodies to β-tubulin (Covance, United States, dilution 1: 200).
Figure 1. 
(a) Double immunofluorescent staining of endothelial cells of human pulmonary artery with antibodies 
against β-tubulin (green) for detecting microtubules (MT) and with antibodies against actin (red) for 
detecting actin stress-fibers. (b) Double immunofluorescent staining of endothelial cells of the human 
pulmonary artery with antibodies against β-tubulin (green) and VE-cadherin (red). Stained preparations 
were analyzed under a Nikon Eclipse TE2000 microscope (Nikon Intech Co., Japan). Images were recorded 
using a 60х-objective with Hamamatsu ORCA-2 digital cooled P3C camera (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) 
with MetaView software (Universal Imaging, USA). Scale bar: 20 μm. (from [56]; with modification).
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Actin isoforms were visualized with mouse monoclonal antibodies to cytoplas-
mic β- and γ-actin isoforms (Dugina et al., 2009). Cells were washed with DMEM 
containing 20 mM HEPES at 37°C, fixed in 1% PFA in prewarmed (37°C) DMEM 
(30 min) and postfixed with methanol (−20°C) for 5 min. Cells were incubated 
with the following primary monoclonal antibodies: to β-actin (mAb 4C2, IgG1) and 
to γ-actin (mAb 2A3, IgG2b). Depending on the purpose of the study, as secondary 
antibodies, FITC- and TRITC-conjugated goat antimouse IgG1, TRITC-conjugated 
goat anti-mouse IgG2b (Southern Biotechnology, Associates, Birmingham, AL), or 
Alexa-Fluor-488-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen) 
were used in dilution 1:1000.
Coverslips were mounted on object glasses by using Mowiol as the embedding 
medium. To preserve samples, edges of coverslips were covered with nail polish.
Fluorescent mages were acquired on the confocal microscope LSM510 (Zeiss, 
Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with oil-immersion objectives (Plan-Neofluar 
63 1.4 and PlanFluar 100 1.45, Zeiss). Single optical sections were scanned with ~1 
μm thickness near the basal level of the cell. Stacks with z-step of 0.3–0.5 μm were 
collected as serial optical sections. Images were processed using Adobe Photoshop 
7.0 (Adobe Inc., USA) software.
3.1.3 Imaging and image processing
Immunofluorescently stained endothelial monolayer semples were examined 
under a Nikon Eclipse TE2000 microscope (Nikon Intech Co., Japan) supplied with 
a 60/1.4 objective. We preliminary scanned of the samples, and the most spread 
cells were selected for the following analysis.
Images were collected with Hamamatsu ORCA-2 (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) 
digital cooled CCD camera supported with MetaView software (Universal Imaging, 
USA). The resolution of 12-bit digital images was 9 pixel/μm. Image processing was 
performed using MetaMorph (Universal Imaging, USA), ImageJ software (NIH), 
and Adobe Photoshop 7.0 (Adobe Inc., USA) softwares.
3.1.4 Quantitative assay of the actin filament system
Reorganization of actin cytoskeleton structure was analyzed by fluorescence 
intensity per unit area. At first, we chose a 10 μm2 area on the captured images in 
the region of leading edge and contacts with neighboring cells. In this region, the 
average fluorescence intensity was measured using the ImageJ software. The chosen 
regions were not 5 μm from the cellular edge. For the quantitative analysis of actin 
filaments changes, the following parameters were used: relative area occupied by 
actin filaments, thickness of actin fibers, and length of actin fibers. To estimate the 
relative area on digital images, we used the following algorithm: the cell contour 
was outlined, then the cell area occupied by ImageJ (function “Polygon selection”), 
and the outlined areas were measured (function “Measure”). The ratio of the area 
occupied by actin filaments was calculated to the total cell area. The obtained data 
were exported into Excel for statistical analysis and for the construction of histo-
grams. To measure the thickness of actin fibers on cell digital images in the ImageJ, 
the line was drawn perpendicular to the long fibril axis, and the line of the obtained 
line corresponded to the thickness of the actin fibers in the place of measurement.
3.1.5 Quantitative assay of the microtubule system
Changes in the microtubule system organization were assessed with the ImageJ 
software by counting the number of microtubule ends in the area of free cellular 
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lamella and in the zone of cell-cell (intercellular) contacts. The measurements 
were done in areas of 10 μm length and 2 μm width. Two approaches were used: 
(1) the microtubule number was counted directly if microtubules were well 
distinguished visually (at the lamella edge with a rather thin cytoplasm). (2) If 
the microtubule density prevented their precise identification, the microtubule 
number was counted with the ImageJ software by the peaks of fluorescence on 
digital images. Fluorescence peaks higher the background and corresponding to 
the microtubule position were registered on a section with 10 μm length and 2 μm 
width. Fluorescence peaks 25% or higher than the background value were taken for 
the assay of the microtubule number. Statistical treatment was done with the Sigma 
Plot 12.5 (SPSS Science, United States) and Excel (Microsoft Corp., United States) 
software. The significant difference between analyzed samples was assayed with 
the t-test (Student criterion) or nonparametric U-test (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney 
criterion).
3.2 Confocal laser scanning microscopy
The appearance of confocal laser scanning microscopy allowed researchers to 
get better quality images with high resolution in the plane of the analyzed sample, 
along the XY-axis.
Confocal laser scanning microscopy is a kind of light optical microscopy, which 
has significant contrast and spatial resolution compared to classical light micros-
copy, which is achieved by using a point aperture (pinhole) located in the image 
plane and restricting the flow of background scattered light emitted not from the 
focal plane of the lens [57]. This allows one to obtain a series of images at various 
depths of the focal plane inside the sample (the so-called optical sectioning of the 
sample by depth) and then reconstruct a three-dimensional image of the sample 
from these series.
In endothelial cells, actin cytoskeleton is represented by actin stress fibers 
[58] (Figure 2), cortical actin filament network, and membrane skeleton [31]. 
Confocal microscopy was the method that made it possible to characterize these 
structures and describe their mutual arrangement in the cell volume. The latter 
is located beneath the plasma membrane and reaches the width of up to several 
nanometers. It is composed of relatively short actin filaments, spectrin, ankyrin, 
and other proteins [31]. The membrane skeleton determines membrane archi-
tecture and provides membrane mechanical stability. It includes spectrin and 
spectrin-stabilizing proteins, such as F-actin, α-catenin, adducin. The cortical 
actin network consists of long actin filaments stabilized by actin-binding proteins 
(cortactin, filamin, spectrin, WASP, VASP, etc.) [31]. The membrane skeleton is 
mainly involved in maintaining cell shape, whereas the cortical network interacts 
with adjacent cells and extracellular matrix. Stress fibers containing short micro-
filaments with alternating polarity are found across the entire cell cytosol. Stress 
fibers are bundles of actin filament bound to α-actinin and other actin-binding 
proteins. In endothelial cells, actin stress fibers are mainly involved in enabling cell 
motility and contraction [31].
Similar to actins in other cell types, β- and γ-actin isoforms in endothelial cell 
can assemble in various intracellular structures. In human pulmonary artery endo-
thelial cells (HPAECs) and human umbilical vein EA.hy926 cells, β-actin was found 
mostly in stress fibers [11, 16].
Staining with specific anti-β-actin antibodies detected cytosolic bundles of 
stress fibers and spheroid microparticles, whereas γ-actin formed branched cortical 
actin network. Moreover, the density of the γ-actin network was higher in EA.hy926 
cells compared to HPAECs [16].
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lamella and in the zone of cell-cell (intercellular) contacts. The measurements 
were done in areas of 10 μm length and 2 μm width. Two approaches were used: 
(1) the microtubule number was counted directly if microtubules were well 
distinguished visually (at the lamella edge with a rather thin cytoplasm). (2) If 
the microtubule density prevented their precise identification, the microtubule 
number was counted with the ImageJ software by the peaks of fluorescence on 
digital images. Fluorescence peaks higher the background and corresponding to 
the microtubule position were registered on a section with 10 μm length and 2 μm 
width. Fluorescence peaks 25% or higher than the background value were taken for 
the assay of the microtubule number. Statistical treatment was done with the Sigma 
Plot 12.5 (SPSS Science, United States) and Excel (Microsoft Corp., United States) 
software. The significant difference between analyzed samples was assayed with 
the t-test (Student criterion) or nonparametric U-test (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney 
criterion).
3.2 Confocal laser scanning microscopy
The appearance of confocal laser scanning microscopy allowed researchers to 
get better quality images with high resolution in the plane of the analyzed sample, 
along the XY-axis.
Confocal laser scanning microscopy is a kind of light optical microscopy, which 
has significant contrast and spatial resolution compared to classical light micros-
copy, which is achieved by using a point aperture (pinhole) located in the image 
plane and restricting the flow of background scattered light emitted not from the 
focal plane of the lens [57]. This allows one to obtain a series of images at various 
depths of the focal plane inside the sample (the so-called optical sectioning of the 
sample by depth) and then reconstruct a three-dimensional image of the sample 
from these series.
In endothelial cells, actin cytoskeleton is represented by actin stress fibers 
[58] (Figure 2), cortical actin filament network, and membrane skeleton [31]. 
Confocal microscopy was the method that made it possible to characterize these 
structures and describe their mutual arrangement in the cell volume. The latter 
is located beneath the plasma membrane and reaches the width of up to several 
nanometers. It is composed of relatively short actin filaments, spectrin, ankyrin, 
and other proteins [31]. The membrane skeleton determines membrane archi-
tecture and provides membrane mechanical stability. It includes spectrin and 
spectrin-stabilizing proteins, such as F-actin, α-catenin, adducin. The cortical 
actin network consists of long actin filaments stabilized by actin-binding proteins 
(cortactin, filamin, spectrin, WASP, VASP, etc.) [31]. The membrane skeleton is 
mainly involved in maintaining cell shape, whereas the cortical network interacts 
with adjacent cells and extracellular matrix. Stress fibers containing short micro-
filaments with alternating polarity are found across the entire cell cytosol. Stress 
fibers are bundles of actin filament bound to α-actinin and other actin-binding 
proteins. In endothelial cells, actin stress fibers are mainly involved in enabling cell 
motility and contraction [31].
Similar to actins in other cell types, β- and γ-actin isoforms in endothelial cell 
can assemble in various intracellular structures. In human pulmonary artery endo-
thelial cells (HPAECs) and human umbilical vein EA.hy926 cells, β-actin was found 
mostly in stress fibers [11, 16].
Staining with specific anti-β-actin antibodies detected cytosolic bundles of 
stress fibers and spheroid microparticles, whereas γ-actin formed branched cortical 
actin network. Moreover, the density of the γ-actin network was higher in EA.hy926 
cells compared to HPAECs [16].
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For the analysis of β- and γ-actins in spread endothelial cells (Figure 2) immu-
nofluorescent images were acquired using a confocal microscope (LSM510, Zeiss, 
Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with oil-immersion objectives (Plan-Neofluar 63 
1.4 and PlanFluar 100 1.45, Zeiss). Single optical sections were scanned with ~1 μm 
thickness in the basal level of the cell. Stacks of serial optical sections (with z-step of 
0.3–0.5 μm) were collected. Images were processed using Adobe Photoshop software.
Confocal microscopy as the method allowed reconstructing the position of the 
analyzed structures in the cell volume; however, the Z-axis resolution was insuf-
ficient, which stimulated the further development of microscopic technology.
3.3 Structural illumination microscopy
Structured illumination microscopy (SIM) is a relatively new high resolution 
method of microscopy analysis objects, which overcomes the shortcomings of 
Figure 2. 
Double immunofluorescence staining of β- and γ-actins in aorta endothelial cells in vitro. (a, b) In spread 
endothelial cells, β-actin forms circular bundles, whereas γ-actin forms lamellar microfilament meshwork. 
(b) Large magnification of boxed area on panel (a); (a) single optical x/y section across the basal cell level 
(scale bar, 10 μm). (c, d) β- and γ-actins in the leading edge of polarized endothelial cells moving into the 
experimental wound. Extensive γ-actin network is discovered in the leading edge protrusions of moving 
cells, whereas β-actin localizes in the microfilament bundles and in the area of cell-cell contacts. (d) Large 
magnification of boxed area on panel (c); (c) single optical x/y section across basal cell level. Scale bar, 10 μm. 
(from [58]; with modification).
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confocal laser scanning microscopy. The main goal that SIM solves as the modern 
light microscopy method is to enhance spatial resolution. The main innovation 
of the method is “patterned light”—for the observation of semples not direct, 
but so-called structural illumination is used. SIM method provides illuminating 
the sample with patterned light and using software to analyze the information 
in Moiré fringes outside the normal range of observation [59]. Reconstruction 
software deciphers the images at about 2-fold higher resolution than the diffrac-
tion limit, approximately equal to 100 nm. Significant advantages of SIM has over 
other microscopy methods are (1) SIM can be used for imaging thicker sections; 
(2) for 3D imaging; and (3) for live-cell imaging. Additionally, it is possible to 
increase the image quality with photostable and more bright and dyes as well as 
precise targeting. Fluorescent proteins are commonly used for SIM investigations 
of live cells in addition to multiplexing with organic dyes and Qdot® probes. SIM 
itself, as well as in combination with other methods of analysis (proximity ligation 
assay, etc.), allows not only to describe the relative position of the structures of 
interest, but also—due to their high resolution—to make conclusions about their 
colocalization.
Here, we represent the application of modern fluorescence methods for inves-
tigation and analysis of the individual characteristics and interrelation of dynamic 
cytoskeletal components—microtubules and actin microfilament in the regulation 
of endothelial permeability (Figure 3).
Microtubules were labeled with monoclonal murine antibodies to β-tubulin 
(Covance, United States), in dilution 1:200, actin filaments were labeled with anti-
bodies to β-actin (Invitrogen, United States), in dilution 1:200. Alexa-Fluor-568-
conjugated (ThermoFisher Sci) or Alexa-Fluor-488-conjugated (Molecular Probes, 
Invitrogen) secondary antibodies were used (both in dilution 1:1000).
For the samples, preparation cells were mounted in Mowiol 4-88 (Calbiochem). 
To prevent photobleaching, 1% DABCO solution was added to the mounting dye. 
Cells and examined on a Nikon N-SIM (Nikon) equipped with NA oil immersion 
objective 100x/1.49, 488 nm and 561 nm diode laser excitation. For image aqusition, 
stacks with z-steps of 0.12 μm were used. Image stacks were acquired with EMCCD 
camera (iXon 897, Andor, effective pixel size 60 nm), herewith, exposure condi-
tions were adjusted to get typical yield about 5000 max counts (16-bit raw image) 
while keeping bleaching minimal. Serial optical sections of the same cell taken 
in widefield mode were deconvolved using the AutoQuant blind deconvolution 
algorithm. Image acquisition, SIM image reconstruction, and data alignment were 
preformed using NIS-Elements 4.2 software (Nikon).
Figure 3. 
Microtubules and γ-actin in human venous endothelial cells. Super resolution SIM (structured illumination 
microscopy) image of cells stained with antibodies against β-tubulin (green) and γ-actin (red). Scale bar, 5 μm. 
(from: [58] With modification).
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3.4 Real-time study of endothelial cells microtubule organization and dynamics
Here, we have already mentioned several times that microtubules are highly 
dynamic cell component, and the results of our previous experiments demonstrated 
the critical involvement of the microtubule disassembly in induced endothelial bar-
rier dysfunction [13, 29, 60]. Our previous data allowed us to assume that microtu-
bule dynamics is an early event in the circuit of the reactions leading to the changes 
in pulmonary endothelial cells barrier permeability [29]. Taking into account the 
active dynamic properties of microtubules, as well as the ability of microtubule 
plus-ends tips to act as targeting factors, we proposed to use the microtubule system 
as a target for the action of substances that cause endothelial barrier dysfunction 
and on this basis to create a model for studying factors potentially capable to disrupt 
endothelial layer permeability. For the examination of microtubule behavior in the 
cytoplasm of endothelial cells, we created and described living cellular model estab-
lished in physiologically relevant human pulmonary artery endothelial cells (pro-
tocol is given below). This model is suitable for a real-time study of microtubule 
system organization and reorganization in details as well as individual microtubules 
dynamics (including growth rate of microtubule plus-ends) in the quiescent human 
endothelial cell monolayer [10] in the normal condition of cultivation as well as 
under the experimental treatment (in the cells treated with the agents compromis-
ing/enhancing endothelial barrier) (Figure 4) [9]. Using this model, we were able 
to obtain several key parameters of microtubule organization in the endothelium 
such as a ratio between stable and dynamic microtubule subpopulations, direct 
measurement of microtubule growth rates, and their difference in single endothe-
lial cells and the cells grown as a monolayer [10]. In our opinion, this cellular model 
would also allow us to study the involvement of microtubules in the barrier-protec-
tive/compromising mechanisms activated in pulmonary endothelium by various 
pharmacological agents of interest.
In this study, we aimed to understand how microtubules contribute to the 
dynamic reorganization of the endothelial cytoskeleton, we established an endo-
thelial cells model expressing chimeric protein EB3-GFP—microtubule plus ends 
protein EB3 (a protein that is located on microtubule plus-ends) fused to the 
fluorescent protein GFP. Using this EB3-GFP microtubule plus-ends marker, we 
were able to measure microtubule growth rate in different parts of endothelial 
cell—at the centrosome region and near the cell periphery of a single human endo-
thelial cells or in the endothelial monolayer where cells are adjacent to each other 
and form cell-cell contacts. This model allows us to show microtubule dynamics 
heterogeneity of within endothelial cells and to demonstrate that (a) the majority 
of the endothelial cells microtubules are dynamic and (b) the plus-ends growth rate 
is highest in the area of the centrosome location, in the internal region cytoplasm. 
Interestingly, but growth rate of microtubule plus-ends decreases from the cell 
center toward the periphery. The quantitative data we obtained in the experiments 
with the single cells and the cells growing in monolayer allow us to suggest the 
existing mechanism(s) of local regulation of microtubule plus-ends growth in 
endotheliocytes. It was shown that in the internal cytoplasm of edotheliocytes in 
the monolayer, microtubule growth rate is lower than that of single endothelial cells 
suggesting the regulatory effect of cell-cell contacts.
Unexpectedly, the dynamics of microtubules growing from the centrosome in 
singly located on the substrat surface with no neighbors turned out to be especially 
original—centrosomal microtubule growth rate distribution in single endothelial 
cells indicated the presence of two subpopulations of microtubules. One of the 
populations, the most numerous, included microtubules with “normal” (similar 
to those in monolayer endothelial cells) and the second population included “fast” 
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microtubules, with significantly higher growth rates (threefold as much). Real-time 
study of endothelial cell microtubule organization and dynamics allowed indicating 
functional interactions between cell-cell contacts and microtubules. Later in the 
experiments with nocodazole (anti-microtubule agent, shifting the equilibrium of 
tubulin polymerization reaction and leading to depolymerization of cytoplasmic 
Figure 4. 
Real-time study of microtubule dynamics in EB3-GFP-transfected endothelial cells. (A-C). EB3-GFP was used 
as a marker of growing microtubule plus ends. EB3-GFP movement was examined to analyze the changes of 
microtubule dynamics during barrier dysfunction EC expressing EB3-GFP were selected for the analysis by 
time-lapse microscopy (images were acquired every 1 s). (a) EB3-GFP tracks 3 and 2 min before and after 
nocodazole treatment. EB3-GFP is presented at microtubule plus-ends during growth phases but disappears 
after transition from growth to pause or shortening phase at the moment of nocodazole application (0 min). 
Time (min) marked in right top corner. Scale bar, 10 mm. (B, C) EB3 tracks projection obtained by EB3-
GFP patches displacement on time-lapse series during 60 seconds (left, tracks projection; right, EB3 tracks 
are colored individually); between 2 and 3 min before (B) and after (C) nocodazole application. (D, F) 
Individual microtubules plus end displacement before (D) and after (F) nocodazole treatment (5 s interval 
between frames). (E) Microtubule plus-ends displacement (red arrow) quantification data are shown in D. 
(G) Microtubule plus-ends displacement (red arrow) quantification data are shown in F. (H, I) Histograms 
of microtubule growth rate distribution were obtained by tracking EB3-GFP comets at microtubule plus-ends 
in HPAEC near the cell margin (H) before nocodazole treatment (mean growth rate, 12.27 ± 0.62 μm/min) and 
(I) after nocodazole treatment (mean growth rate, 5.76 ± 0.05 μm/min). Thus, the obtained quantitative data 
allow us to conclude that plus-ends growth rate decreased. (from: [9] With modification).
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is highest in the area of the centrosome location, in the internal region cytoplasm. 
Interestingly, but growth rate of microtubule plus-ends decreases from the cell 
center toward the periphery. The quantitative data we obtained in the experiments 
with the single cells and the cells growing in monolayer allow us to suggest the 
existing mechanism(s) of local regulation of microtubule plus-ends growth in 
endotheliocytes. It was shown that in the internal cytoplasm of edotheliocytes in 
the monolayer, microtubule growth rate is lower than that of single endothelial cells 
suggesting the regulatory effect of cell-cell contacts.
Unexpectedly, the dynamics of microtubules growing from the centrosome in 
singly located on the substrat surface with no neighbors turned out to be especially 
original—centrosomal microtubule growth rate distribution in single endothelial 
cells indicated the presence of two subpopulations of microtubules. One of the 
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microtubules, with significantly higher growth rates (threefold as much). Real-time 
study of endothelial cell microtubule organization and dynamics allowed indicating 
functional interactions between cell-cell contacts and microtubules. Later in the 
experiments with nocodazole (anti-microtubule agent, shifting the equilibrium of 
tubulin polymerization reaction and leading to depolymerization of cytoplasmic 
Figure 4. 
Real-time study of microtubule dynamics in EB3-GFP-transfected endothelial cells. (A-C). EB3-GFP was used 
as a marker of growing microtubule plus ends. EB3-GFP movement was examined to analyze the changes of 
microtubule dynamics during barrier dysfunction EC expressing EB3-GFP were selected for the analysis by 
time-lapse microscopy (images were acquired every 1 s). (a) EB3-GFP tracks 3 and 2 min before and after 
nocodazole treatment. EB3-GFP is presented at microtubule plus-ends during growth phases but disappears 
after transition from growth to pause or shortening phase at the moment of nocodazole application (0 min). 
Time (min) marked in right top corner. Scale bar, 10 mm. (B, C) EB3 tracks projection obtained by EB3-
GFP patches displacement on time-lapse series during 60 seconds (left, tracks projection; right, EB3 tracks 
are colored individually); between 2 and 3 min before (B) and after (C) nocodazole application. (D, F) 
Individual microtubules plus end displacement before (D) and after (F) nocodazole treatment (5 s interval 
between frames). (E) Microtubule plus-ends displacement (red arrow) quantification data are shown in D. 
(G) Microtubule plus-ends displacement (red arrow) quantification data are shown in F. (H, I) Histograms 
of microtubule growth rate distribution were obtained by tracking EB3-GFP comets at microtubule plus-ends 
in HPAEC near the cell margin (H) before nocodazole treatment (mean growth rate, 12.27 ± 0.62 μm/min) and 
(I) after nocodazole treatment (mean growth rate, 5.76 ± 0.05 μm/min). Thus, the obtained quantitative data 
allow us to conclude that plus-ends growth rate decreased. (from: [9] With modification).
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microtubules), it was possible to show that direct microtubules depolymerization 
by nocodazole initiates the cascade of barrier dysfunction reactions. It turned out 
that the short-term loss of endothelial barrier function occurs even at the minimal 
destruction of peripheral microtubules at the time when actin filament system 
remains intact. Specifically, here, we demonstrate that under these experimental 
conditions, microtubule dynamics of endothelial cells is very sensitive to external 
treatment: microtubule plus-ends growth rate has changed and significantly 
decreased near the cell periphery (Figure 4) [9].
3.4.1 Protocol for expression construct and transfection of plasmid
To analyze microtubule dynamics and to calculate the microtubule growth rates 
in living HPAEC cells, we used expression vectors encoding EB3-GFP (kind gift of 
Dr. I. Kaverina with permission from Dr. A. Akhmanova), which serves as a marker 
of growing microtubule plus-ends [61]. For transfection of plasmids into human 
artery endothelial cells, Effectene transfection reagent (Qiagen Inc., USA) was used 
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Transfected cells were selected for imag-
ing by GFP fluorescence.
3.4.2 Video microscopy of EB3-GFP-transfected cells
To acquire imaging, human artery endothelial cells were cultured on glass-
bottomed dishes with No.1S coverslips (Iwaki, Japan). Images were collected 
with a PC-based DeltaVision optical sectioning system using one of the following 
objectives (Olympus): PlanApo 100x/1.40 NA oil or PlanApo 60x/1.40 NA oil ph 3. 
Images were acquired with a cooled CCD camera (Hamamatsu Photonics) with 
an appropriate ND filter, binning of pixels, exposure time, and time intervals. 
Fluorescence signals were visualized using the Endow GFP bandpass emission 
filter set (41,017, Chroma) for GFP imaging. Quantitative analysis of the microtu-
bule dynamics was carried out on time-lapse movies of cells expressing EB3-GFP. 
Microtubule growth rates were obtained by tracking EB3-GFP comets at micro-
tubule plus-ends (the shooting frequency was 1 s/frame) using ImageJ software 
linked to an Excel spreadsheet. Statistical analysis was performed using Sigma Plot 
12.5 (SPSS Science, USA).
Modern methods of super-resolution microscopy (stochastic optical reconstruc-
tion microscopy [STORM], photo-activated localization microscopy [PALM], and 
fluorescence photo-activation localization microscopy [FPALM]) especially in 
combination with another techniques (in particular, Proximity Ligation Assay, etc.) 
will allow the investigation of living cells structure, so we hope see new interesting 
results on the cytophysiology of endotheliocytes.
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Abstract
Fluorescence imaging is a promising method widely used for the evaluation of 
the biodistribution and accumulation of various fluorescent agents cross-linked 
to the drug for effective therapy control. This work presents the methods for the 
functionalization of nanomaterials to provide them with fluorescent properties. 
The first of these methods is a unique technology for producing porous silicon with 
fluorescent properties. The second approach demonstrates linking of the fluoro-
phores to inorganic nanoparticles (NP) using a spacer molecule ending with a func-
tional group. For all these examples of fluorophores, biodistribution studies were 
performed with the fluorescent imaging system IVIS Lumina LT III (PerkinElmer, 
USA). It was noted that the size of particles and the method of their injection affect 
the distribution and accumulation in organs. The resulting materials can be used to 
develop platforms for theranostics.
Keywords: fluorescence, imaging, biodistribution, nanoagents, fluorophores, 
nanomaterials, theranostics
1. Introduction
Fluorescent imaging is nowadays being widely developed in biology, experimen-
tal and practical medicine, and both on cells in vitro and on living organisms in vivo 
[1]. The main advantages of this method are an increased contrast and the usage 
of several fluorescent agents working at different wavelengths. Among the other 
features of the method are low concentrations of agents, simplicity, and relative 
cheapness of the hardware design.
It happens, often, that the area of localization and distribution of the studied 
substances after injection is unknown. The application of the fluorescence imag-
ing in preclinical studies allows us to noninvasively track the total biodistribution, 
localization, and accumulation of the injectable drugs with a fluorescent label 
complementary to the studied structures [2–7].
Fluorescence tomography has been used in practical medicine for about 
50 years. Currently, there are only two fluorescent agents in the world, indocyanine 
green (ICG) and fluorescein (FLN), as well as their various chemical modifications, 
that are allowed for clinical use in vivo [8]. Fluorophores such as rhodamines B, 6G, 
110, and 123 and thioflavins T and S are widely used in in vitro experiments.
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Fluorescein and indocyanine green are primarily used for retinal angiogram 
investigations, which require an incomparably high dose of the agent. Herewith, 
the toxic effects of these fluorophores are not observed in vivo [9]. For molecular 
imaging, a reduced concentration of the fluorescent agent, which has minimal 
toxicity, is usually used [8].
Recently, active and activated complex fluorescent agents have been employed 
[10]. Active agents consist of fluorescent dyes conjugated with nanoobjects, 
enzymes, monoclonal antibodies, etc. Also, the liposomal forms of agents are used 
[11]. Activated agents contain a fluorophore in their composition, the fluorescence 
of which is suppressed during the storage and manipulation. The fluorescence 
radiation is obtained by chemical suppression of the quenching factor [12]. An 
example of this effect is the dimerization of ICG. In this case, it is possible to 
destroy dimers that are not capable of fluorescence by interacting with the blood 
protein—albumin [13].
ICG-labeled monoclonal antibodies to tumor cells allow the visualization of 
tumors, both in experimental (in vivo and ex vivo tomography) and in clinical 
practices during surgical interventions [14]. Optical tomography with implemented 
green indocyanine enables to identify the sentinel lymph nodes and preserving 
regional lymph nodes without metastases when removing a malignant tumor [15]. 
Liposomal ICG can be used for the evaluation of the drainage function of the lym-
phatic system and detect the spread of metastases by lymph drainage [16]. Physical 
adsorption of IGG and monoclonal antibodies on the free surface of liposomes is 
possible [17]. In this case, there is an increased quantum yield compared to the free, 
i.e., unbound ICG. Liposomes with incorporated polyethylene glycol (PEG) conju-
gate with ICG can be used for photoacoustic tomography [18]. In [19], the authors 
found that green indocyanine could be embedded in the membrane wall of lipids of 
liposomes. Herewith, it is possible to store such a drug at a temperature of +4°C for 
a fairly long period (more than 1 year).
The simplest and well-established nanoscale carriers of fluorophores are silica 
nanoparticles (NPS) and magnetic nanoparticles (MNP), which can be used in plat-
forms for theranostics [20]. In [21], it was shown that ICG could be encapsulated in 
a polymer shell, which, in turn, could be electrostatically conjugated with mono-
clonal antibodies later on. These nanoscale capsules are suitable for both photody-
namic therapy and tumor cell differentiation. In [22], nanoparticles of composites 
containing an amorphous matrix of calcium phosphate and silicon oxide with 
adsorbed ICG or FLN are shown. These composites were conjugated with mono-
clonal antibodies and were targeted delivered to various types of tumor cells. It was 
noted that the resulting composites can overcome the blood–brain barrier (BBB). 
Silicon oxide nanoparticles with adsorbed ICG could be represented as construction 
for theranostics since they have fluorescent and photoacoustic contrast and can be 
used for hyperthermia of tumors. In [23], chitosan-genipin nanoparticles in a PEG 
shell with inclusions of green indocyanine were developed for hyperthermia of 
tumors. Along with oncology, photodynamic therapy using ICG can be employed to 
treat actinic keratosis, infections, and acne [24].
However, the clinical use of ICG in high concentrations can cause side effects 
such as itching, hives, sweating, headache, and anaphylactic shock [25].
The review [26] shows that in 2011, the number of publications stored in the 
PubMed system concerning the use of ICG for imaging of tissue ischemia is four 
times less than the number of works that demonstrated the use of ICG in oncol-
ogy and six times less than the number of works in the field of ophthalmology. 
The number of works using ICG in the field of phlebology and plastic surgery is 
growing rapidly [27].
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Another fluorophore, and, at the same time, cardioprotector, that can be used 
in vivo is quinacrine (QIC), which is also called mepacrine and acrichine. QIC was 
synthesized in the 1930s of the twentieth century as a fluorescent dye. Its antima-
larial and antiparasitic activities were soon discovered. In the last few decades, 
there have been articles showing a positive effect of mepacrine on postischemic 
myocardial recovery [28, 29]. When injected intravenously in certain doses (for rats 
>0.5 mg/kg per min), this fluorophore shows a strong hypotensive effect, so it is 
preferable to use quinacrine encapsulated in liposomes.
Since the discovery of the photoluminescence phenomena of porous silicon 
in 1990 [30], luminescent (porous) silicon nanoparticles have been obtained 
by several methods [31–35]. Some of them can be used biologically [34, 35]. 
Electrochemically etched porous silicon has a significant potential for biological 
applications due to its biocompatibility [36], biodegradability [37], encoding 
for multiplex detection [38], and tunable porous nanostructure and usage for 
drug delivery [39]. For in vivo applications, silicon nanoparticles have attrac-
tive physical, chemical, and biological properties compared to heavy metal-
containing quantum dots, which have been shown to be toxic in biological 
environments. In addition, silicon is an important element in human organism, 
and the biodegradation product of porous silicon, orthosilicic acid (Si(OH)4), is 
a form absorbed by the human body and is naturally found in numerous tissues. 
In addition, silicic acid injected to humans is effectively excreted from the body 
with the urine [40].
This work presents in vitro and in vivo studies of the fluorescent dyes and 
luminescent porous silicon nanoparticles (PLPor-Si) using the IVIS Lumina 
III imager (PerkinElmer, USA). These objects are promising for theranostics 
applications, due to their ability for targeted drug delivery, and their own 
luminescence enables to control both the accumulation and the degradation of 
nanoparticles.
2. Synthesis and functionalization of nanomaterials
2.1 Immobilization of fluorescent dyes on the surface of nanoparticles
Fluorescent dyes are attached to nanoobjects for three different reasons. The 
first reason is an increased circulation time in the body. The second reason is caused 
by the fact that nanoobjects, due to their specific size, can stay in the ischemic area 
[41]. This enables to visualize the damage zone. The third and the most interesting 
reason is related to the possibility of simultaneous attachment of a fluorophore, a 
medicinal substance, and a guide ligand to nanoobjects. Such a nanoparticle turns 
into a theranostic structure [42].
Immobilization of fluorescent dyes on the surface of nanoparticles of any nature 
is carried out using an insertion—spacer molecule. For the chemical attachment of 
a fluorophore, the spacer must end with a functional group (Figure 1). Sometimes 
the material of the nanoparticle itself has a functional group, for instance, chitosan 
nanoparticles [43–45].
In practice, different types of spacers, ending in a functional group, are used. 
This occurs since the different fluorescent dyes have different functional groups and, 
hence, can react, that is, superstructure, on fragments of molecules ending in certain 
functional groups. For example, fluorophores that have acid groups in their com-
position (carboxyl, sulfo-, sulfonyl, and so on) are better immobilized to a radical 
that has an amino group, and vice versa, fluorescent dyes containing an amino group 
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[41]. This enables to visualize the damage zone. The third and the most interesting 
reason is related to the possibility of simultaneous attachment of a fluorophore, a 
medicinal substance, and a guide ligand to nanoobjects. Such a nanoparticle turns 
into a theranostic structure [42].
Immobilization of fluorescent dyes on the surface of nanoparticles of any nature 
is carried out using an insertion—spacer molecule. For the chemical attachment of 
a fluorophore, the spacer must end with a functional group (Figure 1). Sometimes 
the material of the nanoparticle itself has a functional group, for instance, chitosan 
nanoparticles [43–45].
In practice, different types of spacers, ending in a functional group, are used. 
This occurs since the different fluorescent dyes have different functional groups and, 
hence, can react, that is, superstructure, on fragments of molecules ending in certain 
functional groups. For example, fluorophores that have acid groups in their com-
position (carboxyl, sulfo-, sulfonyl, and so on) are better immobilized to a radical 
that has an amino group, and vice versa, fluorescent dyes containing an amino group 
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easily interact with acid groups. Besides, there are spacers (e.g., glycerine) that can 
transform and form a covalent bond with a functional group (for instance, amino-). 
Moreover, they can be both primary and secondary amines.
For the spacer synthesis, its length is of great importance. For instance, the 
fluorophore, in order to avoid quenching the fluorescence, should be as far as 
possible remoted from the magnetic nanoparticle. This is regulated by the length of 
the insertion molecule, i.e., the spacer. To immobilize the fluorophores on magnetic 
nanoparticles, albumin can be used as a large protein with different functional 
groups and chitosan as a biopolymer with a large molecular weight (Figure 2).
Another popular method to prolong the action period of fluorophores is their 
encapsulation in liposomes (Figure 3). In addition, the liposome itself may contain 
a drug substance and a targeting ligand and serve as an object of theranostics [46].
Chitosan is one of the most promising biodegradable polymers. Chitosan-
based nanoparticles are used for directed drug delivery [43–45]. Systems for the 
controlled release of medicines are being developed on the chitosan basis as well 
[47]. There is a fundamental opportunity of using chitosan nanoparticles (NPC) 
as markers for in vitro and in vivo imaging in those areas of the body, where the 
vascular permeability changes dramatically. For this purpose, they are coated with 
fluorescent dyes, such as indocyanine green, fluorescein, or colloidal quantum 
dots [48, 49].
Chitosan is a natural biopolymer, with every monomer containing a primary 
amino group. This makes it an extremely profitable material for the coordination-
ion immobilization of fluorophores, which are organic acids (fluorescein and 
indocyanine green). The scheme of their immobilization is shown in Figure 4. 
Figure 1. 
Scheme of fluorophore immobilization on the nanoparticle surface.
Figure 2. 
Classification of functional groups and fluorophores.
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Thus, if one prepares nanoparticles from chitosan, it is possible to immobilize these 
fluorophores on them and get a fluorescent nanoagent.
If the nanoparticle does not contain a natural functional group, then it is synthe-
sized on the surface.
The traditional method of such synthesis on the surface of functional amino 
group nanoparticles is the treatment of (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES). 
The reaction is usually conducted in an organic solvent at its boiling point with an 
intensive mixing [50]. Common solvents applied for the synthesis are benzene, 
toluene, cyclohexane, or monoatomic alcohols. APTES reacts with the hydroxylated 
surface of the nanoparticle (Figure 5). Since the hydroxylated surface is inherent 
for magnetite and silica nanoparticles, these nanoparticles are used for the amina-
tion of APTES.
Coordination-ion immobilization of FLN on the APTES-synthesized spacer 
gives an extremely weak chemical bond, which is hydrolyzed in aqueous solutions. 
Therefore, fluorescein is immobilized covalently using the carbodiimide method. 
Figure 6 shows a method for immobilizing FLN using diisopropylcarbodiimide on a 
spacer obtained from APTES.
Figure 3. 
Fluorophore in a liposomal form.
Figure 4. 
Chitosan conjugation.
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This is the simplest and most effective way to immobilize fluorescein on the 
surface of laminated nanoparticles. It is based on the application of the FLN—fluo-
resceinisothiocyanate (FITC) derivative. By processing nanoparticles with a spacer 
containing an amino group, under standard conditions in a dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO) solvent, the amino group forms a covalent bond with the FITC isothiol 
group (Figure 7). The effectiveness of this immobilization is much higher than the 
reaction using FLN and DIPC. This was confirmed by the fluorescence measure-
ments of the obtained samples. For FITC immobilization, it was 3.44 × 1011 [p/s]/
[μW/cm2] and for FLN immobilization using DIPC 1.01 × 1011 [p/s]/[μW/cm2], 
respectively (Figure 8).
In contrast, while ICG is immobilized on an amine spacer obtained from APTES, 
the sulfogroup forms a strong ionic bond with the amine group, which can only be 
destroyed by an alcoholic solution of alkali. The scheme of such immobilization is 
demonstrated in Figure 9.
2.2 Synthesis of luminescent nanoparticles of porous silicon
Porous silicon layers were obtained by electrochemical etching of a single-
crystal, (100)-oriented n-type silicon with a resistivity of 1–4.5 Ω/cm, at a constant 
current density of 40 mA/cm2 for 20 min using an aqueous-alcohol electrolyte 
based on 48% hydrofluoric acid. The obtained porous film was removed by dipping 
Figure 5. 
The scheme of amino-spacer synthesis.
Figure 6. 
Scheme of covalent immobilization of fluorescein on an amino spacer using diisopropylcarbodiimide (DIPC).
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the plate in a solution with deionized water, with sequential exposure to ultrasound 
(“Saphir” ultrasound bath) for 30 min. The resulting suspension was filtered 
through the syringe filtration membranes (Millipore) with a diameter of less than 
0.3 microns. The filtered suspension was further processed using a 600-watt local 
Figure 7. 
Scheme of covalent immobilization of fluorescein isothiocyanate on an amino spacer.
Figure 8. 
Comparison of in vitro fluorescence FLN and FITC covalently immobilized on NPS.
Figure 9. 
Scheme of coordination-ion immobilization of green indocyanine on an amino spacer.
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ultrasonic homogenizer (SONOPULS) in an interval pulse mode for 30 min. At 
the next step, the particles were filtered through a 0.22-μm filtration membrane 
(Millipore). Afterwards, the nanoparticles were incubated in deionized water for 
~2 weeks to activate their photoluminescent glow. To remove the dissolved silicic 
acids, the resulting dispersion was centrifuged at 13,000 rpm for 30 min, and a 
supernatant containing silicic acids and nanoparticles smaller than 20 nm in size 
was removed [51].
2.3 Functionalization of PLPor-Si nanoparticles with gentamicin
The functionalization of photoluminescent nanoparticles of porous silicon with 
gentamicin (PLPor-Si-Gent) was performed by impregnation: 0.5 ml of gentami-
cin solution (40 mg/ml) for an intravenous injection was added to 1.5 ml of the 
dispersion of porous silicon nanoparticles in deionized water. The sample was then 
subjected to ultrasound treatment for 15 min.
2.4 Functionalization of PLPor-Si nanoparticles with dextran
To cover the obtained photoluminescent nanoparticles derived in previous 
sections, a dextran shell with 1 ml of dispersion with nanoparticles (PLPor-Si 
or PLPor-Si-Gent) was used and mixed with 1 ml of aliquot of water containing 
100 mg of dextran (MW ~20,000, Sigma). The mixture was stirred for 24 h and 
washed three times every 8 h using a centrifugal filter (100,000 molecular weight 
cutoff; Millipore) for the Eppendorf tube at 13,000 rpm for 30 min. The resulting 
nanoparticles (DPLPor-Si or DPLPor-Si-Gent) were poured into 2 ml Eppendorf 
tubes for the further injection to male rats of the Wistar stock. An example of 
a system for targeted drug delivery based on photoluminescent porous silicon 
nanoparticles is shown in Figure 10.
3. Characterization and study of fluorescence of PLPor-Si nanoparticles
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to control the morphology 
and the particle size of photoluminescent porous silicon using the Mira Tescan II 
Figure 10. 
Model of a system for targeted drug delivery based on photoluminescent porous silicon nanoparticles:  
(1) PLPor-Si nanoparticles; (2) oxidized layer (SiO2 layer); (3) dosage form (payload); (4) biopolymer shell 
(dextran); (5) homing molecules (vitamin B9).
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scanning electron microscope. The research was carried out with the detection of 
secondary and reflected electrons; the typical values of the accelerating voltage 
were 5–20 kV. Typical magnification values were in the range of 10,000–200,000. 
The control of the biodistribution and the study of the morphology of por-Si par-
ticles after internalization of the rats were performed on the liver and myocardial 
tissue fragments. Tissue samples were dried, and a thin layer of carbon was applied 
to the surface of the samples immediately before the SEM investigation [52].
To control and to verify the presence of photoluminescent PLPor-Si nanopar-
ticles in the tissues after internalization, several experiments were previously 
performed on the injection of unloaded shell-free carriers (PLPor-Si) using a 
method similar to that for carrier particles loaded with medication (PLPor-Si-
Gent) and coated with dextran (DPLPor-Si and DPLPor-Si-Gent) [53]. The study 
of the fragments of the rat’s liver and heart tissues using the SEM method after an 
intravenous injection of por-Si particles (from the first set) revealed the presence of 
electron-dense particles with a shape close to spherical. It is worth noticing that the 
distribution of the particles in the tissues is uneven and the clusters of particles are 
observed near to the openings of the large ducts (Figure 11). The diameter of the 
detected particles corresponds well to the range of diameters of the first set of the 
particles: 60–80 nm the main part of the particles, with some larger (up to 185 nm) 
particles and a fraction of the smaller particles (≈30–40 nm).
The photon cross-correlation method (PCCS) was employed to determine the size 
of nanoparticles obtained using the Nanophox analyzer from Sympatec (Germany). 
Before the dispersion measurement procedure, the samples were further broken 
up with a 600-W ultrasonic homogenizer for 5 min. Later on, the solutions with a 
mechanical dispenser were taken and poured into the cuvette of the analyzer. The 
concentration of solutions was selected in a way that the average intensity of the 
scattered light for each sample was the same. The absence of multiple light scattering 
was visually controlled. The processing was performed with the DynaLS software: 
correlator channels from 30 to 200 and search boundaries from 1 to 10,000 nm. 
Table 1 shows the size distribution of the nanoparticles from sets 1 to 4 determined 
by photon cross-correlation spectroscopy.
The study of the photoluminescence of the samples of porous silicon nanopar-
ticles (PLPor-Si, PLPor-Si-Gent, DPLPor-Si, DPLPor-Si-Gent) obtained in the 
work was conducted at room temperature using an automated spectral complex 
assembled based on the MDR_23 and FEU_79 monochromator operating in the 
Figure 11. 
Rat’s heart tissue (myocardium) (a) and liver (b) at a single magnification. Diffuse distribution of electron-
dense centers with the size corresponding to the size of the particles from injected dispersion PLPor-Si of the first 
set (80–190 nm).
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sections, a dextran shell with 1 ml of dispersion with nanoparticles (PLPor-Si 
or PLPor-Si-Gent) was used and mixed with 1 ml of aliquot of water containing 
100 mg of dextran (MW ~20,000, Sigma). The mixture was stirred for 24 h and 
washed three times every 8 h using a centrifugal filter (100,000 molecular weight 
cutoff; Millipore) for the Eppendorf tube at 13,000 rpm for 30 min. The resulting 
nanoparticles (DPLPor-Si or DPLPor-Si-Gent) were poured into 2 ml Eppendorf 
tubes for the further injection to male rats of the Wistar stock. An example of 
a system for targeted drug delivery based on photoluminescent porous silicon 
nanoparticles is shown in Figure 10.
3. Characterization and study of fluorescence of PLPor-Si nanoparticles
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to control the morphology 
and the particle size of photoluminescent porous silicon using the Mira Tescan II 
Figure 10. 
Model of a system for targeted drug delivery based on photoluminescent porous silicon nanoparticles:  
(1) PLPor-Si nanoparticles; (2) oxidized layer (SiO2 layer); (3) dosage form (payload); (4) biopolymer shell 
(dextran); (5) homing molecules (vitamin B9).
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scanning electron microscope. The research was carried out with the detection of 
secondary and reflected electrons; the typical values of the accelerating voltage 
were 5–20 kV. Typical magnification values were in the range of 10,000–200,000. 
The control of the biodistribution and the study of the morphology of por-Si par-
ticles after internalization of the rats were performed on the liver and myocardial 
tissue fragments. Tissue samples were dried, and a thin layer of carbon was applied 
to the surface of the samples immediately before the SEM investigation [52].
To control and to verify the presence of photoluminescent PLPor-Si nanopar-
ticles in the tissues after internalization, several experiments were previously 
performed on the injection of unloaded shell-free carriers (PLPor-Si) using a 
method similar to that for carrier particles loaded with medication (PLPor-Si-
Gent) and coated with dextran (DPLPor-Si and DPLPor-Si-Gent) [53]. The study 
of the fragments of the rat’s liver and heart tissues using the SEM method after an 
intravenous injection of por-Si particles (from the first set) revealed the presence of 
electron-dense particles with a shape close to spherical. It is worth noticing that the 
distribution of the particles in the tissues is uneven and the clusters of particles are 
observed near to the openings of the large ducts (Figure 11). The diameter of the 
detected particles corresponds well to the range of diameters of the first set of the 
particles: 60–80 nm the main part of the particles, with some larger (up to 185 nm) 
particles and a fraction of the smaller particles (≈30–40 nm).
The photon cross-correlation method (PCCS) was employed to determine the size 
of nanoparticles obtained using the Nanophox analyzer from Sympatec (Germany). 
Before the dispersion measurement procedure, the samples were further broken 
up with a 600-W ultrasonic homogenizer for 5 min. Later on, the solutions with a 
mechanical dispenser were taken and poured into the cuvette of the analyzer. The 
concentration of solutions was selected in a way that the average intensity of the 
scattered light for each sample was the same. The absence of multiple light scattering 
was visually controlled. The processing was performed with the DynaLS software: 
correlator channels from 30 to 200 and search boundaries from 1 to 10,000 nm. 
Table 1 shows the size distribution of the nanoparticles from sets 1 to 4 determined 
by photon cross-correlation spectroscopy.
The study of the photoluminescence of the samples of porous silicon nanopar-
ticles (PLPor-Si, PLPor-Si-Gent, DPLPor-Si, DPLPor-Si-Gent) obtained in the 
work was conducted at room temperature using an automated spectral complex 
assembled based on the MDR_23 and FEU_79 monochromator operating in the 
Figure 11. 
Rat’s heart tissue (myocardium) (a) and liver (b) at a single magnification. Diffuse distribution of electron-
dense centers with the size corresponding to the size of the particles from injected dispersion PLPor-Si of the first 
set (80–190 nm).
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Figure 12. 
The photoluminescence spectra: (1) PLPor-Si; (2) DPLPor-Si; (3) PLPor-Si-gent; and (4) DPLPor-Si-gent.
Figure 13. 
Detection of PLPor-Si (second series) ex vivo (a); fluorescence intensity of the rat’s organs (b).
photon-counting mode. Photoluminescence was excited by the radiation with a 
wavelength of 405 nm. Figure 12 shows the photoluminescence spectra obtained 
during the experiment 5 days after receiving.
One can see that the process of functionalization of nanoparticles (PLPor-Si) 
leads to a redistribution of intensity in the photoluminescence band of the initial 
samples from the first set with almost complete preservation of its position and 
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width. Coating of the second set of samples with the dextran-2 (DPLPor-Si) drives 
to the formation of a thicker surface layer, which, in turn, causes a decrease in the 
intensity of FL almost twice as compared to the original samples from the first set. 
The functionalization of the surface of nanoparticles by the drug (gentamicin) 
third set (PLPor-Si-Gent) leads to a more intensive passivation of the surface by the 
drug molecules, which reduces the intensity of the photoluminescence line by more 
than three times. The combination of drug and dextran functionalization methods 
for the fourth set of samples (DPLPor-Si-Gent) reduces the luminescence intensity 
by an order of magnitude, due to a significant increase in the surface layer and pas-
sivation of the surface by drug molecules.
The fluorescent emission was measured using a fluorescent imager IVIS Lumina 
LT III (PerkinElmer, USA). To investigate the overall biodistribution and poten-
tial application of DPLPor-Si, a 1-ml solution with 0.5 mg/ml concentration of 
DPLPor-Si was injected into the tail vein of a Wistar stock rat. After 24 h from the 
moment of injection, the organs were removed for evaluation. Fluorescent emis-
sion was recorded on the standard embedded filters (for excitation, 500 nm, and 
for emission, 650 nm). Figure 13 demonstrates the fluorescent analysis of ex vivo 
organ distribution in a male Wistar rat 24 h after an intravenous injection of the 
nanoparticles from second set.
Ex vivo organ biodistribution presents a steady accumulation of DPLPor-Si 
nanoparticles in the liver (Figure 13b). It is important to mention that after the 
intravenous injection, DPLPor-Si penetrates the blood–brain barrier and there 
is retention of the particles in the brain. Such particles have great potential for 
research in the fields of neurology and neurosurgery.
4.  Use of fluorophore-labeled nanoparticles for fluorescent imaging  
in preclinical studies
Fluorescence of nanoparticles was measured using a fluorescence imager. 
Herein, Figure 14a shows a photograph of fluorescein (left) and indocyanine green 
(right) immobilized on chitosan microparticles. As can be seen, the fluorophores 
are completely chemosorbed on the particles, and the chemical bond with chitosan 
amino groups is not hydrolyzed, which is confirmed by the absence of a free dye in 
the solution.
Figure 14b reveals a samples’ image taken with the IVIS Lumina LT fluorescent 
tomography in “spectral unmixed” mode. This mode allows to take multiple frames 
with different excitation wavelengths and various registration cutoff filters with a 
consequent combination as a result. Samples are shown from left to right: chitosan 
particles without fluorophore, particles with FLN, and particles with ICG. To 
induce fluorescence the embedded light filters were used (for FLN, 465 nm, and 
for ICG, 745 nm). Registration was performed with built-in FITS and ICG filters, 
respectively, suitable for the release of induced radiation of the corresponding 
fluorescent dyes and following the documentation for the device.
The use of nanoparticles labeled with different fluorophores enables to simul-
taneously or sequentially introduce them into the body of laboratory animals and 
study their biodistribution. Moreover, particles with different size and origin can 
be labeled with different fluorophores and examined simultaneously. As a dem-
onstration of this, a Petri dish with the organs of laboratory animals obtained on 
a fluorescent tomography in the “spectral unmixed” mode is shown in Figure 15. 
Before euthanasia and removal of the organs, the animal underwent an intravenous 
injection of the suspension with the nanoparticles of chitosan labeled with fluores-
cein and indocyanine green consistently.
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width. Coating of the second set of samples with the dextran-2 (DPLPor-Si) drives 
to the formation of a thicker surface layer, which, in turn, causes a decrease in the 
intensity of FL almost twice as compared to the original samples from the first set. 
The functionalization of the surface of nanoparticles by the drug (gentamicin) 
third set (PLPor-Si-Gent) leads to a more intensive passivation of the surface by the 
drug molecules, which reduces the intensity of the photoluminescence line by more 
than three times. The combination of drug and dextran functionalization methods 
for the fourth set of samples (DPLPor-Si-Gent) reduces the luminescence intensity 
by an order of magnitude, due to a significant increase in the surface layer and pas-
sivation of the surface by drug molecules.
The fluorescent emission was measured using a fluorescent imager IVIS Lumina 
LT III (PerkinElmer, USA). To investigate the overall biodistribution and poten-
tial application of DPLPor-Si, a 1-ml solution with 0.5 mg/ml concentration of 
DPLPor-Si was injected into the tail vein of a Wistar stock rat. After 24 h from the 
moment of injection, the organs were removed for evaluation. Fluorescent emis-
sion was recorded on the standard embedded filters (for excitation, 500 nm, and 
for emission, 650 nm). Figure 13 demonstrates the fluorescent analysis of ex vivo 
organ distribution in a male Wistar rat 24 h after an intravenous injection of the 
nanoparticles from second set.
Ex vivo organ biodistribution presents a steady accumulation of DPLPor-Si 
nanoparticles in the liver (Figure 13b). It is important to mention that after the 
intravenous injection, DPLPor-Si penetrates the blood–brain barrier and there 
is retention of the particles in the brain. Such particles have great potential for 
research in the fields of neurology and neurosurgery.
4.  Use of fluorophore-labeled nanoparticles for fluorescent imaging  
in preclinical studies
Fluorescence of nanoparticles was measured using a fluorescence imager. 
Herein, Figure 14a shows a photograph of fluorescein (left) and indocyanine green 
(right) immobilized on chitosan microparticles. As can be seen, the fluorophores 
are completely chemosorbed on the particles, and the chemical bond with chitosan 
amino groups is not hydrolyzed, which is confirmed by the absence of a free dye in 
the solution.
Figure 14b reveals a samples’ image taken with the IVIS Lumina LT fluorescent 
tomography in “spectral unmixed” mode. This mode allows to take multiple frames 
with different excitation wavelengths and various registration cutoff filters with a 
consequent combination as a result. Samples are shown from left to right: chitosan 
particles without fluorophore, particles with FLN, and particles with ICG. To 
induce fluorescence the embedded light filters were used (for FLN, 465 nm, and 
for ICG, 745 nm). Registration was performed with built-in FITS and ICG filters, 
respectively, suitable for the release of induced radiation of the corresponding 
fluorescent dyes and following the documentation for the device.
The use of nanoparticles labeled with different fluorophores enables to simul-
taneously or sequentially introduce them into the body of laboratory animals and 
study their biodistribution. Moreover, particles with different size and origin can 
be labeled with different fluorophores and examined simultaneously. As a dem-
onstration of this, a Petri dish with the organs of laboratory animals obtained on 
a fluorescent tomography in the “spectral unmixed” mode is shown in Figure 15. 
Before euthanasia and removal of the organs, the animal underwent an intravenous 
injection of the suspension with the nanoparticles of chitosan labeled with fluores-
cein and indocyanine green consistently.
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It is worth noticing that nanoparticles labeled with fluorescein are mainly visible 
in the kidneys while particles labeled with green indocyanine are localized in the 
liver and lungs. Chitosan nanoparticles labeled with fluorophores do not overcome 
the blood–brain barrier. At the same time, one can see that only the autofluores-
cence inherent to NADH is visible in the brain.
The biodistribution of chitosan nanoparticles in vivo was evaluated over a 
period of 30 min. The following time intervals were selected: initial state, 5, 10, 
15, 20, 25, and 30 min. After catheterization of the femoral vein of the laboratory 
animal, NPC-ICG was injected. In other words, the image registration in each 
animal was performed initially, before the introduction of suspensions, 5 min after 
the introduction, and then every 5 min for half an hour (Figure 16a). Afterwards, 
the animals were removed from the experiment by increasing the dose of anesthetic 
and removing the organs for examination: heart, lungs, liver, spleen, and kidneys.
The evaluation of the biodistribution based on the obtained fluorescence in vivo 
from the surface of the entire animal body revealed a maximum accumulation of 
the nanoparticles had occurred only in one area of the body (Figure 16a) with the 
increase of the intensity at the same area with time (Figure 16b). An autopsy of the 
animal and the removal of the listed organs, which were placed in a Petri dish with 
Figure 14. 
IImage of chitosan microparticles with immobilized fluorescein (FLN) and indocyanine green (ICG): (a) in 
daylight; (b) on a fluorescent tomography of samples in comparison with a control sample without dye in the 
“spectral unmixed” mode.
Figure 15. 
Rat’s organs, after the introduction of chitosan nanoparticles labeled with fluorescein and indocyanine green; 
image from a fluorescent tomography in the “spectral unmixed” mode.
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consequent analysis on a fluorescent imager, were performed. It was found that the 
greatest accumulation of NPC-ICG particles occurred in the liver (Figure 17). As 
expected, the data indicates the elimination of nanoobjects by the liver and con-
firms the previously obtained data using histochemical staining by Grocott on the 
predominant accumulation of NPC in the rats’ liver [54].
Male rats from Wistar were used to estimate the overall biodistribution of NPS-
FLN and liposomal quinacrine drug (LQD). NPS-FLN and LQD solutions with a 
volume of 2 ml were injected intravenously through the tail vein; then the animals 
were anesthetized with isoflurane anesthesia and placed in the fluorescent analyzer. 
As for negative control, a rat given with an intravenous saline solution of 2 ml vol-
ume was used. The in vivo visualization of the biodistribution was recorded every 
5 min for 30 min (Figure 18). After removing the animals from the experiment 
by humane euthanasia with an overdose of inhaled anesthesia of isoflurane, organ 
sampling was performed (Figure 19) for ex vivo quantification of particle accu-
mulation. The fluorescence intensity from the area of interest (ROI) was calculated 
using the Living Image software (Living Image 4.5.5, PerkinElmer Inc.).
After the evaluation of the overall in vivo distribution of NPS-FLN nanopar-
ticles over time, no local areas of fluorescence accumulation were found. The same 
situation was observed in the case of the LQD sample. As expected, that happened 
because fluorescein (ex, 490 nm; em, 525 nm) and quinacrine (ex, 490 nm; em, 
525 nm) had the same wavelength of radiation, which was damped by autofluores-
cence of the biological tissues. Therefore, such fluorescent dyes are more often used 
for ex vivo and in vitro evaluation.
Figure 16. 
Fluorescent imaging in vivo distribution NPC-ICG administered intravenously (a); the dependence of the 
fluorescence intensity distribution on time (b).
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the introduction, and then every 5 min for half an hour (Figure 16a). Afterwards, 
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consequent analysis on a fluorescent imager, were performed. It was found that the 
greatest accumulation of NPC-ICG particles occurred in the liver (Figure 17). As 
expected, the data indicates the elimination of nanoobjects by the liver and con-
firms the previously obtained data using histochemical staining by Grocott on the 
predominant accumulation of NPC in the rats’ liver [54].
Male rats from Wistar were used to estimate the overall biodistribution of NPS-
FLN and liposomal quinacrine drug (LQD). NPS-FLN and LQD solutions with a 
volume of 2 ml were injected intravenously through the tail vein; then the animals 
were anesthetized with isoflurane anesthesia and placed in the fluorescent analyzer. 
As for negative control, a rat given with an intravenous saline solution of 2 ml vol-
ume was used. The in vivo visualization of the biodistribution was recorded every 
5 min for 30 min (Figure 18). After removing the animals from the experiment 
by humane euthanasia with an overdose of inhaled anesthesia of isoflurane, organ 
sampling was performed (Figure 19) for ex vivo quantification of particle accu-
mulation. The fluorescence intensity from the area of interest (ROI) was calculated 
using the Living Image software (Living Image 4.5.5, PerkinElmer Inc.).
After the evaluation of the overall in vivo distribution of NPS-FLN nanopar-
ticles over time, no local areas of fluorescence accumulation were found. The same 
situation was observed in the case of the LQD sample. As expected, that happened 
because fluorescein (ex, 490 nm; em, 525 nm) and quinacrine (ex, 490 nm; em, 
525 nm) had the same wavelength of radiation, which was damped by autofluores-
cence of the biological tissues. Therefore, such fluorescent dyes are more often used 
for ex vivo and in vitro evaluation.
Figure 16. 
Fluorescent imaging in vivo distribution NPC-ICG administered intravenously (a); the dependence of the 
fluorescence intensity distribution on time (b).
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The quantitative biodistribution of the intensity of the fluorescent glow NPS-
FLN and LQD in the bodies is illustrated in Tables 2 and 3. The accumulation of 
NPS-FLN particles mainly occurs in the liver, lungs, spleen, and kidneys. In the case 
of LQD, accumulation was observed in the lungs, which is justified by the size of 
the liposomes themselves, the average size of which is 1 μm. The accumulation or 
deposition of liposomal points occurs by mechanical filtration through the capillary 
channel of the lung after an intravenous injection [55, 56].
The NPC-ICG biodistribution study (Figure 20) was conducted similarly to the 
one presented above. Another fluorescent dye (ICG) with the emission outside the 
autofluorescence of the tissue range was used, so the emission falls into the trans-
parency window of biological objects [57–59].
Depending on the method of intravenous injection of nanoparticles conjugated 
with the fluorescent dye ICG, a significant difference in the estimation of the fluo-
rescence intensity of the total biodistribution over time is observed. For example, 
when the NPC-ICG conjugate is directly inserted into the catheterized femoral 
artery, there is an increase in the intensity of the fluorescent glow in the liver region 
over time (Figure 16a). On the other hand, intravenous injection through the tail 
vein (Figure 20) causes a general glow of the entire surface of the animal. After 
5 min, and then during the entire experiment, an accumulation of nanoparticles 
Figure 17. 
Images ex vivo and fluorescence intensity of the five major organs, liver, lungs, kidneys, spleen, and heart seized 
from the rat with introduced NPS-ICG.
Figure 18. 
Fluorescent imaging in vivo distribution NPS-FLN administered intravenously.
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in the liver occurs, and a decrease in the intensity of fluorescence (Figure 20b) 
takes place. As shown in the previous experiment on NPS-ICG biodistribution, 
the accumulation of such conjugates occurs in the liver, lungs, kidneys, and spleen. 
Figure 19. 
Ex vivo fluorescence intensity of the five major organs, liver, lungs, kidneys, spleen, and heart seized from the 
rat with introduced NPS-FLN (a) and LQD (b).
Organ Total radiant efficiency [p/s]/[μW/cm2] × 10−9
Control NPS-FLN The difference with the control
Brain 1.56 6.55 4.99
Heart 0.94 1.25 0.31
Lungs 1.56 25.50 23.94
Kidneys 3.01 5.23 2.22
Spleen 0.82 6.72 5.90
Liver 25.00 108.00 83.00
Table 2. 
Total radiant efficiency of organs with control and with introduced NPS-FLN.
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in the liver occurs, and a decrease in the intensity of fluorescence (Figure 20b) 
takes place. As shown in the previous experiment on NPS-ICG biodistribution, 
the accumulation of such conjugates occurs in the liver, lungs, kidneys, and spleen. 
Figure 19. 
Ex vivo fluorescence intensity of the five major organs, liver, lungs, kidneys, spleen, and heart seized from the 
rat with introduced NPS-FLN (a) and LQD (b).
Organ Total radiant efficiency [p/s]/[μW/cm2] × 10−9
Control NPS-FLN The difference with the control
Brain 1.56 6.55 4.99
Heart 0.94 1.25 0.31
Lungs 1.56 25.50 23.94
Kidneys 3.01 5.23 2.22
Spleen 0.82 6.72 5.90
Liver 25.00 108.00 83.00
Table 2. 
Total radiant efficiency of organs with control and with introduced NPS-FLN.
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Figure 20. 
Fluorescent imaging in vivo distribution of NPS-ICG administered intravenously (a); the dependence of the 
fluorescence intensity distribution on time (b); ex vivo biodistribution of NPS-ICG (c).
Organ Total radiant efficiency [p/s]/[μW/cm2] × 10−9
Control NPS-ICG The difference with the control
Brain 3.01 4.47 1.46
Heart 1.55 2.62 1.07
Lungs 5.85 46.40 40.55
Kidneys 1.02 32.40 31.38
Spleen 2.67 21.30 18.63
Liver 12.80 2240.00 2227.20
Table 4. 
Total radiant efficiency of organs with control and with introduced NPS-ICG.
Organ Total radiant efficiency [p/s]/[μW/cm2] × 10−9
Control LQD The difference with the control
Brain 4.39 14.10 9.71
Heart 1.16 3.91 2.75
Lungs 1.56 169.00 167.44
Kidneys 2.95 16.40 13.45
Spleen 1.02 1.97 0.95
Liver 27.80 207.00 179.2
Table 3. 
Total radiant efficiency of organs with control and with introduced LQD.
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Ex vivo biodistribution in organs shows the accumulation of the particles mostly in 
the liver. The numerical distribution of NPS-ICG accumulation is shown in Table 4.
It is important to mention that nanoparticles conjugated with the fluorescent 
dye ICG are suitable for in vivo visualization of biodistribution and accumulation in 
the area of interest since its emission lies in the transparency window of biological 
tissues [60, 61]. Further modification and creation of agents for theranostic based 
on such dyes is promising for fluorescence tomography in preclinical studies.
5. Conclusion
Nanomaterials conjugated with fluorophores have a great perspective for applica-
tion of in vitro and in vivo fluorescence tomography in preclinical studies on labora-
tory animals. In comparison with pure fluorophores, they have several advantages. 
First, these conjugates have the effect of prolongation allowing performing a visual-
ization for at least 30 min. Non-bound fluorophores can metabolize within 1–2 min. 
Second, the usage of nanoparticles of different nature and physical size enables the 
visualization of different organs, due to their accumulation in different parts of the 
body. Finally, such conjugates can be used to create platforms for theranostics, which 
will suit well for the early diagnosis and therapy for use in personalized medicine.
Local drug delivery systems based on the photoluminescent nanoparticles of 
porous silicon (PLPor-Si) obtained by electrochemical anodic etching were devel-
oped. The developed functionalization methods allowed the encapsulation of the 
photoluminescent nanoparticles on a porous silicon basis with the drug gentamicin 
(PLPor-Si-Gent) and obtaining the shell systems for local drug delivery using a 
biocompatible dextran polymer (DPLPor-Si or DPLPor-Si-Gent).
Photon cross-correlation spectroscopy applied to a series of porous silicon 
samples before the internalization determined the average size of the particles. For 
instance, for the samples of first series (PLPor-Si), the average size of the hydro-
dynamic diameter of the studied nanoparticle dispersions was determined by a 
range from 20 to 190 nm, which is confirmed by the measurements of the scanning 
electron microscopy of this series. The analysis of the fragments of the rat’s liver 
and heart tissue performed by the SEM method after an intravenous injection of the 
first set nanoparticles yielded the presence of electron-dense particles with a shape 
close to spherical. The distribution in the tissues was nonuniform with the clusters 
observed near to the openings of the large ducts. The diameter of the detected 
particles corresponds well to the range of diameters of the first set particles: the 
major part of the particles (60–80 nm), with some larger (up to 185 nm) particles 
and a fraction of smaller particles (≈30–40 nm).
The functionalization processes of the porous silicon nanoparticles with the 
molecules of the drug gentamicin and the dextran-based shell structure led to an 
increase in the average hydrodynamic diameter of the studied samples of second, 
third, and fourth sets. In this case, smaller particles aggregated to the following 
systems (herein the range of average hydrodynamic diameters): 250–300, 180–250, 
and 250–330 nm for second (DPLPor-Si), third (PLPor-Si-Gent), and fourth 
(DPLPor-Si-Gent) sample sets, respectively.
The photoluminescence spectra of the samples obtained in this work showed a 
process of functionalization of the nanoparticles (PLPor-Si). It drove to a redistri-
bution of intensity in the photoluminescence band of the initial samples from set 1 
with almost complete preservation of its position and width, at which the peak of 
the spectra fell in the wavelength range from 700 to 710 nm.
The samples coated with the dextran-2 (DPLPor-Si) form a thicker surface layer, 
which results in a decrease in the intensity of FL almost twice as compared to the 
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Figure 20. 
Fluorescent imaging in vivo distribution of NPS-ICG administered intravenously (a); the dependence of the 
fluorescence intensity distribution on time (b); ex vivo biodistribution of NPS-ICG (c).
Organ Total radiant efficiency [p/s]/[μW/cm2] × 10−9
Control NPS-ICG The difference with the control
Brain 3.01 4.47 1.46
Heart 1.55 2.62 1.07
Lungs 5.85 46.40 40.55
Kidneys 1.02 32.40 31.38
Spleen 2.67 21.30 18.63
Liver 12.80 2240.00 2227.20
Table 4. 
Total radiant efficiency of organs with control and with introduced NPS-ICG.
Organ Total radiant efficiency [p/s]/[μW/cm2] × 10−9
Control LQD The difference with the control
Brain 4.39 14.10 9.71
Heart 1.16 3.91 2.75
Lungs 1.56 169.00 167.44
Kidneys 2.95 16.40 13.45
Spleen 1.02 1.97 0.95
Liver 27.80 207.00 179.2
Table 3. 
Total radiant efficiency of organs with control and with introduced LQD.
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Ex vivo biodistribution in organs shows the accumulation of the particles mostly in 
the liver. The numerical distribution of NPS-ICG accumulation is shown in Table 4.
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samples before the internalization determined the average size of the particles. For 
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range from 20 to 190 nm, which is confirmed by the measurements of the scanning 
electron microscopy of this series. The analysis of the fragments of the rat’s liver 
and heart tissue performed by the SEM method after an intravenous injection of the 
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observed near to the openings of the large ducts. The diameter of the detected 
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and a fraction of smaller particles (≈30–40 nm).
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increase in the average hydrodynamic diameter of the studied samples of second, 
third, and fourth sets. In this case, smaller particles aggregated to the following 
systems (herein the range of average hydrodynamic diameters): 250–300, 180–250, 
and 250–330 nm for second (DPLPor-Si), third (PLPor-Si-Gent), and fourth 
(DPLPor-Si-Gent) sample sets, respectively.
The photoluminescence spectra of the samples obtained in this work showed a 
process of functionalization of the nanoparticles (PLPor-Si). It drove to a redistri-
bution of intensity in the photoluminescence band of the initial samples from set 1 
with almost complete preservation of its position and width, at which the peak of 
the spectra fell in the wavelength range from 700 to 710 nm.
The samples coated with the dextran-2 (DPLPor-Si) form a thicker surface layer, 
which results in a decrease in the intensity of FL almost twice as compared to the 
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original first set. The functionalization of the surface of nanoparticles with the 
drug (gentamicin) third sets (PLPor-Si-Gent) entails the more intensive passivation 
of the surface by the drug molecules, which reduces the intensity of the photolu-
minescence line by more than (a) factor of 3. The combination of drug and dextran 
functionalization methods for samples from the fourth set (DPLPor-Si-Gent) 
dramatically reduces the luminescence intensity (by an order of magnitude), due 
to a significant increase in the surface layer and passivation of the surface by drug 
molecules.
The analysis of the biodistribution in the organs of male rats of the Wistar stock 
obtained by fluorescence spectroscopy of the samples from the second set after the 
internalization process showed an intense accumulation of DPLPor-Si nanoparticles 
in the liver, which in turn correlates with the data of scanning electron microscopy 
for these samples. After intravenous injection, DPLPor-Si penetrates the blood–
brain barrier, and the particles concentrate in the brain.
Thus, the resulting local drug delivery systems which are able to circulate in the 
body have a huge potential for the diagnosis and treatment of various diseases. Such 
systems have a vast list of advantages like the ability to safely remove from the body 
for a given period of time after they perform their diagnostic or therapeutic func-
tion, the capability to be detected in vivo, a low level of toxicity, and a potential to 
overcome various complex barriers within the body, such as histohematic.
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Mitochondria are hot! First of all, literally. Recent results showed that locally in
the functional human mitochondria, the temperature rises close to 50°C. The
research was based on the thermosensitive fluorescent dye that targets mitochon-
dria. Figuratively, mitochondria are even hotter, in terms of undergoing research
exploring their role in energy production, cell signalling, programmed cell death
and biosynthesis. Fluorescent probes and dyes are not restricted only to imaging of
these fascinating organelles; they are used to monitor the mitochondrial membrane
potential, pH and the redox status. The membrane potential is essential in the
process of ATP production as it constitutes more than 80% of electrochemical
proton motive force used in this process. Thus, observing mitochondrial membrane
potential is crucial in most of the mitochondrial research. This imaging should
usually be performed with minimal invasiveness and damage to the mitochondria
and mitochondrial function. There are only a few fluorescent probes for mitochon-
drial membrane potential monitoring currently in use as valuable indicators of
cells’ functional status. Those probes show varying degrees of interference with
cell or mitochondrial metabolism and photo-induced damage. In this chapter, the
characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of such probes will be discussed.
The mechanisms of uptake of these fluorescent probes will be explained.
Keywords: mitochondria, fluorescent probes, morphology, membrane potential,
fluorescent sensor, superoxide anion, hydrogen peroxide
1. Introduction
Previously, mitochondria were studied exclusively in terms of bioenergetics.
However, the so-called powerhouse of the cell, apart from producing adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) by oxidative phosphorylation, takes part in numerous meta-
bolic pathways. Apoptosis signalling [1, 2], ageing [3, 4], calcium homeostasis [5, 6]
and cell development [7, 8] are also responsibilities of this remarkable cell organelle.
Thus, to no surprise, the pathogenesis of many diseases stems from mitochondrial
dysfunction, for instance, Alzheimer type dementia [9] and other neurodegenera-
tive diseases [10] as well as cancer [11]. The relation between mitochondria and
cancer goes well beyond excessive reactive oxygen species (ROS) production by
Complex I and Complex III of the electron transfer chain (ETC). The differences in
mitochondrial activity between healthy and cancer cells include metabolic variances
[12], mostly due to the shift to glycolytic metabolism. Various cancers reportedly
have mutations and alternations in the mtDNA, with the D-loop region of mtDNA
bearing most of these mutations [12]. The mutations in nuclear DNA that encodes
295
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for mitochondrial proteins are also observed in cancer cells. However, there is
strong indication that those mutations are the result of intergenomic cross-talk
between mitochondria and nucleus and also originate from mutations in mtDNA
[13]. Another fascinating feature of mitochondria is the interchanging processes of
fusion and fission. This mitochondrial dynamics enables the control of the meta-
bolic pathways mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph [14]. Shifting of the
fission-fusion equilibrium is also the way of adaptation to physiological changes and
environmental stress [14].
Although studying the biology and biochemistry of mitochondria is captivating
and rewarding, the main topic in this chapter will be the fluorescent probes and
dyes targeting mitochondria, the comprehensive overview of available fluorescent
compounds that allow characterisation of mitochondria, and study of its function-
ality. Sections will cover main groups of compounds according to their applications
in mitochondrial cell biology and biochemistry. Mitochondrial markers are used to
fluorescently label the mitochondria and enable visualisation by different
fluorescence-based imaging techniques. Monitoring and measuring mitochondrial
membrane potential is likewise enabled by specific fluorescent probes. Superoxide
indicators will also be covered in a separate section, as will the calcium flux and
autophagy probes. Some aspects of mitochondrial uptake will be explained, as that
bears an exceptional value in the design of the new potential probes. In the final
section, some new perspective probes will be presented, showing exciting features
and the possibility of simultaneous dual applicability.
2. Mitochondrial morphology probes
As mentioned in the introductory part, mitochondria are obviously very
dynamic organelles. They are undergoing cycles of fusion and fission, transport,
processes of biogenesis and mitophagy. These processes are crucial for regulating
signalling pathways, regulating mitochondrial turnover, maintaining ETC and
mitochondrial homeostasis. Fusion-fission and biogenesis-mitophagy dynamics
regulate the morphology, number and transient subcellular localisation of mito-
chondria. Fluorescent mitochondrial trackers and sensors, enabling real-time mon-
itoring and imaging, were always in demand. Improvements in microscopy have
not only instigated more detailed observation and in-depth exploration of mito-
chondrial dynamics, but also sparked the interest in new sensors.
2.1 Mitochondria-specific fluorescence proteins
The scientists studying mitochondrial dynamics, abundance and morphology in
live cells often use specifically targeted fluorescent proteins (FPs). Although the
mitochondria evolved from Alphaproteibacteria in an endosymbiotic manner within
a primordial eukaryotic cell [15], and they possess the whole mechanism for tran-
scription and translation [16], only 13 mitochondrial proteins are produced in the
mitochondria [17]. Most of the mitochondrial proteins (>2000) are imported from
the cytosol, and the genes encoding them are in the nucleus [18]. So are the mito-
chondrial targeting signals (MTSs), short (<70) amino acid sequences that direct
the synthesised proteins to the specific mitochondrial part. The FP gene is fused
with a gene encoding MTS. There are few MTSs that are used frequently. For
instance, E1 alpha pyruvate dehydrogenase [19] and cytochrome C oxidase VIII
[20] are used by companies for ready-made fluorescent mitochondria targeting
reagents [21, 22] and fused plasmids [23]. Beside fluorescent protein and MTS
encoding genes, the commercially available constructs contain promoters (usually
296
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Cytomegalovirus, CMV), driving the expression of FP, and antibiotic resistance
genes, enabling selective pressure and thus allowing the creation of stable cell lines.
Transfection or transduction of these vectors into the targeted cells is achieved
using the usual methodology, depending on the cells. The FP methodology is safe as
these constructs do not replicate in mammalian cells. It can be used for live cell
imaging; however fluorescent signal can also be observed after cell fixation proce-
dure, thus rendering the FPs approach applicable for fixed cells, if the FP expression
is achieved before fixation. Flow cytometry using mitochondria targeted GFP has
also been reported [24]. The advantages of this technique are: the possibility of
targeting specific compartment within mitochondria by choice of targeting signals
[25], fewer adverse effects on the observed cells and mitochondria, compared to
synthetic fluorescent probes, and relatively stable fluorescence. Disadvantages are
related to transfection/transduction efficacy, low levels of FP expression and possi-
ble mistargeting, caused probably by the sheer size of the FP. The example of
photomicrography depicting HeLa cells stably expressing FP in the mitochondria is
presented in Figure 1.
2.2 Fluorescent probes targeting mitochondria
As mentioned, fused FPs exploit the fact that their fusion partners, MTSs, are
actively transported to mitochondria. Small synthetic fluorescent dyes cannot use
that trick. As the mechanism of mitochondrial uptake relates to all small molecules
targeting mitochondria, it will be deliberated in more detail in a separate section.
Figure 2 shows commonly used, commercially available compounds [27, 28] and
some of the mitochondrial probes designed, synthesised and investigated in collab-
oration with partners in our laboratory [29–31].
The advantages of thismethodology are the ease of use and versatile applicability.
Smallmoleculeprobes canbeused for live cell imaging, fixed cells imagingaswell as for
flow cytometry. The procedure is as easy as adding the probe in desired concentration
to themedium, incubating the cells for designated time and imaging (Figures 3 and4),
cell fixation followedby imaging (Figure5) orperforming flowcytometry experiment.
Figure 4 portrays cells that are treatedwithmultiple fluorescent probes before
Figure 1.
mitoCFP transfected HeLa cells, expressing mitochondria targeted cyan fluorescence protein (CFP) were seeded
on glass-bottom petri dishes (MatTek, USA). After 24 h of cultivation at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere
with 5% CO2, cells were analysed using a confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP2 AOBS), with λEX = 458 nm,
emission was detected with a bandpass filter at 470–510 nm [26].
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[13]. Another fascinating feature of mitochondria is the interchanging processes of
fusion and fission. This mitochondrial dynamics enables the control of the meta-
bolic pathways mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph [14]. Shifting of the
fission-fusion equilibrium is also the way of adaptation to physiological changes and
environmental stress [14].
Although studying the biology and biochemistry of mitochondria is captivating
and rewarding, the main topic in this chapter will be the fluorescent probes and
dyes targeting mitochondria, the comprehensive overview of available fluorescent
compounds that allow characterisation of mitochondria, and study of its function-
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the cytosol, and the genes encoding them are in the nucleus [18]. So are the mito-
chondrial targeting signals (MTSs), short (<70) amino acid sequences that direct
the synthesised proteins to the specific mitochondrial part. The FP gene is fused
with a gene encoding MTS. There are few MTSs that are used frequently. For
instance, E1 alpha pyruvate dehydrogenase [19] and cytochrome C oxidase VIII
[20] are used by companies for ready-made fluorescent mitochondria targeting
reagents [21, 22] and fused plasmids [23]. Beside fluorescent protein and MTS
encoding genes, the commercially available constructs contain promoters (usually
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Cytomegalovirus, CMV), driving the expression of FP, and antibiotic resistance
genes, enabling selective pressure and thus allowing the creation of stable cell lines.
Transfection or transduction of these vectors into the targeted cells is achieved
using the usual methodology, depending on the cells. The FP methodology is safe as
these constructs do not replicate in mammalian cells. It can be used for live cell
imaging; however fluorescent signal can also be observed after cell fixation proce-
dure, thus rendering the FPs approach applicable for fixed cells, if the FP expression
is achieved before fixation. Flow cytometry using mitochondria targeted GFP has
also been reported [24]. The advantages of this technique are: the possibility of
targeting specific compartment within mitochondria by choice of targeting signals
[25], fewer adverse effects on the observed cells and mitochondria, compared to
synthetic fluorescent probes, and relatively stable fluorescence. Disadvantages are
related to transfection/transduction efficacy, low levels of FP expression and possi-
ble mistargeting, caused probably by the sheer size of the FP. The example of
photomicrography depicting HeLa cells stably expressing FP in the mitochondria is
presented in Figure 1.
2.2 Fluorescent probes targeting mitochondria
As mentioned, fused FPs exploit the fact that their fusion partners, MTSs, are
actively transported to mitochondria. Small synthetic fluorescent dyes cannot use
that trick. As the mechanism of mitochondrial uptake relates to all small molecules
targeting mitochondria, it will be deliberated in more detail in a separate section.
Figure 2 shows commonly used, commercially available compounds [27, 28] and
some of the mitochondrial probes designed, synthesised and investigated in collab-
oration with partners in our laboratory [29–31].
The advantages of thismethodology are the ease of use and versatile applicability.
Smallmoleculeprobes canbeused for live cell imaging, fixed cells imagingaswell as for
flow cytometry. The procedure is as easy as adding the probe in desired concentration
to themedium, incubating the cells for designated time and imaging (Figures 3 and4),
cell fixation followedby imaging (Figure5) orperforming flowcytometry experiment.
Figure 4 portrays cells that are treatedwithmultiple fluorescent probes before
Figure 1.
mitoCFP transfected HeLa cells, expressing mitochondria targeted cyan fluorescence protein (CFP) were seeded
on glass-bottom petri dishes (MatTek, USA). After 24 h of cultivation at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere
with 5% CO2, cells were analysed using a confocal microscope (Leica TCS SP2 AOBS), with λEX = 458 nm,
emission was detected with a bandpass filter at 470–510 nm [26].
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imaging. Suchmethodology is used for colocalisation purposes, to verify the
localisation of one of the colocalising partners (Figures 4(A) and 6), or to visualise
mitochondria in relation to other cellular organelles and cellular processes (other
Figure 2.
Structures of the commonly used, commercially available mitochondrial fluorescent probes and some of our
cyanine probes that successfully target mitochondria.
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images inFigure 4). As the visual comparison of the colocalisation images is subjective
due to the different intensity of the fluorescence signal emitted by the twodyes, simply
overlapping the images is usually not sufficient for evaluation. The colocalisation is
often quantified using a pixel-by-pixel summation of the products of the intensities of
two fluorophores, the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC, r) [32]. In the case of green
pixelsGi and red pixels Ri:
r ¼
P
Ri� Ravð Þ ∗ Gi�Gavð ÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
Ri� Ravð Þ2 ∗ P Gi� Gavð Þ2
q (1)
The software packages available for processing microscopy images usually have
implemented options for PCC calculation, and so does the most frequently used
open-source software, ImageJ [33]. However, PCC, due to the photon noise is not
flawless. This noise can be diminished by extending the image acquisition time, by
binning adjacent pixels or by summing replicate images. Still, the replicate-based
Figure 3.
Live cell images of the cells after exposure to the mitochondria targeting fluorescent probes. (A) HeLa cells
incubated for 120 min with 1 � 10�6 Mol/dm3 TD2-2. λEX = 514 nm and λEM = 540–620 nm. (B) H460 cells
incubated for 120 min with 1 � 10�6 Mol/dm3 AK-A1, λEX = 483 nm and λEM = 499–522 nm. (C) H460
cells incubated for 120 min with 1 � 10�6 Mol/dm3 of YODAPI, λEX = 482 nm and λEM = 498–535 nm.
Figure 4.
(A) Images of an NIH 3 T3 cell showing colocalisation of the CoroNa™ Red sodium indicator with the
MitoTracker® Green FM mitochondrial marker. A cell loaded with both dyes was imaged consecutively using
omega optical bandpass filter set XF41 for CoroNa™ Red sodium indicator and set XF23 for MitoTracker®
Green FM. (B) Live NIH 3 T3 cells labelled with probes for mitochondria, Golgi and the nucleus. Mitochondria
were labelled with MitoTracker® Red FM, Golgi with BODIPY® FL ceramide, and the nucleus with Hoechst
33342. The image was deconvolved using Huygens software (scientific volume imaging). (C) HeLa cells were
co-transduced with CellLight® Nucleus-CFP and incubated overnight. Following staining with MitoTracker®
deep red, cells were imaged on a Zeiss 710 confocal microscope. Images and captions are displayed with the
permission of Thermo Scientific.
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noise correction correlation (RBNCC) offers excellent results without
implementing complicated or time-consuming actions [34]. Shortly, in the case of
green and red channels, two consecutive images are taken, and correction factor
(rGR) is calculated from those two consecutive green/red channel images. Noise-
corrected PCC (rcorr) is the product of the mean of four green/red combinations
with the above-explained correction, as described in Figure 7.
rcorr ¼ rGR ∗ rG1R1 þ rG1R2 þ rG2R1 þ rG2R2ð Þ4 (2)
Multiple staining can also be achieved for live cell imaging (Figures 4 and 6). In
general, these compounds are all hydrophobic, and therefore usually not soluble in
aqueous media, but they are readily soluble in dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO). The
concentration of the DMSO stock solutions should be high enough not to exceed the
cell culture tolerance on DMSO. The DMSO content in the medium that does not
Figure 5.
(A) HeLa cells were stained with 250 nM of MitoSpy™ Green FM (green) for 20 min and fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 10 min. Then the cells were stained with Alexa Fluor® 594 phalloidin for
20 min (red) and counterstained with DAPI (blue). The image was captured with a 60� objective. (B) HeLa
cells were stained with 250 nM of MitoSpy™ Orange CMTMR (yellow) for 20 min, fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 10 min, and permeabilised with 0.1% triton X-100 for 10 min. Then the cells
were stained with anti-cytochrome C Alexa Fluor® 647 (red) and counterstained with DAPI (blue). All three
images were merged in the bottom right panel. The image was captured with a 60� objective. (C) NIH3T3 cells
were stained with 100 nM of MitoSpy™ red (red) for 20 min at 37°C, fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde
(PFA) for 10 min at room temperature, and permeabilised with 1X True Nuclear™ Perm Buffer for 10 min at
room temperature. Then the cells were stained with flash Phalloidin™ NIR 647 (green) for 20 min at room
temperature and counterstained with DAPI (blue). The image was captured with a 60� objective. Images and
captions are displayed with the permission of BioLegend.
Figure 6.
Confocal photofluoromicrographs of HeLa cells expressing mitochondria targeted CFP and incubated for
120 min with compound TD2-2. (A) Fluorescence emitted by the TD2-2, λEX = 514 nm and
λEM = 540–620 nm. (B) Fluorescence emitted by CFP, λEX = 458 nm and λEM = 470–510 nm. (C) Represents
overlayed images (A) and (B).
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affect the cells is cell type dependent, but as a rule of thumb, it should not exceed
0.1–0.5%. Various detrimental effects on the mitochondria and, consequently, on
cells are the main disadvantages of these probes, along with non-specific accumu-
lation (Figure 3(C), nucleus) and photobleaching [35].
3. Charge, lipophilicity: keys for the mitochondrial uptake
Synthetic fluorescent probes have to enter the cell and navigate towards mito-
chondria, pass outer and inner mitochondrial membranes to enter the matrix. So
what is the driving force, which attracts and internalises these compounds? The
quest for the answer starts with the inspection of the structural similarities. Most of
the presented compounds in Figure 2 are, in fact, cyanine dyes, but that has more to
do with their tunable spectroscopic and fluorescence properties [36]. The main
features determining them for mitochondrial uptake are lipophilicity and charge.
They all are highly lipophilic cations (LC), some of them multiply charged.
Despite the net charge, LCs are lipid-soluble and can move through phospholipid
bilayers. As opposed to hydrophilic cations which, unless actively transported by
ionophores or carrier proteins, cannot permeate biomembranes. Moving the hydro-
philic cation from the aqueous environment into the lipophilic core of the mem-
brane requires too much energy. The activation energy for the movement of LC
through the hydrophobic barrier of a biological membrane is lower than for hydro-
philic cations. The activation energy for the displacement of a solvated cation from
the aqueous milieu to the membrane core consists of electrostatic interactions and
hydrophobic forces. The principal electrostatic interaction constituent is Born
energy (WB), the enthalpic penalty of removing the solvating water molecules from











Schematic description of RBNCC calculation.
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affect the cells is cell type dependent, but as a rule of thumb, it should not exceed
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lation (Figure 3(C), nucleus) and photobleaching [35].
3. Charge, lipophilicity: keys for the mitochondrial uptake
Synthetic fluorescent probes have to enter the cell and navigate towards mito-
chondria, pass outer and inner mitochondrial membranes to enter the matrix. So
what is the driving force, which attracts and internalises these compounds? The
quest for the answer starts with the inspection of the structural similarities. Most of
the presented compounds in Figure 2 are, in fact, cyanine dyes, but that has more to
do with their tunable spectroscopic and fluorescence properties [36]. The main
features determining them for mitochondrial uptake are lipophilicity and charge.
They all are highly lipophilic cations (LC), some of them multiply charged.
Despite the net charge, LCs are lipid-soluble and can move through phospholipid
bilayers. As opposed to hydrophilic cations which, unless actively transported by
ionophores or carrier proteins, cannot permeate biomembranes. Moving the hydro-
philic cation from the aqueous environment into the lipophilic core of the mem-
brane requires too much energy. The activation energy for the movement of LC
through the hydrophobic barrier of a biological membrane is lower than for hydro-
philic cations. The activation energy for the displacement of a solvated cation from
the aqueous milieu to the membrane core consists of electrostatic interactions and
hydrophobic forces. The principal electrostatic interaction constituent is Born
energy (WB), the enthalpic penalty of removing the solvating water molecules from
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In this equation, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, ε1 is the dielectric constant of
membrane core (�2), ε2 is the dielectric constant of water (�80), q is the electrical
charge per mole of the cation and r is the ionic radius. Thus, the Born energy (WB)
in kJ/mol for a cation with Z charges is given by:
WB ¼ 339 ∗ Z
2
r
So the enthalpy needed to transport the cation to the membrane is inversely
proportional to the ionic radius. When the charge is distributed on the large surface
area, as in all of the structures in Figure 2, the cation is less likely to be intensely
solvated, as the electric field at the surface is not strong and less water polarisation
arises. Apart from Born energy, there are two other electrostatic forces related to
the transport of the cations through the biological membranes that are significantly
less prominent: dipole energy, caused by the electrical potential within the bilayer, a
result of the orientation of the dipoles in phospholipids and image energy, caused by
the electrostatic forces at the interface [38]. Those are the forces that work against
the transport of the LC to the membrane. The force that lowers the activation
energy of the transport and attracts LCs is caused by the increase of entropy due to
the loss of the water structure, upon moving a large hydrophobic surface fromwater
to lipid environment. Here, again, the large surface area plays a beneficial role for
the transport, contributing with 92 J/mol per Å2 of the solvent accessible area [18].
The energy profile for the passage of the LC through the phospholipid bilayer,
depicted in Figure 8, is assembled, taking into consideration the electrostatic forces
and hydrophobic effect. The potential energy wells at both interface surfaces of the
membrane are due to the fact that hydrophobic interactions arise with the proxim-
ity to the membrane, while the repulsive electrostatic forces increase upon moving
through the membrane [40]. Thus, LCs are adsorbed to the membrane surface
(usually in monolayers), before fast passage through the core of the membrane to
the potential well on the other side followed by slower desorption from the
Figure 8.
The energy profile for the passage of the LC through the phospholipid bilayer [39].
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membrane. The adsorption can be described by the Langmuir isotherm model
assuming the independent binding of the LC to the binding sites on the membrane;
in high LC concentrations, repulsive forces between LC molecules have to be con-
sidered. The mechanism is spontaneous (ΔGr < 0), entropy driven (�T ΔSr > ΔHr)
and occurs even in the absence of mitochondrial electrochemical proton motive
force (Δp) or its major constituent membrane potential (Δψm, constitutes for >80%
of Δp). The Δψm is present on the cell membrane (30–60 mV) and inner mito-
chondrial membrane (150–180 mV) [41], causing several hundredfold accumula-
tion (�10 fold per every 60 mV of Δψm) of the LC in the mitochondrial matrix








where Δψm is the membrane potential, R is the universal gas constant:
R = 8.314 J/Kmol, F is the Faraday constant, the number of coulombs per mole of
electrons: F = 96485.33 C/mol.
4. Membrane potential probes
The flux of protons in the inner membrane of the mitochondria (IMM) is
proportional to the mitochondrial respiration rate and can be compared to the
simple electrical circuit as depicted in Figure 9. Using that analogy, we can describe
the Δp as the voltage in the Ohm’s law.
Figure 9.
The similarity of the mitochondrial proton flux and the electrical circuit. (UP) Proton flux across the inner
mitochondrial membrane, protons are concentrated in the intermembrane space by the protein complexes I, III
and IV, to drive the ATP production upon return via complex V. (DOWN) Simple electrical current circuit.
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Ohm’s law:
I ¼ V ∗G (4)
where I is the electrical current, V is the potential difference and G is the
conductance, that is reciprocal to resistance.
Proton flux equation:
JHþ ¼ Δp ∗CmHþ (5)
where JHþ is proton current, Δp is the electrochemical proton motive force and
CmHþ is the membrane conductance of protons [42, 43].
The series of reductive reactions of the protein complexes I–IV that comprise the
ETC results in the accumulation of H+ outside of the membrane. Through the ATP
generating F1/F0 ATP synthase (Complex V), these protons return to the mito-
chondria, producing ATP in the process and concluding the ETC. The Δp is the
overall force driving protons back into the mitochondrial matrix. It consists of the
electrical or charge gradient, Δψm, and chemical or concentration gradient, ΔpH,
the difference between pH in the matrix and intermembrane space, which usually
amounts to �0.5 up to �1 units (the mitochondrial matrix is alkaline) [44]. Thus,
Δp can be calculated via the equation expressing proton electrochemical gradient, as
follows (at 37°C) [43]:
Δp ¼ Δψm � 61 ∗ΔpH (6)
In physiological homeostatic conditions, Δψm amounts to 150–180 mV, and with
ΔpH somewhere between �1 and �0.5 units, Δp falls in range 180–220 mV.
The above noted equation emphasises essential distinction, the probes described
in this section are all related to Δψm, evaluating the charge gradient across the IMM,
but do not pertain to ΔpH. The list of fluorescent probes used to monitor the Δψm
comprises of rhodamine (rhodamine 123—R123, tetramethylrhodamine methyl
ester—TMRM and tetramethylrhodamine ethyl ester—TMRE), and cyanine
derivatives (5,50,6,60-tetrachloro 1,10,3,30-tetramethylbenzimidazolyl carbocyanine
iodide—JC-1; 3,30-dihexyloxa carbocyanine iodide—DiOC6(3)). Figure 10 depicts
representatives of these two groups of compounds, both LCs, taking advantage of
the compliance with the membrane passage described in Section 3 of this chapter
and the charge gradient described above.
There are two experimental scenarios when the measurement of the Δψm is
considered: first, when the real-time changes in Δψm, as a response to some treat-
ment, needs to be monitored. The great advantage of this experimental setup is the
fact that the sample before treatment can serve as a baseline. Another scenario can
be described as the evaluation of change in Δψm caused by a chronic experimental
Figure 10.
TMRM and JC-1 structures.
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treatment such as chronic exposure to a chemical, or gene manipulation. This
methodology is usually implemented on the larger population of cells/mitochondria,
showing a change on average. In this case, the baseline or control group has to be
prepared from the non-treated sample. The choice of the probe depends on the
experimental set-up. Further considerations include the mode of the usage and the
choice of the readout methodology, which altogether impacts the selection of the
probe. The probe can be used in turn-off (quenching) mode or turn-on fluorescence
mode. For the quenching mode, high dye concentrations have to be used (up to
several μM), so upon the uptake by mitochondria the autoquenching takes place, as
the intramitochondrial concentration is such that the aggregation occurs, decreasing
the fluorescence signal. After loading the mitochondria, the externally caused
depolarisation, for example by treatment with carbonyl cyanide-p-trifluoro
methoxy phenyl hydrazine (FCCP), will result in disaggregation and unquenching
of the dye, increase of the fluorescent signal. Contrariwise, hyperpolarisation of
mitochondria (oligomycin treatment) will result in higher accumulation of the
probe and further quenching of the fluorescence emission. Quenching mode can be
used only for the first type of scenario, where acute real-time changes in Δψm are
observed [45]. Instead of the standard, proposed depolarisation or hyperpolarisation
treatments, the investigated agent can be used to evaluate its effect on Δψm.
In turn-on fluorescence mode, probe concentrations used are lower (up to
50 nM) to prevent the aggregation and the quenching of the fluorescence. Thus,
more polarised mitochondria accumulate more probe and emit more fluorescence
and the mitochondria with lower Δψm store lower concentrations of the probe and
emit less fluorescence. In this mode, however, both experimental scenarios can be
employed; acute changes can be implemented after the probe loading while chronic
treatments should be performed before probe loading. There are several protocols
published by research groups [46, 47] and the manufacturers/distributors of the
probes disclose the protocols pertained to their specific probe. However, when
using these probes, researchers must be aware of the detrimental effects that these
probes can evoke. These effects can be caused by photodynamic generation of
singlet oxygen or other reactive oxygen species or simply by ETC inhibition.
Table 1 shows the spectral characteristics and practical considerations needed to
determine the optimal probe for the specific experiment [45].
When performing a Δψm evaluation experiment, regardless of the mode and
experimental scenarios, all the influences that can affect the loading and fluores-
cence signal of the probe should be considered. As mentioned above, when acute
real-time changes are measured (Scenario 1), the baseline can be the output before
the change infliction. Therefore, special precautions should be considered in
performing chronic scenario measurements. The probe concentration in mitochon-
dria is affected by (a) probe concentration in the bath; (b) cell membrane potential;
(c) mitochondrial size/mass (surface to volume ratio); (d) loading time and, of
course, (e) Δψm. Except for the measured Δψm, all other factors should be con-
trolled and should not change during measurement. Nevertheless, in a turn-on
fluorescence mode, using lowest possible dye concentrations and leaving the probe
in the bath during measurement (no wash-out step) should in general result in
reproducible assessments of post-treatment Δψm across different samples, if all
other above-mentioned factors are fixed or controlled.
5. pH probes
Considering that 80% of the Δp is due to Δψm, researchers usually focus on
measurement, control and investigation ofΔψm and disregard the relatively small
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Ohm’s law:
I ¼ V ∗G (4)
where I is the electrical current, V is the potential difference and G is the
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Figure 10.
TMRM and JC-1 structures.
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treatment such as chronic exposure to a chemical, or gene manipulation. This
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contribution of ΔpH. Thus, in standard physiological conditions, ΔpH accounts for
20% of the Δp, but when Δψm fluctuates for whatever reason, Δp remains constant
due to the compensation by ΔpH. This compensation can extend to a full amount,
and Δp can be maintained solely by ΔpH contribution [49] and vice versa—when
the chemical gradient of protons is diminished by extrinsic addition of ionophore
(nigericin), Δp is maintained by Δψm only [50]. Hence, to fully understand and
evaluate the mitochondrial state, both contributions must be considered. In consort
with the proton motive force contribution, ΔpH regulates mitochondrial calcium,
sodium and potassium fluxes as Ca2+dH+ [51]; Na+dH+ and K+dH+ [52] exchange
transporters depend on ΔpH [53]. The PidH+ phosphate cotransporter, responsible
for the importation of phosphate ion for the ATP synthesis, also relies on ΔpH [54].
The uncoupling proteins, H+ channels that uncouple the oxidative phosphorylation
from the ATP synthesis and the permeability transition pores that initiate the cell
death by opening their large ion channels, allowing nonselective influx across the
IMM, depend on both, ΔpH and Δψm.
So, the chemical proton gradient, ΔpH, is a sort of an underappreciated smaller
associate of the electrical, charge gradient Δψm. However, the reason why this
contribution to the proton motive force has been ‘neglected’ is not only the scale of
impact but also more challenging measurement. The search for the optimal pH
sensor for mitochondria is an ongoing task. The ideal sensor should efficiently
target mitochondria, exhibit no toxicity or phototoxicity, display wide dynamic
range with the prompt and reversible response to changes in pH and show slightly
alkaline pKa, as the mitochondrial matrix pH is in 7.5–8.5 range. Furthermore, they
should be ratiometric to allow compensation for the different cell morphologies and
sensor uptake. Historically, mitochondrial pH was measured using radioactively
tagged weak acids and bases [55], but the introduction of fluorescent pH-sensitive
probes allowed more detailed measurements, with spatial, single-cell resolution
[56, 57]. These pH sensors are based on fluorescein structure and are not mitochon-
dria targeted. Thus, if used for a whole cell measurement, cells should also be loaded
with mitochondrial morphology probes to distinguish the fluorescence pH-related
signal frommitochondrial and cytosolic areas. The photodynamic properties of such
sensors are also a concern, as they usually produce ROS upon light excitation. The
main representative is carboxy SNARF 1 (Figure 11), the cell permeant, pH-
sensitive dye, with pKa of 7.5 and consequently suitable for measuring the pH in the
range 7–8. The fluorescence emission can be measured ratiometrically using emis-
sion bands at 580 and 640 nm. Visually, upon the increase of the pH, the emission
shifts from yellow-orange towards deep red fluorescence. The fluorescence
Figure 11.
Spiro[7H-benzo[c]xanthene-7,10(3H)-isobenzofuran]-ar0-carboxylic acid, 3-(acetyloxy)-10-
(dimethylamino)-30-oxo-, (acetyloxy)methyl ester or shorter 6-carboxy SNARF-1, Acetoxymethylester, Acetat.
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(nigericin), Δp is maintained by Δψm only [50]. Hence, to fully understand and
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sodium and potassium fluxes as Ca2+dH+ [51]; Na+dH+ and K+dH+ [52] exchange
transporters depend on ΔpH [53]. The PidH+ phosphate cotransporter, responsible
for the importation of phosphate ion for the ATP synthesis, also relies on ΔpH [54].
The uncoupling proteins, H+ channels that uncouple the oxidative phosphorylation
from the ATP synthesis and the permeability transition pores that initiate the cell
death by opening their large ion channels, allowing nonselective influx across the
IMM, depend on both, ΔpH and Δψm.
So, the chemical proton gradient, ΔpH, is a sort of an underappreciated smaller
associate of the electrical, charge gradient Δψm. However, the reason why this
contribution to the proton motive force has been ‘neglected’ is not only the scale of
impact but also more challenging measurement. The search for the optimal pH
sensor for mitochondria is an ongoing task. The ideal sensor should efficiently
target mitochondria, exhibit no toxicity or phototoxicity, display wide dynamic
range with the prompt and reversible response to changes in pH and show slightly
alkaline pKa, as the mitochondrial matrix pH is in 7.5–8.5 range. Furthermore, they
should be ratiometric to allow compensation for the different cell morphologies and
sensor uptake. Historically, mitochondrial pH was measured using radioactively
tagged weak acids and bases [55], but the introduction of fluorescent pH-sensitive
probes allowed more detailed measurements, with spatial, single-cell resolution
[56, 57]. These pH sensors are based on fluorescein structure and are not mitochon-
dria targeted. Thus, if used for a whole cell measurement, cells should also be loaded
with mitochondrial morphology probes to distinguish the fluorescence pH-related
signal frommitochondrial and cytosolic areas. The photodynamic properties of such
sensors are also a concern, as they usually produce ROS upon light excitation. The
main representative is carboxy SNARF 1 (Figure 11), the cell permeant, pH-
sensitive dye, with pKa of 7.5 and consequently suitable for measuring the pH in the
range 7–8. The fluorescence emission can be measured ratiometrically using emis-
sion bands at 580 and 640 nm. Visually, upon the increase of the pH, the emission
shifts from yellow-orange towards deep red fluorescence. The fluorescence
Figure 11.
Spiro[7H-benzo[c]xanthene-7,10(3H)-isobenzofuran]-ar0-carboxylic acid, 3-(acetyloxy)-10-
(dimethylamino)-30-oxo-, (acetyloxy)methyl ester or shorter 6-carboxy SNARF-1, Acetoxymethylester, Acetat.
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measurements can be performed using flow cytometer, fluorescence plate reader or
fluorescence microscopy.
Targeting mitochondria is not a problem for engineered protein constructs
bearing MTS. Considering that the fluorescence properties of FPs naturally depend
on the protonation state of its chromophore, located inside the ß-barrel of the
protein, they can be transformed into pH sensors [58, 59].
As the interest for mitochondrial pH measurement gained momentum [44], so
did the pursuit for new and improved pH sensors that would efficiently target
mitochondria. There are more new sensors synthesised and published [60, 61] but
the general idea of their design is similar. They usually consist of a pH-sensitive
moiety (red circled in Figure 12) unsaturated (di)alkene bridge and an indole
quarternary ammonium moiety, LC, responsible for mitochondria targeting (green
circled in Figure 12). The (di)alkene bridge affords ratiometric measurements by
broadening the absorption and emission spectra.
6. Redox sensors
ROS were mentioned in this chapter more than once, in relation to the phototoxic
probes that invoke production of singlet oxygen and ROS, and as a by-product of
mitochondrial metabolism. Mitochondria are the major ROS producers in the cell,
being a part of physiological or pathological processes [62, 63]. The ROS that is first
produced in mitochondria is superoxide anion (O2
), a product of mitochondrial
respiratory chain. However, the main signalling molecule is H2O2 generated by man-
ganese superoxide dismutase, which is abundantly concentrated in the mitochondrial
matrix and quickly converts O2
 to H2O2. Due to its short life and poor diffusion, O2

is not a prominent signalling molecule. When respiratory complex III generates O2

and releases it into the intermembrane space, it can diffuse to the cytosol or gets
converted to H2O2 by the Cu,Zn-superoxide dismutase, which is present there [64].
Mitochondrial redox signalling mechanism also involves the regulation of the concen-
tration of formed H2O2 in the matrix, via peroxiredoxins (Prx3 and Prx5) and gluta-
thione peroxidase 1 (Gpx1) [65]. Peroxiredoxins employ mitochondrial thioredoxin 2
reduction system, while Gpx1 engage glutathione for H2O2 reduction. Nitric oxide
(NO) is another ROS that modulates mitochondrial function. It is generated by NO
synthase, once it accumulates in the matrix [66]. The ability to affect modification of
the protein, causing reversible alteration of its functionality, renders H2O2 and NO
efficient biological messengers. Modification of a thiol on a cysteine residue by H2O2
oxidation into a disulphide, changing the activity of the protein, is an example of a
signalling cascade. Once the levels of the redox signal return to the baseline
Figure 12.
(A) HXPI-Cl mitochondrial pH sensor [60], (B) FDI mitochondrial pH sensor [61].
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concentrations, the modification is reversed, and the protein regains its function [67].
Numerous reviews describe the redox signalling and redox pathologies in mitochon-
dria, and further explanation would fall outside of the scope of this chapter.
The mitochondrial fluorescent redox sensors are listed in Table 2 [86]. They
again use the same two strategies for mitochondrial targeting, LCs or MTSs.
The different principles of fluorescence response provoked by ROS are shown in
the series of figures below. ROS can instigate the cleavage of the masking groups
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(Figures 13 and 14), quenching moieties (Figure 15), but also transform the sensor
structure into a rigid form that exhibits high fluorescence (Figure 16) and allow
fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) pairing (Figure 17).
Sulphonyl fluorescein, the small molecule sensor, targets mitochondria with 25
amino acid-long MTS. Upon reaction with superoxide anion, fluorescein is released
(Figure 18). This confirms that MTSs can also facilitate the transport of small
molecules to the mitochondria.
Figure 13.
MitoPy1 redox sensor, upon reaction with H2O2 or peroxynitrite (ONOO
), the boronate masking group is
cleaved, initiating tautomerisation and subsequent fluorescence response. Since the boronate cleavage is not
reversible, the fluorescence signal is also irreversibly turned on.
Figure 14.
SSH-Mito with a redox-sensitive disulphide bond, reduction of this bond instigates reaction sequence that results
in a redshift of the fluorescence emission.
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7. (Instead of) Conclusion
The main types of fluorescent probes and sensors are described in the above
sections. The new ones should report on characteristics that are not yet covered or
have dual signalling capabilities. The fluorescent temperature sensor was men-
tioned in the abstract of this chapter. The sensor, MitoThermo Yellow, is, in fact, a
Figure 15.
The fluorescence quencher is cleaved by highly reactive oxygen species from the rhodamine derivatives MitoAR
and MitoHR.
Figure 16.
NpFR2 upon oxidation is reversibly transformed from a flexible bent structure to a rigid highly fluorescent one.
Figure 17.
The FRR2 sensor reports on ROS presence by FRET pairing, with riboflavin as a FRET donor and rhodamine as
an acceptor.
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rhodamine analogue [87, 88]. The pentamethine analogue Mito-V reports on
intramitochondrial viscosity [89]. There are others, that were not yet mentioned. For
example, fluorescent ion probes like Ca2+, Na+ and K+ sensors are important and
frequently used to evaluate mitochondrial physiology. However, they are not actually
mitochondria targeted, so the experimental set-up includes colocalisation staining
with one of the mitochondrial morphology probes (Figure 4(A)). There is also a
whole field of mitochondria targeted fluorescent methodology that was not covered,
fluorescence-based immunohistochemistry (immunofluorescence) because it
exceeds the scope of this chapter. Mitochondrial physiology and dysfunction are
always going to be a topic of great interest. The search for the new dyes, sensors and
probes will probably be driven by the technological developments in the detection of
the signalling molecules, membrane potentials and morphological characteristics of
mitochondria. Regarding fluorescence detection, ‘the future’ is already here, the
technology allowing the resolution to go beyond the diffraction limit is already in
use. Stimulated emission depletion microscopy (STED), proposed in 1994 [90],
brought its inventors Nobel Prize in chemistry 20 years later and the first ready-
made STED microscopes are coming to the market 25 years later. Mitochondrial
STED imaging is still a novelty, but the STED microscopy studies on mitochondria
are growing in numbers [91, 92]. The desired characteristics for STED dyes are not
that different from characteristics of standard fluorescence probes. Brightness, low
toxicity/phototoxicity and efficient targeting, those are features needed for all types
of fluorescent imaging. Photostability is also a requirement for all types of imaging.
Still, for STED microscopy, due to high laser beam energies involved, the dye has to
be almost entirely resistant to photodegradation. Another difference is that for
STED, excitation/emission should be in the far-red, near-infrared range. Having
tunable absorption/emission properties and relatively high photostability, previ-
ously mentioned cyanine dyes are excellent candidates for this type of imaging. In
whatever direction the technology takes the research, targeting mitochondria will
probably always depend onMTSs or LCs. However, with this previously unthinkable
resolutions, the spatial positioning of a mitochondrial targeting moiety and a
fluorophore attached to it does not necessarily have to be the same. The quest for
new mitochondrial fluorescent probes is ongoing.
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Figure 18.
Sulphonyl fluorescein, small molecule fluorescent sensor, targeting mitochondria through MTS.
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Confocal Laser Scanning 
Microscopy of Living Cells
Alexey Moshkov
Abstract
Living cells are distinguished in their ability to keep the structural stability 
in the changing environment by means of energy supply. Understanding the 
mechanisms of energy conversion is impossible without knowledge of the physi-
ological processes involved. This question is addressed to confocal laser scanning 
microscopy (CLSM) that has become a leader among the group of light microscopy 
method. The high resolution in CLSM images is reached without deconvolu-
tion procedures. Linear characteristics of its variable parameters are important 
for quantitative image analysis. These properties of CLSM are indispensable in 
the study of mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) using fluorescent dyes. 
Lipophilic rhodamine dyes freely pass the plasma membrane and accumulate in 
the mitochondria according to electrical potential difference. CLSM images of 
TMRE (tetramethylrhodamine, ethyl ester)-stained U937 cells were analyzed by 
standard image processing procedures in ImageJ software. These procedures allow 
the creation of mask, applying it to original image. Average fluorescence intensity in 
selected regions was used as a measure of MMP changes during phytohemaggluti-
nin treatment. This value was decreased by 34% after 2 h of lectin treatment. Some 
cells after mitogenic stimulation completely lost MMP. Deregulation of mitochon-
drial calcium handling and changes of cytoplasmic monovalent ion concentration 
are considered as mechanisms of MMP decrease during lymphocyte stimulation.
Keywords: confocal microscopy, mitochondrial membrane potential, image 
processing, image analysis, phytohemagglutinin, lymphocyte stimulation
1. Introduction
Before cultured cells were available, the main objects of cell physiology were 
nerve and blood cells. The study of giant axons showed that excitability and irrita-
bility are the most important properties of living cells. Russian physiologist E. Bauer 
used these properties to affirm the principle of “stable nonequilibrium” [1]. This 
principle explains that in the changing environment, living systems maintain their 
structural stability through energy supply. Instead of “energy,” however, he uses the 
term “work” performed by system against equilibrium. Physiological implication of 
this principle was found upon the study of nonequal redistribution of Na+ and K+ 
ions in cuttlefish neuron during impulse propagation [2].
Physiological studies of living cells are always done in conjunction with light 
microscopy methods. Later these methods got resolution sufficient to study cell 
structures in molecular scale. The maximum resolution that allows observation of 
hexagonal pattern on diatom algae is reached in basic microscopy by shutting the 
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1. Introduction
Before cultured cells were available, the main objects of cell physiology were 
nerve and blood cells. The study of giant axons showed that excitability and irrita-
bility are the most important properties of living cells. Russian physiologist E. Bauer 
used these properties to affirm the principle of “stable nonequilibrium” [1]. This 
principle explains that in the changing environment, living systems maintain their 
structural stability through energy supply. Instead of “energy,” however, he uses the 
term “work” performed by system against equilibrium. Physiological implication of 
this principle was found upon the study of nonequal redistribution of Na+ and K+ 
ions in cuttlefish neuron during impulse propagation [2].
Physiological studies of living cells are always done in conjunction with light 
microscopy methods. Later these methods got resolution sufficient to study cell 
structures in molecular scale. The maximum resolution that allows observation of 
hexagonal pattern on diatom algae is reached in basic microscopy by shutting the 
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condenser [3]. Near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) overcomes the dif-
fraction limit by using optical fiber for both illumination and scanning [4]. NSOM 
was able to visualize small antibody-labeled domains on the plasma membrane of 
living human skin fibroblasts [5]. The small thickness of these cells uses conven-
tional epi-fluorescence microscopy to study the mitochondrial membrane potential 
(MMP) [6, 7] using the protocol of automated image analysis of mitochondrial 
shape originally tested by confocal microscopy [8, 9]. The same functionality but 
greater performance resides in the method of imaging flow cytometry. The method 
allows fluorescence quantification using spot masks that are created independently 
on pixel intensity. This method was applied for the characterization of MMP 
changes involved in the malignant transformation of cancer stem cells. MMP 
together with such parameters as glucose uptake, superoxide-anion production, and 
mitochondria mass served as indicator of tumorigenesis [10].
Besides using CCD camera in conventional fluorescence microscopy, video 
microscopy suggests built-in image processing algorithms that cause inadvertent 
effect on pixel intensity, but with additional calibration procedure, absolute intensi-
ties are also measurable [11]. Instead of these algorithms, conventional microscopy 
uses deconvolution to improve the quality of images as in confocal microscopy [12]. 
For example, deconvolution was applied to wide-field microscopy images to resolve 
DNA replication units that are studied only by electron and structured illumination 
microscopy [13]. Unlike these later methods, confocal and classical light microscopy 
possesses the ability to study these structures in the living cells.
Discrimination of depth is a property of confocal microscopy that relies to confocal 
diaphragm [14] and can be checked by measuring the point spread function (PSF), 
which is defined as the image of a single point [15]. To see the changes on the image 
of real object, which contains convoluted PSFs, is impossible unless deconvolution is 
applied [12]. Special image processing algorithm is also applied in confocal micros-
copy for quantitative fluorescence analysis. This algorithm was applied in quantitative 
studies of mitochondrial [Na+] ([Na+]m) and Ca2+ ([Ca2+]m) and mitochondrial pH 
(pHm) in MDCK cells stained with one of the ion-sensitive dyes [16–18]. Obtaining 
information about cellular organelles such as mitochondria requires creation of mask.
The same analytical approach was applied for the study of MMP changes caused 
by phytohemagglutinin (PHA) treatment in histiocytic lymphoma U937 cells. The 
image of TMRE-stained cells was used for both creating the mask and obtaining 
quantitative data. The value of average intensity obtained from masked image is 
independent of the wide variation of MMP. Therefore, this image can serve as a 
measure of MMP. To consider the effect of large mitochondrial depolarization 
that occurs in cells after PHA treatment, data were presented as integrated density 
divided by the number of cells on the image.
PHA is a lectin that stimulates growth and division of lymphocytes in the pro-
cess known as transformation [19]. Previous studies using indirect isotopic method 
have not found considerable MMP change during mitogenic stimulation [20]. At 
the same time, lectins are affecting all known metabolic pathways. Early response 
in lymphocytes to PHA treatment includes stimulation of glycolysis [21], activation 
of pentose-phosphate cycle [22], and activation of pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) 
[23] that is a key enzyme to connecting glycolysis and citric acid cycle.
2. Principles of confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)
The history of CLSM began when Marvin Minsky include in his patent letter 
the scheme with epi-illumination with two pinholes that play the same role as in 
“double focusing” scheme which have already been tested with a stage-scanning 
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device [24]. Historical information and many technical details are not covered in 
the present paper but can be found in an encyclopedia article written by Amos and 
colleagues [14]. From a biological point of view, the development of CLSM began in 
1987 when microscopes with laser beam deflection system were able to scan living 
kidney epithelium cells [25] and spinal cord neurons [26].
The development of CLSM ranging from 1987 to 1995 is distinctive by exponen-
tial rise of citations for the query “microscopy AND confocal” (Figure 1). At this 
period, the number of studies retrieved by the query “microscopy NOT confocal” 
shows a rather decelerating trend. In 1995, the number of confocal microscopy 
studies started to grow linearly, while many microscopic studies remain unpub-
lished. The second period ended with the new millennium when linear trend of 
CLSM publications was accompanied by extensive growth of other microscopic 
studies. The third period is therefore noticeable by concomitant development of 
all microscopic methods. During this period, confocal microscopy constitutes 
one sixth of microscopic papers. Indeed, this share would be greater if query is 
restricted only to cytological area. It can be concluded that the first period caused a 
10-year delay in the development of other microscopical methods, while the second 
period caused its rapid growth.
Ideal confocal microscope has detector pinhole that is small enough to suppress 
the diffraction in emission light path. This made its resolution equally dependent from 
excitation and emission light paths [14]. Lateral resolution of real confocal microscope 
is determined by the illuminating pinhole that participates in the formation of PSF 
[15]. Therefore, lateral resolution of confocal microscope is given by formula
  FWHM lateral =  0.51  λ ex  _NA (1)
where FWHM is the distance between the points on distribution where its inten-
sity is half of that of the peak intensity, λex is the wavelength of excitation light, and 
NA is the numerical aperture of objective. At NA = 1.42 and λex = 488 nm, lateral 
resolution of confocal microscope is determined as 0.175 μm, while at λex = 561 nm, 
it reduced to 0.2 μm.
Figure 1. 
Relation between the studies done by confocal or other microscopical methods from 1972 to 2018 following the 
records from PubMed. Trends of publications by year were downloaded from PubMed web page [27] after 
placing queries: “confocal and microscopy” and “confocal not microscopy” and pressing the button “timeline” if 
necessary. Three periods in CLSM development are marked on the graph (see text for discussion).
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“double focusing” scheme which have already been tested with a stage-scanning 
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device [24]. Historical information and many technical details are not covered in 
the present paper but can be found in an encyclopedia article written by Amos and 
colleagues [14]. From a biological point of view, the development of CLSM began in 
1987 when microscopes with laser beam deflection system were able to scan living 
kidney epithelium cells [25] and spinal cord neurons [26].
The development of CLSM ranging from 1987 to 1995 is distinctive by exponen-
tial rise of citations for the query “microscopy AND confocal” (Figure 1). At this 
period, the number of studies retrieved by the query “microscopy NOT confocal” 
shows a rather decelerating trend. In 1995, the number of confocal microscopy 
studies started to grow linearly, while many microscopic studies remain unpub-
lished. The second period ended with the new millennium when linear trend of 
CLSM publications was accompanied by extensive growth of other microscopic 
studies. The third period is therefore noticeable by concomitant development of 
all microscopic methods. During this period, confocal microscopy constitutes 
one sixth of microscopic papers. Indeed, this share would be greater if query is 
restricted only to cytological area. It can be concluded that the first period caused a 
10-year delay in the development of other microscopical methods, while the second 
period caused its rapid growth.
Ideal confocal microscope has detector pinhole that is small enough to suppress 
the diffraction in emission light path. This made its resolution equally dependent from 
excitation and emission light paths [14]. Lateral resolution of real confocal microscope 
is determined by the illuminating pinhole that participates in the formation of PSF 
[15]. Therefore, lateral resolution of confocal microscope is given by formula
  FWHM lateral =  0.51  λ ex  _NA (1)
where FWHM is the distance between the points on distribution where its inten-
sity is half of that of the peak intensity, λex is the wavelength of excitation light, and 
NA is the numerical aperture of objective. At NA = 1.42 and λex = 488 nm, lateral 
resolution of confocal microscope is determined as 0.175 μm, while at λex = 561 nm, 
it reduced to 0.2 μm.
Figure 1. 
Relation between the studies done by confocal or other microscopical methods from 1972 to 2018 following the 
records from PubMed. Trends of publications by year were downloaded from PubMed web page [27] after 
placing queries: “confocal and microscopy” and “confocal not microscopy” and pressing the button “timeline” if 
necessary. Three periods in CLSM development are marked on the graph (see text for discussion).
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In real confocal microscope, the detector pinhole determines its axial resolution. 
The difference in axial resolution between confocal and conventional microscopy 
can be demonstrated using thin fluorescent sheet. By switching microscope to 
epi-fluorescent mode, no changes in fluorescence intensity are observed upon 
moving the test object out of focus. Back to the confocal microscopy mode, fluores-
cence intensity will decrease in sigmoid manner, the slope of which will depend on 
pinhole diameter [14]. Thickness of optical section is then given by the formula
  FWHM =  0.67  λ ex  ___________ 
n −  √  n 2 −  NA 2
 √ 
_
 1 +  AU 2  (2)
where n is the refractive index of immersion medium (n = 1.52), NA is the 
numerical aperture of objective lens, and AU is the pinhole diameter in Airy units 
(or simply “Airy”). Eq. (2) predicts that FWHM of optical section will increase 
from 0.47 to 1.06 μm by changing AU from 1 to 3 units. Similarly changing AU from 
1 to 0.6 units will decrease FWHM from 0.47 to 0.39 μm, i.e., by 0.08 μm. These 
theoretical calculations almost coincide with the data obtained in the real test.
In the current study, we use a step-function fluorescent object for testing the 
limits of axial resolution of CLSM. The test object was prepared as described in [14] 
but with the following modifications. Fluoroshield™ mounting media containing 
20 μg/ml rhodamine 6G was placed between a microscopic slide and 24 mm squire 
coverslip and left under 1 kg weight until drying. Fluorescence intensity profiles 
were obtained by scanning fluorescent object in X,Z direction at different pinhole 
sizes. As shown in Figure 2A, an increase of pinhole diameter from 1.05 to 3.0 Airy 
widens fluorescence intensity profile and fluorescence background. Taking the 
advantage of normal distribution of fluorescence values, we use Gauss function for 
obtaining FWHM values of intensity curves. The effect of pinhole diameter ranging 
from 0.45 to 4 Airy units on profile width is presented in Figure 2B.
Changes of profile width are correlated with the changes in the optical thickness 
upon variation of pinhole diameter up to the 3 Airy units. Namely, changing of the 
pinhole diameter from 1.05 to 3 Airy units increases the width of intensity profile by 
0.6 μm. Changing pinhole in reverse order, from 1.05 to 0.65 Airy units, decreases 
the width of intensity profile by 0.1 μm (Figure 2B).
Figure 2. 
Effect of pinhole diameter on the width of fluorescence profile recorded across a layer of Fluoroshield™ media 
containing 20 μg/ml rhodamine G. (A) Fluorescent intensity profiles of X,Z optical sections are registered by 
Olympus FV3000 confocal microscope equipped with 60x/1.42 plan apochromat objective. Fluorescence was 
excited at 488 nm and collected from 500 to 600 nm. Two fluorescent profiles obtained at pinhole diameters 
of 210 and 600 μm (corresponding to 1.05 and 3 Airy units) are shown. One curve is the mean of seven plots 
generated using ImageJ program. Fluorescence intensity is kept constant by adjustment of laser power. (B) 
FWHM is derived from the intensity profiles obtained at pinhole diameters of 0.45, 0.65, 0.8, 1.05, 3, and 4 
Airy units.
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The absolute resolution values are usually different from those predicted by  
Eqs. (1) and (2). Practically it is determined by the measurement of PSF, which is 
generated by microspheres with a diameter of 170 nm in lateral and axial planes. In 
one practical study, FWHM was determined as 0.32 and 1.9 μm in X,Y or X,Z direc-
tions, respectively [18]. The high value of axial FWHM depth is explained by the 
necessary use of high pinhole diameter in a study of mitochondrial pH in MDCK 
cells. Pinhole diameter of about three Airy units was applied in this study to attenu-
ate laser power and minimize its photo-damaging effect on living cells [18, 28].
The resolution of CLSM in large extent depends on the quality of objective lens. 
Using the correct objective in CLSM is especially important because lens parameters 
are assumed in the design of particular confocal system. Choosing lens with the 
same nominal parameters but designed for other microscopes results in more than 
twice a decrease of resolution [29]. In addition, high-magnification oil-immersion 
objectives work correctly in media with the refractive index being very close to 
the refractive index of living cells. Any mismatch of the refractive index decreases 
the quantity of excited fluorescence and, therefore, resolution of confocal system. 
Water immersion objectives allow working with deeply lying cells [30].
3. Using CLSM in studies of mitochondria
Earlier confocal systems have difficulties in using multiple dyes. Therefore, 
studies were done in parallel samples assuming that experimental conditions 
equally apply for both dyes. SNARF-1 (seminaphtorhodafluor-1, free form) was 
used for the study of pH of luminal solution along colon crypt. Using CLSM local-
ization SNARF-1 was compared with the localization of dye Lucifer yellow [30]. 
Pseudo-ratiometric approach utilizes cells stained simultaneously with two dyes 
localized in the same cellular compartment. MitoTracker Green (MTG) resides in 
the mitochondria and therefore can be colocalized with the dye of interest [16–18]. 
As the latter were used one of the following dyes, Rhod-2 (AM), CoroNa Red, or 
SNARF-1 (AM), accumulated in the mitochondria and giving information on cyto-
plasmic concentrations of [Na+]m, [Ca2+]m, and pHm, respectively. By using Fura-2 
(AM), it was shown that during metabolic inhibition, the main source for transient 
increase in cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]c) is the mitochondria [16], and 
only functionally active mitochondria can have buffering capacity to Ca2+ [31].
A large number of studies are directed to understand mitochondrial heterogene-
ity, which is manifested as the differences in shape and size of the mitochondria 
in a single cell [8, 9] or morphological differences between cell types [32]. Some 
cell mitochondria appear as network but in others as discrete individuals [32]. 
Fission and fusion that maintain the dynamic structure of mitochondrial network 
are mechanisms involved in the regulation of cell proliferation and apoptosis [33]. 
These processes are sensitive to cell metabolic state and MMP. Elongated mitochon-
dria are dominant in mouse embryonic fibroblasts grown in conditions promoting 
oxidative phosphorylation. The addition of glucose suppresses elongation and 
causes fragmentation [34]. In the study, reviewed in the next section, the attempt 
was made to uncover the dynamic nature of MMP changes and its role in maintain-
ing mitochondrial network structure.
4. Using CLSM in quantitative MMP studies
In studies of MMP, it is important to consider the thickness of optical section 
because it determines the affectivity of detection of mitochondrial fluorescence. 
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In real confocal microscope, the detector pinhole determines its axial resolution. 
The difference in axial resolution between confocal and conventional microscopy 
can be demonstrated using thin fluorescent sheet. By switching microscope to 
epi-fluorescent mode, no changes in fluorescence intensity are observed upon 
moving the test object out of focus. Back to the confocal microscopy mode, fluores-
cence intensity will decrease in sigmoid manner, the slope of which will depend on 
pinhole diameter [14]. Thickness of optical section is then given by the formula
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 √ 
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where n is the refractive index of immersion medium (n = 1.52), NA is the 
numerical aperture of objective lens, and AU is the pinhole diameter in Airy units 
(or simply “Airy”). Eq. (2) predicts that FWHM of optical section will increase 
from 0.47 to 1.06 μm by changing AU from 1 to 3 units. Similarly changing AU from 
1 to 0.6 units will decrease FWHM from 0.47 to 0.39 μm, i.e., by 0.08 μm. These 
theoretical calculations almost coincide with the data obtained in the real test.
In the current study, we use a step-function fluorescent object for testing the 
limits of axial resolution of CLSM. The test object was prepared as described in [14] 
but with the following modifications. Fluoroshield™ mounting media containing 
20 μg/ml rhodamine 6G was placed between a microscopic slide and 24 mm squire 
coverslip and left under 1 kg weight until drying. Fluorescence intensity profiles 
were obtained by scanning fluorescent object in X,Z direction at different pinhole 
sizes. As shown in Figure 2A, an increase of pinhole diameter from 1.05 to 3.0 Airy 
widens fluorescence intensity profile and fluorescence background. Taking the 
advantage of normal distribution of fluorescence values, we use Gauss function for 
obtaining FWHM values of intensity curves. The effect of pinhole diameter ranging 
from 0.45 to 4 Airy units on profile width is presented in Figure 2B.
Changes of profile width are correlated with the changes in the optical thickness 
upon variation of pinhole diameter up to the 3 Airy units. Namely, changing of the 
pinhole diameter from 1.05 to 3 Airy units increases the width of intensity profile by 
0.6 μm. Changing pinhole in reverse order, from 1.05 to 0.65 Airy units, decreases 
the width of intensity profile by 0.1 μm (Figure 2B).
Figure 2. 
Effect of pinhole diameter on the width of fluorescence profile recorded across a layer of Fluoroshield™ media 
containing 20 μg/ml rhodamine G. (A) Fluorescent intensity profiles of X,Z optical sections are registered by 
Olympus FV3000 confocal microscope equipped with 60x/1.42 plan apochromat objective. Fluorescence was 
excited at 488 nm and collected from 500 to 600 nm. Two fluorescent profiles obtained at pinhole diameters 
of 210 and 600 μm (corresponding to 1.05 and 3 Airy units) are shown. One curve is the mean of seven plots 
generated using ImageJ program. Fluorescence intensity is kept constant by adjustment of laser power. (B) 
FWHM is derived from the intensity profiles obtained at pinhole diameters of 0.45, 0.65, 0.8, 1.05, 3, and 4 
Airy units.
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The absolute resolution values are usually different from those predicted by  
Eqs. (1) and (2). Practically it is determined by the measurement of PSF, which is 
generated by microspheres with a diameter of 170 nm in lateral and axial planes. In 
one practical study, FWHM was determined as 0.32 and 1.9 μm in X,Y or X,Z direc-
tions, respectively [18]. The high value of axial FWHM depth is explained by the 
necessary use of high pinhole diameter in a study of mitochondrial pH in MDCK 
cells. Pinhole diameter of about three Airy units was applied in this study to attenu-
ate laser power and minimize its photo-damaging effect on living cells [18, 28].
The resolution of CLSM in large extent depends on the quality of objective lens. 
Using the correct objective in CLSM is especially important because lens parameters 
are assumed in the design of particular confocal system. Choosing lens with the 
same nominal parameters but designed for other microscopes results in more than 
twice a decrease of resolution [29]. In addition, high-magnification oil-immersion 
objectives work correctly in media with the refractive index being very close to 
the refractive index of living cells. Any mismatch of the refractive index decreases 
the quantity of excited fluorescence and, therefore, resolution of confocal system. 
Water immersion objectives allow working with deeply lying cells [30].
3. Using CLSM in studies of mitochondria
Earlier confocal systems have difficulties in using multiple dyes. Therefore, 
studies were done in parallel samples assuming that experimental conditions 
equally apply for both dyes. SNARF-1 (seminaphtorhodafluor-1, free form) was 
used for the study of pH of luminal solution along colon crypt. Using CLSM local-
ization SNARF-1 was compared with the localization of dye Lucifer yellow [30]. 
Pseudo-ratiometric approach utilizes cells stained simultaneously with two dyes 
localized in the same cellular compartment. MitoTracker Green (MTG) resides in 
the mitochondria and therefore can be colocalized with the dye of interest [16–18]. 
As the latter were used one of the following dyes, Rhod-2 (AM), CoroNa Red, or 
SNARF-1 (AM), accumulated in the mitochondria and giving information on cyto-
plasmic concentrations of [Na+]m, [Ca2+]m, and pHm, respectively. By using Fura-2 
(AM), it was shown that during metabolic inhibition, the main source for transient 
increase in cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]c) is the mitochondria [16], and 
only functionally active mitochondria can have buffering capacity to Ca2+ [31].
A large number of studies are directed to understand mitochondrial heterogene-
ity, which is manifested as the differences in shape and size of the mitochondria 
in a single cell [8, 9] or morphological differences between cell types [32]. Some 
cell mitochondria appear as network but in others as discrete individuals [32]. 
Fission and fusion that maintain the dynamic structure of mitochondrial network 
are mechanisms involved in the regulation of cell proliferation and apoptosis [33]. 
These processes are sensitive to cell metabolic state and MMP. Elongated mitochon-
dria are dominant in mouse embryonic fibroblasts grown in conditions promoting 
oxidative phosphorylation. The addition of glucose suppresses elongation and 
causes fragmentation [34]. In the study, reviewed in the next section, the attempt 
was made to uncover the dynamic nature of MMP changes and its role in maintain-
ing mitochondrial network structure.
4. Using CLSM in quantitative MMP studies
In studies of MMP, it is important to consider the thickness of optical section 
because it determines the affectivity of detection of mitochondrial fluorescence. 
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FWHM of optical section that is calculated by Eq. (2) is almost fit to the dimen-
sions of the mitochondria in U937 cells. Electron microscopic studies follow that 
the mitochondria in U937 cells are spheroidal in structures with a diameter of 
0.6–0.8 μm [35]. Therefore, CLSM is effectively collecting fluorescence from the 
mitochondria of TMRE-stained U937 cells. The mitochondria in lymphocytes 
have a diameter of only 0.3–0.4 μm [19, 36, 37], and the affectivity of collection of 
mitochondrial fluorescent signal is less than U937 cells. The mitochondrial shape is 
also considered in choosing the right procedure for image processing. Thus, differ-
ent procedures are required for the study of mitochondria in U937 cells or in skin 
fibroblasts having threadlike appearance [38].
Using CLSM in the study of MMP, it is possible to select for analysis the whole 
cell area. This selection includes nonmitochondrial compartment that constitutes 
about 95–98% of the total cell volume [10, 20]. Its signal can be set as a back-
ground and subtracted from total fluorescence. The example of this approach is 
found in a study of MMP changes in lamprey hepatocytes during prespawning 
migration. As can be expected, CLSM gave results similar to that of flow cytom-
etry [39]. The reason why this approach is chosen by authors is the absence of 
parallel control samples that are necessary for analytical procedures involving 
image processing.
Another simplified approach is based on staining of cells with TMRE and MTG 
and using MTG as reference. For example, TMRE/MTG fluorescence ratio was 
decreased in the muscle cells of zebrafish embryo after chronical treatment by 
rotenone [40]. The utilization of MTG as reference dye however is limited because 
its uptakes in some types of cells depend on MMP [41]. Therefore, MTG is generally 
used for the creation of mask [16–18]. By combination of these approaches, it was 
shown that both TMRE/MTG ratio and MTG signal increased during malignant 
transformation of mesenchymal stem cells [10].
Good substitute for MTG is mitochondria-specific green fluorescence proteins 
(GFP). MitoAcGFP1 located in mitochondrial matrix was used for the study of 
mitochondrial [Ca2+]m [6]. Photoactivatable GFP was used for tracking individual 
mitochondria in order to relate their MMP to fission events [42, 43]. Data obtained 
in later studies lead authors to the conclusion that depolarization triggers fission 
of the mitochondria and fission serves as the quality control for its functional 
properties [43]. However, the applicability of GFP is limited by insufficient level 
of expression in some cell types [32, 42]. Rhodamine ester dyes were also used 
as reference dye in the study of [Ca2+]m [31]. Evidence was provided that TMRM 
(tetramethylrhodamine, methyl ester) is not liable to auto-quenching and there-
fore suitable both for the creation of mask and determination of MMP [6]. This is 
especially important because data obtained using dye rhodamine 123 do not allow 
their interpretation in terms of MMP.
CLSM experiments with living cells are preceded by cell staining. During stain-
ing, TMRE dye almost completely uptakes the cells; hence, it is important to keep 
constant the dye-to-cell ratio. This ratio should also be equal in control and treated 
cells. During image acquisition it is possible to use previously saved settings. The 
function of “auto-exposure” can be used only once with living cells at the begin-
ning of the study [44]. The reason for this is to keep cells from overexposure 
from laser irradiation. The optimum settings however allow keeping the dynamic 
range of detector maximum and preventing most of the pixel on image from 
saturation. Fluorescence intensity is almost linearly dependent on laser power 
and nearly exponentially—on voltage of photomultiplier tube (PMT). Therefore, 
it is generally recommended to set PMT voltage first and then adjust laser excita-
tion intensity [44]. With calibration, PMT voltage also can be varied and used for 
adjustment [18, 28].
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5. Digital image processing in quantitative MMP studies
Examples of image processing that can be found in the earliest studies are 
threshold, gradient filtering, and segmentation. These procedures are applied to 
images resulted from summing of intensity along the Z-axis [26]. Graphical filters 
are specific instruments used to eliminate noise or other unwanted information 
from image. “Rolling ball” algorithm uses rank operators to remove pixels exceeding 
the local background level and replaces them with pixels of neighborhood intensity. 
The processed image is then subtracted from the original image [45]. “Top hat” 
filter is used for processing such complex structures as mitochondrial network in 
human skin fibroblast [8, 9]. “Rolling ball” filter is suitable for images of U937 cells 
containing the mitochondria of elliptical shape.
5.1 Image processing in quantitative MMP studies
For demonstration of image processing in our study, U937 cells were treated 
with PHA (30 μg/ml, 2 h) and stained with 25 nM of TMRE dye. Cell suspension 
was placed in Plexiglas holder and scanned in the middle plane of the most cells. 
Histogram equalization was used to check the amount of TMRE in nonmitochon-
drial compartment. This was done by running command “enhance contrast” in 
ImageJ program. Apart from the mitochondria and cytoplasm, small fluorescence 
is present in the nucleus (Figure 3A and B). To remove background fluorescence, 
images were processed by “subtract background” algorithm in ImageJ program 
that utilizes “rolling ball” operator [46]. On the next step, the processed image is 
subjected to thresholding, which is used to suppress variations at the background 
level [45]. ImageJ program allows obtaining quantitative data after setting a thresh-
old and execution of commands “create selection” and “analyze stack.” However, 
Figure 3. 
Demonstration of using image processing for quantitative study of MMP changes in U-937 cell during PHA 
treatment. Cells were incubated without (A–C) or with p-PHA (30 μg/ml) for 2 h (D–F) in atmosphere of 5% 
CO2 and stained with 25 nM TMRE for 30 min at 37°C. Excess of media was removed by centrifugation. 20 μl 
of cell suspension is placed on coverslip and a 1% gelatin solution is attached to Plexiglas holder sealed from 
another side with coverslip. Fluorescence was excited by 561 nm diode laser and collected at 575–675 nm through 
pinhole of 178 mm (0.73 Airy units). (A, D), raw images after histogram equalization (EQH); (B, E), masked 
version of this images (MSK); (C, F), merged images of MSK (red pseudo-color), and EQH (green pseudo-
color). Red pixels colocalized with green pixels in an area of high intensity except the blurred regions that are 
present in some cells. Arrows indicate small aggregates of agglutinated cells.
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especially important because data obtained using dye rhodamine 123 do not allow 
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ning of the study [44]. The reason for this is to keep cells from overexposure 
from laser irradiation. The optimum settings however allow keeping the dynamic 
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are specific instruments used to eliminate noise or other unwanted information 
from image. “Rolling ball” algorithm uses rank operators to remove pixels exceeding 
the local background level and replaces them with pixels of neighborhood intensity. 
The processed image is then subtracted from the original image [45]. “Top hat” 
filter is used for processing such complex structures as mitochondrial network in 
human skin fibroblast [8, 9]. “Rolling ball” filter is suitable for images of U937 cells 
containing the mitochondria of elliptical shape.
5.1 Image processing in quantitative MMP studies
For demonstration of image processing in our study, U937 cells were treated 
with PHA (30 μg/ml, 2 h) and stained with 25 nM of TMRE dye. Cell suspension 
was placed in Plexiglas holder and scanned in the middle plane of the most cells. 
Histogram equalization was used to check the amount of TMRE in nonmitochon-
drial compartment. This was done by running command “enhance contrast” in 
ImageJ program. Apart from the mitochondria and cytoplasm, small fluorescence 
is present in the nucleus (Figure 3A and B). To remove background fluorescence, 
images were processed by “subtract background” algorithm in ImageJ program 
that utilizes “rolling ball” operator [46]. On the next step, the processed image is 
subjected to thresholding, which is used to suppress variations at the background 
level [45]. ImageJ program allows obtaining quantitative data after setting a thresh-
old and execution of commands “create selection” and “analyze stack.” However, 
Figure 3. 
Demonstration of using image processing for quantitative study of MMP changes in U-937 cell during PHA 
treatment. Cells were incubated without (A–C) or with p-PHA (30 μg/ml) for 2 h (D–F) in atmosphere of 5% 
CO2 and stained with 25 nM TMRE for 30 min at 37°C. Excess of media was removed by centrifugation. 20 μl 
of cell suspension is placed on coverslip and a 1% gelatin solution is attached to Plexiglas holder sealed from 
another side with coverslip. Fluorescence was excited by 561 nm diode laser and collected at 575–675 nm through 
pinhole of 178 mm (0.73 Airy units). (A, D), raw images after histogram equalization (EQH); (B, E), masked 
version of this images (MSK); (C, F), merged images of MSK (red pseudo-color), and EQH (green pseudo-
color). Red pixels colocalized with green pixels in an area of high intensity except the blurred regions that are 
present in some cells. Arrows indicate small aggregates of agglutinated cells.
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for demonstration of validity of this procedure, binary mask (mask) was applied 
to histogram-equalized image (HEQ ) rather than to original image (RAW). This 
operation gives possibility to see variations within regions, which appeared uniform 
in the original image [45]. The procedure of histogram equalization is similar to the 
linear contrast stretch used in other works [6]. The resulting masked images (MSK) 
contain nonzero pixels that correspond to mitochondrial compartment (Figure 3B 
and E). Histogram equalization emphasizes mitochondrial heterogeneity and proves 
the absence of fluorescence in cytoplasmic compartment. However, HEQ images do 
not give possibility to see the difference of intensities between control- and PHA-
treated cells because changes of intensity caused by this procedure are specific to 
each image [45].
Using merged images it is possible to see similarity between MSK and nonzero 
regions of HEQ image. As it can be seen in Figure 3C and F, colocalization is 
present in all regions except blurred parts that are present in both control- and 
PHA-treated cells. Good correlation between MSK and HEQ is also seen by “Color 
inspector 3D” plug-in in ImageJ program. The presence of cell groups that mark the 
beginning of agglutination process was noticed on the image of PHA-treated cells 
(Figure 3F, arrows). At this period, however, agglutinated cells are lying in plane of 
imaging available for study.
Figure 4. 
Quantification of MMP changes in U937 cells during PHA treatment (30 μg/ml, 2 h). (A–C) quantitative 
data retrieved from images acquired in one (B, C) and three (A) experiments. Data are expressed as means 
±SD. The number of images that is used in the analysis is shown near each bar. (A) Average TMRE fluorescence 
intensity found in selection area. (B) Mean cell fluorescence calculated as integrated density divided by the 
number of cells. (C) Mean area of selection calculated as total selection area divided by the number of cells. 
(D) Protocol of imaging processing and analysis. Most important operations are shown by arrows, while its 
results are indicated in boxes: RAW, original image; EQH, original image after histogram equalization; BS 
and BIN, images after running “subtracted background” and “threshold” commands, respectively; mask, mask 
image; MSK, image obtained by multiplying EQH image by mask image. Dot lines show the operations used for 
the creation of masked image (MSK).
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5.2 Study of MMP changes during PHA stimulation
For quantitative analysis of MMP changes, two analytical values were used. 
Average intensity is a measure of absolute MMP, but it underestimates changes 
of MMP if they occur below the threshold level (Figure 4A). The relative value is 
obtained by the division of integrated density to cell number considering the pres-
ence of cells with completely depolarized MMP. This value is applied more specifi-
cally and therefore was named “mean cell fluorescence” (Figure 4B). The decrease 
of average intensity caused by PHA treatment is lower than the corresponding 
decrease of mean cell fluorescence by 5%. This dissimilarity shows the presence 
of cells whose fluorescence changed below the detection limit. The changes in the 
selection area are calculated as the total selection area on images divided by the 
number of cells attributing to these fluorescent images (Figure 4C).
The relation between these analytical options can be understood from the sche-
matic representation of full analytical process shown in Figure 4D. It started from 
original image (RAW), the duplicate of which passes three steps until it resulted in 
the generation of mask or the selection of congruent regions on RAW image with 
output of numerical results. Histogram equalization, background subtraction, 
and thresholding were done similarly to those published in earlier works [6, 28]. 
The method presented in Figure 4D also gives possibility to control mitochondrial 
selection area and compare it with already known morphological data. From the 
data presented in Figure 4C and from known value of cell area (120 μm2), it can 
be concluded that selected area constitutes about 10% of cell area. This is close, 
for example, to a value of 8% in tumorigenic cell lines obtained by electron-micro-
scopic examination [10].
6. Role of mitochondria in response of lymphoid cells to PHA treatment
The decrease of average fluorescence intensity by 34% after 2 h of PHA treat-
ment is attributed to the changes of absolute MMP value. While our data were 
obtained on the early stage of stimulation, they can be correlated with data on 
metabolic shift that occurs in lymphoid cells after prolonged treatment. These data 
suggest that the role of the mitochondria in total energy balance decreases during 
stimulation. It was shown that glycolytic activity in lymphocytes increases by 36 
times but the respiratory activity is only by 43% [21]. In thymocytes that obtain 
energy mainly by glucose oxidation, lectin treatment leads to the deceleration of 
this pathway [47]. On the contrary, in mesenchymal stem cell, mitochondrial activ-
ity is increased during malignant transformation [10].
The difference in selection area between control- and PHA-treated cells 
(Figure 4C) suggests that MMP in some cells is completely lost. These changes 
could be related to the changes of [Ca2+]c because it is known that [Ca2+]c is 
increased after mitogenic stimulation [48]. The mitochondria play essential role 
in the regulation of [Ca2+]c [31, 49]. During metabolic inhibition in MDCK cells, 
[Ca2+]c is transiently increased. Restoration of normal [Ca2+]c occurs by coupled 
action mitochondrial Na+/Ca2+ and Na+/H+ exchangers. Metabolic inhibition 
decreases proton gradient on mitochondrial membrane [18] and reduces outward 
Na+ and Ca2+ movement mediated by these transporters. As a consequence, Na+ and 
Ca2+ concentration in mitochondrial matrix is steadily increased [16, 17].
Similar situation may exist in stimulated lymphoid cells where the magnitude 
of proton electrochemical gradient is compromised by the changes of pHc. The Na+ 
content in lymphocytes is increased rapidly after PHA treatment with maximum of 2 h 
[50]. Both K+ content and influx are also increased during mitogenic stimulation [50]. 
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for demonstration of validity of this procedure, binary mask (mask) was applied 
to histogram-equalized image (HEQ ) rather than to original image (RAW). This 
operation gives possibility to see variations within regions, which appeared uniform 
in the original image [45]. The procedure of histogram equalization is similar to the 
linear contrast stretch used in other works [6]. The resulting masked images (MSK) 
contain nonzero pixels that correspond to mitochondrial compartment (Figure 3B 
and E). Histogram equalization emphasizes mitochondrial heterogeneity and proves 
the absence of fluorescence in cytoplasmic compartment. However, HEQ images do 
not give possibility to see the difference of intensities between control- and PHA-
treated cells because changes of intensity caused by this procedure are specific to 
each image [45].
Using merged images it is possible to see similarity between MSK and nonzero 
regions of HEQ image. As it can be seen in Figure 3C and F, colocalization is 
present in all regions except blurred parts that are present in both control- and 
PHA-treated cells. Good correlation between MSK and HEQ is also seen by “Color 
inspector 3D” plug-in in ImageJ program. The presence of cell groups that mark the 
beginning of agglutination process was noticed on the image of PHA-treated cells 
(Figure 3F, arrows). At this period, however, agglutinated cells are lying in plane of 
imaging available for study.
Figure 4. 
Quantification of MMP changes in U937 cells during PHA treatment (30 μg/ml, 2 h). (A–C) quantitative 
data retrieved from images acquired in one (B, C) and three (A) experiments. Data are expressed as means 
±SD. The number of images that is used in the analysis is shown near each bar. (A) Average TMRE fluorescence 
intensity found in selection area. (B) Mean cell fluorescence calculated as integrated density divided by the 
number of cells. (C) Mean area of selection calculated as total selection area divided by the number of cells. 
(D) Protocol of imaging processing and analysis. Most important operations are shown by arrows, while its 
results are indicated in boxes: RAW, original image; EQH, original image after histogram equalization; BS 
and BIN, images after running “subtracted background” and “threshold” commands, respectively; mask, mask 
image; MSK, image obtained by multiplying EQH image by mask image. Dot lines show the operations used for 
the creation of masked image (MSK).
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times but the respiratory activity is only by 43% [21]. In thymocytes that obtain 
energy mainly by glucose oxidation, lectin treatment leads to the deceleration of 
this pathway [47]. On the contrary, in mesenchymal stem cell, mitochondrial activ-
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The difference in selection area between control- and PHA-treated cells 
(Figure 4C) suggests that MMP in some cells is completely lost. These changes 
could be related to the changes of [Ca2+]c because it is known that [Ca2+]c is 
increased after mitogenic stimulation [48]. The mitochondria play essential role 
in the regulation of [Ca2+]c [31, 49]. During metabolic inhibition in MDCK cells, 
[Ca2+]c is transiently increased. Restoration of normal [Ca2+]c occurs by coupled 
action mitochondrial Na+/Ca2+ and Na+/H+ exchangers. Metabolic inhibition 
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Na+ and Ca2+ movement mediated by these transporters. As a consequence, Na+ and 
Ca2+ concentration in mitochondrial matrix is steadily increased [16, 17].
Similar situation may exist in stimulated lymphoid cells where the magnitude 
of proton electrochemical gradient is compromised by the changes of pHc. The Na+ 
content in lymphocytes is increased rapidly after PHA treatment with maximum of 2 h 
[50]. Both K+ content and influx are also increased during mitogenic stimulation [50]. 
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Therefore, the increase of cytoplasmic [Na+] ([Na+]c) in response to lectin treatment  
is mediated by Na+/H+ exchanger. This view agrees with the increase of pHc in both 
thymocytes and lymphocytes after lectin treatment [51, 52]. To test whether these 
changes take place in U937 cells during PHA stimulation, we performed investigation 
of [Na+]c by Na-sensitive dye Asante Natrium Green-2 (ANG). As followed from 
the flow cytometric data, the fluorescence of ANG was increased after 1 h of PHA 
treatment (Figure 5). The mean ANG fluorescence increased by PHA treatment 
from 1.89E+05 to 2.59E+05 relative units. Assuming that changes of fluorescence are 
proportional to the changes of concentration, [Na+]c will increase from 30 mM in 
resting U937 cells to 38 mM upon PHA treatment.
The demonstrated increase of [Na+]c in PHA-stimulated U937 cells may be 
considered as part of the regulatory mechanism involved in the increase of [Ca2+]m. 
The increase of [Ca2+]m in many cell types causes activation of mitochondrial 
dehydrogenases [49] and accounts for the rapid activation of mitochondrial PDH 
in response to lectin action [23, 53]. The increase of [Ca2+]m can also lead to mito-
chondrial injury that was confirmed by serious ultra-structural changes observed in 
human lymphocytes after 3 days of lectin treatment [36, 54]. The deleterious effect 
of lectins on mitochondrial morphology, however, was absent in other experiments 
[19, 37, 54]. Controversy of results obtained in these studies can be explained by 
the complexity of regulatory mechanisms controlling mitochondrial Ca2+ and Na+ 
homeostasis. This reason can also be applied in our study in which a large variation 
in the number of cells with complete mitochondrial depolarization was noticed.
7. Conclusions
The role of the mitochondria in energy supply is determined by the functional 
state of the cells. This problem is usually addressed by biochemical, polarographic 
and optical methods which measure ATP production and oxygen consumption in 
the living cell. In many studies, it is also corroborated by parallel measurement 
of mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP). This article describes fluorescent 
Figure 5. 
Effect of PHA treatment (30 μg/ml, 1 h) on fluorescence of ANG dye. Cells stained with ANG-AM (1 μM) 
during the last 40 min of PHA treatment (37°C). ANG fluorescence was excited using a 488 nm laser, and 
emission was detected in the FITC channel with a 525/40 nm bandpass. Data were analyzed using CytExpert 
2.0 Beckman Coulter software. The major cell populations were selected for analysis using forward/side scatter 
plot. Data were obtained using the same samples as data presented in Figures 3 and 4B and C.
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method of measuring MMP in cancer cell using potential-sensitive dye TMRE.  
This method can distinguish fluorescence of TMRE in mitochondrial and nonmito-
chondrial compartment by using standard software for image analysis.
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A Protocol for Minimal Single 
Protein Labeling with CyDye 
Fluors for Live Cell Internalization 
Assays
Antonio J. Castro, Alfonso Clemente and Juan de Dios Alché
Abstract
Individual proteins chemically labeled with fluorescent dyes can be localized 
and tracked in real-time experiments in order to get insights about the site and 
molecular mechanism of action. Here, we have adapted a protocol that was origi-
nally developed for two-dimensional fluorescence difference gel electrophoresis 
(2D-DIGE) applications, to label proteins with CyDye fluors for single-molecule 
internalization assays in living cells. This “minimal labeling” method offers a 
number of advantages including specificity and known stoichiometry, simplicity, 
high reproducibility, and sensitivity and allows multiplexing while minimizing 
perturbations of the biological system. Moreover, since only a single lysine (Lys) 
residue per protein molecule is labeled, this method is also quantitative. To validate 
experimentally our protocol, we carried out the fluorescent labeling of IBB1, a 
major soybean protease isoinhibitor of the Bowman-Birk family that is currently 
being investigated as colorectal chemopreventive agent. Then, we analyzed the 
in vivo internalization dynamics of the labeled IBB1 protein in human colorectal 
adenocarcinoma HT29 cells.
Keywords: Bowman-Birk inhibitors, CyDye fluors, fluorescence microscopy,  
HT29 cells, IBB1, live cell internalization assay, minimal fluorescent labeling
1. Introduction
Fluorescence-based assays allow protein quantification and measuring protein 
interactions, enzymatic activity, and conformational changes. Individual proteins 
chemically labeled with fluorescent dyes can also be localized and tracked in 
real-time experiments throughout the cell in order to get insights about the site and 
molecular mechanisms of their action [1]. The choice of the fluorescent marker 
will largely depend on the nature of the downstream assay to be performed with 
the labeled protein. Overall, an ideal fluorescent label should be specific, bright, 
and stable and should not interfere with the physicochemical and conformational 
properties of the protein. Unfortunately, according to our knowledge, none of the 
existing fluorescent tags accomplish all these criteria.
To analyze the dynamics of labeled proteins throughout the cell, we should 
combine live cell imaging and single-molecule methods. For this purpose, different 
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1. Introduction
Fluorescence-based assays allow protein quantification and measuring protein 
interactions, enzymatic activity, and conformational changes. Individual proteins 
chemically labeled with fluorescent dyes can also be localized and tracked in 
real-time experiments throughout the cell in order to get insights about the site and 
molecular mechanisms of their action [1]. The choice of the fluorescent marker 
will largely depend on the nature of the downstream assay to be performed with 
the labeled protein. Overall, an ideal fluorescent label should be specific, bright, 
and stable and should not interfere with the physicochemical and conformational 
properties of the protein. Unfortunately, according to our knowledge, none of the 
existing fluorescent tags accomplish all these criteria.
To analyze the dynamics of labeled proteins throughout the cell, we should 
combine live cell imaging and single-molecule methods. For this purpose, different 
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fluorescent tags and labeling methods are available, including genetically encoded 
fluorescent proteins (e.g., GFP) [2], direct labeling with organic fluorophores (e.g., 
Cy3) [3], tag-mediated peptide and protein labeling methods (e.g., SNAP-tag) [4], 
and quantum dots (Qdots) [5]. For live cell internalization assays, organic fluoro-
phores are preferable since they have a short lifetime (<5 ns) and they are brighter 
and more photostable than other fluorescent labels [6]. They also have a small size, 
thus interfering less with the biological system. Fluorescein (FITC) and rhodamine 
(TRITC) dyes have been often used for this purpose [7, 8]. The main disadvantages 
of these organic fluorophores are the low specificity of the labeling reaction and 
the difficulty of defining its stoichiometry. Additionally, the unbound dye could 
interfere with subsequent applications, so it should be removed before performing 
downstream procedures.
Cyanines are synthetic fluorescent dyes belonging to polymethine group that 
yield brighter and more stable fluorescence than FITC and TRITC [9]. At protein 
level, cyanines have been used to track single proteins in live cell assays [10], as 
well as in molecular interaction studies by fluorescence resonance energy transfer 
(FRET) [11]. Moreover, cyanine dyes constitute the basis of the two-dimensional 
fluorescence difference gel electrophoresis (2D-DIGE) technology [12]. This 
method was developed to multiplex different protein samples and minimize gel-to-
gel quantitative variations. CyDye DIGE fluors are available as minimal and satura-
tion labeling dyes. The former are used when the amount of sample is not a limiting 
factor, while saturation labeling dyes are intended for 2D-DIGE applications with 
scarce biological samples (e.g., those collected by laser capture microdissection). 
Minimal dyes can also be used for specific labeling of cell-surface proteins prior to 
2D-DIGE analysis [13]. In this paper, we have tailored the 2D-DIGE minimal label-
ing protocol in order to tag single proteins for being used in live cell internalization 
assays. This protocol is suitable for both proteins purified from their natural sources 
and recombinant proteins expressed in heterologous systems (e.g., Escherichia coli, 
Pichia pastoris, etc.). Moreover, this method overcomes the problems of specificity 
and stoichiometry of the labeling reaction. To validate experimentally our protocol, 
we carried out internalization assays of IBB1, a major soybean protease isoinhibi-
tor of the Bowman-Birk family, which is currently being investigated as colorectal 
chemopreventive agent [14, 15].
2. Description and experimental design
2D-DIGE CyDye minimal labeling dyes have an NHS ester reactive group that 
specifically binds to the ε amino group of lysine (Lys) residues by an amide linkage. 
Lysine represents about 3.6 ± 0.6% and 7.0 ± 0.6% of the total amino acid content in 
plant and animal proteins, respectively [16]. Accordingly, a general labeling proce-
dure would likely result in labeling most of Lys residues. However, the 2D-DIGE mini-
mal labeling protocol ensures that only 1–2% of the available Lys is labeled. Thus, this 
protocol facilitates successful labeling of an individual protein at a specific location 
(ε amino group of Lys) and with a well-defined stoichiometry (one Lys per protein 
molecule, 1:1). Moreover, this modification only adds just about 500 Da to the protein 
total molecular weight, thus minimizing perturbations of the biological system.
Overall, the protocol comprises three different steps (Figure 1). Firstly, the protein 
of interest is resuspended in the reconstitution buffer and labeled with the CyDye flu-
orophore of choice. This phase ends when the labeling is stopped by adding an excess 
of L-lysine (Lys) to the reaction mixture. When carrying out multiplex experiments 
with other fluorescent labels, it is important to select the appropriate CyDye fluors 
in order to visualize independently each fluorescent signal when imaging. Secondly, 
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the excess of free CyDye and exchange buffers is removed for sample cleanup. At this 
point, it is also possible to concentrate the Cy-labeled protein if necessary, by filtra-
tion through a size exclusion membrane of suitable cutoff. Finally, in the last step, the 
quality of the labeling reaction is verified by SDS-PAGE. The full standard protocol, 
which is accomplished in just a few hours, is described in detail below.
3. Labware chemicals and instruments
3.1 Reagents and solutions
Prepare all solutions using ultrapure water (18 MΩ cm at 25°C) and analytical 
grade reagents:
• 99.8% anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF).
• Amersham™ CyDye™ DIGE Fluor minimal labeling kit (catalog no. 25-8010-
65, GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden). Alternatively, indi-
vidual Cy™2, Cy™3, and Cy™5 minimal dyes are also available (see Note 1).
• 1× reconstitution buffer: 30 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5), 7 M urea, 2 M thiourea, 
and 4% (w/v) CHAPS (see Note 2).
• L-Lysine monohydrochloride.
• pH test strips, pH 4.5–10.0, resolution: 0.5 pH units.
• pH adjustment solution: 1× reconstitution buffer at pH 9.5 (see Note 2). 
Alternatively, 50 mM sodium hydroxide can be used.
• 12% polyacrylamide precast (or handmade) mini gels, 10-well, 30 μL.
• Prestained protein standards, broad range (e.g., Precision Plus Protein™ Dual 
Xtra, catalog no. 1610377, Bio-Rad).
• 2× gel loading buffer: 120 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 4% (w/v) SDS, 20% (v/v) 
glycerol, and 120 mM DTT (see Note 3).
• 1× electrophoresis running buffer: 25 mM Tris-HCl, 192 mM glycine, and 0.2% 
(w/v) SDS.
Figure 1. 
Workflow for the minimal labeling of individual proteins with CyDye DIGE fluors.
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fluorescent tags and labeling methods are available, including genetically encoded 
fluorescent proteins (e.g., GFP) [2], direct labeling with organic fluorophores (e.g., 
Cy3) [3], tag-mediated peptide and protein labeling methods (e.g., SNAP-tag) [4], 
and quantum dots (Qdots) [5]. For live cell internalization assays, organic fluoro-
phores are preferable since they have a short lifetime (<5 ns) and they are brighter 
and more photostable than other fluorescent labels [6]. They also have a small size, 
thus interfering less with the biological system. Fluorescein (FITC) and rhodamine 
(TRITC) dyes have been often used for this purpose [7, 8]. The main disadvantages 
of these organic fluorophores are the low specificity of the labeling reaction and 
the difficulty of defining its stoichiometry. Additionally, the unbound dye could 
interfere with subsequent applications, so it should be removed before performing 
downstream procedures.
Cyanines are synthetic fluorescent dyes belonging to polymethine group that 
yield brighter and more stable fluorescence than FITC and TRITC [9]. At protein 
level, cyanines have been used to track single proteins in live cell assays [10], as 
well as in molecular interaction studies by fluorescence resonance energy transfer 
(FRET) [11]. Moreover, cyanine dyes constitute the basis of the two-dimensional 
fluorescence difference gel electrophoresis (2D-DIGE) technology [12]. This 
method was developed to multiplex different protein samples and minimize gel-to-
gel quantitative variations. CyDye DIGE fluors are available as minimal and satura-
tion labeling dyes. The former are used when the amount of sample is not a limiting 
factor, while saturation labeling dyes are intended for 2D-DIGE applications with 
scarce biological samples (e.g., those collected by laser capture microdissection). 
Minimal dyes can also be used for specific labeling of cell-surface proteins prior to 
2D-DIGE analysis [13]. In this paper, we have tailored the 2D-DIGE minimal label-
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the excess of free CyDye and exchange buffers is removed for sample cleanup. At this 
point, it is also possible to concentrate the Cy-labeled protein if necessary, by filtra-
tion through a size exclusion membrane of suitable cutoff. Finally, in the last step, the 
quality of the labeling reaction is verified by SDS-PAGE. The full standard protocol, 
which is accomplished in just a few hours, is described in detail below.
3. Labware chemicals and instruments
3.1 Reagents and solutions
Prepare all solutions using ultrapure water (18 MΩ cm at 25°C) and analytical 
grade reagents:
• 99.8% anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF).
• Amersham™ CyDye™ DIGE Fluor minimal labeling kit (catalog no. 25-8010-
65, GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden). Alternatively, indi-
vidual Cy™2, Cy™3, and Cy™5 minimal dyes are also available (see Note 1).
• 1× reconstitution buffer: 30 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.5), 7 M urea, 2 M thiourea, 
and 4% (w/v) CHAPS (see Note 2).
• L-Lysine monohydrochloride.
• pH test strips, pH 4.5–10.0, resolution: 0.5 pH units.
• pH adjustment solution: 1× reconstitution buffer at pH 9.5 (see Note 2). 
Alternatively, 50 mM sodium hydroxide can be used.
• 12% polyacrylamide precast (or handmade) mini gels, 10-well, 30 μL.
• Prestained protein standards, broad range (e.g., Precision Plus Protein™ Dual 
Xtra, catalog no. 1610377, Bio-Rad).
• 2× gel loading buffer: 120 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 4% (w/v) SDS, 20% (v/v) 
glycerol, and 120 mM DTT (see Note 3).
• 1× electrophoresis running buffer: 25 mM Tris-HCl, 192 mM glycine, and 0.2% 
(w/v) SDS.
Figure 1. 
Workflow for the minimal labeling of individual proteins with CyDye DIGE fluors.
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3.2 Materials and instruments
• Protein low-binding microcentrifuge 1.5 mL tubes.
• Set of variable volume (0.5–10, 10–100, and 100–1000 μL) single-channel 
pipettes.
• Amicon® Ultra-0.5 mL, Ultracel® 3 K filter device (catalog no. UFC500308. 
Millipore Corp., Burlington, MA, USA).
• Refrigerated centrifuge equipped with a fixed-angle rotor that can accommo-
date microcentrifuge 1.5 mL tubes, rated for 14,000 g.
• Vortex mixer.
• Mini-PROTEAN®-type vertical electrophoresis system.
• Image scanner equipped with a standard set of lasers (488, 532, and 635 nm) 
and emission filters.
4. Protein minimal fluorescent labeling procedure
4.1 Reconstitution of CyDye fluors
CyDye fluors are delivered lyophilized in opaque, conical microcentrifuge 
1.5 mL tubes, so they have to be reconstituted before its use as follows:
a. Remove the CyDye from the freezer and leave for 5 min at room temperature.
b. Spin the microcentrifuge tube at 12,000 g for 10 s to collect the dye at the 
bottom.
c. Reconstitute the CyDye by adding the appropriate volume of DMF to obtain a 
stock solution at a final concentration of 1 mM. For example, in the case of a 
5 nmol size pack, add 5 μl of DMF (see Note 4).
d. Replace the cap and vortex vigorously for 30 s.
e. Spin the microcentrifuge tube for 30 s at 12,000 g.
f. The reconstituted CyDye is now ready for protein labeling (see Note 5).
4.2 Minimal fluorescent labeling
Proceed as quickly as possible in order to minimize the time of handling, and 
also avoid exposure to light, which can quench the fluorescent properties of CyDye 
fluors. In addition, keep protein samples on ice to minimize degradation by pro-
teases, and always use protein low-binding plastic microcentrifuge tubes as many 
proteins are able to bind to glassware:
a. Prepare a CyDye working solution to a final concentration of 400 μM by add-
ing one volume of CyDye stock solution to 1.5 volumes of DMF.
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b. Resuspend the lyophilized protein in the reconstitution buffer to a final 
concentration of 1 μg/μL.
c. Check that the pH remains at values near to 8.5 by spotting 1 μL on a pH indica-
tor strip (see Note 6).
d. Take an aliquot of protein sample, and mix with the suitable volume of CyDye 
working solution. For optimal labeling, use 400 pmol of CyDye per 50 μg of 
protein (see Note 7).
e. Mix well by vortexing and centrifuge at 14,000 g for 10 s.
f. Incubate the mixture on ice for 30 min in the dark.
g. Add 1 μl of 10 mM L-lysine, mix by pipetting, and incubate for 10 min to stop 
the labeling reaction.
4.3 Purification and concentration of CyDye-labeled proteins
After labeling, the remaining dye (i.e., the CyDye bound to free L-Lys) should 
be removed from the protein solution before proceeding with downstream internal-
ization experiments. Optionally, the labeled protein can be also concentrated at this 
step if necessary:
a. Place the Amicon Ultra-0.5 mL 3 K filter device into a microcentrifuge tube 
(see Note 8).
b. Add up to 500 μL of CyDye-labeled protein sample to the filter device.
c. Centrifuge at 14,000 g for 30 min. The final volume and concentration factor 
of the concentrate will depend on the spin time (see Table 1 from [17]).
d. Transfer the first filtrate to a clean 1.5 mL polypropylene tube, and store at 
−20°C in the dark until use (see Note 9).
e. Dilute the concentrate with the desired cell culture medium to a final volume 
of 500 μL (see Note 10).
f. Spin at 14,000 g for 10–30 min as above and discard the filtrate.
g. Repeat Steps 5–6 thrice.




Laser (nm) Emission filter
Cy2 Green 489 506 1,2Blue (488) 1520BP40; 2530nmBP
Cy3 Red 550 570 1,2Green (532) 1580BP30; 2605nmBP
Cy5 Blue 649 670 1,2Red (635) 1670BP30; 2695nmBP
1For Amersham™ Typhoon™ 9400 imager (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences).
2For PharosFX™ Molecular© Imager (Bio-Rad).
Table 1. 
Spectral properties of CyDye™ fluors and lasers and emission filters used to scan fluorescent gels.
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working solution. For optimal labeling, use 400 pmol of CyDye per 50 μg of 
protein (see Note 7).
e. Mix well by vortexing and centrifuge at 14,000 g for 10 s.
f. Incubate the mixture on ice for 30 min in the dark.
g. Add 1 μl of 10 mM L-lysine, mix by pipetting, and incubate for 10 min to stop 
the labeling reaction.
4.3 Purification and concentration of CyDye-labeled proteins
After labeling, the remaining dye (i.e., the CyDye bound to free L-Lys) should 
be removed from the protein solution before proceeding with downstream internal-
ization experiments. Optionally, the labeled protein can be also concentrated at this 
step if necessary:
a. Place the Amicon Ultra-0.5 mL 3 K filter device into a microcentrifuge tube 
(see Note 8).
b. Add up to 500 μL of CyDye-labeled protein sample to the filter device.
c. Centrifuge at 14,000 g for 30 min. The final volume and concentration factor 
of the concentrate will depend on the spin time (see Table 1 from [17]).
d. Transfer the first filtrate to a clean 1.5 mL polypropylene tube, and store at 
−20°C in the dark until use (see Note 9).
e. Dilute the concentrate with the desired cell culture medium to a final volume 
of 500 μL (see Note 10).
f. Spin at 14,000 g for 10–30 min as above and discard the filtrate.
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Cy3 Red 550 570 1,2Green (532) 1580BP30; 2605nmBP
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h. To recover the concentrated protein, place the filter device upside down in a 
new clean 1.5 mL tube supplied by the manufacturer.
i. Spin for 2 min at 1000 g to transfer the concentrated protein sample from the 
filter device to the tube (see Note 11).
4.4 Quality control of the labeling reaction
Before its use in internalization experiments, it is important to check that the 
protein was correctly labeled and purified. For this purpose, we will run a small 
sample of the labeled protein on 1-D SDS-PAGE along with a purity control sample 
as follows:
a. Make a 12% SDS-PAGE gel following standard protocols [18]. Alternatively, an 
equivalent precast gel can be used.
b. Mix a volume of the CyDye-labeled protein solution (~2 μg) with an equal 
volume of 2× gel loading buffer into a clean 1.5 mL tube by vigorously pipet-
ting. Do not exceed the maximum capacity (30 μL) of the gel well.
c. Heat the protein sample at 95°C for 5 min to ensure full reduction of the labeled 
protein.
d. Make serial dilutions of the purity control sample (see Section 4.3, d) by add-
ing different volumes (e.g., 5, 10, and 15 μL) to equal volumes of 2× gel loading 
buffer. It is not necessary to heat these samples.
e. Load the labeled protein sample along with the purity control samples in suc-
cessive lanes on the gel.
f. Add the prestained protein standards according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions at both ends of the gel, in order to track the electrophoretic migration of 
samples.
g. Run the samples at 180 V until the 2 kDa marker has nearly reached the bottom 
of the gel (leave about 1 cm).
h. Scan the gel at 100 μm resolution using the appropriate laser and emission filter 
(Table 1).
5. Experimental validation of the protocol
To validate experimentally our protocol, we carried out live cell internalization 
assays of IBB1, a major soybean protease isoinhibitor of the Bowman-Birk fam-
ily with an ability to inhibit both trypsin- and chymotrypsin-like enzymes. This 
protein was purified from a commercially available BBI mixture of soybean isoin-
hibitors and tagged with CyDye fluors as described above. Then, its internalization 
in human colorectal adenocarcinoma HT29 cells was monitored using fluorescence 
microscopy.
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5.1 Purification of soybean IBB1 protease inhibitor
A major Bowman-Birk isoinhibitor from soybean, called IBB1, was isolated 
from a commercial sample containing a mixture of IBB1 and IBBD2, as well as other 
inhibitors from the Kunitz family (catalog no. T9777, Sigma-Aldrich), as previ-
ously described [19]. Briefly, the commercial extract was resuspended to a final 
concentration of 0.7 mg/mL in 10 mL of elution buffer (25 mM sodium acetate 
buffer, pH 4.4). Aliquots of 2 mL were filtered through a Minisart® 0.2 μm pore 
size syringe filter (catalog no. 17821 K, Sartorius, Gottingen, Germany) and loaded 
on a Mono S 5/50 GL cation exchange column (catalog no. 17516801, GE Healthcare 
Bio-Sciences) connected to an ÄKTA™ FPLC apparatus (GE Healthcare Bio-
Sciences). Fractionation was carried out using a linear gradient of 0–0.22 M NaCl in 
25 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.4) at a flow rate of 1 mL/min. The elution was 
monitored at 280 nm, and 0.5 mL fractions were collected.
In order to identify that fraction containing the pure IBB1 protein, trypsin (TIA) 
inhibitory activity of eluted samples was spectrophotometrically assayed in 96-well 
flat-bottom microtiter plates by using Nα-benzoyl-DL-arginine p-nitroanilide 
hydrochloride (BAPNA, catalog no. B4875, Sigma-Aldrich) as specific substrate 
[19]. Chymotrypsin inhibitory activity (CIA) evaluation was measured using a 
modified small-scale quantitative assay with N-benzoyl-L-tyrosine ethyl ester 
(BTEE, catalog no. B6125, Sigma-Aldrich) as previously described [20, 21]. The 
purity and identity of the IBB1 fraction containing both TIA and CIA were further 
confirmed by SDS-PAGE denaturing electrophoresis and peptide mass fingerprint-
ing (PMF) analysis, following standard protocols. Finally, the IBB1 sample was 
dialyzed extensively against distilled water during 48 h at 4°C using a Spectra/Por™ 
3, MWCO 3.5 kD, dialysis membrane (catalog no. 734-0687, Spectrum™ Labs, New 
Brighton, MN, USA), quantified using the standard BCA assay [22], and freeze-
dried in a LyoQuest-55 lyophilizer (catalog no. 61644, Telstar, Terrassa, Spain) 
until use.
5.2 Minimal labeling of IBB1 protein
Two IBB1 samples were labeled with CyDye fluors Cy2 and Cy5, respectively, 
using the minimal labeling protocol described above. After purification and con-
centration steps by filtration, each labeled IBB1 protein was suspended in ~50 μL of 
Gibco® DMEM culture medium (catalog no. A1443001, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 
Waltham, MA, USA). To check the quality of labeling, approximately 2 μg of Cy2- 
and Cy5-labeled IBB1 proteins was analyzed by SDS-PAGE on a 12% polyacrylamide 
gel along with the control samples (i.e., Lys-Cy2 and Lys-Cy5) according to standard 
procedures and visualized in a PharosFX™ Molecular© Imager (Bio-Rad) using the 
appropriate laser and emission filter for each fluorochrome (see Table 1).
A single protein band with an apparent molecular weight of about 12 kDa was 
visible after scanning the gel at 488 nm (IBB1-Cy2) and 635 nm (IBB1-Cy5), proving 
the success of the minimal labeling reaction (Figure 2). When the gel was scanned 
at 488 nm, the fluorescent signal from IBB1-Cy5 was not detected. The signal from 
IBB1-Cy2 was also abolished when the gel was scanned at 635 nm, thus confirming 
the specificity of the labeling reaction (data not shown). Moreover, no fluores-
cent signal corresponding to the Lys-Cy2 and Lys-Cy5 bands were detected in IBB1 
samples as compared with control samples (Figure 2), indicating that labeled IBB1 
samples were pure and, thus, suitable for being used in live cell internalization 
experiments.
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5.3 Live cell internalization experiments
5.3.1 IBB1 internalization assays
Human colorectal adenocarcinoma HT29 cells were cultured in DMEM medium, 
supplemented with 5% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, 2 mM glutamine, and 1% (v/v) 
antibiotic-antimycotic solution (catalog no. A5955, Sigma-Aldrich), as previously 
described [23]. After trypsinization, chambered μ-slides with a glass coverslip bot-
tom (catalog no. 80444, Ibidi, Gräfelfing, Germany) were inoculated at a density 
of 25,000 HT29 cells per well in 700 μL of DMEM culture medium and incubated 
at 37°C under 5% CO2 in humidified air for 24 h to allow the cells to adhere to 
the chamber bottom. The culture medium was then supplemented with 50 μg of 
Cy5-labeled IBB1. Cell internalization dynamics was monitored using a C1 confocal 
laser microscope (Nikon Corp., Tokyo, Japan). Z-series images of HT29 cells were 
recorded at different time (min) intervals by exciting the sample with a red diode 
(633 nm) and processed with the software EZ-C1 Gold v2.10 build 240 (Nikon). 
Three independent experiments were carried out.
At t0 min, no fluorescent signal was observed inside HT29 cells (data not shown). 
The Cy5-labeled IBB1 protein crossed the plasma membrane of HT29 cells after 
a few minutes and was gradually accumulated, forming fluorescent patches ran-
domly distributed across the cytoplasm (Figure 3). Negative controls of HT29 cells 
cultured with the unlabelled IBB1 protein did not show any fluorescent signal (data 
not shown).
5.3.2 Multiplex experiments
The minimal labeling protocol is suitable for multiplex experiments, either 
combining up to three different proteins labeled with Cy2, Cy3, and Cy5, respec-
tively, or using CyDye fluors together with other fluorescent labels. Here, two 
different combinations of labels were tested. Firstly, nuclei of colon cancer cells 
were stained by adding to the culture medium 1 μL of Hoechst 33342 dye solu-
tion (catalog no. H1399, Thermo Fisher Scientific). HT29 cells were incubated for 
Figure 2. 
Quality control by SDS-PAGE of IBB1 labeling with Cy2 and Cy5 dyes. Protein standards (kDa) are displayed 
on the left.
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30 min, and the culture medium was then supplemented with IBB1-Cy2. Secondly, 
in addition to Hoechst, the fluorescent probe FM 4-64 (catalog no. T3166, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific), an endocytic tracer [25], was added to the growth medium (final 
concentration = 5 μg/mL) at the same time with IBB1-Cy2. After 90 min of culture, 
the medium was supplemented with 0.35 μL of 50 mM brefeldin A (BFA), a potent 
inhibitor of exocytosis [26], and incubated for 30 min before imaging.
Cell internalization dynamics of IBB1-Cy2 was monitored using an Eclipse 
Ti-U microscope (Nikon Corp.) equipped with a pE-300white illumination sys-
tem (CoolLED Ltd., Andover, UK) and a DFK 72AUCO2 camera (The Imaging 
Source, Bremen, Germany). Hoechst, Cy2, and FM 4-64 fluorescence images were 
obtained using a UV, blue, and green LED light, respectively. Images were merged 
with the Image-Pro Plus v6.0 software (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA). 
For each combination of fluorescent labels, three independent experiments were 
carried out.
After the first 3 hours of culture, HT29 cells showed a very intense green fluores-
cent labeling from IBB1, forming patches randomly distributed across the polarized 
cytoplasm (green fluorescence image in Figure 4). However, the fluorescent signal 
of IBB1 did not overlap with Hoechst-specific labeling (blue fluorescence image cor-
responding to DNA in Figure 4), indicating that the protein did not internalize into 
the cell nucleus after this period of time.
On the other hand, we observed that the fluorescent signal from the endosome 
marker FM 4-64 (red fluorescence image in Figure 5) was localized in the plasma 
membrane and the cytoplasm of HT29 cells after 120 min of culture as expected. 
This signal clearly overlapped with labeling from IBB1 in the cytoplasm (green 
fluorescence image in Figure 5), giving a yellowish fluorescence in the merged 
image. There was no overlapping between nuclei (blue fluorescence image in 
Figure 5) and either IBB1 or FM4-64 labeling. These results suggest that IBB1 is 
internalized into the cytoplasm of HT29 cells through one of the existing endocy-
tosis pathways.
Figure 4. 
Internalization of IBB1 (green) into the cytoplasm of human colorectal cancer HT29 cells. Nuclei were stained 
with Hoechst 33342 (blue). HT29 cells were imaged after 180 min of culture. Bar = 10 μm.
Figure 3. 
Internalization dynamics of IBB1 protein into human colorectal adenocarcinoma HT29 cells. Fifty μg of 
IBB1-Cy5 was added to the culture medium at the onset of culture, and HT29 cells were imaged at different time 
intervals. Cy5 fluorescence images are reproduced with permission from [24]. Bar = 50 μm.
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5.3 Live cell internalization experiments
5.3.1 IBB1 internalization assays
Human colorectal adenocarcinoma HT29 cells were cultured in DMEM medium, 
supplemented with 5% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, 2 mM glutamine, and 1% (v/v) 
antibiotic-antimycotic solution (catalog no. A5955, Sigma-Aldrich), as previously 
described [23]. After trypsinization, chambered μ-slides with a glass coverslip bot-
tom (catalog no. 80444, Ibidi, Gräfelfing, Germany) were inoculated at a density 
of 25,000 HT29 cells per well in 700 μL of DMEM culture medium and incubated 
at 37°C under 5% CO2 in humidified air for 24 h to allow the cells to adhere to 
the chamber bottom. The culture medium was then supplemented with 50 μg of 
Cy5-labeled IBB1. Cell internalization dynamics was monitored using a C1 confocal 
laser microscope (Nikon Corp., Tokyo, Japan). Z-series images of HT29 cells were 
recorded at different time (min) intervals by exciting the sample with a red diode 
(633 nm) and processed with the software EZ-C1 Gold v2.10 build 240 (Nikon). 
Three independent experiments were carried out.
At t0 min, no fluorescent signal was observed inside HT29 cells (data not shown). 
The Cy5-labeled IBB1 protein crossed the plasma membrane of HT29 cells after 
a few minutes and was gradually accumulated, forming fluorescent patches ran-
domly distributed across the cytoplasm (Figure 3). Negative controls of HT29 cells 
cultured with the unlabelled IBB1 protein did not show any fluorescent signal (data 
not shown).
5.3.2 Multiplex experiments
The minimal labeling protocol is suitable for multiplex experiments, either 
combining up to three different proteins labeled with Cy2, Cy3, and Cy5, respec-
tively, or using CyDye fluors together with other fluorescent labels. Here, two 
different combinations of labels were tested. Firstly, nuclei of colon cancer cells 
were stained by adding to the culture medium 1 μL of Hoechst 33342 dye solu-
tion (catalog no. H1399, Thermo Fisher Scientific). HT29 cells were incubated for 
Figure 2. 
Quality control by SDS-PAGE of IBB1 labeling with Cy2 and Cy5 dyes. Protein standards (kDa) are displayed 
on the left.
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30 min, and the culture medium was then supplemented with IBB1-Cy2. Secondly, 
in addition to Hoechst, the fluorescent probe FM 4-64 (catalog no. T3166, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific), an endocytic tracer [25], was added to the growth medium (final 
concentration = 5 μg/mL) at the same time with IBB1-Cy2. After 90 min of culture, 
the medium was supplemented with 0.35 μL of 50 mM brefeldin A (BFA), a potent 
inhibitor of exocytosis [26], and incubated for 30 min before imaging.
Cell internalization dynamics of IBB1-Cy2 was monitored using an Eclipse 
Ti-U microscope (Nikon Corp.) equipped with a pE-300white illumination sys-
tem (CoolLED Ltd., Andover, UK) and a DFK 72AUCO2 camera (The Imaging 
Source, Bremen, Germany). Hoechst, Cy2, and FM 4-64 fluorescence images were 
obtained using a UV, blue, and green LED light, respectively. Images were merged 
with the Image-Pro Plus v6.0 software (Media Cybernetics, Rockville, MD, USA). 
For each combination of fluorescent labels, three independent experiments were 
carried out.
After the first 3 hours of culture, HT29 cells showed a very intense green fluores-
cent labeling from IBB1, forming patches randomly distributed across the polarized 
cytoplasm (green fluorescence image in Figure 4). However, the fluorescent signal 
of IBB1 did not overlap with Hoechst-specific labeling (blue fluorescence image cor-
responding to DNA in Figure 4), indicating that the protein did not internalize into 
the cell nucleus after this period of time.
On the other hand, we observed that the fluorescent signal from the endosome 
marker FM 4-64 (red fluorescence image in Figure 5) was localized in the plasma 
membrane and the cytoplasm of HT29 cells after 120 min of culture as expected. 
This signal clearly overlapped with labeling from IBB1 in the cytoplasm (green 
fluorescence image in Figure 5), giving a yellowish fluorescence in the merged 
image. There was no overlapping between nuclei (blue fluorescence image in 
Figure 5) and either IBB1 or FM4-64 labeling. These results suggest that IBB1 is 
internalized into the cytoplasm of HT29 cells through one of the existing endocy-
tosis pathways.
Figure 4. 
Internalization of IBB1 (green) into the cytoplasm of human colorectal cancer HT29 cells. Nuclei were stained 
with Hoechst 33342 (blue). HT29 cells were imaged after 180 min of culture. Bar = 10 μm.
Figure 3. 
Internalization dynamics of IBB1 protein into human colorectal adenocarcinoma HT29 cells. Fifty μg of 
IBB1-Cy5 was added to the culture medium at the onset of culture, and HT29 cells were imaged at different time 
intervals. Cy5 fluorescence images are reproduced with permission from [24]. Bar = 50 μm.
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6. Troubleshooting guide
Users of the minimal fluorescent labeling protocol might encounter several 
problems, whose potential causes and their corresponding remedies are summa-
rized in Table 2.
Probable causes Remedies
Problem #1: low sample recovery in the concentrate
1a. Adsorption of the protein to the filter device 
surfaces
1b. Protein precipitation due to sample overload 
on the filter device
1a. Remove the concentrate immediately after 
centrifugation
1b. Dilute the sample in the reconstitution buffer to a 
final concentration of 1 μL/mL before centrifugal spin
Problem #2: the Cy-labeled protein is not detected on the 1-D gel
2a. DMF of poor quality
2b. DMF has been opened for longer than 
3 months
2c. The lifetime of the reconstituted CyDye has 
been exceeded
2d. The CyDye has been exposed to light or left 
out of the freezer for a long time
2e. The pH in the labeling mixture has dropped 
below 8.0
2 f. The protein solution concentration is less than 
1 mg/mL
2 g. Incorrect CyDye to protein ratio
2 h. Insufficient protein sample loading on the gel
2a. Only use 99.8% anhydrous DMF
2b. DMF must be less than 3 months old from day of 
opening
2c. Once reconstituted, the CyDye is stable and usable 
until the expiry date or for 2 months, whichever is 
sooner
2d. Make ready-to-use aliquots, and always store them at 
−20°C in the dark until use
2e. Adjust the pH to 8.5 by adding small volumes of the 
pH adjustment buffer (Note 6)
2 f. Concentrate the protein solution using a suitable filter 
device, and check again the pH and concentration of 
the sample
2 g. For optimal labeling, use 400 pmol of CyDye per 
50 μg of protein
2 h. It is recommended to load between 1 and 5 μg of 
protein
Problem #3: detection of more than one fluorescent bands in the labeled protein sample on the 1-D gel
3a. More than one Lys residue per molecule has 
been labeled with the dye (ladder effect)
3b. Presence of multimeric forms of the protein 
due to insufficient reduction
3c. Presence of protein fragments due to 
proteolysis
3a. Decrease CyDye to protein ratio until only a single 
band is visible
3b. Increase the concentration of DTT in the gel loading 
buffer
3c. Minimize protease activity by keeping protein 
samples at 4°C throughout the protocol
Problem #4: presence of free dye in the protein sample
4a. Insufficient purification of the labeled protein 4a. Increase the number of filtration cycles in the 
protocol
Table 2. 
Minimal fluorescent labeling with CyDye fluors of single proteins: troubleshooting guide.
Figure 5. 
Mechanism of IBB1 (green) internalization into human colorectal cancer HT29 cells. Nuclei were stained with 
Hoechst 33342 (blue). The endocytic tracer FM 4-64 (red) was added to the culture medium at the onset of the 
experiment. HT29 cells were imaged after 120 min of culture. Bar = 10 μm.
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Notes
Note 1. Caution! CyDye fluors are harmful in contact with the skin and if 
inhaled or swallowed. It is strongly recommended to wear lab gloves, mask, and 
coat when handling them to avoid staining clothing and the skin.
Note 2. Make aliquots and store them at −20°C until use.
Note 3. Important! Do not add bromophenol blue to the gel loading buffer. 
This compound is visible when scanning the gel at 635 nm, so it can interfere when 
using Cy5.
Note 4. Important! DMF must be less than 3 months old from day of opening. 
DMF is degraded over time, forming amine compounds that will compete with the 
protein for the CyDye.
Note 5. Important! This stock solution must be stored at −20°C and in the dark, 
being stable and usable until the expiry date or for 2 months, whichever is sooner.
Note 6. Critical step! There is little or no fluorescent labeling when pH values 
drop below 8.0. If pH of the protein solution has fallen to values below 8.0 after 
adding the lysis buffer, adjust the pH to 8.5 by adding a few drops of pH adjustment 
solution.
Note 7. Labeling reactions can be scaled up using more protein and CyDye flour.
Note 8. The Ultracel membrane contains trace amounts of glycerin. If this com-
pound interferes with upstream analysis, pre-rinse the filter device with ultrapure 
water. If interference continues, rinse with 0.1 N NaOH followed by a second spin 
of ultrapure water. Caution! Do not allow the membrane to dry out once wet.
Note 9. This first filtrate contains the remaining CyDye, bound to free Lys, to be 
used for quality control of the labeling reaction (Section 4.4).
Note 10. The lysis buffer contains chemical reagents that are toxic for cells (e.g., 
urea, CHAPS, etc.). For its removal, add the same culture medium used for growing 
cells in your internalization assays.
Note 11. Alternatively, labeled protein samples can be stored for at least 
3 months at −80°C in the dark.
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Figure 5. 
Mechanism of IBB1 (green) internalization into human colorectal cancer HT29 cells. Nuclei were stained with 
Hoechst 33342 (blue). The endocytic tracer FM 4-64 (red) was added to the culture medium at the onset of the 
experiment. HT29 cells were imaged after 120 min of culture. Bar = 10 μm.
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1. Introduction
Сhemosensor is a molecule of abiotic origin capable of selective interaction with 
analyte causing corresponding changes in the physical properties of the initial sys-
tem (absorption spectra, fluorescence spectra, etc.) [1]. If a change occurs in spec-
tral characteristics, the chemosensor relates to an optical type. There are two main 
types of optical chemosensors according to their mechanisms of action: chromo-
genic and fluorogenic [2–4]. In the case of chromogenic chemosensors after binding 
of analyte, there occurs a change in the electronic absorption spectra of the initial 
compounds. If this change can be seen with the human eye, we are dealing with a 
“naked-eye” chemosensor. Fluorogenic chemosensors can change their fluorescence 
spectrum after the interaction of analyte with receptor. It is highly desirable that 
this process is also accompanied by a “naked-eye” effect—contrast change in the 
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color of emission. Chromogenic and fluorogenic chemosensor systems are widely 
used in organic, biological, and medical chemistry and environmental sciences 
for monitoring cations and anions. They represent a real alternative to the bulky, 
expensive, non-transportable technical devices, such as atomic absorption, atomic 
emission, and XRF spectrometers, that are traditionally used for this purpose. Of 
special efficiency are fluorogenic sensors, which use fluorescence for detection of 
various analytes, allow measurements in situ and in vivo, and are distinguished by 
highest sensitivity and selectivity. Recently a new scientific area in chemosensorics 
arose, which is associated with the design of poly- and bifunctional sensors capable 
of independent detection of two or more kinds of ions-“guests” due to the specific 
spectral responses via the same or different channels [5–8]. Using a single molecule 
possessing different reactions against multiple analytes is cost-effective and useful 
for practical applications.
Herein we report on the review of spectral, fluorescent, and sensing proper-
ties of new representatives of this group of chemosensors based on functionalized 
coumarin derivatives, including their applications in bioimaging.
Coumarins (derivatives of 2H-chromene-2-one) constitute a comprehensive 
group of extensively studied heterocyclic compounds in organic, physical, and 
medical chemistry [9, 10]. Some coumarins have been selected as privileged 
scaffolds for drug design [11–13], and a number of antitumor, antiproliferative, 
antioxidant, antifungal, anti-inflammatory, and antiviral agents have been obtained 
on their basis [14–19]. As a rule, substituted coumarins possess fluorescence in the 
visible part of the spectrum, as well as other useful photophysical properties. They 
are widely used in laser dyes, light-emitting devices, and solar cells. In addition, 
2H-chromene-2-one is considered one of the most versatile frameworks for design 
of fluorescent, chemo- and biosensor systems [20–23].
There are several excellent reviews devoted entirely or partially to coumarin 
chemosensors [24–28], but polyfunctional coumarin-based sensors for multianalyte 
detection until now have not been considered.
2. Sensing of multiple metal cations
Fluorescent polyfunctional sensors for detection of metal cations must contain a 
metal chelating or binding fragment attached to a coumarin core capable of absorb-
ing and emitting light. The formation of complexes with ions should cause a change 
in the electronic structure or molecular conformation, which should result in an 
increase or decrease in the emission intensity.
A fluorescent sensor 1 (Figure 1) demonstrates a high selectivity toward Al3+ 
and Zn2+ in the presence of many various metal cations. Aluminum is the third most 
Figure 1. 
Detection of Al3+ and Zn2+ by sensor 1.
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common element in the earth’s crust. It is used in food additives and cookware, 
although its cations are highly toxic and may be associated with Parkinson’s and 
Alzheimer’s diseases, microcytic anemia, dialysis dementia, and osteomalacia. 
Zinc is the second most abundant d-metal cation, which plays a crucial role in gene 
transcription, regulation of metalloenzymes, and transmission of nerve signals. 
However, it has some toxicity and its excess in living cells can cause neurodegenera-
tive disorders, epilepsy, and seizures.
A new emission band at 427 nm (an increase in intensity ~500 times) in the 
presence of Al3+ in ethanol-water mixture appears due to hydrolysis of imine 1. The 
detection limit (LOD) was calculated to be 3.7 × 10−6 M. Detection of Zn2+ leads to a 
substantial initial fluorescence intensity enhancement at 489 nm due to the inhibi-
tion of PET process (photoinduced electron transfer) [29].
Coumarin 2 exhibits a significant enhancement of fluorescence intensity upon 
detection of Zn2+ (535 nm, 270-fold) or Al3+ ions (518 nm, 230-fold) in MeOH/
H2O mixture with LODs 3.75 × 10−8 and 1.14 × 10−8 M, respectively [30]. It has been 
shown that the sensing mechanism is based on inhibition of ICT process (intramo-
lecular charge transfer) (Figure 2).
Compound 2 possesses a low toxicity and was used for fluorescent bioimaging of 
Zn2+ and Al3+ cations in PC12 cells.
Coumarin-crown compound 3 exhibits a high selectivity for the detection of 
Al3+, Cu2+, and Mg2+ in ethanol [31] (Figure 3). Copper(II) cations play an impor-
tant role in biological systems. Their lack can lead to anemia and low white cell 
amount while an excess is accountable for neurodegenerative, Alzheimer’s, and 
Wilson’s diseases. Magnesium(II) cations are among the most abundant divalent 
cations in living cells. They are responsible for the formation of bone tissue, enzy-
matic biochemical reactions, cell proliferation, and DNA conformation stabiliza-
tion, whereas their excessive concentration in the cytosol can lead to diabetes, 
hypertension, epilepsy, and Alzheimer’s disease.
While copper(II) is identified by color change of solution from a slight yellow to 
orange, Al3+ and Mg2+ ions cause a significant fluorescence enhancement at 592 nm 
and 547 nm with low detection limits of 0.31 μM and 0.23 μM, respectively.
Chemosensor 4 was developed for dual detection of Fe3+ and Zn2+ ions [32] 
(Figure 4). Iron(III) is the most common d-metal cation in the human organism, 
it plays a significant role in many enzymatic reactions and in specialized transport 
and storage of proteins. Its lack can cause anemia, diabetes, hemochromatosis, and 
Parkinson’s disease. Further development of this work led to the obtaining of a 
polyfunctional sensor 5 for Fe3+, Zn2+, and Cu2+ cations [33] (Figure 4). Formation 
of complex with Fe(III) ion and 4 or 5 is accompanied by a contrast color change 
from colorless to deep yellow.
Upon interaction with Zn2+ in CH3OH/H2O mixture, the emission intensity at 
484 nm increases by five times compared to other metal ions. The LOD was found 
to be ~10−6 M. Since Cu2+ is a paramagnetic ion, its presence in the solution causes 
Figure 2. 
Proposed scheme of detection Zn2+ and Al3+ by sensor 2.
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a substantial quenching of initial fluorescence of 4 and 5. The detection limit was 
calculated and found to be ~10−5 M.
A similar approach was used in design of a dual chemosensor 6 [34] (Figure 5). 
While Fe3+ ions in EtOH/H2O solution cause only a visible color change from colorless 
to brown, the addition of Zn2+ ion resulted in 45-fold enhancement in the fluores-
cence intensity at 473 nm. The LOD was found to be 0.6 × 10−8 M.
Application of compound 6 as bioimaging fluorescent sensor for detection of 
Zn2+ in human cancer cells was also observed by fluorescent cell imager (Figure 6).
Chemosensor 7, as well as 4 and 5, in water (1% EtOH) solution demonstrates 
the quenching of the fluorescent properties when adding Cu(II) ions and sig-
nificantly increases the emission intensity in the presence of Zn(II) ions [35] 
(Figure 7).
When Cu2+ and Zn2+ were monitored by sensor 7, the LODs were 141 nM 
and 72 nM, respectively. About 85% of cells survive upon addition of 80 μM of 7 
indicating its hypotoxicity and possibility of using it for cell imaging (Figure 8).
Figure 5. 
Sensing of Fe3+ and Zn2+ by coumarin 6.
Figure 3. 
Possible binding mechanisms of Cu2+, Mg2+, and Al3+ by coumarin 3.
Figure 4. 
Complexation of coumarins 4 and 5 with Zn2+ and Cu2+.
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Coumarin-naphthalene chemosensor 8 in the CH3OH/H2O mixture acts as a 
chemodosimeter for Ag+ ions and a fluorescent sensor in relation to Cu2+ ions [36]. 
Silver is a potentially toxic and potentially carcinogenic element. It is known that 
Ag+ can react with proteins in the body, block thiol groups of enzyme systems, and 
inhibit tissue respiration. Excessive concentration of Ag+ ions in the body can lead 
to brain damage. Compound 8 possesses fluorescence at 480 nm, and its intensity 
is enhanced upon the addition of Cu2+ ions. However, the fluorescence intensity is 
quenched upon addition of Ag+ ions due to irreversible desulfurization (Figure 9).
The detection limits of 8 are 8.1 × 10−9 M and 44.0 × 10−9 M for Cu2+ and 
Ag+ ions, respectively. Compound 8 represents a safe and nontoxic to live cells 
Figure 6. 
Fluorescence microscopic images of cancer cells treated with coumarin 6 (5 μM) in bright field (a) and merged 
field (b), pretreated with 6 (5 μM) followed by addition of 10 μM of Zn2+ in bright field (c) and merged field 
(d) [34].
Figure 7. 
Binding modes of Cu2+ and Zn2+ by coumarin 7.
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biosensor. Only weak emission was observed in human osteosarcoma cells U-2 OS 
when exposed to 8, while strong blue and green fluorescence was observed upon 
addition of Cu2+ ions.
A dual-function coumarin chemosensor 9 could monitor Cu2+ and Hg2+ in 
CH3CN/H2O mixture [37]. The addition of Cu(II) cations changes the solution 
color from yellowish-brown to yellowish-green, while Hg2+ causes the fluorescence 
intensity enhancement at 572 nm (Figure 10).
Figure 9. 
Chemodosimeter and chemosensor properties of 8.
Figure 10. 
The binding modes of 9 with Cu2+ and Hg2+ ions.
Figure 8. 
Relative confocal fluorescence images of MRC-5 cells under different conditions with 7. MRC-5 cells treated 
with 5 μM of 7 (A–D), then further incubated with 5 μM of Cu(II) (E–H) and Zn(II) (I–L) ions for 10 min. 
Fluorescence images from left to right: Bright field, green channel, red channel, and overlap [35].
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The detection limit for Hg2+ was calculated to be 2.96 × 10−7 M.
Coumarin chemosensor 10 for detection of Ag+ and Ce3+ ions in an aqueous solu-
tion was developed [38]. Cerium is the most abundant of the lanthanides and refers 
to the conventionally toxic rare earth ultramicroelements. In the presence of Ag+, 
the color of the solution of 10 in EtOH/H2O changes from pale yellow to brown. 
The addition of Ce3+ ion results in the substantial emission intensity enhancement 
at 350 nm (Figure 11).
The detection limit of Ce3+ ion by the sensor 10 was estimated to be 
2.07 × 10−7 M.
Selective fluorescent coumarin-triazole chemosensor 11 toward Ca2+ and Fe3+ 
ions was synthesized [39]. Calcium(II) plays an important role in bone formation 
and as a second messenger in neurotransmitter release from neurons, in contraction 
of all muscle cell types and in fertilization. Inhibition of the PET process in 11 with 
Ca2+ ions leads to the fluorescence intensity increase at 473 nm, whereas complex-
ation with Fe3+ causes its almost complete quenching (Figure 12).
The limit of detection was found to be 0.14 μM for Ca2+ and 0.25 μM for Fe3+.
3. Sensing of multiple anions
A very small number of fluorogenic polyfunctional coumarin-based chemosen-
sors for multianalyte detection has been created so far. This is due to the fact that 
the recognition of anions is in principle a very difficult problem, since charges of 
anions are more diffused than those of cations, which leads to rather weak electro-
static interactions between anions and receptor part of the sensor. As a result, the 
receptors connected with the coumarin core must have the ability to either form 
of hydrogen bonds with anions up to complete deprotonation, or to nucleophilic 
addition reactions. Anions play an important role in medicine, biology, and indus-
try. A deficiency of fluoride ions can cause gum disease and osteoporosis, and an 
excess leads to fluorosis due to its nephrotoxic action. Both excess and deficiency of 
bromide and iodide anions affect the functioning of the thyroid gland and can cause 
serious diseases. Acetate anion is involved in various metabolic processes. Cyanide 
ion is highly toxic to humans even in small concentrations due to its strong interac-
tion with cytochrome-oxidase.
Figure 11. 
Complexation of 10 with Ce3+.
Figure 12. 
Sensing of Ca2+ and Fe3+ by 11.
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biosensor. Only weak emission was observed in human osteosarcoma cells U-2 OS 
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Figure 9. 
Chemodosimeter and chemosensor properties of 8.
Figure 10. 
The binding modes of 9 with Cu2+ and Hg2+ ions.
Figure 8. 
Relative confocal fluorescence images of MRC-5 cells under different conditions with 7. MRC-5 cells treated 
with 5 μM of 7 (A–D), then further incubated with 5 μM of Cu(II) (E–H) and Zn(II) (I–L) ions for 10 min. 
Fluorescence images from left to right: Bright field, green channel, red channel, and overlap [35].
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The detection limit for Hg2+ was calculated to be 2.96 × 10−7 M.
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Figure 11. 
Complexation of 10 with Ce3+.
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Sensing of Ca2+ and Fe3+ by 11.
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Coumarin chemosensor 12 is capable of detecting CN−, F−, and AcO− in the 
presence of other ions-competitors [40]. Only cyanide anions caused a significant 
increase in the fluorescence intensity at 506 nm. However, only emission quenching 
was observed upon addition of CN−, F−, and AcO− to the solution of 12 in DMSO. 
According to 1H NMR titration data, this is due to the removal of the NH proton and 
the formation of the anionic form of 12 (Figure 13).
The fluorogenic and chromogenic chemosensor 13 in acetonitrile showed a 
change in the solution color upon addition of F− and AcO− ions from a yellow-green 
to red and orange, respectively [41]. In an aqueous medium, 13 selectively reacted 
with cyanide anion via a nucleophilic addition reaction, and the nonfluorescent 
solution turned a fluorescent blue-green at 495 nm (Figure 14).
The addition of cyanide anions to an aqueous solution of 13 containing blood 
plasma caused a significant fuorescence enhancement at 450 nm by ~7.7 times and 
a change in the nonfluorescent color of solution to blue. The LOD to detect cyanide 
anion in blood plasma was found to be 0.37 mM.
Coumarin-thiazole chemosensor 14 for CN−, F−, and AcO− ions was synthe-
sized [42]. Compound 14 demonstrated a color change in DMSO upon addition of 
these anions from yellow to deep red in the visible region and yellow fluorescence 
with CN−.
1H NMR and DFT calculation data correspond to the deprotonation mecha-
nism, while for CN− it is simultaneously supplemented by the addition reaction 
(Figure 15).
Coumarin 15 with the structure analogues to 14 was designed and synthesized 
for the selective detection of fluoride and cyanide anions [43]. Chemosensor 15 
in acetonitrile selectively reacts with F− via deprotonation mode, accompanied by 
a change in the color of the solution from colorless to deep red and a significant 
enhancement in the intensity of a yellow fluorescence. However, in an aqueous 
medium a substantial increase in the emission intensity at 506 nm was registered 
only in the presence of CN− ions (Figure 16).
Figure 13. 
Binding mode of coumarin 12 with CN−, F−, and AcO− in DMSO.
Figure 14. 
The possible mode of binding for 13 and CN−.
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The LOD of fluoride ions in organic medium is 0.72 μM, while for cyanide ions 
in aqueous environment the LOD is 2.7 μM.
Coumarin thiosemicarbazones 16 act via naked-eye and fluorescence mecha-
nisms [44] (Figure 17). They were found to be selective chemosensors for F− with 
1:1 receptor-anion ratio due to the appearance of a new emission band at 452 nm 
upon the addition of TBAF.
4. Sensing of metal cations and anions
As a rule, polyfunctional coumarin sensors for detection of metal cations and 
anions should include sites of various nature for the detection of these types of 
ions. Another displacement approach is based on the initial in situ formation of a 
complex with a cation, which then interacts with the anion, releasing the original 
sensor.
Diethylamine coumarin derivatives 17 and 18 were designed and synthesized to 
detect cyanide and copper(II) ions [45, 46]. The sensing mechanism is associated 
with the formation of a covalent bond between cyanide anions and 4-C carbon 
atom of coumarin (Figure 18). Red fluorescence of 17 at 669 nm is completely 
quenched, which is clearly visible to the naked eye. Complexation of 17 with Cu2+ 
exhibits color change from red to maroon and decreases the fluorescence intensity. 
LODs are 0.018 μM and 0.004 μM for CN− and Cu2+, respectively. Compound 18 
also recognizes cyanide anions based on nucleophilic addition and copper(II) cat-
ions based on coordination reaction (Figure 18). However, in this case CN− causes 
an obvious enhancement of fluorescence at 473 nm.
The detection limits of the compound 18 are 0.0071 μM (CN−) and 
0.014 μM (Cu2+).
Figure 15. 
Detection mechanisms of 14 with CN−, AcO−, and F−.
Figure 16. 
Binding modes of 15 with F− and CN−.
Figure 17. 
Sensing of F− by 16.
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ions. Another displacement approach is based on the initial in situ formation of a 
complex with a cation, which then interacts with the anion, releasing the original 
sensor.
Diethylamine coumarin derivatives 17 and 18 were designed and synthesized to 
detect cyanide and copper(II) ions [45, 46]. The sensing mechanism is associated 
with the formation of a covalent bond between cyanide anions and 4-C carbon 
atom of coumarin (Figure 18). Red fluorescence of 17 at 669 nm is completely 
quenched, which is clearly visible to the naked eye. Complexation of 17 with Cu2+ 
exhibits color change from red to maroon and decreases the fluorescence intensity. 
LODs are 0.018 μM and 0.004 μM for CN− and Cu2+, respectively. Compound 18 
also recognizes cyanide anions based on nucleophilic addition and copper(II) cat-
ions based on coordination reaction (Figure 18). However, in this case CN− causes 
an obvious enhancement of fluorescence at 473 nm.
The detection limits of the compound 18 are 0.0071 μM (CN−) and 
0.014 μM (Cu2+).
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Detection mechanisms of 14 with CN−, AcO−, and F−.
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Binding modes of 15 with F− and CN−.
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Sensing of F− by 16.
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Figure 18. 
Structures of 17 and 18 and the proposed sensing mechanism of 18.
Coumarin-based chemosensor 19 was obtained for selective fluorescent recogni-
tion of Cu2+ in MeOH/H2O mixture and subsequent detection of CN− via displace-
ment approach [47]. Compound 19 demonstrates strong emission at 448 nm, which 
is selectively quenched upon addition of Cu2+ due to the formation of the complex 
(Figure 19) with the LOD of 3.76 × 10−7 M.
This in situ prepared chelate easily reacts with CN− to form a very stable 
complex [Cu(CN)x]n− and the initial fluorescence is restored with the LOD of 
1.35 × 10−6 M, which is much lower than the WHO limit of CN− (1.9 μM) for 
drinking water.
Coumarin 20 exhibits a significant increase in fluorescence intensity at 514 nm 
in the presence of Zn2+ ions, which is associated with the cessation of C=N isomeri-
zation process [48]. The detection limit reached at 5.76 × 10−7 M. As expected, the 
Figure 19. 
Sensing of Cu2+ and CN− by 19.
Figure 20. 
Sensing of Zn2+, Cu2+, and S2− by 20.
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Figure 21. 
Structures of 21 and 22 and the proposed sensing mechanism of 21.
Figure 22. 
Confocal fluorescence imaging of A375 cells. Cells incubated with ascorbate (1 mM) for 3 h and stained with 21 
(L, 10 μM) for 30 min (a–c); cells treated with 21 (10 μM) for 30 min (d–f); cells treated with 21 (10 μM) and 
cu2+ (20 μM) for 30 min (g–i); cells treated with 21-Cu (10 μM) and S2− (20 μM) for 30 min (j–l) [49].
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Figure 21. 
Structures of 21 and 22 and the proposed sensing mechanism of 21.
Figure 22. 
Confocal fluorescence imaging of A375 cells. Cells incubated with ascorbate (1 mM) for 3 h and stained with 21 
(L, 10 μM) for 30 min (a–c); cells treated with 21 (10 μM) for 30 min (d–f); cells treated with 21 (10 μM) and 
cu2+ (20 μM) for 30 min (g–i); cells treated with 21-Cu (10 μM) and S2− (20 μM) for 30 min (j–l) [49].
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Figure 23. 
Confocal fluorescence images of HeLa cells. (a) Cells incubated with 22 (10 mM) for 30 min. (b) Cells 
incubated with 22 (10 mM) for 30 min, further incubated with Cu2+ (20 mM) for 30 min. (c) Cells incubated 
with 22 (10 mM) for 30 min, further incubated with Cu2+ (20 mM) for 30 min, and then incubated with S2− 
(40 mM). (d-f) Bright-field pictures. (g-i) Overlapped pictures. Scale bar, 40 mm [50].
Figure 24. 
Irreversible chemodosimeter sensing of Hg2+ and F− by 23.
Figure 25. 
Structures of 24 and 25 and a tentative scheme of sensing Hg2+ and F− ions by the bifunctional chemosensors 25.
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Cu(II) cations almost completely quenched this fluorescence due to their inherent 
paramagnetic properties (Figure 20). The LOD reached at 3.1 × 10−7 M.
Thus, prepared in situ complex with copper regenerates the initial fluorescence 
of 20 upon addition of S2− even in the presence of F−, Cl−, Br−, and I− due to the 
formation of a very stable CuS. The LOD for S2− was measured to be 1.9 × 10−5 M.
Further development of this approach has been applied in the design of chemo-
sensory systems 21 and 22 suitable for intracellular biology applications. Coumarin 
21 demonstrates an intensive emission at 516 nm [49, 50]. The fluorescence inten-
sity decreases (∼14-fold) upon addition of Cu2+ and reappears in the presence of 
S2− anions (Figure 21). The LOD toward Cu(II) was found to be 2 × 10−8 M, which is 
lower than the most of the values reported in literature, and toward S2−—6 × 10−8 M.
For the purpose of Cu2+ and S2− biovisualization, confocal fluorescent imaging 
was performed using A375 cells. It is clearly visible in the dark field images that 
green fluorescence is significantly quenched by Cu2+ and restored after subsequent 
treatment by S2− (Figure 22). The A375 cells were viable and maintained good shape 
in the entire process of this experiment, which means that 21 can successfully cross 
the cell membrane.
Similar results were obtained for 22. HeLa cells were incubated with 22 (10 mM) 
at 37°C for 30 min and displayed bright green fluorescence (Figure 23). After incu-
bation with Cu2+ for another 30 min, the emission of cells decreased. Upon addi-
tion of S2− anions, the fluorescence intensity was restored. This indicates that 22 
represents a potent candidate for sensing intracellular Cu2+ cations and S2− anions in 
living cells.
The chemodosimeter approach was exploited for detection of Hg2+ and F− ions 
by a simple coumarin derivative 23 [51] (Figure 24).
Upon addition of Hg2+ and F− ions, 23 underwent desulfurization and desi-
lylation to induce an increase in the fluorescence intensity at 491 nm and 526 nm, 
respectively.
Aroylhydrazones 24 and bis-aroylhydrazones of coumarin 25 display the 
properties of bifunctional fluorescent and colorimetric naked-eye chemosensors for 
mercury(II) cations and fluoride anions detection [52–54] (Figure 25).
The addition of Hg2+ ions in acetonitrile solution of 25 allows to observe a dis-
tinct naked-eye effect with the change of color from pale-yellow to bright-orange. 
Figure 26. 
Structures and sensing mechanism of 26–28.
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lower than the most of the values reported in literature, and toward S2−—6 × 10−8 M.
For the purpose of Cu2+ and S2− biovisualization, confocal fluorescent imaging 
was performed using A375 cells. It is clearly visible in the dark field images that 
green fluorescence is significantly quenched by Cu2+ and restored after subsequent 
treatment by S2− (Figure 22). The A375 cells were viable and maintained good shape 
in the entire process of this experiment, which means that 21 can successfully cross 
the cell membrane.
Similar results were obtained for 22. HeLa cells were incubated with 22 (10 mM) 
at 37°C for 30 min and displayed bright green fluorescence (Figure 23). After incu-
bation with Cu2+ for another 30 min, the emission of cells decreased. Upon addi-
tion of S2− anions, the fluorescence intensity was restored. This indicates that 22 
represents a potent candidate for sensing intracellular Cu2+ cations and S2− anions in 
living cells.
The chemodosimeter approach was exploited for detection of Hg2+ and F− ions 
by a simple coumarin derivative 23 [51] (Figure 24).
Upon addition of Hg2+ and F− ions, 23 underwent desulfurization and desi-
lylation to induce an increase in the fluorescence intensity at 491 nm and 526 nm, 
respectively.
Aroylhydrazones 24 and bis-aroylhydrazones of coumarin 25 display the 
properties of bifunctional fluorescent and colorimetric naked-eye chemosensors for 
mercury(II) cations and fluoride anions detection [52–54] (Figure 25).
The addition of Hg2+ ions in acetonitrile solution of 25 allows to observe a dis-
tinct naked-eye effect with the change of color from pale-yellow to bright-orange. 
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Structures and sensing mechanism of 26–28.
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Simultaneously, the initial fluorescence is almost completely quenched. The LOD 
of mercury(II) cation sensing is 2.7 μM. In the presence of fluoride, cyanide, and 
acetate anions, a new absorption maximum in the visible spectral region appears. 
Furthermore, the formation of complex of 25 with fluoride anions is accompanied 
by the decrease in the relative intensity of the initial fluorescence I0/I in ≈22 times.
Coumarin-based chemosensors 26–28 with complex chemical architecture were 
designed and synthesized for selective sequential recognition of Cu2+ and pyro-
phosphate anion (PPi) [55–57]. PPi is the main product of adenosine triphosphate 
hydrolysis in living cells, which is involved in important metabolic processes. The 
structures of 26–28 and the sensing mechanism are shown in Figure 26. These 
compounds demonstrate on–off fluorescence quenching toward the Cu2+ cation due 
to the formation of complexes that show off–on fluorescence enhancement upon 
addition of PPi over many competitive anions.
Chemosensor 28 showed sequential on–off–on fluorescent bioimaging of Cu2+ 
and PPi in HeLa cells. After the addition of 28, the intense green fluorescence 
appeared (Figure 27). Cells incubated with Cu(II) cations efficiently quenched this 
emission, which was restored when treated with PPi. These data indicate that the 
sensor 28 possesses good cell permeability and can be used for bioimaging in live 
cells. The LOD for Cu2+ is 0.06 μM and for PPi it is 0.01 μM.
5. Sensing of metal cations and amino acids
Polyfunctional coumarin sensing of amino acids usually includes the initial 
detection of the appropriate metal cations, and in the second stage, the obtained 
Figure 27. 
Bright-field (a, b, c, d), fluorescence (a′, b′, c′, d′), and confocal fluorescence microscope (a″, b″, c″, d″) 
images of HeLa cells: Blank cell (a, a′, a″); cells treated with 5 μM 28 (b, b′, b″), then treated with 50 μM Cu2+ 
(c, c′, c″) and further treated with 50 μM PPi (d, d′, d″). the scale bar was 50 μm [57].
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in situ complex interacts with amino acid via displacement approach. A more 
complex problem is the creation of chemosensors capable of forming covalent 
bonds with the analyzed amino acid.
Amino acids are part of macromolecular proteins and represent essential 
substances for the growth and development of the human body. Cysteine (Cys) 
is of great importance in age defying, skin whitening, detoxifying, and improv-
ing immunity. Its deficiency causes premature senility, skin lesions, and uremia, 
while its excess can lead to senile dementia, neural tube defects, and osteoporosis. 
Histidine (His) is extremely important for the absorption of Fe2+ cations, vasodila-
tion, and lowering blood pressure. The lack of His increases the risk of developing 
epilepsy, rheumatoid arthritis, and red cell aplasia, although its excessive content 
is associated with chronic kidney disease and Alzheimer’s disease. Arginine (Arg) 
plays a vital role in cell replication, wound healing, and protein synthesis.
A simple coumarin sensor 29 selectively detects Hg2+ and Cys in an aqueous 
solution [58] (Figure 28). The addition of Hg(II) leads to a hypsochromic shift of 
the fluorescence emission band, while Cys almost completely quenches the emission 
of 29. The latter process is seen by the naked eye under UV irradiation. The detec-
tion limit of 29 toward Cys is 8 μmol/L.
Figure 28. 
Sensing mechanism of 29.
Figure 30. 
Sequential detection of Cu2+ and Arg by 31.
Figure 29. 
Sensing mechanism of 30.
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in situ complex interacts with amino acid via displacement approach. A more 
complex problem is the creation of chemosensors capable of forming covalent 
bonds with the analyzed amino acid.
Amino acids are part of macromolecular proteins and represent essential 
substances for the growth and development of the human body. Cysteine (Cys) 
is of great importance in age defying, skin whitening, detoxifying, and improv-
ing immunity. Its deficiency causes premature senility, skin lesions, and uremia, 
while its excess can lead to senile dementia, neural tube defects, and osteoporosis. 
Histidine (His) is extremely important for the absorption of Fe2+ cations, vasodila-
tion, and lowering blood pressure. The lack of His increases the risk of developing 
epilepsy, rheumatoid arthritis, and red cell aplasia, although its excessive content 
is associated with chronic kidney disease and Alzheimer’s disease. Arginine (Arg) 
plays a vital role in cell replication, wound healing, and protein synthesis.
A simple coumarin sensor 29 selectively detects Hg2+ and Cys in an aqueous 
solution [58] (Figure 28). The addition of Hg(II) leads to a hypsochromic shift of 
the fluorescence emission band, while Cys almost completely quenches the emission 
of 29. The latter process is seen by the naked eye under UV irradiation. The detec-
tion limit of 29 toward Cys is 8 μmol/L.
Figure 28. 
Sensing mechanism of 29.
Figure 30. 
Sequential detection of Cu2+ and Arg by 31.
Figure 29. 
Sensing mechanism of 30.
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Figure 31. 
Confocal fluorescence images of HeLa cells incubated with 31 (20 mM) for 30 min (A–C) and then treated 
with Cu2+ (2 mM) for another 30 min (D–F). Images were obtained using an excitation of 405 nm and 
emission channels of (B) at 430–530 nm and (E) at 550–650 nm; (C and F) merge images of (A, B and D, E); 
(A and D) bright-field images of the cell culture [60].
Figure 32. 
Sequential detection of Cu2+ and GSH by 32.
Figure 33. 
Comparison of endogenous GSH level in MCF-7 and HUVEC cells after incubation with 32-Cu2+ complex. 
Left: Fluorescence images; middle: Bright-field images; right: Merged images [61].
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Coumarin 30 possesses a strong green emission at 527 nm [59]. Upon the addition 
of Cu2+, 30 displays a significant fluorescence quenching. After the addition of Cys 
or His, the initial fluorescence is recovered due to the liberation of 30 (Figure 29).
Living A549 cells incubated with 30 exhibit notable emission. This fluorescence 
is quenched almost completely upon addition of Cu2+. Further incubation of cells 
with Cys and His leads to the restoration of the initial fluorescence.
With the addition of Cu2+, the solution of coumarin-rhodamine hybrid 31 in 
CH3CN▬H2O mixture exhibits a naked-eye change from pale yellow to pink [60] 
(Figure 30). The fluorescence color converses from blue to pink (new maxima appear at 
490 and 615 nm, which correspond to the emission of coumarin and rhodamine B moi-
eties, respectively). The LOD for Cu2+ is 0.47 mM. The 31-Cu2+ complex sequentially 
detects Arg with the restoration of blue fluorescence. The LOD for Arg is 0.33 mM.
The HeLa cells were incubated with 31 (20 mM) for 30 min, and a strong blue 
emission of the coumarin group was observed. Upon addition of Cu2+, the HeLa 
cells exhibit strong pink fluorescence. These data show that 31 is cell permeable and 
can be applied to fluorescence imaging of intracellular Cu2+ (Figure 31).
Coumarin 32 was prepared for the detection of Cu2+ and glutathione 
(γ-glutamylcysteinylglycine, GSH) [61]. Overexpression of tumor biomarker GSH 
was found in many types of cancer. In the presence of Cu2, 32 exhibits selective 
fluorescence quenching and color change from yellow to orange-red. When GSH 
was added to the solution, the initial fluorescence was recovered (Figure 32).
The LODs were calculated as 2.40 × 10−8 M and 1.29 × 10−7 M for Cu2+ and GSH, 
respectively.
MCF-7 and HUVEC cells were both incubated with 32-Cu2+ complex for 30 min 
and then imaged under the same conditions (Figure 33). The fluorescence intensity 
in MCF-7 cells was above twofold higher than that in HUVEC cells, suggesting a 
higher GSH concentration in tumor cells. This is probably due to generation of 
additional GSH in tumor cells for resisting intrinsic oxidative stress.
Chemosensor 33 was designed for simultaneous detection of Cys, Hcy (homo-
cysteine), and GSH [62]. Due to different binding mechanisms, compound 33 
demonstrates enhancing of fluorescence intensity with 108-, 128-, and 30-fold at 
457, 559, and 529 nm for Cys, Hcy, and GSH, respectively, through different excita-
tion wavelengths (Figure 34).
For exogenous biothiols, the BEL-7402 cells were firstly pretreated with NEM 
and cellular biothiols and SH-containing proteins were deactivated. After incuba-
tion with 33, no fluorescence could be observed (Figure 35).
Figure 34. 
Proposed mechanisms of bonding 33 with Cys, Hcy, and GSH.
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Coumarin 30 possesses a strong green emission at 527 nm [59]. Upon the addition 
of Cu2+, 30 displays a significant fluorescence quenching. After the addition of Cys 
or His, the initial fluorescence is recovered due to the liberation of 30 (Figure 29).
Living A549 cells incubated with 30 exhibit notable emission. This fluorescence 
is quenched almost completely upon addition of Cu2+. Further incubation of cells 
with Cys and His leads to the restoration of the initial fluorescence.
With the addition of Cu2+, the solution of coumarin-rhodamine hybrid 31 in 
CH3CN▬H2O mixture exhibits a naked-eye change from pale yellow to pink [60] 
(Figure 30). The fluorescence color converses from blue to pink (new maxima appear at 
490 and 615 nm, which correspond to the emission of coumarin and rhodamine B moi-
eties, respectively). The LOD for Cu2+ is 0.47 mM. The 31-Cu2+ complex sequentially 
detects Arg with the restoration of blue fluorescence. The LOD for Arg is 0.33 mM.
The HeLa cells were incubated with 31 (20 mM) for 30 min, and a strong blue 
emission of the coumarin group was observed. Upon addition of Cu2+, the HeLa 
cells exhibit strong pink fluorescence. These data show that 31 is cell permeable and 
can be applied to fluorescence imaging of intracellular Cu2+ (Figure 31).
Coumarin 32 was prepared for the detection of Cu2+ and glutathione 
(γ-glutamylcysteinylglycine, GSH) [61]. Overexpression of tumor biomarker GSH 
was found in many types of cancer. In the presence of Cu2, 32 exhibits selective 
fluorescence quenching and color change from yellow to orange-red. When GSH 
was added to the solution, the initial fluorescence was recovered (Figure 32).
The LODs were calculated as 2.40 × 10−8 M and 1.29 × 10−7 M for Cu2+ and GSH, 
respectively.
MCF-7 and HUVEC cells were both incubated with 32-Cu2+ complex for 30 min 
and then imaged under the same conditions (Figure 33). The fluorescence intensity 
in MCF-7 cells was above twofold higher than that in HUVEC cells, suggesting a 
higher GSH concentration in tumor cells. This is probably due to generation of 
additional GSH in tumor cells for resisting intrinsic oxidative stress.
Chemosensor 33 was designed for simultaneous detection of Cys, Hcy (homo-
cysteine), and GSH [62]. Due to different binding mechanisms, compound 33 
demonstrates enhancing of fluorescence intensity with 108-, 128-, and 30-fold at 
457, 559, and 529 nm for Cys, Hcy, and GSH, respectively, through different excita-
tion wavelengths (Figure 34).
For exogenous biothiols, the BEL-7402 cells were firstly pretreated with NEM 
and cellular biothiols and SH-containing proteins were deactivated. After incuba-
tion with 33, no fluorescence could be observed (Figure 35).
Figure 34. 
Proposed mechanisms of bonding 33 with Cys, Hcy, and GSH.
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After subsequent treatment with Cys, Hcy, and GSH, respectively, blue, red, and 
green fluorescence was observed from three different emission channels in living 
cells with high selectivity.
6. Conclusion
The design, synthesis, and investigation of fluorogenic polyfunctional coumarin 
chemosensors for multianalyte detection is an intriguing and extensively developing 
area of organic, medical, and biological chemistry. These sensors demonstrate high 
efficiency and selectivity combined with low cost and simplicity of analysis. Due to 
the limited size of the chapter, only sensors for the detection of metal cations, anions, 
and amino acids were considered, while sensors for proteins, DNA, RNA, etc. were 
ignored. Nevertheless, these data suggest that this group of polyfunctional chemo-
sensors is extremely suitable for express analysis and bioimaging of various objects.
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Figure 35. 
Confocal fluorescence images of Cys, GSH, and Hcy in BEL-7402 cells. C: Control, en: Endogenous, ex: 
Exogenous. (A1−A3) cells were incubated for 30 min, then imaged. (B1−B3) cells were incubated with 33 
(2.5 μM) for 30 min, then imaged. (C1−C3) cells were pretreated with NEM (0.5 mM, 30 min), subsequently 
incubated with Cys/GSH/Hcy (500 μM, 30 min) and 33 (2.5 μM, 30 min), then imaged (λex = 405 nm, 
λem = 421–475 nm for the blue channel; λex = 458 nm, λem = 500–550 nm for the green channel; and λex = 543 nm, 
λem = 552–617 nm for the red channel). Scale bar: 20 μm [62].
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After subsequent treatment with Cys, Hcy, and GSH, respectively, blue, red, and 
green fluorescence was observed from three different emission channels in living 
cells with high selectivity.
6. Conclusion
The design, synthesis, and investigation of fluorogenic polyfunctional coumarin 
chemosensors for multianalyte detection is an intriguing and extensively developing 
area of organic, medical, and biological chemistry. These sensors demonstrate high 
efficiency and selectivity combined with low cost and simplicity of analysis. Due to 
the limited size of the chapter, only sensors for the detection of metal cations, anions, 
and amino acids were considered, while sensors for proteins, DNA, RNA, etc. were 
ignored. Nevertheless, these data suggest that this group of polyfunctional chemo-
sensors is extremely suitable for express analysis and bioimaging of various objects.
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Figure 35. 
Confocal fluorescence images of Cys, GSH, and Hcy in BEL-7402 cells. C: Control, en: Endogenous, ex: 
Exogenous. (A1−A3) cells were incubated for 30 min, then imaged. (B1−B3) cells were incubated with 33 
(2.5 μM) for 30 min, then imaged. (C1−C3) cells were pretreated with NEM (0.5 mM, 30 min), subsequently 
incubated with Cys/GSH/Hcy (500 μM, 30 min) and 33 (2.5 μM, 30 min), then imaged (λex = 405 nm, 
λem = 421–475 nm for the blue channel; λex = 458 nm, λem = 500–550 nm for the green channel; and λex = 543 nm, 
λem = 552–617 nm for the red channel). Scale bar: 20 μm [62].
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Abstract
This chapter will provide an overview of different nanomaterials, which are 
being used for nondestructive imaging of living entities such as cells and tissues. 
The chapter begins with the basics of fluorescence imaging followed by a discussion 
on the advantages of fluorescent nanomaterials as compared to commonly used 
molecular fluorophores and imaging probes. Specific features and applications of 
nanomaterials frequently exploited in bioimaging are summarized. These include 
fluorescent silicon-based nanomaterials, hydrogels, polymer dots, magnetic 
nanoparticles, fluorescent quantum dots, carbon dots and other carbon-based nano-
materials, noble metal nanoparticles, micelles, dendrimers, lipid nanoparticles, and 
so on. Specific examples on their applications in bioimaging including multimodal 
imaging and targeted imaging are illustrated.
Keywords: nanomaterials, fluorescence imaging, multimodal imaging
1. Introduction
In today’s modern era, nanotechnology has emerged as one of the major dis-
coveries, which become an inexorable part of our daily life. It has a wide range of 
applications in areas such as nanoelectronics, consumer products, biomaterials,  
and nanomedicines. This implies its interdisciplinary nature by combining differ-
ent subject domains such as chemistry, biology, physics, material science, chemical, 
electrical, and mechanical engineering. Nanomaterials find remarkable biomedical 
applications due to: (i) their small size; (ii) fascinating chemical, physical, and 
optical properties; (iii) a highly loadable surface; and (iv) good biocompatibility 
[1]. On account of the resemblance in size of nanomaterials with biomolecules such 
as DNA, antibodies, oligonucleotides, glucose, proteins, and virus (a size range of 
1–100 nm), various in vitro and in vivo studies involving nano and biomaterials are 
being reported [2]. Among different biomedical applications, the potential use of 
nanomaterials in bioimaging of cells and tissues has grabbed a significant interest 
of several researchers across the world. This technique has become an essential tool 
to investigate various biological processes occurring at the cellular and subcellular 
levels and gaining importance in both fundamental research and clinical diagnos-
tics. Though myriad organic and inorganic imaging probes are already available, 
applications of nanomaterials as imaging probes are proliferating. The applications 
of nanomaterials in bioimaging cover from in-depth imaging of tissues to point 
of care (POC) testing [3]. There are numerous imaging modalities available in the 
medical field to access images of various cells and tissues. These include radio imag-
ing, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), CT imaging, electrochemical imaging, 
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being reported [2]. Among different biomedical applications, the potential use of 
nanomaterials in bioimaging of cells and tissues has grabbed a significant interest 
of several researchers across the world. This technique has become an essential tool 
to investigate various biological processes occurring at the cellular and subcellular 
levels and gaining importance in both fundamental research and clinical diagnos-
tics. Though myriad organic and inorganic imaging probes are already available, 
applications of nanomaterials as imaging probes are proliferating. The applications 
of nanomaterials in bioimaging cover from in-depth imaging of tissues to point 
of care (POC) testing [3]. There are numerous imaging modalities available in the 
medical field to access images of various cells and tissues. These include radio imag-
ing, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), CT imaging, electrochemical imaging, 
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and even more futuristic imaging techniques such as laser ablation-inductively cou-
pled plasma-mass spectroscopy (LA-ICP-MS) along with others. Some of the above 
methods are destructive in nature, require substantial preparation of samples, 
and possess limited resolution. These factors limit applications of these methods 
for imaging of cellular and subcellular structures in the body. This has paved the 
way for the development of imaging probes, which will have high resolution, can 
provide images in nondestructive way, and offer multimodal imaging to gain in-
depth information. With the development of new functional materials, bioimaging 
using nanomaterials attracts substantial attention in biomedical research due to its 
versatility, selectivity, sensitivity, rich in contrast, and high-resolution properties 
obtainable in this technique. This also opens up a window to incorporate conven-
tional imaging techniques with newly developed probes to record cellular events 
with high contrast and clarity. Earlier, optical imaging could be resoluted only to 
a limited range (~200 nm). But afterward with the advancement of fluorescence 
imaging methods such as photo-activated localization microscopy (PALM) and 
stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy, there was a substantial ramping 
up in the resolution [4, 5]. But still there are sort of limitations and those appear 
during the studies of animal models, which require high resolution and in-depth 
imaging. This clampdown can be curbed by using recently developed fluorescent 
nanomaterials imaging probes. Bioimaging using nanomaterials mostly adopts the 
following three techniques—(i) fluorescent nanomaterials are injected into the 
cells and the tissues to make them fluorescent; (ii) targeted bioimaging; and (iii) 
using nanomaterials as sensors to sense the cellular biochemical species, which are 
not fluorescent intrinsically. In targeted bioimaging, specific target sites are imaged 
using fluorescent nanomaterials. This is performed through the fabrication of 
suitably functionalized nanomaterials. The functional groups in those cases may 
be oligomers, receptors, ligands, and so on to detect a particular target site.
In this chapter, different types of fluorescent nanomaterials, which are being 
used as nanoprobes for fluorescence imaging to study cellular events, are discussed.
2. Fluorescence imaging
Cells, tissues, and organelles in the living beings are of such a tiny size that it is 
quite difficult to get clear and discernible images of them. This facilitates the need 
in microscopy to have certain kind of contrast in color of the entire cells and tis-
sues and the localized areas of these tiny structures to get more information about 
the biological processes occurring in them. Fluorescence enables to solve both the 
issues of contrasting the overall structure and the localized area of that structure. 
Fluorescence is a type of luminescence that involves the absorption of radiations fol-
lowed by emission of light of certain wavelength by the matter. The molecules, which 
have the ability to emit light on absorption, are called fluorophores. Fluorescence 
imaging is an invasive technique that enables to envision various biological processes 
occurring in living systems. It covers a wide range of observations, which includes 
protein expression, gene expression, and interactions occurring in cells and tissues. 
This technique basically involves the picturization of fluorescent proteins and dyes 
to understand various molecular mechanisms occurring in living cells, thus serving 
the purpose of being a potential tool for biochemical applications. In fluorescence 
microscopy, the samples are labeled with a fluorescent probe, and then, the sample is 
illuminated with a bright light. The labeled fluorophore absorbs and then emits at a 
certain wavelength. Therefore, on a black background, an image of high contrast can 
be obtained. Fluorescence imaging is the most widely used tool to study biological 
processes. There are two types of fluorescence imaging namely intrinsic and extrinsic 
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fluorescence imaging. The first kind of imaging usually refers to the fluorescence 
emission by intrinsic fluorophoric species such as tryptophan residues in proteins, 
NADH in tissues, and so on. The second type of imaging is based on extrinsic fluores-
cence, which is exhibited by synthetic dyes and probes, nanomaterials, sensors, and 
so on. They basically help in the detection of species, which are not visible through 
direct fluorescence imaging. Various fluorescence imaging techniques are presently 
available to study the structures of cells and tissues in the body. These include fluo-
rescent wide field microscopy, point scanning confocal microscopy, parallel confocal 
microscopy, two-photon microscopy, light sheet microscopy, total internal reflection 
fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy, and super resolution microscopy.
2.1 Fluorescence imaging over bright field
A bright field microscopy involves illumination of the sample with transmission 
of white light, which resulted in an image of high contrast. The image thus obtained 
is a dark image on white background. But this technique cannot differentiate 
transparent, translucent, and stained cells as well as the structure of the cells. On 
the contrary, fluorescence microscopy enables to study a specific area of cellular 
structure as the fluorophores have the ability to illuminate only the targeted area of 
activity. As a result, unwanted areas will have no or negligible fluorescence, which 
will be helpful in getting proper images and information of the targeted area.
2.1.1 Fluorescence microscopy imaging range
The imaging range for fluorescence microscopy is quite higher than the usual 
range that a human eye is able to see. This extended range can be obtained with the 
help of charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras, which accumulate light emitted by 
the sample [6].
2.1.2 Advantages of fluorescence imaging
The advantages of fluorescence imaging are as follows:
i. labeling only the desired area of interest in cellular physiology and investi-
gating the biological processes;
ii. having the high resolving power as compared to conventional microscope, 
thus known as super resolution microscopy;
iii. enabling the identification of microelements of interest with the help of 
Raman spectroscopy;
iv. giving an insight into the structural dynamics using FRET, fluorescence 
anisotropy, and other fluorescence techniques; and
v. producing the high contrast images as compared to conventional microscope.
3.  Fluorescent nanomaterials versus molecular fluorophores as imaging 
probes
Different nanomaterials are developed for imaging of cellular structures 
because of the advantages such as high contrast, imaging in targeted area, reduced 
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and even more futuristic imaging techniques such as laser ablation-inductively cou-
pled plasma-mass spectroscopy (LA-ICP-MS) along with others. Some of the above 
methods are destructive in nature, require substantial preparation of samples, 
and possess limited resolution. These factors limit applications of these methods 
for imaging of cellular and subcellular structures in the body. This has paved the 
way for the development of imaging probes, which will have high resolution, can 
provide images in nondestructive way, and offer multimodal imaging to gain in-
depth information. With the development of new functional materials, bioimaging 
using nanomaterials attracts substantial attention in biomedical research due to its 
versatility, selectivity, sensitivity, rich in contrast, and high-resolution properties 
obtainable in this technique. This also opens up a window to incorporate conven-
tional imaging techniques with newly developed probes to record cellular events 
with high contrast and clarity. Earlier, optical imaging could be resoluted only to 
a limited range (~200 nm). But afterward with the advancement of fluorescence 
imaging methods such as photo-activated localization microscopy (PALM) and 
stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy, there was a substantial ramping 
up in the resolution [4, 5]. But still there are sort of limitations and those appear 
during the studies of animal models, which require high resolution and in-depth 
imaging. This clampdown can be curbed by using recently developed fluorescent 
nanomaterials imaging probes. Bioimaging using nanomaterials mostly adopts the 
following three techniques—(i) fluorescent nanomaterials are injected into the 
cells and the tissues to make them fluorescent; (ii) targeted bioimaging; and (iii) 
using nanomaterials as sensors to sense the cellular biochemical species, which are 
not fluorescent intrinsically. In targeted bioimaging, specific target sites are imaged 
using fluorescent nanomaterials. This is performed through the fabrication of 
suitably functionalized nanomaterials. The functional groups in those cases may 
be oligomers, receptors, ligands, and so on to detect a particular target site.
In this chapter, different types of fluorescent nanomaterials, which are being 
used as nanoprobes for fluorescence imaging to study cellular events, are discussed.
2. Fluorescence imaging
Cells, tissues, and organelles in the living beings are of such a tiny size that it is 
quite difficult to get clear and discernible images of them. This facilitates the need 
in microscopy to have certain kind of contrast in color of the entire cells and tis-
sues and the localized areas of these tiny structures to get more information about 
the biological processes occurring in them. Fluorescence enables to solve both the 
issues of contrasting the overall structure and the localized area of that structure. 
Fluorescence is a type of luminescence that involves the absorption of radiations fol-
lowed by emission of light of certain wavelength by the matter. The molecules, which 
have the ability to emit light on absorption, are called fluorophores. Fluorescence 
imaging is an invasive technique that enables to envision various biological processes 
occurring in living systems. It covers a wide range of observations, which includes 
protein expression, gene expression, and interactions occurring in cells and tissues. 
This technique basically involves the picturization of fluorescent proteins and dyes 
to understand various molecular mechanisms occurring in living cells, thus serving 
the purpose of being a potential tool for biochemical applications. In fluorescence 
microscopy, the samples are labeled with a fluorescent probe, and then, the sample is 
illuminated with a bright light. The labeled fluorophore absorbs and then emits at a 
certain wavelength. Therefore, on a black background, an image of high contrast can 
be obtained. Fluorescence imaging is the most widely used tool to study biological 
processes. There are two types of fluorescence imaging namely intrinsic and extrinsic 
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fluorescence imaging. The first kind of imaging usually refers to the fluorescence 
emission by intrinsic fluorophoric species such as tryptophan residues in proteins, 
NADH in tissues, and so on. The second type of imaging is based on extrinsic fluores-
cence, which is exhibited by synthetic dyes and probes, nanomaterials, sensors, and 
so on. They basically help in the detection of species, which are not visible through 
direct fluorescence imaging. Various fluorescence imaging techniques are presently 
available to study the structures of cells and tissues in the body. These include fluo-
rescent wide field microscopy, point scanning confocal microscopy, parallel confocal 
microscopy, two-photon microscopy, light sheet microscopy, total internal reflection 
fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy, and super resolution microscopy.
2.1 Fluorescence imaging over bright field
A bright field microscopy involves illumination of the sample with transmission 
of white light, which resulted in an image of high contrast. The image thus obtained 
is a dark image on white background. But this technique cannot differentiate 
transparent, translucent, and stained cells as well as the structure of the cells. On 
the contrary, fluorescence microscopy enables to study a specific area of cellular 
structure as the fluorophores have the ability to illuminate only the targeted area of 
activity. As a result, unwanted areas will have no or negligible fluorescence, which 
will be helpful in getting proper images and information of the targeted area.
2.1.1 Fluorescence microscopy imaging range
The imaging range for fluorescence microscopy is quite higher than the usual 
range that a human eye is able to see. This extended range can be obtained with the 
help of charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras, which accumulate light emitted by 
the sample [6].
2.1.2 Advantages of fluorescence imaging
The advantages of fluorescence imaging are as follows:
i. labeling only the desired area of interest in cellular physiology and investi-
gating the biological processes;
ii. having the high resolving power as compared to conventional microscope, 
thus known as super resolution microscopy;
iii. enabling the identification of microelements of interest with the help of 
Raman spectroscopy;
iv. giving an insight into the structural dynamics using FRET, fluorescence 
anisotropy, and other fluorescence techniques; and
v. producing the high contrast images as compared to conventional microscope.
3.  Fluorescent nanomaterials versus molecular fluorophores as imaging 
probes
Different nanomaterials are developed for imaging of cellular structures 
because of the advantages such as high contrast, imaging in targeted area, reduced 
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cytotoxicity, and better selectivity [7]. For example, polyethylene glycol (PEG) 
coating on nanoparticles prevents undesirable interactions with other biomolecules 
[8]. The optical properties of intrinsically fluorescent nanoparticles are also not 
altered much on interactions with proteins [7]. In contrast to molecular imaging 
probes, nanomaterials have high retention time, which enables them to provide 
images for a prolong period [9]. Photostability of nanomaterials is usually superior 
to the conventional imaging probes. In fact, nanodiamonds do not show any pho-
tobleaching and can resist bleaching up to 100 MW cm−2 [10]. Another important 
advantage is the ease in internalization of nanomaterials into the cells. The inter-
nalization depends on the surface charges, and positive charge usually facilitates 
the internalization of nanomaterials. Thus, it can be easily targeted to the desired 
area of investigation, which is not feasible with common molecular imaging probes 
[11]. Also, to label a large number of cells at the same time to study any biological 
processes, nanomaterials are considered to be the simplest tool in high-throughput 
screening [12]. Most of the organic imaging fluorophores have size less than 1 nm as 
compared to the size of nanomaterials (1–100 nm). This provides a highly loadable 
surface for nanomaterials. Another important feature of nanomaterials is their use 
as multimodal imaging probes. Attachment of multiple components with nanoma-
terials enables them for application in more than one imaging techniques [13]. The 
nanomaterials also have the ability to show finer optical properties on account of 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) that arises from collective electronic oscillations 
after interacting with the light of certain wavelength [14]. Nanoparticles can scatter 
absorbed light very efficiently and thus can be used as a major fluorescence imaging 
tool. Due to low quantum yield and low labeling ratio of dyes to targeted molecules 
in case of organic molecular fluorophores, low detection limit is difficult to be 
achieved. This limitation can be overcome by using fluorescent nanomaterials [15]. 
Another advantage of nanomaterials over traditional imaging probes is in thero-
naustics, which basically involves the combination of both therapeutic drugs and 
diagnostics [16]. Along with the binding of ligands and fluorophores on the surface 
of nanoparticles, drugs can also be incorporated in nanomaterials for simultaneous 
discernment and therapy [17].
3.1  Different types of nanomaterials frequently used in bioimaging and their 
features
Considering numerous exciting properties, different nanomaterials are devel-
oped for fluorescence imaging of cellular and subcellular structures. These include 
quantum dots, metal nanoparticles, magnetic nanoparticles, silica nanoparticles, 
nanodiamonds, hydrogels, and so on.
3.1.1 Fluorescent metallic nanoparticles
Use of metallic nanoparticles in molecular imaging in recent years has been keep-
ing pace as it helps in attenuating the photophysical constraints of organic molecular 
fluorophores. These nanoparticles possess advantageous properties such as better 
photostability, improvised low detection limits, localized detection, high quantum 
yield, and clinical applicability [18, 19]. Suitably functionalized silver NPs are con-
sidered as efficient nano probe in bioimaging [20]. Metallic nanoparticles can also be 
used as imaging agents with high X-ray contrast because of their potency to absorb 
X-ray radiations. As a result, diseased tissue appeared with high contrast than the 
normal tissue in the image [21, 22]. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have acquired nota-
ble attention owing to their low toxicity, good biocompatibility, and high absorption 
coefficient [23]. Gold nanorods and silver NPs are used in two-photon luminescence 
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imaging of cancer cells [24, 25]. Molecularly targeted gold nanorods were estab-
lished as a bright contrast agent for two-photon luminescence (TPL) imaging of 
cancer cells up to at a depth of 75 μm [24]. The TPL intensity of nanorod labeled 
cells was found to be much higher than the two-photon autofluorescence (TPAF) 
emission intensity from unlabeled cancer cells under deep imaging (Figure 1). The 
nanoclusters made from silver, gold, and copper show intrinsic fluorescence quite 
effectively, and their surface can be protected by coating them with alkanethiolate 
monolayers [26]. If their structures are modified effectively, then they can be used 
as agents in targeted imaging. Metallic nanoparticles enhance the fluorescence 
properties of fluorophores in their proximity on account of the interaction between 
the surface plasmon of the metal nanoparticles and the dipole moment of fluoro-
phores [19]. Silver islands or silver particles deposited on a surface act as a scaffold 
in bioassays using metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF) technique. Glass surface 
coated with silver island film can enhance the signal up to forty fold [27, 28]. Silver 
island films increase the sensitivity of the fluorescence signals of cell membrane as 
the fluorescence of the fluorophores enhances due to silver island films [29]. Coating 
of gold nanoclusters with ruthenium(II) polypyridyl provides the ability for DNA 
binding and thus leads to cellular uptake and imaging of cellular physiology [30].
3.1.2 Magnetic nanoparticles
Fluorescent magnetic nanoparticles play a major role in the biomedical applica-
tions and are widely used in bioimaging. Magnetic nanoparticles show various 
properties such as biocompatibility, superparamagnetic character, possibility 
of desired surface functionalization, and so on. They have been functionalized 
with various enzymes, proteins, and antibodies for improved targeting [31, 32]. 
Aminopropyl silica coated γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles labeled with fluorescein can be 
used in both magnetic resonance and fluorescence imaging of cells and tissues [33].
3.1.3 Quantum dots
Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconducting nanocrystals with distinctive optical 
properties, which are quite unique from large sized particles because of quantum 
mechanical phenomenon. QDs are currently used extensively in fluorescence micros-
copy based on their high photostability, brightness, and tunable emission of light as 
compared to traditional organic and inorganic fluorophores [34–37]. Functionalization 
of quantum dots with protective ligands can alleviate toxicity and also reduces nonspe-
cific binding with biomolecules. This also increases aqueous solubility and localized 
Figure 1. 
Two-photon luminescence imaging of cancer cells embedded in a collagen matrix at 75 μm depth. (A) TPAF 
imaging of unlabeled cells and (B) TPL imaging of nanorods labeled cells. This figure is reprinted (adapted) 
with permission from Durr et al. [24]. Copyright © 2007, American Chemical Society.
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cytotoxicity, and better selectivity [7]. For example, polyethylene glycol (PEG) 
coating on nanoparticles prevents undesirable interactions with other biomolecules 
[8]. The optical properties of intrinsically fluorescent nanoparticles are also not 
altered much on interactions with proteins [7]. In contrast to molecular imaging 
probes, nanomaterials have high retention time, which enables them to provide 
images for a prolong period [9]. Photostability of nanomaterials is usually superior 
to the conventional imaging probes. In fact, nanodiamonds do not show any pho-
tobleaching and can resist bleaching up to 100 MW cm−2 [10]. Another important 
advantage is the ease in internalization of nanomaterials into the cells. The inter-
nalization depends on the surface charges, and positive charge usually facilitates 
the internalization of nanomaterials. Thus, it can be easily targeted to the desired 
area of investigation, which is not feasible with common molecular imaging probes 
[11]. Also, to label a large number of cells at the same time to study any biological 
processes, nanomaterials are considered to be the simplest tool in high-throughput 
screening [12]. Most of the organic imaging fluorophores have size less than 1 nm as 
compared to the size of nanomaterials (1–100 nm). This provides a highly loadable 
surface for nanomaterials. Another important feature of nanomaterials is their use 
as multimodal imaging probes. Attachment of multiple components with nanoma-
terials enables them for application in more than one imaging techniques [13]. The 
nanomaterials also have the ability to show finer optical properties on account of 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) that arises from collective electronic oscillations 
after interacting with the light of certain wavelength [14]. Nanoparticles can scatter 
absorbed light very efficiently and thus can be used as a major fluorescence imaging 
tool. Due to low quantum yield and low labeling ratio of dyes to targeted molecules 
in case of organic molecular fluorophores, low detection limit is difficult to be 
achieved. This limitation can be overcome by using fluorescent nanomaterials [15]. 
Another advantage of nanomaterials over traditional imaging probes is in thero-
naustics, which basically involves the combination of both therapeutic drugs and 
diagnostics [16]. Along with the binding of ligands and fluorophores on the surface 
of nanoparticles, drugs can also be incorporated in nanomaterials for simultaneous 
discernment and therapy [17].
3.1  Different types of nanomaterials frequently used in bioimaging and their 
features
Considering numerous exciting properties, different nanomaterials are devel-
oped for fluorescence imaging of cellular and subcellular structures. These include 
quantum dots, metal nanoparticles, magnetic nanoparticles, silica nanoparticles, 
nanodiamonds, hydrogels, and so on.
3.1.1 Fluorescent metallic nanoparticles
Use of metallic nanoparticles in molecular imaging in recent years has been keep-
ing pace as it helps in attenuating the photophysical constraints of organic molecular 
fluorophores. These nanoparticles possess advantageous properties such as better 
photostability, improvised low detection limits, localized detection, high quantum 
yield, and clinical applicability [18, 19]. Suitably functionalized silver NPs are con-
sidered as efficient nano probe in bioimaging [20]. Metallic nanoparticles can also be 
used as imaging agents with high X-ray contrast because of their potency to absorb 
X-ray radiations. As a result, diseased tissue appeared with high contrast than the 
normal tissue in the image [21, 22]. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) have acquired nota-
ble attention owing to their low toxicity, good biocompatibility, and high absorption 
coefficient [23]. Gold nanorods and silver NPs are used in two-photon luminescence 
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imaging of cancer cells [24, 25]. Molecularly targeted gold nanorods were estab-
lished as a bright contrast agent for two-photon luminescence (TPL) imaging of 
cancer cells up to at a depth of 75 μm [24]. The TPL intensity of nanorod labeled 
cells was found to be much higher than the two-photon autofluorescence (TPAF) 
emission intensity from unlabeled cancer cells under deep imaging (Figure 1). The 
nanoclusters made from silver, gold, and copper show intrinsic fluorescence quite 
effectively, and their surface can be protected by coating them with alkanethiolate 
monolayers [26]. If their structures are modified effectively, then they can be used 
as agents in targeted imaging. Metallic nanoparticles enhance the fluorescence 
properties of fluorophores in their proximity on account of the interaction between 
the surface plasmon of the metal nanoparticles and the dipole moment of fluoro-
phores [19]. Silver islands or silver particles deposited on a surface act as a scaffold 
in bioassays using metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF) technique. Glass surface 
coated with silver island film can enhance the signal up to forty fold [27, 28]. Silver 
island films increase the sensitivity of the fluorescence signals of cell membrane as 
the fluorescence of the fluorophores enhances due to silver island films [29]. Coating 
of gold nanoclusters with ruthenium(II) polypyridyl provides the ability for DNA 
binding and thus leads to cellular uptake and imaging of cellular physiology [30].
3.1.2 Magnetic nanoparticles
Fluorescent magnetic nanoparticles play a major role in the biomedical applica-
tions and are widely used in bioimaging. Magnetic nanoparticles show various 
properties such as biocompatibility, superparamagnetic character, possibility 
of desired surface functionalization, and so on. They have been functionalized 
with various enzymes, proteins, and antibodies for improved targeting [31, 32]. 
Aminopropyl silica coated γ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles labeled with fluorescein can be 
used in both magnetic resonance and fluorescence imaging of cells and tissues [33].
3.1.3 Quantum dots
Quantum dots (QDs) are semiconducting nanocrystals with distinctive optical 
properties, which are quite unique from large sized particles because of quantum 
mechanical phenomenon. QDs are currently used extensively in fluorescence micros-
copy based on their high photostability, brightness, and tunable emission of light as 
compared to traditional organic and inorganic fluorophores [34–37]. Functionalization 
of quantum dots with protective ligands can alleviate toxicity and also reduces nonspe-
cific binding with biomolecules. This also increases aqueous solubility and localized 
Figure 1. 
Two-photon luminescence imaging of cancer cells embedded in a collagen matrix at 75 μm depth. (A) TPAF 
imaging of unlabeled cells and (B) TPL imaging of nanorods labeled cells. This figure is reprinted (adapted) 
with permission from Durr et al. [24]. Copyright © 2007, American Chemical Society.
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targeting ability [36, 38–40]. On account of their small size, QDs have the tendency to 
get accumulated in liver or spleen, but this can be avoided by coating them with poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG) [41]. A 3-mercaptopropanoic acid capped CdS QDs were used 
for the imaging of Salmonella typhimurium cells (Figure 2A) [42], and bioconjugated 
CdSe/ZnS QDs were used in multicolor imaging of HeLa cells [44]. ZnO QDs doped 
with Gd intensify the fluorescence, thus providing the QDs with the ability to act as 
nanoprobes for the rapid detection of cells [45]. Other QDs coated with polyethylene 
glycol and conjugated with peptides can target the nucleus and cytosol for imaging 
purpose [45–48]. Hybrid fluorescent nanocomposites such as silica-coated Fe3O4/CdTe 
quantum dots have been proven a promising agent for immune-labeling and fluores-
cence imaging of HeLa cells [49]. Bioimaging (Figure 2B) was also performed with 
the help of a TAT peptide conjugated fluorescent, radio-opaque, and paramagnetic 
CdS:Mn/ZnS QDs [43], and these conjugated QDs had efficiently crossed the blood-
brain barrier.
Polymer-coated QDs bound with cancer-specific antibody offer the ability to 
image tumor targeted areas [50]. Fabrication of CdSe/ZnS QDs encapsulated in 
phospholipid micelles enables in vivo imaging of embryo [51]. The injected QDs 
had also exhibited greater stability without any toxicity. QDs conjugated with 
career peptide can be transfected into the cells for bioimaging in living organisms. 
An insect allatostatin has been identified that transfected into NIH 3T3 and A431 
human squamous cells. QDs can be conjugated with allatostatin to make cellular 
entry easy for the purpose of imaging [52].
3.1.4 Hydrogels or hydrophilic polymers
Hydrogels are three-dimensional (3D) network of hydrophilic polymeric chains, 
which undergo swelling in water. The polymer chains are hitched in cross-link forma-
tion, and the structure contains a lot of water molecules inside [53]. The hydrophilicity 
is due to the presence of hydrophilic groups on its surface such as ▬COOH, ▬SO3H, 
and ▬NH2 [54]. Hydrogels are considered to be a potential candidate to act as an 
imaging agent for bioimaging. On account of their biodegradability, 3D crosslinking 
network, biocompatibility, sensitivity, nontoxicity, and quick gel to sol transformation 
in response to biological stimuli, they are being considered as promising fluorescent 
bioimaging probes [55, 56]. Hydrogels are fabricated using different procedures that 
involve metal-ligand complex formation, hydrogen bonding, host-guest complexation, 
and so on [57]. Fluorescent supramolecular metallohydrogel based on ruthenium(II)
tris(bipyridine) complex had been used for cell imaging (Figure 3) [58].
Figure 2. 
(A) Fluorescence imaging of Salmonella typhimurium cells by the aqueous CdS QDs. This figure is 
reprinted (adapted) with permission from Li et al. [42]. Copyright © 2007, American Chemical Society. 
(B) Fluorescence image of the branches of right middle cerebral artery of a cross section of rat brain after 
intra-arterial administration of TAT-conjugated QDs. This figure is reprinted (adapted) with permission from 
Santra et al. [43]. Copyright © 2005, American Chemical Society.
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Interactions between the hydrogels (based on gelatin cross linked with lysine 
diisocyanate ester) and the tissue were studied using multimodal imaging tech-
niques [59]. Poly(ethylene glycol)-co-poly(ethylene oxide), which is also called 
pluronic hydrogel, was synthesized and proved to be a promising fluorescent 
nanoprobe for bioimaging [60].
3.1.5 Polymer dots
Polymer dot nanoparticles are fluorescent π-conjugated polymers having size 
of only few nanometers. They can be functionalized and encapsulated easily. They 
are highly fluorescent in both single-photon scanning microscopy and two-photon 
scanning microscopy [61, 62]. Conjugated polymers (CPs) acquire the maximum 
fluorescence brightness as compared to any other nanoparticles till date on account 
of high fluorescent decay rates, high quantum yield, high cross-sectional area 
(~10−14 cm2) for absorption, and immoderate chromophore density [63]. Owing 
to small particle size, high cellular uptake through endocytosis, nontoxicity, and 
photostability, extraordinary emission rates endow the particle to act as efficient 
imaging probes. They have excellent fluorescence brightness that often widens to 
NIR region [64]. These semiconducting CPs have the tendency to get attached with 
peptides like chlorotoxin to image brain tumors [65]. The pH value inside the HeLa 
cells was demonstrated by imaging these cells using CPs with fluorescein, which 
is a pH indicator [66]. The fluorescence of anionic CPs is quenched by ions such as 
Cu(II) [67]. NIR-emissive CPs poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenyl-
enevinylene] doped with silicon 2,3-naphthalocyanine bis(trihexylsilyloxide) 
offers efficient FRET. A combination of bioluminescence resonance energy transfer 
(BRET) and FRET techniques was adopted with these CPs instead of their optical 
excitation, which does not provide enough in-depth information for imaging of 
cancer and lymph nodes [68]. In this case, the use of probes with longer life times 
helped in the separation of fluorescence signal from the background fluorescence 
and improved the signal-to-noise ratio. Considering this advantage, CPs were fab-
ricated by encapsulating Ln complexes into the host polymer. Polyvinylcarbazole 
(PVK) (donor) was used as semiconducting host polymer incorporated with Eu 
complex (acceptor). These PVK/Eu complex CPs were found to show a lumines-
cence lifetime of 509 μs. Cells labeled with these synthesized polymer dots were 
imaged and that showed very less background fluorescence as compared to the 
unlabeled ones [69]. When it comes to label receptors on the cells, monovalent 
or single chain CPs are considered to be an excellent labeling agent, for instance, 
alkyne terminated linear poly(p-phenylenevinylene) [70]. Furthermore, CPs have 
been establishing themselves as an efficient platform for the development of probes 
Figure 3. 
Fluorescent image of HeLa cells incubated with metallohydrogel. From left to right: phase-contrast image, live 
cell stain DAPI (blue), luminescence emission of metallohydrogel (red), and the overlay image. This figure is 
reprinted (adapted) with permission from Zhang et al. [58]. Copyright © 2013, American Chemical Society.
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targeting ability [36, 38–40]. On account of their small size, QDs have the tendency to 
get accumulated in liver or spleen, but this can be avoided by coating them with poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG) [41]. A 3-mercaptopropanoic acid capped CdS QDs were used 
for the imaging of Salmonella typhimurium cells (Figure 2A) [42], and bioconjugated 
CdSe/ZnS QDs were used in multicolor imaging of HeLa cells [44]. ZnO QDs doped 
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nanoprobes for the rapid detection of cells [45]. Other QDs coated with polyethylene 
glycol and conjugated with peptides can target the nucleus and cytosol for imaging 
purpose [45–48]. Hybrid fluorescent nanocomposites such as silica-coated Fe3O4/CdTe 
quantum dots have been proven a promising agent for immune-labeling and fluores-
cence imaging of HeLa cells [49]. Bioimaging (Figure 2B) was also performed with 
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human squamous cells. QDs can be conjugated with allatostatin to make cellular 
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tion, and the structure contains a lot of water molecules inside [53]. The hydrophilicity 
is due to the presence of hydrophilic groups on its surface such as ▬COOH, ▬SO3H, 
and ▬NH2 [54]. Hydrogels are considered to be a potential candidate to act as an 
imaging agent for bioimaging. On account of their biodegradability, 3D crosslinking 
network, biocompatibility, sensitivity, nontoxicity, and quick gel to sol transformation 
in response to biological stimuli, they are being considered as promising fluorescent 
bioimaging probes [55, 56]. Hydrogels are fabricated using different procedures that 
involve metal-ligand complex formation, hydrogen bonding, host-guest complexation, 
and so on [57]. Fluorescent supramolecular metallohydrogel based on ruthenium(II)
tris(bipyridine) complex had been used for cell imaging (Figure 3) [58].
Figure 2. 
(A) Fluorescence imaging of Salmonella typhimurium cells by the aqueous CdS QDs. This figure is 
reprinted (adapted) with permission from Li et al. [42]. Copyright © 2007, American Chemical Society. 
(B) Fluorescence image of the branches of right middle cerebral artery of a cross section of rat brain after 
intra-arterial administration of TAT-conjugated QDs. This figure is reprinted (adapted) with permission from 
Santra et al. [43]. Copyright © 2005, American Chemical Society.
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Interactions between the hydrogels (based on gelatin cross linked with lysine 
diisocyanate ester) and the tissue were studied using multimodal imaging tech-
niques [59]. Poly(ethylene glycol)-co-poly(ethylene oxide), which is also called 
pluronic hydrogel, was synthesized and proved to be a promising fluorescent 
nanoprobe for bioimaging [60].
3.1.5 Polymer dots
Polymer dot nanoparticles are fluorescent π-conjugated polymers having size 
of only few nanometers. They can be functionalized and encapsulated easily. They 
are highly fluorescent in both single-photon scanning microscopy and two-photon 
scanning microscopy [61, 62]. Conjugated polymers (CPs) acquire the maximum 
fluorescence brightness as compared to any other nanoparticles till date on account 
of high fluorescent decay rates, high quantum yield, high cross-sectional area 
(~10−14 cm2) for absorption, and immoderate chromophore density [63]. Owing 
to small particle size, high cellular uptake through endocytosis, nontoxicity, and 
photostability, extraordinary emission rates endow the particle to act as efficient 
imaging probes. They have excellent fluorescence brightness that often widens to 
NIR region [64]. These semiconducting CPs have the tendency to get attached with 
peptides like chlorotoxin to image brain tumors [65]. The pH value inside the HeLa 
cells was demonstrated by imaging these cells using CPs with fluorescein, which 
is a pH indicator [66]. The fluorescence of anionic CPs is quenched by ions such as 
Cu(II) [67]. NIR-emissive CPs poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenyl-
enevinylene] doped with silicon 2,3-naphthalocyanine bis(trihexylsilyloxide) 
offers efficient FRET. A combination of bioluminescence resonance energy transfer 
(BRET) and FRET techniques was adopted with these CPs instead of their optical 
excitation, which does not provide enough in-depth information for imaging of 
cancer and lymph nodes [68]. In this case, the use of probes with longer life times 
helped in the separation of fluorescence signal from the background fluorescence 
and improved the signal-to-noise ratio. Considering this advantage, CPs were fab-
ricated by encapsulating Ln complexes into the host polymer. Polyvinylcarbazole 
(PVK) (donor) was used as semiconducting host polymer incorporated with Eu 
complex (acceptor). These PVK/Eu complex CPs were found to show a lumines-
cence lifetime of 509 μs. Cells labeled with these synthesized polymer dots were 
imaged and that showed very less background fluorescence as compared to the 
unlabeled ones [69]. When it comes to label receptors on the cells, monovalent 
or single chain CPs are considered to be an excellent labeling agent, for instance, 
alkyne terminated linear poly(p-phenylenevinylene) [70]. Furthermore, CPs have 
been establishing themselves as an efficient platform for the development of probes 
Figure 3. 
Fluorescent image of HeLa cells incubated with metallohydrogel. From left to right: phase-contrast image, live 
cell stain DAPI (blue), luminescence emission of metallohydrogel (red), and the overlay image. This figure is 
reprinted (adapted) with permission from Zhang et al. [58]. Copyright © 2013, American Chemical Society.
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for multimodal imaging. Various polymer dots have been fabricated to combine two 
imaging techniques for molecular imaging. Conjugated polymers modified with 
BSA and functionalized with Au clusters act as a promising imaging probe that 
integrates two imaging techniques, that is, photoacoustic imaging and fluorescence 
imaging [71]. After injecting this fabricated polymer dots into an animal model, 
signals for both the imaging techniques were obtained. Thus, polymer dots incor-
porated with characteristics as per clinical point of view seem to be a promising 
nanoprobe agent as compared to the conventional imaging probes.
3.1.6 Silicon-based nanomaterials
Silicon nanoparticles (SiNPs) are being used in the manufacture of finest sen-
sors and nanoprobes for various bioimaging applications. These nanoparticles are 
highly porous with high surface area to volume ratio and possess unique chemical, 
biodegradable, electrical, and optical properties [72, 73]. The product of biodeg-
radation of silicon nanomaterials, for instance, orthosilicic acid is congenial with 
tissues in the body. Besides, silicon is present in human body as a trace element 
[74]. Owing to good biocompatibility, these nanoparticles are not cytotoxic, which 
are prerequisite for a good bioimaging agent. Fluorescent SiNPs are considered 
to be a consummate nanoprobe agent over traditional imaging probes due to high 
photostability, brightness, biocompatibility, and biodegradability [75]. The major 
limitation is the poor dispersibility of SiNPs in aqueous media, which constrained 
their use as a biological probe [76]. By taking into account the above limitation, 
luminescent SiNPs with hydrophilic ligands were synthesized that enhance the 
aqueous dispersibility and hence their utility in molecular imaging. Modified 
SiNPs were fabricated by encapsulating SiNPs in phospholipid micelle and used 
for in vivo imaging [77, 78]. Various other modified SiNPs were also synthesized 
with hydrophilic surface and were conjugated with proteins to use them for immu-
nofluorescent cell imaging [79]. But due to large hydrodynamic radius (>50 nm), 
these modified SiNPs become less useful for in vivo imaging. Considering this, 
silicon nanowires (SiNWs) incorporated with glutaric acid were prepared with a 
size of <5 nm. They have excellent photostability and good aqueous dispersibility 
also [80, 81]. SiNPs capped with allylamine were also fabricated and used for 
labeling the HeLa cells. The image (Figure 4) showed brilliant bright SiNPs in the 
cytoplasm [82].
Commonly, two-step process is used to synthesize functional SiNPs. In the first 
step, SiNPs are synthesized, and then their surfaces are modified. To achieve this in 
one step, bottom-up approach was also used. In this method, hydrophilic molecules 
Figure 4. 
Cell imaging using silicon quantum dots capped with allylamine. This figure is reprinted (adapted) with 
permission from Shiohara et al. [82]. Copyright © 2010, American Chemical Society.
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containing silicon (e.g., 3-aminopropyl trimethoxysilane) were used as a source of 
silicon. The fluorescent SiNPs fabricated in this way were found to possess excellent 
aqueous dispersibility and high photostability over common organic fluorophores 
as well as II-VI QDs [83]. SiNWs coated with AuNPs are multicolored and are highly 
fluorescent nanomolecular beacons. They are highly sensitive for DNA detection 
and have the ability to detect up to ∼50 pM [84]. Silica-based nanoparticles with 
fluorescence and magnetic properties can act as a nanoimage probe agent. Silica-
coated iron oxide nanoparticles attached to the fluorescein dye have the ability to 
act as a multimodal probe agent to label bone marrow cells [85]. Organic fluoro-
phores functionalized silica having gadolinium oxide (Gd2O3) NPs embedded in its 
shell were fabricated and then administered into mice and investigated further for 
its ability to act as a multimodal probe agent for both fluorescence microscopy and 
MRI (Figure 5). Gd2O3 core enhances the contrast of MRI, and the shell imparted 
excellent fluorescence thus suitable for multimodal imaging [86].
Another example for multimodal imaging is the nanoparticles having silica 
doped with dye-encapsulated in gadolinium silylated shell, which were used to label 
monocyte cells in vitro responsible for immune response in the body [87].
3.1.7 Carbon dots
Carbon dots or carbon-based quantum dots are small-sized semiconductor 
quasispherical luminescent nanoparticles with size below 10 nm and can also be as 
less than as 1 nm [88]. They were initially discovered from carbon nanotubes whose 
surface modification had resulted highly fluorescent emissions at different excita-
tion wavelengths ranging between UV and near-IR [89]. C-dots are attributed with 
various characteristics that have grabbed the attention of several research groups. 
Figure 5. 
Fluorescence reflectance imaging of a nude mouse (a–c) before and (d–f) 3 hours after the injection of 
Gd2O3-embedded silica NPs (K, kidneys; B, bladder). Fluorescence reflectance imaging of some organs after 
dissection (g) of a control mouse (no particles injected) and (h) of the nude mouse visualized on pictures 
(a–f). (i) Fluorescence reflectance imaging of a nude mouse after the injection of GadoSi2C (particles without 
PEG). This figure is reprinted (adapted) with permission from Bridot et al. [86]. Copyright © 2007, American 
Chemical Society.
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aqueous dispersibility and high photostability over common organic fluorophores 
as well as II-VI QDs [83]. SiNWs coated with AuNPs are multicolored and are highly 
fluorescent nanomolecular beacons. They are highly sensitive for DNA detection 
and have the ability to detect up to ∼50 pM [84]. Silica-based nanoparticles with 
fluorescence and magnetic properties can act as a nanoimage probe agent. Silica-
coated iron oxide nanoparticles attached to the fluorescein dye have the ability to 
act as a multimodal probe agent to label bone marrow cells [85]. Organic fluoro-
phores functionalized silica having gadolinium oxide (Gd2O3) NPs embedded in its 
shell were fabricated and then administered into mice and investigated further for 
its ability to act as a multimodal probe agent for both fluorescence microscopy and 
MRI (Figure 5). Gd2O3 core enhances the contrast of MRI, and the shell imparted 
excellent fluorescence thus suitable for multimodal imaging [86].
Another example for multimodal imaging is the nanoparticles having silica 
doped with dye-encapsulated in gadolinium silylated shell, which were used to label 
monocyte cells in vitro responsible for immune response in the body [87].
3.1.7 Carbon dots
Carbon dots or carbon-based quantum dots are small-sized semiconductor 
quasispherical luminescent nanoparticles with size below 10 nm and can also be as 
less than as 1 nm [88]. They were initially discovered from carbon nanotubes whose 
surface modification had resulted highly fluorescent emissions at different excita-
tion wavelengths ranging between UV and near-IR [89]. C-dots are attributed with 
various characteristics that have grabbed the attention of several research groups. 
Figure 5. 
Fluorescence reflectance imaging of a nude mouse (a–c) before and (d–f) 3 hours after the injection of 
Gd2O3-embedded silica NPs (K, kidneys; B, bladder). Fluorescence reflectance imaging of some organs after 
dissection (g) of a control mouse (no particles injected) and (h) of the nude mouse visualized on pictures 
(a–f). (i) Fluorescence reflectance imaging of a nude mouse after the injection of GadoSi2C (particles without 
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They are noncytotoxic and have sufficient photostability and chemical inertness 
with ease in surface modification [90, 91]. Their surface is full of defects, and after 
suitable modifications, the surface can be made highly fluorescent [92]. C-dots 
can be easily taken up by cells through a process called endocytosis and can image 
cells using both single and two-photon excitations [93]. The intracellular uptake 
can be enhanced by coupling them with peptides, which can translocate the active 
membrane. C-dots also undergo rapid renal excretion [80]. Aqueous dispersible 
C-dots processed from nanodiamonds using one-pot hydrothermal treatment were 
administered to NIH-3T3 cells, which exhibited different colored fluorescence (yel-
low and green) at different excitation wavelengths [94]. Highly luminescent C-dots 
fabricated from citric acid were used to image MC3T3 cells [95]. C-dots were also 
prepared through green synthesis from natural products, proteins, carbohydrates, 
biowastes, and food products [91]. The C-dots obtained from barbeque meat and 
surface modified with PEG resulted in high quantum yield and excellent fluores-
cence emission [96]. C-dot surface passivated with polyethyleneimine was used for 
labeling the HeLa cells, which were further viewed with green fluorescence. These 
quantum dots have also been proved to show astounding applications in theronaus-
tics to attain both drug delivery and fluorescence imaging [97]. C-dot SiO2 nanopar-
ticles further functionalized with PEG molecules were fabricated that resulted in 
the augmentation of the brightness, biocompatibility, and stability. These synthe-
sized nanoparticles were able to deliver anticancer drug doxorubicin inside the 
HeLa cells efficiently [98]. Doxorubicin was also loaded on C-dots synthesized from 
BSA and then administered into A549 cells. C-dots and the drug both were found 
localized in the cells and thus served the purpose for simultaneous bioimaging and 
drug delivery [99]. Carbogenic nanodots doped with iron oxide were fabricated for 
multimodal imaging (MRI and fluorescence microscopy). These nanoparticles were 
injected into rats and were uptaken by RAW264.7 cells and visualized in the cyto-
plasm. Fluorescence and MRI enhanced signals were observed because of T1 and T2 
relaxation [100].
3.1.8 Various other carbon-based nanomaterials
Apart from C-dots, various other carbon containing nanomaterials such as 
graphene oxide, graphene, nanodiamonds, graphite oxide, and carbon nanotubes 
are available. The graphite oxide is sensitive to pH and is photostable like C-dots 
[101]. They can be synthesized in one-pot hydrothermal process. They give dif-
ferent colored fluorescence emission at different excitation wavelengths, and the 
photoluminescence is size-dependent. Nanographite oxide was taken up by A549 
and was imaged in cell cytoplasm [102]. Graphene quantum dots (GQDs) are 
fabricated using hydrothermal treatment of graphene oxide. Both bottom-up and 
top-down methods were used for the synthesis of GQDs [103]. To enhance the fluo-
rescence of GQDs, they are either reduced or surface passivated. They were further 
employed for the bioimaging of cell physiology, for instance, GQDs labeled MG-63 
cells exhibited fluorescence at different excitation wavelengths (405 and 488 nm) 
[104]. Graphene is not often used for the purpose of imaging owing to its negligible 
fluorescence. Similarly, fullerenes too do not show any fluorescence and cannot be 
used for fluorescence imaging except fullerene C70, which exhibits fluorescence 
and thus can be used as an efficient imaging probe [105]. Carbon nanotubes 
(CNTs) are known to be fluorescent in the near infrared region (NIR) with low 
quantum yield [106]. CNTs embedded in single-stranded DNA remain in active 
form up to 3 months [107]. On account of its fluorescence emission in NIR range, 
CNTs can be used for NIR fluorescence imaging of tumors in a targeted way [108]. 
Nanodiamonds contain nitrogen vacant spots and are being utilized extensively for 
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bioimaging purposes based on their photoluminescence properties, photostability, 
and biocompatibility. They show red and green fluorescence at different excitation 
wavelengths [109].
3.1.9 Micelles, dendrimers, and lipid nanoparticles
NIR region is being extensively used for the imaging of cells and tissues due to 
its tendency to penetrate deeply and has an access to in-depth information. NIR 
dyes like indocyanine green (ICG) are being used for these days as image contrast 
agents. To enhance the specific targeting of ICG, it has been incorporated in sev-
eral nanoparticles, but due to certain limitations, applications become restricted. 
Recently, ICG was formulated in micelles that include ICG and polycaprolactone 
(PCL). The ICG-PCL micelle has highly loadable surface and uniform size. They 
were found to have better fluorescence brightness, retention time, biocompatibility, 
no toxicity, and enhanced accumulation of ICG when compared with only ICG fluo-
rescence imaging [110]. These micelles have also been proved to be useful for the 
surgery of tumors using intraoperative images. Another example is the fabrication 
of supramolecular micelles that involve perylenediimide and poly (D, L-lactide)-
b-poly(ethyl ethylene phosphate), which is a block copolymer as precursors. 
Camptothecin drug was then loaded on the surface of synthesized supramolecular 
micelle and injected into mice having tumor cells. The fluorescence images suggest 
alleviation in the growth of tumor as compared to only drug [111]. Dendrimers are 
branched molecules having three-dimensional network and spherical morphol-
ogy. Owing to their small size than normal nanoparticles, they can easily undergo 
endocytosis. They are highly fluorescent with very high molar absorbance. Thus, 
they can be considered as alternative of quantum dots for imaging [112]. Dendritic 
nanoprobes conjugated with cyanine dyes resulted in higher photostability, bright-
ness, localization, and resolution for bioimaging [113]. Polyamide amine (PAMAM) 
dendrimer has been used widely for the fluorescence imaging of cancer cells. The 
receptor (sialoglycoprotein) present on cancer cells helped in the identification of 
this dendrimer by exhibiting blue emission. Dendrimers embedded with pH and 
NIR sensitive probes can be used to localize and target cancer cells [114]. Lipid 
NPs are being extensively used as drug delivery system and in bioimaging. They 
have been identified as excellent nanocarriers for the treatment of cancer. They can 
overcome various barriers in the physiological environment, thus enhancing the 
delivery of drug [115]. On account of their bioavailability, low-toxicity, and produc-
tion in large scale, they are being widely used in bioimaging [116, 117]. The nonpo-
lar lipid NPs are labeled with various probes and dyes (emitting in NIR region) for 
the purpose of bioimaging [118].
4. Conclusion and future directions
Advantages of fluorescence imaging of cellular events in the body have captured 
the attention of several research groups. This is on account of the advancement 
made in the bioimaging techniques. Various nanoparticles have been developed as 
remarkable imaging probes compared to the conventional imaging fluorophores, 
and many others are in the process. Cell is a biological entity through which the 
entire biological mechanism of an organism can be observed. Thus, such an image 
probe, which has the ability to go deep into the cells and helps in extracting the 
information out of it, was the necessity. Thus, various nanomaterials were identi-
fied that have been discussed in this chapter to be superior probes than the tradi-
tionally used fluorophores. Nanoparticles are often preferred to the conventional 
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3.1.9 Micelles, dendrimers, and lipid nanoparticles
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its tendency to penetrate deeply and has an access to in-depth information. NIR 
dyes like indocyanine green (ICG) are being used for these days as image contrast 
agents. To enhance the specific targeting of ICG, it has been incorporated in sev-
eral nanoparticles, but due to certain limitations, applications become restricted. 
Recently, ICG was formulated in micelles that include ICG and polycaprolactone 
(PCL). The ICG-PCL micelle has highly loadable surface and uniform size. They 
were found to have better fluorescence brightness, retention time, biocompatibility, 
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receptor (sialoglycoprotein) present on cancer cells helped in the identification of 
this dendrimer by exhibiting blue emission. Dendrimers embedded with pH and 
NIR sensitive probes can be used to localize and target cancer cells [114]. Lipid 
NPs are being extensively used as drug delivery system and in bioimaging. They 
have been identified as excellent nanocarriers for the treatment of cancer. They can 
overcome various barriers in the physiological environment, thus enhancing the 
delivery of drug [115]. On account of their bioavailability, low-toxicity, and produc-
tion in large scale, they are being widely used in bioimaging [116, 117]. The nonpo-
lar lipid NPs are labeled with various probes and dyes (emitting in NIR region) for 
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imaging probes for the intracellular biological activities owing to their ability to 
have an access to in-depth information. These nanoprobes have also been proved 
finer than other fluorophores owing to their high contrast, which can help to get 
brighter image. It makes easier to discern information with these highly fluorescent 
materials. Their high photostability aids in visualization of the image for a longer 
period of time. Better localizing ability of these materials assists to target only the 
affected cells and tissues and reduces nonspecific binding with other biomolecules. 
In addition to that, in-depth penetration and better endocytosis help in the easy 
uptake of these probes by the cells. Good biocompatibility and highly loadable 
surface add beneficial features in these probes. As a result, they can be used for both 
drug delivery and diagnosis by imaging. All these features make the nanomaterials 
more efficient than any other probes in the field of bioimaging. Still there are some 
limitations associated with them like toxicity that is a major issue that need to be 
addressed before its use in future. Its ability to combine various imaging modalities 
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Since the discovery of fluorescent proteins and the development of DNA
recombinant techniques, various fluorescence methods have significantly improved
our understanding of cell biology at a molecular level. In particular, thanks, in large
part, to technological advances in these fields, fluorescence techniques such as
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP), fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (FCS), and single-particle tracking (SPT) have become standard tools
in studying cell membrane structure as well as the diffusion and interaction of
biomolecules in the cell membrane. In this chapter, we will review some topics of
the diffusion theory from both deterministic and probabilistic approaches, which
are relevant to cell membrane fluorescence microscopy. Additionally, we will derive
some basic equations for FARP and FCS based on the diffusion theory.
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1. Introduction
Diffusion is an idealization of the random motion of one or more particles in
space. Since diffusion is a dominant way for biological organisms to transport
various molecules to desirable locations for cell signaling, the role of diffusion
within biological systems is critical [1–3]. Therefore, to quantify the diffusion
coefficient, a measure of diffusion rates, is essential to understand both the physi-
ology and pathology of cells in terms of cell signaling time scales [1–3]. Moreover,
the diffusion coefficients of proteins may also provide information on the landscape
of the membrane environment where diffusion occurs [4–6]. However, quantifying
the diffusion especially in live cell membranes is still challenging although a couple
of tools are available including fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [7, 8]. Diffusion is quantified by
a diffusion coefficient, D, which characterizes the proportionality in a linear
relationship between mean squared displacement (MSD, x2
 Þ of a Brownian parti-
cle and time [9, 10]. To determine the diffusion coefficients of biomolecules of
interests, mathematical models for the diffusion process are compared with exper-
imental data in FRAP and FCS analysis. In this chapter, we bridge the gap between
experimental and theoretical aspects of FRAP and FCS by reviewing mathematical
theories for FRAP and FCS.
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2. Diffusion equation
2.1 Diffusion equation from the deterministic point of view
In 1855, Fick [11] published two cornerstone papers on diffusion, in which he
proposed the fundamental laws describing the transport of mass due to the concen-
tration gradient and an associated mathematical model. According to Fick’s first
law, the diffusive flux (J) is proportional to the concentration gradient of diffusants
(du=dx) with a proportionality constant called a diffusion coefficient, D. In one-




where J x, tð Þ is the diffusion flux and u x, tð Þ is the concentration of diffusants at
the location x at time t. The diffusion coefficient can be calculated by the Stokes-




where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, η is the
dynamic viscosity, and r is the radius of the spherical particle. Assuming the
conservation of mass in an infinitesimal interval x, xþ Δxð Þ, we obtain
∂
∂t
u x, tð ÞΔxf g ¼ J x, tð Þ � J xþ Δx, tð Þ;
∂u
∂t
¼ J x, tð Þ � J xþ Δx, tð Þ
Δx
(3)
where u x, tð ÞΔx is the total number of molecules in the interval x, xþ Δxð Þ and
J x, tð Þ � J xþ Δx, tð Þ is the difference of influx and efflux in and out of the interval
(i.e., net change in the total number of molecules in the interval) as shown in
Figure 1.
By combining Eqs. (1) and (3) and by taking the limit in Δx ! 0, we have Fick’s








Eq. (4) is often referred to as the one-dimensional diffusion equation or heat
equation. Similarly, two-dimensional (2) and three-dimensional (3) can be
derived as
Figure 1.
The change in the number of molecules in an intestinal interval due to diffusion.
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In a more compact form, the diffusion equations are written using the Laplace
operator, Δ:
ut ¼ DΔu (6)
where Δu ¼ ∂2u
∂x2 in 











Importantly, the diffusion equation satisfies the following important properties:
1.Property 1: Translation invariance. If u x, tð Þ is a solution of the heat
equation, then for any fixed number x0, the function u x� x0, tð Þ is also a
solution.
2.Property 2: Derivatives of solutions. If u x, tð Þ is a solution of the heat
equation, then the partial derivatives of u also satisfy the heat equation.
3.Property 3: Integrals and convolutions. If Φ x, tð Þ is a solution of the heat
equation, then Φ ∗ g (the convolution of S with g) is also a solution where
Φ ∗ g x, tð Þ ¼ Ð∞�∞Φ x� y, tð Þg yð Þdy provided that this improper integral
converges. The improper integral Φ ∗ g is called the convolution of Φ and g.
4.Property 4: Dilation. Suppose a>0 is a constant. If u x, tð Þ is a solution of the
heat equation, then the dilated function v(x, tÞ ¼ u ffiffiffiap x, atð Þ is also a solution.
Based on these properties, we are now ready to solve the following initial value
problem on x∈1 for0≤ t<∞:
ut ¼ Duxx
u x, 0ð Þ ¼ H xð Þ
(




where H xð Þ is often referred to as the Heaviside function.
By Property 4, any solution (u x, tð Þ) is unaffected by the dilation x ↦ ffiffiffiap x and






p ¼ xffitp ), we




for some constant α. Notice also that
g α xffitp
� �








¼ g α xffitp
� �
. If we let p ¼ α xffitp
and choose α ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi
4D
p , then by the chain rule, we have
0 ¼ ut �Duxx ¼ � p2t g
0 pð Þ � κ
4Dt
g00 pð Þ ¼ � 1
4t
g00 pð Þ þ 2pg0 pð Þf g (8)
which reduces to an ordinary differential equation g00 þ 2pg0 ¼ 0. This can be
solved as.





dr where g 0ð Þ ¼ C2 (9)
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for arbitrary constants C1 and C2. Because as t ! 0þ, p ! ∞, for x>0
1 ¼ lim
t!0þ










C1 þ C2 (10)











On the other hand, since as t ! 0�, p ! �∞, for x<0
0 ¼ lim
t!0þ










C1 þ C2 (12)
which implies that C1 ¼ 1ffiffiπp and C2 ¼ 12. Putting together, we have a solution










Define Φ x, tð Þ ¼ ux x, tð Þ; then


























a solution to the diffusion equation. Φ x, tð Þ is called the (one-dimensional) heat
kernel or the fundamental solution of the heat equation. The graphs of the heat
kernel for different t are shown in Figure 2.
From Figure 2, we can see that the heat kernel Φ x, tð Þ has a “bell curve” graph of




as the standard deviation,
which sometimes called the Gaussian root mean square width. Also, 1ffiffiffiffiffi
4πt
p modulates
the amplitude of the Gaussian curves, and the amplitude blows up to ∞ as t ! 0þ
and approaches 0 as t ! ∞, i.e.:
lim
t!0þ
Φ x, tð Þ ¼
0 if x 6¼ 0
∞ if x ¼ 0
(
: (15)
Also, from the error function integration (Eq. (14))
ð∞
�∞
Φ x, tð Þdx ¼ 1, for all t≥0
ð∞
�∞
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Furthermore, it follows that (i) Φ x� y, tð Þ satisfies the heat equation (Property
1: translation invariance) and (ii) Φ ∗ϕð Þ x, tð Þ ¼ Ð∞�∞Φ x� y, tð Þϕ yð Þdy satisfies the
heat equation (Property 3: integrals and convolutions).
From the definition (Φ ¼ uxÞ, by differentiating Eq. (7) with respect to x, we see
that Φ x, tð Þ satisfies
Φt ¼ DΦxx




Even though H xð Þ is not differentiable due to discontinuity at x ¼ 0, we can




H xð Þ ¼ δ xð Þ ¼
0 if x 6¼ 0
∞ if x ¼ 0
(
(18)




Φ x, tð Þ ¼ δ xð Þ
2.
Ð∞
�∞δ xð Þdx ¼ 1 and
Ð∞
�∞δ x� yð Þdx ¼ 1
3.
Ð∞
�∞δ xð Þf xð Þdx ¼ f 0ð Þ and
Ð∞
�∞δ x� yð Þf xð Þdx ¼ f yð Þ
The third integration property is sometimes called the sifting property of the
Dirac delta function. With these properties, we now can show (heuristically)
u x, tð Þ ¼ Φ ∗ϕð Þ x, tð Þ satisfies the following diffusion equation:
ut ¼ Duxx
u x, 0ð Þ ¼ ϕ xð Þ
8<
:
) u x, tð Þ ¼ Φ ∗ϕð Þ x, tð Þ
(19)
Figure 2.
The heat kernel graphs for different t.
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To show Φ ∗ϕð Þ x, tð Þ satisfies the initial condition, we apply the sifting property
of the Dirac delta function:








δ x� yð Þϕ yð Þdy
¼ ϕ xð Þ
In other words, this result (Eq. (19)) indicates that for any initial value problem,
the solution can easily be found as a convolution of the heat kernel and initial data.
2.2 Diffusion equation from the stochastic point of view
In many biological systems, passive transports are often described by Brownian
motion or diffusion that is observed in random drifting of pollen grains suspended
in a fluid. Suppose a Brownian particle located at the position x ¼ 0 when time
t ¼ 0 has moved randomly on a straight line during time Δt. Since the movement of
a Brownian particle is random, the location of the Brownian particle at t ¼ Δtwill be
probabilistic. Especially, for smaller Δt elapsed, the Brownian particle will have a
higher chance to be found near the starting location x ¼ 0 similar to a normal (or
Gaussian) probability distribution with zero mean and a small standard deviation.
For this reason, the Brownian motion is often described mathematically by random
variables in time, which is called a stochastic process (time-dependent random
variable).
If we let Xt be a stochastic process in 1 describing the position of a fluorescence
molecule at time t, i.e., “Xt ¼ x” means that the location of a fluorescence molecule
at time t is x, then the probability of the Brownian particle located within the
interval 0,Δxð Þ at time t will be dependent on both Δx and the previous location:
 Xt ∈ 0,Δxð ÞjX0 ¼ 0f g (21)
assuming the initial location is the origin (X0 ¼ 0). Bachelier [14] explicitly
calculated this probability as










where D (μm/s2) is a diffusion coefficient. The probability density function (the
integrand) is the fundamental solution of heat equation (Eq. (14)) that is the
normal distribution with standard deviation σ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi2Dtp : Later, Einstein [12] showed
that the probability density function of randomly moving particles (Brownian
motion) satisfies the diffusion equation with a solution Φ x, tð Þ (Eq. (17)).
If g yð Þ is the probability of a Brownian particle to be found at location y when
t ¼ 0, i.e.,  X0 ¼ yf g ¼ g yð Þ, then the distribution of the Brownian particles can be
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which has the solution









g yð Þdy: (24)
as in Eq. (19).
2.3 Mean squared displacement
The spreading rate of diffusing particles is quantified by a diffusion coefficient,
D, which characterizes a linear relationship between mean squared displacement
( x2









x2Φ x, tð Þdx:
(25)
For a diffusion process, MSD increases linearly in time with the rate of the
diffusion coefficient:
x2
� � ¼ 2nDt: (26)
where n is the spatial dimension (n) for a diffusion process. To derive this
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Φ x, tð Þdx ¼ �D 2xΦ x, tð Þ½ �∞�∞ þD
ð∞
�∞
2Φ x, tð Þdx (30)
¼ �0þ 2D




� � ¼ 2D
x2
� � ¼ 2Dt,
(31)
for 1.
3. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
3.1 Principles of FRAP
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching is a fluorescence-based biophysical
tool developed in the 1970s to investigate the diffusion process in membranes of live
cells. Discovery of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) and the invention of com-
mercial confocal laser scanning microscopes (CLSMs) have broadened the accessi-
bility of FRAP for many researchers in the field, and the applications of FRAP have
become widely extended to the study of intracellular protein dynamics [15–18].
Over the four decades, there have been considerable advances in microscope
technology. However, the basic principle of FRAP remains the same. In FRAP,
fluorescently tagged molecules in a small region of interest (ROI) are irreversibly
photobleached using a high-intensity laser source for a short period of time, and
Figure 3.
Example of FRAP data. (A) Representative images from a FRAP experiment on Alexa488-CTxB. (B) A
postbleach profile from the image for t ¼ 0 shows a wider spreading radius (effective radius; re) than the
bleaching spot radius (nominal radius; rn) due to diffusion during photobleaching. (C) Mean fluorescence
intensity (N = 13) from the bleaching ROI (∘, FData tð Þ), whole image (•, FWhole tð Þ), and background (□) from
a FRAP experiment of Alexa488-CTxB. The image in the inset shows the locations where FData tð Þ (∘) and
background (□) were measured. (D) In FRAP analysis, prebleach steady-state, postbleach initial, and
postbleach steady-state fluorescence intensities are typically denoted as Fi, F0, and Fi. These parameters can be
used to calculate the mobile fraction (M f ) and the immobile fraction (1�Mf ) from the corrected FRAP data
for photofading (FData tð Þ=FWhole tð Þ) as indicated in the boxed equation.
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then the exchange of fluorescence and photobleached molecules in and out of the
bleached region is monitored using low-intensity laser excitation to track fluores-
cence recovery (Figure 3A). Due to the artifacts such as the diffusion during the
photobleaching step (Figure 3B) and the photofading during the imaging step,
FRAP data requires some corrections (Figure 3C). The diffusion during the
photobleaching step can be corrected by using the experimentally measured
postbleach profile as an initial condition for the FRAP model [19–21]. On the other
hand, the photofading during the imaging step can be corrected by diving the raw
FRAP data (FData tð Þ) by the fluorescence intensity from the whole image (FData tð Þ)
(Figure 3D) [19–21]. Since different transport and reaction mechanisms may affect
the curvature and the mobile fraction of a FRAP curve in various manners, kinetic
parameters for underlying mechanisms can be obtained by comparing the FRAP
curve to the corresponding theoretical FRAP models. For example, D can be
measured by comparing a diffusion FRAP model with FRAP data for the best
fitting D [19, 20].
3.2 Derivation of diffusion FRAP equation in 1
Quantitative FRAP analysis requires a mathematical description of fluorescence
recovery for a given underlying transport/reaction kinetics through two different
modes of CLSMs: photobleaching and photo-illumination. Although CLSMs use
scanning laser for both photobleaching and photo-illumination, it has been reported
for small bleaching spot size (we call this as the nominal radius of the laser); the
scanning profile of CLSMs on a confocal plane is well approximated by a Gaussian
function:










where rn is the nominal radius, i.e., radius of a bleaching ROI (the half-width
at e�2 laser intensity). Irn can be regarded as a photobleaching mode of CLSMs
with a maximal laser intensity I0. A bell-shaped profile of Irn xð Þ defines total
laser intensity I0 with
Ð∞
�∞Irn xð Þdx ¼ I0 resulting from the error function integral
(Eq. (11)). Since the high-intensity mode of laser (Irn xð Þ) causes photobleaching
of fluorophores, for illumination, laser intensity has to be attenuated to a lower
laser intensity level. Therefore, for an attenuation factor ϵ≪ 1, a photo-illumination
mode of CLSMs can be described as ϵIrn xð Þ. If we let u x, tð Þ be the density of
fluorophores (or fluorescent proteins) at a location x at time t, then fluorescence
intensity at the position x at time t will be proportional to both the illumination
laser intensity (ϵIrn xð Þ) and fluorophore density (u x, tð Þ). Assuming the linear
proportionality, f x, tð Þ, the fluorescence intensity at a location x, yð Þ at time t can be
described as
f x, tð Þ ¼ q � ϵIrn xð Þu x, tð Þ, (33)
where the proportionality constant, q, is referred to as a quantum yield or
quantum efficiency. When a CLSM system is used to photobleach fluorophores, its
postbleach profile is not exactly the same as the laser profile in most cases due to
diffusion occurring during the photobleaching step. Assuming the first-order
photobleaching process with a photobleaching rate α, a governing equation for a
photobleaching process of freely diffusing fluorescent proteins can be described as a
reaction–diffusion equation:
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for 1.
3. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
3.1 Principles of FRAP
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching is a fluorescence-based biophysical
tool developed in the 1970s to investigate the diffusion process in membranes of live
cells. Discovery of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) and the invention of com-
mercial confocal laser scanning microscopes (CLSMs) have broadened the accessi-
bility of FRAP for many researchers in the field, and the applications of FRAP have
become widely extended to the study of intracellular protein dynamics [15–18].
Over the four decades, there have been considerable advances in microscope
technology. However, the basic principle of FRAP remains the same. In FRAP,
fluorescently tagged molecules in a small region of interest (ROI) are irreversibly
photobleached using a high-intensity laser source for a short period of time, and
Figure 3.
Example of FRAP data. (A) Representative images from a FRAP experiment on Alexa488-CTxB. (B) A
postbleach profile from the image for t ¼ 0 shows a wider spreading radius (effective radius; re) than the
bleaching spot radius (nominal radius; rn) due to diffusion during photobleaching. (C) Mean fluorescence
intensity (N = 13) from the bleaching ROI (∘, FData tð Þ), whole image (•, FWhole tð Þ), and background (□) from
a FRAP experiment of Alexa488-CTxB. The image in the inset shows the locations where FData tð Þ (∘) and
background (□) were measured. (D) In FRAP analysis, prebleach steady-state, postbleach initial, and
postbleach steady-state fluorescence intensities are typically denoted as Fi, F0, and Fi. These parameters can be
used to calculate the mobile fraction (M f ) and the immobile fraction (1�Mf ) from the corrected FRAP data
for photofading (FData tð Þ=FWhole tð Þ) as indicated in the boxed equation.
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photobleaching step (Figure 3B) and the photofading during the imaging step,
FRAP data requires some corrections (Figure 3C). The diffusion during the
photobleaching step can be corrected by using the experimentally measured
postbleach profile as an initial condition for the FRAP model [19–21]. On the other
hand, the photofading during the imaging step can be corrected by diving the raw
FRAP data (FData tð Þ) by the fluorescence intensity from the whole image (FData tð Þ)
(Figure 3D) [19–21]. Since different transport and reaction mechanisms may affect
the curvature and the mobile fraction of a FRAP curve in various manners, kinetic
parameters for underlying mechanisms can be obtained by comparing the FRAP
curve to the corresponding theoretical FRAP models. For example, D can be
measured by comparing a diffusion FRAP model with FRAP data for the best
fitting D [19, 20].
3.2 Derivation of diffusion FRAP equation in 1
Quantitative FRAP analysis requires a mathematical description of fluorescence
recovery for a given underlying transport/reaction kinetics through two different
modes of CLSMs: photobleaching and photo-illumination. Although CLSMs use
scanning laser for both photobleaching and photo-illumination, it has been reported
for small bleaching spot size (we call this as the nominal radius of the laser); the
scanning profile of CLSMs on a confocal plane is well approximated by a Gaussian
function:
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described as
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where the proportionality constant, q, is referred to as a quantum yield or
quantum efficiency. When a CLSM system is used to photobleach fluorophores, its
postbleach profile is not exactly the same as the laser profile in most cases due to
diffusion occurring during the photobleaching step. Assuming the first-order
photobleaching process with a photobleaching rate α, a governing equation for a
photobleaching process of freely diffusing fluorescent proteins can be described as a
reaction–diffusion equation:
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ut ¼ DΔu� αIrn xð Þu
u x, 0ð Þ ¼ u0
(
(34)
where u0 is the prebleach steady-state fluorescence intensity, which is regarded
as a constant. Although the solution to Eq. (34) is hard to find, it is empirically
proven [22] that a confocal postbleach profile can be described as a simple Gaussian
function (constant minus Gaussian):





Note that different underlying kinetics for u yield a different FRAP equation.
For free diffusion kinetics, the evolution of u x, tð Þ can be described as the diffusion
equation subject to the initial condition from a postbleach profile right after
photobleaching.
ut ¼ DΔu
u x, 0ð Þ ¼ φ xð Þ
(
(36)
where D μm2=sð Þ is a diffusion coefficient and the Laplacian, Δ ¼ ∂2
∂x2, in 
1.
The solution of the diffusion equation can be found as (Eq. (19))
u x, tð Þ ¼ ΦD ∗φ
¼
ð














































by Eq. (11) (error function integration).
The total fluorescence intensity from the region of interest can be found by
integrating this local fluorescence intensity over the ROI:
F tð Þ ¼ qϵ
ð
Irn xð Þu x, tð Þdx, (38)
which is called a FRAP equation. To simplify Eq. (38) by using Eq. (37)
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where Fi ¼ qϵCiI0 is the prebleach fluorescence intensity due to fluorophore
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where u0 is the prebleach steady-state fluorescence intensity, which is regarded
as a constant. Although the solution to Eq. (34) is hard to find, it is empirically
proven [22] that a confocal postbleach profile can be described as a simple Gaussian
function (constant minus Gaussian):
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where Fi ¼ qϵCiI0 is the prebleach fluorescence intensity due to fluorophore
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s
¼ Fi � FiK
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2e
8Dtþ r2e þ r2n
s
(41)
¼ Fi 1� Kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ γ2 þ 2t=τD
p
" #
where γ ¼ rn=re and τD ¼ r2e= 4Dð Þ. If we consider the immobile fraction
(Figure 3D), the FRAP equation for mobile fluorophores is found as
F tð Þ ¼ Fi 1� Kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ γ2 þ 2t=τD
p
( )
þ 1�ð ÞF0 (42)
for the mobile fraction,  is defined as (Figure 3D)
 ¼ F∞ � F0
Fi � F0 (43)
where Fi, F0, and F∞ are prebleach steady-state fluorescence intensity,
postbleach initial fluorescence intensity (F 0ð Þ), and postbleach steady-state fluo-
rescence intensity, respectively. The calculations for the 1D FRAP model can easily
be extended to higher-dimensional cases. For example, a diffusion FRAP equation
in 2D (2) and 3D (3) is found as
F tð Þ ¼ Fi 1� K1þ γ2 þ 2t=τD
� �
2Dð Þ
F tð Þ ¼ Fi 1� K
1þ γ2 þ 2t=τDð Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi




4. Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
4.1 Principles of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy is a standard bioengineering and bio-
physics technique for the study of molecular movements and interactions [23–25].
For FCS experiments, a laser beam is focused and stationed at a region of interest in
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the specimen (usually live cells). The illumination region formed by the focused
laser is called a confocal volume, which is generally in the femtoliter range. As
fluorescence molecules cross the confocal volume by diffusion or other transporting
mechanisms, they emit fluorescence photons responding to the illumination laser
(Figure 4A), and the fluctuations in the fluorescence signal, F tð Þ, is monitored as a
function of time which is called raw FCS data. Since different FCS measurements
from different cells can be quite different depending on the fluorescent protein
expression level, the raw FCS data is first standardized by
ΔF tð Þ
Fh it








0 F tð Þdt is the time average of the fluorescence fluctuation during observation
time T. Notice that the mean of standardized data (ΔF tð Þ= Fh it) is zero. Next, the
autocorrelation function of the standardized data is calculated by multiplying the
standardized data, ΔF tð Þ= Fh it, and the shifted standardized data by τ,
ΔF tþ τð Þ= Fh it, and then taking the average over time:
G τð Þ ¼ ΔF tð Þ
Fh it





Notice that the autocorrelation has the maximumwhen τ ¼ 0 and converges to 0
as τ increases as ΔF tð Þ= Fh it and ΔF tþ τð Þ= Fh it become independent for a large τ.





G τð Þ ¼ ΔF tð Þ
Fh it
















An autocorrelation curve carries two crucial information. Since a large molecule
will move slower than a light molecule, therefore the correlation decays at a longer
time scale. On the other hand, the correlation amplitude is inversely proportional to
Figure 4.
Principles of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy analysis. (A) For FCS analysis for free diffusion, a static laser
beam is focused on a specific region of interest. As the fluorescence molecules diffuse in and out of a certain
domain, commonly called confocal volume (�1 femtoliter), fluorescence intensities from the confocal volume
fluctuate, yielding fluorescence time series. (B) The fluorescence time series data are processed into an
autocorrelation curve by taking the average of the original time series data and the shifted time series data by τ to
get an autocorrelation function (ACF) in τ. The ACF from the FCS data is next fitted to theoretical
autocorrelation functions (ACFs) to determine underlying kinetic parameters, such as a diffusion coefficient.
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the specimen (usually live cells). The illumination region formed by the focused
laser is called a confocal volume, which is generally in the femtoliter range. As
fluorescence molecules cross the confocal volume by diffusion or other transporting
mechanisms, they emit fluorescence photons responding to the illumination laser
(Figure 4A), and the fluctuations in the fluorescence signal, F tð Þ, is monitored as a
function of time which is called raw FCS data. Since different FCS measurements
from different cells can be quite different depending on the fluorescent protein
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the concentration of fluorophores due to the denominator for standardization. The
information on the diffusion coefficient and concentration of fluorophores can be
determined, once a mathematical model for G τð Þ is developed.
Stationarity and ergodicity of the diffusion process play a pivotal role to derive
an FCS equation in a closed, yet simple, form. A continuous-time dynamical system
such as Brownian motion is called ergodic when all the accessible microstates such
as the locations of a Brownian particle are equally probable over a long period, i.e.,
the statistical properties from the time average at a position are same as the ensem-
ble (spatial) average at any moment. On the other hand, a stationary process is a
stochastic process whose probability distribution and parameters are invariant by
shifts in time. Stationary and ergodic properties of a diffusion process were proven
mathematically [26].
If we let n x, tð Þ be the fluorescence molecule density per unit area, the temporal
average of n x, tð Þ at a location x0 and the spatial (ensemble) average of n x, tð Þ can be
defined as
n x0, tð Þh it ¼ limT!∞
ðT
0
n x0, tð Þdt
n x, t0ð Þh i ¼  n x, t0ð Þð Þ ¼
ð∞
�∞




Under stationarity and ergodicity of a diffusion process, we assume














n x, 0ð Þ X0 ¼ xf gdx Stationarity
� �
¼ n x, 0ð Þh ix
(49)
where n x, t0ð Þ can be though as a snapshot of all the positions of Brownian
particles at any fixed time t0.
4.2 Derivation of diffusion FCS equation
For the fluorescence molecule density per unit area, n x, tð Þ, if we let f x, tð Þ be the
fluorescence intensities due to photons from fluorescent proteins at the location x at
the time t, then f x, tð Þ is proportional to n x, tð Þ. On the other hand, since more
fluorescence photons can be generated under the higher laser intensity, f x, tð Þ is also
proportional to the laser intensity, I xð Þ. Therefore, f x, tð Þ satisfies
f x, tð Þ ¼ QI xð Þn x, tð Þ (50)
where Q is a proportionality constant for the product of the absorption cross
section by the fluorescence quantum yield and the efficiency of fluorescence, and
I xð Þ is a function describing a Gaussian laser profile:
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where ω is the half-width of the beam at e�2, which measures the size of a
confocal volume (V).
A bell-shaped profile of I xð Þ defines a unit confocal volume (V) with Vj j ¼Ð∞
�∞I xð Þdx ¼ 1, resulting from the error function integral (Eq. (11)). Therefore, the
fluorescent intensity (or the number of photons, F tð Þ) from the confocal volume is
determined by
F tð Þ ¼
ð∞
�∞








I xð Þn x, tð Þdx
(52)
where we used the fact that the Gaussian laser profile defines the confocal
volume in the last equality to switch the integration domain from V to �∞,∞ð Þ.
Lastly, we will also assume the spatial and temporal independence of fluores-
cence intensities:
f x, tð Þf y, tð Þh it ¼
f x, tð Þð Þ2
D E
t
if x ¼ y




f x, 0ð Þð Þ2
D E
if x ¼ y





This assumption hypothesizes that fluorescence intensities from different loca-
tions are not correlated but independent.
In FCS, to analyze the fluorescence fluctuations from the confocal volume (V),
an autocorrelation function (ACF) of the variations in F tð Þ is considered. The
variations in the number of photons from the mean number of photons in a confocal
volume (ΔF) are calculated by ΔF tð Þ ¼ F tð Þ � Fh it where F tð Þ and Fh it are the
fluorescence intensity in the confocal volume at time t and the mean fluorescence in
the confocal volume, respectively. Therefore, by Eq. (52)





























I xð Þn x, tð Þdx�Q
ð∞
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I xð ÞΔn x, tð Þdx
(54)
where Δn x, tð Þ ¼ n x, tð Þ � nh it, we used the identities
Ð∞
�∞I xð Þdx ¼ 1.
Next, the autocorrelation function of the standardized fluorescence fluctuations,
ΔF= Fh it, is computed by
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where ω is the half-width of the beam at e�2, which measures the size of a
confocal volume (V).
A bell-shaped profile of I xð Þ defines a unit confocal volume (V) with Vj j ¼Ð∞
�∞I xð Þdx ¼ 1, resulting from the error function integral (Eq. (11)). Therefore, the
fluorescent intensity (or the number of photons, F tð Þ) from the confocal volume is
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variations in the number of photons from the mean number of photons in a confocal
volume (ΔF) are calculated by ΔF tð Þ ¼ F tð Þ � Fh it where F tð Þ and Fh it are the
fluorescence intensity in the confocal volume at time t and the mean fluorescence in
the confocal volume, respectively. Therefore, by Eq. (52)
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I xð ÞΔn x, tð Þdx
(54)
where Δn x, tð Þ ¼ n x, tð Þ � nh it, we used the identities
Ð∞
�∞I xð Þdx ¼ 1.
Next, the autocorrelation function of the standardized fluorescence fluctuations,
ΔF= Fh it, is computed by
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Fh it
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where we used Eq. (50).
Notice that n x, tð Þ satisfies the diffusion equation (Eq. (19)).
Therefore, Δn x, tþ τð Þ also satisfies a diffusion equation in τ and x with initial
time at t (τ ¼ 0):
∂
∂t
Δn x, tþ τð Þ ¼ D ∂
2
∂x2
Δn x, tþ τð Þ




Consequently, the solution Δn x, tþ τð Þ is found as (Eq. (21))
Δn x, tþ τð Þ ¼
ð∞
�∞
Δn x, tð Þ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4πDτ








Δn x, tð ÞΦ τ, x� xð Þdx:
Next, we use the ergodicity of a diffusion process to derive some essential
properties of the double integral. Because diffusion is an ergodic process, the time
average can be replaced by the ensemble average.
Δn x, tð ÞΔn y, tþ τð Þh it ¼ Δn x, tð Þ
ð∞
�∞














Δn x, 0ð Þð Þ2
D E
δ x� xð ÞΦ τ, y� xð Þdx
¼ σ2Φ τ, y� xð Þ
where σ2 ¼ Δn x, 0ð Þð Þ2
D E
is the variance of n x, 0ð Þ, or the mean square
fluctuations of the fluorescence molecules, and δ x� xð Þ is the Dirac delta
function defined as Eq. (18). In Eq. (58), the stationary and ergodic
assumptions were used in the third line to convert the time average to the spatial
average at t ¼ 0.
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Δn x, 0ð ÞΔn x, 0ð Þh i ¼
Δn x, 0ð Þð Þ2
D E
if x ¼ x




σ2if x ¼ x
0 if x 6¼ x
(
¼ σ2δ x� xð Þ
By plugging Eq. (58) back into Eq. (55)
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If we substitute y ¼ xþ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi4Dτp η (dy ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi4Dτp dη), then
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Now, we can evaluate the inner integral in Eq. (46) using a substitution






















where we used Eq. (11). Back to Eq. (61)
















































by the error function integration (Eq. (11)), where τD ¼ ω2= 4Dð Þ, which is a
diffusion time.
If fluorescence molecules undergo Brownian motion, then the number of pho-
tons in a confocal volume changes in time due to random movements of fluores-
cence molecules in and out of the confocal volume. In FCS analysis, the number of
photons (or fluorescence molecules) from a confocal volume at any moment t is
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution, in which the probability for k fluorescence
molecules (or photons) to be found in the confocal volume is




where λ ¼ Fh it is the average number of fluorescence molecules (or photons) in
the confocal volume. This assumption is reasonable for a diffusion process since the
arrival process of infinitely many identical independent diffusion processes was
shown to be a Poisson process [27]. Importantly, the mean (or expectation) and
variance of a Poisson random variable are known to be equal
 F tð Þð Þ ¼
X∞
k¼0
k F tð Þ ¼ kf g ¼ Fh it
σ2 ¼  F tð Þ � Fh it




Since we assumed that F tð Þ follows the Poisson statistics that has equal variance
and mean
Fh i2t G 0ð Þ ¼ ΔF tð ÞΔF tþ 0ð Þh it (67)
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¼ σ2
¼ Fh it
by Eq. (66). On the other hand, by Eq. (64)















By replacing the bulk parameters in Eq. (47) with 1= Fh it





As we saw, with a Poisson distribution assumption on F tð Þ, we can readily
determine the average density of fluorescence molecules as well as the average
number of fluorescence molecules in the confocal volume. Similar to FRAP
equations, FCS equations in higher spatial dimensions can be found by similar
calculations




� � 2Dð Þ (71)







where τDxy ¼ ω2xy= 4Dð Þ and τDz ¼ ω2z= 4Dð Þ with ωxy = the half-width of the beam
at e�2 in x/y� direction and ωz = the half-width of the beam at e�2 in z� direction.
5. Conclusion
Diffusion plays a crucial role within biological systems in many different tem-
poral and spatial scales from various perspectives. It is a dominant way for biolog-
ical organisms to transport multiple molecules to desirable locations for cell
signaling. However, to quantify the molecular diffusion, especially in live cells, is
still challenging although a couple of tools are available, including fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. Although
FRAP and FCS were originally developed to study biological diffusion processes,
they are now being applied not only to a diffusion process but also to a broad range
of biochemical processes, including binding kinetics and anomalous diffusion. Since
the derivation of FRAP and FCS equations for many biochemical processes shares
many common steps with the diffusion FRAP and FCS equations, it is essential to
understand the mathematical theory behind the diffusion FRAP /FCS equation
[18, 22, 25, 28–32]. In this study, we provide a simple and straightforward deriva-
tion of FRAP/FCS equation for free diffusion based on calculus-level mathematics,
so that FRAP/FCS equations and its applications are accessible to a broad audience.
Although the applications of these FRAP and FCS equations to cell membrane
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biophysics from experimental perspectives can be a very important topic, it is
beyond the scope of this chapter and therefore will not be covered here. These
topics are well documented in various references, and interested readers are
referred to [20, 31, 33], and references therein. We hope that this tutorial is under-
standable as well as gives readers a solid theoretical foundation for FRAP and FCS,
bridging the gap between experimental and theoretical aspects of FRAP and FCS.
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Chapter 19




Special cuvettes that dramatically increase the fluorescence intensity of diluted 
solutions and suspensions of isolated biomembranes and living cells are described. 
(1) Mirror cuvettes have a reflecting aluminum or silver layer, putting on their three 
external sides, having a slot-hole window at frontal side center. (2) Mirror microcu-
vettes have two reflecting sides. (3) Total internal reflection cuvettes have lateral 
reflecting side and two triangular prisms, attached outside; the cuvette works effec-
tively with a parallel excitation light beam. (4) In cuvette with diagonal quartz plate, 
very small quantity of a sample is attached in the form of a thin layer. (5) Mirror 
cuvette with diagonal plate. All described cuvettes can be applied for measurements 
of spectra excitation and emission, excited-state lifetime, and polarization degree. 
Also, they can be used for photo-bleaching of biological chromophores.
Keywords: cuvettes, fluorescence, spectroscopy, excitation, emission, lifetime, 
polarization degree, photo-bleaching
1. Introduction
Fluorescence spectroscopy is one of the most high-sensitive methods, which 
allow to detect very low concentrations of substances (μM, nM, and even pM) and 
to distinguish one substance from another [1–5]. Fluorescence spectroscopy is used 
for studying the functioning of living cells [6–8]. It is intended also for detecting 
various dyes and substances in cells and membranes [6–9].
Fluorescence spectroscopy gives valuable information on spatial organization 
and behavior of biological structures and about appearance of intermolecular 
complexes, for example, DNA with proteins, enzymes with substrates, etc. It is 
applied in studies of conformation properties, mobility, and other properties of 
macromolecules, biological membranes, and living cells [6–9].
It is an extremely informative method, since it allows us to receive the data on 
the distances, orientations, and intermolecular interactions. An advantage of fluo-
rescent spectroscopy is the absence of damage of a sample in the course of research. 
Also, it is possible to work with native biological preparations.
The measured intensity of fluorescence of a biological sample is determined by 
its optical density, lifetime of the excited state, fluorescence quantum yield, and 
effective collection of emission beam.
Fluorescence spectra can be detected by special techniques—spectrofluorime-
ters. In such devices, a scanning of excitation wavelength by the first monochroma-
tor (placed before a cuvette with a testified sample) leads to changes in the intensity 
of fluorescence according to the form of the absorption spectrum; that is, form and 
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Chapter 19




Special cuvettes that dramatically increase the fluorescence intensity of diluted 
solutions and suspensions of isolated biomembranes and living cells are described. 
(1) Mirror cuvettes have a reflecting aluminum or silver layer, putting on their three 
external sides, having a slot-hole window at frontal side center. (2) Mirror microcu-
vettes have two reflecting sides. (3) Total internal reflection cuvettes have lateral 
reflecting side and two triangular prisms, attached outside; the cuvette works effec-
tively with a parallel excitation light beam. (4) In cuvette with diagonal quartz plate, 
very small quantity of a sample is attached in the form of a thin layer. (5) Mirror 
cuvette with diagonal plate. All described cuvettes can be applied for measurements 
of spectra excitation and emission, excited-state lifetime, and polarization degree. 
Also, they can be used for photo-bleaching of biological chromophores.
Keywords: cuvettes, fluorescence, spectroscopy, excitation, emission, lifetime, 
polarization degree, photo-bleaching
1. Introduction
Fluorescence spectroscopy is one of the most high-sensitive methods, which 
allow to detect very low concentrations of substances (μM, nM, and even pM) and 
to distinguish one substance from another [1–5]. Fluorescence spectroscopy is used 
for studying the functioning of living cells [6–8]. It is intended also for detecting 
various dyes and substances in cells and membranes [6–9].
Fluorescence spectroscopy gives valuable information on spatial organization 
and behavior of biological structures and about appearance of intermolecular 
complexes, for example, DNA with proteins, enzymes with substrates, etc. It is 
applied in studies of conformation properties, mobility, and other properties of 
macromolecules, biological membranes, and living cells [6–9].
It is an extremely informative method, since it allows us to receive the data on 
the distances, orientations, and intermolecular interactions. An advantage of fluo-
rescent spectroscopy is the absence of damage of a sample in the course of research. 
Also, it is possible to work with native biological preparations.
The measured intensity of fluorescence of a biological sample is determined by 
its optical density, lifetime of the excited state, fluorescence quantum yield, and 
effective collection of emission beam.
Fluorescence spectra can be detected by special techniques—spectrofluorime-
ters. In such devices, a scanning of excitation wavelength by the first monochroma-
tor (placed before a cuvette with a testified sample) leads to changes in the intensity 
of fluorescence according to the form of the absorption spectrum; that is, form and 
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position of the excitation spectrum should coincide with the absorption spectrum. 
At fixed excitation wavelength, a scanning of the second monochromator (placed 
after a cuvette with a sample) gives the emission spectrum (named also as spectrum 
of fluorescence or emission).
Various fluorescence techniques are widely used to increase the sensitivity of 
the method [1–6]. One of the approaches to enhance the sensitivity of fluorescence 
analysis is the increase of the length of optical path of an exciting light in a sample. 
Usually, it is reached by consecutive reflections between concave mirrors, located 
in a common spectrofluorimeter near the cuvette [5] filled with a studied solution 
or suspension. However, only two passes of stimulating light in such systems take 
place, and also losses of light at media borders exist. Therefore, the gain (amplifica-
tion factor) G is <3. Besides, parasitic reflections at borders and mirrors lead to 
penetration of exciting light into registration channel that leads to impossibility of 
correct measurements of weak fluorescence.
That is why special cuvettes which dramatically increase the fluorescence 
intensity of diluted solutions and suspensions of isolated biomembranes or living 
cells were invented [7, 8]. They will be described below.
2. Methods and results
2.1 Multipass cuvettes
To overcome the mentioned specified difficulties, the multipass cuvettes 
(Figure 1), allowing to raise G up to 4–10 times and to remove parasitic reflections, 
can be used [7, 8]. Such cuvettes allow to lower the concentration of substances and 
to receive an intensive fluorescence signal.
Mirror cuvettes are intended for measuring the fluorescence of weakly absorb-
ing solutions and can be used to register the excitation and emission spectra in UV 
and visible region and lifetimes. The cuvettes provide for many-fold increase of 
fluorescence intensity due to multiple passage of exciting light through the solution 
being tested and due to additional fluorescence collected.
The stimulating light in multipass cuvettes is almost wholly absorbed by a 
solution or suspension, and, thus, there are almost no parasitic reflections at 
cuvette sides (as against usual cuvettes with external concave mirrors, all reflec-
tions here are useful). Penetration of stimulating light into registration channel, 
therefore, sharply decreases. It is especially essential at low intensities of emission 
Figure 1. 
Mirror cuvette, mirror microcuvette, and TIR cuvette.
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of light-scattered suspensions of cells or membranes. Amplification of fluorescence 
intensity from a sample in multipass cuvettes allows also to raise the accuracy of 
measurements of fluorescence polarization degree and lifetime of excited state.
Mirror cuvettes represent themselves as a quartz 1-cm cell with a reflecting 
aluminum or silver layer, putting on their three external sides (outside protection is 
enamel), having a slot-hole window at frontal side center—for entrance of stimulat-
ing light (Figure 2). Mirror cuvettes may be applied in serial spectrofluorimeters 
without changes in their design. The cuvette can be used for recording emission or 
excitation spectra and for determining the excited-state lifetime of weakly absorb-
ing solutions and suspensions.
Mirror microcuvettes are a quartz 0.4-cm cuvette with a reflecting layer, put-
ting on their two external sides. This cuvette allows work with small volumes 
(0.15–0.2 ml) of solutions or suspensions. Mirror microcuvettes may be applied in 
spectrofluorimeters, using a special holder, which has a standard external size of 
12.5 × 12.5 × 40 mm.
Total internal reflection (TIR) cuvettes contain a lateral reflecting side and two 
triangular prisms elements, attached outside to two transparent sides (Figure 2). A 
parallel excited light beam enters sideways in frontal side and, passing through solu-
tion (or diluted suspension) and back prism, undergoes total internal reflections 
at quartz/air borders and comes back, making 3–5 times passes through solution 
or suspension, having very low optical density (as rule, not more 0.01). The TIR 
cuvette works effectively only with a parallel excitation light beam, especially at 
laser excitation. It requires application a special holder, displacing the cuvette relat-
ing to exciting beam to the best position.
The gain (G) of fluorescence intensity in multipass cuvettes (in comparison with 
standard single-pass cuvettes) is determined by the expression:
  G =  (1 + ρ T +  ρ 2  T 2 + … ρ n  T n )  (1 + ρ) .  (1)
Here ρ is the reflection factor of a mirror or prism, T is the light transmission 
of a solution or suspension at the excitation band at one beam pass, and n is the 
number of passes. The first member of the equation describes amplification of 
fluorescence intensity due to repeated passage of stimulating light, and the second 
one takes into account additional collection of emission due to the lateral reflecting 
wall. The more T (i.e., the less optical density), the bigger G, aspiring, however, to 
Figure 2. 
Scheme of Mirror cuvette (1) and TIR cuvette (2); top view. Arrows show the direction of light beams. Mirror 
layers are shaded.
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position of the excitation spectrum should coincide with the absorption spectrum. 
At fixed excitation wavelength, a scanning of the second monochromator (placed 
after a cuvette with a sample) gives the emission spectrum (named also as spectrum 
of fluorescence or emission).
Various fluorescence techniques are widely used to increase the sensitivity of 
the method [1–6]. One of the approaches to enhance the sensitivity of fluorescence 
analysis is the increase of the length of optical path of an exciting light in a sample. 
Usually, it is reached by consecutive reflections between concave mirrors, located 
in a common spectrofluorimeter near the cuvette [5] filled with a studied solution 
or suspension. However, only two passes of stimulating light in such systems take 
place, and also losses of light at media borders exist. Therefore, the gain (amplifica-
tion factor) G is <3. Besides, parasitic reflections at borders and mirrors lead to 
penetration of exciting light into registration channel that leads to impossibility of 
correct measurements of weak fluorescence.
That is why special cuvettes which dramatically increase the fluorescence 
intensity of diluted solutions and suspensions of isolated biomembranes or living 
cells were invented [7, 8]. They will be described below.
2. Methods and results
2.1 Multipass cuvettes
To overcome the mentioned specified difficulties, the multipass cuvettes 
(Figure 1), allowing to raise G up to 4–10 times and to remove parasitic reflections, 
can be used [7, 8]. Such cuvettes allow to lower the concentration of substances and 
to receive an intensive fluorescence signal.
Mirror cuvettes are intended for measuring the fluorescence of weakly absorb-
ing solutions and can be used to register the excitation and emission spectra in UV 
and visible region and lifetimes. The cuvettes provide for many-fold increase of 
fluorescence intensity due to multiple passage of exciting light through the solution 
being tested and due to additional fluorescence collected.
The stimulating light in multipass cuvettes is almost wholly absorbed by a 
solution or suspension, and, thus, there are almost no parasitic reflections at 
cuvette sides (as against usual cuvettes with external concave mirrors, all reflec-
tions here are useful). Penetration of stimulating light into registration channel, 
therefore, sharply decreases. It is especially essential at low intensities of emission 
Figure 1. 
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of light-scattered suspensions of cells or membranes. Amplification of fluorescence 
intensity from a sample in multipass cuvettes allows also to raise the accuracy of 
measurements of fluorescence polarization degree and lifetime of excited state.
Mirror cuvettes represent themselves as a quartz 1-cm cell with a reflecting 
aluminum or silver layer, putting on their three external sides (outside protection is 
enamel), having a slot-hole window at frontal side center—for entrance of stimulat-
ing light (Figure 2). Mirror cuvettes may be applied in serial spectrofluorimeters 
without changes in their design. The cuvette can be used for recording emission or 
excitation spectra and for determining the excited-state lifetime of weakly absorb-
ing solutions and suspensions.
Mirror microcuvettes are a quartz 0.4-cm cuvette with a reflecting layer, put-
ting on their two external sides. This cuvette allows work with small volumes 
(0.15–0.2 ml) of solutions or suspensions. Mirror microcuvettes may be applied in 
spectrofluorimeters, using a special holder, which has a standard external size of 
12.5 × 12.5 × 40 mm.
Total internal reflection (TIR) cuvettes contain a lateral reflecting side and two 
triangular prisms elements, attached outside to two transparent sides (Figure 2). A 
parallel excited light beam enters sideways in frontal side and, passing through solu-
tion (or diluted suspension) and back prism, undergoes total internal reflections 
at quartz/air borders and comes back, making 3–5 times passes through solution 
or suspension, having very low optical density (as rule, not more 0.01). The TIR 
cuvette works effectively only with a parallel excitation light beam, especially at 
laser excitation. It requires application a special holder, displacing the cuvette relat-
ing to exciting beam to the best position.
The gain (G) of fluorescence intensity in multipass cuvettes (in comparison with 
standard single-pass cuvettes) is determined by the expression:
  G =  (1 + ρ T +  ρ 2  T 2 + … ρ n  T n )  (1 + ρ) .  (1)
Here ρ is the reflection factor of a mirror or prism, T is the light transmission 
of a solution or suspension at the excitation band at one beam pass, and n is the 
number of passes. The first member of the equation describes amplification of 
fluorescence intensity due to repeated passage of stimulating light, and the second 
one takes into account additional collection of emission due to the lateral reflecting 
wall. The more T (i.e., the less optical density), the bigger G, aspiring, however, to 
Figure 2. 
Scheme of Mirror cuvette (1) and TIR cuvette (2); top view. Arrows show the direction of light beams. Mirror 
layers are shaded.
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some limit. Really, the G value for the 1-cm mirror cuvette with aluminum covering 
reaches 4–7 (at UV region) and with silver covering reaches 6–9 (at visible region). 
For TIR cuvette, G reaches 10, if excitation is done by laser beam.
2.2 Spectral measurements
Emission spectra of 10-μM solution of ANS dye in ethanol in standard and mir-
ror cuvettes are given in Figure 3. The intensity of fluorescence in mirror cuvettes is 
sometimes higher than that in the standard one. The form of the emission spectrum 
does not change.
Table 1 summarizes the calculated and experimental gain G, obtained for vari-
ous samples (diluted solutions and suspensions) in different cuvettes.
2.3 Excited-state lifetime measurements
If an object is excited by short-time light flare, which has a duration less than 
the time of emission transition of molecules from S1 into S0, it is possible, using a 
stroboscopic multichannel detector or phase detector, to register the decay emission 
kinetics in nanosecond timescale.
In the presence of only one kind of radiating molecules, decay is described 
as [1–6]:
  dN  (t) = − A N  (t) dt. (2)
Here dN is the loss of the number of excited molecules during time t, A is 
Einstein’s factor for spontaneous transitions from S1 to S0, and N is the number of 
molecules at S1 level. The integration gives:
  N  (t) = − N exp  (− A t) . (3)
Decay has exponential character. The decrease of decay intensity in exp times  
(~ in 2.7 times) is named as lifetime (τ) of the excited state. The lifetime is a quanti-
tative characteristic of the average duration of existence of molecules in the excited 
state. For instance, perylene, consisting of five condensed aromatic rings, has 
τ ~ 5 ns, and pyrene, consisting of the same four aromatic rings, has τ more than 
300 ns. Molecules of one kind in different conditions have various lifetimes. For 
example, NADH in water has τ = 0.5 ns, but in the mitochondrial NADH dehydro-
genase 2 ns [9]. Generally speaking, τ does not depend on concentration of fluores-
cent molecules, if they do not form own aggregates.
Since the fluorescence intensity of a sample in multipass cuvette strongly 
increases, the excited-state lifetime measurements become more accurate.
Figure 4 demonstrates the lifetime distributions of tryptophan fluorescence of 
cod parvalbumin solution measured in a standard cuvette and in a multipass one. 
Cod parvalbumin was dissolved in a 25 mM of Tris-HCl and 1 mM of CaCl2 with 
pH of 8.2; the absorbance at 295 nm was less than 0.1; excitation wavelength was 
295 nm, and emission was detected at 320 nm; and monochromator slits were 5 nm. 
The UV excitation was made with the Orsay synchrotron (France).
Lifetime distributions were measured through correlation fluorescence spec-
troscopy. The 0.03 ns band, obtained with standard cuvettes (Figure 4, left), is 
an artifact, caused by a big noise of small fluorescence signal and also by some 
penetration of the exciting light into registering channel. It is prevented if multipass 
cuvettes are used (Figure 4, right).
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In the case of subnanosecond lifetimes, the measurements should be made 
using multipass cuvettes in all channels—for studied sample and for reference 
blank sample.
Table 2 presents the lifetime components of fluorescence of ribonuclease T1, 
parvalbumin, and phospholipase A2. Excitation was 295 nm (slits were 5 nm). 
RNAase T1 was dissolved in the 100 mM acetic buffer (pH 5.5). The calcium form 
of parvalbumin was used in the 25 mM Tris-HCl buffer with 1 mM CaCl2 (pH 8.2). 
Pork phospholipase A2 was in the 100 mM acetic buffer (pH 5.8) or in 90% glycerol. 
Detection of emission at 310 and 320 nm was done in mirror cuvettes to increase 
the intensity. Emission at other wavelengths was measured in standard 1-cm quartz 
cuvettes.
Multipass cuvettes are especially useful in phase modulation measurements of 
lifetimes, when, because of narrow slits of entrance monochromator and modula-
tor, the intensity of exciting beam is too small. These cuvettes allow to raise the 
accuracy of phase modulation measurements. For example, a solution of ANS in 
Cuvette Gtheor. Gexper.
Standard 1-cm cuvette 1 1
Cuvette and two outer concave mirrors 3.3 3
Mirror cuvette with aluminum coating 9 6
Mirror cuvette with silver coating
(excepting UV region)
17 8
Total internal reflection cuvette 20 10
Table 1. 
Gain of fluorescence intensity, obtained with various cuvettes.
Figure 3. 
Fluorescence spectrum of ANS (in ethanol) in standard cuvette (1) and in mirror cuvette (2). Excitation was 
360 nm; slits were 5 nm. Spectrofluorimeter was “Perkin Elmer MPF-44B.”
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does not change.
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ous samples (diluted solutions and suspensions) in different cuvettes.
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If an object is excited by short-time light flare, which has a duration less than 
the time of emission transition of molecules from S1 into S0, it is possible, using a 
stroboscopic multichannel detector or phase detector, to register the decay emission 
kinetics in nanosecond timescale.
In the presence of only one kind of radiating molecules, decay is described 
as [1–6]:
  dN  (t) = − A N  (t) dt. (2)
Here dN is the loss of the number of excited molecules during time t, A is 
Einstein’s factor for spontaneous transitions from S1 to S0, and N is the number of 
molecules at S1 level. The integration gives:
  N  (t) = − N exp  (− A t) . (3)
Decay has exponential character. The decrease of decay intensity in exp times  
(~ in 2.7 times) is named as lifetime (τ) of the excited state. The lifetime is a quanti-
tative characteristic of the average duration of existence of molecules in the excited 
state. For instance, perylene, consisting of five condensed aromatic rings, has 
τ ~ 5 ns, and pyrene, consisting of the same four aromatic rings, has τ more than 
300 ns. Molecules of one kind in different conditions have various lifetimes. For 
example, NADH in water has τ = 0.5 ns, but in the mitochondrial NADH dehydro-
genase 2 ns [9]. Generally speaking, τ does not depend on concentration of fluores-
cent molecules, if they do not form own aggregates.
Since the fluorescence intensity of a sample in multipass cuvette strongly 
increases, the excited-state lifetime measurements become more accurate.
Figure 4 demonstrates the lifetime distributions of tryptophan fluorescence of 
cod parvalbumin solution measured in a standard cuvette and in a multipass one. 
Cod parvalbumin was dissolved in a 25 mM of Tris-HCl and 1 mM of CaCl2 with 
pH of 8.2; the absorbance at 295 nm was less than 0.1; excitation wavelength was 
295 nm, and emission was detected at 320 nm; and monochromator slits were 5 nm. 
The UV excitation was made with the Orsay synchrotron (France).
Lifetime distributions were measured through correlation fluorescence spec-
troscopy. The 0.03 ns band, obtained with standard cuvettes (Figure 4, left), is 
an artifact, caused by a big noise of small fluorescence signal and also by some 
penetration of the exciting light into registering channel. It is prevented if multipass 
cuvettes are used (Figure 4, right).
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In the case of subnanosecond lifetimes, the measurements should be made 
using multipass cuvettes in all channels—for studied sample and for reference 
blank sample.
Table 2 presents the lifetime components of fluorescence of ribonuclease T1, 
parvalbumin, and phospholipase A2. Excitation was 295 nm (slits were 5 nm). 
RNAase T1 was dissolved in the 100 mM acetic buffer (pH 5.5). The calcium form 
of parvalbumin was used in the 25 mM Tris-HCl buffer with 1 mM CaCl2 (pH 8.2). 
Pork phospholipase A2 was in the 100 mM acetic buffer (pH 5.8) or in 90% glycerol. 
Detection of emission at 310 and 320 nm was done in mirror cuvettes to increase 
the intensity. Emission at other wavelengths was measured in standard 1-cm quartz 
cuvettes.
Multipass cuvettes are especially useful in phase modulation measurements of 
lifetimes, when, because of narrow slits of entrance monochromator and modula-
tor, the intensity of exciting beam is too small. These cuvettes allow to raise the 
accuracy of phase modulation measurements. For example, a solution of ANS in 
Cuvette Gtheor. Gexper.
Standard 1-cm cuvette 1 1
Cuvette and two outer concave mirrors 3.3 3
Mirror cuvette with aluminum coating 9 6
Mirror cuvette with silver coating
(excepting UV region)
17 8
Total internal reflection cuvette 20 10
Table 1. 
Gain of fluorescence intensity, obtained with various cuvettes.
Figure 3. 
Fluorescence spectrum of ANS (in ethanol) in standard cuvette (1) and in mirror cuvette (2). Excitation was 
360 nm; slits were 5 nm. Spectrofluorimeter was “Perkin Elmer MPF-44B.”
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ethanol in standard cuvettes gives fluctuations in lifetime > ± 0.5 ns (lifetime was 
7.7 ns; it was measured by “SLM-4800” at frequency of 30 MHz; excitation was 
370 nm; excitation slits were 1 nm), but in multipass cuvettes (at the same condi-
tions), fluctuations were < ±0.1 ns.
Multipassing does not bring appreciable contribution in measurements of nano-
second lifetimes, since several passes of the beam lead to artifact delay only about 
of 0.1 ns. In the case of subnanosecond lifetimes, it is necessary to do measurements 
with differential mode, using multipass cuvettes in all channels and entering an 
amendment for artifact delay.
Figure 4. 
Lifetime distributions of tryptophan fluorescence of cod parvalbumin in a standard 1-cm quartz cuvette  
(left figure) and in a multipass one (right figure).
Protein λem (nm) τ1 (ns) τ2 (ns) τ3 (ns) a1 a2 a3 τ (ns)
Ribonuclease 310 — — 4 — — 1 4
320 — — 4 — — 1 4
340 — — 4 — — 1 4
375 — — 4 — — 1 4
Parvalbumin 310 — 1.1 3.4 — 0.15 0.85 2.7
320 — 1.3 3.3 — 0.07 0.93 3.2
340 — 1.7 3.3 — 0.05 0.95 3.3
375 — — 3.4 — — 1 3.4
Phospholipase 320 0.6 2.1 5.3 0.71 0.24 0.05 1.2
350 0.7 2.7 7.2 0.63 0.32 0.05 1.7
385 0.7 2.7 6.5 0.61 0.33 0.06 1.7
Phospholipase 
in glycerol
320 0.4 2.1 5.6 0.4 0.43 0.17 2
350 0.8 2.7 6.3 0.19 0.54 0.27 3.3
385 — — 4 — — 1 4
Table 2. 
Lifetimes and amplitudes of tryptophan emission of ribonuclease T1, parvalbumin, and phospholipase A2.
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3. Polarization degree of fluorescence
Molecules of many organic substances consist of a flat chromophore and various 
groups attached to it. Their structures are optically anisotropic. Therefore, emission 
of motionless molecules is polarized (even at the nonpolarized excitation). The 
greatest contribution to the total emission is brought by those molecules, in which 
chromophores are located in a perpendicularly position to the excitation light flow. 
It means that even at a chaotic arrangement of molecules, for example, in suspen-
sions of membranes or cells, the emission is partially polarized. The intensity of 
fluorescence in some direction can be presented as a sum of two light flows, FII and 
F⊥, polarized at right angle.
If to illuminate an object by linearly polarized light, the fluorescence 
becomes even more polarized. For example, it is possible to direct the light 
beam from a lamp on a sample through the polarizer (polarizing prism) and to 
put the analyzer (the same second element) sideways of the sample, passing 
through which the emission will get on the photomultiplier. The intensity of 
emission, measured at identical orientations of polarizer and analyzer, is named 
as “parallel” component. The intensity, registered at orientations, crossed 
under 90 degrees between the polarizer and the analyzer, is the “perpendicular” 
component. The degree of polarization at excitation by linearly polarized light is 
expressed as [6]:
  P =  (F|| − F ⊥) / (F|| + F ⊥) . (4)
Fluorescence polarization degree (P) of various samples in standard cuvettes 
and mirror cuvettes is presented in Table 3. A very small decrease of P in mirror 
cuvettes is due to depolarization of exciting light at reflections on mirror sides. This 
small artifact can be easily eliminated as an addition of constant value 0.005.
3.1 Photo-bleaching
Multipass cuvettes may be useful not only for fluorescence analysis but also for 
many-fold intensification of photo-bleaching or laser flash photolysis of chromo-
phores or dyes in solutions or suspensions.
The energy of UV quantum, absorbed by a cell or biomembrane, is spent mainly 
for fluctuations, so - on instant strong local heating [7, 8].
If such local heating is too high, it can result to denaturation of proteins and 
their aggregation. For instance, the influence of UV irradiation on intensity of 
tryptophan fluorescence of α-crystalline (it is a protein from bovine eye lens) is 
shown in Figure 5. A solution of the protein, hermetically closed and thermo-
stated at 10°C (here, thermo-aggregation is possible to be neglected) in mirror 
microcuvette, was continuously irradiated for 120 min with UV light of a 450-W 
xenon lamp through holographic monochromator, positioned at 280 nm with slits 
of 16 nm. The intensity of tryptophan fluorescence (excitation was 295 nm; emis-
sion was 340 nm; emission slits were 4 nm) was quickly measured during a course 
of irradiation. The observed decrease in fluorescence of α-crystalline, caused 
by photoinduced denaturation, is due mainly to the increase of light-scattering 
during aggregation. Light-scattering can be measured from optical density at 
310 nm of the sample in a standard compartment of spectrophotometer or, by 
the other way, from intensity of scattering light, detected from the sample by the 
photomultiplier of a spectrofluorimeter under a right angle. In the second case, 
both monochromators have to be established at an identical wavelength of 310 nm 
(at slits = 1 nm).
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ethanol in standard cuvettes gives fluctuations in lifetime > ± 0.5 ns (lifetime was 
7.7 ns; it was measured by “SLM-4800” at frequency of 30 MHz; excitation was 
370 nm; excitation slits were 1 nm), but in multipass cuvettes (at the same condi-
tions), fluctuations were < ±0.1 ns.
Multipassing does not bring appreciable contribution in measurements of nano-
second lifetimes, since several passes of the beam lead to artifact delay only about 
of 0.1 ns. In the case of subnanosecond lifetimes, it is necessary to do measurements 
with differential mode, using multipass cuvettes in all channels and entering an 
amendment for artifact delay.
Figure 4. 
Lifetime distributions of tryptophan fluorescence of cod parvalbumin in a standard 1-cm quartz cuvette  
(left figure) and in a multipass one (right figure).
Protein λem (nm) τ1 (ns) τ2 (ns) τ3 (ns) a1 a2 a3 τ (ns)
Ribonuclease 310 — — 4 — — 1 4
320 — — 4 — — 1 4
340 — — 4 — — 1 4
375 — — 4 — — 1 4
Parvalbumin 310 — 1.1 3.4 — 0.15 0.85 2.7
320 — 1.3 3.3 — 0.07 0.93 3.2
340 — 1.7 3.3 — 0.05 0.95 3.3
375 — — 3.4 — — 1 3.4
Phospholipase 320 0.6 2.1 5.3 0.71 0.24 0.05 1.2
350 0.7 2.7 7.2 0.63 0.32 0.05 1.7
385 0.7 2.7 6.5 0.61 0.33 0.06 1.7
Phospholipase 
in glycerol
320 0.4 2.1 5.6 0.4 0.43 0.17 2
350 0.8 2.7 6.3 0.19 0.54 0.27 3.3
385 — — 4 — — 1 4
Table 2. 
Lifetimes and amplitudes of tryptophan emission of ribonuclease T1, parvalbumin, and phospholipase A2.
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greatest contribution to the total emission is brought by those molecules, in which 
chromophores are located in a perpendicularly position to the excitation light flow. 
It means that even at a chaotic arrangement of molecules, for example, in suspen-
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Figure 5. 
Influence of UV radiation on the intensity of tryptophan fluorescence of α-crystalline (0.7 mg/ml) during 
photoaggregation of the protein at 10°C. irradiation was at ~280 nm in mirror microcuvette.
Fluorescent kinetics of photo-bleaching of flavin mononucleotide (FMN) in 
aqueous solution and in diluted suspension of proto-mitochondria [9] after illumi-
nation by blue light of the mercury lamp SVD-120A in a mirror cuvette is given in 
Figure 6.
Photo-bleaching is induced by photo-destruction of FMN, namely, by oxidation 
of its triplet state by molecular oxygen. The absorption band of FMN, detected at 
450 nm, was “burns out” [7, 9].
3.2 Cuvette with diagonal plate
Cuvette with transparent diagonal quartz plate can be applied for many-fold 
increase of fluorescence signal and for many-time using of a single sample, 
adsorbed on the plate. A schematic diagram of a cuvette with the diagonal transpar-
ent quartz plate is shown in Figure 7. The sample in the form of a smear or film is 
located on the side of the plate facing the exciting light.
A sample of cells or isolated organelles is attached on the surface of a transparent 
quartz plate, which is placed inside a standard cuvette at a right angle to the exciting 
light. A sample has to be as a smear or film. The cuvette should be filled by water (if 
cells cannot be desorbed from the plate) or hydrophobic solvent like hexane (if cells 
are not tightly fixed on the plate).
Sample (solution or suspension) P in standard 
cuvette
P in mirror 
cuvette
Tryptophan residues of sarcoplasmic reticulum (ex. 295 nm,  
em. 320 nm)
0.36 0.355
Tryptophan residues of mitochondrial suspension 0.29 0.285
ANS in bovine albumin 0.28 0.275
7-Aminoactinomycin in DNA 0.31 0.305
Table 3. 
Fluorescence polarization degree of various samples.
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A transparent quartz plate is used for many-fold increase of the sensitivity of the 
fluorescence analysis. The sample (matter of inquiry) is placed exactly at the center 
of the surface of the plate. The size of the attached smear (film of organelles or cells 
or other samples) should correspond to the light spot, formed by the exciting lens 
(Figure 7).
To get the best results, the object under study (cells, cellular organelles, or 
nuclear DNA, etc.) is applied to the surface of the plate in the form of a thin smear 
(with drying from water within 4–5 min). Fluorescent dyes, dissolved in a solution, 
are deposited as microdroplets (1–4 μl) to the sample. After that, the sample is dried 
for 1–2 min. The plate with the dried sample is placed into the cuvette filled by 
liquid, which weakly interacted with sample, for example, hexane, perfluorodecalin 
or, in opposite case, for water-insoluble samples, by isotonic aqueous medium 
or water.
In all experiments, the plate was placed along a diagonal of the cuvette, as 
shown in Figure 7, to exclude the penetration of the reflected artifact light into 
the recording emission channel. Virtually, any films of samples (stained cells or 
Figure 6. 
Dependence of photodestruction of proto-mitochondrial flavins (1) and free FMN (2) at the time of blue 
irradiation. It was measured by fall in the intensity of flavin fluorescence, appeared in the burning band at 
450 nm, and detected as decrease in fluorescence intensity at 525 nm.
Figure 7. 
Cuvette with the diagonal transparent quartz plate (top view). The sample in the form of a smear or film is 
located on the side of the plate facing the exciting light.
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organelles, etc.) applied on the surface of the plate produce fluorescence signals 
that are several times higher than signals yielded by the same quantity of the 
studied substance in the solution filling the cuvette volume, although the sample 
on the plate is usually hypochromized (the extinction factor of chromophores is 
substantially decreased due to the sieve and screening effects).
High intensity of fluorescence of the layer on the plate arises due to several 
reasons. First, the whole studied substance is concentrated in the small square of 
layer, but, while being in a solution, it is distributed over the whole volume of the 
cuvette. Second, the sample is attached on the plate at the same place, where the 
focus of both lenses is located (the area of the sample is equal to that of the light 
spot). Third, the excited molecules of the sample in the condensed phase are less 
subjected to deactivation (quenching) than in solutions.
The cuvette with transparent diagonal quartz plate can be applied for chemical 
treatments of a sample. For instance, Table 4 presents the data on formation of 
pyrene excimers (excitation was 335 nm, and emission was 393 nm for monomers 
and 470 nm for excimers) before and after extraction of mitochondrial lipids by 
acetone from mitochondrial smear. Also, quenching of tryptophan fluorescence 
(excitation was 286 nm, and emission was 335 nm) of mitochondrial smear by 
pyrene (2.4 μM) is shown.
During the oxidation of succinate in respiratory chain of mitochondria, a 
consumption of oxygen, accompanied by increased τm and Fm of pyrene, takes place 
(Table 5) [8]. At exhaustion of oxygen, luminescence of pyrene leaves on a plateau. 
Mitochondria were 0.8 mg of protein per ml in the incubation solution: 10 mM Tris-
HCl, 10 mM phosphate, 50 mM KCl, 150 mM sucrose, and pH = 7.5. Pyrene was 
1 μM. Excitation was 336 nm, and emission was 393 nm (monomers) and 480 nm 
(excimers); slits were 2 nm.
In anaerobic conditions, the lifetime of pyrene monomers in mitochondria 
equals 157 ns (Table 5). In without-oxygen organic solvents, τ of pyrene is much 
more; for example, τ in cyclohexane is 370 ns.
The highly sensitive sensor was designed to measure the molecular oxygen 
content in solutions and diluted suspensions, placed in a quartz cuvette, which 
contains the diagonal plate with a pyrene, protected by a Teflon film (Figure 8). The 
sensor can be used in any standard spectrofluorimeter. Unlike analogs, this oxygen 
sensor is not inertial.
3.3 Mirror cuvette with diagonal plate
An additional multiple increase in the fluorescent signal is attained by the use 
of special mirror cuvette with diagonal plate. Such cuvette (Figure 9) is very useful 
when the emission intensity from a sample is too low.
In all experiments, the cuvette with the plate was filled with a solvent, the 
refractive index of which is close to that of quartz. The filling with a solvent is 
intended to (i) eliminate spurious light reflections at boundaries, (ii) reliably 
prevent the fluorescence channel from the incoming exciting light, (iii) prevent 
Mitochondria Quenching (%) Fe/Fm
Native 27 0.47
Without lipids 23 0.1
Table 4. 
Quenching of tryptophan fluorescence of mitochondrial smear by pyrene and pyrene monomer/excimer ratio 
before and after extraction of lipids from mitochondrial smear.
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the sample from strong overheating by the exciting light, and (iv) allow measure-
ment of the kinetic processes on the sample surface. The matter is that molecules of 
the studied substance are sufficiently mobile on the sample surface contacting the 
solution and make it possible to observe the kinetics of chemical and biochemical 
reactions using fluorescence spectroscopy methods.
Oxygen (μM) Fm Fe Fe/Fm τm (ns)
130 95 11.5 0.12105
~1 150 23 0.15157
Table 5. 
Fluorescence of pyrene in membranes of mitochondria in aerobic and anaerobic conditions.
Figure 8. 
Cuvette with the diagonal transparent quartz plate with plastic microcontainer. The sample—suspension of 
cells or solution of pyrene (oxygen sensor).
Figure 9. 
Schematic diagram of mirror cuvette with the diagonal transparent quartz plate (top view). The sample in the 
form of a smear or film is located on the side of the plate facing the exciting light.
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Schematic diagram of mirror cuvette with the diagonal transparent quartz plate (top view). The sample in the 
form of a smear or film is located on the side of the plate facing the exciting light.
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The use of the plate ensures another possibility; namely, the film sample on it 
can be used repeatedly, placing the plate (after rinsing) in the required medium. For 
example, a thin layer of mitochondria (from rat liver) safely lies on the plate even at 
a long (1–2 h) period of being in the isotonic water phase (the adhesion and stability 
of a thick layer are rather worse). In this case, the initial activity of enzymes is not 
lost. In the inert perfluorodecalin, this layer remains unchanged for many hours.
Figure 10 shows, for example, spectra of the tryptophan fluorescence of 
proteins of mitochondrial diluted suspension in the standard cuvette (curve 1) 
and in the form of a film on the quartz plate, diagonally cutting into the mirror 
cuvette (curve 2). This mirror cuvette ensures a higher fluorescence signal from 
the sample on the surface of the plate than that from the solution in the cuvette 
volume. The 1-cm mirror cuvette usually increases the output signal from the 
dissolved sample by a factor of 3.1–3.7 as compared with the standard cuvette. It 
additionally increases the signal by a factor of 3.5–4.7 for a sample layer on the plate, 
Figure 10. 
Spectrum of the tryptophan fluorescence of mitochondrial proteins: (1) aqueous solution in the standard cuvette 























Rhodamine B 540 570 3.5 4.1 13.8
Pyrene 335 390 3.3 3.8 11.9
Tryptophan 280 350 3.1 3.5 10.1
7-AAMD 550 660 3.6 3.8 12.9
7-AAMD in DNA 570 630 3.7 4.2 14.8
Mitochondria 286 340 3.4 4.7 15.2
Leucocytes 450 525 3.1 3.8 11.1
Note: concentrations <1 μM; fluorescence intensity of the dissolved sample in the standard cuvette was assumed to be 
1; 7-AAMD is 7-aminoactinomycin D.
Table 6. 
Fluorescence parameters and intensities (gain, G) of various samples on the plate, diagonally cutting in quartz 
1-cm cuvette.
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as compared with the standard cuvette with a diagonal plate. As a result, the total 
gain of the recorded fluorescence signal in the mirror cuvette with a diagonal plate 
proves to be at least an order of magnitude higher than that of the standard cuvette 
filled with a solution of the same substance (Table 6).
Similar results also were observed in experiments with dyes and aromatic 
hydrocarbons. Table 6 summarizes relative fluorescence values of some substances, 
when they are placed on the plate’s surface (comparing to the solution of a sample in 
the cuvette volume).
4. Conclusions
A number of special cuvettes which dramatically increase the fluorescence 
intensity of diluted solutions and suspensions are tested. All described cuvettes 
can be applied for measurements of spectra excitation and emission, excited-state 
lifetime, and polarization degree. These cuvettes enable a multiple increase in the 
sensitivity of fluorimetric measurements with common spectrofluorimeters. It is 
also possible to study, in particular, the kinetics of phenomena on the sample sur-
face, to detect small concentrations of substances, e.g., slight quantities of proteins 
and DNA in solutions, and this information can be used for biomedical analyses, in 
crime detection, etc. Also, in principle, the described cuvettes could be applied for 
photo-bleaching experiments.
© 2020 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. Distributed under the terms of the Creative 
Commons Attribution - NonCommercial 4.0 License (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc/4.0/), which permits use, distribution and reproduction for  
non-commercial purposes, provided the original is properly cited. 
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Pore-Forming Proteins:
Fluorescent Dyes to Study the
Channel Functionality and
Biophysical Properties
Guilherme Teixeira and Robson Faria
Abstract
Large conductance channels, when activated transiently, alter the plasma
membrane permeability permitting the passage of molecules with the size of until
1000 Da. These pore-forming proteins are found in the plasma membrane of
mammals and invertebrate cells such as the P2X7 receptor, transient receptor
potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1), transient potential melastin receptor 8 (TRPM8),
pannexin-1, and hemichannel proteins. Other proteins may be secreted for organ-
isms creating nonselective pathways to large molecules and proteins. Some exam-
ples are α-hemolysin and gramicidin. In both cases, an efficient manner to evaluate
the functionality is using fluorescent dyes. Thus, we discuss the uses of the fluores-
cent dyes as tools to study the functionality and some biophysical properties of the
proteins described above, among others.
Keywords: fluorescent dyes, ion channels, pore-forming proteins
1. Introduction
Techniques involving fluorescence have been used and improved in studies
involving cells, the visualization, and research of their diverse biochemical struc-
tures and functions. Detection of proteins, recognition of organelles, nucleic acids,
membrane permeabilization, and ions present in cells are widely explored through
the feasibility of fluorescent dyes according to their physical-chemical characteris-
tics such as excitation and emission lengths, electrical charges, chemical structures,
and molecular weights [1, 2].
Ion channel-forming ionotropic receptors are extremely important proteins in
maintaining the potential of cell membranes. In some cases, they are able to form
pores (high conductance channels) in the plasma membrane, allowing the passage
of certain ions of varying charges and different physical characteristics according to
the concentration and electrochemical gradient. Thus, there are a large number of
high conductance ion channels capable of opening pores, changing the permeability
of the plasma membrane. As examples, we can mention the P2X7 purinergic
receptor, transient receptor potential vanilloid (TRPV), voltage-dependent anion
channel (VDAC), and others. When stimulated, they can allow ions to pass through
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ples are α-hemolysin and gramicidin. In both cases, an efficient manner to evaluate
the functionality is using fluorescent dyes. Thus, we discuss the uses of the fluores-
cent dyes as tools to study the functionality and some biophysical properties of the
proteins described above, among others.
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1. Introduction
Techniques involving fluorescence have been used and improved in studies
involving cells, the visualization, and research of their diverse biochemical struc-
tures and functions. Detection of proteins, recognition of organelles, nucleic acids,
membrane permeabilization, and ions present in cells are widely explored through
the feasibility of fluorescent dyes according to their physical-chemical characteris-
tics such as excitation and emission lengths, electrical charges, chemical structures,
and molecular weights [1, 2].
Ion channel-forming ionotropic receptors are extremely important proteins in
maintaining the potential of cell membranes. In some cases, they are able to form
pores (high conductance channels) in the plasma membrane, allowing the passage
of certain ions of varying charges and different physical characteristics according to
the concentration and electrochemical gradient. Thus, there are a large number of
high conductance ion channels capable of opening pores, changing the permeability
of the plasma membrane. As examples, we can mention the P2X7 purinergic
receptor, transient receptor potential vanilloid (TRPV), voltage-dependent anion
channel (VDAC), and others. When stimulated, they can allow ions to pass through
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the formed pores and molecules with up to 1000 Da to the intracellular medium
[3–7]. Thus, certain fluorescent dyes can be used to observe these pores of high
ionic conductance, thus being able to further explore about the biophysical and
chemical characteristics of these membrane proteins.
2. Pore-forming ionic channels in mammals
The formation of pores in the plasma membrane is a phenomenon often caused
by defense proteins in mammalian cells as an immune response to infections by
pathogens, tumors, or danger signs. As a response, several proteins are activated,
forming pores such as perforin, gasdermin, complement system, mixed lineage
kinase domain-like pseudokinase (MLKL), and granulysin, thus mediating cyto-
toxic and antimicrobial immune activities aimed at preventing and protecting the
body from harmful agents [8, 9].
In addition to cellular defense proteins, ion channels are another class of proteins
involved in the formation of pores in the plasma membrane, being responsible for
the transit of ions such as selective to Ca2+, N+, K+, and Cl� and acting in a
physiological and pathophysiological way. There are a large number of ion channels
addressed in the literature related to the pore opening. Among them, the P2X7
receptor has been highlighted. The P2X7 receptor, which is the most studied among
P2X, is a cationic channel activated by adenosine-50-triphosphate (ATP) [10, 11].
This channel is responsible for several intracellular processes, such as apoptosis,
NLRP3 inflammasome (one of the IL-1β study pathways), inflammation, and pain.
When activated, P2X7 leads to an increase in ion flow that can intensify with a
decrease in the influx of cations from divalent charges such as Ca2+ [12]. Electro-
physiology (EP) studies addressed in 2005 by Faria et al. [4] about the high pore
conductance of the P2X7 receptor tested on 2BH4 and peritoneal macrophage cells
observed unitary conductance values corresponding to 400 pS. In addition to these
data, experiments using high-molecular-weight cationic and anionic fluorescent
dyes also confirm the high pore conductance. Regarding the permeabilization
through the pore, fluorophores tested were able to penetrate the cell regardless of its
load, ethidium bromide (1+), propidium iodide (2+), and Lucifer Yellow (2�).
However, other channels in the literature also correlate with the pore of the
P2X7 receptor showing high conductance and permeability to fluorophores through
the membrane. As highlights are the TRP receptors as TRPV 1–4, with notoriety for
TRPV1, which is the most studied subtype of TRPs. This subtype is expressed in
several cells of the organism such as the liver, lung, and nociceptive neurons.
TRPV1 is a nonselective cationic channel with high permeability for Ca2+, with a
unitary conductance of 35–77 pS [13, 14]; however, the unitary conductance of the
pore formed was not record until now. Although the ionic channel may be activated
for distinct stimuli (capsaicin, low pH, and heat), this receptor only permits the
fluorescent dye uptake after capsaicin activation and low pH conditions. Other TRP
subtypes related to high conductance channel formation are the transient potential
ankhirin type-1 (TRPA1) cationic channels with a conductance of 87–100 pS and
transient potential melastin receptor 8 (TRPM8) with a conductance of 40–83 pS,
according to [14, 15]. Pannexin-1 [16, 17], connexin hemichannel [18], calcium
homeostasis modulator 1 (CALHM1) [19], voltage-dependent anion channel
(VDAC1 highlighted) [6, 20], maxi anion [21], P2X (P2X2 and P2X4) [11], and
maitotoxin-induced pore [22] are some other different types of channels with
unitary conductance values greater than 200 pS and permeable to molecules of until
1000 Da [4, 10, 23]. More details about these pore-forming proteins and some
techniques used to record their functionality are shown in Table 1.
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Although they have similarities to conductance, these different channels have
particularities related to biophysical properties, having different functionalities and
mechanisms. Some channels exhibit a distinct selectivity for certain ions, some
having preference for anions such as Cl, PO4
3, and glutamate in the case of
VDAC1 and maxi anion or cations like Ca2+ for CALHM1 [6, 19, 43].
These channels are the subject of studies for their involvement in several cellular
processes, such as intracellular signaling response, release of cytokines, inflamma-
tion, cell death, pain, tumors, and metabolism regulation. Interestingly, the same
functions are performed for these large conductance channels with distinct cell
types or tissues. We can highlight the role of TRPs (TRPV1 and TRPM8), P2X7
receptor, connexin 43, and pannexin-1 [11, 44–48].
Based on the study of these channels, several molecular and cellular biology
techniques are employed to obtain the best understanding of the functions that
these receptors perform. Among these assays, the cell death assay, flow cytometry,
intracellular calcium quantification, cytokine assay, and cell permeabilization stand
out. However, for the best performance of these techniques, fluorescent dyes are
used according to their physical-chemical characteristics and molecular mass, serving
as a strategy to obtain better results and performance of experimental tests [49]. For
additional information about some of the techniques mentioned above, more details
involving their respective methodologies can be found in the reviews published
below [50–52].
3. Fluorescent dyes and their use in the study of pores by ion channels
Fluorescence is a kind of luminescence in which the electron can capture energy
by entering an excited state for a short period and returning to its normal state by
emitting light. The first discoveries involving this form of light were in the middle
of the sixteenth century by physician and botanist Nicolás Monardes through a
wood (Lignum nephriticum) from Mexico used to treat kidney diseases [53, 54].
Over the years, the term “fluorescence” was coined by physicist George Gabriel
Stokes, in addition to presenting a list of fluorescent substances, confirming new
Pore-forming proteins EF PLP FC FPR CA CPA
P2X7R [4] [24] [25] [26] [26] [4]
TRPA1 [27] [28] N/A [27] [27] [27]
Maxi anion [17] N/A N/A [17] [17] [17]
TRPV1 [15] [59] N/A [71] [24] [15]
Plasma VDAC [29] [30] N/A N/A [29] [29]
Connexin [31] [32] [33] [31] [31] [31]
Pannexin [34] [16] [35] [17] [17] [17]
Maitotoxin [22] [36] N/A [22] [37] [37]
CALHM1 [31] N/A [38] [31] [31] [31]
TRPM8 [39] [40] [41] N/A [40] [42]
Table taken from Ref. [49] and adapted.
Table 1.
Pore-forming proteins and some assessment techniques as electrophysiology (EP), planar lipid bilayer (PLP),
flow cytometry (FC), fluorescent plate reader (FPR), colorimetric assay (CA), and cell permeabilization assay
(CPA) for functional detection of the high conductance.
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addressed in the literature related to the pore opening. Among them, the P2X7
receptor has been highlighted. The P2X7 receptor, which is the most studied among
P2X, is a cationic channel activated by adenosine-50-triphosphate (ATP) [10, 11].
This channel is responsible for several intracellular processes, such as apoptosis,
NLRP3 inflammasome (one of the IL-1β study pathways), inflammation, and pain.
When activated, P2X7 leads to an increase in ion flow that can intensify with a
decrease in the influx of cations from divalent charges such as Ca2+ [12]. Electro-
physiology (EP) studies addressed in 2005 by Faria et al. [4] about the high pore
conductance of the P2X7 receptor tested on 2BH4 and peritoneal macrophage cells
observed unitary conductance values corresponding to 400 pS. In addition to these
data, experiments using high-molecular-weight cationic and anionic fluorescent
dyes also confirm the high pore conductance. Regarding the permeabilization
through the pore, fluorophores tested were able to penetrate the cell regardless of its
load, ethidium bromide (1+), propidium iodide (2+), and Lucifer Yellow (2�).
However, other channels in the literature also correlate with the pore of the
P2X7 receptor showing high conductance and permeability to fluorophores through
the membrane. As highlights are the TRP receptors as TRPV 1–4, with notoriety for
TRPV1, which is the most studied subtype of TRPs. This subtype is expressed in
several cells of the organism such as the liver, lung, and nociceptive neurons.
TRPV1 is a nonselective cationic channel with high permeability for Ca2+, with a
unitary conductance of 35–77 pS [13, 14]; however, the unitary conductance of the
pore formed was not record until now. Although the ionic channel may be activated
for distinct stimuli (capsaicin, low pH, and heat), this receptor only permits the
fluorescent dye uptake after capsaicin activation and low pH conditions. Other TRP
subtypes related to high conductance channel formation are the transient potential
ankhirin type-1 (TRPA1) cationic channels with a conductance of 87–100 pS and
transient potential melastin receptor 8 (TRPM8) with a conductance of 40–83 pS,
according to [14, 15]. Pannexin-1 [16, 17], connexin hemichannel [18], calcium
homeostasis modulator 1 (CALHM1) [19], voltage-dependent anion channel
(VDAC1 highlighted) [6, 20], maxi anion [21], P2X (P2X2 and P2X4) [11], and
maitotoxin-induced pore [22] are some other different types of channels with
unitary conductance values greater than 200 pS and permeable to molecules of until
1000 Da [4, 10, 23]. More details about these pore-forming proteins and some
techniques used to record their functionality are shown in Table 1.
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receptor, connexin 43, and pannexin-1 [11, 44–48].
Based on the study of these channels, several molecular and cellular biology
techniques are employed to obtain the best understanding of the functions that
these receptors perform. Among these assays, the cell death assay, flow cytometry,
intracellular calcium quantification, cytokine assay, and cell permeabilization stand
out. However, for the best performance of these techniques, fluorescent dyes are
used according to their physical-chemical characteristics and molecular mass, serving
as a strategy to obtain better results and performance of experimental tests [49]. For
additional information about some of the techniques mentioned above, more details
involving their respective methodologies can be found in the reviews published
below [50–52].
3. Fluorescent dyes and their use in the study of pores by ion channels
Fluorescence is a kind of luminescence in which the electron can capture energy
by entering an excited state for a short period and returning to its normal state by
emitting light. The first discoveries involving this form of light were in the middle
of the sixteenth century by physician and botanist Nicolás Monardes through a
wood (Lignum nephriticum) from Mexico used to treat kidney diseases [53, 54].
Over the years, the term “fluorescence” was coined by physicist George Gabriel
Stokes, in addition to presenting a list of fluorescent substances, confirming new
Pore-forming proteins EF PLP FC FPR CA CPA
P2X7R [4] [24] [25] [26] [26] [4]
TRPA1 [27] [28] N/A [27] [27] [27]
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advances in the area. With the advancement of science and the years, the first
fluorescent dye was synthesized, fluorescein, an anionic dye produced by German
chemist Adolf von Baeyer, a molecule that would be used in several laboratory
methods in the future [49, 55].
Fluorescent dyes are widely used in various specialties within science, among
them; the staining of different structures in tissues and cells stands out. A vast
number of laboratory techniques of molecular and cellular biology in broad fields of
research use these molecules, based on their chemical and physical properties
according to the method worked, thus being an excellent resource in the investiga-
tion and visualization of the topic addressed [56, 57]. Among many techniques, the
opening function of the high conductance pores mediated through ion channels can
be evaluated in experimental tests for the capture of intracellular dye [4, 49]. Many
dyes are impermeable to the membrane due to their molecular weight and physical
characteristics such as positive charge (cationic dyes) and negative charge (anionic
dyes). However, due to the opening of the pores with a subsequent increase in
permeability, it is possible to investigate these dyes through the capture by fluores-
cence reading. The interaction of fluorescent dyes in the intracellular medium
occurs according to the electrical charge of the target structure to be marked.
Several structures that make up the intracellular environment, such as ions, nucleic
acids, and organelles, each are having a specific electrical character, thus enabling
the connection with fluorophores after permeating through the high conductance
pores [1, 58].
In 1987, one of the first works was carried out with the use of fluorescent dyes
to determine pore permeability, in which there were significant results about the
subject. Steinberg et al. [58] in a study using macrophages of the J774 strain found
that the presence of extracellular ATP was able to induce increased cation flow
through an unidentified membrane receptor. In order to better analyze the P2X7
receptor permeability, five fluorescent anionic dyes impermeable to the mem-
brane with varying were tested. The authors tested Lucifer Yellow (457 Da, 2)
being the Ca2+ pentavalent Fura-2 indicator (832 Da, 5), 6-carboxyfluorescein
(376 Da, 2), trypan blue, and Evans blue with similar charge and molecular
weight (960.81 Da, 4). The first three dyes showed permeability through the
influence of ATP. However, trypan blue and Evans blue were not permeable to
the cell and may suggest a specific conductance by the receptor through the
different molecular weights of the fluorophores used by the authors. This data led
to the exploration and better understanding of P2X pores, mainly from the P2X7
receptor [11, 12]. However, the data about the P2X7 receptor pore permeability to
cationic fluorescent dyes with charge higher 2+ (propidium iodide) was not
investigated.
In another study, Faria et al. [59] evaluated the dye uptake involving proteins
P2X7, TRPV1, TRPA1, and maxi anion in astrocytes. The selectivity of these pores
for cationic dyes (ethidium bromide and propidium iodide) and anionics (fluores-
cein and calcein) was measured. The TRPV1 and TRPA1 receptors were selective for
cationic ones allowing their permeability and maxi anion for anionic ones,
suggesting a possible preference of these pores concerning the electric charge of the
fluorophore. This aspect did not occur with the P2X7 receptor, already reported,
and another study about the subject [4]. However, the data about the maximal size
of cationic dyes able to permeate for TRPV1 and TRPA1 channels or anionic for
maxi anion channels was not investigated. Additionally, the permeability to com-
pounds with the higher charge was not discussed.
One of the points to be noted regarding the capture of dyes in the investigation
of pore-forming proteins is the low diversity of fluorophores used in these tests. In
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most experiments, “standard” dyes are used, among which are the cationic
ethidium bromide (394 Da, 1+), propidium iodide (668.39 Da, 2+), YO-PRO-1
(629 Da, 2+), and DAPI (350.25 Da, 2+) which mostly interact with nucleic acids.
Anionics such as Lucifer Yellow (457 Da, 2) Fluo-4 (736.63 Da, 4), Fura-2
(832 Da, 5), and fluorescein (332.31 Da, 1) are usually ion markers or intracellular
structures [27, 59, 60]. A study by McCoy et al. [42] on the permeabilization of
large molecules mediated by the TRPM8 receptor, the cationic dye PO-PRO-3
(605.30 Da, 2+), was used to measure the dilation of the pore. However, it is not
common to use fluorophores other than those mentioned above, having a great
scenario to be explored in ionic conductance tests. Another impacting factor
regarding dye testing is related to the electrical charge in which the molecule stands
out. As seen previously, mainly in cationic dyes, the charges vary between the
charge of 1+ and 2+, a fact little investigated, and the search for tests in dyes with
more tri or tetravalent charges is relevant in the evaluation of these pores. However,
pores similar to dyes also have charges, suggesting varied possibilities for molecular
interaction of pores with the physicochemical properties of fluorophores, a fact that
is not thoroughly investigated in scientific researches [49].
We consider it relevant to emphasize that some of the pore-forming proteins
mentioned have no reports of the use of fluorescent dyes such as pl-VDAC. Other
proteins possess basically the same ones studied at the P2X7 receptor, such as
pannexin-1, maitotoxin, and maxi anion [22, 34, 59].
The only exception would be connexins, such as connexin 43, which is due to its
prominent regulatory function in several vital processes, such as cardiac synchro-
nism. However, these proteins have too much variability of homotypic and hetero-
typic channels with unitary conductance and permeability by size and charge of the
variable molecule. Thus, the biophysical characterization of these channels can be
models to generate protocols for the study of the dyes above in the other high unit
conductance channels [61].
There is a plurality of fluorophores described in the literature still used in the
evaluation of pore formation functionality [62], given a large field to be explored
and researched regarding the use of these dyes in order to understand more clearly
some specific characteristics of these pores. The following tables (Tables 2 and 3)
contain a total of 24 different examples of fluorescent dyes with varied molecular
weights, structures, and different charges (mono-, di-, tri-, or tetravalent), cutoff,
within their physical-chemical characteristics, in which can be tested in future
experiments to deepen the understanding about the biophysical properties of these
high ion conductance channels. We hope that the data contained in these tables can
contribute to the purpose of studies of the pore-forming channels, which may serve
as a tactic and add discoveries to the scientific field, following more knowledge of
cell physiology.
A detail to note is that the table corresponding to cationic lacks more examples
of tetravalent dyes. The proteins addressed in the previous topic are reported to
allow the permeabilization of molecules of up to 1000 Da. However, there are other
types of tetravalent fluorophores found in the literature that exceed the permeable
molecular weight limit for these pores [2]. BoBo 1 (1202.66 Da), BoBo 3
(1254.73 Da), ToTo-1 (1302.78 Da), and ToTo 3 (1354.85 Da) are some other
examples of charged dyes (4+) [62]. Thus, the lack of other viable tetravalent dyes
to the corresponding permeability values of the described proteins prevents the
exploration and evaluation of the pores with these molecules. Therefore, we con-
sider it necessary to investigate other fluorescent dyes with this type of charge,
aiming at possible future experiments on the molecular pore interaction with this
level of net charge [56, 63].
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experiments to deepen the understanding about the biophysical properties of these
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A detail to note is that the table corresponding to cationic lacks more examples
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allow the permeabilization of molecules of up to 1000 Da. However, there are other
types of tetravalent fluorophores found in the literature that exceed the permeable
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exploration and evaluation of the pores with these molecules. Therefore, we con-
sider it necessary to investigate other fluorescent dyes with this type of charge,
aiming at possible future experiments on the molecular pore interaction with this
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Anionic dyes MW Charge Molecular structure
PromoFluor 840 788.96 1
Yakima Yellow 654.30 1
5-Carboxyfluorescein 376.32 1
PromoFluor 680 852.96 2
JOE 602.34 2
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Dichlorofluorescein 401.2 2
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4. Conclusion
Scientific advances with methods involving fluorescence, such as fluorimetry and
colorimetry, have led to the significant discoveries in different horizons of biological
knowledge, with the application of fluorophores in these methodologies having an
immense importance in the purpose of evaluating different topics involving the study
of cells. Studies on the permeabilization of the plasma membrane through high
conductance pore-forming proteins are a topic widely addressed in laboratory
research, with the use of fluorescent dyes being a useful device in the evaluation and
investigation of the functionality of ionotropic receptors. Through the tables
presented above, several anionic and cationic dyes with different charge values
(mono-, di-, tri-, and tetravalent) can be used by researchers in numerous experi-
ments, aiming to check these pores through their physical-chemical properties and
conductance. We hope that this review will motivate further research on the applica-
bility, mechanisms, and biophysical properties of these high ion conductance chan-
nels, aiming at new knowledge and discoveries for the cellular biological perspective.
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